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NOTES ONS? IE eM LHOD OR PUBLICATION AND 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

THE same general method is followed in the following pages as in preceding 
volumes. As before, a few of the new literary texts are printed in a dual form, 
a reconstruction in modern style accompanying a literal transcript. In other cases, 
and in the fragments of extant authors, the originals are reproduced except for 
division of words, addition of capital initials to proper names, expansion of 
abbreviations, and supplements, so far as possible, of lacunae. In 669, how- 
ever, which is on a rather different level from the other literary pieces, accentua- 
tion and punctuation have been introduced as well as in 658, which strictly does 
not belong to the literary section at all. Additions or corrections by the same 
hand as the body of the text are in small thin type, those by a different hand 
in thick type. Non-literary documents are given in modern style only. Abbre- 
viations and symbols are resolved ; additions and corrections are usually incor- 
porated in the text and their occurrence is recorded in the critical notes, where 
also faults of orthography, &c., are corrected wherever any difficulty could arise. 
Tota adscript is printed when so written, otherwise iota subscript is used. Square 
brackets [ | indicate a lacuna, round brackets () the resolution of a symbol or 
abbreviation, angular brackets ¢ ) a mistaken omission in the original ; double 
square brackets || |] mean that the letters within them have been deleted in 
the original, braces { } that the letters so enclosed, though actually written, 
should be omitted. Dots placed within brackets represent the approximate 
number of letters lost or deleted; dots outside brackets indicate mutilated 
or otherwise illegible letters. Letters with dots underneath them are to be con- 
sidered doubtful. Heavy Arabic numerals refer to the texts of the Oxyrhynchus 
papyri published in this volume and in Parts I-III; ordinary numerals to lines; 
small Roman numerals to columns. 



xii LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

The abbreviations used in referring to papyrological publications are prac- tically the same as those adopted by Wilcken in Archiv I. i. Pp. 25+28, viz.:— 
EAni Ieandall= Ehe Amherst Papyri (Greek), Vols. I and NM bys Bs iE: Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. 
Archiv = Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung, 
DG. Us Aco, Utkunden aus den Konig]. Museen zu Berlin, Griech. Urkunden. P. Brit. Mus. I and If = Catalogue of Greek Papyri in the British Museum, Vols. I and II, by F. G. Kenyon. 
CPR Corpus Papyrorum Raineri, Vol. I, by C. Wessely. P. Cairo = Greek Papyri in the Cairo Museum, Catalogue by B. P. Grenfell and eon EO, 

. Catt. = Papyrus Cattaoui (Archiv iii. 55 sqq.). . Fay. Towns = Fayim Towns and their Papyri, by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, and D. G. Hogarth. 
P. Gen. = Les Papyrus de Geneve, by J. Nicole. P. Goodsp. = Greek Papyri, by E. J, Goodspeed (Decennial Publications of the University of Chicago, Vol. V). 
Pr Grenf, land tt Greek Papyri, Series Ip by” BP: Grenfell ; Series II, by B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt. 
PLOxyeln land tie The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Parts 1, [land III, by B. P. Grenfell and A. §. Hunt. 
| A es Nels Papyrus Grecs du Musée du Louvre (Notices ex Lxtraits, t. xviii, 2), by W. Brunet de Presle et E. Egger. Ey Petrie = The Flinders Petrie Papyri, by the Rev. J. P, Mahaffy. Rev. Laws = Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus, by B. BP: Grenfell, with Introduction by the Rey. JSPs Mahaffy. P. Tebt. I = The Tebtunis Papyri, Part I, by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, and J. G. Smyly, 
Wilcken, Osz, = Griechische Ostraka, by U. Wilcken. 
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I” THEOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS 

654. New Sayines oF Jesus. 

24:4 X 7-8 cm. Prate I, 

By a curious stroke of good fortune our second excavations at Oxyrhynchus 
were, like the first, signalized by the discovery of a fragment of a collection of 
Sayings of Jesus. This consists of forty-two incomplete lines on the verso of 
a survey-list of various pieces of land, thus affording another example of the not 
uncommon practice of using the back of ephemeral documents for literary texts. 
The survey-list, which is in a cursive hand of the end of the second or early 
part of the third century, provides a terminus a quo for the writing on the other 
side. This, which is an upright informal uncial of medium size, we should assign 
to the middle or end of the third century ; a later date than A.D. 300 is most 
unlikely. The present text is therefore nearly contemporary with the ‘ Logia’ 
papyrus discovered in 1897, which also belongs to the third century, though 
probably to an earlier decade. In its general style and arrangement the present 
series of Sayings offers great resemblance to its predecessor. Here, as in the 
earlier ‘ Logia, the individual Sayings are introduced by the formula ‘ Jesus saith,’ 
and there is the same mingling of new and familiar elements; but the second 
series of Sayings is remarkable for the presence of the introduction to the whole 
collection (ll. 1-5), and another novelty is the fact that one of the Sayings 
(ll. 36 sqq.) is an answer to a question, the substance of which is reported 
(ll. 32-6). It is also noticeable that while in the first series the Sayings had little 
if any connexion of thought with each other, in the second series the first four 

at any rate are all concerned with the Kingdom of Heaven, That the present 
B 
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text represents the beginning of a collection which later on included the original 

‘Logia’ is very probable ; this and the other general questions concerning the 

papyrus are discussed on pp. 10-22. 

Excluding the introduction, there are parts of five separate Sayings, marked 

off from each other by paragraphi. In three cases (Il. 5, 9, and 36) a coronis 

indicates the end of a sentence, which in the two first cases is also the end of 

the Saying, but in the third is the end of the question to which the Saying is 

the answer. In all three instances the words Aéye Inootds followed immediately 

after the coronis. In ]. 27, however, there is no coronis at the end of the Saying, 

but there is one after the succeeding Aéyes ’Invods. The scribe is thus inconsistent 

in his employment of this sign, and would seem to have misplaced it in 1. 27, 

unless, indeed, his normal practice was to place a coronis both before and after 

Adyet Inoods, and the absence of a coronis after ow in 1. 27 is a mere omission. 

It is noteworthy that in 1. 27 a blank space is left where the coronis was to be 

expected. The single column of writing is complete at the top, but broken at 

the bottom and also vertically, causing the loss of the ends of lines throughout. 

From ll. 7-8, 15, 25, and 30, which can be restored with certainty from extant 

parallel passages, it appears that the lacunae at the ends of lines range from 

twelve to sixteen or at most eighteen letters, so that of each line, as far as 1. 33, 

approximately only half is preserved. The introduction and the first and fourth 

Sayings admit of an almost complete reconstruction which is nearly or quite 

conclusive, but in the second, third, and fifth, which are for the most part entirely 

new, even the general sense is often obscure, and restorations are, except in a 

few lines, rather hazardous. The difficulties caused by the lacunae are enhanced 

by the carelessness of the scribe himself. The opening words oi rotor ot Adyou are 

intolerable, even in third century Greek, and yrwode in 1. 20 and amoxadvpyoer|at 

in 1. 29 are forms that require correction; while several instances of the inter- 

change of letters occur, e.g. « and 7 in 1. 8 BaotAevon, at and ¢ in 1. 23 emepwrnoe, 

and probably in 1. 18 yowoeodar (cf. note ad loc.), r and @ in 1. 31 Oeappevor, 

and perhaps v and 7 in 1. 10 (cf. note ad loc.). In two cases (ll. 19 and 25) 

words which the scribe had at first omitted are added by him over the line. 

The only contraction which appears is Ins for Incots ; waryp in 1. 19 and otpavéds 

in ll. 11-2 are written out, as usually happens in the earliest theological papyri. 

We proceed now to the text ; in the accompanying translation supplements 

which are not practically certain are enclosed in round brackets. 

For valuable assistance in connexion with the reconstruction, interpreta- 

tion, and illustration of 654, we are indebted to Profs. Blass and Harnack, 

Dr. Bartlet, and Mr. F. P. Badham, but for the general remarks on pp. 10-22 

we are alone responsible. 



654. THEOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS 

Of TOIO! O! AOTOI OF [ 
AHCEN tHC O ZN K[ 
KAl OGMA KAI EITTEN [ 
AN TWN AOTOON TOYT[ 

5 OY MH FEYCHTAI N— [ 
MH TIAYCACOW O ZH[ 
€YPH KAl OTAN €YPH [ 
BHOEIC BACIAEYCH KAT 
HCETA] N— AEFE! IL 

10 Ol EAKONTEC HMAC [ 
H BACIAEIA EN OYPAT 
TA TIETEINA TOY OYP[ 
Tl YTO THN THN €CT[ 

OYK ATTOKNHCE! ANO[ 
PWN €MEPWTHCE TIAL 
PWN TEP! TOY TOTIOY THI 

OTi 
25 CETE TOAAO! ECONTAI TIL 

Ol ECXATO! TIPWTO! KAL [ 
CIN Aerei THC N—. [ 
OEN THC OVEWC COY KAI [ 
ATIO COY ATTOKAAY?HCET 

30 TIN KPYTITON O OY ANEf 
KAt O€EOBAMMENON O O[ 

[. .JETAZOYCIN AYTON O[ 
[. .JFOYCIN TIWC NHCTEY{ 

Ol IXOYEC THC CANAL [.... .JMEOA KAI TIC [ 
15 TEC YMAC KAI H BAC LN aU es JA Ti TIAPATHPHCE 

ENTOC YMQN [.JCTI [ [oo NGS ACE! IHC | 
-N@ TAYTHN €YPH[ cheats JEITAL MH TONEIT[ 
EAYTOYC FNWCECOA! [ Lane JHC AAHO@EIAC AN[ 

YMEIC [enn ees JN Af.]JOKEKP[ 
€cTE TOY TIATPOC TOY T[ Po aN a ee ]KAPI[. .] ECTIN [ 

20 TNWCOE EAYTOYC EN[ eee hee as JQ) ECT 
KAI YMEIC ECTE HTITOL Coe ere eae HINT 

Introduction. Il. 1-5. 

foi} rotor of Adyor of [....... ... ods éAd- 

Angev *In(cod)s 6 (av K[Upios?.......-.4. 

kai Opa kai eimev [adtois’ mas doris 

dv tav Abéywv TovT|wy adkovon Oavdrov 

5 ov pn yevonTrat. 

‘These are the (wonderful?) words which Jesus the living (lord) spake to... and 
Thomas, and he said unto (them), Every one that hearkens to these words shall never taste 
of death.’ 

The general sense of the introduction is clear, and most of the restorations are fairly 
certain. In]. 1 an adjective such as @avpdovor is necessary after of |. For dxovew with the 
genitive in the sense of ‘hearken to’ as distinguished from merely hearing cf. e.g. Luke 
vi. 47 mas 6... dkovov pov tov Adyar Kal mov adrovs, For Oavdrov] od py yedonra, cf. 

Matt. xvi. 28, Mark ix. 1, Luke ix. 27, and especially John viii. 52 éay tes rov Adyor pou 
mpnon, ov pi yevonta: Oavdrov eis tov aidva. In these passages of the Synoptists Gavarou 
yeverGa simply means ‘die’ in the literal sense; but here no doubt, as in the passage in 

B 2 
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St. John, the phrase has the deeper and metaphorical meaning that those who obey Christ’s 

words and attain to the kingdom, reach a state unaffected by the death of the body. The 

beginning of 1. 1 requires some correction, of roto. of Ady of being extremely ugly. 

The corruption of ofro: into of roto: is not very likely, though cf. Luke xxiv. 44 «imev de mpés 

adrovs, obra of Adyor pou obs eAdAnoa mpds bpas ere dv odv Spiv. But since roios is found in 

late prose writers for rowdeSe, the simplest course is to omit the initial of. The ¢ of this 

oi being in a crack is not clear in the photograph, but is quite certain. The restoration of 

1, 2 presents the chief difficulty. «{vpios is very doubtful ; «{ai followed by e.g. dmoBavav 

is equally likely, and several of the possible supplements at the end of the line require 

a longer word than x/ipuos to precede. A dative before cal OwpG is necessary, and three 

alternatives suggest themselves :—(1) a proper name, in which case @Aimm@ or Mar6ig (or 
Mar@aiw) are most likely in the light of the following words kat @p@. Apocryphal Gospels 
assigned to Thomas, Philip, and Matthias are known, and in Pests Sophia 70-1 Philip, 
Thomas, and Matthias (so Zahn with much probability in place of Matthew found in 
the text) are associated as the recipients of a special revelation ; cf. Harnack, Adschris/. 

Litterat.1. p. 14; (2) a phrase such as tots te dddows OF Tois («’) waOnrais (so Bartlet, cf. 1. 32 and 
John xx. 26 kal... joav ow of pabnrai airot Kai Owpas per’ aitar) ; (3) “Iovéda 76] kal Copa, 

suggested by Prof. Lake, who compares the frequent occurrence of the double name “Iovdas 
6 kai Owpas in the Acts of Thomas. The uncertainty attaching to the restoration is the more 
unfortunate, since much depends on it. If we adopt the first hypothesis, Thomas has only 
a secondary place ; but on either of the other two he occupies the chief position, and this 
fact would obviously be of great importance in deciding the origin of the Sayings; 
cf. pp. 18 sqq. On the question whether the introduction implies a post-resurrectional 
point of view see pp. 13-4. 

There is a considerable resemblance between the scheme of Il. 1-3, of Adyar. . . ods 
eAdAnoev “Inoods . . . kai etmev, and the formulae employed in introducing several of the 
earliest citations of our Lord’s Sayings, especially I Clem. 13 padtora pepynpévor trav Adyov 
Tod kupiov "Incod ods éAdAncev SiddoKov ... otTws yap eimev, ACtS XX. 35 pynpovevew te Tov 

Ady@v Tod Kupiov "Incod Gri avros etwev, Rendel Harris had already (Contemp. Rev. 1897, 

pp. 346-8) suggested that those formulae were derived from the introduction of a primitive 
collection of Sayings known to St. Paul, Clement of Rome, and Polycarp, and this theory 
gains some support from the parallel afforded by the introduction in 654. 

First Saying. Il. 5-9. 

5 [ Aéyee “In(cod)s- 

py mavodobw 6 (nl7T@v........ €ws av 

evpn Kai drav edpn [OauBnOjocera Kal Oap- 

| ByOels Baoiredoer Kall Bacidetoas dvara- 

HOET AL. 

‘Jesus saith, Let not him who seeks...cease until he finds, and when he finds 
he shall be astonished ; astonished he shall reach the kingdom, and having reached the 
kingdom he shall rest.’ 

The conclusion of this Saying is quoted from the Gospel according to the Hebrews by 
Clement of Alexandria (Sérom. ii. 9. 45) 9 Kav to Kal’ “EBpaiovs evayyeXio 6 Oavpacas 
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Baothevoer yéypanrar kai 6 Baoihedoas dvaranoera. In Strom. v. 14. 96 (a passage to which 
Zahn first called attention, Gesch. d. NT. Kan. ii. p- 657) he quotes the Saying in 
a fuller and obviously more accurate form which agrees almost exactly with the papyrus, 
but without stating his source :—od mavoera: 6 (nrav fos dv eUpn, eUpov b€ OayBnOncerat, OapBnbeis 
de Baowdetvoet, Bactdevoas S€ eravananocera, The word after (j[rév in 1. 6 is very likely 
the object of (yraév (riv Conv? ; tiv Bactdelay is too long), but it may be another participle 
depending on mavodoG@ or an adverb. This part of the saying is parallel to Matt. vii. 7 
(=Luke xi. 9) (yretre kai edpjoere, The supplements in ll, 7-8 are already rather long 
in comparison with the length of lines required in Il. 1g, 25, and 30, so that it is improbable 
that ¢mravanayoerm is to be supplied or that 6 occurred in the papyrus before Gay@nbets 
and Bacthevoas (cf. the first quotation from Clement). 6 8é in place of kai is of course 
possible in 1. 7, but since the papyrus has «aé and not 6¢ in 1. 8 xaé is more likely also 
in 1 7. The occurrence of Gapy8nécis, not Oavpdoas, in ll. 7-8, confirms Zahn’s acute 
suggestion (Gesch. d. WT. Kan. ii. p. 657) that @ay@nbeis was the original word; but we 
should not accept his ingenious explanation of it as a mistranslation of a Hebrew or 
Aramaic verb which could also mean Oopu8y6eis, and his view that ovvrerpypévos (cf. 
Luke iv. 18) would have been the right term. The attractiveness of this kind of conjecture 
is, as we have recently had occasion to remark (408 introd.), only equalled by its uncer- 
tainty. Now that the Saying is known in its completer form, and if we disregard the particular 
object (to show that the beginning of philosophy is wonder) to which Clement in the 
first of his two quotations turns it, this description of the successive stages in the attainment 
of the kingdom of Heaven seems to us decidedly striking, and by no means so far removed 
from the ‘Anschauungen des echten Urchristenthums’ as Resch (Agrapha, pp. 378-9) 
considers. To the probable reference to it in II Clem. v. 5 (cf. the next note) 7 de 
emayyeAia Tov Xptorov peydAn kat Oavpaotn oti Kal dvamavots Ths peAAovans BaciAclas kai Cons 

aiwviov, quoted by Resch (/.¢.), Mr. Badham adds a remarkable one in the Ac/s of Thomas 
(ed. Bonnet, p. 243) of déiws petadapBavortes tev exe dyabv dvamavovrar Kai dvarravdpevor 
Baowevooucw 4, 

As Dr. Bartlet aptly remarks, the idea of the necessity for strenuous effort in order 
to attain to the kingdom has much in common, not only with the 3rd Saying ov dmoxvyces 
d6|pemos «.r.d., but with the 5th Logion (‘Raise the stone and there thou shalt find me’); 
cf. pp. 12-3. 

Second Saying. ll. 9-21. 

réyer “I[n(cobs) ...... tives 

10 of EdxovTes tpas [es THv Bacirelay ef 
¢ 4 Bactreia ev ovpaly@ éoTiv; ......4.. 
SY Q\ ~ é) lo ay “A 6 eA 6. 

TQ TWETELVA TOU oup[avov Kal TMV UnNploV O- 

1 Since this volume was put into type, Harnack has expressed his views of this Agraphon in 
Sitzungsber. d. Berl. Akad. 1904, pp. 175-9. He there shows in opposition to Zahn that astonishment 
is to be interpreted here as a sign of joy, not of fear, and strongly repels the unfavourable criticisms of 
Resch upon the Saying, of which Harnack in fact maintains the substantial genuineness. Incidentally, 
as he also remarks, the close parallelism between the language of the papyrus and Clement is important, 
for from whatever source this Saying found its way into the present collection, it cannot have come through 
Clement. There is, therefore, good reason to think that the Gospel according to the Hebrews (or at 
least a part of it) was known in Egypt in a Greek version at an early period, a view which has been 
disputed by Zahn. 
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mt bd Thy yhy éorlev } emt THs yas Kal 

of iyOdes THs Oardioons obrot of €\Kov- 

1g Tes bas, Kal 7) Baolirela Toy ovpavov 

évros tyuav [élore [kal doris dv éavroy 

yv@ TabrTnv edprf[oeL.... 2-2 eee 

éavrods yvdoeobe [kal eidjoere bre viol 

tore vpeis TOO maTpos TOD Tl.. +--+ sees eees 

20 yvdo(es)\Oe éavrods Ev[...- ++ seers eee 
Ne eX 2 XN Kal tpeis eoTe nao... . 

‘Jesus saith, (Ye ask? who are those) that draw us (to the kingdom, if) the kingdom 

is in Heaven? ... the fowls of the air, and all beasts that are under the earth or upon the 

earth, and the fishes of the sea, (these are they which draw) you, and the kingdom of Heaven 

is within you; and whoever shall know himself shall find it. (Strive therefore?) to know 

yourselves, and ye shall be aware that ye are the sons of the ... Father ; (and?) ye shall 

know yourselves... and ye are...’ 

The reconstruction of this, the longest and most important of the Sayings, is extremely 

difficult. Beyond the supplements in |. 15 which are based on the parallel in Luke xvii. 21 

with the substitution of ray odpavav, St. Matthew’s phrase, for St. Luke’s rod @eod which 

is too short for the lacuna, and those in ll. 12-3, 16, and 18, the general accuracy of 

which is guaranteed by the context, it is impossible to proceed without venturing into 

the region of pure conjecture. There seems to be no direct parallel to or trace of this 

Saying among the other non-canonical Sayings ascribed to our Lord, and the materials 

provided by Il. 10-12—oi @Axovres, the kingdom of Heaven and the fowls of the air—are 
at first sight so disparate that the recovery of the connexion between them may seem 
a hopeless task. But though no restoration of Il. 9-14 can hope to be very convincing, and 
by adopting different supplements from those which we have suggested, quite another 
meaning can no doubt be obtained (see below), we think that a fairly good case can 
be made out in fayour of our general interpretation. The basis of it is the close parallelism 
which we have supposed to exist between |. 15 res tpas xal 7 Bao|ela rev otpavdy and, 
on the other hand, |. 10 of ZAcovres jas followed in 1. 11 by » Bacrdela ev otpalya, whereby we 
restore of ZAxov| at the end of |]. 14. If this be granted ll. 9-16 divide themselves naturally 
into two parallel halves at the lacuna in 1. rr, Il. g-10 corresponding to Il. 12-5, and |. 11 
to ll. 15-6. How is this correspondence to be explained? ‘The simplest solution is to 
suppose that ll. g-11 are a question to which ll. 12-6 form the answer ; hence we supply 
rives in l. g; cf. the sth Saying, which is an answer to a question. A difficulty then arises 
that we have €Axovres qpas in 1. ro but €Axov||res dyads in ll. 14-5. This may be a mere 
accident due to the common confusion of tpets and jets in papyri of this period, and 
perhaps pas should be read in both cases, But jyas in]. 10 can be defended in two ways, 
by supposing either that Jesus here lays stress rather on His human than on His divine 
nature, and associates Himself with the disciples, or that the question is put into the mouth 
of the disciples, i.e. the word before rives was epwrare or the like. There remains, however, 
the greatest crux of all, the meaning of €Axovres. In the two passages in which this word 
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occurs in the New Testament it has an unfavourable sense; but here a favourable meaning 
is much more likely, as with éAcvew in John vi. 44 eav pr 5 watnp . . . eAxdon aitdy and xii. 32 
mavras €hxvow mpos enautév: Mr. Badham compares Clem. Alex. S¢rom. vi. 6 robs pev yap (i.e. 
wild beasts of sinners) mporpémet 6 Kupuos trois d¢ 4dn eyxerpnoace Kal xeipa opéyer Kai avedxet, and 
tid. V. 12 W ioxds Tov Adyou... mdvta Tov Katadekdpevov Kal evrds éavTod mpos éavTny Edel, 
A phrase such as eis tiv Sacrdciay is required to explain éAkorres, though even with this 
addition the use of that word in such a context must be admitted to be difficult. The idea 
in ll. 12-6 seems to be that the divine element in the world begins in the lower stages 
of animal creation, and rises to a higher stage in man, who has within him the kingdom of 
Heaven ; cf. Clement’s discussion (S¢rom. v. 13) of Xenocrates’ view that even ddroya (6a 
possibly had some rod @eiov évyoa, and the curious sanctity of certain animals in the various 
Apocryphal Acts, e.g. Thecla’s baptized lioness, Thomas’s ass, Philip’s leopard and kid 
buried at the door of the church, It is possible that there is some connexion between this 
Saying and the use of Luke xvii. 21 by the Naassenes; cf. p. 18. The transition from 
the inward character of the kingdom to the necessity for self-knowledge (Il. 16-21) is 
natural. Since the kingdom is not an external manifestation but an inward principle, 
men must know themselves in order to attain to its realization. ‘The old Greek proverb 
yvet ceavrdv is thus given a fresh significance. Mr. Badham well compares Clem. Paedag. 
lil, I fv dpa os fore mavtav péyiorov paOnudrov Td yr@var attév' éavtdv ydp tis éav yvodn 

Gedy eioerat. For the restoration of 1. 16, cf. 1. 18. ravryv in 1. 17 is the PBacwdeia. 
This line may have ended with something like éras ody, if we are right in correcting 
yrooecbat to yrooecbe (cf. the similar confusion in ]. 23). For viot, which is required 
by the context in ]. 18, cf. e.g. Luke xx. 36. 7| in]. 19 (a is equally possible) is perhaps 
the beginning of an adjective, but rovr[ov xdpw, e.g., might also be read. How yvoode 
in ]. 20 is to be emended is uncertain; we suggest yvoo(ec)de, but the corruption may 
go deeper. | is perhaps ev[rés ts Baotdelas. naro| in |. 21 is very obscure; the letter 
following r may be ¢, o or w; but neither if 7 is the article, nor if ymro| is one word, does any 
suitable restoration suggest itself. ymro{ can hardly be a participle, for if A€yee “In(cov)s 
occurred, as would be expected, at the end of the line, there is room for only about four 
more letters in the lacuna. It is tempting to read 4 w{r}d[Aus, with év [177 wéAee rod Beod in |. 20, 
as Blass suggests, comparing for the omission of dvras Mark vi. 20 eidas abrév dvdpa Sixaiov. 

Another and quite different restoration of the early part of this Saying is suggested by 

Dr. Bartlet, who would read Aéyee "In(cod)s* py HoBeirwcar| of Edxovres ipas [emi rIs ys, Sav 

yap| 7 Bactrcia ev oipalvg kal id? iptv éorac] ra merewva Tod ovplavod Kal may (Oov 6| re ind THY yay 

he ra re emt yas kai] of iyOves ris Oaddloons . . .. comparing the idea in Epistle of Barnabas, 

vi. 12 and 18 ris odv 6 duvdpevos viv apyew Onpiov if ixOieav i) mereway Tov oipavod ; aig@dver Oat 

yap ddeldouev Bre 7d dpxew efovoias eotiv, va tis émitdgas xupiedon. et ody ot yiverat Todro 

vov, dpa jpiv eipnxev mote’ Orav Kat avrol redeiobGpev, KAnpovdpor THs SeaOnxns Kupiov yevéerOat, 

and II Clem. v. 4 eimev 6 Incots 1G erp py) foBeicOwoav ra apvia rods AvKous .. « 

kai ywookere, adedol, dre 7 emidnpia 7 ev 7H KdoH@ TOUT@ Tis TapKods TavTNS piKpd €oTL Kal 

dduyoxpdvios, 4 S€ enayyeda Tod Xpiorod x.t.A. (a passage resembling the 1st Saying; cf, 

note, ad loc.). The parallels from Barnabas and Clement perhaps give this restoration 

some advantage over ours, but éAxovres alone without an explanatory phrase is not 

a satisfactory word for ‘ persecute,’ and the transition from the promise of the kingdom 

of Heaven to the fowls of the air is very abrupt and almost inconsequent, while it is difficult 

to find the connexion between the fowls of the air and the second mention of the kingdom 

of Heaven. This, the chief problem in the znd Saying, seems more easily explained by 

the hypothesis of a repetition of éAxovres and the resulting parallelism between the two 

halves of J]. 9-16 which we have suggested. 
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Third Saying. I. 21-7. 

[ Aéyer ’In(cod)s- 

ovK amoKxynce AvO[pwros....2-+ 26s 

POV ACHEODTHO AL Wit. meena Nerene (ol cne 

POV mept TOU TOWOV TH\S . 40s ks one shes 

25 oeTe Ort ToAAOL EcovTaL T[p@ToL EcyxaTor Kai 

of €oxarot mparo kal [...... ee aat jsied 

COlV. 

‘Jesus saith, A man shall not hesitate...to ask...concerning his place (in the 
kingdom. Ye shall know) that many that are first shall be last and the last first and 
(they shall have eternal life ?).’ 

Line 24 may well have continued rij[s Bactdetas followed by a word meaning ‘know’ 
(? eldnoere, OF yv@oere Or axovcere, for yv@oerar OF dkovoerat), but the double -pe» in 

ll. 23 and 24 is very puzzling, and in the absence of a clear parallel we forbear to restore 
the earlier part of the Saying. Dr. Bartlet suggests a connexion with the Apocalypse 
of Peter, e.g. § 4 xdyo pny aire’ kai mod eior madres of Sikatoe 4} moids éotw 6 aldy ep @ «ioe 
ravtny éxovres tiv Sd€av, § 5 odrds cotw 6 tém0s TOY apxépav (I. apxaiov, Bartlet) tpay ray dixaiov 

dOperev, taking dpxaiwy to be equivalent to mpecBurépoy in Heb. xi, 2, or to TarTepav § 

cf. Matt. v. 21, 33 éppé6n rois dpxators and Luke ix. 8, 19. But the problem was an old one. 
Lines 25-6 moddol .. . mpdrou follow Mark x. 31 (= Matt. xix. 30) moANol 8€ Zoovras mparot 
éoxaror kai of €oxarou mp@ro. In the insertion of of before éoxyaro. the papyrus agrees with 
BC and many MSS. in Mark x. 31; SD and other MSS. omit of there, and in 
Matt. xix. 30 of is generally omitted, though found in C and some others. Luke xiii. 30 
is rather longer, kai iSod eioty Exyaroe of €covrar mpdroe Kal eloly mpdro ot ~covrat éoxarTo. 
ow in |. 27 is no doubt the termination of a verb: (ay (aidvov) kdypovonnoov|aw (Matt. 
xix. 29) and per’ euod BagwWevoov|ow are too long, but fomv aldvov é£ov|ow (cf. John iii. 16, 36, 
v. 24, &c.) is possible. 

Fourth Saying. Il. 27-31. 

Aéyet “In(cod)s: [wav 7d pi eumpos- 

Bev Tis dwews cov Kal [7d Kexpuppévov 
amd cot dmokarug(Oyioer[at oor. od ydp éo- 

30 Tl KpuTTov 3 ov davepoyv yevfoerat 
a kal TeOappévoy 6 olvK éyepOnoerat. 

‘ Jesus saith, Everything that is not before thy face and that which is hidden from thee 
shall be revealed to thee. For there is nothing hidden which shall not be made manifest, 
nor buried which shall not be raised.’ 

The sense of this Saying is clear, and the supplements are fairly certain. Lines 29-30 
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are parallel to Matt. x. 26 oddév ydp éorw Kexaduppévov 5 od« dmoxadupOnoerat kat KpuTrov 6 ov 
yrooOnoera, Luke xii. 2 ovdév S€ cvyxexaduppevow éoriv & ove drokaupOnoerar Kat KpumTov 6 od 
yrooOncera: cf. Mark iv. 22 od yap eorw kpurrév av py iva havepwb ovde eyévero amdxpudov adn’ 
iva €\Op eis havepdv, In general arrangement the papyrus agrees with Matthew and Luke 
perhaps more than with Mark; but the language of the first half of the sentence is 
much closer to that of Mark (whose expression eay p) iva havepwO instead of the more 
pointed 6 od davepoOnoera suggests the hand of an editor), while that of the second half 
diverges from all three. re@aypevov makes a more forcible contrast to xpumrév than 
the corresponding word in the Synoptists, which is merely a synonym. Instead of 
éyepOnoera. a more general word such as yvwoOnoerat can be supplied; but this detracts from 
the picturesqueness of what is in any case a striking variation of a well-known Saying. 

Fifth Saying. Il. 32-42. 

[eglerdgovow adrov off pabntal adtod Kal 

[Ag]yovow mas vnoreticopev Kal ToS... 

[epeacmomel MEU ROLE OCr (Pease, st ieti sete ons 

Bon ene k Lea e MOOT ONG OLE tel aste -fe.s 

° ° ° DP RCVEURL I COUS (eure tne arte 8 | 
BIELT Us dLIp qT OLELT| Ens, a emtis ae st « 

Peers SUNN CCOST Cini eae. ribet snes ves 

ia! fee) Ieee 

° . ° e e e settee Par COKER PIU ge tosaels scr h) os 

Zou eee ajc Kept Osco tive (a ap 0s eects te 

[peepore ce ceperenes tt A CO'T| Liat ee te ers «cba 046 

‘His disciples question him and say, How shall we fast and how shall we (pray?).. . 
and what (commandment) shall we keep... Jesus saith,...do not... blessed is he...’ 

Though this Saying is broken beyond hope of recovery, its general drift may be 
caught. It clearly differed from the other Sayings, both in this papyrus and the first 
series of Logia, in having a preliminary paragraph giving the occasion, which seems 
to be a question put by the disciples; cf. p. 15. For e&erdfew in reference to them 
cf. John xxi. 12 ovdeis d€ erddua trav pabnray e€erdca airév' ot ris ef; eiddres dru 6 Kvpids eorw. 
airod in |, 1 is not very satisfactory, but something more than paéyrai is required, and 
cf. 655. 17-8. apicaice is not likely in the light of what follows. The question clearly 
consisted of a number of short sentences, each beginning with més or ri, and so far 
as can be judged, they were concerned with the outward forms of religion, fasting, 
prayer (mpocevéd|ye6a?), and almsgiving. How far, it is probably asked, are existing Jewish 
ordinances to be kept? The answer of Jesus appears to have been a series of short 
commandments insisting on the inner side of religion as the pursuit of virtue and truth, and 
very likely concluding in 1. 40 with the promise ‘ Blessed is he who doeth these things.’ If 
this explanation is on the right lines, there is a general parallelism between this Saying and 
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Matt. xix. 16-22 and Luke xviii. 18-22, but the occurrence of édj6ea and a{ 7 Joxexp| uppevoy (?) 

suggests that the language was more Johannine in character. Line 39, as Prof. Lake 

remarks, could be restored on the basis of Rev. ii, 17 7 pdvlpa fs kexp|uppevov. ‘The 

reference to fasting in ]. 33 suggests a connexion with the 2nd Logion (‘ Except ye fast to the 

world’), which may well have been an answer to a similar question by the disciples. 

We do not propose to enter upon a detailed examination of the numerous and compli- 

cated problems involving the Canonical and Apocryphal Gospels and the ‘ Logia’ of 1897, 

which are reopened by the discovery of the new Sayings. But we may be permitted to 

indicate the broader issues at stake, and in the light of the wide discussion of the Logia of 

1897 to point out some effects of the new elements now introduced into the controversy. 

We start therefore with a comparison of the two series of Sayings (which we shall 

henceforth call 1 and 654). Both were found on the same site and the papyri are of 

approximately the same date, which is not later than about the middle of the third 

century, so that both collections must go back at least to the second century. The outward 

appearance of the two papyri is indeed different, 1 being a leaf from a handsomely-written 

book, which may well have been a valuable trade-copy, while 654 is in roll form and was 

written on the verso of a comparatively trivial document. The practice of writing impor- 

tant literary texts on such material was, however, extremely common, and the form of 654 

lends no support to the hypothesis that the papyrus is a collection of notes made by the 

writer himself. In the uncial character of the handwriting, the absence of abbreviations 

and contractions other than those usually found in early theological MSS., and the careful 

punctuation by the use of the paragraphus and coronis, 654 shares the characteristics of an 

ordinary literary text such as 1. Since 1 is the 11th page of a book, it must have formed 

part of a large collection of Sayings, while 654 comes from the beginning of a manuscript 

and provides no direct evidence of the length of the roll. But the document on the recto 

is not a letter or contract which would be likely to be short, but an official land-survey 

list, and these tend to be of very great length, e.g. P. Brit. Mus. 267, P. Tebt. I. 84-5. The 
recently published Leipzig papyrus of the Psalms (Heinrici, Bectr. 2. Gesch. d. IVT. iv), 
though incomplete at the beginning and end, contains as many as thirty-six columns written 
in cursive on the verso. So far therefore as can be judged from externals, 654 like 1 
probably belongs to an extensive collection of Sayings which may well have numbered 
several hundreds. 

Turning next to the contents of the two papyri, no one can fail to be struck with their 
formal resemblance. Postponing for the moment the introduction of 654 (Il. 1-5), which, 
since it necessarily presupposes the existence of the Sayings introduced and may have been 
added later, stands on a different footing from the Sayings and requires separate treatment, 
the five Sayings partly recorded in 654 begin like those in 1 with the simple formula Aéyee 
"Inooos ; and both fragments contain Sayings which to a greater or less degree have parallel 
passages in the Synoptic Gospels side by side with Sayings which are new. In 1 the style 
was simple and direct, and the setting, with the constant balancing of the words and sentences 
and the absence of connecting particles, highly archaic; the same features, though obscured 
unfortunately by the incompleteness of the papyrus, are also distinctly traceable in 654. 
There is, however, one difference in the two papyri in point of form. ‘To the 5th Saying 
in 654 (ll. 36 sqq.) is prefixed (Il. 32-6) a brief account of the question to which it was the 
answer. This may prove to be of great importance in deciding the origin of these Sayings, 
but for our present purpose it is sufficient to point out that even in 654 the occurrence of 
the context is the exception, not the rule, and the fact that the Sayings in 1 agree with the 
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first four Sayings in 654 in omitting the context rather than with the 5th obviously produces 
no serious conflict between the two documents. 

We proceed to a closer examination of the two series. In 1 the 7th Logion (‘A city 
built on a hill’) is connected with St. Matthew’s Gospel alone; the 6th (‘A prophet is not 
acceptable’) has a noticeable point of contact with St. Luke in the use of the word dexrés, 
and the 1st also agrees with St. Luke. The 5th (‘Wherever there are’) starts with a parallel 
to St. Matthew, but extends into a region far beyond. Nowhere in 1 can the influence of 
St. Mark be traced, nor was there any direct parallel with St. John’s Gospel; but the new 
Sayings, both in thought and expression, tended to have a mystical and Johannine character. 
In 654 we have one Saying (the 2nd) of which the central idea is parallel to a passage 
found in St. Luke alone, but of which the developments are new ; the conclusion of the 3rd 
Saying connects with St. Matthew and St. Mark rather than with St. Luke, while the 4th is 
a different version of a Saying found in all three Synoptists, and is on the whole nearer to 
St. Mark than to the other two Evangelists. The rst Saying and, so far as we can judge, 
the 5th have little, if any, point of contact with the Canonical Gospels. As in 1, so in 654 
the new elements tend to have a Johannine colouring, especially in the 2nd Saying; but 
some caution must be observed in tracing connexions with St. John’s theology. The rst 
Saying, if the papyrus had been the sole authority for it, might well have seemed nearer in 
style to St. John than to the Synoptists; yet as a matter of fact it occurred in the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews, a very early work which is generally admitted to have been 
originally written in Hebrew and to have been independent of the Canonical Gospels, most 
of all St. John’s. On the other hand, while the Sayings in 654 contain nothing so markedly 
Johannine in style as e.g. ‘I stood in the midst of the world...’ in 1.11 sqq., the introduction 
contains a clear parallel to John viii. 52. This at first sight may perhaps seem to imply 
a knowledge of St. John’s Gospel on the part of the author of the introduction, but it must 
be remembered (1) that St. John may well not have been the sole authority for the attribu- 
tion of that Saying to our Lord, and if so, that the author of the introduction may have 

obtained it from another source, (2) that a knowledge of St. John’s Gospel on the part of 

the author of the introduction does not necessarily imply a corresponding debt to that 

Gospel in the following Sayings, which, as we have said, stand on a somewhat different 

’ footing from the introduction. 
In our original edition of 1 we maintained (a) that the Sayings had no traceable thread 

of connexion with each other beyond the fact of their being ascribed to the same speaker, 

(2) that none of them implied a post-resurrectional point of view, (c) that they were not in 

themselves heretical, and that though the asceticism of Log. 2 and the mystic character of 

Log. 5 were obviously capable of development in Encratite and Gnostic directions, the 

Sayings as a whole were much nearer in style to the New Testament than to the apocryphal 

literature of the middle and end of the second century. If these positions have been 

vigorously assailed, they have also been stoutly defended, and about the second and third no 

general agreement has been reached ; with regard to the first the balance of opinion has 

been in favour of our view, and the various attempts to trace a connexion of ideas running 

through the Sayings have met with little acceptance. What answer is to be returned to 

the corresponding problems in 654? 
We will take the third question first. Is there anything in 654 to show that the 

Sayings originated in or circulated among a particular sect? We should answer this in 

the negative. ‘There is nothing heretical in the introduction, the 1st, 3rd, and 4th Sayings, 

or, so far as can be judged, the sth. The Encratite leanings which have been ascribed to 

the 2nd Logion are conspicuously absent in 654; the remains of the 5th Saying in fact 

rather suggest an anti-Jewish point of view, from which however the 2nd Logion itself 
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was not widely distant, if, as we strongly hold, morevontre and caSBarifnre are to be taken 
metaphorically. The absence of any Jewish-Christian element in 654 is the more 
remarkable seeing that the 1st Saying also occurs in the Gospel according to the Hebrews. 
The only Saying that is at all suspicious is the 2nd, which like Log. 5 is sure to be called 
in some quarters ‘Gnostic.’ That the profoundly mystical but, as it seems to us, obviously 
genuine Saying of our Lord recorded in Luke xvii. 21 ‘The kingdom of God is within you’ 
should have given rise to much speculation was to be expected, and from Hippolytus 
Refut. v. 7 it is known that this’ Saying occupied an important place in the doctrines of the 
Naassenes, one of the most pronounced Gnostic sects of the second or early third century. 

That there is a connexion between the Sayings and the Naassenes through the Gospel of 
Thomas is quite possible and this point will be discussed later (pp. 18-9); but to import 
Naassene tenets into the 2nd Saying in 654 is not only gratuitous but a vorepov mpdrepov. 
Moreover, though the other ideas in the Saying connected with the parallel from St. Luke, 
the development of the kingdom of Heaven through brute creation up to man (if that be 
the meaning of ll. 9-16), and the Christian turn given to the proverbial yr ceaurév 
(Il. 16-21), may point to a later stage of thought than that found in the Canonical Gospels, 
the 2nd Saying as a whole, if ‘Gnostic,’ presents a very primitive kind of Gnosticism, and 
is widely separated from the fully-developed theosophy of e.g. the Pzsts Sophia. In any 
case the ‘Gnosticism’ of 654 is on much the same level as that of 1. 

Do any of the Sayings (apart from the introduction) imply a post-resurrectional point 
of view? This too we should answer in the negative. There is not only nothing in them 
to indicate that they were spoken after the resurrection, but substantial evidence for the 
opposite view. The familiar Sayings in the Canonical Gospels which are parallel to those 
found in 654 are there assigned to our Lord’s lifetime, including even John viii. 52. The 
Gospel according to the Hebrews with which the rst Saying is connected covered the same 
ground as the Synoptists, and there is no reason to suppose that this Saying occurred 
there as a post-resurrectional utterance. But the best argument is provided by the 5th 
Saying, especially its context which is fortunately given. ‘The questions there addressed to 
Jesus clearly belong to a class of problems which are known to have been raised by our 
Lord’s disciples and others in his lifetime, and, if éfera¢ovow is in any case a somewhat 
stronger term than would be expected, seeing that the disciples seem to be the subject 
(though cf. John xxi. 12), it is most unlikely that this word would have been used with 
reference to the risen Christ. In fact none of the five Sayings in 654 suggests a post- 
resurrectional point of view so much as the 3rd Logion (‘I stood in the midst of the 
world’); cf. pp. 13-4. 

Can a definite principle or train of ideas be traced through the Sayings? The first 
four are certainly linked together by the connecting idea of the kingdom of Heaven, which 
is the subject to a greater or less degree of all of them. But between the 4th and 5th 
Sayings the chain is certainly much weaker and threatens to snap altogether. It is very 
difficult to believe that if 654 was part of a large collection of similar Sayings a connexion 
of thought could have been maintained throughout, and the Sayings in the later columns of 
654 may well have been as disconnected as those in 1. Even in the five which are partly 
preserved in 654 there is a constant change in the persons addressed, the rst and 3rd being 
couched in the third singular, the 2nd and almost certainly the 5th in the second plural, and 
the 4th in the second singular. Moreover the real link is, we think, supplied by the intro- 
duction, the consideration of which can no longer be delayed. Only before proceeding 
further we would state our conviction that in all essential points, the date of the papyrus, 
the form of the Sayings, their relation to the Canonical Gospels, and the general character 
of the new elements in them, to say nothing of the parallelism of thought between the rst and 
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3rd Sayings and the sth Logion (cf. p. 8), the resemblances between 654 and 1 so far 
outweigh the differences that for practical purposes they may be treated as parts of the 
same collection. Even if it ever should be proved that the first page of 1 did not coincide 
with 654, the two fragments so clearly reflect the same surroundings and mental conditions 
that we cannot regard as satisfactory any explanation of the one which is incompatible with 
the other. 

‘ These are the... words which Jesus the living ... spake to... and Thomas, and he said 
unto them “ Every one that hearkens to these words shall never taste of death.”’ Such is the 
remarkable opening prefixed to the collection of Sayings in 654 by its unknown editor. 
The first point to be noticed is that the name given to the collection is, as was acutely 
divined by Dr. Lock (Two Lectures on the Sayings of Jesus, p. 16), Méyou not Adya, and all 
questions concerning the meaning of the latter term may therefore be left out of account in 
dealing with the present series of Sayings. The converse of this, however, in our opinion 
by no means holds good, and as we have pointed out (p. 4), the analogy of the present 
document has a considerable bearing upon the problems concerning an early collection of 
Adyia. Secondly, the collection is represented as being spoken either to St. Thomas alone 
or to St. Thomas and another disciple or, less probably, other disciples. Does the compiler 
mean that the Sayings were the subject of a special revelation to St. Thomas and perhaps 
another disciple, from which the rest were excluded? In other words is this introduction 
parallel to that passage in the Psf’s Sophia 70-1 in which mention is made of a special 
revelation to SS. Philip, Thomas, and Matthias (or Matthew; cf.p. 4)? The case in favour 
of an affirmative answer to this query would be greatly strengthened if the introduction pro- 
vided any indication that the editor assigned his collection of Sayings to the period after 
the Resurrection. But no such evidence is forthcoming. We do not wish to lay stress on 
6 (av in |. 2 owing to the uncertainty attaching to the word that follows; but the phrase 
6 ¢@yv certainly does not point to the post-resurrection period. In the Canonical Gospels 
St. Thomas is made prominent only in connexion with that period (John xx. 24 sqq.), but 
this circumstance, which is probably the strongest argument in favour of a post-resurrectional 
point of view, is discounted by the fact that the Gospel of Thomas, so far as can be 
judged, was not of the nature of a post-resurrectional Gospel but rather a Gospel of the 
childhood (cf. pp. 18-9), and, secondly, seems to be outweighed by the indications in 
the Sayings themselves (cf. p. 12) that some of them at any rate were assigned to Jesus’ 
lifetime. The force of the second argument can indeed be turned by supposing, as 
Dr. Bartlet suggests, that the standpoint of the collection, both in 1 and 654, is that 
of a post-resurrection interview in which the old teaching of Christ’s lifetime is declared 
again in relation to the larger needs of Christian experience. But such a view necessarily 
implies that ll. 1-3 define a particular occasion (e. g. that contemplated in John xx. 26) on 
which the Sayings were spoken in their present order, and to this hypothesis there are grave 
objections. The use of the aorists éAdAnoev and ciwev in 654. 2-3 does not prove that one 
occasion only was meant. ‘The repetition of déyet "Incots before each of the Sayings seems 
very unnecessary if they are part of a continuous discourse. The difficulty of tracing 
a connexion of ideas throughout 654, and still more throughout 1, and the frequent 
changes in the persons addressed provide fresh obstacles to such an interpretation; and the 
inappropriateness of the word ¢&erd¢ovox in connexion with the risen Christ has already been 
alluded to (p. 12). To suppose that 654. 3-31 is a speech in itself, that ll. 32-6 revert 
to the original narrative broken off at |. 3 and that 1 is part of a later discourse appears to 
us a very strained interpretation. 

We are not therefore disposed to consider that the introduction to the Sayings, any 
more than the Sayings by themselves, implies a post-resurrectional point of view on the part 
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of the compiler, still less that the background of the Sayings is at all the same as that con- 

templated in the Pisi’s Sophia, which belongs to a later stage of thought than the Sayings. 

Hence we are not prepared to accept an analogy derived from that or any other similar 

treatise as an argument for thinking that the editor by his introduction meant to imply 

that St. Thomas or St. Thomas and some one else were the sole hearers of the Sayings. 

What we think he did mean to imply was that the ultimate authority for the record of 

these Sayings was in his opinion St. Thomas or St. Thomas and another disciple. This 

hypothesis provides a satisfactory, in fact we think the only satisfactory, explanation of the 

frequent changes of persons and abrupt transitions of subject which characterize the Sayings 

as a whole. 
Thirdly, the editor enforces the momentous claim which he has made for the authori- 

tative character of the Sayings by quoting a sentence which, with several variations of 

language, but not of thought, occurs in John vill. 52, and which in the present context 

forms a highly appropriate prelude. Does this imply that the editor adapted the verse in 

St. John to his own purposes? On this point, since we are not prepared to maintain that that 

passage in St. John is essentially unhistorical, we cannot give a decided opinion; and in 

any case the probable relation of 654 to St. John’s Gospel must be considered from the 

point of view of the collection of Sayings as a whole and of the conclusions adopted as to 

the editor’s claim, rather than made a starting-point for an investigation of that claim and 

the source of the Sayings. For as we have said (p. 10), the introduction necessarily stands 

on a somewhat different footing from the Sayings, and even if knowledge and use of the 

Canonical Gospels by the author of the introduction was certain, this would not prove 

a corresponding dependence of the Sayings themselves upon the Canonical Gospels. All 

that can at present safely be inferred from the parallelism between the introduction and 

St. John is that the editor of the collection lived in an atmosphere of thought influenced by 

those speculative ideas in early Christianity which found their highest expression in the 

Fourth Gospel. 
What value, if any, is to be attached to this far-reaching claim—that the collection of 

Sayings derives its authority, not from the traditional sources of any of the four Canonical 

Gospels, but from St. Thomas and perhaps another disciple ? The custom of invoking the 

authority of a great and familiar name for an anonymous and later work is so common in 

early Christian, as in other, writings, that the mere statement of the editor carries no weight 

by itself, and is not worth considering unless the internal evidence of the Sayings themselves 

can be shown to point in the same direction or at any rate to be not inconsistent with his 

claim. We pass therefore to the problem of the general nature and origin of the Sayings 

in 654 and 1, and as a convenient method of inquiry start from an examination of the 

various theories already put forward in explanation of 1. Not that we wish to hold any of 

our critics to their previous opinions on the subject. The discovery of 654, with the intro- 

duction containing the mention of Thomas and a close parallel to St. John’s Gospel, with 

one Saying coinciding with a citation from the Gospel to the Hebrews and another having 

the context prefixed to it, introduces several novel and highly important factors into the 

controversy; and, being convinced of the close connexion between 1 and 654, we consider 

that all questions concerning 1 must be studied de novo. But since most of the chief New 

Testament scholars have expressed their views on 1, and an immense variety of opinion is 

represented, it is not likely that we shall require to go far outside the range of solutions 

which have already been suggested. A convenient bibliography and resumé of the contro- 

versy will be found in Profs. Lock and Sanday’s Zwo Lectures on the Sayings of Jesus. 

In our original edition of 1 we proposed a.p. 140 as the latest date to which the 

composition of the Sayings could be referred. This “rminus ad guem has generally been 
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accepted, even by Dr. Sanday, who is amongst the most conservative of our critics; and 
the only notable exception is, so far as we know, Zahn, who would make the Sayings as 
late as 160-70. But his explanation of 1 has met with little favour, and, as we shall show, 
is now rendered still less probable. Accordingly, we should propose a.p. 140 for the 
terminus ad quem in reference to 654 with greater confidence than we felt about 1 in 1897. 

The chief dividing line in the controversy lies between those who agreed with our 
suggestion that 1 belonged to a collection of Sayings as such, and those who considered 
1 to be a series of extracts from one or more of the numerous extra-canonical gospels 
which are known to have circulated in Egypt in the second century. Does 654 help 
to decide the question in either direction? One argument which has been widely used 
in support of the view that 1 was really a series of extracts, viz. that the Sayings had 
no contexts, is somewhat damaged by the appearance of a Saying which has a context. 
But we are not disposed to lay stress on this contradictory instance, which is clearly 
exceptional, though we may be pardoned for deprecating beforehand the use of the 
converse argument that the occurrence of a context proves the Sayings to be extracts. 
This argument may seem to gain some support from the use of airéy (and probably airod) 
in 654. 32; and it will very likely be pointed out that such a passage as 655. 17-23 would 
by the insertion of Iycovs after Xéyee make a context and Saying in form exactly resembling 
654. 32 sqq. But the use of atrév causes no ambiguity where it is found in one of a series 
of Sayings each beginning Aéyet *Inaods, a formula which itself recurs later on in the same 
context; and the argument from the analogy of 655. 17-23 is open to the obvious retort 
that such a passage may equally well have been transferred from a collection of Sayings 
with occasional contexts, like 654. The fact is that the formal presence or absence 
of contexts in a series of Sayings can be employed with equal plausibility to prove or 
disprove the view that the series consisted of extracts, and would therefore seem a very 
unsound argument to introduce into the discussion. The matter of the context of the 
5th Saying, however, has perhaps a more important bearing than the form upon the 
question of extracts. The phrase Aéyet Invovs there follows two historic presents, e£era¢ovow 
and Aéyovow, and is therefore presumably itself a historic present; and if Aéyes “Inovds 
is a historic present in one case, it should be so throughout 654 and 1. This context 
therefore confirms the explanation of déyer "Invods in 1 suggested by Zahn. Are we to 
follow him in his next inference that the formula Aéye: "Inoois has been taken over without 
alteration by the editor from his source, which was therefore presumably a Gospel narrative? 
To this we should answer by a decided negative. As Dr. Lock remarks (Zwo Lectures, 
p. 18), ‘it is not likely that Aéye: should have occurred unzformly in a narrative,’ a criticism 
which is strengthened by the recurrence in 654 of at least three more instances of Aéyer Incods 
(ll. 9, 27, and 36), and by the comparison of 654. 32 sqq. and 655. 17—23, which suggests 
that if the former had been taken directly from a Gospel like that to which the latter belonged, 
’Inoods would have been omitted. It is, we think, much more probable that the formula Aé¢ye 
*Inaods is due to the editor of the collection than to his sources, whatever they were. And 
though there is now no longer any particular reason for interpreting the tense of Aeye as 
more than a historic present, a secondary meaning is not excluded, and may be present in 
1. 36 just as much as in the other instances where there is no context. We should be inclined 
to paraphrase Aéyee "Incois as ‘ This is one of those Adyoe of Jesus to which I referred in the 
introduction, and to explain the uniform repetition of it as marking off the several Adyo 
from each other, and giving greater impressiveness to the whole. The fact that the editor 
used the aorist and not the historic present in his introduction suggests that by his 

employment of the present tense A¢éyec throughout the Sayings he intended to produce 

a slightly different effect from that which would have been caused by éAeyev or efrev, But 
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this new light shed upon the formula déyer "Invods does not bring with it any new reason for 

regarding the Sayings as extracts from a narrative Gospel. 
A much more important factor in deciding whether the Sayings are extracts or not is 

the introduction, which though it may be a later addition, and though the reference to 

St. Thomas may be merely a bold invention of the editor, is there, and its presence has 

to be accounted for. So far from stating that the Sayings are extracts from any work, the 

editor asserts that they are a collection of Adyo, a circumstance which seems to provide an 

adequate explanation not only of the disconnected character of the Sayings in part of 

the collection, but of the repetition of the formula Aéyet "Incods before each one. It is now 

clear that 654 was meant by the editor to be regarded as an independent literary work, 

complete in itself; and though it is not necessary to accept it as such, those who wish 

to maintain that the collection is something quite different from what it purports to be must 

be prepared to explain how the introduction comes to be there. Hence we think that 

no theory of the origin of the Sayings as a whole is to be considered satisfactory unless 

it at the same time provides a reasonable explanation of the fact that some one not later 

than the middle of the second century published the Sayings as specially connected 

with St. Thomas (and perhaps another disciple), and that the collection attained sufficient 

importance for it to be read, and presumably accepted as genuine, in the chief towns of 

Upper Egypt in the century following. This contention, if it be generally acknowledged, 
will be an important criterion in discussing the merits of the different theories. 

We begin therefore with a brief enumeration of the different Gospels to which 1 has 

been referred, premising that all theories in favour of extracts have now to face at the outset 

a difficult, and to some of them, we think, an insurmountable obstacle in the shape of the 

introduction in 654. Of these the most generally accepted is probably that maintained 
with all his usual brilliant powers of analysis by Harnack (Die jingst entdeckten Spriiche 
Jesu), that 1 consisted of extracts from the Gospel according to the Egyptians. The 
question was, however, complicated by the extremely divergent views held concerning that 
Gospel, to which only one passage of any length can be assigned with certainty. At 
one extreme stands Harnack’s view that this with the Gospel according to the Hebrews was 
the Gospel first used in Egypt, that it was not really heretical, and that it is the source 
of the non-canonical Sayings found in the Second Epistle of Clement. At the other 
extreme is the view of Resch (Agrapha, pp. 316-9), that the Gospel according to the 
Egyptians was not used by the author of the Second Epistle of Clement, and that it 
was thoroughly Gnostic and Encratite, as Origen and Epiphanius declared; the view 
of Zahn (Gesch. d. NT. Kan. ii. pp. 628 sqq.), which seems to us the most reasonable, 
stands midway between, assigning to this Gospel neither the importance given to it by 
Harnack nor the heretical character ascribed to it by Resch, with whom, however, Zahn 
is in accord in considering that it was not used by the author of II Clem. Disagreeing 
as we do with Harnack’s view of the Gospel according to the Egyptians, we have never been 
able to regard his explanation of 1 as satisfactory, and the insecurity of his hypothesis 
is illustrated by the attempt of Mr. Badham (Ashenaeum, Aug. 7, 1897), from a point of view 
not far from that of Resch, to reach the same conclusion. The evidence of 654 provides 
fresh objections to the theory. There is no direct point of contact between 654 and 
the Gospel according to the Egyptians, and where one of the uncanonical Sayings happens 
to be known, it occurs not in this Gospel but in that according to the Hebrews. There is, 
indeed, more to be said for regarding 654 as extracts from the latter Gospel, as was 
suggested in the case of 1 by Batiffol (Revue Brblique, 1897, p. 515) and Davidson 
(Internat. Journ. of Ethics, Oct. 1897), than from the Gospel according to the Egyptians. 
In their divergence from the Canonical Gospels, the striking character of much of the 
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new matter, the Hebraic parallelisms of expression, the Sayings are quite in keeping with the style of the most venerable and important of all the uncanonical Gospels, which is known to have been written originally in Hebrew, and which is now generally regarded as independent of the four Canonical Gospels. To these points of connexion 
has now to be added the far more solid piece of evidence afforded by the 1st Saying in 654. There remain indeed the objections (cf. Sayzngs of our Lord, p. 17) that the Gospel according to the Hebrews would be expected to show greater resemblance to St. Matthew than we find in 1 and 654, which is even further away from St. Matthew’s 
Gospel than 1, and secondly that the Johannine colouring traceable in the new Sayings 
is foreign to the extant fragments of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which seems to have been quite parallel to the Synoptists. But on the other hand, if Harnack is right 
(Gesch. d. Altchrist, Lit. ii. pp. 646-8) in supposing that the resemblance of this Gospel 
to St. Luke’s was not much less marked than its resemblance to St. Matthew’s, the points 
of contact between the Sayings and St. Luke, which are at least as strong as these with 
St. Matthew, constitute no great difficulty. And it is quite possible that the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews had a mystical side which is revealed to us occasionally (as 
e.g. in the curious passage in which Jesus speaks of his < mother, the Holy Ghost,’ and in 
the Saying found also in 654), but which owing to the paucity of references has hitherto 
been underestimated. A far graver and in fact almost fatal objection, however, to regarding 
the Sayings as extracts culled from either the Gospel according to the Hebrews or the 
Gospel according to the Egyptians is the irreconcilability of such a view with the introduc- 
tion of 654. It is very difficult to believe that an editor would have had the boldness to 
issue extracts from such widely known works as an independent collection of Sayings 
claiming the authority of Thomas and perhaps another disciple. Even if we supply 
Maréaim at the end of 654, 2 and suppose that the mention of Thomas is of quite 
secondary importance, it is very hard to supply a reasonable motive for issuing a series 
of extracts from the Gospel according to the Hebrews with such a preface as we find 
in 654, and to account for the popularity of these supposed extracts in the century 
following their publication. We are therefore on the whole opposed to the view, 
attractive though it undoubtedly is, that the Sayings are all directly derived from the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews. But that there is a connexion between them is certain, 
and it is significant that the Stromate’s of Clement of Alexandria, in which work Mayor 
(ap. Rendel Harris, Contemp. Rev. 1897, pp. 344-5) has with much probability detected 
references to the 2nd Logion (cf. the parallels adduced on p. 7), are also the source 
of the quotation from the Gospel according to the Hebrews which is closely parallel to the 
Ist Saying. It is not at all unlikely that the 2nd Logion (‘Except ye fast’) also presented 
a strong similarity to a passage in the same Gospel. 

The obstacle which prevents us from accepting the Gospel according to the Hebrews 
as the source of all the Sayings, in spite of the evidence in favour of such a view, applies 
with equal force to Zahn’s hypothesis that they were derived from the Gospel of the 
Ebionites or Gospel of the Twelve Apostles, which is open to grave objections on other 
grounds. The instances adduced by Zahn to show the use of collections of extracts 
in the second century, (1) a series of ékdoyai from the Old Testament composed by Melito 
of Sardis, and (2) a list of heretical passages from the Gospel of Peter appended to a letter 
by Serapion, were singularly inapt even as regards 1 (cf. Sanday, Zio Lectures, p. 45, 
note), and still less bear any relation to 654, Even admitting for the sake of argument 
Zahn’s theory of the relation of the Gospel of the Ebionites to the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews (on which Harnack throws doubts, of. c7#. ii. p. 626),and his proposed date for 
1, about a.p. 170 (which has generally been regarded as too late), and for the Gospel 

C 
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of the Ebionites (which if we follow Harnack, of. c7t. ii. p. 631, is too early), the character 

of the extant fragments of this thoroughly Gnostic Jewish-Christian Gospel is very different 

from that of 1 and 654, to say nothing of the other arguments against Zahn’s theory 

brought by Dr. Sanday in Ziwo Lectures, p. 46. 

The views which we have discussed so far have, whether satisfactory or not on other 

grounds, all been confronted by the initial difficulty of the introduction. Let us now 

examine those Gospels ascribed to disciples whose names either occur or may with reasonable 

probability be supposed to have occurred in ll. 2-3. It is obvious that the introduction 

would suit a series of extracts from e.g. the Gospel of Thomas much better than one 

from the Gospel according to the Hebrews. The Gospel of Thomas is known to have 

existed in more than one form, namely as an account of Jesus’ childhood which is extant 

in several late recensions of varying length, and as an earlier Gospel condemned by 

Hippolytus in the following passage (2e/uz. v. 7) od pdvov 8 adrdy émipaprupely pact (sc. the 

Naassenes) 76 Ady@ Ta ’"Acoupiov pvoTnpia GAda Kal Bpuvyav mept THY TY yeyovdt@y Kal yevopmevav 

kal eoopévor ére paxaplay kpuBoperny opod Kal avepouperny prow irrep pyot THY évtos avOporov 

Bacirclay odpavav Cyrovpévyy, rept fis Svappndny ev TO kata Oapay envypapopev@ evayyedio 

mapadiwddacr éyovtes oUTa@s™ ue 6 (yrav eipnoe ev maidios amo eroy énra’ éxel yap ev T@ 

recoapeckadedt@ aidve KprBouevos davepodpa. Here we have two remarkable points of 

contact with 654, the mention of Thomas coupled with the évrds dvOpamov Bacidela 

(cf. the 2nd Saying). 
The parallels between 1 and one of the later forms of the Thomas Gospel have been 

worked out with great ingenuity and elaboration by Dr. Taylor on pp. 90-8 of Zhe 

Oxyrhynchus Logia and the Apocryphal Gospels. There is much to be said for his view 

that the extant Gospel of Thomas contains some traces of 1, and the probability would 

be increased if 1, which Dr. Taylor was inclined to regard as extracts from the Gospel 

according to the Egyptians, be supposed to be derived from the earlier Gospel of Thomas. 

654 does not seem to contain any clear points of connexion with the later Gospel of 

Thomas, but this is compensated for by the remarkable parallel from Hippolytus quoted 

above. It is moreover noteworthy, as Mr. Badham remarks, that the Acts of Thomas, which 

may well have been partly built upon the Gospel, exhibit a knowledge of that Saying which 

occurs both in the Gospel according to the Hebrews and in 654, and that, as Prof. Lake 

informs us, an Athos MS. (Studia Biblica, v. 2, p. 173) asserts that the mepixomy of Christ 

and the woman taken in adultery (which has found its way from the Gospel according 

to the Hebrews into St. John’s Gospel) occurred in the Gospel of Thomas. But there 

are serious objections to regarding 1 and 654 as extracts from that Gospel. In the 

first place though it is possible that Thomas is the only disciple mentioned in the 

introduction, it is equally possible that he stood second, and in that case the Gospel 

from which the Sayings may have been extracted is more likely to have been one 

which went under the name of the person who stood first; though indeed, if there were 

two disciples mentioned in the introduction, it is not very satisfactory to derive the Sayings 

from any Gospel which went under the name of only one. A much greater difficulty 

arises from the divergence of the Sayings from what little is known about the earlier 

Gospel of Thomas. The saying quoted by Hippolytus is widely removed in character 

from those in 1 and 654, and it is significant that, though the doctrine of aeons 

seems to be known to the author of the Gospel of Thomas, 654 employs in 1. 24 

the neutral word rémes in a passage in which aid», as is shown by the parallel from the 

Apocalypse of Peter, would have been highly appropriate, if the composer of the Sayings 

had known of or been influenced by that doctrine. ‘The Gospel of Thomas, which 

Harnack thinks was known to Irenaeus, is indeed placed before a.p. 180, but from 
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the quotation in Hippolytus, coupled with the form of the Gospel in Jater times and the 
scanty evidence from other sources, it has been considered to have been mainly at any 
rate a Gospel of the childhood and of an advanced Gnostic character. If the Sayings 
are to be derived from it, the current view of the Gospel of Thomas must be entirely 
changed; and it is very doubtful whether this can be done except by postulating the 
existence of an original Thomas Gospel behind that condemned by Hippolytus. This 
would lead us into a region of pure conjecture into which we are unwilling to enter, 
at any rate until other less hazardous roads to a solution are closed.” That there is 
a connexion between the earlier Gospel of Thomas and the Sayings is extremely likely, 
but this can be better explained by supposing that the Sayings influenced the Gospel 
than by the hypothesis that the Gospel is the source of the Sayings. 

The Gospel of Philip, which is assigned by Zahn to the beginning of the second 
century, by Harnack to the second century or first half of the third, would, even if it 
were certain that @Adérr@ occurred in 654. 2, be an unsuitable source for the Sayings. 
The extract quoted from it by Epiphanius shows much more highly developed ascetic and 
Gnostic tendencies than can be found in 1 and 654. 

The only other Apocryphal Gospels which seem to be worth consideration are the 
works connected with Matthias, of which there are three ; (1) the rapaddces of Matthias, 
a few extracts from which are cited by Clement of Alexandria, (2) a Gospel according 
to Matthias mentioned by Origen, and (3) certain Adyor dndkpupor in use among the 
Basilidians which are thus described by Hippolytus (Refwi. vii. 20) Bacudeldns roi 
kai "Ioidwpos ... pacly eipynkévas Maréiay adrois Aéyous dmoxpiovs, ods ieovce Tapa TOU GaTHpos 
kar idiav didayeis. ‘The nature of these three works and their relation to each other 
are very uncertain. Zahn considers all three to be identical; Harnack, who at first 
(of. czt. i. p. 18) was disposed to accept the identity of (1) and (2), subsequently (op. ctv. 
ii. p. §97) reverts to the view that these two at any rate were distinct. The suggestion 
that the wapadéces of Matthias might be the source of 1 was thrown out by Dr. James 
(Contemp. Rev. Aug. 1897), only to be immediately rejected on the ground of the 
dissimilarity of form between 1 and the extant fragments of the mapaddces, which seem 
to have been a work of a mainly homiletic character. The mapaddéces are now altogether 
excluded from the likely sources of the Sayings owing to the fact that Clement quotes 
an extract from them, @avpacov ra mapévra, side by side with the very citation from the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews which is parallel to the 1st Saying. Of the Gospel according 
to Matthias practically nothing is known except its name; the hypothesis that it is the 
source of the Sayings is therefore incapable of proof or disproof, but being based on pure 
conjecture has nothing to oppose to the antecedent improbability (cf. p. 16) that the 
Sayings are something quite different from what they profess to be. There remain 
the Adyou anéxpupor mentioned by Hippolytus. The occurrence of the word Ady suggests 
a connexion with the Sayings, but this cannot easily be carried much further. The dg¥yor 
dnoxpupot were, according to Hippolytus, revealed to Matthias xa7’ idiay, whereas if Matthias 
occurred at all in the introduction, it was in conjunction with Thomas. The particular 
Gnostic ontological speculations which according to Hippolytus were found in these Adyou 
anéxpypot belong to another plane of thought from that found in the Sayings; but the 
question is complicated by the confused and untrustworthy character of Hippolytus’ 
discussion of the Basilidians, vii. 20 being among the most suspicious passages. And even 
if there were a connexion between these Adyou dmdxpupo of Matthias and the Sayings, 
this would bring us no nearer to a proof that the Sayings were extracts from a narrative 
Gospel rather than a collection of Sayings as such. There is moreover another objection 
to connecting the Sayings with any work professedly under the name of Matthias, because 

Ce 
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such a view would necessarily entail the supposition that the Sayings are post-resurrec- 

tional; and this for the reasons given on pp. 12-3 we do not think justifiable. 

Our conclusion, therefore, is that no one of the known uncanonical Gospels is 

a suitable source for the Sayings as a whole. Shall we regard them as a series of extracts 

from several of these Gospels, as was suggested with respect to 1 by Dr. James? So long 

as the discussion was confined to 1, such an explanation from its vagueness was almost 

beyond the reach of criticism. The recovery of 654 alters the situation. On the one 

hand the occurrence of a Saying, which is known to have been also found in the Gospel 

according to the Hebrews, side by side with other Sayings which it is difficult to ascribe 

to the same source, rather favours the theory of an eclectic series derived from different 

Gospels. But the introduction connecting the Sayings with particular disciples is not 

very suitable for such a collection which ex Ayfothest is of an altogether miscellaneous 

character; and it would be difficult for any one to maintain that the Sayings are derived 

from several Apocryphal Gospels and at the same time in face of the mention of Thomas 

to deny that one of the chief elements was the Gospel of Thomas. But the inclusion 

of the Gospel of Thomas among the sources of the Sayings to a large extent involves 

the hypothesis of extracts from several Gospels in the difficulties which are discussed 

on pp. 18-9. 
The result of an examination in the light of 654 of the various theories that the 

immediate source of 1 was one or more of the known non-canonical Gospels confirms 

us in the view that the solution does not lie in that direction, and that the Sayings 

are much more likely to be a source utilized in one or more of the uncanonical Gospels, 

than vice versa. The probability of the general explanation of 1 which we suggested in 

1897 and which has been supported, amongst others, by Drs. Swete, Rendel Harris, Sanday, 

Lock, and Heinrici, that it was part of a collection of Sayings as such, is largely increased 

by the discovery of 654, with its introduction to the whole collection stating that it 

was a collection of Adyot, which was obviously intended to stand as an independent literary 

work. In fact we doubt if theories of extracts are any longer justifiable; and in any 

case such explanations will henceforth be placed at the initial disadvantage of starting 

with an assumption which is distinctly contradicted by the introduction of 654. It is 

of course possible to explain away this introduction, but unless very strong reasons can 

be adduced for doing so, the simpler and far safer course is to accept the editor’s statement 

that 654, to which, as we have said, 1 is closely allied, is a collection of Adyox ’Inaod. 

The opinions of those critics who agreed with our general explanation of 1 as against 

the various theories of extracts may be divided into two classes: (1) those who regarded 

1 asacollection of Sayings independent of the Gospels and belonging to the first century, 

and who therefore were disposed to admit to a greater or less extent and with much 
varying degrees of confidence the presence of genuine elements in the new matter 
(Drs. Swete, Rendel Harris, Lock, and Heinrici) ; (2) those who, like Dr. Sanday, regarded 
the new Sayings in 1 as the product of the early second century, not directly dependent 
on the Canonical Gospels, but having ‘their origin under conditions of thought which 
these Gospels had created’ (Sanday, of. cdf. p. 41), a view which necessarily carries with it 
the rejection of the new matter. It remains to ask how far 654 helps to decide the points 
at issue in favour of either side. 

With regard to the relation of 654 to the Canonical Gospels, the proportion of new 
and old matter is about the same as in 1, and the parallels to the Canonical Gospels 
in 654 exhibit the same freedom of treatment, which can be explained either as implying 
independence of the Canonical Gospels, or as the liberties taken by an early redactor. 
The introduction in 654 contains a clearer parallel. to St. John’s Gospel than anything 

ct pa 
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to be found in 1; but even if it be conceded (and there is good reason for not con- 
ceding it; cf. p. rz) that the introduction implied a knowledge of St. John’s Gospel, 
and was therefore probably composed in the second century, the Sayings themselves 
can (and, as we shall show, do) contain at any rate some elements which are not derived 
from the Canonical Gospels, and go back to the first century. So far as the evidence of 
654 goes, there is nothing to cause any one to renounce opinions which he may have formed 
concerning the relation of 1 to the Canonical Gospels. No one who feels certain on 
this point with regard to the one, is likely to be convinced of the incorrectness of his 
view by the other. 

Secondly, with regard to the new matter in 654, the uncertainties attaching to the 
restoration and meaning of most of the 2nd, the earlier part of the 3rd, and all the 
5th Saying, unfortunately prevent them from being of much use for purposes of critical 
analysis. Unless by the aid of new parallels the satisfactory restoration of these three 
Sayings can be carried beyond the point which we have been able to reach, their 
remains hardly provide a firm basis for estimating their individual value, still less that 
of the collection as a whole, each Saying of which has a right to consideration on its 
own merits. Only with regard to the rst Saying are we on sure ground. Concerning 
this striking Agraphon the most diverse opinions have been held. Resch, a usually 
indulgent critic of the, uncanonical Sayings ascribed to our Lord, rejects it as spurious ; 
Ropes on the other hand, though far more exacting, is inclined to accept it as genuine, 
but on account of the absence of widely attested authority for it does not put it in his 
highest class of genuine Sayings which includes ‘It is more blessed to give than to receive’ 
The judgement of Ropes upon Agrapha has generally been regarded as far sounder 
than that of Resch; and much of Resch’s unfavourable criticism of this Saying is beside 
the mark (Harnack now regards it as primary; cf. p. 5), while the occurrence of the Saying 
in 654 is a new argument for its authority. But whatever view be taken of its authenticity, 
and however the connexion between 654 and the Gospel according to the Hebrews is 
to be explained, the 1st Saying in 654 establishes one important fact. Dr. Sanday may be 
right in regarding a.p. 100 as the /erminus a quo for the composition of 1, and the 
same ferminus a quo can of course be assigned to 654 in the sense that the Sayings were 
not put together and the introduction not written before that date. But, if we may accept 
the agreement of the leading theologians that the Gospel of the Hebrews was written in 
the first century, it is impossible any longer to deny that 654 and therefore, as we maintain, 
1, contain some non-canonical elements which directly or indirectly go back to the first 
century; and the existence of first century elements in one case certainly increases the 
probability of their presence in others. In this respect, therefore, 654 provides a remark- 
able confirmation of the views of those critics who were prepared to allow a first century 
date for 1. 

Are we then, adapting to 654 Dr. Sanday’s view of 1 with the fewest possible modifi- 
cations, to regard the whole collection as a free compilation in the early part of the second 
century, by an Alexandrian Jewish-Christian, of Sayings ultimately derived from the 
Canonical Gospels, and very likely the Gospels according to the Hebrews and Thomas, 
and perhaps others as well; and shall we dismiss the new elements, except the rst Saying in 
654, as the spurious accretions of an age of philosophic speculation, and surroundings 
of dubious orthodoxy? Even so the two papyri are of great interest as revealing a 
hitherto unknown development of primitive belief upon the nature of Christ’s teaching, and 
supplying new and valuable evidence for determining the relationship of the uncanonical 
Gospels to the main current of orthodox Christianity. Or are we rather to consider 1 
and 654 to be fragments of an early collection of our Lord’s Sayings in a form which has 
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been influenced to some extent by the thought and literature of the apostolic and post- 

apostolic age, and which may well itself have influenced the Gospel of Thomas and perhaps 

others of the heretical Gospels, but which is ultimately connected in a large measure with 

a first-hand source other than that of any of the Canonical Gospels? Some such view has 

been maintained by scholars of eminence, e.g. Heinrici and Rendel Harris, with regard tol; 

and if the claim made by the editor of the collection in his introduction, that his source was 

St. Thomas and perhaps another disciple, amounts to but little more, the internal evidence of 

654. provides no obvious reason why we should concede him much less; while the occurrence 

of one uncanonical Saying, which is already known to be of extreme antiquity and 

has been accepted as substantially genuine by several critics, lends considerable support to 

the others which rest on the evidence of 654 and 1 alone. 

That is as far as we are prepared to go; for a really weighty and perfectly unbiassed 

estimate of the ultimate value of any new discovery, resort must be made to some other 

quarter than the discoverers. We conclude by pointing out that, if the view with regard 

to 1 and 654 which we have just indicated is on the right lines, the analogy of this 

collection has an obvious bearing on the question of the sources of the Synoptic Gospels, 

and that the mystical and speculative element in the early records of Christ’s Sayings which 

found its highest and most widely accepted expression in St. John’s Gospel, may well have 

been much more general and less peculiarly Johannine than has hitherto been taken 

for granted. 

655. FRAGMENT oF A Lost GOSPEL. 

Fr. (4) 8-2 x 8-3 cm. PratTeE II. 

Eight fragments of a papyrus in roll form containing an uncanonical Gospel, 

the largest (2) comprising parts of the middles of two narrow columns. None 

of the other fragments actually joins (0), but it is practically certain that the 

relation to it of Frs. (2) and (c), which come from the tops of columns, is as 

indicated in the Plate. Frs. (d) and (e), both of which have a margin below the 
writing, probably belong to the bottom of the same two columns which are 

partly preserved in (4); but how much is lost in the interval is uncertain. Since 

the upper portion of Col. i admits of a sure restoration of the majority of the 

lacunae, the first 23 lines are nearly complete; but the remains of the second 

column are for the most part too slight for the sense to be recovered. The 

handwriting is a small uncial of the common sloping oval type, which in most 

cases belongs to the third century, among securely dated examples being 23 

(P. Oxy. 1) Plate vi), 223° (Px Oxy. Il; Plate")=420 (P ©Oxys l= Plater), 

P. Amh. II. 12 (Plate iii). But this kind of hand is found in the second century, 

e.g. 26 (P. Oxy. I. Plate vii), 447 (P. Oxy. III. Plate vi), and continued in the 

fourth ; for late third or fourth century examples see P. Amh. I. 3 (0) (Part II. 
Plate xxv) and 404 (P. Oxy. III. Plate iv). 655 is a well-written specimen, 
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suggesting, on the whole, the earlier rather than the later period during which 

this hand was in vogue, and though we should not assign it to the second century, 

it is not likely to have been written later than A.D. 250. Lines 1-16 dpér give 

the conclusion of a speech of Jesus which is parallel to several sentences in the 

Sermon on the Mount. Then follows (Il. 17-23) an account of a question put to 
Him by the disciples and of the answer. This, the most important part of the 

papyrus, is new, but bears an interesting resemblance to a known quotation from 

the Gospel according to the Egyptians; cf. note ad loc. A passage in Col. ii 

seems to be parallel to Luke xi. 52. On the general questions concerning the 

nature and origin of the Gospel to which the fragment belonged sce pp. 27-8. 
In ll. 7-11 of the text the division between Frs. (a) and (0) is indicated by double 

vertical lines ||. No stops, breathings, or accents are used, but a wedge-shaped 

sign for filling up short lines occurs in |. 27 and a correction in a cursive hand in 

1]. 25. An interchange of « and » causes the form eiAckay in 1. 14, and 1. 13 

requires some correction. 

The key to the general restoration of Il. 1-3 was supplied by Mr. Badham, 
that to ll. 41-6 by Dr. Bartlet. 
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1-23. ‘(Take no thought) from morning until even nor from evening until morning, 
either for your food what ye shall eat or for your raiment what ye shall put on. Ye are far 
better than the lilies which grow but spin not. Having one garment, what do ye (lack?) 
.+. Who could add to your stature? He himself will give you your garment. His 
disciples say unto him, When wilt thou be manifest to us, and when shall we see thee? 
He saith, When ye shall be stripped and not be ashamed...’ 

41-6. ‘... He said, The key of knowledge ye hid; ye entered not in yourselves and 
to them that were entering in ye opened not.’ 

1-7. Cf. Matt. vi. 25 pr) pepyuvare 77 Wuxi twdy ri pdynre pydé T6 copare twdv ri evdvanabe. 
ovxi ) Wux7) meidy eore rhs tpopis Kal Td oGpa tov evdvparos;, Luke xii, 22-3 pi) pepisvare 7H 
Woxh ti paynre pndé TO Topate ri evdvonabe, yap Wyn mreidy eorw Tis tpopns Kal TO capa TOD 
evdvparos. ‘The papyrus probably had pi) pepirare at the beginning of the sentence but 
differs (1) by the addition of and mpol... &os mpal, (2) by the use of a different word for cépua 
and probably for yx, though it is possible that ré odpare or rH Wuxn preceded dard rpwi in 
1. 1, (3) by the omission of the second half of the Saying as recorded in the Gospels. In 
ll. 1-2 there is not room for ¢[omé|pas pijrle. or[odf in Il. g-6 is not quite the word that 
would be expected, being used in the New Testament for grand ‘robes’ rather than a plain 
garment, but if the division 7 o7| is correct oroAf cannot be avoided, and with the reading 
ts 7| it is difficult to find any suitable word; cf. also €.g. 8389 AAGE por yuprds . . . Aydpaca 
avTet GToAny. 

7-13. Cf Matt. vi. 28 kai mepi evdvparos ri pepyprare ; Kataudbere Ta Kpiva Tov dypod Tas 
av€dvovow" ov komidow ove vpOovow Aéyw Sé ipiv Gre oddé Zohowav ev mdon tH Sdn adtov mepte- 
Barero as &v rovrav, Luke xii. 27 xaravojoare rd kpiva mas adgdver od Koma ovde vnbeu eyo Oe 
tp oddé x.7.A. and Matt. vi. 26 ody ipets padrov Siadépere adrav (Sc. rev merewav) ; Luke xii. 24 
TOT@ madAov vpeis Suaépere Tov werewav. The corresponding passage in the papyrus is not 
only much shorter, but varies considerably, though to what extent is not quite clear owing 
to the uncertainty attaching to the restoration of ll. ro-2, Our reasons for placing Fr. (a) 
in the particular relation to Fr. (6) indicated on Plate II are the facts (1) that Fr. (a) is from 
the top of a column which is presumably, judging by the general appearance and lacunae 
in Fr. (a), Col. i of Fr. (4); (2) that though there is nothing in the external appearance of 
Fr. (2) to show that it contains any actual ends of lines, the connexion of Il. 8-9 and 9-10 
which results from our proposed combination of the two fragments, ray [kpilvoy and alvéd|ver, 
is so suitable to the context that it is unlikely to be fortuitous. The connexion of ll. to-1 
and 11-2 is, however, more difficult. With the readings and punctuation which we have: 
adopted ev in |. 12 suggests nothing but ¢v[d¢ire], which does not suit ri, and there are many 
points of uncertainty. At the end of 1. 10 the letter before | is more like [, C, or T than 
E, so that odd¢ »[74Je (cf. Luke xii. 27) is not very satisfactory. MATION can be read in]. 12, 
and would in the context be expected to be the termination of a word meaning ‘ garment’ ; 
but with the reading [iJudrvoy it is hard to explain the vestiges of the two letters on 1. 11 of 
Fr. (a), which suit respectively a straight letter such as H, 1, Mor N and A or, less probably, 
A or A. evdupdriov, a rare word not found in the N. T., but not inappropriate here, is 
possible ; but é €yovrles é|vd[u|udridy [éore] is unlikely. It is also possible to connect kai dpeis 
with ris instead of with the preceding words, but this does not help towards making the 
restoration of ll. 10-2 easier. These difficulties could be avoided by supposing that Fr. (a) is 
to be placed much higher up in relation to Fr. (4), but this involves the sacrifice of any 
direct connexion between Frs. (a) and (4), and Il. 8-9 and 9-10 afford very strong grounds 
for our proposed combination of the two fragments. 

13=5. Cf. Matt. vi. 27 ris d€ e& spay pepysvev divara mpocbeivar emi Thy HAcklay adrod miyuy 
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;, and Luke xii. 25 ris 8€ €& ipdv pepvav divara emi Thy ndtklay avtod mpoobetvat THX 5 

The papyrus version is somewhat shorter, omitting pepypvar and mjxvv. The position in 

which this Saying is found in the papyrus is also slightly different from that in the Gospels, 

where it immediately precedes instead of following the verse about the xpiva. In 1. 13 mpoo- 

6e(n) could be read in place of mpocé(er)y : there does not seem to be room for mpocéer{n]. 

15-6. Cf. Matt. vi. 31-3 pr) oty pepimrponte déyortes Th pdyoper 4 ri mimpey 7 Th mept- 

Badepeba. .. vider yap 6 matip tuay 6 oipdmos dre xpncere rovtev dmrdvrev. Cyreire O€ mparov rHy 

Baourelay Kal tiv Sexacoovyny avrod kal TadTa mdvta TpooreOnoeTac Upiy, and Luke xii. 29-31, which 

is nearly identical and proceeds pi) PoBod 76 pixpdy mroipyoy bre evddunoev 6 matip vpav Sodvat 

ipiv riv Baowelav, The papyrus has the corresponding idea but expressed with extreme 

conciseness. airé[s dace, unless doe is an error for 8c, raises a difficulty, for we should 

expect 6 marnp or 6 beds. Apparently airés refers back to matnp or Oeds in the column pre- 

ceding, or the author of the Gospel may have here incorporated from some source a Saying 

without its context which would have explained avrés (cf. 654. 32). 

17-23. For the question cf. John xiv. 19 sqq. re puxpov kal 6 kdopos pe ovKert Oewpet’ tyes 

de Gewpeiré pe’ Gre ey C& Kai ipeis (noere .... Meyer adT@ "lovdas... Kupte, TL yeyovev Ore piv pedrecs 

éupavice ceavtov Kal ody TS Kdop@ ; dreKplOn .. . dv Tis ayamG pe TOY Adyov pov THpHTEL Kal 6 

maTnp pov ayamnoe: aitdv, kal mpos avdTov ehevodpeba, The answer ascribed in the papyrus to 

Jesus bears a striking resemblance to the answer made to a similar question in a passage of 

the Gospel according to the Egyptians which is referred to several times by Clement of 

Alexandria, and which is reconstructed by Harnack (CAronol. i. p. 13) thus :—rj 2ahopy 

nuvOavouern péxpe wore Odvaros iaxvoes elrev 6 KUptos* péxpts dv Upeis ai yuvaikes tikrete. mAOGov yap 

Katadoa Ta épya THs Ondcias. Kal 7 Zaropn &py adit@ Karas obv éroinaa py Texovaa; 6 S€ KUptos 

queibaro Nyov? macav pdye Bordyyy, ri O€ meKplay Exoveav pn payns. muvOavopevns S€ THs Takopns 

nore yrooOnoerar Ta Tept dv ffpero pn 6 KUpios’ Srav ov TO THs aiaxvyns evdvpa maTnonre Kal Orap 

yernrar ta dvo &v, Kal To dppev peta THs Ondelas obre dppev ore OyAv. Cll, Clem. 91 2-92 

émepornbels yap avros 6 Kupios tnd twos more et adtod 7 Bacthela cimev’ dray Era Ta dvo év, Kal TO 

ZEo ws Tb ow, Kal TO Apoev pera THs Ondelas ovte dpoev ote Orv, Both érav exdvoncGe Kat py 

aicxuvOjre and ray 75 tH alcxdvns évdupa mathonte express the same idea, a mystical reference 

to Gen. iii. 7, “And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and they were not 

ashamed,’ the meaning in either case being that Christ’s kingdom on earth would not be 

manifested until man had returned to the state of innocence which existed before the Fall, 

and in which sexual ideas and relations had no place. The chief differences between 

the two passages are (1) the setting, the questioner being in the Gospel according to 

the Egyptians Salome, and in the papyrus the disciples, (2) the simpler language of the 

papyrus as contrasted with the more literary and elaborated phrase 76 tis aicxtvys évdupa 

marnonre, (3) the absence in the papyrus of the Encratite tendency found in the earlier part 
of the quotation from the Gospel according to the Egyptians. On the relation between 
the two see p. 27. Whether the papyrus continued after aicyvyOjre with something 
like kat 6rav yérnrac ra dv0 &v, k.r.A., is of course uncertain, but Fr. (d), which probably 
belongs to the bottom of this column, is concerned with something different. 

25. plore: the corrector’s spelling @orewwds is commoner than ¢erwdés. Perhaps 
this passage was parallel to Matt. vi. 22-3 (Sermon on the Mount) édy 7 6 dpéadyds cov 
dtods, ddov 75 cGpd cov porewoy €orat, «.t.A.3 Cf. Luke xi. 34-6. But the papyrus must 

in any case have differed largely in its language, and «|éoy@ (?) in 1. 26 suggests a Johannine 
colouring. 

30. The A of A€| projects somewhat, but since the whole column trends to the 
left, probably no importance is to be attached to the circumstance; cf. the initial 6 in 1. 47. 

42-6, With the remains of these lines Bartlet well compares Luke xi. 52 ovat 

ey. . 
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ipiv Tots vopiKois dre ijpare (D and some MSS. expuware) tv Kreida (D kdeiv) tis yvooews: 
av’tol (D and some MSS. kai avrot) ovK elondOate Kai rods eioepxopeévous (D clomopevopevous ) 
ékodvoare, On which our restorations are based. If they are in the right direction, the 
papyrus agreed with D in having éxpiware in place of fpare, but with the other uncials 
against D in having a participle of «icépyeoOar not of etomopetecOa, while D’s reading 
kai_avroi is too long for 1. 43. But the papyrus certainly differed from all the MSS. 
in l. 46 and probably in 1. 42, where rijs yvdoews « makes a line of only 11 letters, which is 
a little too short, so that perhaps either a different word from yvdcews (aAnOetas?) or 
a compound of exptware is to be supplied. 

51. Below KO[ is what seems to be an accidental spot of ink rather than part of 
a letter. 

655 seems to belong to a Gospel which was closely similar in point of form to the 
Synoptists. The narrator speaks in the third person, not in the first, and the portion preserved 
consists mainly of discourses which are to a large extent parallel to passages in Matthew 
and Luke, especially the latter Gospel, which alone seems to be connected with ll. 41 sqq. 
The papyrus version is, as a rule, shorter than the corresponding passages in the Gospels ; 
where it is longer (ll. 1-3) the expansion does not alter the meaning in any way. The 
chief interest lies in the question of the disciples and its answer, both of which so closely 
correspond to a passage in the Gospel according to the Egyptians and the uncanonical 
Gospel or collection of Sayings used by the author of the Second Epistle of Clement, that 
the Gospel of which 655 is a fragment clearly belongs to the same sphere of thought. 
Does it actually belong to either of those works, which, though Harnack regards them 
as one and the same, are, we think, more probably to be considered distinct? In the 
Gospel according to the Egyptians Salome was the questioner who occasioned the 
remarkable Saying beginning érav 16 tis aicytvns évdupa marnonre, and it is much more 
likely that 655 presents a different version of the same incident in another Gospel, than 
a repetition of the Salome question in a slightly different form in another part of the 
Gospel according to the Egyptians. Nor is 655 likely to be the actual Gospel which 
the author of II Clem. was quoting. It is unfortunate that owing to the papyrus breaking 
off at aicxurOjre there is no security that éray yevnra: ra d¥0 év, or at any rate something very 
similar, did not follow, and the omission in the Clement passage of a phrase corresponding 
to ll, 22-3 may be a mere accident. But the fact that the question in II Clem. is worded 
somewhat differently (wére fee  Bacideia), and is put into the mouth of ms instead of 
the disciples, as in 655, is a good reason for rejecting the hypothesis that the two works 
were identical. 

The evidence of 655 as to its origin being thus largely of a negative character, we do 
not propose to discuss in detail whether it is likely to belong to any of the other known 
Apocryphal Gospels. There are several to which it might be assigned, but direct evidence 
is wanting. If the Gospel according to the Hebrews were thought of, it would be necessary 
to suppose that the resemblances in 655 to Matthew and Luke did not imply dependence 
upon them. In its relation to the Canonical Gospels 655 somewhat resembles 654, and 
the view that 655 was, though no doubt at least secondary, dependent not on Matthew 
and Luke, but upon some other document, whether behind the Synoptists or merely parallel 
to them, is tenable, but is less likely to commend itself to the majority of critics than the 
opposite hypothesis that 655. 1-16 is ultimately an abridgement of Matthew and Luke 
with considerable alterations. In either case the freedom with which the author of this 
Gospel handles the material grouped by St. Matthew and St. Luke under the Sermon 
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on the Mount is remarkable. The Gospel from which 655 comes is likely to have been 

composed in Egypt before a.p. 150, and to have stood in intimate relation to the Gospel 

according to the Egyptians and the uncanonical source used by the author of II Clem. 

Whether it was earlier or later than these is not clear. The answer to the question 

put by the disciples in 655 is couched in much simpler and clearer language than that 

of the corresponding sentence in the answer to Salome recorded in the Gospel according 

to the Egyptians, the point of which is liable to be missed, while the meaning of 

655. 22-3 is unmistakable. But the greater directness of the allusion to Gen. iil. 7 

in 655 can be explained either by supposing that the version in the Gospel according 

to the Egyptians is an Encratite amplification of that in 655, or, almost but not quite as 

well, in our opinion, by the view that the expression in 655 is a toning down of the more 

striking phrase érav 1d ris aloxivns évSupa marnonre. As for the priority of 655 to the 

source of the uncanonical quotations in II Clem., the evidence is not sufficient to form any 

conclusion. 
There remains the question of the likelihood of a genuine element in the story 

of which we now have three versions, though how far these are independent of each 

other is uncertain. As is usual with Agrapha (cf. p. 21), the most diverse opinions have 

been held about the two previously known passages. Zahn (Gesch. d. NT. Kan, ii. 

p- 635) defends the version in the Gospel according to the Egyptians from the charge 

of Encratitism, and is inclined to admit its genuineness. Resch on the other hand 

(Agrapha, p. 386), while accepting the version of Clement, vehemently attacks the other. 

Ropes again takes a different view, and though he thinks (Die Spriiche Jesu, p. 131) 

that érav...aarhante is too ascetic for Jesus, is disposed to believe in a kernel of 

genuineness in the story. The criticisms of both Zahn and Ropes, however, are now 

somewhat discounted by the circumstance that they took the phrase corresponding to 

655. 22-3 to mean ‘when you put off the body,’ i.e. ‘die,’ whereas the evidence of the 

parallel in the papyrus gives the words a slightly different turn, and brings them more nearly 

into line with the following sentences érav yéra ta dvo &, «7.A. But Zahn would, 

nevertheless, seem in the light of the new parallel to be right in maintaining that the 

passage in the Gospel according to the Egyptians does not go much further in an Encratite 

direction than, e.g. Matt. xxii. 30 and Luke xx. 34-6. The occurrence of another 
version of the story is an important additional piece of evidence in defence of the view that 
it contains at least some elements of genuineness, and a special interest attaches both 
to the form of the Saying in 655. 22-3 on account of the clearness of its language, 
and to its context, in which other matter closely related to the Canonical Gospels is found 
in immediate proximity. All this lends fresh value to what is, on account of the far- 
reaching problems connected with it, one of the most important and remarkable, and, since 
the discovery of 655, one of the better attested, of the early Agrapha. 

656. GENESIS. 

Height 24-4 cm. Pate II (¢ verso). 

Parts of four leaves from a papyrus codex of the book of Genesis in the 

Septuagint version. The MS. was carefully written in round upright uncials 
of good size and decidedly early appearance, having in some respects more 
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affinity with types of the second century than of the third. To the latter, 
however, the hand is in all probability to be assigned, though we should be 
inclined to place it in the earlier rather than the later part of the century; in 
any case this may rank with the original Oxyrhynchus Logia (1) and the frag- 
ments of St. Matthew’s and St. John’s Gospels (2, 208) as one of the most 
ancient Greek theological books so far known, and it has some claim to be 
considered the oldest of the group. Another mark of age is perhaps to be 
recognized in the absence of the usual contractions for deds, xvpios, &c., but this 
may of course be no more than an individual peculiarity. The only abbreviation 
that occurs is the horizontal stroke instead of », employed to save space at 
the end of a long line. Both high and middle (IL. 13, 19) stops are found, but 
are sparingly used: more often a pause is marked by a slight blank space. 
A few alterations and additions have been made by a second hand, which seems 
also to be responsible for the numeration in the centre of the upper margin of 
each page. 

The evidence of so early a text is of particular value for the book of Genesis, 
where the uncial MSS. are most weakly represented. The only first-class 
MS. available for comparison practically throughout the parts covered by the 
papyrus, namely, xiv. 21-3, XV. 5-9, XIX. 32-xx. II, xxiv. 28-47, xxvii. 32-3, 
40-1, is the Codex Alexandrinus (A). The Vatican and Ambrosian codices do 
not begin till later in the book, the Sinaiticus () is defective except for occa- 
sional verses in the twenty-fourth chapter, the readings of D, the Cottonian MS., 
which for the most part survives only in a collation (=D), are unascertainable in 
XxX. 4-II and xxiv. 28-30, and the Bodleian Genesis (E) fails us in xxiv. The 
result of a collation, where possible, with these MSS., is to show that the 
papyrus, while seldom supporting E, does not side continuously with either &, A, 
or D, though, of course, too little of 8 remains for a satisfactory comparison. As 
a general rule the readings favoured by the new witness are the shorter ones; 
cf. e.g. notes on Il. 16, 27, 47-8, 53, 62, 67, 74, 129, 138-9, 154, 183, 185, 188, as 
against ll. 42, 81,144,163. Not infrequently variants occur otherwise attested only 
by cursive MSS., though here too no consistent agreement can be traced, and the 
mixed character of the cursive texts is further emphasized. The papyrus is 
certainly pre-Lucianic, but it has two readings characteristic of Lagarde’s Luci- 
anic group (=Holmes 19, 108, 118), yévous for roé yévous in xix. 38 and the 
omission of éxeifev (with the Hebrew) in xxiv. 38. Readings common to this 
group and other cursives are éxelvy for ravry in xix. 33, and dvdpes for dvOpwmou in 
xx. 8. On the other hand, the papyrus opposes the Lucianic group in the 
addition of ryv vixta éxelvny in xix. 35, and the omission of é@oB/Onv... adriy in 
xx. 2,in the one case against, in the other with, the Hebrew. The number of 
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variants which are altogether new, considering the scope of the fragments, is con- 

siderable ; see ll. 48, 55, 56, 81, 114, 154, 155, 160, 163, 181. A peculiar feature is 

the tendency to omit the word xépios when applied to the Deity ; this occurs in 

no fewer than four passages (ll. 17, 122, 155, 166), in three of which (Il. 17, 122, 

166) the omission has been made good by the second hand. A blank space was 

originally left where the word occurred in 1.17. In the version of Aquila the 

Tetragrammaton was written in Hebrew letters, and this peculiarity reappears in 

a few Hexaplaric MSS. of the Septuagint. The papyrus offers the first example 

of a similar tendency to avoid the sacred name in a text otherwise independent 

of the Aquila tradition. 

The collation with the chief uncial codices given below is based on the 

edition of Swete, while the occasional references to the cursives are derived from 

Holmes ; for some additional information we are indebted to Mr. N. M*Lean. 

(2) Verso xiv. 21-3. Recto xv. 5-9. 

[ABpap dos] por tous avdpals 10 [omleppa ololy [kat emorevoey 

[rnv de wrmo rAaBe ceavTw [A]|Bpap To Oew [Kat edoyioOn 

[ecrev d€ ABpalu mpos Bacirea avT@ els OiKalooluyny exmrev 

[Sodopwy ere elyo ty xé¢] de mpos avtov. eyl@ o Oeos o e£a 

5 [pa pov mpos tov Oeov Tov U yayov o€ EK xoplas Xaddatov wo 

[Wuorov os ex|Ticev Tov ovpa I5 TE Oovval col TH[vy ynv TavTHY 

[voy kat Tnhv ‘y\nv €L amo omap [k|Anpovopnoa: [emrev de deoro 

[Tov ews odhlaipwrnpos U TQ Kuple KATA TL y|v@Tomual OTL 

[zrodnparos] Anpryopar [K|Anpovomnow alvTny elmev 

[de alurw. AaBe plot dapyadrw ple 

20 [Tifovgay Kat avya [TpleTLCovcay 

(d) Verso 7 xX1X292—XX, 2. RectO xx. 2-11. 

BLe pls 

peT avtouv Klat efavactnow [de ApeBerex Blacireus Tepa 

fey €kK Tov [TaTpos nov omep : 

pa emotical[y de Tov maTepa Des TA Te GNA hE PIN Se 
[ecanrAOev o Oeos| mpos ApiBe 

25 auT@Y olvoly EY TN VUKTL EKEL ay } 

vn Kale] etced[Oovea  mpecBure as reese yee 2 
a) me 

a 

rect gpd ie i 
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pa exotunOn [pera tov marpos 

THY VUKTa eEK[ELvNY Kal OUK EL 

dn ev To Koiun[Onvae avtny Kat 

avao|T|nvat eylevero de Tn emav 

[pliov Kat exmev [n mpecButepa 

™ vewrepa tdlov exon |Ony exdes 

feTa Tov tmatplos nuwy]| mort 

Tw@pEev avTov olivoy Kal TH\v vu 

kta [rlalurny] Kale ecoedOovcja koe 

penOnre per afuTov Kar egfava 

oTnow@pev ek [TOU TAaTpOS Nuwv 

[clrepya emotic[ay de Kat ev TN 

VUKTL €kelvn Tlov TaTepa] alu 

Tov olvov Kat eicehOovjoa 7 [ve 

oTepa exoiunlOn peta Tov Ta 

Tpos autns Tylv vuKTa ex]elivnv 

KaL ovK €l0n €[v TH KOLLN 

[Oln[vale Kar avlacrnvar Kat ovy 

[eA]aBov at d[vo Ovyarepes Awr 

€K Tloly maTpos aluTwy Kal ETEKEY 

n m[peloButepa v[toy Kat exa 

Ace] ovopa arl[rov MwaB ex tov 

maz[plos pov ovtfos matnp Maafi 

Toy ews TNS o[NMEpoy nmEpas 

eTexey O€ K[al N VEwTEpa VLOY 

kat [elkadeoev [TO ovopa avTou 

Aplpjav vios ylevous pou ov 

Tos maTnp Applavitay ews 

TNS NpEepas TavTNS 

[exunloev de exeOev [A]Bpaalp 

fais] ynv mpos NBa K[ai] oxnioey 
[ava peocov Kad[n|s kali] ava pe 

[co Noup kat maplox|noely ev Te 

[papor|s evrev de [A\Bpalap] eps 
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pl TNs ‘yuvatkos| ns edaPes av [| 

ApiBerex de] ovy nripato avrnis 

[ 
[Tn d€ eotivy cuvjwKnkvia avdp{e 

[ 
[Kau ewmrey Kupte}: eOvos ayvoouy 

kat Oi[Katov azmloAes ouvk avTos 

pot ellrev adel|Adyn prov eotiy 

kat av7[n pot etmley adeAdos pou 

eo7[wv ev kKabapla Kapdta Kat ey dikat 

[ooluyin xelpwv eElrroinoa TovTo 

[eurev de avtw] o Oeos Kab vmvi{o| 

[kayo eyvoy oltre ev Kabapa Kap 

[ dla [emornoas tlovto Kat educa 
av 

L\nv Kayo cov Tolv py apapTety ce [ 
[er|s ele evexey] Tourov ovk adn 

[k]a ve [apacba av|rns vuy de amo 

[dols z[yv yuvatka To avOpwire o 

[re] mplodntys cor |v Kat m[plocev[fe 

[rat wept cov Kat Cylon et O€ py a 

[modidws yvwbt oltre amolavyn 

[ov kat TavTa Ta ola Kat wpO[picjev 

[ApuBerex To] mpwt Kale] exalre]oe[y 

TavTas Tous malas avtolv] Kale 

eLadnoev TavT|a Ta pnuaTa Tav 

Ta ELS TA WTA avTwly edoRnOn 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[cav de waves ov alvdpes of plodpa 

[kar exadeoev ApleBedex Tov 

[ABpaau] Kat ermev avTw@ TL Tov 

[ro] emoinoas nyltly pn Te nap 

[roluey els oe ore emnyayes] <7 «€ 

pe Kat emt THY BPacireLay pov alpap 

[Tlav peyadnv epyov o oudelt|s moe 

100 [noeu melroinkas pou evev Ole 

[A]uetBercx to ABpaap ze evi[dov 
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[Salppas tys yuvalixols avrov 

[ade]Agn prov eo[tely almelorerev 

Recto xxiv. 238-37. 

v0 

Spapovea n mais amrnyyenrev 

€lS TOV OLKOV TNS LNT pos auTns 

TH 

KaTa pnpata TavTa TN OE PeBex 

Ka [aldeA[ jos nv @ ovopa AaBav 

kat eOpapev AaBav mpos Tov av 

Opwmov e€w emt TNS THYNS KAL 

eyevet[o] nuika elev TA EVvOTLA 

Kal Ta WeALa TEPL Tas XELpas TNS 

adeAgns avrou Kat oftle nkov 

cev Ta pnuata PeBelx]kas Tns 

adlelAgns [avtjov Aeyovans ov 

Tos NeAa[AN]Key pot 0 avOpwrro[s 

kat ndOev [mplos Tov avOpwmor « 

OTNKOTOS AUTOU ETL TOY KALN 

ov emt THS TNYNS Kal Eley av 

Tw@ [djevpo evaehOe evAoynTos x[vpos 

iva Tt ectnkas ef eyo de n7/oL 

aka THY olKLay Kat ToToy Tals 

kap[nAjous econdOev Se 0 avOpw 

[mos evs t[y|v oftkta|y Kat arecag| ev 

[ras Kalunadous [at] edoxev axu[pa 

[Kat xopT|acpata Tals Kapnrois 

[kat volwp ToLs TooLv avTOV Kal T[oLS 

[root] Tov av[dpwv tolv pelt] av 

[Tov Kat ma\peO[nKev 

3 lines lost 

[ejrounoas rovro eumev de ABplaap 

[ev}ra yap [a]pa ovk eariv Oeoo|eBera 

[ely T@ Tom@ TOUT EME TE aTFO 

evo[u]oe 
105 [KrTewlovow evexey TS ‘ylvvat 

Verso xxiv. 38-47. 

150 E 

[mo]pevon Kat evs THY pu[An|y pov 

K[aje Anun yulyjacka Tw@ vie jou 

eva O€ TH KU[pl|@ fLov py TOTE 

ov mopevOnoeran [yluyn MET EfLoU 

155 Kal elmrev fol o Oeos w EvnpEoTN 

Oa €VAVTLOY AVTOU AUTOS aro 

OTEAEL TOY AyYYEAOV AUTOU [LE 

t[a] cov Kat [[e]] evodwoe: thy odov 

aloly Kat [An|uyn yuvalijka To vio 

160 plolv ex THs muAns pov 7n EK TOU 

OlKOV TOU TraTpos Lov ToTE AaOw 

oS €onN amo TNS apas fou NVLKa 

yalp| eav evoedOns ers THY Euny 

pulr|ny kat py vo dwow Kateon abw 

163 o[s] amo Tov opkov pov Kat €d[ Olav 

[on|uepov en[e Tiny mHyny €Llra Kv 

[pte 0 Ojeos Tov Kupiov pov ABp aalu ec cv 

[evo]do[t]s tnv odoyv pou n v{vy] ey[o 

[wolpevoxatc] em [avrny cdjov ey jw edfe 

170 [o7T]nKka emt Ts [w]nyns Tov (vdaTos 

[au dle Ovyarepes Tov avOploror 

[Ty|s modews e€eAevoovT[at avTANn 

[cat] vdwp Kal eoTat n TapO[evos 7H 
eyo 

[ealy €lT@ TOTLOOY ME [LE|LKPOY VU 

175° [Owp] €[K] z[ns vdpias] cou [Kat evry 

[Hol mle OV KaL Tals Kapndrols Gov Vv] 
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135 [mats ABpaap] ey eur... .. [Spevoopae avt|n [qn yuvn nv nrot 
[Peete Le Tov] kuptov [wou ogpodpa [Macey kuptos Tl Oepamovte avrou 
kat voOn [kat] edlwxey avrw [Ioaak kat] ev rov7[o yrooopat o 
mpoBara Kalu pooxous Kat 180 [7t memon]|xas eAclos Tl [kupiw 

> apyuptov kat mlaidioxas Kat [Hov ABpaap] Kat eyevero ev Tw 
140 [klapn[Aolus Kau ovfovs Kau eTeKEe 

[Saploa [n yun tov Kuplov jlov viov 

ovvTeAeoat pe] AadovyTa ev TH 
dvavota] ev[Ous] Ple]Bexxa e€ero 

[ 
[ 

[eva Tw Kupi@ pov p]e[T]a To [ynpa [pevero] ex[ovo]a Tyv vol pilav emt 
[va avtov Kat edwx]ev alto wav 185 [Toy opjov Kae Kla[reBy ene z[nv 
[Ta oca ny avTw Kat wlpkicey pe o [wnyn\v Kat v[dpevoaro era de av 

145 [Kuptos pov Aeywy ov] Anuyrn [yu [7n mo|ricoy [me kat omevoaca Ka 
[varka To viw pov amo Tar] Ouyalre [Oewre]y ryv [vdptav ad eavrns Kat 
[por tov Xavavatov ev] os [e [ec]rev me[ve ov Kat Tas Kapndous 

2 lines lost 190 [colv moz[tw kat emtoy Kat Tas KapN 
[Aov]s pov [erorivey Kat npwrnca 

: [avrny| Kau 

(2) Recto xxvii. 32-3. Verso xxvii, 40-1. 

v]tofs ] exdAv[cers 
egjearn [de Tpa]xnrAlov 

195 peyadr|y odlodpa 200 t]o LaxjoB 
Onpjevolas ev Aoy[noev 

etoevey|kas [jot auto|v ¢[urev 
'e > ° . ° 

1. [ABpap dos] is somewhat short for the lacuna, but to add apos would make the 
supplement rather long. : 

4. The deletion of « may be due to either the first or second hand; exrevo AD, 
13. mpos avrov: SO most cursives; avrw AD, The e of ey seems to have been 

altered from some other letter. 
16. [k|Anpovouynoar: so A; KA. avrgv D. 
17. A blank space, sufficient for four letters, was left by the original scribe between ra 

and xara, and in this xvpee was inserted by the second hand; cf. Il. 122, 1 55, and 166. 
25. exec: So a number of cursives, including the ‘ Lucianic’ group ; ravryn ADE. 
27. avrys which is read after marpos by ADE seems to have been omitted by the 

D 
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papyrus, the line being quite long enough without it. On the other hand tn vucra exewwny 

is omitted in D. 
28. «dn: the same spelling for nde recurs in |. 435 eyvo D in both places. 

32. Tm vewtepa: SO the Codex Caesareus and several cursives ; mpos Tyv vewrepav ADE. 

exes has been added at the end of the line by the second hand. 

36. p of per has been altered from a, 

37-8. ex... [olmepua: SO AD; om. «x tov 7. nuov E. 

39-43. The position of the small fragment at the ends of these lines is made 

practically certain by the recto (cf. note on |. 81); but the scanty vestiges in 1. 42 do 

not suit particularly well and the reading adopted is very problematical. Moreover above 

the line between the supposed a and 7 is a curved mark which does not suggest any 

likely letter and remains unexplained. One cursive (108) has xa 7 vewrepa, but there 

is no ground for attributing this to the papyrus. 

42. Thy vera exleloyy: om. ADE. ‘The papyrus reading is found in the cursives 

56 (margin), 74, 106, 130, 134, 135. 

43. «dn: cf. 1, 28, note. 
47. There would be room for two or three more letters in this line. 

47-8. exadelce| ovopa: exaderey TO ovopa ADE. There is not sufficient room in the 

lacuna for the usual » epeAxvoridy, still less for ro. 

48. Neyouea which is read after MoaB by ADE was certainly omitted by the papyrus 

(so Jerome), the passage being thus quite parallel with the explanation of the name Appav 

in the following verse. 
53- vtos ylevous : so the ‘ Lucianic’ cursives ; 0 vlogs TOV yevous A, vos TOU ¥. D, voy TOU 

y. I. 
55. TS neepas TavtTyns: THs ONMEpoVv H<pas ADE. The rest of the line was left blank, 

a new chapter commencing at |. 56. 
56. [exwn|oev de: Kar exunoer ADE. 

547. mpos Ba: SO AD; cos AiBa E. 

62. A has ort before adeddy, but or is omitted, as in the papyrus, by D and E. After 

eotrw the papyrus omits the second half of the verse efo8n@n yap exe (ore) yuyn pov eat 

pn more aTrokrewwow avrov ot avdpes THs modews de avtny (ADE), as do the cursives 15 (first 

hand), 82, 106, 107, 135. 
eae ApeBedex or ApuBedrex is the regular spelling of the name in this text. APpedex 

64. There is evidently not room in the lacuna for A’s reading «mev avro wou ov 

arobynaxes, and the omission of avrw is more probable (so DE and many cursives) than that 

of av (om. E). 
74. E inserts ort before adeApy here and adeAgos in |. 75. 

79. kaOapa kalpdia: so A; xapdia xafapa E. 

80. epioalu|yv: ehetoapny A, ebnoapny E. : 

81. kayo (eyo AE) may have been merely repeated here from 1. 79, but, as Mr. McLean 

points out, it is supported by the Hebrew and may well be a genuine reading. ‘The other 

letters on this fragment (ll. 80-5) suit so exactly that there can be no reasonable doubt 

that it is rightly placed here, although there is also a slight difficulty with regard to 

the verso. 
ayaprew, the reading of the first hand, is that of AE. 
86. tylon: SoA; tnow E. 
93. apdpes: so a number of cursives; av@pomo AE. 
104. tle: SOA; dc E. 
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105. The reading of the interlinear insertion is very uncertain, but the alteration 
apparently concerns the termination of the verb, and it seems more probable that 
amokrewvovor Was corrected to amoxrevovor than vice versa. amrokrevovot ANIgS amokretvovot OCCUTS 
in the cursive 72; cf. ]. 165, note. 

tog. The reading of A here is exactly parallel to that of the papyrus, ra after 
cata having been originally omitted and supplied by an early corrector. SDE are 
deficient. 

112. ts mnyyns: th» myn» A. The genitive seems to have come in from the 
next verse. 

113. evdev: wer A. 
I14. mept: emu A, ev rats yepoi a number of the cursives. 
122. x[vpios has been added at the end of the line by the second hand: « AND. 
123. nr[ot|uaca: so ND; nromaca A. 
126. aneoagiev: so ND; emecafev A. 
129. The papyrus agrees with A in omitting yupacda which 8D add after vdap. 
135-6. The reading of the papyrus here cannot be determined; SA have kvptos 

de evdoynaer, D [ks elvodacer, Kxuptos de ev|Aoynoev OF evlodwoev tov makes the end of 1. 135 
a little long, but a blank space may have been originally left for xupios as in ll, 122 and 
126 or de may have been omitted. 

138-9. The papyrus here omits several words and its exact reading is not quite clear. 
A has mpoBata kat pooxous Kat apyvploy Kat xpvovov maidas kar tavdicxas Kapndovs KL ovous, 
D leaves out the xa after pooyous, transposes apyvpiov and xpvovov and inserts ca before 
macdas. It is just possible that the papyrus agreed with D in reading pooyous xpvatoy 
kat, but m[adas kar mardioxas xac can evidently not be got into 1. 139, and more probably 
both xpvovov and xa maidas were omitted and xa: was written with each substantive. The 
words originally missing were probably supplied by the second hand at the bottom of 
the page, for opposite ]. 139 is the semicircular sign commonly used to mark an omission ; 
Cle e.2 1G. ill..3: 

141-2. It is quite possible that the lines were divided v.|ov and that eva was omitted, 
as in D. 

143. avtroy: OF avtny (D). 

144. The length of the lacuna indicates that the text agreed with D and the second 
corrector of & in adding mavra before the simple oca of SA. 

152. After pov SAD add exeiev, The papyrus here supports the ‘ Lucianic’ cursives 
1g and 108, 

154. mopevOnrera: SO a number of cursives; mopevdn A, mopevoeraa ND, 
[yluvn + 1 yuyn AND, 

155. 0 Geos: kuptos o Geos A, Om. 0 Geos ND. 
156. e«vavriov: so AD and the second corrector of 8; evemov N. 
anooteker: SOND; e€aroareder A. 
160. n: xa MSS. 
162. amo: SOND; ex A. 
163. ereAOns: eAOns AD. 
tv eunv pudrlqv: so D; ryv pvadny pov A. 
164. ou deow: this is the order in many of the cursives; docw co AD. xa before 

eon is omitted by D. 
165. opxov: so the cursive 72 (cf. note on 1. 105); opkecpov NAD. 
166. ku[pie (so SAD) is again due to the second hand; cf. |. 17, note. 
168. 7 »{vw]: there is not room in the lacuna for more than two letters, so nv [yur] , 

(SAD) is inadmissible. 7 is found also in the cursives 75 and 106. 

iY 2) 
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169. efleot|nxa: eornka SAD; there is an erasure before eornka in A, and apparently 

epeornxa (which also occurs in several cursives) was the original reading. 

170. ts [m|nyns: SOND; ryv mnynv A. 
171. [a dje: so D5 kat a NA 

172. e£eXevoort| at : so AD; exmopevovra 8%. The papyrus seems to have had avtAncat, 

which is found in some of the cursives; vdpevoacda, the better supported reading, is 

too long. 
174. (ea: the papyrus follows the vulgar spelling. ey was originally omitted, and 

was added by the second hand. 
petxpov is also the spelling of &. 
175-6. The reading printed is that of A, which on the whole seems to suit the space 

best ; but jos may have been written at the end of 1. 175, and the variant of & me kac ov or 

of D xa ov me is quite possible. 
178. Oeparovre avrov (&%) seems more likely than ¢favrov Oeparovrt (AD), for though the 

supposed 8 may equally well be the line is already rather long and the lacuna in |. 179 is 

sufficiently filled with [Ioaax kat}. 

181, ev Tw: mpo Tov NA, mpw yn D. 
183. [Stavoral: so N; Scavora pou AD. 
ev[dus|: SO RA: Kar ov DP). 

18. Though the « of «a is not quite certain and still less the a of xjalre8y, the 

papyrus clearly agreed with AD in omitting avrys which is read after opov by &. 

188. A here has THY vopeay €mt Tov Bpaytova avtTns ap €QUTNS KAL ELTTEV, while &D omit em 

rov Bpaxtova. The papyrus reading was still shorter, since not more than about 15 letters 
should stand in the lacuna, and there can be little doubt that avrys was left out, as in some 

of the cursives. 
189. mee: 1. me. 
192. This line may have been the last of the column, but the recto has one line more. 

657. EpistLE TO THE HEBREWS. 

Height 26-3 cm. 

This considerable fragment of the Epistle to the Hebrews is written on the 

back of the papyrus containing the new epitome of Livy (668). The text is in 

broad columns, of which eleven are represented, corresponding to Ch. ii. 14-v. 5, 

x. 8-xi. 13, and xi. 28—-xii. 17, or about one-third of the whole. The columns 
are numbered at the top, those preserved being according to this numeration 

47-50, 63-5, 67-9; it is thus evident that the Epistle to the Hebrews was 

preceded in this MS. by something else, probably some other part of the 

New Testament. The hand is a sloping uncial of the oval type, but somewhat 

coarse and irregular, and apparently in the transitional stage between the 

Roman and Byzantine variety. It is very similar in appearance to the hand 

of 404, a fragment of the Shepherd of Hermes, of which a facsimile is given in 
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P. Oxy. III, Plate iv; and we should attribute it to the first half of the fourth 
century, while it may well go back to the first quarter. As stated in the introd. 
to 668, the papyri with which this was found were predominantly of the third 
century, and it is not likely to have been separated from them by any wide 
interval. The fact that the strips of cursive documents which were used to 
patch and strengthen the papyrus before the verso was used are of the third 
and not the fourth century points to the same conclusion. There is no sign 
anywhere of a second hand, and such corrections as occur are due to the original 
scribe, who is responsible for occasional lection signs and the punctuation by 
means of a double point inserted somewhat freely and not always accurately 
(cf. e.g. 1. 19); a single point is occasionally substituted. This system of 
punctuation is remarkable, for it seems to correspond to an earlier division 
into orixo. longer than those in extant MSS. and frequently coinciding with 
the arrangement in the edition of Blass (Halle, 1903). The contractions 
usual in theological MSS. are found, IC being written for ’Inoods. Orthography 
is not a strong point, instances of the confusion common at this period between 
cand e, « and a, v and o, being especially frequent; but apart from minor 
inaccuracies the text is a good and interesting one. Its chief characteristic 
is a tendency in Chs. ii-v to agree with B, the Codex Vaticanus, in the omission 
of unessential words or phrases ; cf. notes on Il. 15, 24, and 60. This gives the 
Papyrus a peculiar value in the later chapters, where B is deficient ; for here too 
similar omissions are not infrequent (cf. notes on Il. 118,125, 151, 152, 161, 224), 
and it is highly probable that they were also found in B, particularly when, as 
is sometimes the case, D (the Claromontanus, of the sixth century) is on the 
same side. Of the other MSS. the papyrus is nearest to D (cf. notes on Il. 60, 
125, 145, 152, 154, 178, 222, 224-6), but the two sometimes part company (cf. 
notes on Il. 139, 163, 180); only in one doubtful case (note on 1. 168) does it 
support N against the consensus of the other MSS. Variants peculiar to the 
papytus, apart from the omissions already referred to, are noted at Il. 32, 37, 
106, 115, 156, 162, 227, 229. We give a collation with the Textus Receptus 
and the text of Westcott and Hort, adding particulars concerning the readings 
of the principal authorities. 

Cola. 

x6 
[katapynon Tov] TO Kpatos €xovTa Tov Oavatou lima 

[rovregre Toly dtaBodov : Kat amadda§n Tov 

[Tovs ooo goBw Olavatov Ova mav{rov}ros tov ¢nv 

[ 5 [evoxot noav dovjActas : ov yap Snmov ayyedov 
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[emtAapBaverat] ad\drAa omeppatos ABpaap emt 

[AapBaverat objev wpirey KaTa TavTa ToS a 

[Serpors oporwb)nvat : wa ehenpov ‘yevnTat 

[kat motos apxlelpevs TA Mpos TOV 6v es To Eta 

10 [kecOat Tas apap|rias Tov Aaov ; Ev w yap TeETOY 

[Oev avros mipaclOes ; duvarat Tols mpacope 

[vors BonOnoat olfev adedpor aytor KANTEwS € 

[movpaviov peroxlot ; KaTavonoaTe Tov atrocToNO 

[Kat apytepea Tys oluodoylas nuov Iv morov ovra 

15 [T@ moincavtt] avrov : ws Ke Movons ev To otko 

[avrov mAewolvos yap Sofns ovros mapa Mavony 

[ngwora KaO oloov mAcova Tin(v) exer Tov [olikov : o 

[karacKevaloas avTov : mas yap olKoS KaTaokeEU 

[agerat vio] Tivos : 0 O€ TavTa KaTacKevacas : Os 

20 [kat Mavon|s pev micros ev ok\w TW OLKW avVTOU 

[ 
[ 
[eopev nels : €av THY Tappyolay Kal TO KaVX7 

ws Oeparrwly evs paprupioy : Tov AadAnOnoope 
= “ CS 

VV XS de] @S UVlOS €7Fl TOY OLKOV AUTOV OV OLKOS 

[wa Tys eAmidos Karacxopey : dto Kabws A€cyeL 

25 [To mva To alylov onpepoy eav THs Povns avTov 

[akovonrte] pn okAnpuvnte Tas Kapdlas tpov 

[ws ev Tw TalpamikpacHw KaTa THY NMEpayv ToU 

[wipacpov] ev Tn Epnuw ov emip(a)cay ot TraTepes UEo 

Col. ti. 

(Py) 
30 ev dfokt|uacia Kat eldov Ta Epya pou TEeccEpakor[Ta iii. 9 

etn [Ot]o mpocwkbeica TN yevea TavTN Kat eimlov 

aet [7A]aviw|yrat ev Tn Kapdia avtwy lo ovK eyvoloay 

ta{s odovs poly ws wpoca ev Tn opyn pov et ElalE 

Aev[govT]ae e[ts] THv Katamavow pou ; Premera alder 

35 Pole pn] wore core ev Tit Vuwv Kapdia Trovnpla 

[amto[ria]s : ev Tw amooTnvaL ato 6v favros : ad [ 

[Aa] malpalkadeoare eavrovs Kal exaotny nyle 
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[pay alx]pt ov to onpepoy Kadc]rat : iva ply oKdy 

[puv]Om ms el€ vuov amatn z[n|s apparias [pero 

[xo] yalp tov Xv yeyovapev : eavrep thy alpyny 

[rns vmootacews pexpt TeAovs BeBatay [kata 

[o]xopev ev Tw AeyerOat onpepoy eav THs glo 

vnS avToVv akovonTe : fn okANpuYyTE Tas Klap 

deltas Vpwv ws Ev TW TapamiKpacpw : Ti[vES 

yap akovoavrTes Tapemikpavay add ov malyTes 

ot e€edOolvres e€| Avyuvmrov dia Moiioews tiolty 

de mporwy[Oevrev] TecoepakovTa ETN ovyxe Tlols 

apapTncaclv wy Ta Koda emegev Ev TH €[pN 

po : tloltly de mpocev pn evoedevoerOat eis 

tn Katamavow avrov e pn Tos amiOnoaceiv 

Klale Breropuev ort [olvK ndvvacOncay eioe|r 

Oew dt almiorleav : poBnbwpev ovy py aio 

T€ KaralALlroperns emayyeAtas eloedOe[iy 

[els tTyv Katamavow avrov dokn Tis €€ vplov 

VoTepln|Kevat : Kal yap eopev evnyyedtoper|ot 

Col. iii 

po 

[kaOamep Klaketvot aA ovk wpedAnoev o oyos 

[TNs akons| Ekelvous fn oUVvKEKepaopevous 

[Tm more Tolls akovoacl : eoepxopeba yap ets 

[kaTamalvow ot muoTevoavTes : Kabws ELpnKev 

[ws wpoloa ev Tn opyn pov et EAEVoOVTE ELS THY Ka 

[Tamavjow pov : KatTor Tl@ly epyav amo KataPo 

[Ans Koo]uov yevnlevtwy elpnkev mov mepl 77S 

[eBdou|ns ovrws : Kat Kkal[te|ravoes o Os ev tm ne 

[pa 7m €Bldopn amo mavtiwy| Tov epywy avTov ; kat 

[ev rouvT]m aA] eoedAer[colvTa es THY KaTamavot 

[wou emt ovy amodumere Tivas evcedOel els avTy 

[kat ot mplorepoy evayyedtoOevtes ovk eton[rO]6 

[Sc amOtlav madw Tia opiger nuepav onpepo 

39 
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yo [ev Aavled Aeywv pera TooovTov yxpovoy [KalO[a|s 

[mpoetpn|rat : [o|n“epov eav Tys hwvns avtiov a 

[kovontle pln] oxAnpuynte Tas Kapdlas vplov 

[ 
[ 

75 [mwerar olaBBaticpos To Aaw Tov bv o yap [ew 

et yap alurous Is kareravoev ovK av mlept ar 

Ans edAalAL pera TavTa nuepas : apa armloAr 

[eAOov] es THY] KaTamavol avz[ov] : Kat alu|ros 

[katem|avolev] amo Tov epywv av[tov| walmep] a 

[wo Tov t]diwv o Os: orovdacwper [olv[y] ever 

[Oe els exevny THv KaTaravoly iia pn ev 

80 [Tw avTjo tis vmodvypart mean THS amlO[tlas : (@ 

[ yap o Aolyos rov Ov Kat evepyns : Kat [Tlou[@repol|s vu 

Col. iv. 
Vv 

Tep Tacav paxalipayv disTopov Kat SuKvovpe 

vos axpe peptoplou Wuyns Kal TVS appov TE 

85 kal pved@y Kat K[pitikos evOupnoewy Kal ev 

vuov Kapdeas : [Kat ovk eat KTICLS adavns 

evetrioy avtov ; [mavta Oe yupuva Kat TeTpaxn 

Aicpeva Tos og|Oadpors avTov mpos ov nw 

o Aoyos : €xovTels ovy apxlepen peyav due 

90 AndvOora Tov[s ovpavous Iv tov viov tov bv 

Kpara@pev THs [opfodoyltas ov yap exopev apye 

pea pn Ovvaplevoy cvvmabnoa tas acbe 

vetalt|s nuov [memtpacpevoy d€ Kata tmavTa 

Ka opotoTnta [xwpis apaptias mporepyape 

95 9a ovy pera [mappno.as to Opovw Tys yxapttos 

[tv]a AaBopmely eXcos Kat yaply evpwomev Els ev 

[xat]pov BonOlerav mas yap apxtepevs e€ avOpw 

[7w\y ANapBalvomevos vrep avOparav Ka 

[O:lorarale ta mpos Tov Ov iva mpoopepyn Swpa 

100 [kat Ovloas vimep apaptioy petptomabe dv 

vaplevos TOS a|'yvoovat Kat TAAV@LEVOLS €7TEL 

iv. 
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120 

125 

130 
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Kat avTos meplixkettat acdeveray kar dt avTny 
opiAet Kabwls rept Tov Aaov ovTwsS Kat Tept €av 
Tov mpordeplety Tept apapTiay Kal ovy € 
auto Tis AauPlaver Tnv Tiny adra KaAoupe 

vos Umo tov [Ov ovrws Kat o Xs ovx e€auvTov edo 
facev yevn[Onvar apyrepex aX 0 dadnoas 

12 columns lost. 

Colry. 

gp 
[mpoopepovra: Tolre expy[Kev t}dov [kw Tov moinoat To 
[AeAnua cov] : avaipe ro [mpwrloy iva [ro devTepoy orn 
[on ev @ OelAnpare nytacper[ole eoplev Ota THs mpor 
[popas tov cwluaros Iv X[v] egamag : [kar mas pev te 

[pevs eorn]kev Kal nyepav Niu pre, Kal Tas avTas 
[wokAaKts] mpoodepaly] Ovotas autives ov[derore 
[Suvavrat] meptehery apaptiav : ovros be [may v 
[wep apaptiwv] mpocevevKas Ovotav ets To Oun[vekes 
[exabioev ev degta] rou Ov to Aouroy exdexo[ mevos 
[ews TreBwow] of exOpot vrrorodioy Tw mod{t t}ol[y avrov 
[Mia yap mpoolpopa rereAciwKey ets To SinveKels Tous 
[aytagopevjovs : pwaptupe de nyuew Kat tio Tva 

[To ayioy peTja yap To epnkevar avtn de yn SdtalOnKy 
[nv dradnoo]par Tpos avtTovs peta Tas npeplas ext 
[vas Neyer K]s Sidous vojovs pov emt Kapdials avT@ 
[kat emt Thy dtavorav avtwy [lal] emyparpw aufrous 
[kat Tov aplaprioy Kat [Toy avopiay avtwy ov jut 

[-vnoOnooluat ert : oro de adeois Tov[rjav ovK 

[ert mpoogolpa mept apaprias : exovtes ovy adedr 

[poe mapplnotav es THY ELoodoy Tov ayiwy ev Tw 

[aupare Ty nV EVEKEVITEY HpLLY OdoY Tpoo 

[parol Kat (woav dia Tov KaTameTacpatos 

[Tour] eoTiy TyS Gapkos avTov : Kat iepea peyarv 

[ emt] Tov otkov Tov Ov mpocepxapeba pera 
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135 

140 

145 

150 

155 
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Coleeva 

mojaw doxerte xEtpovos afimOnoeTar Tipwpias oO TOV X. 29 

[tov] z[olu [Ov KkaTamarnoas Kal TO alba TNS diaOnkns 

Kolvov nlynoonevos ev w nylacOn Kal TO TYG THS Xo 

pitos evu[Bpicas oldapev yap Tov ElmovTa Epmol EK 

duxnots ey[@ avtamod@ow Kat madi KplveL KS TOV 

aov avToly poBepoy To Epumerely Els XELPAS bv 

Covtos : [avapipynoxecbe de Tas mporepov nye 

pas ev alts dwricbevtes moAAnv abAnowv vmEpelvare 

maOnplatwy TovTo ev oveldlapols TE Kat OAupeowv 

Cols vit 

&6 

[Oca}rpigopevor ; TovTo de Kowwrlo]t Toy ovTws x39 

[avalorpepopevay yernOevres : Kat yap Tos der 

[mols ovverabnoare : Kal THY apTayny Tov vTap 

[xov|rwv voy peta xapas mpoaedegac Oe] : yrvoo 

[kolvTes exlv eavTovs Kplacwva Umapéwv Kat peviolv 

[cav] : pn amoBadnte ovy THY Tappyotay Vpov 

[nTles exer peyadny picPamodociay Uropovns 

[yap] exerat xperav iva To OeAnpa Tov [Ov TOLNTAVTES 

[ko]utonobe thy emayyedcrav : er[t] pLKpov ogo : 

[ocoly o epxopevos nget Kat ov xpovicet o de dikauos 

[ex] miotews (noeTat : Kat eav vmooreAnTat ; [oVK ev 

[Sox]jec pou n Wuxn ev avtw : nyus de ovK eoper [v|rooro 

[An]s els am@delavy : adda TloTEws ELS TrepiTolnlo Wu 

Ixnls : eore be mioris eAmifopevor mpaypatialy amocra 

[ 
[ 

~ 

ais} eA{Atevyos ov BreTopevav ; EV avTn yap ELapTupy 

Onolav ot mpecButepor ; more vooupey KaTnpreroOat 
a 

[rov]s awvas pnuate Ov es To pn ek gdllelvoperay To 

160 [BAlemopevoy yeyovévar : mevoret mAELova Ovotav ABer 
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180 
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mapa Kaew mpoonverKey dt ns euaprupn6n evar de 
[k]atos paptupovytos emt Tos Swpois avtw Tov Ov Kat d[t av 

Tns aTrodavey ert Kade : more: Evay’ perete6[n] rov [un 
iSev Oavatov Kat ovx evpioketo StoTe pereOnkey alurov 

o Os : Tpo yap THs peTabecews pepaptupynTat evnpleoTnKe 

Col. viii. 

[ée 
vat To Ow [xwpis de micTews advvatov evapestycat x1. 5 

moTevoat ylap det Tov mpocepyopevoy Ow ort cor 

Kat Tos ¢(y[Tovolv avtov pucOamodorns yiveTar more 

xpnpari[abes Nowe rept tov pndero Breropevov 

evraPnOe[is Kateckevacey KiBwrov els cwTNplay Tou 

otkov autou [dt ns KaTeKpivey Tov Koopoy Kal THS KaTa 

mlo[Tily Oukalloouvns eyeveTo KAnpovopos motel KadoU 

pevos ABpaalu umnkovoey e€edAOew ets Tomov ov npmer 

Nev AapBarfew evs KAnpovopiay Kat eEndrAOev py emt 

oTapevos Tov EpXETal TIOTEL TAPHKNOEY ELS YnV TNS 

emTayyeAtas [ws addoTplay ev okKNValS KaTOLKnOaS pEeTa 

Toak Kat Tax[oB T@V GDUVKANPOVOMeV TNS ETayyEALas TNS 

av7Tns : e€[edexeTo yap Tyv Tous OemedLovs Exovoay To 

Aw : ns Texrferns Kat Snpovpyos o Os moTEL Kat avTns 

appa dvvapliw es KataBodnv omeppatos edXaBev Kat Ta 

pa Kalpov nAlikias ere mlioTOY nynoaTo Tov emayyelAapeE 

vov’ Oto Kat [ap evos eyevynOnoay Kat TavTa veveKpo 

Hevov : Kal[@ws Ta acTpa Tov ovpavov Tw mANOEL Kat 

os n appos n [mapa To xEldos TNS Oaracons 4 avapLOunros 

KaTa mioTw almefavoy ovTdl mavTes pn Kopioapevor Tas 

[ejrayyedelals adda moppwbey auras iovTes Kal ac 

[wlacapevor k[at opodroynoavres ort Eevoe Kat mapemtonpot 

[eleoey emt rns [yns 

t column lost. 
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Colin: 

190 g¢ 
[mpwroroka Oryn alvroy ; moter SueBnoav tnv EpvOpay xi. 28 

[Oaraccav ws dia ~Enplas yns : ns] mwetpay AaBovres ot Aryv 

[mr10t KatemoOncay] mcrae Ta TLxn Teptyw emecay KuKrAw 

[Oevra em emta npepals : more. PaaB n mopyyn ov cuvamw 

195 [AeTo Tots amOnoacw] de~apevn Tovs KaTacKomous pEeT 

[epnyns Kat TL ETL rElyw emdAurer yap pe Ainyoupevoy o yxpo 

[vos mept Tedeov Bapjax’ Sapo IepOae Aaves re kat Yapounr 

[kat Tov mpopyntev] ot dia miorews KaTnywvicavTo BacideLas 

[npyacavto Oikalooulyny : emeTuxov emayyedtov [:] eppa 

200 [gav oropara deov|rov : ecBecay dvvamiv mupos [:] edu 

[yov oTopara payxlaipyns : edvvapwOnoay amo acbever 

[as eyernO@noav iolyvpor eu modeuw mrapeuPodras exdeL 

vav addoTtpiov eAlaBov yuvexal. .] «€ avacTacews Tous 

vekpous avtwy alAdot de eroiplmralicOnoay ov mpocdeea 

205 fevoe THY amroAvT|pwoly iva KpELTTOVOS avacTacews 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[Tvywowv erepor Oe] eumeypov Kal pacTelywov TeElpay 

[eAaBov ert de decplwv Kat pudaxns ; eAtOacOncay 

[empicOnoay elmifpaloOnoav : ev hovw payalpas a 

[meOavov mep\in[A]Oov ev pnd@rais ev eyiois Seppa | 

[ 210 [ow voTepoupevot] OdrEiBopmevor ; KakovxoupevoL 

[wy ovk nv agios] o [Kolopos ; emt Epnpecats mrAAVa@pE 

[vot Kat opeot Kat olmndeols Kal Tals oTals THS YS : Kat 

[ovrot mavTes paptupnelvres Ota TNS TLaTEWS OVK EKOpLL 

[cavro THhv emlayyeAlecay Tov dv TEpl Nu@v KplTTOV 

215 [Tt mpoBAreWaluevov iva bn xopis nuov Ter\€ELwOwoli] [ 
[Tovyapouy Kal] nMels ToTOUTOV EXOVTES TFEPLKL[MEVOY 

Colt 

én 
npliv vjepos paplt|ypev oykov : amoblepevor] mavta Kat xii. 1 

Ty[v evmleptotatoy apapreiay Ot vrropovns Tpex@pev TO 
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220 m[pokelplevov nue ayova adopwrtes eis Tov TNS muoTEwsS 
apxnyov Kat TeAcL@rny Iv os avte tys TPOKElpEvnS avTo Xa 
pas Umepevey TOY oTaVvpoy aoyuvns KaTappovnoas ev 
deEta te [Tlov Opovov tov bv Kexai{klev > avadoyicacba yap 
TOLaUTHY UmoMeMevnKOTA UTro TwY apapTw@drwY. ELS au 

225 Tous avTidoylay iva py KapnTE Tals puxais exAEupeE 
VOL ; OUT MEXPL ALMATOS aVTLKATEDTHTE TMpPOS THY a 
Hapriav aywr[i|fopevor Kat exreAnoOa THs mapaxdynoews 
NTLS Upery ws Viors Ovadeyerat tie jiov py odArywpe mrarder 
as KU Kat pn eyvou Um avTou eAeyxopevos ; ov yap a 

230 yama KS medever pacteryo. de mavTa tov ov TapadexeTalt 
ets matdeav viropleerar ws Uftjos wpey T poo pepeTat 
o Os Ts yap U.os ov ov medever marnp « de yopis [ear ]at 
Taderas ns peTOXoL ‘yeyovact Tavtes : apa vo[Oor kat] ouk 
Viol EGTE ; ELTA TOUS fev THS GapKos nuov TlaTlepals €|txo 

235 pev maidevtas Kat everperoucba : ov modv de par 
Aov vToTaynoopeba To TaTpL Tay MvevpaTey Kal <n 
gomev : OL fey yap mpos oALtyas nmepas Kata To SoKoU 
autos emaidevov : 0 de emt TO cupdepov ets TO peTa 
AaBev THs ayloratns avrov : maga de Taideia mpo(s) pev To 

240 mapov ov doxet Xapas etvat adda AUS VoTEpoy SE Kap 
Tov elpnvikoy Tos dt avTns yeyvpvacpevos amodido[ot 

Col =x, 

(é0 
dux{atocvyns Sto Tas mapeipevas yelpas Kat Ta Mapadedvpe xii. 11 
va [yovata avopwcate Kat tpoxias opOas mowette Tols 

245 Wolo vuwv wa fn To xwdov extpamn tabn Se paddov 

elp_nvny OlwKeTe peTa TavTwY Kal Tov ayLaopov ov xwpis 

ou[ders owerat Tov KV EmirKoToUVTES fn TLS VOTEpOY amo TNS 

xalpitos Tov Ou Hn TIS pila mixkpias avw gvovoa evoxdn 

kale dc avtns puavOwowv ot modAor pn Tis Tropvos n BeBndos 

250 ws (Hoav os avtt Bpwcews pas amedoTro Ta mpwrorokia avTov i 

45) 
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Te [yap OTL Kal peTeTrElTa Gedy KAnpovopnoat THv evdroyt 

av [ 

14. I(noov)v: so SABCD, &c., W-H.; Xpucroy Incovy EKEV&c.. DAK 

15. ev To o1K@: SOB; ev ow Tw o1K@ NACHE, &c., T-R., W-H. od» may have come 

in from verse 5. 
16. dokns ovros: so KLM, &c., T-R.; ovros dofys RABCDE, &c., W-H. 

19. mavtra: SO NABCDKM, &c., W-H.; ram. EL, &c., T-R. 
23. eav: SO NBDE, &c., W-H.; cavmep AC, &c., T-R. « of kavxn{pa has been altered 

apparently from x. 
24. edmlidos karacxopev: SO B; em. pexpt tedovs BeBaray karacx. SNACDE, &c., T-R., 

W-H. The phrase pexps redous BeBacay katacxopev recurs in verse 14 and may have come 

in here from that passage. 
31. mpocaxbewca: |. rpoooyx6ica; the 6 has been altered from r. 
32. ev Tn Kapdia avrwy Sto: Ty kapdia avr de MSS. ' 

36-40. The position of the narrow strip placed near the beginning of these lines is 

uncertain, but it suits very well here. The recto being blank does not help to decide the 

question. 
37. malpalkadeoare is another otherwise unattested reading: wapaxadevre MSS. 
38. alx|pc: so M; aypis other MSS., T-R., W-H. 
39. tus elE vuwy: So NAC, &c., T-R., W-H.; «& vpov tes BDE, &c. 1. dpaprias. 
42. A double point may be lost after cyopev. 
51. ndvvacdncav: ndvnéncav MSS. The form 7dvvdo6nv occurs e.g. in Matt. xvii. 16 

(B), Mark vii. 24 (SB). 
The first € of evve|A]Oew is written over a double point. 
58. OUVKEKEpagpevous : SO ABCD, &C., W-H. in text; ouvKexepacpevos ®, W-H. mg., 

ovykexpapevos T-R, 
59. yap: so BDE, &c.; ovy NAC, 
60. ryv was certainly omitted before cataraow as in BD; ry is found in other MSS. 

and is read by W-H. and T-R. 
63. mov: ydp mov T-R., W-H. with all MSS. except rogl@t- which agrees with the 

papyrus in omitting yap. 
64. ka re|navoes is a mistake for kal re |ravoev, 

66. eurehev| oo |prar : so D and some cursives; eu exceAevcoyrat other MSS., T-R,, W-H. 

70-1. The vestiges of (xa/6[w|s are very slight, but are a sufficient indication that the 
papyrus read mpoepyrae with NACDE, &c., W-H., rather than espyra (correctors of DE, 
KL, T-R.), since the division xa|@os does not account for the traces of ink at the end 
of 1. 70, 

80. o of mean was converted from r. 
81. evepyns: SO NACDE, &c., T-R., W-H.; evapyns B. 
85. ev yyw is for ev voor. 

96. It is almost certain that the papyrus read evp@pev, since without this word the line 
would be unaccountably short ; B stands alone in omitting it. 

99. The line is sufficiently long without re after dopa (om. B and an early corrector of 
D), and in view of the tendency of the papyrus the omission is probable. 

106, ovrws, «.7.d.: the MSS. here have cadoomep (RABD) or xaBarep ar (om, car CD) 

Aapov ovras, «.7.d., but there is evidently not room for all this in the papyrus. ‘The only 
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other authority for any omission here is K, which leaves out ovras kav o Xpuoros; but even 
without these words the line would remain rather too long. To omit kafwomep kav Aapov 
suits the space better and does not damage the sense. 

112. ‘The papyrus may of course have read a|uaros (DE) for cw|aros and apxvepevs 
(AC) for lepevs (SDEKL),. 

115. apapriay: apaprias MSS. 

116. The second », if it be v, in mpocevevkas was converted fromsorv. The previous 
v also seems to have been altered. 

118. ex@pou: exOpoe avrov MSS. The superfluous « in wodw|y was a slip due to the 
preceding vmromroduov. 

124. The scribe apparently began to write avrous before emtypayyo, but that the a was 
meant to be deleted is not certain and its partial effacement may be accidental. 

125. aplaprioy: so D and some cursives; dyapriay airév T-R., W-H., with other MSS. 
125-6. piyynoOnoolvar: 1, pry [uvncOqoo]uar, 
127. apaptias : apapruas MSS. The second « of eyovres has been altered from a. 
139. Tas mporepov nuelpas: so T-R., W-H., with most MSS.; ras mp. apaptias &, ras 

Tporepats neEpats iD: 

144. deo[porls: so AD, W-H.; Seopos wou NEHKL, &c., T-R. We cannot of course 
be sure that the papyrus did not have dSecpos, but the absence of ov is the important thing 
and is much in favour of decpuocs. 

147. eavrous: SO NA, W-H.; eavrous DE, &c., ev éavrois T-R. with a few minuscules. 
kpicowva = kpeicoova: SO NA, W-H.; xperrova DE, &c., T-R. 
urapéw: SO NAD, W-H.; vz. ev ovpavas E, &c., T-R. 
151. There is an apparently accidental diagonal dash passing from the top of the 

supposed p» through the «. 
er(e| $ ETE yap MSS. 

152. xpouce: SOND, W-H.; xporme AE, &c., T-R. 
152-3. The papyrus certainly agreed with DE, &c., in omitting pov, which is found in 

SA after Sixaos, Sixards [wou] W-H., Sikatos T-R. 
153- WloTew@s : TLTTEWS [LOU D. 

154. pou n Wuxn: sO DE; 7. pov T-R., W-H., with other MSS. 
156. Tpaypar| |p aroara| ais | (ls iméoralots}) is the reverse order to that of all the MSS.; 

mpryparev is usually connected with Breropevor. 

157. aut: so two cursives (47, 115); «v ravry other MSS., T-H., W-H. 
159-60. ro [Ad]eropevov: so SADE, W-H.; ra Brecropeva KL, &c., T-R. 
161. mpoonvevkev: mpoonveyxey to Oew MSS. 
162. avtw Tov O(€0)v: avtov was originally written but was altered to avtw. avrov to 

dew SAD, avrov rov deov EKL, &c., T-R., W-H. 
163. Aadev: SO SA, W-H., T-R.3; Aadetrac DE, &c. 

164. €uptoKETO ; SO TRL, &C., Eee NUpLO KETO NADE, W-H. 

165. eunp|eornke|var : so NDE; evap. ARIE, W-H., Tere ele evnpeatnkevat WaS correctly 

written this line was somewhat longer than those preceding. 
168. 6(«)o: so &; the papyrus may of course have had rw Oe) like ADE, &c. (so 

T-R., W-H.), but in view of its tendency to shortness this is less probable. 
169. ¢ylrovow: so P only; extyrovow other MSS., T-R., W-H. 
175. AapBarlew es kA, : the usual reading ; KA. AayBavew N. 
178. Icak is also the spelling of D; Icaax other MSS., T-R., W-H. 
180-1. avtns | appa is for avrn Zappa. The papyrus agreed with NAE, &c., in omitting 

oteipa OF otepa ovoa which is found after Sappa (or after Suvayw or «AaSev) in D and 
other MSS. 
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182. It is practically certain that the papyrus did not read erekey after nAtccas with EKL 

and other MSS. (so T-R.), It is omitted in RAD, W-H. 
185. ws 7: so all the best MSS.; woe T-R. with a few minuscules. 

186. Considerations of space make kopuoapevor (&, &c., W-H.) preferable to AaBovres 

(DE, &c., T-R.). 
187. The papyrus evidently omitted xav wevoOevres which is found in some minuscules 

and read in the T-R. 
188. This line is rather long, and the papyrus may have had sapockoe for mapemdypor, 

as P: 
192. &nplas yyns: so SADE, W-H.; om. yys KL, &c., T-R. 
193. emecav: SO NAD, W-H; erece EKL, T-R. 
194. Topyyn : emAeyouern mopyn &. 
196. yap pe: SO EKL, &c., T-R.; pe yap SAD, W-H. 

197. The papyrus agrees with NA (so W-H.) in the omission of conjunctions between 

the names as far as Aaveid. B. re kal 3. eal’. T-R. with other MSS. The spelling apo 

is attested as a variant by D. The « of Aaveid was originally omitted; Aaved SD, W-H.., 

Aauvid, Aad, and Aafid (T-R.) other MSS. 
201. pax|atpys: so NAD, W-H.; paxaipas other MSS., T-R. But the papyrus is 

inconsistent and has payaipas in 1, 208. 
eSvvapwbnoav: SAD, W-H.; evedvvapwbnoav EKL, &c., T-R. 

203. The size of the lacuna is inconclusive as to whether the papyrus read yuverals] 
(SAD) or yuveralis], ie. yuvaixes (EKL, &c., T-R., W-H.). 

208. [empucOnoay eld pa|oOnoap : this is also the order of AE, &c., and T-R.; emeup. emp. 

ND, &c., W-H. 
paxatpas : cf. 1. 201, note. 

211. emt: SOSA, W-H.; ev DE, &c., T-R. 

216. rocovroy: SS tyAcKovrov. 
222. tov oravpov: so D; om. rov other MSS., T-R., W-H. 
223. kexaOi[xlev: so the uncials, W-H.; éxd@scev T-R. with some minuscules. 
224. The papyrus agrees with D in omitting rov which is read before rovaurny in other 

MSS. and by T-R., W-H. 
avrous: so a corrector of N; €avuTous NDE, W-H., €avuTov A, avuTov Kole T-R. 

226, exNeAvuevor: SOD; exAvopevor other MSS., T-R., W-H. 
226. pexpt: SoD; peypis other MSS., T-R., W-H. 
22%. ayar|t|Copevor : avraywrifopevor MSS. 

229. kar pn: pnde MSS. 
231. es: somost MSS., W-H.; ei T-R. with a few minuscules. 
232. tus yap: so NA, W-H.,; ts yap eorwy DE, &c., T-R. 
233-4. kat ovy vior eore is also the order of SAD, W-H. ; core «. 0. vw. KL, &c., T-R. 
235. wodv de: de is also attested as a variant by D and was added by the third 

corrector of 8; modu SAD, W-H., wodArAw KL, &c., T-R. 
239. ayworatns is a graphical error for aywornros. aca de is the reading of AKL, &c., 

T-R ; maca pey &, &c., W-H. 

241. ‘The e of espyukov has apparently been corrected and the y of avrns was altered 
from o or o, which perhaps reflects the variant & avros recorded in D; but it may well 
have been a mere slip. 
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658. CeRTIFICATE OF Pacan SacriFIce. 

155 X7 cm. 

An interesting survival of the Decian persecution of the Christians in A.D, 250 is preserved in this papyrus, which is an example of the Adel or 
declarations which suspects were compelled to make that they had sacrificed 
to the pagan gods. Two only of these /el/z have hitherto been published, one 
at Berlin (B. G. U. 287: Krebs, Siteungsb. Berl. Akad. 1893 ; Harnack, Theol. Literaturz. 1894, p. 38), the other at Vienna (Wessely, Sitzungsb. Wien. Akad. 
1894; Harnack, Theol. Literature. 1894, p. 162). Both of those documents were 
from the Fayfim; the present specimen, though from another nome, has the 
same characteristic phrases, which were evidently a stereotyped formula, and 
confirms in all respects the emendations and deductions proposed by Harnack 
in connexion with the Berlin papyrus. Like them also it is addressed to a 
commission which was specially appointed to conduct the inquisition against 
the Christians. 

Tots emt ray lepdv [kai dpa TO vie pou Adpn- 
Ovoidv Trédews ip Avocxépo kal 77 

map Adpnrtov ANS Base 15 Ovyatpi pou Adpnrta 
Oiwvos Ocoddépou pn[rpds Aaidt. a€1@ tpas dro- 

5 Ilavrwvuptsos amd rafs onpidcacbat pot. 
avThs modews. del pev (Erous) a Adroxpdropos Katoapos 
Oiav Kal orévdwy [rolls Taiov Meociov Kvivrov 
Beois [Slerédfeoa er Se 20 Tpatavod Aexiov 
kal viv évdmiov tudy EvceBoi{s Evjrvyois 

10 KaTa Ta Kedevo Of ély[ra [S<Bac]rod [IIad}u x. 
éomeioa Kal tvoa Kali eee  )f 
TOY lepav eyevoduny 

I. tepav Pap.; so in]. 12. 12, eyevoauy Pap. 16. daid: Pap. o of uo above 
the line. 19. yaiov Pap. 20. tpaiavov Pap.» 

‘To the superintendents of offerings and sacrifices at the city from Aurelius... - 
thion son of Theodorus and Pantonymis, of the said city. It has ever been my custom 
to make sacrifices and libations to the gods, and now also I have in your presence in 
accordance with the command poured libations and sacrificed and tasted the offerings 
together with my son Aurelius Dioscorus and my daughter Aurelia Lais. I therefore 

E 
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request you to certify my statement. The rst year of the Emperor Caesar Gaius Messius 

Quintus Trajanus Decius Pius Felix Augustus, Pauni 20.’ 

1-2. The Berlin and Vienna /:del’ are addressed rois én) ray Gvavav jenpevors, omitting 

lEp@V. 

‘ 6. det pév is written in the original rather below the line and there are traces of ink 

over dei, so there seems to have been some correction. 

13-4. 77 Ovyarpi: women were clearly included in the Decian Edict ; cf. the Vienna 

hibellus, which is from two men with their wives, and the sth Edict of Maximin (Euseb. 

de Mart. Pol. ix. 2), quoted by Harnack, mavdnuel mdvras dvdpas Gua yuvargi Kal oikerats 

kai adrois tropatios maiol Ovew Kai omévdew, K.T.A. 

23. A signature begins at this line, though whether it is that of the sender of the 

declaration or of an official is doubtful. The stroke above the supposed » which we have 

taken to represent an abbreviation may be only part of a long paragraphus below 

the date. 

Il. NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

659. Pinpar, IapOéverov AND ODE. 

12:8 xX 49 cm. Prares TE TV. 

Fragments of a roll containing parts of at least five columns of lyric poetry 

in Pindaric dialect, written in good-sized round uncials, which we assign to the 

latter half of the first century B.C. Occasional accents, breathings, and stops 

(high and middle point) have been added by the original scribe, who has also 

made a few corrections of his work ; the text, however, was not left in a very 

perfect condition, and several alterations are necessary on metrical and other 

grounds. The first three columns, but for the loss of a few lines at the beginning 

of each, are in good condition; the fourth becomes more fragmentary, while 

Col. v, which probably succeeded immediately and to which the majority of the 

small unplaced pieces appear to belong, is hopelessly broken. The position of 

these is to some extent fixed by the fact that the verso of Cols. i-iii was utilized 

for a collection of epigrams (662); for since the verso of most of the scraps 

is blank, they must be placed later than the upper half of the third column. 

Although the Pindaric authorship of these new poems is not definitely 

established by the coincidence of any part of them with already extant frag- 

ments, their style and diction leave little room for doubt as to the identity 

of the poet. It is therefore a piece of great good fortune that the second at 
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any rate of the two odes comprised by the papyrus (Il. 21 sqq.) belongs to 
a class hitherto practically unrepresented in what survives of Pindar’s works. 
This poem was composed in honour of Aeoladas (I. 29) the father of the 
Pagondas (1. 30) who commanded the Thebans at the battle of Delium 
(Thucyd. iv. 91-6), and his praises are put in the mouth of a maiden (Il. 26, 
46, &c.)—a circumstance which at first led us to suppose that the writer was 
a woman. But Blass, to whom we are especially indebted in connexion with 
this papyrus, is clearly right in regarding the piece as one of the Tap§évea, or 
choruses for girls, which figure in the lists of Pindar’s works, and are exemplified 
in a few meagre quotations (among which is perhaps to be reckoned 221. vii. 
6-12). Can the poem be characterized still more closely? In near relation to 
the Hap@évea there stood a series known as Aadyndopixd, so called because the 
singers bore branches of laurel. The catalogue of Pindar’s works as given 
by Suidas distinguishes the Map0éveva from the Aadyngopixd, while the list given 
in the Codex Ambrosianus, which is usually recognized as the superior authority, 

does not mention the latter class, and apparently includes it in the Map0évea; 

cf. Proclus, Chrest. ap. Phot., Bzbl. 239 Uapd. ofs cat ra dadyynpopixd ds els yévos 
nimtet, It is then quite possible that in the present poem the rather prominent 
allusions to da@vn (Il. 27-8, 73), in one of which the speaker actually describes 
herself as carrying a laurel branch, may possess a special significance. On the 

other hand there is here no sign of the religious character which seems to have 

belonged to the Aagyndopixd (cf. Proclus, zd.) ; Pindar is indeed said in the 

Vita Ambrosiana to have dedicated one of these poems to his son Daiphantus, 

but the circumstances are unknown. For the present, therefore, it is sufficient 

to call attention to these references, and to assign the ode provisionally to the 

more comprehensive class of the Hap@éveia, or possibly to the keyxwpiopeva tov 

Tlapevetwy mentioned in the Ambrosian list and elsewhere. The obscurity of 

the latter category might have the advantage of covering the other poem 

partially preserved in the papyrus, which was also in honour of Aeoladas (I. 12), 

but, as is shown by the occurrence of a masculine participle (1. 11), was not 

designed for a female chorus. No doubt if both pieces were Aagdyngopixa, the 

difference of sex would cause no difficulty; but in the absence of further 

allusions to éa¢vn such an assumption has little to commend it. Perhaps this 

ode was an éyx#piov or simply Epinician in character, and the juxtaposition of 

the two pieces was merely due to their identity of subject. 
The metre of the Ilap@évevov is distinguished, like its language, by an ease 

and simplicity which fully bear out the reputation of this class of Pindar’s 

odes; cf. Dionys. Halicarn. Demosth. 39, where after citing the poetry of 

Aeschylus and Pindar as an example of want of connexion, abruptness, and 

E 42 
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unexpected changes of construction, the critic proceeds xopls Ore pay Ta Tapbévera 

cal ef tiva Tovros duolas dmairel Katackevds’ diapatverar b€ Tus Guola Kay Tovro.s 

ebyévera kal ceuvdrns dppovlas rov dpxatov pvddrrovea aivov. Strophes and epodes 

consist alike of five verses having a prevailing choriambic element. The 

scheme is as follows :— 

Strophes. Epodes. 

SS en ee —_¥—-uuU-- 

——-—-vVvV-V -, FeV —V—- VU YV- 

—— VU VU —- -—-VYU- > 

—~Y¥—vv-v— | eK KK UU 

—- UV —--—- UY 

Lines 1 and 3 in the strophe, 1, (2) and 4 in the epode stand in synaphia with 

the lines succeeding; and a single long syllable before or after a choriambus 

is probably to be regarded as lengthened by ‘syncope’ to the extent of an 

additional short syllable, e.g. --vyu -- = L-vvu-A4, or -yv-uu-vu-. 

The commencement of each new strophe is marked in the original by an 

elaborate coronis, and the antistrophes and epodes are commonly denoted in 

the same way by paragraphi, which are, however, sometimes omitted. The 

metrical scheme shows that the number of lines missing at the tops of Cols. 

iii and iv must be either 8 or 23—a larger figure is out of the question. 

A loss of 8 lines would give a roll of the likely enough height of about 

20 cm., and is a satisfactory supposition in other respects. Each column 

would accordingly consist of from 28-29 lines, and a lacuna of about 8 or 9 

lines may therefore be postulated at the beginning of the first two columns. 

On this view the remains of the second poem extend to the second verse of 

the eighth strophe, or the 107th line from the commencement ; the numeration 

given in the text below refers only to the lines actually preserved in the papyrus. 

The length of the strophe of the first poem (Col. i and the lost portion 

of Col. ii) is also five verses; the epode was longer, how much longer depends 

upon the number of lines lost at the top of Col. ii. If it be assumed that no 

space was left between the end of this ode and the commencement of the next, 

as the analogy of the Bacchylides papyrus and 408 would indicate, the epode 

extended to the rather unexpected length of 14 verses; if on the other hand 

the division was marked by a blank space, this number would be lowered by 

two or three lines. A different figure would of course result from the adoption 
of the hypothesis that the loss in Cols. iii-iv amounts to 23 verses, which would 

bring down the epode of the previous poem to a maximum of 9 lines. 
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We append the scheme of the metre :— 

Strophes. 

VU Ue 

VU US UU 

eS itt OR © an © 

NCIS NCC 

SS Se) es 

E podes 

erties Nad fe Na ge Se er EAN ee 

a RS 

ct 

Sra Ramee) BA 4S OL oe SI OS DU aT LO BT a 

iy ER Ta gl 

wr het ipeicdtne? Fash UN font As) 
Lines 4-5 in the strophe and 1-3 and 4-5 in the epode are connected by 
synaphia. 

Cokes. 

] 
OS Tee eo oe 6 

5b MANTICWCTEAEL CO 
| IEPATTOAOC’ TIMAI 

10 

15 

20 

AEBPOTOICIKEKPIMENAI- 
TIANTIAETTIPOONOCANAPIKEITAI 

APETAC’ OAEMHAENEXWNYTIOC! 
FAIMEAAINAIKAPAKEKPYTITAI - 
INE) NAANEYXOIMAN 

KPONIAAICETTAIOAAAATI 
KAIFENEIEYTYXIANTETAXOAI 

OMAAONXPONON* AQANATAIAEBPOTOIC 
AMEPAICWMAAECTIONATON - 
AMAWITINIMHAITIOTE 

> KNOCC@AAHITIAMTIANOIKOCBIAI 
AIAAMEICANATKAI 
ZWEIKAMATONTIPObYFWNANIA 
PONTOTT[.]PTIPINTENE 

ig . 00... . Ocias ep- 

. dua 
é 

5 pavris ws TeA€olow 
e , ‘ 
lepamroXos* Tipat 

dé Bporoict Kexpipévar: 
> a 

mavtt 6 éml pOdvos dvdpi Keirat 
> ~ £ A N + c my apeTas, 6 de pndeév éxov v7d at- 

10 ya pedaiva Kdpa KéxpuTTau. 

giréov 8 dy evyolpav 

Kpovidais én’ Atohdda 
x 2 > re id kal yéve. evtvxiav teTdx Oat 

dpardy xpovov: adOdvarat dé Bporois 
@ te a J 3! wt fc 15 apépat, capa 0 éorl Ovarév. 

aXN writ py AuTore- 
& 

aA 2 S ? Kvos ofadh mépmav oikos Biai- 

a Oapels dvdyxa a dapels YKa, 
? 2 \ 9 (@el Kapatov mpopvyav avia- 

20 pov, Td y[alp mply yevée-l[obat 

OTP. 
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Colmit 

[egos testaa cess |XPY COTI[ —~Y%— ow yxpvooriemA 4 —u — OTP. a 

ll [. . JAQML. . JNECHCTL. .. IME. [ — do — uv ons TU = pE-—YV— 

faa (GAPO[.e IAG [- ele yap 6 [Ao€]ias 

[-]PL-]}P-JAOANATANXAPIN [mlp{S]ppely] eOavdray xdpu 
25 OHBAICETTIMIZEQN - 25 OnBais émipitor. 

ANAAZ(@) CAMENATETIETIAONWKEWC ddr\AG Cooapéva Te Twemdov aKEwS avT. a 

XEPCINTENMAAAKAICINOPTIAKALAAON xepoly 7 ev padraxaiow bprax’ dyhaoy 

AAPNACOXEOICATTIAN ddgvas oxéoiwa mav- 

AO=QNAIOAAAACTAQMON dofov Aloddda orabpiv 

30 «© YIOYTETTIAT@) NAAT] 30 viod Te Ilayévda 

YMNHCOCTEPANOICIOAA dpvicw atepdvoist Odd- én. & 

AOICATTAPOENIONKAPA * Aotoa mrapbévioy Kapa, 

CEIPHNAAEKOMITTON . ceipynva Oe kKoptroy 

AM CKOONYTIOAGTINWN avrtcKkov bd AwTivoY 

35 L MIMHCOMAOIAAIC - 35 plpnoop’ dodais, 

“Pp KEINONOCZEPYPOYTECITAZEITINOAC keivov ds Zedidpov te orydger mvods arp. BY 

AIVHPAC’ OTTOTANTEXEIMWNOCCOENEI ainynpds, ométrav te xetpavos clever 

&PICCG)NBOPEACETII dptscwv Bopéas émi- 

CTIEPXHCWKYAAONTETIONTOY omépxn movtov T a@ktadov 

40 [.JITTANETAPAZEKAI 40 [plimay éuddragey | Kat 

Col. iii. 

Ils on ed ane JPENT BS a ee 

Beces JACIKM[.JZMNNAT Sedo peru ee 

[. . . JAAMEN[.JATIAPOIOL [woA]Aa& pev [T]a mdépod . -¥—~ VU omp.y’ 

[.JALAAAAOICETTECINTAAAL [dlardaAAos Ereow Ta O AYU 

45 ZEYCOIAEMEAETIPETIE! 45 
TIAPOENHIAMEN®PONEIN 
TAG) CCAITEAETECOAI 
ANAPOCAOYTETYNAIKOCQ@NOANECCINEN 

Zevds oid’, eve S& mpérrer 

mapbevnia pév ppoveiv 

yrAdooa Te Eyer Oa. 
’ ‘ } 

avdpos 8 otte yuvatkds ov OddAcoow Ey- aT. ¥ 
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KEIMAIXPHM[.]JAAQOEINAOIAANTIPOC®OPON: 

50 = TIICTAQATACIKAEI 

MAPTYCHAYOONECXOPON 

ECAOICTEFONEYCIN 

AMITIPOZENIAICITIMAOENTAC 

TATTAAAITANYN 

55 TAMbIKTIONECCIN 

ITIT(ONTWKYTIOAWNTIOL. .] 

sb FNOTOICETTINIKAIC 

| AICENAIONECCINOFXH[........ Teac 

TAICAENAOTITWNIAC . [....... WA 
60 XAITANCTEPANOICEKOC 

MHOEN* ENTEMICAITIEPITIE =~ J 

J Col. iv. 

PIZAITE| 
[. .]MNONAN[ 

L €MTATIYAOIC . [ 
65 P ENHKENKAIETIEIT[. .. 02.0... JAoc 

TW NAANAPWNENE[. .JNMEPIMNAC 
F CWPONOCEXOPANEPINOYTIAAIF 

FAW CCONAMAAQIKACL.]IQ0YC 
TI[.] . ACEIAH[. .]N- 

70 AANAINACTIAL.] .. . [. . JOOINYNMOITIOAI 
CTEIXWNAFEOL.JINFAPE[.JPWNEYETAI 
TIPW)TAOYFATHPL.JAOY 
AAbNACEYTIETAAOYCXEAL.]N 
BAINOICATTEAIAOIC* 

75 ANAAICICTPOTAANETIAL 
CKHCEMHAECL. .] . . - AAL J 
AACEEE ACA me oe ] 
WY PICONG| eet as oy. ic 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 

75 

55 

ketwat xph ple] Aabety dowdav mpbadgopor. 
yt) 

mista & Ayaotkr(éet 

pedptus HAvOov és yopov 

éodois Te yovedouy 

audi mpogeviasct T- 

pabetow Ta waddar TA viv 
> 5) A 

T appliKTioverow 

immav Tt okumddav to[Av-| 

yvoros éml vikais, 

ais év didvecow "Oyxnlorod Kdvujras 
A P A 

tats 6& vady ‘Irwvias app edxrela 
‘“ ? od Vd 

Xaltav areddvols exoo- 
y 7 pndev, & re Ilica mepi- 

e7 

pe Tey — — 

[oeluvoy av VU u 
€ tZ 

— emTamvrotoly. 

évikev Kal rreit[a dvopevijs x6j\os 

TaVS avdpdv EvelKely pepipvas oddpovos 

€xOpav Epiv ov marly- 

yAwooov ara Sixas [d]dods 

nlta|ras (?) epirn{cely. 

aTp. o 

tf 
OTP. € 

a a , 
Aapaivas rali,) 0 — v @ viv por modi ay. « 

atelxav ayéo [T]lv yap ¢U]dpov eperat 

mpota Ovydrnp [6)dod 

ddgvas edmerddov axed) oly 

Baivowca medirous 
a , a 2 4 av Aawotpita, av éend- 

oknoe pndeoit — vu — 

Gnoe ep. doa) — 

pupioyv EG — ots 
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(véaloa uv — — 

olxecOovy €—u — 

i ZEVEAL eee eee nee ] 
=2- 

Soe MHNYNNEK TAL en ee ]NACEMAC 

SIP CONT CA ee martina teen ]TIAPAAMYPON 
) 

OIXE CXON CEC ley ert ee eee ] 

Col. v. 

Iemyt 

] 
85 ] 

] 

INT A) 

JAMAN _ 
] a 

90 ]. INAP 90 = 

] zs 
JNOCTIEECTIAN = 
]TAAIZETAI Bes 

Fragments. 

(a) (0) 

PHL ero 
95 JAITI[ ]CAAT 

JAEIOL 100 JEOMOC[ 105 
1®@.[ JENAIK[ 
eee ITICL 

(¢) (f) (g) 

Ito JANTI[ | : NAL 115 ATI 
JNAT[ . ui 
Paras ]. JH 

tO eV TO 

Ry SS rep has 

—-—-— vuvy — ly ap- 

~ 5) 5) a 

80 pn viv véxtalp iddvr amd Kpdlvas éuas 
A - , 

dupavr & ws— u— map ddApupov 

—-—vuv—v vos ti’ éoriav 

—-—vv—v alydaifera 

eat 
ICTATIANT 
}. AIKO. [ 

120 

(d) 

, 

OTP. 5 

oTp. 7 
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(2) () () (7) (2) 

I[ JAIAL 125 [.JOIAL ] JOMAI* [ 
T s+ + AOAL ] ] 
ee P WTE| JANAH[ ] 

CHPAL INA. | ] 
AY=E! . [ 

130 T[.] . [ 

(2) (2) (r) 

ieee |WKPEO . [ js cil 
il Kae [ ]. AANNAC . [ JS0=[ 

135 JMOL ] 140 JN: [ 
eee ots ] Be 

1-4. At the top of this column considerable difficulties arise with regard to the place 
of the two fragments (a) and (4), which appear in this position in Plate III. Fr. (4) 
especially looks as if it should be put here, for the tops of the letters TIC in the fifth line 
exactly suit pdvris. But the letters on the verso cannot be made to fit in as they should 
with the last lines of the extant epigram of Antipater; cf. note on 662. 18-20. The two 
fragments cannot well be placed higher up, since the column on the verso appears to 
be complete. We are therefore reduced to the alternatives either of supposing that the 
papyrus had new readings in the last three lines of the epigram or that the fragments come 
from a previous column; they do not belong to a later column because the colour of the 
papyrus and the size of the letters on the verso is inconsistent with Col. ii, and the verso 
of the rest is blank at the top. Neither of these alternatives is satisfactory, but the latter 
is the safer. The question, however, is not of great importance, for the first few lines 
of the column would in any case hardly be capable of restoration without the assistance of 
the metre. 

ll. 5-20. ‘*... I will fulfil like a prophet-priest. The honours of mortals are diverse, 
but every man has to bear envy of excellence, while the head of him who has nought 
is hidden in black silence. And in friendly mood would I pray to the children of Cronus 
that prosperity of unbroken duration be decreed for Aeoladas and his race; the days 
of mortals are deathless, but the body dies. But he whose house is not reft of offspring 
and utterly overthrown, stricken by a violent fate, lives escaping sad distress ; for before...’ 

7. Kexpysévar: cf. Lem. vi. 3 dtcipyer dé maoa Kexpyseva Svvapus. 
12, At the end of this line is a T with a dot or small o between the two upright 

strokes, like the abbreviation of rodvs or médus, The surface of the papyrus is damaged 
immediately after the TT and one or two more letters may have followed. It is difficult 
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to see what can have been meant, for neither sense nor metre requires any word between 
Aloddéda and kai; cf. 1, 61, note. 7 } a 

13. The diple-shaped marginal sign which appears in the facsimile opposite this line 

really belongs to 1. 17; the small fragment containing it was wrongly placed when the 

photograph was taken. For another case of the use of an Aristarchean symbol in 

a non-Homeric papyrus cf. 442. 52. 
14-5. The meaning is that, though the individual dies, the race is perpetuated. 

-17. There are spots of superfluous ink about the letters OIKO, creating rather the 
appearance of an interlinear insertion in a smaller hand ; K was perhaps corrected. Another 
blot occurs above KAMATON in 1. 19. 

21-4. A fresh ode begins at |. 21, the change being marked in the margin by 
a symbol of which vestiges appear opposite this line and the next. The name of the 
person to whom the poem was dedicated and its occasion may have been added, 
as in the Bacchylides papyrus. The small fragment placed at the top of this column 
and containing parts of ll. 22-4 is suitable both with regard to the recto and the verso 
(cf. 662. 39-40, note), but its position can hardly be accepted as certain. None of 
the remaining fragments can be inserted here, their verso being blank. For [|p[é]¢po[»], 
a favourite word of Pindar, cf. e.g. Pyth. v. 117 Oeds S€ of Td viv Te mpdgpav redet dvvacr. 

ll. 23-40. ‘For Loxias .. . of his favour pouring upon Thebes everlasting glory. 
But quickly girding up my robe and bearing in my soft hands a splendid laurel-branch 
I will celebrate the all-glorious dwelling of Aeoladas and his son Pagondas, my maidenly 
head bright with garlands, and to the tune of lotus pipe will imitate in song a siren 
sound of praise, such as hushes the sudden blasts of Zephyrus and, when chilling Boreas 
speeds on in stormy might, calms the ocean’s swift rush. . .’ 

30. After TTATWNAA an | seems to have been smeared out, but the appearance of | 
may be merely due to a blot; cf. note on 1. 17. 

33. cetpyva dé kdumov... os Zepipov, «.7.d.: cf. Schol. on Homer, Od. p. 168-9 (yadnvy 
emdero ynveuin Koiunoe b€ Kipara Saiwv) évredbev “Hoiodos kali tovs dvéuous Oédyew adras (Sc. Tas 
Serpavas) en. 

34. AAICKOON is apparently a mistake for avAicxoy; cf. O1. iv. 2 Spat td rouxAopdppryyos 
aowas éducodpuevae, ‘The initial A could equally well be A but hardly N, nor does vaicxov 
give so good a sense. 

37. M of XEIM@NOC has been altered from N. 
38-9. hpicceav Bopéas: cf. Pyth. iv. 81 piccorras buBpovs which a scholiast explains 

dpicoew rowodvras. EMTICIIEPXHC is a mistake for ETTICTTEPXHI; cf. for the word Od. e. 304 
erdpage b€ mévrov, émiamépyovor & deddat. We transpose kvadov and mévrov on account 
of the metre though this change does not effect an absolute correspondence, — ———— uu 
taking the place of ---UU—U—.  axvados pumq occurs in Opp. Hal. 2. 535. 

40. The sense seems to require the substitution of éuddagev for the ETAPA=E of the 
papyrus; cf. Fr. 133 (probably Pindar) of the Adespofa in Bergk, Poet. Lyr. émepyspevdv 
re paddagovtas Biaov mévrov dkelas r’ dvépwr purds. The displacement of éuddagev by erdpagev 

would be easy in such a context; cf. the passage from Od. e quoted in the note on 
ll. 38-9. KAI belongs to the next line. 

42. The reading of this line is difficult. There is a stroke passing through the 
middle of K to | and another above the K, and perhaps this letter or both | and K were 
to be cancelled. The facsimile rather suggests that © was first written in place of IK, 
but that is deceptive. The doubtful Z may be =. The dot which appears above the 
first N is very likely the tip of a letter like P or from the line above. 
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43-61. ‘Many are the deeds of old that might be adorned with verse, but the 
knowledge of them is with Zeus; and for me maidenly thoughts and choice of speech 
are meet. Yet for no man nor woman to whose offspring I am devoted must I forget 
a fitting song, and as a faithful witness have I come to the dance in honour of Agasicles 
and his noble parents, who for their public friendships were held in honour in time past, 
as now, by their neighbours, and for the renowned victories of swift-footed steeds, victories 
which decked their locks with crowns at the banks of famed Onchestus or by Itonia’s 
glorious shrine and at Pisa... 

44. Cf. Pindar, Wem, xi. 18 pedvySovmorot SardadOevra pedrcCéuev aoidais. The A of TA was 
altered apparently from O. 

46-7. wey... re: cf e.g. O. vi. 88-9 mparov per... yravai T emer’. 
49. aowav mpdapopov: the phrase recurs in (Vem. ix. 7. 
50. The alteration of ATACIKAE! to ’AyacuxAée: is necessary for the metre. Who this 

Agasicles was is obscure; perhaps he was the mais dufiladjs who dpxee ris Sabynpopias 
according to the account of Proclus ap. Photius £77. 239, or he may merely have been 
some member of the family of Aeoladas. The rather abrupt way in which his name is 
introduced and the context in which it occurs might suggest that a third poem commenced 
in Col. iil, a supposition which would be strengthened if the loss at the tops of the columns 
were extended by another fifteen lines (cf. introd.). But the hypothesis of two consecutive 
odes in the same metre would require to be justified by stronger evidence than that 
supplied by the passage before us. For mora pdprus cf. Pyth. i. 88, and xii. 27 morot 
XopevTayv pdaprupes, 

53. Tyadciow : TIMAOENTAC the papyrus, and the accusative may possibly have been 
justified by the sequel; but as the passage stands rtipaéciow rd mddae or tysadévrecoe mddat 

seems an improvement, though the accumulation of datives is not elegant. In any case the 
division of the lines is wrong, as in ll. 40-1 and 66-7. For the language cf. Js¢h. iii. 
25-6 tTidevtes apyabev héyovrar mpdkevot 7 duduxridvor, It is noticeable that the papyrus 

has the spelling dyducrioves which was restored to the text of Pindar by Boeckh in 
place of the MSS. reading dydicrvoves. 

58. kAv|ras is by no means certain. The letter before AC is possibly T, but more 
of the crossbar should be visible. 

59. vadv is a necessary correction of the papyrus reading NAOT. 
61. The metre is complete at wep:-, and probably the lines were wrongly divided again 

— unless indeed the same addition was made as at the end of |. 12. 

64-76. ‘. . . to [Thebes] of the seven gates. Then jealous wrath at so just an 
ambition of these men provoked a bitter unrelenting strife, but making full amends 
was changed to friendship. Son of Damaena, come, lead on now with [propitious ?] foot ; 
gladly upon thy way she first shall follow thee stepping with her sandals nigh upon the 
thick-leaved laurel, the daughter whom Daesistrota and . . . perfected with counsel .. .’ 

64. Another disturbance in the metre has occurred in this line, which will not scan 
with érramvdots as the first word. ‘The vestiges before the lacuna suggest a round letter 
like € or 0, and EMTATTYAOICOHBAIC, e. g. may have been written for O7|Bas érramtdAoow. 
But it is just possible to read EMTATTYAOICI[N, and to suppose that the missing syllable 
at the beginning of the line was transposed to |. 63. 

65. The first N of ENHKEN is rather cramped; but the writing becomes smaller and 
more compressed in this column. 

66. The transference of caPpovos to this line is necessary mefr? gratia. For pépysva in 
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the sense of ambition for distinction in the games cf. e.g. Ol. i. 109-11 Oeds emizporos ea 
Teaior pnderat . . . ‘lépwv pepipvarow. ; 

67. [ opposite this line marks the 300th verse; cf. 448. 302 and other Homeric 
papyri. With an average column of 28-9 lines (cf. introd.) this would be the eleventh 
column of the roll. 

The reading éyOpay épwy is fairly satisfactory, though N€ hardly fills the space between 
the A and P. 

69. With m{uclrds the letters |CT must be supposed to have been very close together ; 
cf. note on 1. 65. 

70. Here again is a difficulty. There is no sign of the second leg of TT in TTA\.] and 
a T would in some respects be more satisfactory, but on the other hand the space between 
this letter and A is more consistent with a Tl. The name Adyawa has no authority, but 
is in itself unobjectionable, standing in the same relation to Adpoy as A¢awa to Aéov or 
Tpigawa to Tpiporv. The person addressed may be Aeoladas or Pagondas, but his identity 
is of course quite obscure. With regard to the mutilated adjective agreeing with Todt, 
immediately following the first lacuna is a vertical stroke (not very clear in the facsimile) 
with an angular base, which might be the second half of a N or the lower half of a letter 
like | or T; in the latter case two letters might be lost in the lacuna. The vertical 
stroke is not long enough for p, so md[relp is excluded. The next letter could be an A or A, 
but the traces on the papyrus are very indistinct, and there may have been a correction. 
If wai] is right the succeeding word must begin with a short vowel, unless indeed rd{c] 
is read as a disyllable ; mais has been conjectured in OJ. ii. 84. ¢AevOép@ is unsuitable ; 
evatgiv@ might do. 

73. CXEA[.JN: the facsimile is again deceptive, transforming the X into € and € 
into C. There might be room for two narrow letters between A and N, but cyed/d]y is 
hardly to be avoided, though ddgvas edmerddou oxed8[d]y Baivowwa is not very satisfactory. 

75- Aaoorpéra is another name for which no authority can be cited, but it is quite 
a possible form, orporés being the Boeotian for orparés. Whether the reference is to 
a goddess or a woman is doubtful. A second name must have followed in |. 76; 
cf. ll. 80-2, note. For the anaphora of the relative cf. the reading of some MSS. in 
Pindar, Fr. 75. 10 dv (v. 2. rov) Bpdmoy dv (v. 7. Tov) ’EpiBdav re Bporoi kadéonev. The A of the 
second AN is more like A. émackeiy is a Pindaric word; cf. Wem. ix. 10 émacknow KAvrais 
jpoa tiyuais, and Fr. 194. 4. 

80-2. ‘Do not when in sight of the nectar from my spring go thirsty away to 
a salt stream,’ véeralp seems right, though the T is not very satisfactory, the length of the 
vertical stroke rather suggesting P ; T, however, is an irregular letter. Cf. for the metaphor 
Ol. vii. 7-9 Kat eyd véxrap xurdv, Moway ddow, deOopdpors avdpdow méumav, yAuKiy Kapmov 
ppevds, iAdoxouat. The persons addressed are presumably the two named in ll. 75-6, 
the masculine form of the dual being used of a feminine subject as e. g. in Soph. O. C. 
1113, 1676. In l. 81 the original reading dupavr(e) seems preferable to the correction 
or variant déyr(c) since there is no certain instance in Pindar of the latter elision; but 
of course the question cannot be decided without the following words: dwparr(c) ddv, 
e. g., would give a good sense. It is noticeable that in the next line, though the substitution 
of © for the second X is necessary, the X has not been crossed out. 

Frs, (a) and (4). On the position of these two fragments see note on Il. 1-4. 
Fr. (2) 128. CHPAJ is very intractable, leading only to 34p or ojpayé in some form ; 

but the first letter is plainly C and not 0. 
Fr. (r) 140, Above N to the right is a mark like a grave accent. 
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660. Pagan. 

Fr. (a) 13-1 x 9 cm. 

Two fragments, each from the top of a column, which is probably though 
not certainly one and the same, containing part of what is evidently a Paean. 
The lines seem to be rather long, and it is hardly possible to make out the 
sense or to discern in whose honour the paean was composed. Neither is there 
much clue to the identity of the author; but Blass points out that, while diowa 
(1. 8) indicates a lyric poet, the form véas for vaas is decisive against Pindar 
or Bacchylides. Perhaps the piece may be attributed to Simonides, but a 
later date is not impossible. 

The text is written in a good-sized, but not very regular, round uncial hand, 
which we should place near the end of the first or early in the second century. 
A high stop is used, and breathings, accents, and marks of quantity are added 
not infrequently, all being due to the original scribe. 

Fr. (a) [. -]-[. - -|xeod[. .y amefpar| Jov eocecO au Frag) 

fas’ vematnov avapoioy Ti ] dupopor [ 

otoTwv dovpwv Te adapol Jyov dal 
Bptoet véis aidewy pario[r ] + xowv of 

5 1) TWoAeuovde Kopvocopely Jopevod 
Georeotas 8 dro kvioas pf Jopevol 
Sleaeerees ] modAakis IIvO0r zr{ 

a@ pev TavT atowca yvaprpe(e 

ecooplelvou & veos ov pedre . [ 

10 [velrasagltly» avy adoe rpiral 

[celrasaow a. xev.. ovdAa. | 

[. Joss aurixa de cxomas oi [ 

[. .]yTo petaxpoviae . [ 

.vovtTt . yav eparay [ 

teltaiav 0 apa vuKTa «{ 
[- 

15 [ 

[ualptupapevar 9]. |x[ 
[. 
. 

jas: temaleno|y . [ 

Jo mpof. . .Jé 
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. Jos: te[rrarnov 

1-6. The small fragment does not seem to join on directly to the larger, for though 

that position works well in the first three lines—ame:par|ov, + (7°) |Jappopor, aapo| ro |uay— 

difficulties arise in the remainder. In 1. 4 xewv is possible, but not, we think, xopov; the 

letter before x is probably 7, «, or », but not a. In]. 5 the doubtful might possibly be », 

but xopvocopelyap could not be got into the space if there was no gap in ll. 1-2, nor could 
pledd]ouero| (cf, Homer, //. xxi, 363) be read in 1. 6. On the other hand it is not easy to 
reconstruct Il. 1-2 on the hypothesis of a loss between the two fragments of only one or two 
letters. In. 2 there appears to be something above the a of apypopoy besides the accent and 
it is perhaps intended for a smooth breathing, but the effect is rather that of a sign of short 
quantity. p{ in lL. 6 may be af or Al. 

7. Ilvdoe a[: or mudour . [? 
11 sqq. There is some uncertainty with regard to the number of letters lost at the 

beginnings of the lines. In ]. 10 two letters are required before maao(«\», and since there 
are three other instances of semaay or senamov in the fragment [teraaow can hardly be 
avoided. In]. 11 there is rather less room, but something must have stood before waacw, 
and if the column leaned slightly to the right there would not be much difficulty in getting 
[te] into the space. [malprupayevar in 1. 16 also looks very probable; and if that be 
right, there must be two letters missing at the commencement of the preceding and 
following lines. 

11. Possibly avyev . ov or avxeral. lov. 
13. petaypoua: cf. Hesiod, Zheog. 269 peraypdua yap taddov (of the Harpies), where 

peraypoma is explained as equivalent to peréwpor. 

661. EPopes. 

14:1 X 16-4 cm. Puate V. 

This fragment contains the beginnings and ends of lines from two 

columns of Epodes in the Doric dialect. Iambic trimeters alternate with 

trochaic verses of half their own length. Archilochus, the father of this style 

of poetry, cannot of course be the author on account of the dialect; and Blass 

considers that the piece may be attributed to Callimachus, who appears to have 
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tried almost every variety of poetic composition and employed different dialects. 
Unfortunately the longer lines are so incomplete that to make out the general 
drift is impossible. 

Palaeographically this fragment is of considerable interest. It is written 
in handsome round uncials, of a type not infrequent in papyri (cf. 25, 224, 678, 
686, 701), and also exemplified in the great Biblical codices. On the verso of 
the papyrus are parts of two columns in a cursive hand which is not later than 
the beginning of the third century, and is quite as likely to fall within the 
second. The text on the recto then can be assigned with little chance of error 
to the latter half of the second century. Accents, &c., have been added by two 
different hands, some being very small and neat, others larger and in lighter ink. 
To the smaller hand may be attributed also the occasional corrections and the 
punctuation, but whether this hand can be identified with that of the body 
of the text is doubtful. The document in cursive seems to be a series of medical 
prescriptions or directions ; it is too fragmentary to give any connected sense, 
but the occurrence of the words tpelBavov, cvxdewos and apparently ypaddos 
may be noted. 

Colm. Cola, 

Ee ; 
Yu moTas tepas BAL 

EES Ca RG kat TUX apple . [ 

ny o pvdos: Kalu 

mupddvet muden{ 
NGS) 2 

20 Ki yo 7 exevay [ 

} 
] 

= |v Katappooy 

] 
i]t p Ka|t pe Ouxrvols 

é 

] Tals Epats emwdalts 

Jovy & IIadapoves ot 6 etray [. .|ve 

a = Mersin yn TH adris q[AT]O[ns 

] . n kde pe mlerflolful|rov | 

Jov & ITaddipoves 25 HvOllx|le cavviacrals 

| Pp 

- ee 
15 ] amobe rov pObpor epiay adOc Oo é€ adols 

B 
|. Jol] k JJadov karay pl 

e[k] tas Oaddooas 7 
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3. The corrector apparently wished to alter apm pevos to aypiae pevos, but the is not 

crossed through. Blass suggests 0y|pos aypiw pevos, and notes that in Anth. Pal. xii. 162. 1 

otra Toopopav ov8 dpuos the same corruption or the same word occurs. 

9. The plural Madapores means sea-gods. 
16. moras is for morrds, i. €. mort Tas. 

17. ? auupiéals, but the vestiges of the letter following € do not suggest a, though that 

letter cannot be said to be impossible. rvxap mupiE . . gives no sense. 

19. muden| is a vox nihtd’: the letters are all quite clear. 
24. 7 = %, as the punctuation shows; but the apparent use of the singular form with 

a plural subject is -peculiar. The deleted letters are crossed through and besides have dots 

over them. vy above v might be read as \, but that is less likely. 

26. Above the ¢ of aié is a small circular mark which seems to be accidental. A high 
point might be recognized after eppupav. 

24. katdyp| may be xardyp[n = xaOgpet, but then the preceding word should be a noun, 

and it is difficult to find anything suitable. The 8 above the deleted « is almost certain, and 
the vestiges of the first letter of the line strongly suggest 7, which leaves us with m[a]pBadov 

or mvp BaXov, 

662. EpicRAmMs. 

12:8 X 49 cm. 

These epigrams, some of which are extant, others new, are written in three 
columns on the verso of the papyrus containing the new Pindar fragments, 659. 

The first column, of which only the ends of lines are preserved, comprises two 

epitaphs of Leonidas (of Tarentum) and Antipater of Sidon, which already 

exist in the Anthology (=Anth. Pal. vii. 163, 164). These are succeeded in 

Col. ii by two poems ascribed to Amyntas, one upon the same Samian woman 

Prexo who is the subject of the first two epigrams and of another in the same 

style by Antipater or Archias (Anh. Pal. vii. 165), the second upon the capture 

of Sparta by Philopoemen in B.c. 188. Of Amyntas nothing whatever is known 

apart from this papyrus; the historical allusions of the second poem and the 

identity in subject of the first with the similar epitaphs of Leonidas and 

Antipater warrant the conclusion that he also flourished in the second century 

B.C. The third column contains two new dedicatory epigrams composed for 

a certain Glenis by Leonidas and Antipater respectively, with the first two 

words of another which was left unfinished, apparently again by Leonidas. 

The copyist, who wrote an irregular uncial hand, was a careless and 

unintelligent person, and there are frequent mistakes and corruptions, while 

a dislocation of the lines has apparently occurred at the top of Col. ii. The 
date of this text seems to be not much later than that on the recto, and probably 
it falls within the reign of Augustus like the majority of the papyri with which 
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it was found. Accents and stops are of rare occurrence ; a double point is once 
used in a dialogue (1. 11). The negligence of the writer and the discolouration 
of the papyrus render decipherment a matter of some difficulty. 

Cols. 

Acwvidov] [ 
[Ts Tivos evoa yuvar ITapinv vio k]éova K[tloae 
(IIpng@o Kadniredevs Kat modjamrn Sapen 
[Tis de oe Kae xreperte Ocoxpliros w pe yeywves 
[eedocav Ovnckes 8 ex Tivos] €K 7[o]KETou 
[evra mocwy erewy Svo Keikooily n pa y atexvos 
[ovk a@dAa tprern Kaddcrednv €At|7rov 
[¢w@or oor Kelvos ye Kae eS Ba6v] ynpas txorro 
Kat go fetve mopot mavta Tvy]n ta Kada 

+a) Avtirarpov] 

ppace yuvar yevenv ovolua xOova : KadvureAns pev 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[0 ometpas IIpagw 8 ovvouja yn de + a [Los 

[capa de tis 70d exwoe Ocolkpitos o mpw abikra 
[aperepas AvTas appara TapOleriay 

[ 15 [mws de Paves AoxXiorow ev] adryecw eure Se Toa 
[mrABes es nArkinv Siocakijs evdexeris 

s 

n Kal amas ov felve AeAloura yar ev veorart [ 
PROANIGENT ett wet sete s ]. Tle vy[meaxor] 

[eABor es odABtorny modinv] TpLx[a Kat cov odlira 

20 [oupioy tOuvor mavta Tuxn Buiorov] 

Colin 

Apvvrov 

avxpadreas von[.]. ov vir ofpvos avbeot daxpu 

v[.JAov evBaf.Joes Wi.] . pol-Jamns omaAads 

ppage yuvat Tis covoa Kale ex Tivos eme TE TaTpHY 
T 

25 vyl[.llocas ebaves vovcov um apyadens 

ovvowa kev IIpago Sapin ~eve ex de yovnos 

F 
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30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

THESOX VRAYNCHUS Pi tacl, 

Kadwredevs yevopav add efavov ToKeTo: 

ris de Tapov oradwoe Oeouxpitos n Me TUVEUVOY 

avdpt Socav mony 6 ndOes es NAtKinv 

EMTaeTIS Tpls EVOS YYEvopav ETL N Pa Y ATEKVOS 

ov Kaddredns tpieT_A maida dopo Atropav 

A puvrov 

ras mecapos atpectov Aaxedatpova Tas Kepa povvas 

mohhakis av moheat d[n\piy epprgev Apys 
vuy um avixarat Piroroipert Sovpt tT Ayx[altov 

mpnvns ek Tpiocady npiTre puptaday 

ackeros olwvor de mepicuvynpov Loovres 

pupovrat mediov dov . d. . .|peoemros 

[klamvoy 8 exOpwalkovTa Jepen-] . [.Jo Aoezpors 

[. .JOas depkopevaf....... a|kpomro[A . .| 

Col. iii. 

Acwvidov 

Axpopitat ITavt kat evmal....- ] vupdacs 

[TAnpis 0 ovvyertwy dopa Kivynyeotlns 
T 

TavTay TE MpoTopav Kat Oj. .+.+--. Jno . [Je 

Bupoav Kat pobtovs Tova(d aveOnKe] todas 

TIav @ kat vupoa Tovdl...... ay |lpevtnpa 

Tanviy acénoad ated......-- ls 

Avrimatpoiu 

clAalvov adoxols avTpyioty nde KEpacrat 

taod Axpwpirat ITavt kat nyepovr 

KQl TpoTopav akunTa Kat avTo veov Tode KamTpou 

Seppa To pnd avTw pynyvupevov yxadvot 

DAnvis avneprnce kadas Xapirnalcoly aypas 

decxvus tpOipov Kovpos Ovadaye.|s 

Afew}yi[d]ov 
Spupvovopov 
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Fragments. 

4. yeyoves (or teywves) is for younes. 
12. Upago: so |, 26; Upngs MSS, But the spelling of the papyrus is too inconsistent 

to merit much attention. Thus we have in a single epigram avxpyarteas and apyadens 
(Il. 22, 25), movas and omy (Il. 25, 29); » however tends to predominate after a vowel orp in 
the epigrams of Amyntas, a elsewhere. 

14. mapO|enav: |, mapOevias or -ns. 
17. The s above the line is clear enough, and the letter below is apparently « and not 

p. yap is of course the right reading. 
18-20. The question of the position of the two fragments (a) and (4) at the bottom of 

this column has already had to be considered in connexion with the text on the recto eaCls 
note on 659. 1-4. ‘They might well be put here so far as the appearance of the papyrus 
and of the writing is concerned ; but the letters will certainly not coincide with any known 
version of ll. 18-20. The scribe is far from being reliable no doubt, and something has 
evidently gone wrong in ]. 18, which should be KaddréAn Tpern maid ére vymtaxov. Before 
vy|muaxov| however there is a clear e; perhaps ert € or ewe for ere was written. Tptya and 
odira being in their right places it is scarcely admissible to postulate a divergence from the 
ordinary reading in the intervening words. Combining the two fragments, kal ov 7 6[Sitra 
[ovpror iOivors — UU — Biorlov would give an intelligible variant; but apart from the difficulty 
of reading ov and Joy this also upsets vnmiayov, with which the first line of Fr. (2) is incon- 
sistent, and does not account for the space between tpcx{a] and kav; moreover on turning to 
the recto the resulting readings aurd.|oad{, aevdeouool, [.Jo . evacel (cf. 659 Frs. (2), (6)) are, 
to say the least, unattractive. We therefore prefer to suppose that these fragments came 
earlier in the papyrus; they do not seem to belong to the lost half of this column. 

22-3. These two very puzzling lines do not combine at all easily with what follows and 
may be displaced ; perhaps, as Blass suggests, they belong to the next epigram, which is 
apparently defective at the beginning; cf. note on Il. 33-4. The construction would 
indeed be improved by a verb for eovca in 1. 24 to depend upon (as in the first line of 
Leonidas’ epigram ris rivos edca.. . xetoat), but the word dpd¢e is the natural commence- 
ment (cf. l. rr and Anth. Pail. vii. 165. 1 eimé, ybvat, rhs égus), and the participle is not 
unintelligible. With regard to the reading, in ]. 22 the letter after vo may be y, and there 
are traces of ink above o which may indicate a correction ; before oy is the end of a high 
cross stroke which would suit y, o or 7. vorlelpov is just possible though not satisfactory, 
and would of course leave the line a syllable short. In 1. 23 «»8A{ could be read for ev8a{ 
and the following word is perhaps some form of yoxpds; but there is hardly space for 
a letter between the (very doubtful) o and the a (which may be another o), The ¥ might 
be g. Blass suggests Ac(Bov éyBrépers ..., and this may well be right, but was certainly 
not written. 

24-31. ‘“ Say, lady, who you are and who your father, and tell your country and of 
what grievous sickness you died.” ‘My name, sir, is Praxo of Samos, and I was the 

In Ba 
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daughter of Calliteles, but I died in childbirth.” ‘‘ Who set up the tomb?” “My husband, 

Theocritus, to whom they gave me to wife.” “And what age did you reach?” “Thrice 

seven and one year old was I.” “And were you childless?” “I left in my home a boy 

of three years, Calliteles.”’ 

24. € of ex was converted from « and the letters wo have also been corrected. 

25. 1. kat molas @aves. vnmias seems to have been originally written, the m being 

subsequently converted into o and another m added above the line. Whether the initial », 

of which only a slight vestige remains, was at the same time altered is doubtful owing to 
a hole in the papyrus. 

26. xev is a mistake for pev. 
28. 1, Ocdkpuros & Cf. Il. 15-6 above and Anth. Pal. vii. 165. 3-4 Ocdkpiros ds pe 

cuvevvoy ifyero. 

31. The superfluous ov at the beginning of the line is due to the analogy of the two 
previous epigrams: cf. ll. 7 and 17. 1. KadduréAnu. 

33-8 ‘... Sparta, of old the dauntless, at whose single-handed might Ares in war 
was many a time and oft terror-struck, is now cast headlong and defenceless by thrice ten 
thousand foes, beneath unconquered Philopoemen and the spears of the Achaeans; and 
the birds looking upon the smoking plain mourn .. ’ 

3-4. 1. rav mapos ... Tas xépa .. . modAdkis ev wohéoww. The last word is however very 
doubtful; wo may be ra and o may be e, while of the supposed e only a slight vestige of the 
base is left. Blass would retain a and read médewy or roAéwv. A couplet has fallen out either 
before or after ll. 33-4, since there is nothing to govern Aakedayova. Perhaps, as suggested 
above, ll. 22-3 should come in here, though they do not seem particularly appropriate. 

35. © should perhaps be inserted after vuv. 
36. 1. pupiddor. 
37. ¢ of mepituvxnpov (= meptopuxnpov) has been corrected. 

38. The letters in the latter part of the line are much damaged; the ¢ could equally 
well be y, ea may be ar or .e, and for the supposed z, which is not satisfactory, .« should 
perhaps be substituted. 

39-40. The letters |epen| and |xpomo[ are on a detached fragment, the appearance of 
which decidedly points to the position here assigned to it. The contents of the recto 
create no difficulty (cf. 659. 21-4 note) and dxpdémods in some form fits the context in 1. 40 
very well; moreover above p of |epen{ is the end of a long stroke descending from the line 
above, which just suits the @ or after the lacuna in 1]. 38. The cumulative effect of these 
considerations is undeniably strong. 

42-7. ‘To Pan of Acroria and the...nymphs were dedicated as hunting-spoils by 
neighbour Glenis this head and... hide and these swift feet. O Pan and ye Nymphs, 
prosper the doughty hunter Glenis...’ 

42. ‘Axpdpea was the name of a mountain peak in Sicyon, and ’Axpopeirns is given by 
Steph. Byz. as a local epithet of Dionysus. The mutilated word before vupdas was 
probably some adjective ending in -1x (cf. 1. 49), but the space is very short for YY —Uu 
as required by the metre, and a corruption may be suspected. 

43. 1. TAqus as in ll. 47 and 53. For kunyeou|ns cf, Anth. Pal. vi. 183. 2; o[vaypeot ns 
(vi. 34. 4) could also be read. 

44. The first a of ravray has been corrected, and to make the result clearer another r 
was added above the line. 
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45. Cf. Anth. Pal. vi. 34. 2 rai kdmpov tovade kabae médas. Kabawe might of course be read for aveOnxe here, but the meaning would not be affected. 
46. 1. wudat. |peurnpa must be Onpevtipa Or dypevripa; perhaps rév8 [dKywor dy |peutiipa. 
47. 1. deEnoar’ followed by something like atéy dypawot kadais; but the remains of the 

letter after ae suggest 8, ¢, or & Cf. Anth. Pal. vi. 158. 3-4 aiere 8 alel Mav dyéAnv Niwa 
midaka, and vi. 34. 5-6 GAN’ & Lav oxomujta kal eis dricw Todvawoy evaypov méurous viea Suptreo. 

49-54. ‘To the cave-dwelling mates of the Sileni and to horned Pan of Acroria their 
chief these trophies, a scathless head and new boatr’s hide, that not even steel may rend, 
were hung up to view as a thank offering for a goodly quarry by Glenis the son of noble 
Onasiphanes.’ 

49. 1. SAnvar. : 

50. |. ratr for racd. 
51. axunra may be interpreted in the sense of ‘uninjured’ or ‘permanent’ on the 

analogy of mudal dxpires in Anth. Pal. ix. 526 or may be regarded as an epithet which 
strictly applies only to the living animal (cf. Soph. Antig. 353 otpedy r dkpjra radpor). 

52. xadvoe is for xddu8e; cf. vypoae for viupar in 1, 46. The top of the o is missing, 
but 8 seems excluded. 

54. 1. Ova(or)paveluls? 
56. |. Spuporduov or Spupysv duov.’ The rest of the epigram was never added. 

663. ARGUMENT OF CRATINUS’ AIONYCAAEZANAPOS. 

19:8 X 12-3 cm. 

Of all the lost Greek classics there are few of which the recovery would be 
of greater importance than the plays of Cratinus or Eupolis, and though the 
present fragment does not give any actual portion of Cratinus’ works it never- 
theless throws some interesting and much wished for light upon the plots of his 
comedies, about which almost nothing was known previously. It consists of 
the argument of the Avovvoadé£avdpos, one of Cratinus’ most famous plays, 
written in a small uncial hand in the late second century or the first half of the 
third. The title Avovvoare£ardpos 7 (i.e. the 8th drama) Kparefyov occurs, not 
where it would be expected at the end, but at the top of the last column, and 
is written in much larger uncials. What is meant by this comedy being called 
the ‘8th’ is uncertain. Similar numbers are assigned to extant Greek plays in 
their arguments, e.g. the Aztigone of Sophocles is the ‘32nd,’ the Alcestis of 
Euripides the ‘17th, the Bzrds of Aristophanes the ‘35th.’ That the numbers 
refer to the chronological order is barely possible in the first two of these 
instances and impossible in the third; and in the case of the Dionysalexandrus 
also it is very improbable that the arrangement according to which that play was 
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the 8th was chronological. Korte would make it an alphabetical arrangement. 

As frequently happens in scholia, there are numerous abbreviations in the text 

of the argument. In most cases the last letter written of an abbreviated word 

is above the line ; ‘Epy(fs) in 1. § and wapadodnodpevo(v) in 1. 40 are written Ep. 

and mapadoOncopevo’. xat takes various forms, x’ in 1. 6, «$ in ll. 9, 17, 33, and 43, 

s in ll. 11 and 21. p’ for p& occurs in ll. 7 and 38, and & for 8¢ in Il. 23 and 40. 

The high stop is occasionally employed. The MS. is not very accurate, cor- 

ruptions occurring in two lines ; cf. notes on Il. 8 and 12. The extant fragments 

of the Atovycadé£avdpos, apart from single words, number nine, and how little 

these and the title of the play served to indicate its contents may be judged 

from the fact that Meineke considered ’AAééavdpos to be Alexander the Great, 

and therefore wished to assign the play to the younger Cratinus. Kock on the 

other hand inferred from the common occurrence of well-known mythical 

personages in the titles of comedies that Alexander was the Trojan Paris, and 

favoured the authorship of Cratinus the elder. The acute hypothesis of Kock 

is now verified by the papyrus, which shows that ’A\¢£avdpos in the title is indeed 

the Trojan, and that the plot turned upon an amusing perversion of the story 

of the Trojan war, in which Dionysus played the part assigned in the legend 

to Paris. That the play was the work of the elder Cratinus is moreover 

proved by the note appended at the end, stating that Pericles was attacked 

for having been the cause of the war. The date of its performance is thus 

fixed to the year B.C. 430 or 429. 

The earlier part of the argument, contained in the upper portion of Col. i 

and probably in a preceding column, is lost, and where the papyrus becomes 

intelligible it is describing the mapdBaors (ll. 6-9). The chorus apparently 

consisted of satyrs in attendance upon Dionysus (cf. 1. 42 and 1. 6, note), and 

the action took place for the most part on Mount Ida. The zapdBaors is 

followed (ll. 9-12) by a scene between the chorus and Dionysus, in which they 
mock at him, very likely on account of the guise in which he presents himself. 

Possibly Cratin. Fr. inc. 281 mousy Kabéotne aimddos Kal Bovkddos refers to this 

incident. Then comes (Il. 12-9) a parody of the judgement of Paris. Aphrodite, 

who promises to Dionysus that he shall be the most beautiful and most beloved 

person in the world, naturally is victorious. Dionysus next goes to Sparta and 

brings back Helen to Mount Ida (Il. 20-3). Upon the approach of the Achaeans 

they both take refuge in the house of the real Alexander, Dionysus turning 

himself into a ram and hiding Helen in a basket (ll. 23-33). It is easy to 

understand the boisterous fun to which this scene must have given rise. A 

glimpse of it is afforded by the familiar quotation from the Dzonysalexandrus 6 8 
AAlOLos domep mpdBatov BH BH rA€ywv Badi¢er, which no doubt refers to Dionysus’ 
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appearance in the character of a sheep. Alexander himself now comes on the 

stage, and detects the lovers ; the denouement is that Helen remains with him 

as his wife, while Dionysus is sent off in disgrace to be delivered to the Achaeans, 

but accompanied by the faithful satyrs (Jl. 33-44). 

The papyrus concludes with the scholiast’s remark already mentioned, 

showing that the play was directed against Pericles, who may well have been 

satirized in the principal character as Dionysus. Imperfect as it is, the argu- 

ment well illustrates the perversion of familiar legends which seems to have 

been a favourite resource of the older comic poets, and of Cratinus in particular. 

We are indebted to Prof. A. Kérte for several suggestions on this 
papyrus. 

Coler Cols it: 

: : y : i ; AvovvolaheEavdpos 
eee a Se ie Cie al 

Nek se veetae wsate ]énr( ) Kpazlewov 

{tes aire ia stress |rav W 

trentcns te ] avrov py tov Are~ar[ (pov) K(at) Tnv plev) Edevn(v) 

iy ecieetes Ip[-Jecry o Epp(ns) 30 €ls Tadapoy wom|ep TUpoY ? 

eee pike 1 Jerat k(at) ovTot Kpuras eavtov 6 es Kpto(v) 

H(ev) mp(os) rovs Oearas B(e)r(a)oKevacas vropevet 

TIVa TUoY Ton) To pedAOv? Tapayevo 

diadeyovTat Kk(at) ~ pevos & Ade€avd(pos) K(at) dopa 

10 TapaghaverTa Tov 35 oas exaTepo(v) ayely emt Tas 

Atovvoov emioka(mroval) (Kat) vaus mp(oc)TaTTEL ws mapadwoor 

XAevagovo(iv) o de) ma Tos Axato(s) oxvovons de TS 

payevopevov avTal Endevi(s) ravrny p(ev) otxterpas 

mapa pev [Hpas] tupavvido(s) ws yuvary efwv emiKkatex(el) 

15 axiwwntov malpja & Aénvas 40 Tov O(c) Atovr(cov) ws mapadoOn 

evTuxi(as) K(a)r(a) moAepo(v) THs copevov) amoaTedAel ovy 

& Adpodi(rns) KadXAtoTo(y) TE K(at) akoAouO(over) & ot catu(pot) mapakadouy 

emepaoToy avTov vTap TES TE K(al) OUK ay Tpodwoey 

Xe Kplvel TaUTNY ViKay _autov packovtes KOL@ 

20 p(e)r(a) de tav(ra) wAEvoas ets 46 dettat 6 ev To Spapate Ile 

Aaxedaipo(va) (kat) thv Edevny pixrAns para mibavws dt 



a: LEROY VNC Sal A lay ber 

eLayayav emavepyer(at) EUhaATEWS WS ETTAYELOXwS 

ets tyv Idnv axov(cas) Se) pe Tols A@nvatois Tov TroAEpov 

T oAtyov Tous Ayatous mup 

25 [moA]ev tyv xo(pav) plevy(er) mpos 

6 sqq. ‘ These (the satyrs) address the spectators on behalf of (?) the poet, and when 
Dionysus appears mock and jeer at him. Dionysus, being offered by Hera indestructible 
power, by Athena success in war, and by Aphrodite the prospect of becoming the most 
beautiful and most beloved of all, adjudges the victory to Aphrodite. Afterwards he sails 
to Lacedaemon, carries away Helen, and returns to Ida. Hearing soon after that the 
Achaeans are ravaging the country, he takes refuge with Alexander, and hiding Helen in 
a basket like a (cheese?) and turning himself into a ram awaits the event. Alexander 
appears and detects them both, and orders them to be led away to the ships intending to 
hand them over to the Achaeans ; but when Helen objects he takes pity on her and keeps 
her to be his wife, but sends off Dionysus to be handed over. Dionysus is accompanied 
by the satyrs who encourage him and declare that they will not desert him. In the 
play Pericles is satirized with great plausibility by innuendo for having brought the war 
upon the Athenians.’ 

6. Perhaps amepxlerar, as Kérte suggests. ovro: sc. the satyrs (cf. 1. 42), as Blass 
thinks, Though of course this is not a satyric play, there seems no reason why a chorus 
should not be composed of satyrs, especially in a comedy in which Dionysus is the chief 
character, The verbs in ll. 11-2 are very appropriate too to the satyrs, who occur in l. 42 
as if they had been mentioned before. 

8. muov mo( ) is corrupt. Blass suggests umep rou moum(rov), which makes good sense 
but is a rather drastic change; cf. however the next note. Kérte prefers m(ept) Tov 
mou(rav), which is nearer to the text of the papyrus. 

12, mapayevouevov seems to be a mistake for some word like mporewopuévor. Korte 
suggests mapayyehAopevov. 

30. Perhaps won\ep rupoy or raptx(os) ; cf. Ar. Ran. 558-60 rd modd Tdptxos ovK elpnka 
mo. pa Al’, ode tov rupdv ye Tov xAwpdy, rddav, by obTos adrois Tols Taddpos katnoGev, -yapov is 
also possible; cf. Crat. Ar. inc. 280 6 rddapos ipiv didmrews Eorar ydpov. Kérte prefers opyw 
OF xnva, tdAapov being the technical word in Athenaeus p. 122 for a bird-basket. 

664. PuitosopHicaL DIALOGUE. 

Height 29 cm. 

Part of a philosophical dialogue on the subject, apparently, of government, 
one of the characters in which is no less a person than Pisistratus the tyrant of 
Athens. There remain in all portions of four columns, contained in two main 
fragments which do not join and of which the relative position has to be 
determined by internal evidence. In Fr. (a), the first column of which is 
complete, some one who speaks in the first person gives an account of his 
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movements at the time of the usurpation of Pisistratus. He had left Athens 
after that event took place and joined Solon in Ionia; subsequently at the 
instance of his friends, including Pisistratus himself, and on the advice of Solon, 
he returned to Athens and was there invited to the house of Hagnotheus, a 
relative of his own and grandfather of Thrasybulus son of Philomelus, a young 
man whose guardian he himself was. Of the second column we have no more 
than the first few letters of the lines; but in the lower part of it other speakers 
evidently intervened (1. 68 jy & [, 1. 81 drodaBd[v). Fr. (0), containing another 
nearly complete column, is also in dialogue form. Here the persons are, 
besides the narrator (pny, ll. 7, 12), Pisistratus, Ariphron, and Adimantus, and the 
principal subject of conversation is the career of the tyrant Periander of Corinth, 
in whose company Ariphron professes that he and Adimantus had recently 
been, and whose misfortunes he proceeds to describe. Most probably Fr. (a) 
comes from near the beginning of the work, and the narrative portion of Col. i 
is introductory to the whole dialogue. How much, if anything, is lost between 
Col. ii and Col. iii (Fr. (4)) is of course quite uncertain, but it is improbable 
that there is any considerable gap. The anonymous narrator in Col. i will 
accordingly be the same person as the speaker in Col. iii. Il. 92-102; but the 
identity of this intimate friend (I. 13) of Pisistratus and sharer in the exile 
of Solon remains a puzzle. Ariphron is perhaps to be recognized as the grand- 
father of Pericles; and Thrasybulus, son of Philomelus, of whom it is here 
remarked (1. 29) that he was popularly supposed to be in love with the tyrant’s 
younger daughter, is evidently the Thrasybulus of whom Plutarch tells the story 
(Apophth. Reg. et Imp. p. 189 ¢, de Ira Cohib., p. 457 f, cf. Val. Max. v. 1. 2) 
that he kissed the daughter of Pisistratus at a chance meeting, and that the 
latter instead of being angry gave him her hand in marriage. Polyaenus, who 
adds an episode of the abduction of the girl by her lover (Strategem. 5. 14), 
substitutes Thrasymedes for Thrasybulus, but agrees with our author as to the 
name of his father, Philomelus. 

But who was the author of this dialogue? It is written in remarkably good 
Attic (except eis ofxov for els (rv) oixtav in 1. 40), and so far as the style is concerned 
it may be a product of the Aristotelian age. Blass, indeed, suggests that it might 
actually be attributed to Aristotle, with whom Pisistratus was a favourite 
figure. In support of such a view appeal could be made to certain resemblances 
in language between this fragment and the ’A@yvaiwv [Jodtela—assuming the 
authenticity of that work :—compare e.g. Il. 3-6 (SdéAwv) mpodréywv ’AOnvalors Ore 
Tlewriorparos émiBovdever tupavvid. melOew advtovs odk Hv duvards with Ach. Pol. 14. 2 
door wey yap ayvootor Iletolotparoy emitiOeuevov rupavr[vidu| ... émel d& A€ywr [odk 
ever Jev, ll. 8-9 amodnplay evred0ev monoduevos with Ath. Pol. 11. 1, 13.1 drodnulay 
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éromoaro, Il. 23-4 8d THY TOY Tpaypdrwv KaTdoTaTW with Azh. Pol. 42. 1 9 viv 

kardoracts ths modurelas, ll. 25-6 odgels erededdxer mpds peyahopveray with AZh. Pol. 

37. 2 mod mpds @dryra (cf. 1.112) kal movnplay émedooar ; cf. also 1. 115 tlw ravTn 

ép[n] and Arist. Fr. 44 7f ror’ én. But such coincidences are not very con- 

clusive ; and on the other hand these fragments do not conform to the normal 

type of Aristotelian dialogue, in which, as we know both from the allusions of 

Cicero (ad Ait. iv. 16, xiii. 19) and his imitations, the leading part was taken by 

the philosopher himself. It will be safer then to leave the writer anonymous, 

though he may well be as early as the third or even fourth century B.C. 

As will have been observed, this papyrus reopens some important questions 

of history and chronology, upon which some remarks are made in the commentary 

(notes on Il. 1-10, 106-9). If Solon went to Asia when Pisistratus became 

tyrant, his famous meeting with Croesus may have occurred then, and the 

‘beautiful myth’ be after all a sober fact. The synchronism of the tyrannies 

of Pisistratus and Periander is another very interesting point, which with the 

testimony of Herodotus partly on the same side should not be dismissed too 

lightly. It is no doubt a question how far the setting of an imaginary dialogue 

can supply a basis for historical: conclusions; but a comparison with such a 

work as Plutarch’s Symposium is hardly fair to the present fragments, which 

may probably be regarded as an index to the average opinion of the day, and 

as such deserving of consideration, in spite of the conflict with the ‘so-called 

systems of chronology, the contradictions of which a thousand correctors have 

not yet succeeded in harmonizing.’ 

The papyrus is written in tall columns measuring 22 x 7 cm., in a round 

uncial hand rather resembling that of 412 (P. Oxy. III, Plate v), which dates 

approximately from the year 245 A.D.; the present example is more regular 

and graceful, but no doubt belongs to about the same period. A second hand 

has made one or two small corrections, and seems also to have added some 

at least of the paragraphi and stops. Of the latter all three kinds are found 

(middle at ll. 26, 38, 105, 153; low at 1. 18); but they are not used with much 

discrimination. The double points, which as usual mark a change of speaker, 

also look more like the second hand than the first. The occasional diaereses, 

however, and marks of elision, as well as the angular signs sometimes employed 

for filling up a short line, are with little doubt by the original scribe. 

(a) Colssi. Coleit. 

mpotepoy n IIiciorparov AaBev [Oewe 

THY apXnv amednunoev’ Emel [ 
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dn mpodreyov AOnvatots ort 

ITtotorparos emiBovdever tu 

pavyo. mibey avtovs ovK nv 

duvatos: eyo de KaTapevas 

Io 

non IIotorparov rupavv[opy 

Tos amodnutay evrevbev 

Tounoapevos ev Loria: pera 

Sorwvos dverpiBovr yxpover 

15 

de tov gitwv omovdagoy 

TOV NKELY Mes Kal paXrioTa 

ITictorparov dia tnv otKeto 

TNTa Sodrwvos KedevovTos 

eravnrbov AOnvage Kare 

20 

Aumov pev ovy evravOa mat 

6a OpacvBovrov tov Piro 

Pndov. Kareirngpev de pe 

pakitjov dn para kKadoy Kaya 

Oov Kat Tyhv oly Kat Tov Tpo 

Tov moAv dladepovTa Tw 

NALKLOT@VY TETATELYM[E 

25 

vov yap Tov adrA@ov da THV 

Tov MpaypaTov KaTacTacl 

ovdets emededwKet mpos pe 
€L 

yaropuvay. mavras de vzrepe 

Barev immorpogtats Kat ku 

vnytalts Kat Tals addals Oata 

vias] d[te|BeBAnro 8 ev ryt mo 

30 Alele TNS vEewTEpas Tov Tov 

tov IIicvarparov Ovyarepov 

epav tdwv appnpopovoay: 

Ayvobeos ovy o mammos av 

Tov Tap wl Kat Tpepopevos 

ovy| 
pel 

55 ovg| 
Tov maz[pos 

mapny| 
yer 
Tou| 

60 Onof 
oval 
avTa| 

petal 

TOAp 

se VANE | 

Tov al 

fetk| 

gn o [ 
dpevar[ 

72 Xpo| 
vetxer| 

Tayerl 

enl 

pal 
75 par| 

Kepat| 

Kakelvn| 

Taiver| 

ynovpl 

80 modnpila 

fs) 
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35 eTvyxavev 0 OpacvBovdos: 

Sia To Tov matpos Kat TNS 

Pntpos ophavoy Katadet 

POnvat tpaxvyOers TL pot 

40 

Soxe[t] mpos avroy Kader pe 

€lS OlKOV" auyyevn TE avToLS 

ovTa Kal KaTadedELupevov 

emltpomov vio Tov Pidropy 

ov’ Kayo para mpobvpos 

eBadigov Kat yap nv ev noo 

45 ¥n pot To ovvdiarpiBety Ayvo 

(6) Col. iii. 

fev ovt@s midaver eotkev 

95 

100 

105 

IIo 

et Toy epnv adnOn taut [e 

aoTw ovr av ITepiavdpar Av 

olTedAoLn paddov apxely n U 

p erepov alpxjecOat: ovr’ adder 

ovbevt Talv] Pavws apxovTwv: 

doxw yap alutjov epny ev ros 

girtatos [KoptleccOar Tas apap 

Tas: TL yap [PlAlrepov avdpt 

vouv €xo[vTt] marpidos. Kat 

[klara vow [ot]ketwv avOpo 

[mlov : vmo[AaBlwv ovy o Apt 

[plpwv adnfOn v}ln A’ edn re 

[y]ets’ Kat Bov[A]oueOa cor pap 

[Tlupnoat eyw Kat Adetpavtos 

[oluroot mapayevopevor vuve 

[ITe]ptavdpat dia thv wporn 

[T]a peyadrn mavy cvpdopat 

[mleptmecovte : kat o IIiciorpa 

[Tlos Tue Tavrne ein :] ey et 

85 

UrodaPoly 

vol, 

yop al 
pov . [ 

Bn | 
Tatoal 

go 

140 

your [ 

Dor 
avTof 

Col. iv: 

av| 

oO 

Ae 
der| 

epal 
vay} 
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[wlev Gpacw apo z[ov yap] Kv avTn| 
[We]Aov rov Iepiavdplov mare azro[ 
[pa] AaBew thy apxn[y ex]pa Tao 
[Toluy rns moAews oft kaXolv 145 Tov[ 

uf Aor| 115 [levor Baxyxv[adat] ovlfyyevera] ae 4 
[He]yaAn- Aaflov}ros [de av] wah 
[To]u THY apyny Tolvtwy To] 
[Hev] mAnOos edvye 7[...... ] port 
[. - Juv odcyofe] de xaf...... ] ili 

120 [ .Jecmfo]y ouv vies [..... ] 

Pec JevetlOrsn. E07 glee tm toy ] 

fee PNOM|... -\epatiant . 2. ] 

[. . -Jevne Of. . .Jvres eof..... ] 
[. - .Joe ot en[.]. as deof..... ] 

125 [. . mpos roly I]epiavd{pov . .] 

[.. Joe poe [wA]novagefev .. . 

[.. + .]vmoz[. .] vrep tofu IIe 

ydpou. [at] tis evcal.... 

pe FSS BIEREACUC OC. «(2.07 0l. st... 

pe WWELVIO). AIAETAU ye a 

velmeecet tl. . .(rpors|... . 

- -Aopat kl. ..] Bovdrl.... 

| OO IRE cbt s vansie 24.0 eee 

Beret RCLOUT | deerotoh ena. 

To rete es ie eV TOs our onqiee te one 

(c) 150 Jaf lye aon 
Jou7[ ] Kat mranl 

jew | ledul 
Jeny| 160 — jos eaf 

Javerl Jvor| 

155 upogl ] evpoy[ 
oeB[ ] . gaol 
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‘(Solon) before Pisistratus seized the government went abroad; for his warnings to the 

Athenians that Pisistratus was aiming at a tyranny failed to convince them. I however 

stayed on; but when the tyranny of Pisistratus was already established I left the country 

and lived in Ionia with Solon. After some time my friends were anxious for my return, and 

particularly Pisistratus, on account of our intimacy; so as Solon urged it I went back to 

Athens. Now I had left there a boy named Thrasybulus, the son of Philomelus. I found 

him grown into a very handsome and virtuous young man, far superior in looks and 

manners to the others of his age; for in the general debasement due to the political situa- 

tion no one had advanced to any nobility of character. He surpassed them all in horse- 

breeding and the chase and other such expensive pursuits ; and it was said against him in 

the city that he was in love with the younger daughter of Pisistratus, whom he had seen 
carrying the vessels of Athene. His grandfather Hagnotheus in whose house it happened 

that Thrasybulus, who had been bereft of both father and mother, was being brought up, 

being, I think, a little annoyed with him, invited me to his house as I was their kinsman 
and had been left guardian by Philomelus. I was very ready to go, for Hagnotheus’ 
company was a pleasure to me...’ 

1-10. This statement that just before the establishment of the tyranny of Pisistratus 
Solon left Athens and went to Ionia is not only new but conflicts with the account of 
Plutarch (Sol. 30-1), who represents Solon as refusing to fly and as living on at Athens in 
friendly relations with the usurper. The ’A@nvatoy Todrreia (14. 2) does not suggest that 
Solon retired from Athens, though on the other hand there is nothing there inconsistent 
with such a view; it is simply stated that Solon’s warnings and opposition proved fruitless. 
Diogenes Laertius indeed asserts (i. 51, 62) that Solon died in Cyprus, and this statement 
may now have to be treated with more respect than heretofore. A new light is thus turned 
upon the much discussed question of the meeting between Solon and Croesus as king of 
Lydia. The usurpation of Pisistratus and the accession of Croesus to sole sovereignty are 
placed in the same year, B.c. 560, and there will be no chronological objection to the 
interview described by Herodotus, if it is transferred to this period. With regard to the 
date of Solon’s death, xpover in 1. 10 here is too vague to build any argument upon; 
according to Heraclides Ponticus he survived the overthrow of the constitution cvxvdv xpdvor, 
according to Phanias of Ephesus less than two years (both af. Plutarch, So/. 32). 

5. 1. meiBew. 

11. This construction of omovdd¢ew with the infinitive is common in Aristotle, e.g. Ash. 
Pol. 38. 4 ods avros €orovdacev edéciv. 

15. xateAurov is probably for xaréAecrov, 
26. 1. imepéBad(A)ev. 

29-32. This is the first mention of a second daughter of Pisistratus. With appy- 
gopoveay cf. Polyaenus, Strategem. 5. 14 Spacupndns Piroundrov ris Ievowrrpdrov Ovyarpds 
épacbels mopmevovoay aitiy mpoodpayav épidnoey, Apparently the author of our dialogue 
either did not know of or did not accept this more romantic version, for appnpopovcay 
and sopumevovoay can hardly refer to different occasions. For da@dddecGa with the 
infin. cf. Hdn. 2. 6. 10 aN érep env SteBrjOns pucoBacidreds eivar, but the construction is 
unusual. 

37. oppavov: |. dppavds. 
82. All that remains of the supposed r over the line is a rather coarse horizontal 

stroke, immediately above a break in the papyrus. 
88. The letters oor have each had a short horizontal stroke drawn through them 

probably by the first hand; the doubtful « was perhaps also deleted. 
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g1-114. ‘“ This accordingly seems probable. If then,” said I, “this be true, it would 
be of no more advantage to Periander to rule than be ruled by another nor to any other 
bad ruler. For I suppose,” I said, “that he will reap the reward of his misdeeds among 
those dearest to him. For what is dearer to a sensible man than his country and his 
blood-relations?” “Yes, by Zeus,” struck in Ariphron, “you speak truly, and I and 
Adimantus here wish to bear you out, having just been with Periander when his cruelty 
plunged him into a terrible disaster.” ‘What disaster?” said Pisistratus. “I will tell 
you,” he said. “ Before Cypselus, the father of Periander, obtained the supremacy, the 
great clan of the Bacchiadae, as they are called, ruled the city. When he became supreme 
the majority of them fled... a few however remained... .”’ 

98. [kopslercOar tas auaprias in the sense of KxopeioOar ra ex TOV dpapriav is a curious 
expression, though cf. Arist. Zh. (Vic. ix. 7 xopuoupevous rds ydpiras. 

106-9. Unless the present conversation is to be supposed to have occurred while 
Pisistratus was still a private person, which is eminently improbable, this passage plainly 
implies that Periander of Corinth was not yet dead when the tyranny of Pisistratus was 
established at Athens. The ordinary chronology places the accession of Periander in 
B.c. 625 and his death in 585, thus leaving a very considerable interval before the first 
tyranny of Pisistratus, which no one desires to put earlier than B.c. 560. According to one 
passage of Herodotus, however, Periander and Pisistratus were contemporaries; for he 
makes the former arbiter in a war between Athens and Mytilene which followed upon the 
capture of Sigeum by Pisistratus (v. 94-5). The usual method of avoiding this difficulty is 
to suppose that there were two wars with Mytilene, and that the arbitration of Periander 
occurred in the first. But for this there is no kind of evidence, and, as Beloch has pointed 
out ( Rheinisches Museum, vol. xlv. p. 466 sqq.), the difficulties involved in this explanation 
are hardly less than those which it attempts to solve. He himself suggests that the mistake 
of Herodotus consists in referring an arbitration by Periander in a dispute between Tenedos 
and Sigeum (Arist. Aet. i. 15. 13) to the period of the war against Mytilene; at the same 
time Beloch considers that the chronology of Periander is quite insecure, and that he 
might with advantage be put several decades later. But other references in Herodotus 
clearly point to the earlier date, for the tyranny of Periander at Corinth synchronized with 
that of Thrasybulus at Miletus (Hdt. i. 20, v. 92), which was established at the beginning 
of the reign of Alyattes king of Lydia (i. 18-22) ; while the eclipse of the sun which ended 
the war between Alyattes and Cyaxares of Media (i. 74) provides a securely fixed point of 
departure (approximately B.c. 585). Herodotus’ chronology is probably past mending. 

108. peyadn wavy cuppopa: to what this refers is not clear. As the Bacchiadae were 
in some way involved, the misfortune is apparently not one of those ordinarily ascribed by 
tradition to the private life of Periander. 

115. Cf. Hdt. v. 92 fy ddcyapxin, Kat obrou Baxyiddar Kaheduevor Evesor thy TéAW edidocay Sé 

kat ifyovro €& addndov. It is doubtful whether the mistake of the original hand in the 
spelling of the name was anything more than v for +; but there is barely room in the 
lacuna for [adav], 

11g. ka: the third letter is quite uncertain; perhaps xar[epewav | amedlecm[oly ovr, The 
question of the reading here is complicated by the doubt concerning the position of the frag- 
ment containing the first part of ll. 120 sqq. Lines 125-6 and 127-8 will suit the arrangement 
adopted in the text, which moreover brings out a column of exactly the required length. 
In 1. 120 this fragment contains the doubtful « and part of the 7; the rest of the m (which 
apart from the fragment could be read as r) is on the upper piece. Another break 
occurs between ll. 133-4, but here the junction is almost certain. The latter parts of 
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ll. 128 | rus eal... 132 ]Bovd{ are also on a detached fragment the position of which, though 

probable from the appearance of the papyrus, is by no means secure. é 

1g0-63. This fragment from the bottom of a column very likely belongs to Col. iv ; 
it does not appear possible to find a place for it in Col. ili. 

665. HusTory oF SICILY. 

Fr. (a) 10-5 x 4-6, Fr.(4) 10:3 x 4:6 cm. Prats I. 

These fragments, which belong evidently to the same column, of which 

they formed the upper and lower portions respectively, are notwithstanding 

their small size of no slight interest and importance. They contain an abstract 

or summary of events in Sicily, the different items, which are stated in the 

concisest manner, being marked off by paragraphi and further distinguished 

from each other by the protrusion of the first lines into the left margin. The 

papyrus was a regular literary roll, written in a fine uncial hand, which bears 

a very strong resemblance to that of the Oxyrhynchus papyrus of the Hpootuwa 

Anunyopixé (facsimile in P. Oxy. I, p. 54), and also to that of the Bacchylides 

papyrus, to which it presents a still closer parallel than was provided by the 

Demosthenes MS. We should assign it, like the Demosthenes, to the second 

century A.D.; an earlier date is not at all likely. Probably this is part 

of an epitome of a continuous history of Sicily, and it may well be that, as 

Blass thinks, the work epitomized was the lost History of Timaeus. 

The period to which the fragments refer seems to be that immediately 

following the general overthrow of the tyrannies in the Sicilian cities which 

took place about the year 465 B.C. (Diod. xi. 68. 5). This period is indicated 

by the frequent mentions of conflicts with the ¢évo., by whom are meant the 

mercenaries settled in the cities by the tyrants as a support of their rule. 

Diodorus, who is the sole authority for the history of this time, narrates the 

course of the hostilities at Syracuse between these new comers and the older 

citizens (xi. 72, 76); and implies that Syracuse was not peculiar in this respect :— 

‘Almost all the cities,’ he says (76. 5), ‘... with one consent came to terms with 

the strangers (£évor) settled there.’ The papyrus fills in some of the intermediate 

details passed over by the historian. We hear of an expedition of ¢évo. from 

Enna and Cacyrum against Gela, which received aid from Syracuse. This was 

apparently followed by overtures from the £évo. to the Syracusans (cf. note on 

1. 5), which, however, proved ineffectual, for the next event is a battle between 

them. Shortly afterwards the mercenaries settled at Minoa were defeated 
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by the combined forces of Syracuse and Agrigentum. The activity displayed 
by Syracuse warrants the inference that she had herself already got the upper 
hand of her own €évo., who, as Diodorus relates, were finally defeated in a 
pitched battle. The campaign of the Syracusans against Catana mentioned at 
this time by Diodorus (76. 3) is part of the same anti-foreign movement. But 
hostilities seem to have extended beyond the opposing sections of the various 
city states. The fragments also supply information of an expedition of 
Agrigentum against Crastus, and an engagement subsequently occurred at the 
latter place between the Agrigentines and forces from Himera and Gela, which 
may be supposed to have come to the assistance of Crastus. These new 
facts may not be very weighty, but they convey a more adequate idea than 
was before possible of the period of unrest, the ordoeis and tapaxat, which 
intervened between the overthrow of the tyrannies and the establishment of 
general peace. 

[Tolv ev Oudalrw kat Kpacrov otplarea 
Kaxvpo. ~ev[ov ene n ‘yevomer[n Tepe 
[[JeAXav orpalrera 15 Kpacrov Tyepaltov 

Bon[Ojeva Svpalk]olovwy kat Tehoiwv mpos Alkpa 
5 PefA@jios kat w.[.... yavrivous pax[n 

Tov gevov mpos [Supa rome aap Witenes 

ee Tov £evov otk{e 
paxn Svpakoolioy Kar 20 ovres Um Axpa 

TOY EEvi@P |... « yavtivov Kat S[vpa 
TOM LAGUKOVE Te... .3 95 Koolwv nipeOn[oav 

| eee yp cay he FC ete [. Akplayav[rw . . 

Axpalyav|rivey em 

I. Opdalhoc: cf. Cic. Verr. 4. 48 Hennensium nemore, qui locus... umbilicus Sictliae 
nominatur, and the spurious line in Callim, H. 77 Cer. 6.15 tpis & émi cadXiorns vhoov Spapes 
oppadoy “Evvay. 

2. Kaxupat: the site of this town, which is mentioned by Ptolemy, has been placed 
at the modern village of Cassaro, near Palazzolo; the present passage seems to indicate that 
it should be looked for further west, and the position given in Kiepert’s Zopogr. Hist. Atlas 
is probably not far from the truth. 

5. All that remains of the letter at the end of the line is a straight stroke which 

G 
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suggests «, 7, or. p is not impossible, but there is no trace of the tail, and we therefore 

hesitate to introduce mpleoBea, which is otherwise attractive, into the text. 

10. TAavxev is evidently a personal name, but nothing is known of this bearer of it. 

11. The gap between the two fragments probably extends to about 10 lines, but 

it may be larger. 
13. Crastus is described by Steph. Byz. as mddus Suxehias trav Zixavaev, citing the Scxeduka 

of Philistus. Its position is unknown; no doubt it was in the neighbourhood of Agri- 

gentum. 
22. The vestiges of the letter after mpe do not suggest 6, but can hardly be said to be 

inconsistent with that letter, since there is no other example of a @ in the text. If the shape 

of the @ was tall and narrow, as in the Bacchylides papyrus, the effect of mutilation 

might be that actually presented in the fragment. Of the supposed 7 only a small speck 

remains. 
23. A fresh entry probably commences at this line, and in that case there would 

be one or even two letters before Axp|ayar[rw. ., e.g. 9 OF Td Akp |ayay[ river. 

666. ARISTOTLE, II porpemzikés. 

27:2 9:8 cm. 
/ 

A sheet containing two practically entire columns, preceded by the ends of 

lines from a third, the text of which includes a lengthy passage quoted by 

Stobaeus (Flor. 3. 54) from Aristotle, and now generally assigned to the 

Aristotelian dialogue [Iporpenrixds or Exhortation to Philosophy (Rose, 77. 57). 

Besides additions at the beginning and end of the excerpt the papyrus supplies 

a sentence omitted by Stobaeus in the middle of his quotation. The evidence 

of these supplementary passages, though bringing no direct proof of the identity 

of the treatise of which they formed part, tend to support the attribution to the 

Iporpentixds, in particular ll. 161 sqq., where the foregoing argument on the 

worthlessness of external goods as such results in a recommendation of philo- 

sophy (cf. note on 1. 170). 

The text is written in narrow columns (width 4 cm.), placed very close 

together, in rather small informal uncials, which we should date about the 

middle or latter part of the second century. No breathings or accents occur, 

and stops are also absent, the sentences being divided off by paragraphi only. 

The common angular sign is used to fill up short lines. Parts of the initial 

letters of the first few lines of a fourth column remain, but all that is recog- 

nizable is a doubtful « opposite 1.118 and an w opposite 1.120. The papyrus 

is dirty and rubbed in places. 

The appended collation is derived from Hense’s edition of Stobaeus, iii. 
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3.25. The MSS. referred to are the Escurialensis Mendozae (M), Parisinus (A), 
and Marcianus as embodied in the edition of Trincavelli (Tr.). Other authorities 
are Maximus Monachus, Gnomologium, c. 17 (= Max.), where the earlier part 
of the quotation in Stobaeus is given with some slight textual variations, and the 
Florilegium Laurentianum (Laur.), where the extract of Maximus reappears 
(Meineke, Stobaeus, iv. 225, 25). The Papyrus sometimes supports one, some- 
times another, of these witnesses, and occasionally corrects them all. It is, 
however, itself far from being impeccable, and in one or two places where it 
is the sole authority emendation is necessary. 

Colt, Col is Col. iii. 

Ixn TE TPAaTTELY TwY 115 dla THs Wuyns aya 
Ive SeovTwy TL mTpo Oov mreovacaca 
|re 60 alpovpevous €l auT@y ELvaL 
dou k@Aunt do det Ta KTNbaTa Trav 

5 |Kau THY TovToY TOV alayLoTOY 

Jary[.] Oewpovoav atu 120 womrep yap et TLS 
|peav Xtav ghevyey TOV OLKETO@V 

jroo 65 Kal voutcew T@V QUTOU XEL 
nae Thy evdatpoviav pov eln KaTaye 

AP \wAe OUK €v T@L TOA AaoTos av yevotto 
lav Aa KextTnoOa ye 125 TOY a@vToY TpoTrov 
jov veoOat paddov ols mAeovos agiav 
Jura 70 n & TwL THOS THY KTHOW Elvale 
Oey Thy Woxny ova oupBeBnkevy Ts 

15 |reOeo ketoOat Kat yap dias guoews abfrt 
Jov 

130 ovs TouvTous ewvafe Toa ov TO Aap 3 $ TovTous ewval 

a mpat excO@nre ke Get vopicer 

5 75 Koopnmevov Kal TOUTO KAT 

23 jae lost. PoE Sar ac: [A]nGeay ovrws 
43 Jaguo val paKkaployv [e]xet TiKTEL yalp 

tae adlAa] To Thy vfyer 135 ws dnow y map 

45 ee av €xov Kat o[mou olla Kopos pely 

Inu 80 datws drakeleple vBpw amaideu 
se voy Kav pndev aia de pet e€ou 

Gm, 
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50 

55 

atloxuvo 

]. ve map 

Javroy 

Jon yap 
|. Kuoy 

galryne 

ly oray 
2 

jroo 

Ln] 

TV TpoELpnpE 

Yov avT@l Tapyt 

Tov avrov dle] Tpo 

85 mov Kat uxny 

eav ne memadev 

pevn TyHv ToLav 

Tnv Kal TOV ToLoU 

Tov avOpwrov 

go Evdaipova mpor 

ayopevTEov EaTLVY 

OUK av TOLS EKTOS 

nt AapTpos KE 

Xopnynpevos 
95 avTos pndevos 

aflos wy ovde yap 

[ejrmov eav radia 

Xpuca Kal oKEV 

nv €Xnl TWoAuTE 

100 An gavdos wv 

Tov TOLOUTOY 

aflov TLvoS vopet 

oper [[TLvos vo 

pegoper || ELV aL 

105 @AA eay dlakelpe 

vos (nt) omovdatiws 

TovToy padXov 

ETT ALVOULEV 

xopis de Tay e 

11O pnmevov cup 

Baie rows pnd. 

vos a€lois oval 

oTay TUXwaL XO 

[pnytlas Kat Tov 

140 

145 

150 

155 

160 

THE OXVYROYNCHUS PAPYRI 

glas avolay Tolls 

yap dtakerpe[vors 

Ta Twept Thy Wu 

Xnv KaKws ov 

T€ MAOUTOS OUT L 

axus ovTe Kaddos 

tov ayabwy eor[iv 

aX ocw. Tep av alu 

Tal paddrov ar dia 

becets Kad valep 

Bodnv virapé[oot 

TOTOVTM pEl¢[@ 

Kat WAEL@ TOY 

KEKTN[LEVOV 

PAamrovot (eav) aviev 

gpovnoews [7a 

payevovTalt To 

yap pn Tradl pa 
xalpayv Tout [ects 

To pn Tos glav 

Aows THv e~ov{or 

av eyxelpicel ty 

Thy O€ dpor[noty 

amavTes av o{“odo 

ynoelav evs To [way 

ave yeyver Oat (Kar) 

(nrev ov Tas [du 

vapes plrocog| ta 

TeplerAngey oo 

170 

TE T@S OUK ampo 

gacictws didolco 

@nTEov EoTL Kal 
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58-170. ‘... nor prevent them when purposing to do a right action. We ought to 
be warned by the spectacle of their plight to avoid it ourselves (?), and should regard 
happiness not as dependent upon the acquisition of wealth rather than upon a particular 
State of the soul. Bodily blessings would not be held to consist in adornment with 
magnificent apparel, but in the possession of health and in sound condition, even in the 
absence of the other advantages which I have mentioned. In the same way happiness 
is to be attributed to the disciplined soul and to a man of such a character, not to the man 
who is magnificently supplied with externals and is in himself worthless. We do not 
consider a bad horse to be of any value if it has gold chains and costly trappings; we 
rather give our praise to one that is in sound condition. Besides what we have said, too, 
worthless persons, when they obtain wealth and value their possessions more than the 
goods of the soul, are in the worst case of all. For just as a man who was inferior to his 
own domestics would be ridiculous, so those who come to find their property of more value 
than their own nature ought to be held miserable. And this is the truth of the matter, 
for “satiety breeds insolence” as the proverb says, and want of discipline combined with 
power breeds folly. In a bad state of the soul neither wealth nor strength nor beauty 
are good things, but the greater the abundance of these qualities, the more do they injure 
their possessor, if they are unaccompanied by reason. ‘Do not give a child a knife,” 
is as much as to say, ‘“‘Do not entrust bad men with power.” Now reason, as all would 
admit, exists for the acquisition of knowledge, and seeks ends the means to which are 
contained in philosophy; why then should philosophy not be pursued without hesitation 
ey 

61-4. This sentence might be correct if, as Diels suggests, Gewpovoay referred to some 
preceding substantive such as 9 rév omovdaiwy aipeors. But more probably some correction 
is required ; the simplest perhaps is to emend @cwpovoay to Gewpovrra or bewpovrras, with the 
sense given in our translation. Other expedients would be to read rovr’ od for rovrap, 
‘the wretched state of mind which neglects this, or to insert 7 after rovrwy, ‘which pays 
great consideration to any of these external things,’ but the latter interpretation of @ewpoveay 
is hardly so natural. 

65. The extracts of Stobaeus and Maximus Mon. begin after ca. vopiger dé M, vdpite 
A, vopuigew Tr., vopifopev d€ Max., vopiew det Laur. 

68. yer Oat : sO Max., Laur. 5 ylyvec Oa MA, oli: 

69. paddov 7: paddov 8(é) MA, Max., Laur., ddX ev Tr. 
70-2. mas thy Wuxnv: thy p. ed MA?, ri Wvy7 ed A’, Tr., Max., Laur. Above the of 

mos there are in the papyrus some faint vestiges, which if not accidental might perhaps 
represent a cursively written ev; but we have considered this too doubtful for insertion in 
the text. In any case wws has not been cancelled, and if the intention was to indicate 
a reading ed mws the ev should have been written further to the left. 

73. copa ov ro: SO MA, Max., Laur.; ovd€ 1d capa aité Tr. 
46. 71s av: SO MA?, Max., Laur.; res ed Al, rus Tr. 
78. Considerations of space made it more probable that vyay or vyeay (A, Tr., Max., 

Laur.) was written than vytecay (M). 
82. mpoeipnuevov : so MSS. except Max., where mapakemmeéver is found. 
85. Wuxnv: so M, Tr., Max., Laur.; woyn A. 
86. eav ni wen.: 80 M, Tr., Max., Laur. ; éveorw iSeiv mer. Tr. 
88. xa: Laur. substitutes eis. rovotroy is omitted in Max. 
92. ras: so MA, Laur.; ris Tr., Max. 

exros; sO MA, Max., Laur.; ex rovroy Tr. 
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93+ Aapmpas : so MA, Max., Laur.; Aapumpés At, Tr. 
Kexopnynuevos : kexoopnpevos MSS, (xexoopévos Laur., putting Aapmpds after Kexoop.). 

95. avros; Max. and Laur. add ée. 
96. ovde: so A? (and conjecturally Meineke) ; o#re A’ and the other MSS. 

97. cay Watia: édy Weddua MA, Max., Laur. ; kav pedda itr. 

98-9. A places ¢xy before xpuca. 

too. The papyrus does not support Meineke’s insertion of airés before pavdos which 

is adopted by Rose. 
10s. eav; és dv MSS. except Laur., which has és av and adds 6 before amovdaios. 

106. The insertion of ye (so MSS.) is necessary. 
109-19. The excerpts of Stobaeus and Maximus omit this passage, and unfortunately 

its meaning and construction are obscured by a corruption. Apparently mAcovaracae con- 

ceals something like mdéovos dfa, and we may either add ovpS (cf. Il. 125-7) and place 

a comma after xrfjara, when the sense will be as in the translation above, or connecting 

rev dua ths Woxns ayafov with rvxwat insert 6 Or drep (so Diels) before mavrav acxiorov. ‘ It 

sometimes happens that worthless persons have both external and mental gifts, and value 

the former above the latter, which is the most disgraceful thing of all.’ Corruptto optimt 

pessima. The latter remedy produces an easier construction and a more pointed sentence. 

122. twy is omitted in the MSS. 
126. mAeovos: mAciovos MSS. 

128, cupBeBynxev: ovpBeBnce MSS. 
130. rovrovs ewale: so MSS. except A, which transposes the words. 
131. The excerpt of Maximus ends here. 
150-1. per([o| kat mAeww@ : Kat mArelo Kat peito TY., melo Kai peito MA. 

153-5. Stobaeus here has xopis Ppovnoews mapayerduevat, which is the conclusion of his 
quotation. In 1. 153 we have supposed that the repetition of ay led to the loss of ea». 
To read (e)av [yopis would make the line too long. ' 

155-60. Cf, Iamblichus, Profrepticus, 2 BdaBepa pddiota tpopys pev adpOovia tH 70 
capa, krncews O€ TO THY Woy Siaketev KaKds. Kal emiapades kal Gpowov pawopev@ Sodvar dyatpay 

kal poxénp@ dvvayy, which looks like an imitation of the passage before us. On the close 
connexion of part of the treatise of Iamblichus with the Aristotelian dialogue cf. Bywater in 
Journal of Philology, ii. 55 sqq- 

164. There would hardly be room for the necessary xa after yyvec@a, but the 
homoioteleuton may easily have caused its omission; cf. note on 153-5. 

169. pirogopyréov was the key-note of the [porpemrixés, as of the similarly named work 
of Iamblichus: cf. Bywater, zdzd., pp. 68-9. 

667. ARISTOXENUS ? 

18 x8 cm. 

Parts of two columns, the former of which comprises thirty complete lines, 

containing an analysis of certain musical scales. To the authorship of the 
fragment we have no real clue. It is natural in such a case to think first of 
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Aristoxenus, the greatest name among the ancient writers upon musical theory ; 
and there is no reason why the piece should not come from his ‘Apyovuxd Srouyeia 

or some similar work. But on the other hand there is no particular reason why 

it should, for any treatise on the same subject might include some such dis- 

cussion as that found here. The papyrus probably falls within the third century. 

It is written in a clear semi-uncial hand, without stops or other lection marks ; 

a short space, which is indicated in the transcript below, is used to divide the 
several sentences. 

The highly technical language employed in the fragment can hardly be 

understood or discussed without some preliminary explanation of the composi- 

tion of the Greek scale. We must here acknowledge our great indebtedness 

to Mr. H. S. Macran, to whose excellent edition of the Harmonics of Aristoxenus 

the reader is referred for further information. 

The fundamental unit which was the basis of the Greek scale in all its 

later developments was the tetrachord, typically consisting of two dieses, i.e. 

semitones or smaller intervals, and a complement, or the interval remaining 

when the dieses were subtracted from the concord of the fourth. The magnitude 

of the three intervals determined the genus of the tetrachord as enharmonic or 

chromatic, the enharmonic variety containing two quarter-tones and a ditone, 

and the chromatic other divisions, e.g. two semitones and a tone and a half. 

The more familiar diatonic tetrachord, composed of a semitone and two tones, 

was distinguished by having only one dieszs. Larger scales were effected by 

the arrangement or combination (dpyovia) of such tetrachords in two ways, (@) 

by conjunction (cvvapy), when the last note of one tetrachord coincided with 

the first note of the next; or (0) by disjunction (d.d¢evgis), when the tetrachords 
were separated from each other by a tone. The combination of a pair of 

tetrachords in these two methods produced respectively the heptachord and 

octachord scales of the seven-stringed and eight-stringed lyres. Further 

additions resulted in what was known as the perfect scale, which took the 

following form (¢ = tone, d = desis, and c = complement) :— 

ynTov (CuYynLpEvwv) 

praTrav 

yntav (dieCevypevwv ) trepBoAaiwy 
<< N (FI 

Po ae LSE oe ee ae ee Ae) on 
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or in modern notation :— 

peoay ovwapn —vnTav (cuynupevov) umepBodaiwy 

— 
je 

ne ee -@- -@- = 

a —j—-4—, 2 be #2 2 ——————e 

a ae ——= Se ee 
UnaTov diaevérs yntav (SreCevypevwv) 

It will be observed that this system diverges at a certain point into a 

conjunct and a disjunct scheme, the heptachord scale being the basis of the 
one (the ‘lesser complete system’) and the octachord that of the other (the 

‘greater complete system’). The additional note at the bottom was technically 
known as the tpocAapBavdpevos. 

To come now to the passage before us. The writer is examining and 
locating different scales, and has proposed for consideration a heptachord 

scale of the form ae Aa ae Fatman A scale of this type 

would be enharmonic or chromatic (Il. 1-2) and also a conjunctive arrangement 
(ll. 2 sqq.). Such conjunction would occur in three places in the perfect scale 
(ll. 10 sqq.; see the scheme above), i.e. in the tetrachords jrarév and peody, 
peoay and yytev (cuvyppevwr), vntov (dveCevypévwrv) and tmepBodraiwv. Disjunction, 
on the other hand, is only found in the case of the tetrachords veodv and yyrav 
‘(deCevynéver). To the given scheme is then (ll. 19 sqq.) added at the lower 
extremity a tone, corresponding to the tpocdAapBavdpevos (see above), and the 
resulting eight-note system is said to occur in the same three combinations as 
before (ll. 22 sqq.). Here, however, a difficulty arises, for as will be seen on 
reference to the perfect scale such a scheme occurs in it not thrice but twice 
only, i.e. in the two halves of the ‘greater complete system.’ The simplest 
remedy is to suppose a defect in the text; cf. note ad loc. 

Colina Col. ii. 

Hev evappovioyv n xpw e[ 
paTtkov ETELTA EV 7 
TVVAGN KELMLEVOY EL Al 
TE OAN ELITE KaL EV pe Al 

5 pet Kal €lTE Ola To € 35 7 
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és per@doiro Tra mod of 
Aa «6 virepBatos n e[ 
Hey yap diagevéis aec arch 
vnTas Kal pecas epat a 

10 VETO Tovey THV OE 40 of 
cuvadny ouveBatve al 
Kolvevely TpLov e[ 
TVTTHMATOY WOTE ol 
onpaivew e£auTns mI 

15 €V TOTw@L TLIYL TrOTE 45 
pov Ovvarat uratas ae | 
kat peoas [lel] 7 v[lal|yras Tal 
Kal pecas n virepBo a 
Aatas Kal ynTras €oT et 

20 O€ Kat Tovialoy emt Ono 
To Bapy mpocketpevov Cie || 
€7l TOUTOLS Kowvov ato 

yap €oTal To cxnua Tov kal 
TO Tov oKTayxopdov deel 

25 Tov ELpnEvwY TPL 55 Kat | 

OY TUOTHLATOV Ka de 
[Olamrep eyeveto yyw Aap 
ploy Kat ev Tols a TOU| 

YOTEPOY OTOTE TpO ynol 

30 Pepopevoy avoTnua 60 vor[ 

kee [ 

1-30. ‘[Such a scale is in the first place] enharmonic or chromatic, in the second 
place it is a conjunctive system, whether its melodic succession be complete or partial, and 
mainly consecutive or broken. For disjunction was shown always to occur in the “lower” 
and “ middle” tetrachords, while conjunction was found to enter into three scales, so that 
it did (not) immediately signify the region in which it lay, i.e. whether it applied to the 
“upper” and “middle” tetrachords or the “lower” and “middle” or the “lower” 
and ‘‘extreme.” Now let a note be added to these at the bass extremity; then this 
scheme of the octachord will be common to (two of) the three scales already mentioned, 
as was proved in the foregoing argument when a scale was propounded .. ”’ 

2—7. pehwdoiro is to be taken with ody and ev pepe as well as with dia roy e€ns and 
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urepBarws. Scales might be curtailed either by diminishing their compass, 1.€, dropping 
notes at the extremities (ev pepe), or by omitting inner notes (vmepBaras) ; cf. Aristox. Harm. 
p- 17. 30 (Meibom), and Aristid. Quint. pp. 15-6 7a pev adtay ore ouvexn, os Ta dia roy éEns 

Pbdsyyov, ra 8 trepBard, os Ta dua tov pi ehesjs per@dovpeva. For ovvady and diacevkis 

generally cf. Aristox. Harm. p. 58. 15 Sqq. ta wodda in |. 6 seems otiose. 
13 sqq. The construction and sense of this passage are not very clear. If the words 

are to be left as they stand, something like dei jpas must be understood with cnpaivew ; but 
the change of subject is very awkward, and we prefer to suppose with Mr. Macran that py 
was dropped out before onuawev. The similarity of the following syllable oy would help to 
account for the loss. 

15. €v Tome@L TWL: SC. Keirae ) cuvady OF KeicOar Ty avvadyy, according as tux is accented 
tim Or Twi. tdéros means technically region or direction of the scale. 

22sqq. This sentence is the erwx of the fragment, for, as already explained in the 
introduction, the series of notes apparently indicated only occurs twice in the perfect scale, 
not three times as here stated by the author. The easiest way out of the difficulty is 
to adopt Mr. Macran’s suggestion that dvow has fallen out of the text before rev expyyevor. 

668. Epitome or Livy, XXXV//-XLI ann XLVIII-LV. 

Height 26 cm. PrateE VI (Col. viii). 

Literary papyri from Egypt which are now numbered by hundreds have 

hitherto, with a few trifling exceptions, been Greek; and Latin literature has 

been represented only by a small piece of Vergil and a few unimportant 

historical or juristic fragments. The discovery of an important literary text in 

Latin is therefore a welcome novelty. This consists of parts of eight columns 

of an epitome of a history of Rome, the events being grouped together in strict 

chronological order under the different consular years, and the division of the 

several books being noted. That the author of the history in question was 

Livy, though not stated, is obvious from a comparison of the arrangement of 

the books as numbered in the papyrus with that of the corresponding books in 
Livy’s work. 

The epitome is written on the recto ; on the verso is the text of part of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews (657). The presence of the latter enables us to decide 
the relative position of the different fragments of the Livy with the exception 

of a few small pieces, two of which had been gummed over places of the 
recto in order to strengthen the roll, and one of which seems to have been cut 
off from a much later portion of it (ll. 218-25). The handwriting is a medium- 
sized upright uncial, with some admixture of minuscule forms (4, d), and 
belongs to the same class as the Vergil fragment (P. Oxy. I, Plate viii) and 
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the Bodleian Chronicles of Eusebius (Palaeographical Soc. ii. Plate 130), but 
is an earlier example of the mixed style than has hitherto been known. The 
papyrus was found with cursive documents varying from the second to the 
fourth century (chiefly third), and the text of the Epistle to the Hebrews is 
certainly not later than the fourth century (cf. introd. to 657 | wee lhes Livy. 
epitome must therefore have been written not later than the beginning of the 
fourth century, and it more probably belongs to the third. Abbreviations are 
commonly employed in praenomina, in official titles such as cos., pr., trib. pl, 
and iver in the headings is written 4b. Other abbreviations are rare; but 
cf. Il. 15 pass(a), 122 Masiniss(ae), 207 omnib(us). A middle point is placed 
after abbreviations, but there are no stops. Each column consists of 27-28 
lines which are broad and contain on an average 37 letters, but the ends 
are very uneven although the scribe has no objection to dividing a word 
between two lines. The lines which mention the consuls for the year project 
by about three letters into the left margin. In spite of the handsome appearance 
of the MS., which has a broad margin above and below the calligraphic writing 
and is certainly not the work of a schoolboy, the text is extraordinarily corrupt. 
Mistakes in proper names, the occasional omissions of letters, and easy palaeo- 
graphical errors such as the confusion of ¢ and g (e.g. 1. 27 zztergessit) are not 
surprising ; but forms such as coniurium for connubium (\. 17), fictie grimonibus 
for fictis criminibus (1. 72), planus for primus (1. 217), and still more pug- 
namentast (? Pergamenos misst, |. 111), trigem reddeterbuit (?... ens deterruit, 
1. 184), show that the scribe understood little of what he was writing. It is 
strange that having swallowed such monstrosities he should have in a few 

places taken the trouble to make minor corrections, Chartaginientium e.g. being 
altered to Chartaginiensium in 1. 22, fodem to fidem in 1. 95, and the super- 
fluous s of Lussttanorum in |. 187 being erased. The epitome briefly chronicles 

events one after the other in the barest manner with no attempt at connexion 

or literary style, thereby presenting a marked contrast to the extant epitome of 

Livy ; but this bald, strictly chronological arrangement hardly excuses the 

grammatical errors both of accidence and syntax which are scattered through- 
out the text. The lack of confidence which the scribe’s Latin necessarily 

inspires, coupled with the length of the lines, renders the task of restoring the 

lacunae, which occur in nearly every line, exceptionally difficult, and we have 

generally abstained from conjectures which did not seem fairly certain. Yet in 

spite of all these drawbacks, and though it is just when it reaches a new and 

therefore specially interesting fact that the papyrus is apt to present unusual 
obstacles to interpretation, the historical value of the new epitome is considerable, 

as will presently be shown. 
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The papyrus falls into two main divisions, the first (Cols. i-iii) covering 

Books 37-40, where Livy’s history is extant, the second (Cols. iv-viii) covering 

Books 48-55, of which only an epitome constructed on quite other lines has 

been preserved. The first section, which deals with events between B.C. 190 

and 179 and necessarily contains no new information, is chiefly interesting 

because it enables us to see the principles on which the epitome was composed, 

and hence to form a better estimate of the value of the second section, where 

no comparison with the actual work of Livy is possible. When allowances are 

made for the point of view of the compiler, the impression which he leaves is by 

no means unfavourable. Being limited to the barest catalogue of actual events, 

he naturally ignores Livy’s discussions of origins and causes as well as speeches, 

but he does not omit any of the more important occurrences. With regard to 

the less striking incidents his choice is capricious ; he tends to insert notices of 

picturesque stories, e.g. that of Ortiagon’s wife (ll. 14-7), the tents in the forum 

(ll. 60-3), Theoxena (ll. 70-1), even when rather trivial; and the amount of 
space which he devotes to an event is often in inverse proportion to its im- 

portance. The account of the war in Ambracia, to which Livy gives nine 

chapters, is for instance dismissed in two words (1. 12). It is noticeable that he 

is more interested in home affairs than the author of the extant epitome, who in 

Books 37-40 mentions fewer events though entering into more details about 

them. The language of the papyrus is in the main borrowed from Livy, from 

whom whole phrases and even clauses are reproduced (e.g. in Il. 78-80), but the 

epitomizer frequently summarizes Livy in his own words (e.g. Il. 8-10)—a 

process which sometimes leads to apparent errors (cf. 1. 3, note). Twice he 

seems to have distorted Livy’s chronology through combining two separate 

notices (cf. notes on ll. 7 and 17), but in other respects the chronology of the 

papyrus faithfully represents that of Livy. 

After Col. iii a good many columns are lost which contained the epitome 

of Books 41-7. With Col. iv begins the second and important section of the 

epitome, giving a few lines from the end of Book 48 and most of Books 49-55, 

Col. iv-vi and vii-viii are continuous, but between Cols. vi and vii one column 

is lost, as is proved by the lacuna in the Epistle to the Hebrews at the corre- 

sponding point. Books 50, 54, and 55 are the best preserved, then come 49 and 

51. Of Book 52 we have only the beginnings of lines, and Book 53, which was 

treated at exceptional length, is spoilt by the loss of a whole column. The 
period with which the papyrus deals, B.C. 150-137, is one of great interest. 

Abroad there were the Third Punic, Fourth Macedonian (against Pseudophilippus), 

Achaean, and Spanish Wars, and at home events were leading up to the 

Gracchan revolution. The existing authorities are far from satisfactory. For 
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foreign affairs the only sources of the first rank are the fragments of Polybius 
and the extant epitome of Livy. Where these fail we are dependent mainly 
upon Appian, supplemented occasionally by such writers as Valerius Maximus, 
Florus, Eutropius, and Orosius. Of the internal history almost nothing is known 
except what is to be gleaned from the epitome of Livy and some references in 
Cicero. Thus wherever the papyrus supplements the existing epitome, the 
information is extremely welcome, and fortunately they differ from each other 
in two important respects. The extant epitome (henceforth called Epit.) is 
a connected narrative, and though the sequence of events is chronological to 
the same extent as the original history, the epitomizer has not thought it worth 
while to make clear to which year every event recorded belongs. The papyrus 
on the other hand being arranged on strict chronological principles, not only 
do we learn the precise year to which each event mentioned in it was assigned 
by Livy, but the dates for the parallel portions of Epit. can now be exactly 
determined, a proceeding which entails several changes in the chronology 
which Epit. has hitherto been supposed to prove. Secondly, though Epit. 
is as a rule much longer than the papyrus because it often describes events in 
greater detail, the brief summary in the latter frequently includes events which 
are passed over in Epit. Some of these are naturally trivial (e.g. Il. 84-5, 
I1I-5, and 164-6), but others are quite important. The proportion allotted 
to the different books in Epit. is very uneven. Thus Book 49 in Epit. 
occupies a good deal of space, the epitomizer entering into some detail both 
with regard to the Third Punic War and the rise of the pretender in Macedonia. 
Beside this the account of Book 49 in the papyrus (Il. 87-105) is very meagre, 
though even so it mentions at least one event which does not occur in Epit. 
On the other hand Book 53 of Epit. is dismissed in a few lines, the author 
apparently attaching little importance to the events of B.C. 143-1, and Book 54 
(B. C. 141-139) does not occupy much space. Here the papyrus is considerably 
fuller than Epit., the proportion assigned to each book being more equal. Which 
of the two epitomes was constructed first is uncertain. The extant one is now 
generally considered to have been composed not earlier than the second century, 
and Zangemeister (Hestschr. d. xxxvi philol. Versamml. 1882, pp. 86 sqq.) would 
assign it to the fourth, while the author of the compilation in the papyrus no 

doubt lived in the second or third century, when chronological epitomes were 

much in vogue in Egypt; cf, 12, 665, and the Strassburg fragment edited by 

Keil. The numerous errors in the text show that we have to deal with a copy 
some degrees removed from the original composition ; but the interval of time 

need not be long, as is shown by the Oxyrhynchus fragment of Julius Africanus’ 
Keoroé (412), which though written within about fifty years of the composition of 
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that work is already quite corrupt. The discovery of an epitome of Livy in 

which the names of the consuls in the ablative case are prefixed to the events 

of each year goes far to confirm an acute conjecture of Mommsen (Adz. d. k. 

Sichs. Ges. viii. p. 552), who inferred from the internal evidence of Cassiodorus 

and Orosius that an epitome of such a character, rather than Livy’s complete 

work, lay at the basis of those authors’ compilations; the papyrus is, however, 

much less elaborate than the epitome of which the existence was postulated 

by Mommsen, and which Zangemeister (dzd.) even regards as the basis of the 

extant epitome of Livy. 

We append a brief summary of the chief historical results to be gained from 

the new find. In foreign affairs the papyrus gives no new information about 

the Third Punic and Achaean Wars and confirms the generally received view. 

The chronology of the Macedonian war against Pseudophilippus, which was 

previously somewhat uncertain, is now fixed more precisely ; cf. ll. 1o1, 106, and 

126-7, note. The names of the ambassadors to Bithynia in B. C. 149, which are 

given in ll. 112-3, enable us to emend a corruption in the name of one of them 

as found in Polybius ; and a hitherto unknown defeat of the Romans in B.C, 141 

in Illyria is recorded in 1.175. But much more valuable are the references to 

the Spanish war, especially the campaigns against Viriathus. Not only does the 

papyrus supply new facts of importance, a victory (apparently) in B.C. 147 

(1. 136), the defeat of L. Metellus in B. C. 142 (1.167), and the delay of Q. Caepio 
(ll. 182-4); but it is now for the first time possible to construct the right 
chronology of the governors of Southern Spain in B.C. 145-39, and the chief 

events connected with them. Hitherto the few references to the Spanish war 

in Epit. were insufficient to correct the unsatisfactory account in Appian, whose 

text is in parts defective. A detailed examination of the changes introduced 

into the received chronology of this war and of the new light thrown upon 

Appian is given in the note on 1.167. More interesting, however, than defeats 

and victories are the references in the papyrus to home affairs. With regard to 

events previously known the most striking novelty is the date of the famous 

accusation of L. Aurelius Cotta by Scipio Africanus, which is placed by the 

papyrus in B.c. 138 in place of B.C. 133-29, a change which brings about 

a conflict between Livy and Cicero. Lines 115-6 probably fix the hitherto 

uncertain date of the Ler Scantinia. Among details which are new are the 

important military reform introduced by Appius Claudius in B. C. 140 (Il. 177-8), 

the dispute between the consul and the tribunes in the same year (Il. 182-4), 

and the statement about the ancestry of A. Gabinius, author of the Ler Gabinia 

(l. 193). It is also a matter of interest that we can now connect with Livy 

several statements of later writers, e.g. Dio Cassius (ll. 195-6, note), Valerius 
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Maximus (notes on Il. 161-3, 164-6, and 192), Frontinus (Il. 188-90, note), and 
Obsequens (Il. 127-9, note). Though the sadly imperfect condition of the text 
prevents this list from being much longer, and the numerous fragmentary 
references to hitherto unknown events serve only to accentuate the sense of loss, 
the papyrus is nevertheless a very serviceable addition to the authorities for the 
period from B.C. 150-139, and is a welcome violation of the monopoly hitherto 
enjoyed by Greek philology in the recovery of classical literature from Egypt. 

For many suggestions and references in the commentary on this papyrus 
we are indebted to Mr. W. Warde Fowler. The first proofs of our publication 
were submitted to Profs. Kornemann, Reid, and Wissowa, who have also 
contributed much to the elucidation of several problems. 

Collet 

[en HHispa\nia Romani caest. Book 37 (B.C. 190). 
(IZ. Fulvio] Cn. Manlio cos. B.C. 189. 

renee ls pax iterum data est. P. Lepidinus {maximus} 

| pontif \ex maximus Q. Fabium pr(aetorem) quod flamen 
5 [Qutrinlalem erat proficisct in Sardiniam 

fe eres lant. Anttlocho regi pax data. Lusitani 

[vastatt.| Rhodonia desoli deducta. 

[Glabrio clensuram petens minantes 

laccusa\tionem compellitoribus compostto 

Io |destitz|t. 

libler) xxxvitt Book 38. 
[Ambralcia capta. 
|Gallog|raecis in Pamphylia proelio vastatis 

gees Aor la liberata. Origiacontis captian nobilis 

15 [centurt\onem cuius vim pass(a) erat aurum admit 

Eaaa see | poscentem occidit caputque eius ad virum 

‘secum ? tulit.| Campanis coniurium datum. [ | 

(inter Achaelos et Lacedaemonios cruenta | prioelia. 

(MM. Valerio L\ulio Calinatore cos. BEC. L0c. 

20 eae piaeda ex Gallograecia per Cra.[.... 

(ducta. L. M\inucius Myrtilus et L. Man{i\liu's 

[per legatios Chartaginien| t\ium qui 

[pulst eran\t (avecti ?). 
[M. Aemilio C. Fllaminio cos. By C.187; 
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25 [P. Scipio] Africanus a Quintis Metellis die{s}| 

(dicta in Liltratum abi{i)t, qui ne revocaretur 

(Gracchus tyib(unus) pl(ebis) intergessit. L. Cornelius 

3. 1. Licinius for Leprdinus. 5. 1. [guerinjales. 7. 1, Bononia for Rhodonia ; cf. 

p. 102. 8. 1. menantibus. g. 1. competitoribus proposito. 14. 1. Ortiagontis captiva. 

17. 1. connubium for conturium. 19. 1. Livzo Salinatore. 20, 1. per Thra\ciam. 25. 

1. Petilhis for Mefellis. 26. 1, Lelferninum. 27. 1. intercesstt. 

Colmar. 

Scipio dam\natus....|. ent. 
(Liber) xxxvlecee Book 39. 

30 «© per C. Flamilnium et M. Aemiliu\m cos. Ligures 

perdomiti. viae Flaminia et Aemiliana munitat. 

LAUWHOTUUE Ng Rts tte a oe ae num coacta 

ab Roma reldire. Manlius ..\m de Gallo- 

graecis in Uviumpho....... lan|. pe\cunta 

35 quae trans|lata erat..... luis plelr|s\oluta. 

Sp. Postum(tyo |Q. Marcio cols. B.C. 186. 

Flispala Facenia meretri'ce et pupillo 

Aebutio quem T. Sempronius| Rutilius 

tutor et malter Durontia cilycumscribserant 

40 qudicium rel ferentibus Balccha- 

(UNA HAGE So OE Fts\ pan(z] 

subactt. at\hletarum cer\tamina 

primum a Fullvio Nobilior|e edita. 

Galli(s) in Italiam transgressis Malycellum 

45 | plersuasit [ut trans Alpes redire'nt. L. Cornelius 

Scipio post bellum Antiochi| ludos vott- 

vos con\lata pecunia feci\t. 
Appiilo Claudio M. Sempront'o cos. B.C. 185. 

Ligures fulgatt........ Jllis accepta 

50 P. Claudio Pulchrio L. Porcio Lilcinio cos. B.C. 184. 

homint ccd w{a Naevio pr(actore) veniefici{i) damnati. 

L. Quintius Flalmininus ....| Gallia 

quod Philippo |Poeno scorto| suo destde- 

rante gladiajtorium specta\culum 

34. 1 Fecenia. 39. 1. cz \rcumscripserant. 40. |. endicium. 44. 1. Malrcellus. 
51. 1. hominum circa d(uo) (millia)? 
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Coln iit: 

Be sua manu Bonum nobilem occiderat 
@ lanatone cen\sore senatu motus est. 

vastaita Porcia | facta. 
M. Claudio Marcello [Q. Fabio Labeone cos. B.C, 183, 

P. Licint Crassi polntificis maximi 
60 ludis fune(b)ribus [. 0.0.0.0 05 in foro 

tabernaculis polsitis evenit id quod 
nate|s clecinle rat [tabernacula..... 
wn foro futura. i 16 letters 
dim,...)..m. Hannibal 12 letters 

Gears whe, 1g letters 

djtb(er) xxxx Book 40. 
L. Alemilio Cl. Berio cos. B.C. 182, 

[eRe sete ] bellum pf 16 letters 
foot hoes ws lellitesinl Ogee 

40 ee an ieiicorc7|a ae 
im mare m|.lugien|........ Demetrius 
jictie grimonibus [accusatus....... 
per patrem coactuls 14 letters 

P. Lentulo M. Paebio {cos. B.C. 181, 
75 in agro L. Nerylli scvibae libri Numae inventi. 

A. Postumio C. (Calpurnio) {cos. _ B.C. 180. 
cum Liguribus Hisplani subactt. 
L. Livius trib(unus) pl(ebis) quod |annos nati quemque 
magistratum peterent rogatio lata 

80 est. 

Q. Fulvio M. Manlio cos. BsCai 70: 
M. Lepidi et Fulvit Nobilioris....... 

55: 1. Bocum. 56. 1. MZ. Catone for lanatone. 54. 1. dasehica for vastarta. 
62. 1. vatels] for nates). 67. 1. Baebio for Berio. 42. 1. fict’s criminibus. 44. 
1, Cornelio (or Cethego) for Lentulo and Baebio for Paebio. 75. 1. Petilht for Neryll’. 78. 
l. aL, Villio for L. Livius and quot for quod, 

Col. iv. 

adversus Chalr\taginienses. Lusitant valstati. Book 48 (B.C. 150). 
C. Cornelius... Jecus quod P. Decim sul..... 

H 
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85 a.ictam ingenula\m stupraverat @ iC Uiate eens 

damnatus. 

lilb(er)| xaaxv[e\eit Book 49. 

L. Marcio Censorino M. Manti)lio cos. B.C. 140: 

bellum Punicum tertium exortum. Uticlenses 

90 (dlenigne locant auxiliate. Chartagin{t lenses 

liye [dledicionem venerunt, tussi omnttla (sua 

in alium locum transferr\e Mol. ....seeees 

redierunt. Romanlos..... isi chetuvts if wou elre eicets 

pepulerunt. Scipio, 21 letters 
z 

95 Aemiliani flloldem ff... ccc cee e eens Aemt- 

liani virtute exer|citus qui obsessus 

a Poenis erat liber|atus. 16 letters 
h 

per Caridemum poe..... Ser. Galba a Lust- 

tanis reus product| 20 letters 

100 © fli. quos flens cont plexus est. Andrisco... 

tii se Philippi philiulm ferente Macedonia 

per arma occupata. [ 20 letters 

Mantiylio et Marctiyo cos. quarti ludi saecula- 

re[s| factos quos oportuit Diti ex Sibyllinis 

105 carminibus [Terlen{ti facti sunt. 
| Zib(er) 2 Book 50. 

per socios populli Romani Pseudophilippus 

in ultimam c| 24 letters 
lat. . Je. .lad[ NG Na Prusias? 

go. |. auxiliat’; cf. p. 104. ror. |. filiulm. 

Golvy: 

110 [rex Bithy\niae positus est. ad Attalum regem 

[etagate: aa | i pugnamentast sunt legati Marco 

[...podalgricus A. Hostilius Mancinus capite 

Po Rey la quondam L. Manilius Volso stolidus 

Logs laisse teste | ligationem dixerunt M. Cato respondit 

115 [nec caput] mec pedes nec cor habere{nt}. M. Scaln\ti(ni)us 
eromchereus ses lam tulit (de) in stupro deprehensi(s). 

[Sp. Albino L. Pisolne cos. B.C. 148. 
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125 

130 

135 
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[Masinis(sa) ult\imae senectutis liberos Wi 
[soReeeeuremcty ls veliquit decedens, cuius re- 
[guum natu maxlimis filis per miliaannum distributum. 
[Marcellus leg\atus ad Masinissam missus 
[obrutus. Halsdrubal quod adfinis M asiniss(ae) erat 
let iec er cer Aa lta subselli socius est. Scipio Aemilianus 
[consul creatlus. 
[AL’. Manilius| in Africa{m} priolspere dimicatus (ese. 
[Luventic pr(aetoris) ijn Thessalia exercitus caesus. 
[Philippus a] Metello captus. sacrarium 
[.... et laur\us soci maximo incendio 
[exviolata. | 

[ liber) li| Book 51. 
[P. Cornelio C. Livio] cos. BC, 1473 

eae Cartha| ginein Appius crudelissime 
Recs oan \we obsidentits Romanos non : 
fecen ck Carthag\inem crebris proelitis). 
[per Achaeorlum pr(aetorem) Corinthi legati Romano 

[pulsati. Lulsitant subalti. 

111. |. 2 Pergamenos(?) miss for pugnamentasi (cf. p. 105) and Marcus)... . for 
Marco. 
for soctus. 

114. 1. legationem. 120. |. Aemzlianum for miliaannum. eee th occisus 

125. 1. dimicavit for dimicatus [es\t. 133. l. odszdentes. 135. 1. Romane. 
136. 1. subact’; cf. p. 104. 

140 

145 

Col. vi. 

Cn. Cornelio L. Mummio cos. B.C. 146, 

[pler Scipioniem Carthago 
[a \erepta. quel 

visset uxolrem 

— duobus fillis 
potestate { 

Aemilia qu| 

[ bler) ki Book 52. 
L. Mumanus Clorinthum dirutt. 

uxore o| 

perurian| a Lusitanis clades 
accepta. [ 

H 2 
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150 

155 

160 

165 

170 

175 

180 
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Q. Fabio Maximo L. Hostilio cos. 

M. Petrows 

adversuis Viriathum 

Ser. Galba L. | Cotta cos. 
L. Metellius con- 

sulatum | 

gui invissus plebi 

petitur | 

Syria valstata 
clon]tent| 

[ libler) litt 
Q. Metello |Appio Claudio cos. 

Rethog\en 

liberos t .[ 

proposito al 

145. 1. Mummius. 

One column lost. 

Colavit. 

occidit, a Tyresio quem devicit gladiu\m 

dono accepit saguloque remisso amilict- 

[tzlae dextram dedit. 

[Wetellus cos. a Lusitanis vexjatus. | 
[signa statu{a)s tabulas Corinthias L. M ummuius 
distribuit circa oppida et Romli...... |vet. 

[Clx. Caepione Q. Pompeio cos. 
Q. Fabius Maximus Lusitanis caesis | 

Viriathum fugavit. 
lib(er) litit 

Pompeius cos. a{n} Nu{a}mantinis dievictuls. 

Scordiscis cladis accepta. 

[Q. Cae\pione (C.] Laelio Salasso clos. 
Appius Claudius evicit ne duos \delectus?| annus 
haberet. Uemilius Torquatus D. S\ila\jwum 

filium suulm\ de Macedonia damni\avit, f \uneri 
non inter fuit, eademgque die |i n dolmo| sua 

consultantibus respondit. 

in 

B. Cy 145. 

B.C 144. 

Book 53. 

Bacn 4G: 

B.G14i 

Book 54. 

B.C 240, 
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[Claepio cos. indelegem Ti. Claudiam Assilium 
tr<t)b(unum) pl(ebis) interpellantem profectionem 
[slvam Ic\ctores trigem reddeterbutt. 

185 [Q.| Fabius Maximus a Viriath{i\o devictus de- 
[f lormem cum hostibus pacem fecit. Q. Occius 

[Sere eye ie insidiis Lul|s\sitanorum fortissime 
[pugnavit. ..|inae devota est aqua An{n}io. aqua 
[Marcia in Capiltolium contra Sibyllae carmina 

190 [ perducta. ] 

176. 1. Sapdenie for Salasso. 178. 1. Z. Manlius for Uemilius. 182. l, Claudium 
Asellum. 184. 1... . ens deterruit; cf. p. 112. 

Col. viii. 

Cn. Pisone C. Pollifo cos. BeC.13G: 
Chaldaei urbe til, 20 letters 
A. Cabinius vernde..... rogationem tulit 
suffragium per talbellam ferrt. 1.0.6.6. 

195 Servilius Caepio alb equitibus quos periculo 
obtecerat clavo [ictus 15 letters 
Audax Minurus (D)itajlco 17 

Viriathum iugulaverunt. 
9 

liber) [lv Book 55. 
200 ~P. Selz) pione D. unio (cos. BC.138, 

Ute fectores Vir dathtre a. = pracmium 

negatum. cum Sciptioujem Nasicam et 

decemvirulm cols. Licinilus et Curiatius 

trib(unt) pl(ebis) in carcierlem {clollocarent,....... 
205 prectbus popult muljtia rélmissa. vei. .e ees 

trib(unus) pl(ebis) pro commodis pofluli ......cree. 
omnib(us) lucti expiravit. col. Wwal........ de- 

Sertores tm comitio virgis cae|st sestertiis 

singulis venierunt. 

aro! Arians. cum Le Cottam \accu Sav\el eae ; 

maguitudinem nowlinis..|. Ca... +166 oe 

Lusttant vastati. a{n} N\umanjtiniis clades accepta. 

Diodotus Tryphon Anitiochum |regem occi- 
dit Suriague potitus est. } 
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a15 MM. Aemilio C. Hostilio M\a\ncino |cos. BG. 137. 

Decimus Brutus in Hispania re bene gesta 

Oblivionis flumen planus trans(ivit. 

1gt. 1. AL. Popiliiio for C. Pollo. 192. 1. urbe ef Itallza; cf. p. 113. 193. 
1. Gabinius. 201. |. nterfectoribus. 203. 1. Decimum Brutum for decemotru\m. 
207. |. (ab) omntb(us) luctus. 214. 1. Syrdaque. 214. 1. Odlivionem and primus for 
planus. 

Fr. (a). Fr. (6). Free): Pea). 

] Sudlanis | S \amils| 235 if | joer, 
\neume [ [ Ll are 

220 le non re ] [ pad 

] [ lom| 
cols. 230 Vee) 

]. samin| (Oa | 

javiet Z| custodial 

225 }.[ } [ 
TOE! tool 

t. Cf. Livy 37. 46. 
2, Chay. 
3. |s is probably Ae/olz’s, for it is difficult to see what chapter can be referred to if not 51; 

but pax itterum dala est somewhat perverts the truth, since the embassy of the Aetolians 
was summarily ordered to depart under threats of punishment and no terms were offered 
by the Senate. A negative would seem to have been omitted. 

P. Lefidinus: his correct name was P. Licinius (37. 51). maximus is a repetition of 
part of his title. 

Gale cacti cs jant; this word must be corrupt; /enud? or retinudt (cf. 37. §1) would be 
expected. 

Anktocho regi pax data: cf. 37. 56. . 
Lusitant |vastah’|: cf. 37.57 and for vas/ait ll. 13, 83, and 212. 
7. Two events seem to be confused here, the Rhodian embassy about Soli (ch. 56 

ad fin.) and the foundation of Bononia (ch. 57), the latter being what is really meant, 
as shown by the intervening mention of the Lusitanians. de Sol(s), if more than a mere 
interpolation from ch. 56, probably represents colonta or de Gallis. 

8-10. Cf. 37. 575; destitt is the word used by Livy. 
12. Cf. 38. 1-9. 
13. Cf. 38. 12 sqq. i” Pamphylia, as Prof. Kornemann remarks, is not strictly 

accurate, the Gallograeci being defeated in Galatia. 
14. Probably |Phrygdla or [Asza fofla. 
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14-17. For the story of Ortiagon’s wife see 38. 24. capfan must be capiiva, but 
uxor is much wanted and modzizs is probably corrupt. Possibly az nobci’s is due to 
a reminiscence of the words Ancyram nodilem which occur at the beginning of the chapter. 

admit... also seems to be a corruption of a word meaning ‘ promised,’ while 
posceniem is for pensaniem, the word used by Livy. 

17. On the right of intermarriage granted to the Campanians see Livy 38. 36, where 
the event is placed in z.c. 188, and is the consequence of the census ordered to be taken 
in B.c. 189 which is mentioned in ch. 28. The papyrus records the event mentioned in 
ch. 36, but puts it in the place corresponding to ch. 28. Cf. note on Il. 44-5. 

£83 Ci 38: 30; 
Oe Ch 38. 45. 
20. Cf. 38. 40-1. 
21-3. Cf. 38. 42. 
34. Ch 38. 43. 
25-7. Cf. 38. 50-3. Though de dicfa or dicto is necessary for the construction, it is 

very likely that the scribe wrote des dicta or dictus. 
27-8. Cf. 38. 55, 58-60. 
30-1. Cf. 39. 2. 

32-3. Cf. 39. 3. 
33-5. Cf. 39. 6-7. 
36. Cfe30. 6. 

37-41. Cf. 39. 9-19. 
41-2. His|pan{7| subact’: cf. 39. 21, referring to the victory of C. Atinius. 
42-9, Cl. 30) 22; 
44-5. Cf. 39. 22, where the incursion of the Gauls is described. But the apparent 

mention of Marcellus refers to ch. 54, where it is stated that in B.c. 183 they retired to 
their own country, Marcellus being then consul (cf. also ch. 45). The epitomizer seems 
therefore to have made the same kind of mistake as in connexion with the concession to 
the Campanians; cf.1l.17, note. - 

45-7. Cf. 39. 22 L. Sctpio ludos ... quos bello Antiocht vovisse sese dicebat ex collata 
ad td pecunia... fecit. 

48.-Ch, 39. 23< 
49. The defeat of the Ligurians by the two consuls occurs in 39. 32, and the next 

event related is the elections. What |//s accepfa refers to is not clear. Possibly mud/a 
milllia capta was meant (cf. 39. 32 mulia millia hominum in ws cepit); or les may represent 
part of cladis, and im or a Hispanis may be supplied (cf. ll. 174-5 and 212), the reference 
being to the defeat mentioned in ch. 30. This however was soon remedied, and a 
mention of this campaign would have been expected to precede instead of following 
the allusion to the Ligurian war. 

Bom Cf, 39733: 
Gt, Cfisg. 41s 
52-6. Cf. 39.42. If....] Gala is not corrupt it is out of place, and ought to follow 

quod. 

57. Cf. 39. 44. 
68. Cfe39. 45. 
59-63. Cf. 39. 46. 
63-4. A reference to the capture and death of Philopoemen at the hands of the 

Messenians probably occurred here; cf. 39. 49-50. 
64. Han{nzbal: a reference to his death; cf. 39. 51. 
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647. Cf. 39. 56. 
68. Perhaps | A/7zspanz’| should be restored before del/um; cf. 40. 1. a 
70-1. Cf. 40. 4. Prof. Reid suggests 7 mare{m} [flugzen|s se dedit (or tect?). 

Livy’s phrase is 2 mare sese devectt. 
72. Cf. 40. 6-16. It is not clear whether per patrem coactul in 1. 73 also refers to the 

accusation against Demetrius or to his death by poisoning, which is described in 40. 24. 
coactu\s does not seem to be right on either hypothesis. 

Wa ls AO. 10: 
75. Cf. 40. 29. The restoration is however rather long for the lacuna. 
76. Cf. 40. 35. 
77. Cf. 40. 39-41. 
78-80. Cf. 40. 44 co anno rogatio primum lata est ab L. Villio tribuno plebts quot 

annos nati quemque magistratum pelerent caperenique. 
Si, Ch oa: 
82. Cf. 40. 45-6. composita tnimicitia may be supplied. After this several columns 

are lost, corresponding to the break between 657. iv and v. 
83. adversus Chalr\fagimenses: i.e. the war with Masinissa; cf. Epit. 48 ad fin. 

Carthaginienses cum adversus foedus bellum Mastnissae tntulissent... 
Lusitani valstat’; cf. 1.212. The reference is to the treacherous attack of Sulpicius 

Galba (cf. 1. 98), on which see Appian, /der. 59-60, Orosius, iv. 21. 10, Val. Max. ix. 62, 
and Sueton. Galba 3. Epit. 48 has Ser. Sulpicius Galba praetor male adversus Lusttanos 
pugnavtt, which has generally been interpreted as implying a defeat of the Romans. But, 
as Kornemann remarks, it is now clear that ma/e means not ‘unsuccessfully’ but 
‘ dishonourably.’ 

84. Probably Cethlecus, i.e. Cethegus; cf. 1. 14 Origiacontis for Ortiagontis. The 
incident is not recorded elsewhere, nor is any C. Cornelius Cethegus known at this period. 
L. Cornelius Cethegus was one of the accusers of Galba (Epit. 49) and M. Cornelius 
Cethegus was consul in B.c. 160. 

Decim seems to be corrupt for Deczm¢ or Deciz, and sz is very likely the beginning of 
a cognomen. What a. zcfam (or auctam) in |. 85 means is obscure; Reid suggests 
ancillam. Kornemann prefers Decz(u\m ...imgenululm, comparing Val. Max. vi. 1. 10 
quod cum ingenuo adulescentulo stuprt commercium habutsset. The doubtful w after d c 
can be 2. 

87-93. ‘Book 49. Consulship of L. Marcius Censorinus and M’. Manilius. The 
Third Punic War began. The inhabitants of Utica willingly assisted (the Romans). The 
Carthaginians surrendered; being ordered to transfer all their possessions to another site 
they returned... .’ 

90. auxiliate is for auxziliati (sc. sunt), and locant perhaps conceals the object 
(? Romanis). locant auxthum, though in itself a possible phrase, is unlikely, for the verbs 
in the papyrus are uniformly in the perfect tense and generally come at the end of the 
sentence. 

91-3. Cf. Epit. 49 func cum ex auctoritate patrum inberent (sc. consules) ut in alium 
locum dum a mart decem milia passuum ne minus remotum oppidum facerent, indignitate ret ad 
rebellandum Carthaginienses compulerunt. Yor facerent Gronovius had conjectured /rans- 
Jerrent, which seems to have been the verb employed in |. 92. The embassy of the 
Carthaginians mentioned in ll. go-1 came to Rome (cf. Epit. legat’ irzginta Romam 
venerunt per quos se Carthaginienses dederunt); but the demand to evacuate Carthage was 
made by the consuls after reaching Africa, and if redzerun? refers to the return of the 
ambassadors to Carthage, the statement of the papyrus is inaccurate, It is more likely that 
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redierunt refers to the renewal of the war. m after tra nsferr'e may well be a mistake for 
zz. ‘Vhe whole phrase would then be an antithesis to 2 dedicionem venerunt in 1. gt. 

93-5. The subject of pepuleruné must be the Carthaginians, since the slege began 
with the repulse of the Romans, Lines 94~5 refer to the distinction gained by Scipio 
Aemilianus in the early engagements; cf. Epit. 49 and Appian, Pun. 98-9. 

95-7. This refers to the occasion on which Scipio saved the Roman army at Nepheris; 
cf, Epit. and Appian, Pun, 102-3. 

97-8. Who this Charidemus was is unknown. fo¢{ is possibly poe tam. 
98-100. Cf, Epit., where the prosecution of Galba is described more fully. In 1. 99 

either productfus agreeing with Galba, or product? agreeing with fiz may be read. 
ror. Unless Pippi is an error for Perse’, Reid is probably right in correcting \#7 

se Philippr to Per|sec se Philippum ; cf. Epit. Persed se filium ferens e¢ mutato nomine Philippus 
vocatus.... totam Macedoniam aut voluntate incolentium aut armts occupavit. 

103-5. The Epitome of Book 49 ends with the description of the revolt of Macedonia, 
but carminibus in |. 105 strongly suggests that this passage refers to the celebration of 
the games of Dis at Terentum in accordance with the Sibylline books, a fact which is 
mentioned near the beginning of Epit. 49 Dit’ patrd ludi ad Terentum ex praecepto 
librorum Sibyllinorum factt, que ante annum centesimum primo Punico bello quingentestmo et 
aliero anno ab urbe condita factt erant. This is confirmed by a passage in Censorinus, 
De de natal 17. 8, to which our attention was called by Kornemann and Wissowa, de 
quartorum ludorum anno triplex sententia est. Antias enim et Varro et Livtus relatos 
esse prodiderunt L. Marcio Censorino, M. Manilio consulibus post Romam conditam anno 
sexcentesimo quinto. at Piso Censorius ef Cn. Gellius sed et Cassius Hemina qut illo tempore 
vivebat post annum factos tertium affirmant Cn. Cornelio Lentulo, L. Mummio Achatco 
consulibus, td est anno sexcentesimo octavo. in quindecim virorum autem commentartis 
notantur sub anno sexcentesimo vicesimo octavo Mam. Aemilio Lepido, L. Aurelio Oreste 
consulihus. ‘The restorations of ll. 103-4 are due to Wissowa, who (Religion und Kulius 
der Romer, p. 364) considers that Livy’s date for the games (s.c. 149) is wrong, and that 
Cassius Hemina was right in assigning them to B.c. 146. 

107-8. Cf. Epit. 50 Thessalia cum et illam invadere armis atque occupare Pseudo- 
philippus vellet per legatos Romanorum auxthis Achaeorum defensa est. 

10g. Possibly the death of Cato was referred to here, this being the only place in the 
papyrus where a mention of it can be inserted. That event is referred to this year by 
Cicero (Brut. 15), and cf. 1. 56 where Ca/one is corrupted into Zanasone. 

110, The death of Prusias is noticed in Epit. If Prusdas in 1. 109 is right, posctus is 
probably corrupt for some word meaning ‘killed’ (? occdsus, cf. 1. 123); but (de\positus is 
just possible, for Prusias seems to have been first abandoned by his subjects (Justin 
34. 4). depono in the sense of ‘depose’ is however not classical. Kornemann would 
retain posz/us and supply LVicomedes in |. 109. 

t10-5. The embassy which gave rise to the jest of Cato is also mentioned in the 
Epitome immediately after the death of Prusias, though the incident took place in 
Prusias’ lifetime. 

Line 111 is very corrupt. sz before swa¢ must be the termination of a participle 
such as mzss?; but what is pugnamenta? Pergamenos is not very satisfactory since the 
mention of Pergamus seems unnecessary after ad Attalum regem. The names of the 
ambassadors are given only by Polybius (37. 1») as Marcus Licinius (gouty), Aulus 
Mancinus (broken head), and Lucius Malleolon (the fool). The last name can now be 
corrected to Manlius, which is meant by Aanzlus in the papyrus as is shown by the 
cognomen Volso (Vulso). The Manlii Vulsones were a distinguished patrician family in 
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the earlier part of the republic, and members of it were consuls as late as B.c. 189 and 178. 

Marco in). 111 is probably A(arcus) followed by the first part of another name which was 

more probably a cognomen (? Archzas) than Licincus. 

The first half of ]. 113 seems to be corrupt. Ja may be the termination of /esfla (cf. 

Polybius, 2. c. cepapidos es rhv Kepadyy éumecovons) ; but a participle is also required, and even 

if there were space for it before /es/la the order of capi/e . . . . guondam would be awkward. 

115-6. This event is omitted in the Epitome. Should deprehenst be corrected to 

deprehensus, and some word like repuls\am be supplied ? A certain tribune C. Scantinius 

Capitolinus was accused of s/uprum by M. Claudius Marcellus, as aedile, in B.c. 222 

(Val. Max. vi. 1, 73 cf. Plutarch, Vit. Marc. 2), but the Marcus Scantinius here must 

be different. As Warde Fowler remarks, it seems very unlikely that there were two 

Scantinii condemned for s/uprum, one in B.c. 208, the other in B.c. 149, and that there 

should also be a Lex Scantinia on the same offence, of which the date is unknown 

(Mommsen, S/rafrechi, p. 703). He therefore thinks that the present passage refers to 

the passing of the Zex Scantinia, and that \am is corrupt for the termination of plebzscztum, 

while 22 s/upro deprehens? is for de in stupro deprehensvs. 

118-21. ‘Masinissa dying in extreme old age left four children, and his kingdom was 

divided by Aemilianus among the elder sons.’ Cf. Epit. M/asznzssa Numidiae rex maior 

nonaginta annis decessit .. . adeo etiam in senectam viguit ut post sexium et oclogesimum annum 

filium genuertt. tnter tres liberos evus, maximum natu Micipsam, Gulussam, Mastanabalem ... 

P. Scipio Aemilianus ... partes administrandi regni divisit. The fourth legitimate son who 

received no share of the kingdom was no doubt the one born when his father was 86; 

but other writers differ from Livy regarding the number of Masinissa’s children. The 

death of Masinissa is placed by Mommsen at the end of B.c. 149, but according to the 

papyrus it took place early in B.c. 148. 
121-2. Cf. Epit. ex iribus legatis qui ad Masinissam missi fuerant, Claudius Marcellus 

coorta tempestate obrutus est. 
122-3. Cf. Epit. Carthaginienses Hasdrubalem Masinissae nepotem . . . proditionts 

suspectum in curia occiderunt. Appian (Pun. 111) in describing the death of Hasdrubal 

uses the equivalent of sadseliium oi 8& rimrovtes abtév Tois vmoBdbpors KaréBahov. Va is very 

likely fragmentum in some form. Kornemann aptly compares Orosius, iv. 22.8 Asdrubal... 

subselliorum fragmentis .. . occtsus est. 
123-4. Cf. Epit. P. Scipio Aemilianus cum aedilitatem peteret . . . legibus solutus et consul 

creatus est. 

125. The Epitome is more explicit: 12’, Manzchius aliquot urbes circumpostias Carthagint 

expugnavtl. 
126-4. Cf. Epit. Psewdophilippus in Macedonia caeso cum exercitu P. Iuventio praetore 

a Q. Caectlio victus captusque est et recepta Macedonia. Mommsen places the defeat of 

Juventius doubtfully in B.c. 149, and the victory of Metellus in B.c. 148. It now appears 

that both events took place in B.c. 148. 
124-9. The burning of the sacrarium is not mentioned in Epit., but is explained, 

as Kornemann and Wissowa point out, by Obsequens 19 (78) vaséo incendio Romae cum 

regia quoque ureretur, sacrarium et ex duabus altera laurus ex mediis 1gnibus inviolata 

exstiterunt, upon which passage the restorations of Il. 128-9 are based. soc¢ is corrupt, 
possibly for Opzs. 

130. The blank space between 1]. 128 and 131 is barely sufficient for two intervening 
lines, and there is the further difficulty that the letters of the books are elsewhere placed 
near the middle of the line, so that the termination of the title ought to have been visible 
here. But since verbs are generally placed at the end of the sentence in the papyrus 
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inviolafa or an equivalent is required for ]. 129, and to suppose the omission of the title 
‘liber x’ and to assign Il. 131-143 to the 50th Book would introduce a serious conflict 
between the papyrus and the extant Epitome with regard to the arrangement of Books 50-53. 
If the title therefore of Book 51 was omitted, this was probably a mere accident. 

132-4. This passage is very corrupt. No Appius is known in connexion with the 
operations at Carthage at this period. crudelrssime suggests that Appzus is a mistake for 
ffasdrubal, and that ll. 132-3 refer to the cruelty of Hasdrubal towards the Roman 
prisoners described by Appian (Pum. 118). 

135-6. Cf. Epit. quod legat’ populd Romani ab Achaets pulsatd sint Corinthi. The 
Achaean praetor referred to was Critolaus. 

136. The simplest correction for swbalt is subact’, but no victory over the Lusitanians 
at this period is known. Appian (der. 60-1) passes straight from the treachery of Galba 
(cf. ll. 83 and 98) to the defeats of Vetilius and Plautius (cf. ll. 146-8, note). The Epitome 
does not mention Spanish affairs in this book, but gives an account of Viriathus’ earlier 
successes in Book 52. If however there was really a victory over the Lusitanians in 
B.C. 147 the explanation may be as follows. The reverse sustained by Vetilius recorded 
by Appian (/éer. 61) is represented as the direct and immediate result of a preliminary 
success obtained by the Romans, but it is not unlikely that Appian has combined the 
events of two separate campaigns by Vetilius into one and that Lusz/and subact? here refers 
to his success, while his reverse took place in the next year, B.c. 146; cf. ll. 146-8, note. 
The papyrus mentions only one defeat by the Lusitanians. 

138. The destruction of Carthage is mentioned in the Epitome before the attack upon 
the embassy at Corinth, but owing to the strictly chronological system adopted by the 
author of the papyrus it is here correctly placed in s.c. 146. 

139-43. These lines, as Kornemann and Reid suggest, probably refer to the story of 
the death of Hasdrubal’s wife, who first threw her two children into the flames; cf. Epit. 51. 

145. Cf. Epit. Corinthon ex senatus consulto dirutt. 
146. uxore: probably, as Kornemann remarks, this entry refers to the death of Diaeus 

by poison after killing his wife; cf. Pausan. vii. 16. 2-4, Zonaras ix. 86, Auctor de vir. zl. 60. 
147-8. a Lusttants clades\ accepta (cf. 1. 175) may refer to the defeats of Vetilius 

and C. Plautius mentioned in Epit., or to one of them; cf. note on 1. 136. 
150. A certain C, Petronius who was an ambassador to Attalus and Prusias in 

B.C. 156 is mentioned in Polyb. 32. 26, but no M. Petronius is known at this period. 
151. adversu's: this probably refers to the dispatch of the consul Q. Fabius Maximus 

Aemilianus against Viriathus; cf. Epit. 52 ¢antumque terrors ts hostts tntulit ul adversus 
eum consulart opus esset et duce et exercitu, and note on |. 167. If the reverse mentioned 
in 1. 148 (cf. ll. 147-8, note) refers to Vetilius, possibly the defeat of Plautius occurred in 
B. C. 145, instead of 146, as has been generally supposed. 

153. L. Metellus is perhaps the brother of Quintus and the consul in B.c. 142; 
cf. 1. 167, note. But the mention of consulatum suggests a reference to the two failures 
of Q. Metellus’ candidature for the consulship before he obtained it for B.c. 143, and 
Kornemann is probably right in regarding Z. as a mistake for Q. On the confusion of 
the two brothers cf. notes on ll. 164-6 and 167. For znvis'us plebd cf. Auct. de virts 
illust. 61 tnvisus plebi ob nimiam severttatem et ideo post duas repulsas consul aegre factus. 

161-3. Reid is no doubt right in connecting this passage with the story told by 
Valerius Maximus (v. 1. 5) of Rhoetogenes’ children, to save whom Q. Metellus abandoned 
the siege of a town in Spain. 

164-6. This passage, elucidated by Reid and Wissowa, clearly refers to the two 
exploits of Q. Occius (cf. 1. 186) in Spain recorded by Val. Max. (iii. 2. 21), whose account 
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of the second is zdem Pyressum (v.1. Pyresum) nobilitate ac virtule Celtiberos omnes 

praestantem ... succumbere sib coegit; nec erubuit flagrantissimt pectoris zuvents gladium 

et suum et sagulum ... tradere. ‘lle vero etiam petitl ut hospitil ture inier se wuncti essent . . « 

This corresponds to a Zyresio, &c.; occddit in 1. 164 belongs to the story of the first 

exploit (the killing of a Celtiberian warrior) described in the lost column. In Val. Max. 

sagulum is coupled with gladium, but the order of words in Il. 164-5 indicates that 

saguloque remi|sso is an ablative absolute and sagudogue is not to be altered to sagulumque. 

With regard to the name of the Celtiberian, the form Zyreszus found in 1. 164 is supported 

by Orosius v. 8. 1 (a reference which we owe to Dr. Greenidge), where a Celécus princeps 

called Zhyresus is mentioned in connexion with the pacification of Spain after the fall 

of Numantia. Clearly the same name, and very likely the same person are meant, so that 

the MSS. of Val. Max. are probably wrong in giving the forms Pyressus or Pyresus. 

There is also a slight divergence between the papyrus and Val. Max. concerning the 

date of Q. Occius’ achievements, which the former assigns to B.c. 142 while Val. Max. 

represents Q. Occius as Q. AZetello consult legatus, thus indicating the year B.c. 143. Since 

Q. Occius in any case remained in Spain until z.c. 140 (1. 186) and Q. Metellus was there 

in both B.c. 143 and 142 (I. 167, note) the inconsistency is trifling, but Q. Metello consult 

may easily be a mistake for LZ. Metello consul’ or Q. Metello proconsult ; cf. notes on 

ll. 153-6 and 167. 
167. This fact that L. Metellus, consul in B.c. 142, went to Spain and was there 

defeated by the Lusitanians is new, and is the first of a series of references to the war 

against Viriathus which throw much light on its history. Owing to the extreme brevity 

of the extant Epitome of Books 53 and 54 the principal authority has hitherto been Appian, 

whose account of the Spanish war is preserved in a single very corrupt codex. The 

generally received chronology from B.c. 143-37, e.g. that of Mommsen, is as follows :— 
B.C. 143. Q. Caecilius Metellus, governor of Northern Spain, is successful, but the 

praetor Quinctius, governor of Southern Spain, is defeated by Viriathus. 
B.c. 142. Q. Metellus as proconsul continues to be successful. Q. Fabius Maximus 

Servilianus, consul, who succeeded Quinctius in Southern Spain according to Appian 
(Zéer. 67), invades Lusitania, but is compelled to retreat. 

B.c. 141. Q. Fabius Maximus as proconsul is at first victorious, but is afterwards 
defeated and compelled to conclude a disgraceful peace. Q. Pompeius, consul, the new 
governor of Northern Spain, is also defeated. 

B.C. 140. Q. Caepio, consul, the new governor of Southern Spain, invades Lusitania. 
(The death of Viriathus is placed in this year by e.g. Peter, Zezt/a/eln, p. 69.) Q. Pompeius 
remains as proconsul in Northern Spain. 

B.C. 139. Viriathus is killed at the instigation of Q. Caepio, who remains in Southern 
Spain as proconsul. M. Popillius, consul, became governor of Northern Spain. 

B.c. 138. M. Popillius, proconsul, is defeated by the Numantines. D. Junius Brutus, 
consul, becomes, governor of Southern Spain, and in this year and B.c. 137-6 subdues the 
country, and is the first Roman to cross the river Oblivio. 

From this chronology the papyrus has important variations after B.c. 143, of which 
year the account is unfortunately lost. 

B.c. 142. Victory of the Lusitanians over the consul L. Metellus, who must therefore 
have been governor of the Southern province. The success of his brother, Q. Metellus, 
in the Northern province, which is mentioned in Epit. 53, was no doubt referred to in 
the lost portion of the account of B.c, 142. 

B.C. 141. Victory of Q. Fabius Maximus over Viriathus (Il. 171-2). Defeat of 
Q. Pompeius (1. 174). 
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_ _B.C. 140, Q. Caepio delayed in starting for his province (Il. 182-4). Q. Fabius 
is defeated, and concludes a disgraceful peace with Viriathus (ll. 185-6). Q. Occius 
distinguishes himself in an engagement with the Lusitanians, in which the Romans fell 
into an ambush (Il. 186-8). 

B.c, 139. Death of Viriathus (Il. 197-8). 
B.c. 138. Refusal of a reward to the murderers of Viriathus (ll. 201-2). Victory over 

the Lusitanians, and defeat by the Numantines (1. 212). 
B.C. 137. D. Brutus crosses the river Oblivio (Il. 216-7). 
Comparing the two arrangements, we may note that no conflict arises in connexion 

with events in Northern Spain, nor in .c. 138-4 with those in Southern Spain. The 
death of Viriathus is assigned by the papyrus to B.c. 139, not x40, thus confirming 
the opinion of Mommsen; and if our conjecture in 1. 147 is correct, the papyrus perhaps 
supports the date assigned to the defeat of Plautius. But in the years p.c. 142-0 there 
are marked differences between the new evidence and the received chronology. Beginning 
at the end, only one campaign (B.c. 139) is obtainable for the governorship of Q. Caepio 
instead of two (B.c. 140-39). The governorship of Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus is 
assigned to the years B.c. 141-0 instead of B.c. 142-1 ; and while the papyrus agrees with the 
ordinary chronology in placing his victory in s.c. 141, his defeat and the peace are assigned 
not to B.c. 141 but to B.c. 140. Lastly in p.c. 142 the papyrus tells us of a hitherto 
unknown governor of Southern Spain, the consul L. Metellus. 

It will hardly be disputed that Livy’s chronology of the war against Viriathus, now 
that more detailed information on it is obtained, carries much more weight than that of 
Appian or the other still inferior authorities. It remains to investigate how far in the 
light of the new evidence there is a real inconsistency between Livy and the other 
authorities, and to explain, if possible, the origin of the divergences. As to the governorship 
of Caepio there is no great difficulty. The events related by Appian (der. 70-1) need 
occupy no more than one year. The fact that Valerius Maximus (ix. 6. 4) and Eutropius 
(iv. 16) speak of Caepio as consul when Viriathus was assassinated, and therefore assign his 
principal campaign in Spain to B.c. 140 instead of B.c. 139, is of trifling importance in the 
face of the explanation afforded by the papyrus (ll. 182-4) of his delay in starting. More- 
over, although the campaign in the summer of B.c. 140 was conducted by Fabius Maximus 
Servilianus, Caepio may well have arrived in Spain before the end of the year. The 
reason why two years have hitherto been assigned to his governorship was that he had 
to occupy the interval between Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus and D. Brutus, and that the 
former of these had been assigned to B,c. 142-1. 

Nor does the transference of Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus’ governorship to B.c. 141-0 
produce any serious conflict with other statements. That Livy assigned these two years 
to him rather than s.c. 142-1 might have been guessed from the extant Epitome, for 
he was consul in B.c. 142, yet Epit. 53 mentions his successes as proconsul, and Epit. 54 
(ad fin.) his defeat. But these indications that Fabius was already proconsul when he 
became governor of Southern Spain—a fact which is made quite clear by the papyrus— 
were disregarded, partly owing to the statement of Orosius (v. 4) that Fabius in his consul- 
ship (i.e. in B.c. 142) fought against Viriathus, partly owing to an inference from Appian, 
Lber. 67, where the opening words rod 8 éemidvros érovs Koivr@ peév 6 adeAos Aipidiavod BaBros 
Md&tuwos Sepovidiavos (Aiutdcavos MS.) jAOev emi rv orparyyiay diddoxos have in connexion with 
the preceding events been supposed to refer to B.c. 142. ‘To leave for the moment the 
question which year Appian meant by rod emdvros érovs, his account of Fabius Servilianus’ 
achievements accords well enough with that of Livy. It is true that the successes of Fabius 
in Appian’s account seem to belong to the later rather than to the earlier part of his 
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governorship, but it is not difficult to suppose that Appian omitted to record some trifling 

successes such as the capture of Baccia mentioned by Orosius (/. ¢.), probably one of 

the urbes which were expugnatae according to Epit. 53; cf. ll. 171-2. Two campaigns 

are implied by Appian, as is more clearly stated by Livy; but Appian does not call 

Servilianus consul. Where the facts known from Livy conflict seriously with at any rate 

the present text of Appian is in the events which took place between the departure of 

Fabius Maximus Aemilianus and the arrival of Fabius Maximus Servilianus. The 

governorship of Aemilianus is expressly stated by Appian to have lasted two years (Zder. 65). 

Aemilianus was consul in p.c. 145, and that the years of his governorship were B.c. 145-4 

is unquestionable; cf. Epit. 52 /antumgue timoris ts hostis tntulit ut adversus eum consulart 

opus esset et duce et exercttu. The disaster to Plautius which led to sending an experienced 

general is, as we have said, very likely alluded to in 1. 147 of the papyrus, and I. 151 may 

well refer to the dispatch of Aemilianus. So far as is known, Aemilianus had both Spains 

under his command; but who succeeded him on his departure in Bc. 143? Northern 

Spain at any rate seems to have fallen to the consul for B.c. 143 Q. Caecilius Metellus 

(cf. Val. Max. iii. 2. 21, ix. 3. 7; Appian, Jder. 76), and that he remained as proconsul 

in B.c. 142 is attested by Epit. 53; but the question who obtained Southern Spain is very 

complicated. From Val. Max. ix. 3. 7, where Q. Mefellus utramque Hispaniam consul prius, 

deinde proconsul . .. subegtsset is the reading of the MSS., it would be inferred that Metellus 

was governor of both Spains; but w/ramgue has been altered by some editors to provinciam 

on the ground that Metellus was only governor of Northern Spain, the governorship of 

Southern Spain in B.c. 143 being generally assigned to Quinctius, who is supposed to have 

been a praetor and to have been the immediate predecessor of Fabius Servilianus on the 

evidence of Appian, der. 65-7. This passage, which is very corrupt, now requires a fresh 

examination in the light of the new evidence. After recounting the achievements of Fabius 

Aemilianus in B.c. 145 and B.c. 144, Appian proceeds (ed. Mendelssohn): kat rade pev 6 

Aipudtavos (Sepovsdcavds MS.) epyardpevos és “Popny amfpe diadeLapevou Tv apxnyv Koivrou Topumniov 
(rod) Addov. (6 dé ddedpos adrod Mdkipos Aipsdavds MS., omitted by editors). é¢’ ols 6 

Odpiarbos ody dpolws eri karappovaev ’Apovaxods kai TitOous kal BéAAous . . . dméornoev amo “Popaior. 

kal moAdepov Gddov olde ed? Eavrdv émohéuovy ov ek médews avtdy puas Nopartivoy jyovvra . . . kat 
auvd&o kai tévde és év per’ Odpiarbov, OdpiarOos pév ent Odrepa tis “IBnpias érépo otpatny@ 
‘Papaiay Koivrig (Q. Pompeio in a 16th century translation of Appian made from another 
MS., now lost) cuvemdéxero, kal... ékrewe Tv Koivriov és (robs Koivrietovs MS.) xiAtous kat 
onpeia twa iprace .... Koivtiou (Kwriov MS.) dia detAlav kat dretpiay ox emiBonOodrros, GAN év 

KopdiBn xeysdcovros ek pécou petomdpov ... Tov & émidvros érovs Koivr@ (Koivtig other editors) 
pev 6 ddedpds Aipidtavod SdBios Md&ipos Vepovrdavds (Aipidiavds MS.) HAGev ext rHv orpatnyiav 

didSoxos. From this confused and corrupt account it has been generally inferred that 
a praetor Quinctius succeeded Fabius Aemilianus in Southern Spain in B.c. 143, was 
defeated in that year and was succeeded in B.c. 142 by Q. Fabius Servilianus. We now 
know that in Livy’s account the governor in B.c. 142 was the consul for that year, 
L. Metellus, and that Fabius Servilianus became governor in B.c. 141. Assuming that 
Livy is right, the discrepancy may be explained in two ways: either Appian has made 
several mistakes in his facts or the MS. is still more deeply corrupt than it has appeared to 
be. On the first hypothesis Quinctius or Quintus, the supposed praetor, may he retained, 
for owing to the loss of a column between Cols. vi and vii of the papyrus it is uncertain 
who in Livy’s history was the governor of Southern Spain in B.c. 143. We must however 
assume that Appian omitted L. Metellus altogether, thus setting the chronology wrong by 
a year. But considering the corruptions in the proper names in Appian, /der. 65-7, it is, 
we think, far more likely that the story of the defeat of the supposed Quinctius, who appears 
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nowhere else in history, is a distortion of the defeat of L. Metellus mentioned by Livy. 
With two brothers, Q. Metellus and L. Metellus, governing the two Spains in 142 B.c. it is 
not at all surprising that mistakes should arise, and if Koivris in Jéer, 66-7 is a corruption 
Of Aovktos Or Kaukidwos, there will be no conflict between Livy and Appian as to the pre- 
decessor of Fabius Servilianus. Dismissing therefore the supposed Quinctius, there still 
remains the governorship of Southern Spain for B.c. 143 to be accounted for. The 
passage in Appian referring to Aemilianus’ successor Kotvrov Moprniov AvAou is obviously 
quite corrupt. The insertion of rod before Avdov (Schweighauser, followed by Mendelssohn) 
does little to mend matters. There is no point in the mention of the father’s praenomen and 
there is clearly a confusion in the text between this person and the Kolvr@ Topmnia AtA@ 
mentioned in /der. 76. That Q. Pompeius was consul in B.c. 141 and succeeded Q. Metellus 
as governor of Northern Spain in the same year (cf. 1. 174). His cognomen was Rufus, so 
that editors bracket A#A@ in ch. 76. In any case this Quintus Pompeius cannot be the 
successor of Aemilianus in B.c. 143, and the best course seems to be to fall back on the 
statement of Valerius Maximus (ix. 3. 7, v. sup.) that Q. Metellus governed uframgue 
Liespaniam. Seeing that Aemilianus governed both provinces for two years, there is not the 
least difficulty in supposing that his successor did the same for one, but that in the second 
year a separate governor was sent to the Southern province. On this hypothesis we would 
suggest that Kotvrov Hopurniov A’dov in Lber. 65 is corrupt for Koivrov Kavxidiou MeréAdov, and 
that the following words 6 d€ ddeApés abrod Mdgipos AipAcavds, which are simply omitted by 
editors, really contained a reference to the brother of Q. Metellus, L. Metellus. The 
sentence is in that case incomplete and the lacuna may well have supplied some details 
about the events of B.c. 143-2 which would have made ch. 66 much more intelligible. 
Our conclusion therefore is that the divergence between Livy and Appian’s account of the 
war against Viriathus is due less to mistakes on the part of Appian than to the extra- 
ordinary perversions of the proper names in the MS. of the Jéerzca, and that Appian’s 
chronology of this war can without much difficulty be made consistent with the newly found 
material. 

For the sake of clearness we append in parallel columns a list of the governors of 
Southern Spain from B.c. 145-37 as they are known from the two epitomes of Livy, 
compared with the list given by Mommsen. Concerning the governors of Northern Spain 
there is no dispute, Q. Fabius Maximus Aemilianus holding office in B.c. 145-4, Q. Caecilius 
Metellus in B.c. 143-2, Q. Pompeius Rufus in p.c. 141-0, and M. Popillius Laenas in 
B.C. 139-8 :— 

B.C Livy. Mommsen. 

145-4 Q. Fabius Maximus Aemilianus. Q. Fab. Max. Aemilianus. 
143 (Q. Caecilius Metellus cons. ?) Quinctius praetor. 
142 L. Caecilius Metellus cons. Q. Fab. Max. Servilianus cons. 
I4I Q. Fab. Max. Servilianus proc. Q. Fab. Max. Servilianus proc. 
140 Q. Fab. Max. Servilianus proc. Q. Servilius Caepio cons. 

(Later Q. Servilius Caepio cons.) 
139 Q. Servilius Caepio proc. Q. Servilius Caepio proc. 
138 D. Iunius Brutus cons. D. Iunius Brutus cons. 

168-9. Epit. mentions the triumph of Mummius at the end of Book 52, L. Mummius 
de Achaets triumphavtt, signa aerea marmoreaque et tabulas pictas in triumpho tulit. Epit. 53 
begins with a mention of Appius Claudius, consul in B.c. 143; hence the triumph of 
Mummius has naturally been assigned to B.c. 145, the year after the destruction of Corinth. 
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The distribution of the works of art mentioned by the papyrus is to be connected, as 

Kornemann remarks, not with Mummius’ triumph, which can hardly have taken place so 

late as B.c. 142, but with his censorship which occurred in that year. By oppzda are meant 

the country towns of Italy, and perhaps of the provinces as well. 

171-2, On the victory of Q. Fabius (Maximus Servilianus) cf. Epit. 53 @ Q. Fabio 

proconsule pars magna Lusitaniae expugnatis aliquot urbibus recepla est, and, for the 

chronology, 1. 167, note. J 

174. This defeat of Q. Pompeius by the Numantines agrees with the received 

chronology; cf. Epit. 54 ad iif. and 1. 167, note. For d{evzctuls cf. l. 185. 

175. The defeat of the Romans by the Scordisci, a Pannonian tribe, is a new fact. 

The Roman commander may have been the other consul, Gn. Caepio. 
176. The corruption of Sapzente into Salasso seems to be due to a reminiscence of the 

campaign of Appius Claudius against the Salassi in B.c. 143; cf. Epit. 53. 

177-8. What was this obviously important measure due to Appius Claudius, one of the 

most striking figures at this period? The papyrus fails us at the most critical point, and 

in the absence of any other reference to this reform, we are reduced to conjectures. We 

have adopted in |. 177 duos [delectus], a suggestion of Mr. Warde Fowler based on 

duo s\tipendia| proposed by Dr. Greenidge. The old Roman system of a single annual 

levy in which the soldiers swore allegiance to a general for a single campaign could not 

survive the growth of Rome as a world-city, and though the successive modifications which 

were introduced in the later period of the Republic cannot be clearly traced, it is in itself 

likely enough that the wars of the third and second centuries B.c. had led to the occasional 

or frequent holding of levies twice instead of once in the year. Such an attempt to 
frustrate the constant demands of the generals as we have attributed to Appius Claudius does 
not seem improbable, and may even be connected with the refusal of the senate a few years 
later to send Scipio the reinforcements which he asked for at Numantia. 

178-81. Cf. Epit. 54, where the incident of the condemnation of Silanus by his father 

is related more fully. 
182—4. These lines are very corrupt, and in the absence of any parallel account of the 

incident it is difficult to restore them in entirety. So much is clear that the consul 
Q. Caepio’s departure for Spain was delayed by the interpellation of a tribune, but that 
Caepio successfully overcame the obstacle. It was doubtless owing to this episode that 
Caepio arrived in Spain late in the year after the defeat of Fabius Maximus (Il. 185-6); cf. 
1.167, note. Asstium is for Asellum; cf. Gell. 3. 4, where a tribune called Claudius 
Asellus is mentioned as having accused the younger Scipio Africanus pos/guam de Poents 
triumphaverat censorque fuerat. Since Scipio was censor in B.c. 142 (fast. Capiiol.), B.c. 140 
is very suitable as the year of Asellus’ tribunate. reddeferburt is probably for deferruct, and 
if J[¢\ctores is right ¢rigem probably represents a participle ending in ens, e.g. adhibens. 
Omitting zmdelegem, which is hopeless, the passage may be restored thus: Quen/us Caepio 
consul... Tiberium Claudium Asellum itribunum plebts tnterpellaniem profectionem suam 
lictores ... ens deterrutt, What form the interpellation took is not clear. Did the tribune 
veto the Lex Curiata conferring imperium upon the consul? Possibly, as Greenidge 
suggests, he tried to prevent the consul from taking out his troops, as in Sall. Jug. 39 
consul impeditus a tribunts plebis ne quas paraverat copias secum portaret. From the mention 
of the lictors it seems that Caepio actually ventured to retaliate by using force of some kind. 

185-6. On the date of Fabius’ defeat see 1]. 167, note. 
186-7. Valerius Maximus (iii. 2. 21) relates two exploits of Q. Occius; cf. ll. 164-6, 

note. The present incident is one of the relgua ecus opera which Valerius Maximus 
passes over. 
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188-90. A verb such as pugnavit is wanted at the beginning of |. 188, and there is then not room for more than two or three letters before |ezae. Probably devota est is to be connected with agua Anio (cf. Il. rrr and 116, where the verb does not come at the end of the sentence), and agua Marcra begins a fresh sentence, On the repair of the agua Ando and the construction of the aqua Marcia see Frontinus, De Aquaeductibus i. 7. He there states that in p.c. 144 the praetor Marcius Rex was commissioned to repair the Appian and Aniensian aqueducts and to construct a new one, his praetorship being extended for a year on that account. Then follows a passage which is much corrupted in the editions of Frontinus, and which we quote from the reproduction of the best MS. in C, Herschell’s edition: ¢o tempore decemvirt dum alits ex causts libros Stbyllinos inspiciunt tnvenisse dicuntur (space in MS.; supply Jas) aquam Martam seu potius Antenem, de hoc enim constantius tradwtur, in Caprtolium perduct, deque ea re in senalu M. Lepido pro collegio verba Sactente actum Appio Claudio Q. Caecthio consulibus 
(Bsc.9143)3 eandemque post annum tertium a Lucio Lentulo retractatam C. Laelio Q. Ser- velo consulibus (B.C. 140), sed utrogue tempore vicisse &ratiam Marctt Regis atque tta in Capitolium esse aguam perductam. Frontinus’ statements about the construction of the aqua Marcia are thus in complete accord with Livy, from whose history they were no doubt derived. But what is the meaning of sew potius Anienem, de hoc enim constantius 
traditur, and has this anything to do with the mention of the aqua Anzoin 1.188? That 
passage in the papyrus is unfortunately extremely obscure. If devoéa est is correct, it must mean that the Anio aqueduct was consecrated to some deity; but devofa does not seem the right word, and it is more likely to be corrupt, possibly for some word like renovata 
or refecta. The agua Marcia began not far from Tibur, the water being apparently 
taken from a tributary of the river Anio from which the aqua Anto was also derived. 
But the two aqueducts were quite distinct, and sew potius Andtenem, de hoc enim constantius 
‘raditur seems, as Reid remarks, to indicate that there were two interpretations of the 
oracle, one permitting the agua Anzo to be brought to the Capitol, the other the agua 
Marcia, but the general opinion was in favour of the former interpretation ; cf. the 
statement in |. 189 that the construction of the agua Marcia was contra Srbyllae carmina. 
Since Frontinus implies that the agua Anio was not carried up to the Capitol, to read 
in ll. 189-90 agua Anio (ef) aqua Marcia in Capitolium ... perductae is unsatisfactory, 
apart from the difficulty of placing a stop after devofa est. 

192. Probably the scribe wrote wrdetilia meaning urbe ef Italia; cf. Val. Max. i. 3. 2 
C. Cornelius Hispallus praetor peregrinus M. Popilio Laenate Cn. Calpurnio coss. edicto 
Chaldaeos intra decimum diem abtre ex urbe atque Italia tusstt, a passage no doubt based 
upon Livy. 

193-4. On the Lex Gadrnia tabellaria see Cic. Legg. iii. 37. Cicero says that it was 
lata ab homine ignoto et sordido, which confirms the present reference to Gabinius’ base 
ancestry. What degree of relationship to the verna was alleged by Livy is uncertain. 
vernale filius is unlikely, for the son of a slave could not be made tribune, and though two 
cases at least of the son of a freedman becoming tribune are known (Mommsen, Séaais- 
recht,i. p. 460), the phrase vernae filius does not suggest the meaning ‘son of freedman’ or 
‘of a freedwoman,’ though perhaps not incompatible with it. vernale nepos is better, but 
of course some more indefinite word may have been employed. It has been generally 
supposed that A. Gabinius the tribune was the son of the Gabinius who held a command in 
Illyria under L. Anicius in B.c. 167 (Livy 45. 26); but this is quite uncertain. 

195-6. As Warde Fowler suggests, it is probable that these two lines refer to the 
mutiny of Caepio’s cavalry mentioned by Dio (Fr. 78 Boissevain), in consequence of his 
apportioning to them a specially dangerous operation. Caepio had to take refuge from 

I 
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their violence in flight, and with this clue the passage may be restored on the lines which 

we have suggested. Since a nail is not a very effective weapon of attack, clavo may be 

altered to clava, a ‘cudgel’ or ‘ foil” Reid well compares Oros. v. 9 clavae ict (of Tiberius 

Gracchus’ death). ; 

197-8. The names of the murderers of Viriathus are not given in Epit., but occur in 

Appian, Jéer. 74, where they agree with the papyrus, and in Diodorus exc. c. 24, where 

Nikorones is found instead of Minurus. 
2o1—2. For the refusal of a reward to Viriathus’ murderers cf. Dio, Fr. 80, and Eutro- 

pius, iv. 16. Appian (Zéer. 74) mentions the bribe, but not the refusal, SuapOapevres id Tov 

Kaumi@vos Sdpos te peyddos kal brooxéceot modAais. The Epitome does not mention either, 

but has Virdathus a proditoribus consilio Servilit Caepionis interfectus est. From the fact 

that the refusal took place in the year after Viriathus’ death it clearly came from the senate ; 

and if there is any truth in the story of Dio and Eutropius about the answer given to the 

murderers that the Romans did not approve of a general being killed by his own soldiers, 

this must have been made by the senate, not, as they state, by Caepio. 

202-8. Cf. Epit. 55 P. Masica, cud cognomen Serapion fuit ab trridente Curtiatio tribuno 

plebis imposttum, et D. Iunio Bruto consulibus delectum habentibus tn conspectu tironum res 

saluberrimt exempli facta est: nam C. Matienus accusatus est apud tribunos plebis quod exer- 

cttum in Hispania deseruisset, damnatusque sub furca diu virgts caesus est, et sestertio nummo 

ventit. tribuni plebis quia non impetrarent ut sibt denos quos vellent milites exitmere liceret, 

consules in carcerem duct tusserunt, The papyrus presents several new details. In the first 

place the condemnation of deserters (Il. 207-9) comes after the dispute with the tribunes, 

not before it. Besides the probable mention of Curiatius, to whom Cicero (Legg. iti. 9) 

assigns the responsibility for throwing the consuls into prison, the papyrus names another 

tribune, Licinius, thus justifying the plural /rzdunz in Epit. From 1. 205 it appears that the 

imprisonment was unpopular and that the tribunes had to yield. For the use of muta 

by Livy in the general sense of ‘penalty’ cf. 24.16. In]. 202 Scipt\oniem is very doubtful. 

There may have been some corruption as in the case of Decimum Brutum in |. 203. 

205-4. (ab) omnibus luctus seems a better correction of omnib. luctt than omnibus 

luctut, though whether Livy would have used Zucfus is doubtful; cf. note on |. r1o. These 

lines refer to the death in B.c. 138 of a popular tribune who ‘having done much for the 

good of the people expired-amid universal regret.’ His name was given at the end of 

1. 20g. It would be expected that this individual was important enough to be known to 

history, and, as Warde Fowler and Reid suggest, there may well be a connexion between 

ll. 205-7 and a passage in Pliny (@. WV. xxi. 10) florum quidem populus Romanus honorem 

Scipion’ tantum habuit. Serapio cognominabatur propter similitudinem suarw cuiusdam 

negotialoris. obierat in tribunatu plebet admodum gratus dignusque Africanorum familia, nec 

erat in bonts funeris impensa. asses ergo contulit populus ac funus elocavit quague praeterfere- 

batur flores e prospectu omni sparsit. Whether by Seragzo Pliny meant Scipio Nasica 

Corculum, the consul of B.c. 162 and 188, or his son, the consul of B.c. 138, in either case 

the statement that he died as tribune is an extraordinary error. It is very significant that 

the papyrus also mentions the death of a popular tribune immediately after a mention 

of Scipio Nasica the younger, and, as Warde Fowler remarks, if something like JVaszcae 

filius or _frater be restored at the end of |. 205 and Pliny’s Serapzo be the same person, the 

difficulties in the Pliny passage would be largely reduced. 
207-9. co|.jwn| may be the beginning of a short sentence complete in itself. If it is 

connected with Il. 208-9, it probably refers to the part taken by the consuls in the punish- 
ment of the deserters. On this cf. the passage from Epit. 55 quoted in ll. 202-5, note, 
where only one individual, C. Matienus, is mentioned. Frontinus, however (Svraig. 
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iv. I. 20), agrees with the papyrus, gui exerctfum deseruerant damnatt, virgs caest publice 
venterunt, sestertits singults is equivalent to sestertio nummo singult. 

210-1. It is probable that these lines refer to the famous accusation of L. Aurelius 
Cotta by Scipio Aemilianus. This resulted in the acquittal of the accused because the 
judges did not wish the influence of Scipio to appear too overwhelming, if we may believe 
Cicero, Pro Murena 58 saepe hoc maiores natu dicere audivt hanc accusatoris eximiam 
dignitatem plurimum L. Cottae profuisse. noluerunt sapientissimd homines qui tum rem illam 
rudicabant tta quemquam cadere in tudicio ut nimds adversartt viribus abiectus videretur (cf. 
Dwin. in Caec. 21), though Appian (Bell. Civ. i. 22) is probably right in saying that 
bribery was employed. (propier) magnitudinem nom{inis would accord very well with the 
eximia dignifas of Cicero. The objection to this interpretation is that Cicero (Pro Mur. 
and Divin. in Caectl. locc. citt.) says that Aemilianus had been twice consul when he 
brought the accusation, and the second consulship of Aemilianus was in B.c. 134 while the 
event recorded in the papyrus took place in B.c. 138. Against the evidence of Cicero, 
however, must be set the circumstance that in the earliest editions (based on the Codex 
Sangallensis, now lost) of the commentary of Pseudo-Asconius upon that passage in the 
Divin. ad Caecil. occurs the remark L. Cottam P. Africanus ante secundum consulatum et 
censuram dicitur accusasse. Other MSS. of Pseudo-Asconius have os/ instead of ante, and 
post has generally been regarded as correct, though the remark is then rather pointless 
since it simply repeats the statement of Cicero.. But the agreement between the papyrus 
and one version of Pseudo-Asconius is remarkable, though it is difficult to believe that 
Pseudo-Asconius can be right in placing the trial before Scipio’s censorship, which took 
place in B.c. 142. The question is further complicated by the uncertainty regarding the 
nature of the accusations made against Cotta and the official standing in which he had 
rendered himself liable to them. Was he the consul of s.c. 144 or the consul of B.c. 119 
(so Jahn in his note on Cic. Brut. 81)? If the former, the date which the papyrus suggests 
for the trial, B.c. 138, is more suitable than Cicero’s. If the latter, then Cicero’s date is the 
more probable, for the younger Cotta might well have been praetor about B.c. 133-29, and 
his insignificance would suit the peculiar feature of the case which seems to have impressed 
itself upon the popular imagination. 

On the whole, in spite of the evidence of Appian who connects the acquittal of Cotta 
with C. Gracchus’ law de zudiczzs, and the circumstance that Cicero mentions it (Dzv. zn 
Caec. /. c.) together with the trial of Aquillius which certainly seems to have taken place 
after Scipio’s return from Numantia, we incline to the view not only that Livy placed the 
trial of Cotta in B.c. 138 but that he was right in so doing. Cicero, in the Pro Murena 
passage at any rate, had a point to make which would be helped by assigning the trial to 
the period after Scipio’s second consulship, and it is not difficult to suppose him guilty of 
a chronological error in a speech. Moreover, the commentary of Pseudo-Asconius seems 
to indicate that there were ancient doubts as to Cicero’s correctness on this matter ; and if 
Livy was right with regard to the date of the trial, L. Cotta was probably the consul of 
B.C. 144, who, as Valerius Maximus states (vi. 4. 2), was in that year prevented by Scipio 
from going to Lusitania, and against whom Scipio may well have continued to bear 
a grudge. 

212. Lusttant vastat’: the proceedings of D. Junius Brutus in Southern Spain are 
meant; cf. Epit. 55 Junius Brutus consul in Hispania ws qui sub Vircatho militaverant 
agros et oppidum dedit, quod Valentia vocatum est, Appian, Jber. 71, and notes on Il. 167 
and 216-7. 

a N\uman'tinits clades accepta: for the restoration cf.],175. The allusion is to the 
defeat of M. Popilius; cf. Epit., which is more detailed, and ]. 167, note. 

I 2 
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213-4. Cf. Epit. which is longer in its account of Antiochus’ death but mentions it at 

the end of the book after the successes of Brutus, and omits the detail that Diodotus took 

possession of Syria. The year to which Antiochus’ death is referred by the papyrus 

(B.c. 138) conflicts with the date (B.c. 143-2) recently proposed by Niese (Gesch. d. gr. U. 

mak. St. tii. p. 283), chiefly on the evidence of coins, 
216-7. Cf. Epit. D. Zunius Lusitaniam triginta urbium expugnationtbus usque ad occa- 

sum et Oceanum perdomutt ; et cum fluoium Oblivionem transire nollent milites ereptum signt- 

Sero signum tpse transtultt, et ste ut transgrederentur persuasit. ‘The account of Book 55 in 

the papyrus probably ended here. 
218-25. This fragment which was gummed on to Col. iv probably, if Sudlanis is 

correct, belonged to a much later book. 
226-32. This fragment was gummed on to Col. v. 

669. MetrRoLocicAL Work. 

17°5 X 15:3 cm. 

On the recto of this papyrus are parts of two columns of an account of 

corn, mentioning the second = first and third = second years, i.e. of Diocletian 

and Maximian (A.D. 285-6 and 286-7). On the verso, written in a cursive 

hand not more than a few years later than the writing on the recto, are parts 

of two columns of a series of metrological tables concerning measures of length 

and area. As in the contemporary metrological fragment from Oxyrhynchus 

(9 verso) the spelling is bad, and from the unsystematic way in which the 

details are arranged they seem to be private memoranda compiled from a larger 

treatise. Lines 1-4 deal with the cyowiov, the measure of length usually 

employed in land-surveys, of which the square was the aroura. In Il. 5-8 we 

have a general description of cubits arranged according to the three dimensions 

of space; Il. 9-10 treat of the olxomedixds mHxvs, a peculiar kind of cubit which 

differed from the three previously mentioned, and ll. 11-24 of the measurements 

and uses of the &/Aov. Col. ii begins with a list of measures of length in which 

Graeco-Egyptian and Roman names are, as would be expected at this period, 

mixed (Il, 26-30). There follows (ll. 30-42) a table of the sizes of these from 

the ddkrvdos or madaoris to the dkawa or perhaps duua. Then begins another 

section describing the ddxrvdos, in the middle of which the papyrus breaks off. 

In both columns the lines are incomplete, and it is impossible in some cases to 

fill up the lacunae; but the papyrus usefully supplements the existing evidence 

concerning the cyowvtov and olxomedixds mxvs, and provides some interesting new 

information about the names and length of different kinds of mxevs used in 

Egypt. The section dealing with the €vAov, most of which can be restored with 
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certainty, not only shows that there were two kinds of £¢Aa which stood to each 
other in the ratio of 9 : 8, but provides an important indication of the size of 
that much discussed measure, the va¥B.ov, which was probably a cubic fvAoyp ; cf. 
note on Il. 11-20. 

It is to be hoped that the whole subject of Graeco-Egyptian metrology 
will soon be rehandled by a new writer. The Metrologie of Hultsch is now 
antiquated, and the recent articles of the veteran metrologist in the Archiv fiir 
Papyrusforschung and Abhand. d. kin. Sichs. Ges. d. Wiss. 1903: Dire Ptole- 
midischen Miinz- und Rechnungswerte, show an inability to appreciate the new 
evidence of papyri. 

Colm 

\ 

[7d de dydoov exet] mHxis 1B, doTe exew 7d 

[Exee 7d cyowvioy] 7d yewperpixdy dy80a 7, 

[cxouwlov 7d yer AY 7™X@V 95° 

[ROM OC yee be a, nae |kév éotty myer p. 

5 [6 evOuperpilkos mixels eoTw 6 Kata 

[uiKos povoy] petpovpevos, éuBadiKds 

[OE 6 Kara pjKo|s Kal mAdros, orepeds O€ 6 Ka 

[7T& pixos Kat mAldros Kat BdOos Frau typos. 

(OP ee sorter es ]. 8 (o)tkoredixds mys €- 

10 [xee euBadixods mH]xus p. 

[76 dé EvA@ karaplerpiirale 7a vatBiar 76 pev Ba- 

[ourexdv éote m]nX@v Y 

[wWadatoTov ] in, 

[SaxroAwy ] of. 

15 [7d de. » 22+.) €oriy mnxdv BP’, 

ess ] (Sa 

[Saxrirov ] £6. 

[Bor Exeev 7d cyxowwlor] 7d yewoperpixdv 

[EvAa PBacirka ] rB, 

BOUT CUNG hots tes a sis ] As: 

a tte +s +s. TEeTlpaydvou exe EvAov a, 

[acl Oe ee eee ] a, 
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Kets Sac tone cae On]udotov vav- 

25 [Be 

re dySoa. 3: ], myes. 5. 1. anxus. 8. 1. Frov. 

]. myxus. 1g. A of AS corr. from o. 

Col. ii. 

pérpov ion eotiv rade daxtvdos 

mareoTis AX{v}as on[Oayy mods muyov 

mixus Baua Eddov [dpyuid Kdédrapos 

dkeva dupa mdréOpov [lovyepov ordd- 

30 ov Slavrov pidtov. O...--+ eee 

S S. B wadreorad dx {v}d[s, of y madeoral 

ombapy, of d mods af...-....+5 OF 

mxus ALvotdixds [kal...-.-- HTOL 

muyév, of ¢ madeotal [mhyus dnpo- 

3g alos Ke TeKToviKds, of [¢ madeoTal mHxUS 

Nidoperpikds, of 1 WHX[US +--+ eee ees 

of « Bypa, Baya O€ éorly 4 didoracrs 

Tav mode. of y myles ~ddAov On- 

poatlov, of & dpyuid, dpyuid dé eorwv 

40 * OidoTacis Tov xIpaly, of . mHXELS 

g. ikomedukos Pap. 

KdAapos, of Glet Ue OF oe oe oa Rta ae 

ot eat mHXILS. [ 

Odktvdos @ wdvTa Kat... ++. TOv- 

rou picova Kal ovvpetpa [kai 7a €ddo- 

45 cova TovTov pevetteveTat [.. +++ essere : 

6... [.]. Ayre] - AKU ee ee aimee 

27. 1. madaorns: so in Il. 31, 34. 33. Awovdrxos Pap. Or Lekals SY eco 

Pap. 39. opyvia Pap. 42. myxes* Pap. 

1-20. ‘ The schoenium used in land-survey has 8 eighths, and the eighth has 12 cubits, 

so that the schoenium used in land-survey has 96 cubits, while the .. . schoenium has 
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100 cubits. The linear cubit is that which is measured by length alone, the plane 
cubit is that which is measured by length and breadth; the solid cubit is that which 
is measured by length and breadth and depth or height. The... building cubit ccntains 
1oo plane cubits. NavBia are measured by the vdov; the royal éddov contains 3 cubits, 
18 madara, 72 Sdxrvdot, while the ... €vAov contains 22 cubits, 16 madaorai and 
64 Sdkrvdoc; so that the schoenium used in land-survey contains 32 royal évAa and 36 
... &vAa, 

31-41. 62 madaorai make a Arxas, 3 wadraorat a omOapn, 4 maraorai an (Egyptian ?) 
foot, 5 a cloth-weaver’s cubit ..., 6 madaorai a public and a carpenter’s cubit, 7 maAaorat 
a Nilometric cubit, 8 madaorai a... cubit, 10 madarai a Biya, which is the distance 

of the outstretched feet. 3 cubits make a public évAev, 4 cubits an dpyud, which is the 
distance of the outstretched hands. .. cubits make a xdAapos, 62 an dxawa. 

1-4. On this cyowtov, which was unknown when Hultsch wrote his A/efrologte, see 
Kenyon, Pabnt Mus. iL p.130, and P. Tebt: 1. p.336. ‘Ihe details: of the papyms 
exactly fit the previous evidence, which was that the oyowloy corresponded to the ancient 
Egyptian measure Ahef or khet n nuh of too royal cubits, but nevertheless was divided 
into the series 1, 4, 5, a, and so on like the aroura. The papyrus now shows that 
in surveying land the cyowlov was sometimes treated as having 96 cubits, probably for 
the sake of convenient fractions, but that there was also a cyxowiov of 100 cubits. The 
name of the latter in ]. 4 may be oixowed:\kév. The ratio of these two cxowia of 96 and 
100 cubits corresponds, as Mr. Smyly remarks, to the ratio of 24:25 between two kinds 
of cubits in Roman times; cf. note on ll. 34-5. 

9-10. The oikomedicds mixvs was supposed by A. Peyron (P. Taur. I. pp. 133-6) 
to be a parallelogram measuring 1oo cubits by 1 cubit. His explanation, which has 
been accepted by all editors, is now confirmed by the papyrus, which states that an 
oixoredixds mxus contained roo square cubits. The adjective lost in the lacuna is very 
likely mwepior( ) which is found in P. Brit. Mus. rrg and Wilcken, Os/, I. 1301 before 
mxets aS a measure of area. But how the abbreviation is to be resolved is uncertain. 
Wilcken (Osz. I. p. 780) suggests meporadrixds : mepeoratixds seems to us more likely. 

11-20. The restoration of this important passage, though at first sight it may seem 
rather hazardous, is really practically certain. It is clear from rd pév in |, 11 that the 
figures in ll. 12-4 are contrasted with those in ll. 15-7, and since those in ll. 12 and 15 

refer to mpxets, those in ll. 13 and 16 must refer to madawrai, of which there were 6 in 

an ordinary mxus (cf. ll. 34-5), and those in Il. 14 and 17 to ddxrvdo of which 4 make 

a madaorjs. This being granted, the figures in ll. 12-7 refer to a measure of length, 

and the substantive to be supplied with 7d pev cannot be vatBior, which is known to 

be a measure of cubic capacity. There is only one measure of length known to have 

contained 3 mfyes, and that is the €vdoy (1. 38), and though no §vdov of 24 myyeus was 

known previously, the fact that in ll. 38-9 the évdov of 3 mnxets is called Snudctov indicates 

that, as would be expected, more than one kind was in use. If then ré yey in |. 11 

means a particular kind of évAov, some such restoration as [ro b€ EtVA@ Karap|erpi|rale 

becomes necessary, and the correctness of this hypothesis is confirmed by ll. 18-20. 

The figure in 1. 20 stands to that in 1. 19 in the same proportion (9 : 8) as those in 

ll. 12-4 to those in Il. 15-7. 1d yewperpixdy (1. 18) has already (1. 1) been applied to 

the cxowlov, and 1. rg with the restoration suggested will be the corollary of |. 3. The 

only difficulty that arises is that the vAov of 3 myes is in ]. 11 called Balovcxdy while 

in |. 38 it is said to be dy\:dorfo; but in view of the extent to which dqpdoros in Roman 
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times supplanted the Ptolemaic term Bacvukds (e. g. in connexion with rpdmefa and yewpyds ; 
cf. 500. 13, note), this objection is not serious. The chief interest of this section about 
the &ddov lies in the light which it throws upon the size of the vav@oy (1. 11). On 
that obscure cubic measure used in digging operations see P. Tebt. 5. 15, note, and 
P. Petrie III. From the fact that the vo» was the particular measure used for calculating 
vavBia, it is difficult to avoid the inference that a vavPiov was a évAov in length, and 
since there is every reason to think that its dimensions were equal, most probably 
a vavBiov was a cubic évAov, and as there were two sizes of évAa so there were also 
two kinds of vavBra. 

21-5. The subject of these lines is obscure; but from the occurrence of retpdywvov 
in ]. 21 it appears that some area was under discussion. It is not unlikely that 7rd pev 
pikos is to be supplied at the beginning of 1. 21 and [ro 8 mddros EvAov] in |. 22, and 
that the four-sided figure in question was the square face of a vavSov or cube measuring 
3 mxets each way. vavfia are probably still under discussion in |. 24. 

26-30. For this list of measures of length cf. the Zadulae Herontanae, especially 
I (Hultsch, Ser7pt. Metrol. i. pp. 182 sqq.). 

29. dkeva: both forms dkeva and dkawa are commonly found, but the latter is the more 
correct ; cf. Hultsch, of. cz#. p. 29. 

30. It is probable that the list ended with pidcov like those in Zabulae Herontanae 
II] and VII. The only larger measures of length were the cyowos and smapacdyyns. 
{| may be the beginning of Sdkrvdo, since the following details proceed in an ascending 
scale, and ought to have begun with the smallest measure. But we should expect 
oi 8 ddkrvAoe makaorns, Which is much too long, and the ddkrvdos has a section devoted 
to it in Il. 43 sqq. 

31. The size ascribed in the papyrus to the duyxds, omOapy (I. 32), tvyor (1. 34), 
Baya (1. 37), dpyud (1. 39), and dkawa (1. 41), agree with the statements of the Zadulae 
Heronianae and add no new facts. 

32. The names given by the ancient metrologists to the ordinary foot of 4 madaorat 
to distinguish it from the ‘Pwparkds Or "Iradikds movs Of 34 madaorai are Bactduxds, Hrodeparkés, 

and 4u\erarpixds ; but none of these will suit. Al?yumrios is not unlikely; the first letter 
is certainly a or A, 6 or p being excluded. 

33. «ai might be supplied in 1. 32 instead of of e, which would then follow Awotduxés ; 
but no cubit smaller than the normal one of 6 madaorai was known previously, and it is 
therefore much more probable that the ‘cloth-weaver’s cubit’ contained 5 madaorai 
than 4. 

34-5. This cubit of 6 madaorai is the common mjyvs, found in the Zadulae 
fTeronianae, but is there also called Aréixds and Evdomprorixds. A myxus téevos Evdixds TexroviKds 
occurs in P. Brit. Mus. 154. 73 for Syud|ovos cf. 1. 38 €ddov dy\udodo and ll. 11-20, note. 
There was another cubit introduced into Egypt in Roman times which stood to the 
cubit of 6 wadaorai in the ratio of 25:24 (Hultsch, af. Wilcken, Os¢. I. p. 753), but 
this does not seem to be mentioned here by the papyrus, though it is perhaps, as 
Mr. Smyly suggests, implied by the number, 96, of cubits in a cyowiov in 1. 3. 

35-6. The title Nudouerpuds myvs is new, but that the cubit used in measuring 
the rise and fall of the Nile contained 7 madaorai instead of 6 was known from the 
inscriptions on the subject at Elephantine; cf. C. I. G. 4863. This cubit of 7 madacorai 
is that normally used in official measurements upon ancient Egyptian monuments, and 
Mr. Smyly thinks that it was also employed in measuring the mysterious doid:a which 
occur in the Petrie papyri. Its usual title (not found here) was the ‘royal’ cubit 
(Hultsch, Introd. to Script, Metrol. p. 25, &c., is wrong on this point). 
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36. This cubit of 8 makacrat or 2 feet is frequently mentioned in the Zadulae 
Heronianae, but without any special designation. Since it was apparently introduced 
into Egypt by the Romans (Hultsch, Script Metrol. p. 42, MMetrol. p. 618), ‘Papands 
Or "Iradckds is very likely to be supplied in the lacuna. 

37. The Biya of 10 radacrai is the ordinary one, but Bnpara of 8 and 12 awadaorat 
also occur; cf. Hultsch, Script. Metrol. pp. 194. 3 and 17 Ros 

38-9. No étdov except that of 3 cubits was known previously ; on the dypdoroy 
and the other évdo» with which it was contrasted see ll. II—20, note. 

40. The kddayos, which was according to Zabulae Heronianae I an ancient Egyptian 
land-measure, is stated in the same table (Hultsch, Script. Metrol. p. 183. 3) to contain 
6% cubits or 10 feet of 4 madworai. This is also the size assigned in the Zadulae 
Lferontanae to the dkawa or dxeva; cf. 1. 41. Hence Hultsch supposed that xadapos 
and dkawa were convertible terms. But from the position occupied by the xdAapos here 
between the dpyua of 4 mye and the dkawa of 62, its size should be not 62 but 
something between 4 and 62 cubits, A pérpov rod kaddyov which differs apparently from 
the ordinary «dAapos occurs in a passage quoted by Hultsch, op. cit. p. 153, but the 
language seems to be corrupt, and if Hultsch is right in inferring from it a xddapos 
of 1% cubits in length, that cannot be the kdAauos meant here. There is more reason 
to connect the xddapos of the papyrus with the kdédayos of 243 madaorai mentioned by 
Pediasmus, a Byzantine writer of the fourteenth century (Hultsch, of. cz. i. p. 58 and ii. p. 147). 
This xddapos would contain 48 cubits of 6 madaorai, and 43 would satisfy the conditions 
which, as we have said, the number found in ]. 40 would be expected to fulfil, Assuming 
that this is correct, the xddayos of 48 cubits is much older than has been supposed ; 
but there is no particular objection to this, for the information provided by ancient 
metrologists is extremely defective. 

41-2. After the d«awa, which has the customary 62 cubits, came no doubt a higher 
unit of measurement, very likely the dupa (40 cubits), which follows the dkawa in |, 29. 
ot evoe mers May be corrupt for of (a figure) axes, followed by another unit of measurement 
omitted. But it is more likely to be something like roilljoé ciox mye (cf, 654. 1), ‘so 
much for cubits.’ 

43-5. The meaning is that the Sdxrvdos being the smallest measure of length 
with a name, all other measures of length are referred to it as the unit; cf. Zadbulae 
flerontanae 1 and II éAdyiorov 8€ rotitwy éott Sdxtvdos Kal mdvta Ta éddtTOva pepia kaXetrat, 
and III Sdkrvdos mparés eorw domep cai povds, Line 43 is probably to be restored 
kat[amerpeirat Ta rovlrov, with [kai 6 in 1. 443 cf. 1. 11, 

670-678. PorTICAL FRAGMENTS. 

These nine miscellaneous pieces in verse do not appear to be extant, but are 
too fragmentary to call for detailed treatment. 

670 is a strip from a short column of hexameters, written in a small sloping 

uncial hand of the third century. The metre proves that the part preserved is 

near the beginnings of the lines, but the remains are too scanty to show the 

subject or the quality of the poem. There is a mention of Dionysus in 1. 22, 
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and apparently a reference to Hephaestus in |. 11. Some corrections have been 

made by a second hand, which also inserted the diaeresis i 126. 

671 is from a series of epideictic epigrams, as is made clear by the heading 

in 1.1 réras dv eimos [Adyous..., a formula frequent in the Anthology (cine. c. 

Anth. Pal. ix. 126, 449, &c.). Opposite 1. 3, where the epigram commences, is 

the abbreviation v( )—or w( )—which may give the name of the poet, e.g. 

Nicarchus, or of the speaker. The handwriting is an irregular uncial, dating 

probably from the latter half of the third century. 

672. A small fragment from the bottom of a column, containing the latter 

parts of nine lines, written in a rather irregular uncial hand of, probably, the 

first century. Lines 4-8 may be hexameters, but the metre of 1. 9 seems to be 

different. There is no clue to the subject. 

673 contains parts of eleven lines from the top of a column, written in well- 

formed sloping uncials of the common oval type, and dating most probably 

from the third century. In the margin at the top are the beginnings of three 

blurred lines of cursive, apparently mere scribblings ; the writer was perhaps the 

rerson responsible for some corrections and accents in the text below. This 

seems to be of a lyrical character, though the majority of the verses might 

also be hexameters. 

674, written in careful round uncials of about the latter part of the first or 

the beginning of the second century, is a fragment of a lyric poem, which may 

be by Pindar. The form tapds (1. 6) is indeed not found in the traditional 

Pindaric dialect, but it has a parallel in oxtapés (Ol. iii. 14, 18). The high stops 

and the accents which have been occasionally added may be by the original 

scribe, but there is a question of a second hand in ll. 1 and 7 ; cf. note ad Joc. 

675. The upper parts of two columns of a lyrical poem written in rather 

short lines, and evidently to be classed as a paean (cf.l.1 and 12). The mention 

of Alexandria in 1. 4 is an indication of a comparatively late date, but Blass 

thinks that the piece may be by Callimachus, who is known to have composed 

pédy of this description. The paragraphus below |. 2 may mark the commence- 

ment of a fresh strophe, but no metrical correspondence can be followed out 

between the two columns. The MS. is in a large uncial hand of an early type, 

and seems to date from about the middle of the first century. 

676. This small fragment contains the ends and beginnings of lines from 

two columns of a tragedy, written in a sloping uncial hand of the third century. 

High stops occur at ll. 2,6 and 7, and a middle stop apparently at 1. 3. The 

correction in 1. 9 and the rough breathing in ]. 14 are no doubt original, and the 

accents may be so; but the addition of the iota adscript in 1.15 seems to be 

subsequent. 
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677 and 678 are fragments of comedies. 

may be assigned to the latter part of the first century. 
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677, containing the latter parts of 

nine lines from the bottom of a column, is written in neat round uncials which 

678, from the top of 

a column, is in an upright and rather heavy calligraphic hand similar to 661, and 

probably, like that papyrus, of the latter part of the second century. The 

accents seem to have been added later. 

670. 15'6X3°7 cm. 

JAets 7e 3 av addo 7. [ 

w de kat avtos amt 

]. [. .] avroparos duev [ 

Jos [. .Jkagovow ae yel 

5 Ae Taprapinow advuxtiomednat ? 

Je piAn Aovoeey emigo[ 

mav|robev [ap|ptBeBnke | 

ws alp edn [....yns pepr| 

wv acrr[perrlxrov eo 
° 

10 vader... .] Texes wel 

Tex |vyers [Kat] xwdros cor. [| 

]s mpoloGe miodwv ayabl 

] pevol. . .|TeetoxKore . [ 

15 

20 

Jupnf[. .. .lov oe Teos « [ 

Jo kat [.. .Jeovoa dtro[ 

Joe xwouev..}. Kae p.[ 

vy ap ecoperba otdnpl 

| yap Lejiciteay Teos « | 

] nLeTepot 7 .. vTog/ 

 eyxos .. exe Tal 

|nv ide . [. .] Kae marl 

] Kat Atovyoos €. | 

eyo pn Snpwv eyer[p 
v vp npetepors mel 

€ 

] 
] 

JacOat yAuvKepov en 

Jews mais ouros epol 

6. v of dove is corrected apparently by the second hand from «, 
18. The mistake corrected was the common one of writing a for «; the same thing 

has happened in 1. 25. 

671. Fr. (a) 9-6 X 7°3, Fr. (6) 15°5 x 8-1 cm. 

Tivas av Elmot [Aoyous mpos 

tov v[jov Tov Ae 

iV aTpekes atyAnecoa| 

k[... vet Baorrevs [ 

+ Jgodvgtaon| 
[opes aerate ]. exAeerny [ 

Rater cere wn e&nod 

15 [okn|wtTpov exet . [ 

xpuocov abpnoar 

ard[a] KAvOLS EL0$ 001 
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Vite ens hay OT Tare 

lee sae le. Tov mepe| 

10 [.lu. [.] Oeomector e€ , [ 

Leo etna jevnoerek| 

1-2. A name, possibly No 
be read in place of Ac in ]. 2. 

kat Koupfoles . [ 

oumm moppupens Tm 

20 ovm@ oKNTTPp| 

dnbvves Baorev kl 

ielpw ceo Tralda pal 

) (cf. introd.), is to be supplied after Noyous, Ao{ may 
This may be the top of the column. 

14. There is a break in the papyrus at this point, and four or five lines at least 

are lost. 

672. 8X 5:5 cm. 

voy dof 

Jpae Ant 
Japn| 
Jeow eTipnoay | 

5 ]e Nnpnides 
}rov €didayxOn 

Joes Tagov avTiace, 

Jv: Onp ocoy e€edida€e 

Jovr dtxa ets modvmorkir[ 

673. 10 X 4:7 cm. 

\udav Oepal 

]porarpag| 
eva yAvK{[ 

5 |vopots odv. [ 

J 
|.  emmoBorol 

] 
|vros varon| 

|p atover ¢€ 

Tovriddecot| 

mlAokapos Oeas [ 

10 Jer|[ d]javcoxoupf 

|pverog[ 

672. 9. The high point is really over the » and is possibly to be connected with 
the point between v and 6 in the line before. The double point usually indicates a change 
of speaker, but is also found as a mark of punctuation, e. g. in 657. 

673. 1-2. Perhaps Itep|Sor Oepalrav and o8pt|sorarpa, as Blass suggests. 
4. The letter before umoBoro[ has been corrected. 
5. The mutilated letter before the lacuna might be e. g. p or v; ? Odvylro», 
g. m|Aokapous is no doubt part of a compound adjective like edmAscayos or KaddumAdKapos. 
10. The doubtful » has been converted from w by a second hand, which also crossed 

out the 6, 
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674. BI X 5-2 cm. 

|aradd 

Jovevof.. J. [ 

JAowovy euper| 

Jévor Aedgor vadi 

5 Je Ilapvacoov Bépe Ora 

Jos reppOev tapos [ 

|dpar aydaos. wtois [ 
“Oo 

|evarroAXa). est: 

Jas’ row 6 avz{ 

10 lopgi. - -}« 
Jrov 

1. The letters of this first line are smaller than those in the lines below and differently 
formed, and they might be by another hand; but there is no trace of an erasure, nor can 
the words be an interlinear addition. 

4. te or wo might be read in place of a between » and 6. 
5. Oéue[Ora: cf. Pindar, Pyth. iv. 180 Layyaiov Oeuébrous, Perhaps tpépe dlé kr.A., 

as Blass suggests. 
7. The letters of sdsors are smaller than usual and have a slight slope, while elsewhere 

the hand is upright; they seem to have been written by the, original scribe, but may 
be a marginal note or gloss. 

8. Something like an o enclosed between two dots (cf. e.g. 16. ii. 4) has been 
written above the letter after woAA, which is probably . ‘The words may be divided |wa 
mwoAX...OF kv Awoh\A... 

675. 11-8 X 14-5 cm. 

Coli: Colait 

maav piroaredpalva| KElere ps) PLE ANC! ch mete ; 

peAm[ov|res @...-- ] keAadov matar[..... 

tepay Kla}rexov [....- ] pedeot aTerwpal..... 

Anre€ar[dpleav.[...-. ] cviepav medgivov . . . 

ETON Mens ROLE G tee ane ] 15 Ovpa dedwxar(e . 
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opov m|. .Joper[....- ] oras ev wdat]s [....- 

ras de. [ moAvovupot tA... + 

omroveal (eases Joay de Gf-.--- 

Sotoup . [ egerereste Jovrov[...-- 

to oeBial 

1, maa: the vestiges of the last two letters are very slight, but « is much more 

probable than a. 
2. There is a short blank space between peAn{ovres and the letter following. 

3. x\ajrexav is very uncertain ; the letter after v could be almost anything. z[o}r exov 

is quite possible. 
g. Probably -das vp. 

673. 5X 7:4 cm. 

Golmic Col. ii. 

Jor [ per 
|nv 

a ; 

lOerau. [ole Her zai 

: 10 skEvTpols [ 

5] av|.joupe[ 

v- eK TNS 7 

yy os vu Tl 

onmacas 7 

15 €xXOpo mal 

opddos of 

Tahat TeT| 

1. jor, if right, no doubt ended the line, but there would be room for two 

letters more. 
8. There is a blank space before pe, which is possibly the name of the speaker, 

if g. Meedaos. Apparently there was also a slight space between this and the preceding 

ine. 

16. opddos is a word of the use of which there is no other example. The root 

is that of opddX\coOa and dopadrns. 
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677. 8-6 X 3-9 cm. 678. ILX 4 cm. 

i HRS cae ] tadle ] «av Kedevn[ 

]Tpexety ex yecr[ov ] ove éoriv: [ 

|tt Avmnoas TvXo | tpewBoro[ 

|ra metOapxovvra [ | gov ; Kakoy [ 

5 | Tpomov mpociolyr 5] mpoorar| 

] tut AarAes  [ ] apay duval 

jeav Novynnie [ y]Atox pol 

Jeposs ecveypar pl ral 

pa Tlous Swdexa Oefous rol 

rl 

677. 6. There is a blank space in the papyrus on either side of ru Aadews. Probably 
two feet are to be supplied at the end of the line. 

8. eweypae is apparently for éevnveypa or yimypa. The doubtful y might be ¢, but 
that gives no word, 

9. Cf. 409. 86, &c. 
678. 1-7. It appears on the whole probable that the fragment preserves the 

beginnings of the lines and that there is no loss on the left side till 1. 7, which must 
have projected somewhat, owing to the column having, as often happens, a slight slope. 
But this is not at all certain, and what we have taken to be a paragraphus between Il. 4-5 
may be a rough breathing over , 

8. The syllable preceding ry had an acute accent. 

679-684. Prose FRAGMENTS. 

The following group of unidentified prose fragments corresponds to the 

foregoing collection of minor poetical pieces. The first, 679, is historical, and 

consists of the upper parts of two columns, both unfortunately fragmentary, 

written in neat upright uncials of the first century B.c. Military operations are 

being described, and there is a mention in ll. 2-4 of some one dispatched by an 

Alexander in Cilicia, and of a king or kingdom in 1. 42. Perhaps, then, this is 

a fragment from a history of the campaigns of Alexander the Great, and it may 

even belong to the lost work on that subject by the first Ptolemy. 
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680 seems also to come from some historical work, but its sense is not 

easy to follow. Parts of 15 lines from the top of a column are preserved, con- 

taining mentions of Cilicians, Attica and the Athenians, and Soli in Cyprus. 

The hand is a sloping uncial of the middle or latter part of the third century. 

A low stop apparently occurs in l. 3. 

681 is a piece from the top of acolumn containing the latter parts of 

15 lines from a geographical or historical treatise. A description of some 

Thracian tribes, among which are the Triballi and Paeonians, is given, but the 

passage is too mutilated for satisfactory restoration. The fragment is written in 

rather irregular, but not ill-formed, uncials, which may date from the second 

century ; a high stop is used. 

682. Two fragments, both probably from the same column, of which one 

of them forms the top. The graceful upright hand seems, like that of 699, to be 

a rather early example of the oval type, and it may go back to the latter part 

of the second or the beginning of the third century. The common angular sign 

is used for filling up a short line (1. 12). The pieces are part of an oration, 

perhaps a lost speech of Hyperides. 

683 contains the ends of lines of part of a column, with some traces of the 

column following, 7| and 7[, opposite Il. 16 and 19, being all that is legible. 

The fragment is not easy to classify; citations of previous writers are made in 

ll. 4 and 12-3, and a Dionysius is mentioned in 1.9. The piece is written in 

rather small round uncials, which may be assigned to the latter half of the 

second century. An angular sign is used at the end of short lines. On the 

verso are parts of two lines in cursive of about the time of Septimius Severus. 

684, containing 23 nearly complete lines from the bottom of a column, is 

much more intelligible. The fragment comes from some ethical treatise, the 

comparatively late date of which is indicated by the occurrence of the form 

mpocerevoouar (11.6 and 22) as well as by the subject, the characteristics of 

sovereigns and advice for intercourse with them. The piece is written on the 

verso of the papyrus—the recto being blank—in sloping oval uncials, probably 

of the middle or latter half of the third century. 

679. 12-5 X 6-1 cm. 

Coltar: Col. ii. 

ccivittade tats Jov EdAnvikoy Tena 

fA ise jv tov ey Kudtke 

at ameot|adpevov ur Ade y 
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Eavdpouv volrepov . [.].. av ise ll 
Oe ee ]. Tov mapadoOnvat [ 

maveralons |nv emtpererav [ 
.]. as add\a T@ pn Er [ 

seen Ane ] Tnv novxiav e. |. [ 
- ++. AaluBavorvres rn eco 30 [ 

LOG ee rote jrovs toy kabectw ral 
Tov... .jy de dtapeprcbw [ 
OLR ae ee jou orparorre Te 
SO iemane eee ]- Toy pepe y[ 

15 letters |urau 35 ov 

ipo Mere rns |rwa deow TT 
Sct nd Pee ] do€avrar co. 

saw ion Sue er sks Jjav amocre Gs, & alt 
Niacscc oes ..| umnperas ets ovenf 
Mel ehags es |nv Tov impo 40. Stof 

ZO meer hae rs s\7mewy al.jexa es ny x 
LOgletters =) |repo 2 sews) Baorretal 

; ; ‘ detkvul 

TO. |avd| 

45 0.[ 

38-45. These lines are written smaller and closer together than the rest. 

680. 6-5X% 4 cm, 

[... .Jov Kidcxor [ de ets Yodrovs Toul 

[. .JAnoro ot de oA[ Io ves tous ev Kum[po 

[pile Heya. Tiree | [Jae tous de eof 

[e]ferOeuy d| [.]o vmoorpeyae [ 

5 Artikns per[ [.]. as emererpupl 

tous A@nvailolvs [ [.Jexrov vio toy [ 

mw avtov TeOeory [ Teg (creeeer ents Do an 

Tovs avactpeyn{ 
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3. rvis very doubtful; the vestiges representing + might be taken for a double point. 

4. Or UTroy@. 

681. TIX 7-1 cm. 

|papols<). |e. em = 1 pore ] yeyovact Tos @.. a. 1 

les aura Biaf....J.-. ] wAetoTot t[l@]y mpoozre 

]- tou. [.].. [.|s* wor[...]. 10 |vyroy TpiBadrrAloly Kat 

]kpovovp .. To. 7. «| ] mporepov pev.. T 

5 ] Kat KparnQer[ro|y Tov ] povny tTnv tmpos Tov 

TpiBarjr@v oft] pev a[A]Aor Kata KlaOnxovoav? vuv de 

res etdov Te Of. .]ec t\ov Ilaovey Tov a 

15 ] Kadoupevoy? Kat 

6. If TpBar]\ov is right not more than six letters are missing at the beginnings 

of ll. 1-9 or from seven to eight in the remainder. 

8. The letter between a and « is very likely « Above the o of ros is a spot of ink 

which seems to be accidental. 

682. Fr. (a) 8x 2-8, Fr. (2) 5:1 x 4-7 cm. 

Fr. (a) [rats Onpoxplartats ot (Peace avers ec layyedcal 

vopot mavT[@v €eloL TOV [ 12 letters Jycyve[ 

[ely rye mode Kuptoe Kat 104) -1Onuay. ] rovrev [ 

[vuwv ekao[T.......-. avTos vopov Onoeuy 

5 pous we.[.J.[....... ae Kal tWavoelv Tous ev 

[.]s ovde[ 12 letters Tos OikaoTnplots plat 

: diws amogpevyoritas 

TevOyee TS aie. C610 LO)s em ecetate @ 
4 { ia letters | énpl. [alpSpes AlOnvanot 

it [r]aes was probably preceded by ev. Mr. Smyly aptly quotes Hyperides, Euxenzp. 
XXi. év Snpoxparia Kupiot of vduor Evovrat Kal al elvayyediat kal ai GAAa Kpicets Kata Tos vdpous 
eigiacw eis-1d Sixacrnptoy. 

8-10. Nothing need be missing at the end of these lines. 
15+ [0] de Snyols or Anuoladerns or [n] de Snwolkparta are possible supplements. 
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683. 9°3 X 4°4 cm. 

]ra Kup'tjov Jees ev rye 

‘jaBaons av To|y LoToplov 
o|vopacroy |mo de Tous 
Je dno tas 15 jakaroyv Xa 

5 | modererats JvTa mpecBev 
Jracav «is ta loev o kot 
Jovian Siampa Ja Kepva dt 
Jac o Ta me |yT@v Kope 

]res MAtovuce 20 jewov eo 
10 Je . noav malpadaBey 

}ryns .[.].. ke Jev 

15. axarov may be a complete word; cf. 1. 18 xepya. 

684. 12 X 6-5 cm. 

PeIELOOUELS Oe VELOC) ox ore ae a pala etkor[o]s axpat pev yap etole... 

.. |v epyov evos eo .[...... .. .Javpatov Oaracowwv...[.... 

. .Jowy Bovdrovrat mpaypar[.... 15 ..]. Tov kat wupos [olvdev de ovrw [.... 

- €)¢ Kat Kupaver Kat avacelt ws .. vey exet de tiva Kat avf.... 

5 . €epyeorepaly] n Tpo7ro.. [ru de 

Xen] HaA[A]ov madevery rov[s] mpolcedev 

goluevous Bathe y Tov agioplaros 

Ta] O[talpopa ve pev Tapagoe [.... 

..}- Bovowvou te Se] evynras [rt de 

10 ..|ry ower un[.]. ov Te de Ty af... 

eo |Tv eTEpov To[tjourous ar...[.... 

det] ytyveo[O]at mpos Tous Bacireals Kat 

av|roxpatwp x(a]: madn Ty e£oulora 

xplopevos ogus eotiv Kat axataloyxe 

20 TOS] Kat mpos TE Tas TElpas mpoy|Etpos 

mpo|s TE TAS KOAaTELS AKwAUTOS [xen 

ov] Tov mpocedevoopevov TH To[tw 

de klar rnrALkwde x[p]noOat per [ 

Ov]uos Baolt|Aco[s] are yap peyas o[y Kat 

] 

5. €pepyeorepaly]: the final » scarcely fills the available space, and another letter 
may be lost. 

6. The second A of pad{Aloy if written would be very cramped and may have been 
omitted. 

9. The traces of the supposed o after ].8 are rather closer than they should be 

K 2 
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both to the 8 and to the following v and perhaps do not represent a letter, and on the 

other hand a narrow letter may be lost between the doubtful o ands. Bvo[cjwov... 

evrov might be read, but would make no sense here. Perhaps there is some corruption. 

14. kyuatovy would be expected and should no doubt be restored (cf. 1. 16 Kvpacver) ; 

perhaps xavyarwv was written by mistake. 
18. madn: |. médkae or wodAp? There is room for a letter between 7 and a, but 

the a seems clear. 
23. The final vy of pev is rather spread out and was possibly the last letter of 

the line. 

le FRAGMENTS OF (EXTANT GEA SSIGCAL 

AUTHORS 

685. Homer, Jad X VII. 

12:5 X 105 cm. 

This fragment, containing the ends of ll. 725-32 of the /iad, from the top 

of a column, is of interest owing to the presence of some marginal scholia, one 

of which, that on 1. 728 mentioning a reading of the Kouw}, is with little doubt 

by the original scribe, while those below were added subsequently in cursive. 

The MS. was a fine specimen of Greek calligraphy, being written with great 

care in a large, round uncial hand, very similar to that of 661 (Plate v). It 

is probably to be assigned, like 661, to the latter half of the second century, 

a date to which the cursive adscripts opposite ll. 730-1 also point. High and 

middle stops (ll. 728-9) occur, and accents and breathings are used in the first 

scholium, ‘There is a broad margin at the top of the column. 

725 €l|1l Kamrpot 

On]pntnpar: 
plenawrtes: 

TeTroLO |ws- 1 & add’ bre Bh p’ 

] a@dXos- 
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730 €7T0 \VTO 

: e£ ap[porepwv 
apdi|yvo.rw plepwy [....... 

av|rous 

JAge ave [ 

728. The marginal note evidently refers to the Aristarchean method of writing ére 81, 
namely 6ére67, and implies that the word had the Aristarchean accent in the text. Cf. 
Schol. A on a 493 ’Apiotapyos dred ws dyAady mapaddyws aveyiveoke, and the discussion of the 
question in the scholia of Ammonius, 221. i. 1-8, where the ordinary accentuation is 
upheld. For the reference to the Koun cf. 445. ~ 

731. The scholium appears to be an explanation of the word dudeyvocsw which it 
interprets in the sense of ‘pointed at both ends’; cf. Apollonius’ Lexicon, s.v. rots é€ 
éxatépov pépous yuaoat duvanévous. After pepwv something like dkpov Zxovow must be supplied ; 
cf. Schol. A on N 147 of 8€ petadopixds ad rev yuiev, re exatepabev axpov exe. The note 
may have been continued in a third shorter line, and there is a faint mark below the » of 
pepov which (if it be ink) would suit an e. 

732. The marginal note below this line, which should refer to 1. 733 orainoay trav 8¢ 
Tpameto xpas, ovde ris €rdn, is Obscure. The only word here of which an explanation seems 
at all likely to have been given is tpdwero, which in the Schol. Didymi is glossed 7\Adooero 
} idéa tod mpooemov ; but the present note was phrased differently. The doubtful \ may be 
» and four or five letters may be lost in front of it since 1. 733 is not a long one. Atavr . [ 
cannot be read. 

686-688. Homer, liad //, [Il, ann XJ. 

The three following Homeric fragments of which the text is printed below 
are reproduced in facsimile on Plate vii, and have a palaeographical value as 

practically contemporary specimens of the literary hand of the early Augustan 

period. 686 and 688, from the bottom and top of a column respectively, are 

very similar in type, 686 being the more regular and ornamental of the two, 

and both have a decided resemblance to the hand of the new Pindar fragments 

(659), which is perhaps slightly older. 687, which is also of some interest 

on account of the presence of two critical signs in the margin of Col. ii, shows 
a stiffer and more angular style of writing. No stops or other lection signs 

occur in any of the three pieces. We give a collation with Ludwich’s text. 

686. Teo Eel OULe Prats VII. 

° ° ° cy 

ii. 50 [avtap o Knpulkecot Au yupOoyyorce 
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[knpuocew aylopny de KalpnkopowvTas 

[or pev exnpulocov tot 8 nl yerpovTo 

[BovAnyv de mplorov peyabuplov 

[Neoropen wapja ve IIvAoryev[eos 

55 [Tovs 0 ye ouvkjadeoas TuKWy|y 

[kAure dtror Olevos pot evuTrvifov 

[auBpooiny ovja vuKTa pariota | 

[edos Te pey|eos re gunv T aylxloTa 

53. The papyrus probably read BovAny, as do the great majority of the MSS. ; but the 
lacuna is too large to give a real clue. ovAy Ludwich, with Aristoph. and Aristarch. 

54. IvAoryer[eos: so Lud. with AB, &c.; IvAny. SM, &c. 
86. Ojos: so MSS. and Aristarch.; Ociov Zenod. 

687. 7-9 X 4:5 CM. Pirate VII. 

Coli. Cols it. 

> tov[s bd eyo 

apdloTepwv 

: aAX ore 

iii. 185 atoAomr |wAous oTav Tov 210 

] > apdio 
Sayyaptloro avd o[re 

€lAex Onv n7[oe 

avTiavet|pat Taup| a 

ovd alpapaproerns 215 

avd o7[€ 

207. There is a diple against this line in Ven. A with the note dri mapadAnros efeinoa 
kai epidnoa’ 76 yap dudeiv eviore dvtt rod Eevicew ridnow. 

211. Ven. A has a diple periestigmene opposite this line. 

688. 8-1 X 4:5 cm. Prate VII. 

or 0 ert Kap peooly [aleey azroxrewv[@v 

as Te Acwov edolPyce ToAAo Oe mpr[ves 
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Tacas Tn d€ T in arladhatveTat [Ar|pedew vio [ 180 

xi. 175 THs 0 «€ avyey eagle [aA] ore On talx 

TpoTov emeTa dle [Ee]oOax tore [dn 

ws tous Arpeid[ns [Idn]s ev [kopupyicr 

~ 

179-80. These two lines were athetized by Aristarchus and omitted by Zenodotus ; 
Ludwich prints them in small type. 

689. Hesiop, Scufum. 

Fr. (a) 9:2 x 3:6 cm. 

Three fragments from the top of a column, containing the concluding 

fifteen lines of the Scatumof Hesiod. The text is written in round, rather heavy 

uncials of medium size, which appear to date from about the end of the second 

century. The occasional accents, &c., and the punctuation are probably due 

to the original scribe, as well as the corrections in ll. 475 and 420. In the 

collation we have made use of the edition of Rzach (1902) ; a couple of other- 

wise unrecorded variants occur. 

[ummovs pactieTny tkovTo dj paxdAjov Odvpmov 

[veos 8 AdKpny|ns Kat Kkv[dalAtpos Lod[aos 

Kvuxvov cxvdelvoar[r|es alr oper [tevjyea Kara 

vioovT aia] 6 emetta mlodt|y Tpnyxi[vos t\kovto 

470 [immos @xuToloecow: artalp ylAavkwn|is] AOnvy 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[exer Ovdv]umov te peylaly kat dwplalra marpos. 

[Kuxvov 6 av K]nvg Oamrev [x]at Aaos aletlpwv 

[or p eyyvs vatoly médLas KAcet\Tou BaciA[n]os 

[ Avénv Muppildovev re mofdty KreTn[v| tT Tawdxoy 
t 

475 [Apynv tr 76 EdKxnv: moddos [6 elre{etyepiero Aalos 

[TLuwvTes Knuk\a gtdov pla|kapeloot Oeoucrly 

[tov de radoy Kat olnp aide[s moinoey Avavlpos 

[ouBpar xetpept|oe mANOwv [Tos yap pv ArjoAdov 
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[Anrowdns nyw€ olrt pa kdalras exarouBals 
t 

480 [os tis ayor IIvOode] Bin our acke dokev@v 

466. paxdlov is for paxpor, a case of the common confusion of A and p. 
473. wodas: médvos Rzach with E, wéAnas other MSS.; the papyrus reading will at 

least scan. 
474-5. Rzach follows Goettling in regarding these two lines as a later addition. The 

papyrus shows that they belong to an ancient tradition. e|meyeplero in 1. 475 is a new 
variant ; nyelpero, eyeipero Or nyciparo MSS. 

480. Bin cidacke is the ordinary reading. The scribe seems to have imagined that the 
verb was vAacxe; what he supposed the o meant or why he made a mark like a sign of 
elision after the overwritten « we are unable to conjecture. There is a break in the papyrus 
immediately below this line; the title of the book presumably followed as usual. 

690, 691. AvotLonius Ruopius, Argonautica LT. 

690 13x 5:2 cm., 691 3-3 xX 3:3 cm. 

We here group together a couple of fragments from the third book of the 
Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius, but derived from two distinct MSS. The 
larger fragment, 690, which is from the bottom of a column and comprises 
ll. 727-45, is in a third century semi-uncial hand. A variety of lection signs 
occur, of which the marks of elision are certainly due to the original scribe ; 
the breathings and accents have rather the appearance of being a later addition. 
691, containing parts of Il. 908-14, is earlier in date, being written in rather 
heavy, but not very regular, round uncials, which may be attributed to the 
second century. The texts are remarkable for the confirmation of two con- 
jectures, Porson’s vavrito. for vatrav appearing in 1. 745, and Stephanus’ 
correction of pera for card in 1. 90g. Our references to the two chief codices, 
the Laurentianus and the Guelferbytanus, are taken from the edition of 
R. Merkel (1854). 

690. 

[XaArkiomn ws] tule 

[ws epgo pn ylap plot 
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[nws pnde pe] Snplov 691. 
730 [ee ete ons ulxns mlpopepectepor F : 

[cov Bley [ol dn por [ e|rapaly 
[kn|deuoves re gidote kale dacolwecOa pleta 

[py]ue Kaovyvntny te [ gio Tiot O avTe Kak[wTepoy 

[twov] emer Ketvols pe TlEw alrovooge m[edeobe 

735 [vy|rurmy> as avev [ maontot 6 emtkAlomos 

[@AA] tc KevOe & eunfy A.oouldnly [ 

[Anoo|uat evtivovola ; ; : 

738 [otclouar as Exarns OedAxrnpia 

740 [ws] 7 y’ ek Oadaporo | 

au|ToKacryynTns [| 

aidjws Te orvyepoy [TE 
[ 
[ 
[roa] wapeE od warplos 

[pug] pev emer en[e yatav 

[ 745 [vav]rido es *EXikny [| 

690. 730. «vers: the papyrus probably had the ordinary reading, which would quite 
fill the lacuna; et ye 7+ Merkel, ec xe re Wellauer. 

733. kaovyynrnv: so L; 1. xaceyyntn with G, Merkel. 
735. os: so L (és): os G, Merkel. 
738. The papyrus agrees with the other MSS. in omitting the line (739) cited in the 

scholia of L oicopén Eciv@ irép ob rdde veikos dp@pe, With cicopat for otcopa in |. 738. 
745. [vav|rito: vadrae MSS., vavrito. Porson, which restores the metre and is adopted 

by Merkel. vadra should disappear from future editions. 
691. 909. p[era: so Stephanus, a correction which has generally been accepted in 

place of the MSS. reading kard. 

692. ApoLLonius Ruopius, Argonautica IV. 

11-5 X 8-7 cm. 

Two fragments from the bottom of a column, containing parts of ll. 77-go 

of Apollonius Rhodius’ Argonautica, Book iv. The handwriting, a neat upright 
uncial, has a certain resemblance to that of the Thucydides papyrus (16, 696), 

and is apparently a rather later specimen of the same type; we should assign 

it to the second century. Occasional accents and stops (high usually, but 
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a middle point apparently occurs in |. 89) are used, and may be due, like the 

insertion of an iota adscript in 1. go, to the original scribe. 

[npwes pe|ra [tnvye Ooots eAaaoKoy epeTpols 

[ovr meliopata vos el nmELpolo TEpalns 

[Baddov 0] de Kpaimvous [xepow modas nkev Inowy 

80 [v]pou ew ixpiddivr peta [de Ppovtis te Kat Apyos 

[vije Sum Ppigfov] yapad[is Popov n 0 apa Tovaye 

[youlvey [apgolrepnior mlepioxolpevn mpoecimev 

[ex] pe P[tdor pucacbe dvoalupopov: ws [de Kat auTous 

[vpelas Aifntao mpo yap T alvapavda [retuKTaL 

85 [mlavra pad ovde zt pnx|os tkaveTlat aAA emt yne 

[pe]vyoper mow rév yle] Oowv emiP[npevar ummav 

[dwlow de ypuvoetov eye dépos evynicaca 

[ppolvpov odgiv: tuvn de Oeous [evje corolty eratpors 

[gee. Teor pvOov emi[ijotolpas| ovis pot vmeorns 
t 

go [mollnoa pnd évOev exlacreplo opy[nbecay 

80. er: so L; az’ G, Merkel. 
86. tov ye]: révde G (Merkel), révde L; the letter before the lacuna is certainly not 6. 

90. The size of the lacuna makes it pretty certain that the papyrus had the right 

reading ékaotépo ; éxatépp GL. The iota adscript was probably added by the person who 

put in the accents, but whether he is to be identified with the original scribe is doubtful. 

693. SopHoc ies, £lectra. 

8-6 x 3:6 cm. 

A narrow strip from the top of a column, containing Il. 993-1007 of 

Sophocles’ Electra. The MS., which is a good specimen of the oval type 

of uncials, was probably written in the first half of the third century. The 

correction in 1, 1002 and the occasional lection signs, with the exception of the 
mark of elision in 1. 993, are probably all by the original scribe. A rare variant 

occurs in 1. 995. Our collation is derived from the Jahn-Michaelis edition 

of 1882. 
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[ervyx]av’ avtn pn [Kakov eooger ay 

[Thv elvAaBeay [womep ovxt ow ceTat 

995 [mot] yap more Bre[Waca rovovroy Opacos 

[avrn OF omdtén Kale vanperery KadeLs 

[ovk eltcopas’ yuvn [pev ovd avnp edus 

[cOe]vers 3 eXaccoy [toy evavTioy yept 

[Satpjov de rors plev evrvyns Kad npepav 

1000 [nuy 6 amroppe Klame pndey epyerat 

[ Tis olvy Totovroy alydpa PBovAevwy edety 

$ 

adujro arns e€amra[AAayOnoerat 

opa Klakws mpacoolvTe pn pel(m KaKa 
[ 
[ 
[xrynolwped et tis Tolvod akovoeTat Aoyous 

1005 [Aver ylap nas o[vdey ovd emmdpedet 

[Bagw] Kadrnv daBovre dvokdAews Baverv 

[ ov yap Olafvjew [ex Otorov 

995. more Bde|Waoa: so the Cod. Monacensis (Herwerden, Anal. Crit. p. 12): mor 
euBreaca L, &c. and vulg. 

996. omdfy: so all the chief MSS. (6mAlgye); dmdi¢er editors. 
998. «Aacoov: so Brunck and vulg.; ¢darrov MSS. 
1002. Perhaps add vo was originally written. 

694. Tuerocritus, ldyl XSL. 

14:2 X 8-4 cm. 

A small fragment from the thirteenth /dy/ of Theocritus, written in a good- 

sized upright round uncial hand of the second century, probably the earlier 

half of it. Numerous stops (high point), breathings, accents, &c. occur, all of 

which, as well as a few corrections or variants inserted above the line, seem to 

be due to the first hand. The text has a new variant in 1. 34, and an error in 

1. 30, but elsewhere agrees with the MSS. Our collation is with the edition 

of Ziegler. 
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of Stein. 

THE PONY REICH US SAE yast 

} 
iKETO K@ Tadaeplyos 

20 Adkpnvas vios [ 
t 

ouy 8 alujra KateBlawvey 

QaTLS KUavedy ouLX 

€ 
adrrAa dijeEaéioe: BalOuv 

aleTo[s] as] péya AaliTpa 
“1° 

25 apos & avTeddAor[Te 

dpva véov Booko[yrt 

t[a]uos vavriAdalfel|s [ 

npédov: KoliAjav de | 

E NAldomovrov tkolvTo 
i] “A 

30 ecw 6 Oppov ikov{To 
cle 

avAakas evpuvoyT[t 

exBavres 6 emt Oeilva 

[eve[A]ivo[t]> moAdoL de 

[Aeculov [o]plty malpexecto 

19. ko: xo MSS. 
20. Adxpnvas: so most MSS. ’Adkpyyns Z(iegler) following the Ambrosianus. 
21. Against this line are two dashes, of which the meaning, if any, is obscure. 
22-4 were rejected by Ahrens. In]. 23 d[eleEaeiwe is corr. to dtleEaite. 
25. It is not certain what was written above the initial a. ‘The supposed 7 between 

two points (i.e. nwos for avos) is possibly an accent and breathing. 
30. uxor[ro: @evro MSS., Z. tkovro is a repetition from the previous line. 
Ble [o]oley malpexeiro: ydp ow éxerto MSS., Z, 

695. Heropotus V. 

24:3 X 7:6 cm. 

Part of chapters 104-5 of Herodotus, Book V, written in a good-sized third 

century uncial hand of the broad oval type. Two corrections and a breathing 

have been inserted by a second hand. The text offers no variants from that 

On the verso, in a late third or early fourth century cursive hand, 

is part of a list of names of persons, with sometimes a statement of the villages 
to which they belonged, e.g.... amd ObrAG(ews), Vevapoty(is) avo Tada, 
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[tas Kulmpiov[s ovvam va yeveo0at Ts av[Ado 

atacba tous pev on [ar 15 [yyls wore TavTa culvy 

Aovs averrerce Apal Gov pavOnvat tov Mirinar 

gous de ov Bovdlolue[vous ov Apioraly\opny m[pwra 

5 [lelloe mevOeoOar emod{op Lev] Alelyerae [alvrov [ws 

KEE TPOTKATHMEY| OS emubertio] TavTa. Tovfov 

Ovnotdos pev vey erro 20 ovdeva dolyloy monola 

Atopkee Apabovy7[a fevoy ev eldoTa ws ov 

Baoitte de Aapet[w| ws 

10 egalyyleNOlp (S.aplsls a 
[zT]oe ye ov xal[m]jampotg[ov 

[ 
Aooas €lumrempnoba{e [ 

sel 

Tat] amootavtes etple 

aOjait] oirives evev oc A [ 
um[o te] AO[nvatwy [kat 25 [@nvjao[e pera] de [mvdo 
Toor tov de nyepulo 

22. The second a of xara has been corrected from o; i.e. the first hand wrote 
ovk arompocgovrat, which was altered to ov xatampo£ovrat, 

23. Final s of arocravres was put in (by the first hand) later. 

696. Tuucyvprpes IV. 

Fr. (¢) 15 X 19 cm. 

In view of the peculiar excellence of the Oxyrhynchus Thucydides papyrus 

originally published in the Egypt Exploration Fund’s Archaeological Report 

for 1896-7, and reprinted as P. Oxy. 16, the discovery of some more frag- 

ments of the same MS. was a welcome surprise. The new pieces comprise 

portions of six more columns, covering, with considerable lacunae, chapters 

28 to 35 of the fourth book; and at the same time supply some of the missing 

beginnings of lines in the first column of the fragment originally found, which 

succeeded immediately. 
The present part of the MS. possesses the same features which distinguished 

that published previously, and readers are referred to the description given in 

P. Oxy. I. p. 40. We see no reason for altering the date (first century A.D.) 

there proposed for the papyrus. We are, however, inclined to doubt whether 

the final »v which has been inserted occasionally in the text is after all by a hand 

different from that to which the other numerous corrections and vartae lectiones 
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are apparently due, and which is not to be distinguished from that of the original 

scribe. 

As before, the papyrus shows a number of small differences from the 

ordinary text, the most noteworthy being those in Il. 4, 13, 16, 38, 62-3 and 87. 

Our collation is with the text of Hude. 

Fr. (a) Col: i; “28. 4: Colmtia 2089. 

apaprnplaTa woTEe mpoo7el 

mrew aly avTouvs ampocdoKy 
ot 

5 T:@-s 4 BovdlowTo em eEkel 

klat vols yap Elvial av THY EMLXEL 

[ImBpiovs rovs mapovtas Kat] med [enlow | 

I column lost. 

Fr. (0) Colviveams32a' 

7 |pwoTous 15 [apa de ews yryvoluevne Kat o 

[pudakas ois eredpaluov evbus [addos oTpatos] ameBarvey 

10 [dtapOerpovary ev Te] Tals evvais «zt [ex pev vewy €|BdounKkovTa 

[avarapBavovTjas -eTl. Ta onda [kat oAtywt mAetlovey Trav 

[kat Aabovres T]nv amoBacw ot [Tes mAnv Oaraptlov ws eka 

DUELS 20 [oTor ecxevacpe|vor TogoTat 
[omevwy avTjov KaTa TO lw 

[Se oxrakoolot Kat me|ATaoTAL 
[Oos es edoppov tys] vuKTos mew 

Fr.(c) Col v." 992...4, Col; vit; 34.3. 

° : : . [ea]z7[@|ros Kat ovk ex{fovTe]s eA 

Xopnal|ecav ot moodle mda KaO ort x[p\n afpulvope 

por evecOar weidolt Kat of azo vous owOnvat edlos] de Tpav 

patigopevov dn oA 
25 [kolvriots] Kat AtO[olis Kat opey a(t] 

[ 
[pwraro] Toglevpa|or Kat a 

[ 
[So]vars e[x] mroAdou [e]yovres ad 60 Av, Oia To ev Tw@L aVT@L ava 
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30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

[kn]v ois] pnde emedOery ovov 

[tT nv]  evyor[res] Te yap € 

[kparovy] Ka[t avaywlpovow” ee 

Col. vi. 
Xwptlov tle i 

[wo|rnz{t Kat] vo rn{[s mp « 

33. 2. 

n\eias Tpaxewy [ovTay ev 

oijs ot Aaxedaipoviot [oly[k €dlv 

vavTo] Owwketv oma €Xov 

TES Xpo|vov pev ouy Tia 

kpo|GoAtcavTo = Ta “Oe 

axkledatpoviwy ovKETe o 

ca ETEXELY NL TPOTTELTTOL 

[0 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[oAvyov olv7w® mpos adAndous 

[7 
[A 
[ 
[ev Oulvapevav yivolvres av 

143 

otpeperOat cvykrAnoavtes 

““EXWOPNTAVY ES TO ETXATOV EpU 

ve Kal Tovs eavTwoy dudaKas 

fa TNS vynooU ov TroAU aTrexov 

@S 

65 . Of evedooay evtav0a dn mor 

“Grow eT mr€-t-ove Bont TeOap 

pnkoTes ot etdoe EmeEKELVTO. 

To 

75 

Tous oft] Weror Bolaldu[repous nbn _ 

ovTas Tol apvverOalt Kat 
qt 

auTot THL TE oer TOV: Oapplerly 

To m[Alecorov e:Andlolres mod 

AatAaclot Paivopevoe Kat 

ira 
gvv.et.O.opevot paddoy py 

KeTt Oetvous avTovs opoiws 

ogi” dawverO[at} ort] ove evdus 

agia THs mpiolo djokials e}7e 

movOecav walmrep ore po 

tov ameBawov] rye y[vjolune 

dedovAwpevot] ws emt] Aake 

cavrTes Kat epu|Por{oalyres 

aOpoot wppnoav e|m avrov[s 

kat eBadrov dz]Ooles 

e 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[Satpovovs] Karappovy 

[ 
[ 
[ 

Kat Tov Aaxedaipovioy 

oot pev vmoxwpourTes EV 

KatT[edapBavlovro amebvn 

akov oft de moA]Aot dradevyov 

Tes m[pos] To epluljua pera Tov 

Tav7[nt] gdudakov eragav 

‘To Tapla Taly ws apuvoupe 

(vole [nerlep nv empaxov [ 

[or 6 AOn|vatoe emiomo[pevot 

[me]p[todov plev avroly Kat 

KukNjwolv xwpliou tloyut 

OvK €Lxov Tpoato[vTEs 

80 

85 

O€ €€ evavtTias woacOlat eres 

[pov |ro 

[modu Kat TNS NMEpas TO TEL] 

[arov Tadat|m[olp[ovpe]vor ap[ go 

[Tepot vio] Te THS paxyns K[at 

Kal Xplovoy pev 

dupns Kat] [ n[Atolv avTiet}y[ov 

[werpwpevo|t oft pev 
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Col. viii (=16, Col. iti). 36.2: 

2 lines lost. % dlor 

y[ejjoe a 

or|res v|oe 
7\os 

go €lfamuns 

[ 

Ja 

§|uumTopare 

Beyer] 

100 plomudas 

z|ne 

a\ov 

ol 

4. anpoodoky|rws: for the variant ampoodoknrots, which is not otherwise recorded, cf. 

€.2. ll. 93. 4 dmpoodoknros émemecdvres. It may be doubted whether atrovs was retained with 

this reading or was replaced by atrois. 
5. n: the omission of iota adscript is unusual in this papyrus. 

6. ew[ac av: this is the order of CEGMf,; dy eiva ABF. 
IO-I, avadapyBavovras ert was the original order, but ere was subsequently inserted 

at the end of J. ro and cancelled in ]. 11, @rt dvaAapBdvovras is the reading of all MSS. 

Hude prints xdvadapBdvovras, a modification of Abresch’s conjecture kal dvadapuB. 

12. It is unfortunate that the beginning of this line is lost since editors have suspected 

a corruption in Aaddvres tiv dwéBaow, The ordinary reading suits the size of the lacuna 

well enough. 
13. ras vavs, which is added above the line, is found in all MSS. It is not absolutely 

essential, and may be an explanatory adscript which has become incorporated into 

the text. 
eva[Gos: 0s MSS. The new variant is supported by other examples in Thucydides 

of xara Or mapa 7d ciwOds, e.g. in this book 17. 2, 55. 2, 67. 4. 
14. [Oos es epoppov rns| is rather long for the lacuna, and possibly ts was omitted. 
16. amcBawev ; éméBavov, the reading of the MSS., has been commonly changed by 

editors to dé8awoy, an alteration which is now sanctioned by the papyrus. ‘The singular 
ameBavev may also well be right. 

22. Eleven lines are lost at the top of this column. 
23. wpeidol: kav ov: so the MSS. The papyrus gives no support to the suggested 

emendations (yedot kai ofor Cobet, of Widrol cai Madvig). 
28. [kparowy|: there would not be room for Hude’s conjecture éxparotvro, 
2g. Similar insertions of » epeAxvoriedy occur in |, 47, 16. ii. 9, &c. 
30. The original omission of xepioy re may have been caused by the homoioarchon 

of xahewornrt, but it is noticeable that the words have not been supplied in quite their right 
position. 

35. The addition of the s of ovrws is parallel to the insertions of final »; cf. note 
onl. 29. ovrw MSS., Hude. 

38. ewexew: emexOciv MSS. emexew here might be supported by such a use as ras 
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emi opiot vais enexotoas (viii. 105. 3), but it may be a mere graphical error; emexOew would 
be more likely to become emexew than vice versa, The « has been rewritten. 

41. The superscribed reading, apvvacOa, is that of the MSS., but apuvecOa is far 
preferable. It is noticeable that the interlinear a has a stroke above it instead of, as 
usual, the letter which was to be replaced. 

42-3. The MSS. reading in this passage is rod @apociv 13 mdetorov, Dobree’s 
conjecture mordv for meiorov having been generally adopted by subsequent editors. 
It is nearly certain that the papyrus agreed with the MSS. in having mAeoroy, for though 
there is a hole at the crucial point, the distance between the letters + and ¢ strongly 
Suggests that another letter had intervened. There is no trace of any correction. It 
may then be assumed with little chance of error that the tradition of rod @appeiv or Oapoeiv 
7d mheiorov goes back at least to the first century a.p.; and this reading is no doubt 
intelligible, if not very satisfactory. The interlinear variant row Oappew, so far from helping 
matters, only creates fresh difficulties, and seems indeed quite impossible. It may be 
noted that the top of the v of rov has been rewritten (by the first hand), but no importance 
should be attached to this circumstance; the same thing has been done again in the case 
of v of modv in 1. 63. 

45. The ¢ written above ec of gvvesfiopevor has been again cancelled. 
47. cGiow MSS.H.y cf, 1) 20, 
59. The blank space at the end of this line has been filled up by two angular marks ; 

elsewhere one only is usually employed for this purpose. 
60. da rd aiet is the MSS. reading. The o of ro has been corrected from e (?). 
61. ovykdnoavres: elsewhere in the papyrus évv is written. 
62. avexopnoay: the first syllable was added afterwards, most probably by the first 

hand; éxyapnoav MSS. 

63. ov modu amexov: 6 ov modd ameixe MSS. 
65. For the insertion of an elided ¢ in de cf. 1. 80, and 16. iii. 8; 8¢ MSS. 
dn: #5n MSS. 
66. The alternative spelling mkeom is that of the MSS. 
teOappykores: SO ABFG; reOaponkéres H. with the other MSS. 
71. duapevyorres: 1, Suapvydvres, with the MSS. 
72. mpos|: és MSS. The = is quite certain. 
76. [or 8 A@n|yaor: kai of ’AO. MSS. It is just possible, though unlikely, that the 

papyrus had xa at the end of the previous line; there is not room in 1. 76 for ka 
before ox. 

80. For the inserted « cf. 1. 65, note. 
86. [mepopevo| scarcely fills the lacuna, in which three or four more letters would be 

expected. 
87-102. The papyrus here supplies some of the letters missing at the beginnings 

of lines at the top of the first column of 16. The vertical strokes in the text show the 
line of fracture. 

87-8. morevovres: muotevcarvres MSS. The reading of the papyrus may be right. 
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697. Xenopnon, Cyropaedia J. 

24:4 12-5 cm. 

A leaf from a codex of Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, containing most of i. 6. 

3-11, and a small piece of another leaf containing a few letters from ii. I. 30, 

written in a neat uncial hand which is probably not much later than A.D. 200. 

Several corrections or variants have been added above the line, chiefly by 

a second and more cursive hand. The numerous stops (high, middle and low 

point) are for the most part due to the original scribe. 

The condition in which the text of the Cyropaedia still remains after 

centuries of use as a schoolbook is deplorable. Dindorf’s Oxford edition, which 

alone gives a serious critical apparatus, omits several of the most important 

MSS., and the accuracy of the collations is not to be depended on. Hug’s 

Teubner edition is mainly based on C,a Paris MS., which is one of the best, 

but since Hug’s apparatus is not sufficiently detailed for his silence about the 

readings of C to be a trustworthy argument, we are unable to infer what they 

are except where he actually records them. Mr. E. C. Marchant, however, 

whose forthcoming edition of the Cyropaedia may be expected to reduce the 

existing chaos to order, has very kindly placed at our disposal for the passage 

covered by the papyrus his unpublished collations of two of the chief MSS; 

the Bodleianus (Bib. Canon. 39, which in the Azabasis is generally called D, 

though different from Dindorf’s D), and the Etonensis, which is closely 

related to C. 

The MSS. of the Cyropaedia divide into two main families; one group 

consists of AG, which are the basis of Dindorf’s edition, C, which in the early 

part of the Cyropaedia supports AG and is the basis of Hug’s edition, and the 

Etonensis (Et.) ; while the other group consists of Dindorf’s D and the Bod- 

leianus (Bod.), and is supported through a large portion of the passage covered 

by the papyrus by Stobaeus. The character of Dindorf’s R and the relation 

of it to the two main groups is uncertain. The papyrus on the whole supports 

the group represented by D, Bod. and Stobaeus, with which its readings agree 

against the AGC, Et., group about twice as often as vice versa, and adds a 

number of variants peculiar to itself. Though not of equal importance to that 

of the Oxyrhynchus fragment of the Awadasis (463), the text of which seems 

to represent the archetype from which the existing MSS. of that work are 

descended in two main traditions, the papyrus is of considerable interest. 

Our collation is with the edition of Dindorf, supplemented occasionally by 

that of Hug. But the only MSS. of which the accurate collation is guaranteed 
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are the two for information about which we are indebted to Mr. Marchant. 

Fortunately these are typical and important representatives of the two main 
groups. 

5 

Verso. 

4 
yap edn akovoas more cov o7t etkoTws av Kall] mapa Oe 

©VY TPAKTLKOTEPOS Eln- WoTTEp Kat Tap avOpalTlwy, ooTLS 

Len o[mlore ev amopois ely. Tore KoAakevots a@AX [olre aptoTa 

mparrio.] Tore padtota tov Oewv peprifoil|ro: [Kale Tov ge 

Aor 6 epnoba xpnvat woavros empedetcOal[t] ovKovy vv 

epn w malt] oc exewas Tas emipedrcras ndevoy pev epxn 

mplos tous Oeous Senoopevos edmigers Se pla]ddrAov Tevge 

abat wy eav Sen oft cuvedevat cavtat Soxes ov] moore 

apeAnoas avTwv’ Tmavu pev ovvy edn w mart[elp ws mpos 

Io 

15 

20 

25 

€ls 

pirovs rot Tous Oeovs ovTas ovtw Siaxerulale [ol]; te yap 

on © Tal ekelwa pe“vnoat a Tote cdoKeL nly] omoca yap 

Onrrov dedaxacw ot Oe[o1] pabovras avOpalmjovs BeAret 

[oly mparrev. n averiotnpovas avtwy ovt[as}. Kar epyago 

Hevous padAov avuTew n apyovvTas Kat €mt|pedope 

violus acgadeore[plov av diayey n advdaxtolvras Tove. 

[rla[pexovras avrovs otovs det. ovrws nuty edolklee dey Kat 

1. 6293 

§ 4 

§5 

[airle[u]oOar Ta ayaba mapa Tav Oewy: vat pa At edly o Kupos §6 
cov’ 

Hepynpat pevrot [[oou]| zjavjta akovoas Kat 3 alvalykn nv 

melOecOar Tar Aoywr TovTw Kat oda oe emiTiMevTAa av 

T[@t] ws ovde Oepis ein atrercOar mapa Tov Oewy ovTeE 

in[mjevery pn padovTas immopaxouvtas viKavs ovTE 

pin elriotapevous togevew Togevovras Kparelvy Twv € 

[mioTlapevoy togevey’ ovre pn emiotaplelvous KuBep 

valy] owgew evy[e]oOa vavy xvBepvovras: [olure py omet 
OLTOV 

[pov|ra[s] ye ouroy [elvxecOar Kadov avrois g@uecbat ovre py 

P[vra|7[Tlopevou[s| ye ev ToAEL@L GwTNpLaY alteLcOal Ta 

pla yap] Tous taly Blew Olelopouvs Tavta kal Ta ToLavTAa Ta 

L % 
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tla eva] rovis dle [a\Pepuora evxopevous. opoltjos epnoba 

fetko|s €[t]var mapa Oewy aTuxely. womep Kal Tap avOpaTr@ 

[amplax[rlev Tovs mapavopa deopevous’ eKeLvav de € 

on| @ mat emehaov a mote eyo Kal ov EAoy[t|Gopeba. ws 

ika|volv av €ln Kat KaAov av[ dpe eplyjov ex Tus OUVQLTO ETTLLE 
[ 

[ 
[An]On{var omlws avros Kadols] Te Kayabos dok[L|uos yevo.r[o| 

[kat] Ta e[ rir era [o|mws aut[ols TE Kat OL OLKETAL LKavOS 

[ exotev To de] Tov[roly pey[adjov eplyolv ov[T]os [o]vros ugldor[e 

[cba avOpar|o[y alAdolv mlpoo{rjazevie|iv olzrjos efovo| Ly 

[amavra Ta emitndlera ex[mAlew Kat omws e[colvTac almav 

[res ovovs Set TovTlo Oavplac|roy S[nmov] nylsv] tore le 

[pawero var pa Al edn [@ wlare[p pepynpat] Ka{t Tov 

[ro cov AeyorTos aluvedioxjer Kale epor umeppelye Ges él 

vat epyov To Kahas aplxely Kale vuly y epn TavTa] plo do 

Kel oTav mpos av|ro To [apxjev [cKomay Aoytfalular o 

[rav pevto. mpos adjdouls avOpwmous Way Katavo 

[now ovor Te ovTes OtlayiyvovTat apxovTesS Kal oLol ovTES 

avrayoviotat null ¢oovrat mavy jot OoKEl aLoxXpoy ét 

| ov[ras 

[vat Totovrovs vmom|rn| gat 

14 lines lost 

Recto. 

ty) 

epxn tos mapa Kvagapelo|| xpnpacw: eywye epy o Kupos 

ocba de ef omoca avrat cotiv. pa tov At edn o Kupos 
opws Se 

ov pev dn opws dn TovTos mioTEvers Tors adndols+ oTt 

de moAdov pev ov denoet modd\a Se Kat adda voy avay 

Kn Oamavay avrov yweokes ywaokw epn o Kupos: 

K 

cav ovy edn avtov emidurn n Satravn Kat «[[g]jov peudy 

Tat mows cor e€ec Ta TNS oTpaTLas Sndov oTL OV Kadws” 

arap «hn w WaTEp ov Et EvOpals TLVa TOpOY Kal am EpLou 

$7 

§ 8 

§9 
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ye vo 
av mpoo||ytyvolluevov ews ete ev idrtat eopev eye € 

7O 

75 

80 

85 

90 

95 

potas edn w mat Tovto et Tis [aly amo aov Topos mpooye 

voito* amo Tivos de paddov [et|kos mopoy yeverOar n a 

mo] tov dvvapiv exovtios|; ov de mefny pev dvvapwy «€ 

xov evOevde €[px|n av ns od ott moddamAactay addi 

ovk av de€ator [tlrmixov de cot omep Kpaticrov [to] Mndw 

guupaxov ectat’ moloy ovy €Ovos Tay meplE ov doKels Kat 

xapifecOat Bovdropevoy vyuiv va[nipernoev. Kar poBov 

pevov pn Te 7a0n a@ xpn ce cuy Kvafaper Kownt okorret 

TL 

oPat pnmor emdury [| 71]| vas wv der vapxev Kat eOous 

eveka p[n|\xavepevoy mpoaddov mopov: To[dje de [may 

[Tov padiora pot pepyvnoo poemoTre avapevely To] 

mopicea|Oalt Ta emity[delia [eclr av n ypela oe alvayKaon add 

oTay paricTa eumopns TOTE Tpo TNS amropias pladAov py 

Xavo Kat yap Tevger paddov map ov av den pn almopew 

Soxwv: Kat avaitios oe] mlalpa tos [cleavtov oTplatiwrals 

ex TouTou de paddoy [k]a[t] vio aAda[v] al[edovs tevgy Kar nv 

tivas BovAn ev momnoale tnt duvapel n KaKws paddov 

EWS GV EXNS Ta OEoVTA Ol OTPATIWTAL UMNPETNTOVTL ToL 

kat miotikatatous be Aoyous cap wht ToTe Suvnoet re 

ye. oravmep Kat evdekvuo[Oar paldiora dluvn move t 

Kavos @y Kat ev Kat Kalkws add] epn @ mlalrep alAlAals Te 
a 

pow Ookels TavTa mavTa Kadws Aeyely Kal OTL [ov] [pev 

voy AnprpovTat ot aTpar[iwTar ovfdlels avTwy enor xapiv 

eloeTal Loaor yap ep ols avrovs Kvagapns ayleTat ovppaxous 
v 

oTt & av mpos Tos etpn{pjer[olis AapBavyn res TavTa Kal TL 

pn[v vlou{coplor] Kale Xap tovtmy eckos etdevat Tw dtdov 

tT To © exovra du[vapiv ne cote pev hidovs ev TolovyTas avT 

[w]d[er]e{tJoOafe] core dle exOpous ex]ovra [reliplacar ticacda € 

Jw 
[wlecra apedcuv] zloly mopiclerPae ovee Te [epy nTTov TL TovTO at 

[c]xpov evar n ec Tis exov [per alypolus exwv de epyaras 
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100 [ols av epyagorro emetlta [ewn Oly Tay ynv apyovoay avo 

[peAnrov eat ws y epov edn pndemoTre apeAncovtos Tov} 

[ra emirndeta tos orplat[wojraus ouppnxavacbat 

[ 
204 

105 ieoh 

mpos] ae [ 

le 

odov Kat ragw [oAnv exader Se Kat eTipo. omore Tivas ido. IT. 1. § 30 

109 Kat TouTo [ 

1. ef7: so AGR, Et., Dind.; om. D, Bod., Stob. For. 48. 68. 
éewy: so AG (first hand) R, Dind.; ray ded» DG (corr.), Bod., Et., Stob. 

2. TPaKTLK@TEpPOs : SO ADGR, Bod., Stob., Dind. ; TpayLaTLKa@TEpOS Die 

3. kodakevor: SO ADG, Bod., Et., Dind.; kodaxedew R first hand. 
apiora: ra dpiora CDGR, Bod., Et., Dind. ; dpuocra A, Stob. 

4. peuvro: so AG (first hand, with 4 above the line in a later hand), Et., Dind.; 

uéuvyro L3 pepvoiro corrected by the first hand to pepviro Bod.; pepvoipro D; peponra 

Stob. 
5. wcavtas: SO DR, Bod.; écaitas otras AG (with dots over otras), Et., Stob., Dind. 

emedevoOalt|: SO MSS, ; empedec Oar Dind. 

6. &: so D, Bod., Stob.; da y’ AG, Dind.; dd Et. 
epxn: so MSS.; épyer Dind. 
7. Ocovs Senoopevos: so ADG (first hand) R, Et., Dind.; Qeovs dvras ovtw diaxeypevous 

G marg. in later hand, and with odrws Bod. which adds édmifers d€ od mamor’. 
revéeabar: so AGR, Bod., Et., Dind.; revéacéa D. 
8. eav: so ADGR, Bod., Stob., Dind.; a Et. 
ovveSevar cavtat: SO MSS., Dind. ; Evvedévar eavr@ Stob. 
9g. mpos dudovs, the original reading of the papyrus, agrees with AGR, Et., Dind. ; 

mpoogires, the correction, with D, Bod., Stob. 
10. Tous beovs ovras: so D, Bod., Stob. ; dvras rods beots AGR, Et., Dind. 
Ir. o ma: so DR, Bod., Stob.; 6 marap AG, Dind.; & mat 6 maryp C, Et., which has 

6 above 4. 
exetva pepyvnoar: SO D, Bod. ; péuvnoar exeiva AGR, Et., Stob., Dind. 

oroga yap dymrov: so Bod., Stob.; dmécamep dyrov D, with dots over mo by a later 

hand; os émep R; os dep AG, Et, Dind. 

12. dedaxacw: so MSS., Dind.; dedakacww jyiv Stob. 
14. avvrev: so AG (second hand), Dind. ; avyvew D, Stob.; dvirrew G (first hand) R 

in an erasure, Et. 
e{mu|ueoperfolus: so DR, Stob., Dind.; émpedroupévovs AG, Et. For BeAretloly, K.TeA., 

Bod. has kai épyafopevous paddov aview i) dpyotds dvras Kal émeNovpevovs aopadéatepov y' av 
Sudyew. 

15. av: so MSS, and Stob.; om. Dind. following Stephanus. 
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tourwy: so MSS., Dind.; om. Stob.; mdrev (mreph) Madvig followed by Hug. 

16. avrovs (i.e. abrovs): éavrovs D, Bod., Stob.; ody rovvrovs éavrovs AGR, Dind.; 
& ovy rovovrous éavtovs Et. 

17. ta ayaba: so D; rayadd AGR, Et., Stob., Dind.; 14 ayaa ra Bod. 

18. t[avjra: so D, Bod.; rowtray G; rowdra AR, Et, Dind. There is certainly 
not room for t[ovav|ra, e 

qv: so D, Bod., Stob.; we AGR, Et., Dind. 
Ig. tovtat: so D, Bod., Stob.; om. AGR, Et., Dind. 
kar oda oe emitiOevta avt|os|: so D, Bod.; kai oiia mpoorievta ait Stob.; émrévra 

air G (second hand in marg.) ; kal yap odd oe Aéyovra dei AG (first hand) R, Et., Dind. 
20. oure: ores corr. to ovre by second hand Bod.; ore other MSS., Dind. Similarly 

with ovre in l. 21. 
23. togevew: so D, Bod., Stob.; om. AGR, Et., Dind. 
24. evx|€|o Oar : so DGR, Bod., Et., Stob., Dind.; ¢xeo@ar A. 

yay: so Stob.; vais MSS., Dind. 
[ojre: so Stob. ; ov8é MSS., Dind. 
ome pov|rals}: So MSS., Dind. ; ozeipavtas (Stob.) is equally possible. 

25. avrots airov: so DG (second hand), Bod., Stob. AG (first hand) R, Et. agree 
with the original reading of the papyrus in omitting oiroy (so Dind.). 

ovte: ovdé MSS., Stob., Dind. 

26 mapa: so ADR, Bod., Et., Stob., Dind.; mepi G. 
24. tavra Kat ta Towra ravtia: SO Bod., Stob., and (with the omission of mdyra) D; 

navra Ta touadra AGR, Et., Dind. 

28. [a|@epiora: so AG (corrected) LM, Bod., Stob.; déepira DEHRG (first hand), 

Et., Dind. 
29. beov: so ADG, Stob., Dind. ; ray dedv R, Et. 
nap: so Stob.; wapa MSS., Dind. 
30. mapavonpa: so ADGR, Bod, Stob., Dind.; ra mapdvopa Et. 

be en: so G (second hand in marg.), Bod.; 8 %n D ; dé AG (first hand) R, Et., Dind. 

31. a more: So ADG, Bod., Et., Dind.; émore R. 

32. av: om. MSS,, Dind. After dvvarro Bod. has avdpi (sic). 
33- om los: so D, Bod. ; ézas dv AGR, Et., Dind. 

kaXo| s| te: te xadés MSS., Dind. 
Sox| elas : so ADG, Bods Kt. Dind. ; om. R. 

34. Ta enmity |bera: SO MSS. here and in 1. 37; rémrndeca Dind. 

[ojrws : so D, Bod.; om. AGR, Et., Dind. 
or: so AD, Bod., Et., Dind.; om. G.; above the line in R. 
35. ovjtles [oros: so D, Bod.; dvros otras AGR, Dind.; dyaGot dvros otras Et. 

vp|tjorlavda: so DR, Bod.; émiatacda AG, Et., Dind.; eps with dots underneath 

before éemictacda L. 
36. eéovolw amavta: so D, Bod. ; éovoi mdvra AGR, Et., Dind. What reading the 

papyrus had is uncertain. 
34. almavtes: mavres MSS., Dind. 
38. Tore [eauvero : épaivero eivaa MSS., Dind. 

40. cov: so AGR, Bod., Et., Dind.; ére cov D, It is unlikely that the papyrus 

had D’s reading for [1 rovro is rather long for the end of 1. 39. 

a |vved[ox|ec: sO 1D) Bod,., SLOer cuveddker ovv AGR, Et., Dind. 

41. vy y: 7 is omitted by R, Et. and Stob., inserted in ADG, Bod. (so Dind.). 

Considerations of space make it probable that the papyrus read y. 

ravra] plow doxer: the restoration of this is uncertain, We have followed the reading 
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of Stobaeus rairdé por Soxet, which suits the lacuna best. radrd pot ra adra AG, and, with 

the addition of Soxe?, CR, Et. ; ravrad pos Soxet radra D. 
43. [pevror|: so D, Stob.; pévrovye AGR, Et, Dind. Which reading the papyrus had 

is uncertain. 
44. [owe te]: so D; om. te RG (second hand in marg.), Dind.; ofod re dvres dia- 

ylyrovra dpxovres kai is omitted by AG (first hand), Et., owing to homoioteleuton. 
46. The restoration is uncertain. CR, Et. have eiva: 76 rovovrovs avrovs évras vrontnéat, 

and so D with the omission of 16; eivar rd rovovrors dronr. A (so Dind.) ; efvas 1d rovovrous 
(apparently) tromr. G, airovs dvtas being added over the line by a later hand. Probably 
the papyrus originally had ewa: rowovrovs vmomrnéat, ovras and perhaps avrovs being added 
over the line by the corrector. 

61. epyn: so MSS.; épxec Dind. 
Kvagapes, the corrected reading of the papyrus, agrees with D. CAGR agree with the 

reading of the first hand Kvagéapew. Kvaéapy Bod., Dind. 

eywye: éywy Dind. 

61-2. o Kupos ouba Se en: 6 Kipos ri de &py oia6a CDR, Bod., Et., and in marg. 
by a later hand G, Dind.; om. AG (first hand). 

62. eoTw: éomt MSS., Dind. 

63. oes dy, the reading of the first hand, is clearly an error, and ought to have been 
erased by the corrector when he inserted opes Oe. ov pev 57 oicGa duws b€ D; ov pev 7 
opos 6€ AGR, Bod., Et., Dind. 

motevers ; SO Most MSS., Dind. ; motevey Bod. 

64. ov denoer: oor denon D, Bod.; cou denoes CR; Senoee AG, Dind.; cou denon Et. 
modXa Oe kat adda vu avaykne damavay avrov: om. airéy AGR, Et., Dind.; modda S€ dvdyxy 

a’roy viv daravay D, Bod. 
65. ywookes: om. Bod.; ékeive od ytyvooxess AGR, Et., Dind.; éxeivo od yryvooxers 

D in marg. by later hand ; Samavay ékeivov od yryyooxers Hug following Madvig. 
66. eav ovy edn avtov emdumn n Samavy Kar: édv ody py aitov 7 Sandy imodeiryn h Kat D, 

and with drodelny for tmodetry Bod. iy ody en emrdimn adrov 4 dandy # kat A, Et., Dind., 
R (with émAeimn by the first hand) and (with 7 added by a later hand) G, 

Wevdnra: SoD; Wevdn A; petoera G, Bod.; Wevonra CR, Et., Dind. 
67. mas oo ef: sO CDR, Bod., Et.; & mat mas dp’ ee (or perhaps dp’) G, Dind.; 

& trai was épeEn A. 

dndoy ort ov kakws: SO AGR, Et., Dind. ; 0% kadés d7dov dre D and (reading dnAdvore) Bod. 
68. edn  marep: SO AGR, Et., Dind.; & marep py D, Bod. 
69. mpooyevopevov: so DR, Bod., Dind. AG, Et. agree with the reading of the first 

hand mpooyt(y)vopevov, 

70. @ ma tovro: so AG (first hand) R, Dind.; rodro & mai DG (in marg. second hand), 
Bod., Stob. /Vor. 48. 70; & mat Et. 

es tts [ajy: so DG (second hand in marg.), Bod.; et rus Stob.; mas dv R; mod av AG 
(first hand), Dind. ; ris dy Et. 

mpooyevotro : SO D, Bod., Stob., Dind.; yévorro AG (first hand, raxrixdy being added in 
in the margin) R, Et. 

41. de: so ADGR, Et., Stob., Dind.; dei Bod. 
[ecJkos: so D, Stob.; eixds ears CAGR, Et., Dind.; om. Bod., which also omits Topov, 
yever Oar: sO 1D). Bod., TBiins Stob. (Hug) ; mpoo-yever Gat AGR, Dind. 

72. pev: so AGR, Bod., Dind.; om. D. Et. places pé after dévapuy, 
exov evOevde: so D, Bod., Et.; éevevde €yov AGR, Dind. 
73. pxln: so MSS.; epyeu Dind. 

06: so AG (first hand) R, Et., Dind.; ed of’ DG (second hand), Bod. 
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74. Mndov: so ADGR, Dind.; trav Mydev Bod., Et. 
75. ovppayov: so ADG, Bod., Dind.; om. R35 Soxei etvar cippayov gora Et. 
doxeis: SO Bod.; Soxet re (apparently) D; doxet oor AGR, Et., Dind. 

77. wan: so ADGR, Bod., Dind.; md6o. Et. 
Kvagape: so ADL and (in an erasure) R, Et. ; Kvagdpy G, Bod., Dind. 
xown: this word is placed before ovy by the MSS. and Dind. 
78. emdinn: so AGR, Et., Dind. ; tmodeian D, Bod. 
vpas: SO ADGR, Bod., Dind. ; nas Et. 
eOovs: @ovs dé Dind. with all MSS. except Et., which has kat ous pou péuynco added 

by a second hand in the margin against évexa pnyavacOa mpooddov mépov tdbe S€ ravtov paduota, 
79. p\n|xavopevov: so D, Bod.; pnxavaobac AGR, Et., Dind. 
to[dJe: so CDR, Bod., Et., Stob. Flor. 48. 71, Dind.; ré AG, 
81. ta emery dela: cf. note on |. 34. 
[eo|r: so ADG, Bod., Et., Stob., Anon. af. Boisson, Amecd. i. p. 113, Dind.; éos R. 
82. oray ,. . evropns: so AGR (second hand), Et., Stob., Anon., Dind.; dre . . . edwopets 

D; dre pév .. . evmopets Bod.; drav. . . edmopeis R (first hand). 
pladdov pn|xavo: so DG (in marg. by second hand), Stob.; om. padAov AG (first hand) 

IR, Jian, JAWAD JD iael, 
83. revEer: so D, Anon. (?), Et., Dind.; rogety A; revén GR, Bod., Stob. 
al ropew| Soxav: so D, Bod., Stob. ; dropos Soxadv eivae A, Et., Anon., G (omitting doxér), 

and (dropos being added in marg. by a later hand) L, Dind. almopos ewa is too long 
for the lacuna, 

84. kat: so D, Stob.; «ai ru GR, Bod., Et., Dind.; kai airs A. 
[cleavrov: so perhaps R (first hand, o being over an erasure); adrod AL (first hand) ; 

éavtod D; cavrod G, Et., Stob., Dind. ; cavrod (o corr. from é) Bod. 
85. tovrov: so ADGR, Bod., Stob., Dind. ; rovroy Et. 

de: so ADR, Bod., Stob., Dind.; 64 G. 
addolv|: so AGR, Et., Dind.; rév @ov D, Bod., Stob. 
86. twas: so AG (second hand) R, Bod., Dind.; twa DG (first hand ?), Et., Stob. 
Bovdn: so ADGR, Bod., Stob., Dind.; Botra Et. 
ev: so D, Bod., Et.; 4 «6 AGR, Stob., Dind. 
momoaie: so ADG, Bod., Et., Stob., Dind.; movetoda R (first hand apparently). 
[rye Suvape|e: so here AGR, Et., Dind.; D, Bod., and Stob. place it after BovAy. 
87. €@s av exns Ta Seovra ot OTpaTt@Tat uTNpEeTNTOVOL Got: SO, with the exception of exoou 

for éyns, AGR, Et., Dind.; fos av Zyoow tm, oor of orp. exovtes Ta Séovta D, Bod. ; tmnpernoovow 

of otpatt@ra €xovtes Ta Séovta Stob. 
88. morikwratous b€ Aoyous caf wht Tore Suynoer Aeyerv: SO, With Surnon corrected from 

duvnoex by second hand, D, and, with dvnoy, Stob.; muotixdrepov rovs dé Adyous k.7.A. COIT. 

to kal muotikwrdrovs tods Adyous K.1.A. Bod.; kal mororepouvs ada toh Suvnoy Adyous Téte 

Aéeyew Et. 3 miotixardpovs odd’ tobe ddyous Suvnon tére éyew AG and, with durqnon Adyous, R ; 

mevotixatépous od tabs Adbyous Suvqoe rére déyew Dind. It is tolerably certain that the 

papyrus had dvynce not durnon. 

89. oravmep: so CDR, Bod., Stob., Dind.; é6evmep A; écanep G3 dcovmep Et. 

move t]kavos wy kat ev: So D, Stob. ; kal ed rove ixavds dv AGR, Et., Dind.; &d rocetv 

ixavds dv Kat kakds (kai xaxds in rasura) Bod. 

QI. Soxers ravta mavta kahos Aeyetv: SO D; Kadéds Soxeis tadra Aéeyew mavra AGR and 

(with A¢yes) Et., Dind., and (omitting mévra and with kadés . . . radra a rasura) Bod. 
a [per] vuv Anprpovrac: So DR; 4 pev ad viv Anpy. Bod.; 4 pev dv viv Anpy. G (first hand), 

with pév ad viv added in marg. by a later hand ; év pev viv deyovra AnWeoOa A, Et., Dind., 

with which the reading of the first hand in the papyrus so far agrees in having é». 
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92. rovrav xdpv MSS, (except Et. ydpw rovrev) Dind.; but there is not room for 

rovtey in the lacuna. 
Q3- avrovs: SO ADGR, Bod., Dind.; atrés Et. 

Kuagapys aylera: so AGR, Et., Dind.; a@yerar Kuagdpns D, Bod.; émayerar Cobet, 

followed by Hug. 
95. For exos D and Bod. have mdeiorny eixds, and mdciorny is added in the margin of 

G by a later hand. There is not room for mAeorny in the lacuna, so the papyrus probably 

agreed in omitting it with AG (first hand) R, Et., Dind. 
96. ro: so AG, Dind.; rév D, Bod.; 7a Et. 
exovra: so ADG (second hand) R, Bod., Dind.; gyovre G (first hand) ; ¢yovre (with a 

above t) pev Et., omitting pev after eorz. The supplement at the end of the line is longer 

than it should be by three or four letters, but the only variant is wovotvra (R) for movovvras 

ADG (corrected), Dind. 
94. ectt: So DGR, Bod., Et., Dind.; @r A. 
éyovra is bracketed by Hug, following Madvig. 
e[rjacra: so AG, Et., Dind. (fer); dn’ av’rav DR, Bod., which has texrac6a for 

rigacOa., 
98. opi {leca: so ADG, Dind., agreeing with the first hand; mopi¢ew R, Bod., 

agreeing with the corrector. 
a: so ADG, Dind. ; ro: R, Et. 

NTTOV. TL TOUTO ato \ypov eval; TOUTO alaypov ATTov evar LD); rovto aiaxpov ATTov evar © (at oe 

in an erasure) Bod. ; jrrov rotvro eivat aio xpdv AG, Dind., and (with ro: for rs in an erasure) R ; 

foody Te TovTO elvat aicypdy Et. 
99. €xav [pen : so ADGR, Bod., Dind. ; peév evar Et. 

100. 6}7: so G in marg.; om. ADR, Et., Dind. The reading of the papyrus is 

uncertain. 
109. kat rovto: rowdto AD ; towdrov G, Dind. 

698. XeEnopHon, Cyropaedia J. 

23°5X 7-9 CM. 

Two fragments from the conclusion of the first book of Xenophon’s 

Cyropaedia, with the title, which is written, as usual, below the final column. 

We assign the small detached piece from § 45 to the previous column owing 

to the height of the papyrus. It is remarkable that what according to the 

accepted division are the opening words of Book ii, rovaira pey. . . Mepoidos, are 

here made the last sentence of Book i. The text does not otherwise differ from 

that of Dindorf. 
On the verso of the papyrus are parts of two columns of a money-account 

in a cursive hand, which apparently is not later than about the middle of the 

third century. The text on the recto, therefore, which is written in sloping 
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oval uncials of the common type, is to be assigned to the earlier part of the 

century. 

Coli, 

vm avt@y TovTey dijKny | Hlelxpe tov oplt'ov ns Ilep 

edocav trodAdas 6 olvK np [ == 7100S" 

[Keoev peta: 
ro Bevopwv{ros 

Ki 
Col. if een Taoera 

[a 

[ovde'y Oavpagriov ov 
yalp avlayKn autos €oTLy 

5 ay a pln] eCedwory [ere 

plede]oOae roravta [perv On 

aglt|xovro d[ralAeyol pevor 

5. The vestiges are rather in favour of eéehoow (R), but @cAeow (ADG) is not 

impossible. 
6. roavra: so AD; ravraG corr. marg. 
As already observed in the introduction, this sentence commences the next Book 

according to the ordinary division. 

699. THeEopurastus, Characters. 

7X 4°2 cm. 

The text of the Characters of Theophrastus is notoriously insecure, and 

offers a problem upon which an early papyrus of any part of the book might 

be expected to throw some light. The present fragment, which contains the 

end of ch. 25 and the beginning of ch. 26, is however disappointing in this 

respect, giving a version which seems to be not less of the nature of a com- 

pendium than that of the Codex Monacensis. Unfortunately that MS. includes 

only the first twenty-one chapters so that an actual comparison is not possible. 

The interest of the papyrus, therefore, chiefly lies in showing the antiquity 

of such compendia of the Characters. It is written in rather small oval uncials, 

which probably date from the earlier part of the third century. 
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[sv orxieets letters [klos Totovros iWiat..... 

[k]ae eye T(t es Poneto pev eywv ovK [ayaor 

[alvrov owotas eml OK 10 [zolAvKolpavin ells Kolpa 

[v]nv [ vos eat ¢is] BaciAleus 

5 [n oAtlylapx}ia eri girapxe Kat Tov Onpov xe[LpoTo 

[GSTS Slo XUCS Olean nee arate vouly|ros moAAous [Aeyer 7a 

[y]Acxopern [0 de odvyapxe [peAOlov apkecelivy eva 

1-4. The conclusion of ch. 25 (mepi éeA‘as) in the ordinary version is kat duyyetoOar ws 

kwduvevoas &va cécoka Tov dior’ Kal eiodyew mpos Tov KaTakeipevov oKeYopevous Tos Snpdras Kat 

rovs pudéras, kal Toray dpa éxdore@ SinyctoOar ws adTos avTov Tats EavTov xXepolw emi oxnyny exdpicer. 

If Aeyew in 1. 2 is right there is no room for exopicev. Aetmv (not guderny), which is an 

alternative, suggests nothing. In]. 4 after [»|jv is a broad blank space marking the end of 

the chapter. 
5. Ch. 26 (rept odtyapxias) begins dd&eey (&) dv etvar 7 ddeyapxia pidapxia tis ioxupas 

Képdous yAtxouern. 6 b€ dAvyapxuKds ToLodTos oios Tov Snpou PBovdevopevov (Bovdop. MSS.) rivas ro 

dpxovre mpooarpnoorrat (mpoatp. MSS.) ths mopmns rods cuverripeAnaopevovs mapehNOav amopnvac bar 

(amopnvas exee MSS.) cos Set avroxpdropas tovrous eivar' Kav GAdot mpoBaddAavTat Seka héeyew ikavos 

els éotw, Todroy dé re Sei dvdpa etvar, kai Tev ‘Opnpov env TodTo ev povoy Karéxetv, Ott odvkK ayabov, 

k.7.A. (omitting eis Baowdets). The definition of édvyapxia has generally been recognized as 
unsatisfactory and the MSS. disagree, Pal.-Vat. omitting ¢iAapyia and the others reading 
icxupod for icxvpas. The papyrus variant wxvos, which gives the sense aimed at by 
Fischer’s emendation of xépdovs to Kparovus, is very likely ight, though the word at the end 
of ]. 6 remains doubtful. The first letter, if not 1, seems to be y, 7, or 7 Besides being 
much more compressed the text of the papyrus shows a different order, ll. 12-4 correspond- 
ing to what in the MSS. precedes the Homeric quotation. In ll. 9 sqq. it is not certain 
that pev, vos, x.7.\. are the beginnings of the lines since the papyrus is broken immediately 
before those letters; but the arrangement proposed is the most probable. 

700. DemostTHENES, Ve Corona. 

14:5 X 4:4 CM. 

This fragment is a strip from the bottom of a column containing parts of 
pp. 230-1 of the De Corona. The lines being incomplete both at beginning 
and end, it is doubtful how they should be divided; the arrangement given 

below is therefore hypothetical. The hand is a rather irregular upright uncial 

of medium size, and more probably of the second century than the third. A 

high point is occasionally used, this and the diaeresis being the only lection 
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marks that occur. Our collations in this and the other oratorical fragments 
(701-4) are with the Teubner edition of Blass. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

AOn|vator Kat mploonkoy tows 

ws KaT e|kelvous Tous yxpovfous EXE 

Ta TpalypaTa avapynojat iva 

mpos Tov] [[mapovral] vmapyolvra Kat 

pov ekalora dempys lat] Toy yap Poke 

kov ouvv|otavrTos qmoAeulov ov do « 

fe ov yap] eywye emoXcrev[opny Te 

TOTE Mpwrov pev vues ofuTw dre 

[keto0e wore Poxeas pev Bovare] 

c0at cwlOnvat Kalimep ov dikaia toe 

ovvta|s opwyvtes [OnBaos de o 

Tiovv av| epnoOnvat malbovow 

ovk adoywls [olvd adixws afvrots opyt 

(omevor olis yap evtvynkeloay ev 

Aevxtpolts [olv petpiws exelypnvTo € 

meita n Ile|Nolrovynoos anfaca ou 

eloTnKel} Kat ovO oft] pucov[yTes 

Aaxeda|tpoviovs tayvov [ovrws 

woTe alvehety avtous ov[O ot mpo 

TEpov Olt exelywy apyov[tes KU 

ptot Twv] modcwv ynoav’ aldAAa TIS 

nv akpl\Tos Kal mapa TovTois.... 

. €pils Kat Tapaxne tar[ra de o 

pov o Pirlimmos ov yap nv alpavyn 

Tos map] ekacTois mpodoralis xpn 

para avjakicxov tavras | 
@ 

E]AAqou av 

3. tyas, which Bl(ass) omits after dvayyjoa with SL, may have stood in the papyrus, 
4. mapovra which was first written was a mere slip. 
5. The correction is probably by a second hand. 
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8. The papyrus most likely had either rore or wore, like the other MSS. [rére] Bl. 

4. evruxnke|cav: ndruxncecay Bl, 
18. wrxvov [ovras: otras iaxvov MSS. 

22~3. The usual reading here is kal mapa rois dAdo Gmaow pts, but some MSS. 

(including FYQO) omit mapa, O adding “EAAjow after dmaow, which is noticed as a variant 

also in FQ. It is manifest that none of these readings suits the papyrus, for only six or 

seven letters are required between rovro[is and epi|s. kat malow or ara\ow might be read, 

or we may suppose that the scribe was led by the homoioteleuton of rovrows and ddAos to 

write simply rovrow aralow. The entry at the bottom of the column (probably by a second 

hand), where O’s variant E]AAnou is followed by avo (cf. e.g. 223. 126), evidently refers to 

this passage; but how much, if anything, stood before E|AAjoe cannot of course be 

determined. In]. 23 1. rapay7. 

701. DEMOSTHENES, Contra Timocratem. 

15-7 X 14:6 cm. 

Parts of three rather short and narrow columns (about 16 x 5 cm.), covering 

pp. 720-1 of Demosthenes’ speech against Timocrates. Of the first and third 

columns only a few letters remain, but the lower portion of the intervening one 

is complete. The text, which is written in handsome round uncials (cf. 661, 

Plate v), probably of the end of the second century or of the first half of the 

third, seems, so far as can be judged, to be a fairly good one. 

Col. 1. 

Tolvs ev [piov Tpiaxoy|0 7 

[deka ets TO dltkaoTn [uepav ah ns ay 

Col. it. 

5 9 amore|ioale cay 15 €ay d€ apyvplouv TL 

de apyuploly Tin pn One dedec bw 

Ont SeSeabw Te Tews av exzllel|ione 

@$ av EKTLONL O TL ‘memavoo early 

av auTov KaTayVw 
OVV OT@S EVAV 
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10 GOnt akoveTe w 20 TlwTEpa TLS Ovo 

i 
avdpes StkacTat de Bein tov Seder Oat 

TEWS ay ex7|| € ow 
Y€ auTOLs avTO Tov 

oly Tous aAovTas 
To TaN 

vopos 

Col. iit. 

‘ : : 

€[vavTla autos T[os doxet trav 

25 aluTw vopoberey aly €ToLlMws Ep 

nigiwoev ovde Tors ylov motnoat womep 

alAAols Tov vo Toluvuy @ avdpes 

Hl@v ewvTwy epot 35 AlOnvaioe Tov me 

plev yap ewveka av pt [Tadr\rAa 

30 alideras o Totov 

( 3. The length of the line indicates that evros was omitted before tpiaxov]6, as in A; so 
Bl(ass). 

7. teos: SO Bl. with B; re gos SA. Cf. ll. 17 and 22, where S has reas, A re &ws as 
before. 

5. For the deletion of the e of amoreoa{: cf. Il. 17 and 22, and 1. 8, where exrione is 
written. -revo- Bl. in all these passages. 

1g. av is similarly omitted before evayruwrepa in A. évaytiatep’ dv BI., following a con- 
jecture of Weil. 

24-33. The vestiges of the initial letters here are with two or three exceptions too 
slight for certain recognition, and the arrangement of the lines is therefore insecure. a{ and 
p| in ll. 27-8 are not very satisfactory, more especially the latter, in place of which a or A 
would be more suitable. A greater difficulty however arises in ]. 32, where the traces 
would suit »[ much better than a[. But the division wa|v is extremely improbable, especially 
as |. 31 is a short one; moreover the papyrus is rather rubbed, and a can therefore hardly 
be absolutely excluded, though very doubtful. 

702. DemostTHENEs, Contra Boeotum. 

13-5 X 6-5 cm. 

A small fragment from Demosthenes’ oration against Boeotus, pp. 1023-4, 

written in good-sized uncials which on the whole approximate to the square 
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type, though € and C have a tendency to become narrow, and which we should 

ascribe to the second century, and perhaps the earlier part of it. The text has 

no variants of importance. 

6n Kat [Tlavra dey|o devorrabov THI 

eK TOUT@Y ToV pap IO mMpoika pov 7S pn 

Tupioly| eurerOe Tpos amoarepnae|t 

ia palp|rupiat @AA vpes @ av[dpes =p. 1024 

5 TooavTa Towvy [é dikac|Ta\e mpols Atos 

prov €Ala|rrovper[ou Kale Oewly py Kata 

pavepws ovtoce | 18 [wAaynte] uo 77S 

vuy oxlelrAragev [Kat 

7. ovtoot: So MSS.; otros Bl(ass). 
8. vv: so Bl. with S, &c.; vi FQ. 

g. mv: so FQ; kat rqv BL. with 8, &c. 

Io. pou: sor; pe Bl. with S, &c. 

703. Axscuines, [x Ctesiphontem. 

9X9 cm. 

This small fragment, containing parts of §§ 94 and 96 of Aeschines’ speech 

against Ctesiphon, belongs to what must have been an exceptionally interesting 

text, for in spite of its insignificant size it has three new readings, all of which 

are or may be improvements. The handwriting is in oval sloping uncial of the 

usual third century type. High stops and a paragraphus occur. 

Gol7i: Coleen. 

10 [adAoly[s] t@ly [E]AAnylov 

ovs Bovrecbar [klower{ew 

\v TNS TUYTAa~EwS* WOT/E 

oUTE XpNpaTwv ou[TE 

oTpariwt|w|y amoptaly 

15 ecco Oat’ KQL TAVTAH [EV 

1 Re ees én Ta pavepa: edn dle 
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Qpeoly [ovr] kat m[pagers mparrev 

[rages kat Tas] e€ Eperpu evepa[s Ot amoppntov 

[as ta deka TadrjavrTa (ov Kat TolvTwy elvat Tivas 

[Toy | 20 papTiupas 

2 lines lost 

pe[Kader 

8. (er|irov: the MSS. have dpavrav dpovoivrav Brerdvrav, Whether the papyrus 
inserted (avrey before épaéyray or had {evry in place of one of the other three verbs 
(probably épévrer) cannot be determined, {#vtoy makes a more forcible prelude than 
éportay to dpovovyvtay Brerdvrov. 

14-5. amoptaly| ececOar: ececbar dropiay Bl. with MSS. The papyrus reading avoids 
a hiatus. 

16. 67: om. MSS., Bl. The insertion of 67 is an improvement. 

704. Isocrates, Contra Sophistas. 

7:9 X 10-3 cm. 

Parts of two columns containing portions of §§ 16-18 of Isocrates’ oration 

(xiii) against the sophists, written in sloping oval uncials of the usual third 
century type. The text contains no striking variants. 

Coke Cola 

mpoercoO lat Kat § 16 [ 
[utEacbat mpos ad] 

[AnAas| kat Taga 

[ gOjat Kata Tporoy Tov Odaktov 

5 eTt O€ T@OY Kalpoy TWaparliwely Tepe 

pn Stapaprev ar © Oe Tov Alotrov 

[Aa] Kat Tos evOvply TolouTo[y auToy 

pact m]perovTas 20 Tapadellypa mapa 

oAo|y] Tov Aoyov Ka oxElv wo7[e Tous § 18 

10 Talmloil]keAa Kale extuT@b[evTas Kat 

TOLS ovopacty Ev pipnoed aba dv 
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puOpos Kat plover vnbevrals evOus 

[klos eumrey TavTa § 17 25 avOnplorepov TL ? 

de moAAns eEmipe kat x[aplecTepov 

1p [Aeals [deo]Oat Kat toly adrdov pat 

2. (wEacda: so TA (first hand) £0; Bl. follows Plan. and A (corr.) in reading pigar, 

which is too short to suit the papyrus. Cf, the next note. 
3-4. takalcOlar: so TAEO ; raga Bl. at. 

23. pupnoe|oOar: pipnoacda Bl, with TAEO ; pupetoda vulgo. The papyrus reading is 

an error for pupnoac bat. 
Supnevrals: so in the Antidosis of E and vulgo; dSvvayévous BI. with all the best MSS. 

26. avOnporepov by itself is not sufficient to fill up this line; re or 7, which is not found 

in the MSS., may be inserted. 

[V> DOCUMENTS, -CHIBEEYsOHR ELE a ROhEAN 

PERTOD: 

(2) OFFICIAL. 

705. Two PETITIONS TO THE EMPERORS WITH REPLIES. 

21°2 X 46 cm. A.D. 200-2, 

A generous effort to lighten some of the burdens which weighed upon the 
unfortunate Egyptians in the Roman period is recorded in these copies of two 

petitions to Septimius Severus and Caracalla, to which the Emperors’ replies 
are, as usual, prefixed instead of being appended. The document, which is 

written in a rude uncial hand on the verso of 740, contained four columns, but 

of these the first and last are too incomplete to have any value. A mention of 

the praefect Laetus in 1. 40 fixes the date within the years 200-2. 

The writer of both petitions is Aurelius Horion, who had held high offices 
at Alexandria and was a rich landowner in the Oxyrhynchite nome; his object 
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in both cases was to secure the Imperial guarantee that certain benefactions 

which he proposed to found in that district would be permanently maintained. 

In the first petition (Il. 15-53) it is Oxyrhynchus itself which is to be the 

recipient of his favour, and the earlier part of the letter, as far as 1. 42, is 

devoted to an interesting sketch of the claims which that city possessed upon 

the Imperial consideration. After the lengthy introduction (ll. 15-21), which 
can be restored on the analogy of ll. 65-8, and nine mutilated lines, Aurelius 

Horion reminds the Emperors (Il. 31-5) of ‘the loyalty, fidelity, and friendship 
towards the Romans which the Oxyrhynchites had displayed both by helping 

them in the war against the Jews, and continuing up to the present to celebrate 

the day of victory by an annual festival” This war refers to some Jewish 

rising in Egypt which perhaps took place not long before the date of the 

letter, like the Jewish rebellion in the reign of Hadrian mentioned in B. G. U. 

889; but it would seem from the use of the word wéAeuos to have been on 

a larger scale than the revolt in Hadrian’s time. Aurelius Horion’s next 

argument (ll. 36-9) is ‘Moreover, you yourselves honoured the Oxyrhynchites 

when you visited the country, by allowing them to.enter your judgement-seat 

first after the Pelusiots.’ This well illustrates the importance which Oxyrhynchus 

had attained by A.D. 200, when it was one of the chief towns in Egypt, and 

already ranked above Memphis. Thirdly (Il. 39-42), Aurelius Horion appeals 

to the opinion of the city held by the praefect, Laetus, who will, he says, bear 

evidence in its favour. After these preliminaries the writer comes to his scheme 

(Il. 42-51). Owing to the imperfect condition of ll. 42-6 the details are not 

quite clear, but apparently Aurelius Horion proposed to devote, nominally in 

the form of a loan,a large sum of money which was to be invested, and of 

which the interest was to be expended upon maintaining the annual contests 

of ephebi at Oxyrhynchus upon the same scale of splendour as that of similar 

contests elsewhere, perhaps at Antinoé (cf. 1. 50, note). The petition concludes 

(ll. 51-3) with the request that the Emperors will give orders forbidding the 

diversion of the benefaction to any other purpose than that intended by its 

founder. The answer of the Emperors (Il. 1-14) is for the most part lost, but 

that it was of a favourable character is made certain by direct references to 

it in their answer to the second petition (cf. 1. 59 kal ravrns, 61 7[6] Suorov 87) Kal 

eat rovrov dvAaxOyjoerat). It is pleasing to know that Oxyrhynchus enjoyed the 

fruits of Aurelius Horion’s generosity for more than a century; for in 60, 

written in A.D. 323, we find the logistes, unmindful of the clash of empires, 

quietly issuing a notice that the gymnastic display by the ephebi will take 

place on the following day. 

The second petition (II. 65-90) is practically complete, so far as it goes, and 

M 2 
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deals with a plan for benefiting certain villages in the Oxyrhynchite nome, the 

inhabitants of which had been so exhausted by the annual Ae:rovpyla in the form - 

of contributions to the State and compulsory obligations to act as guards that 

there was a prospect of the land being deserted. Aurelius Horion therefore 

proposed to present each village with a sum of money to be invested in hay, 

the yearly revenue being devoted to the assistance of the inhabitants on whom 

the Aerovpyla fell. To this the Emperors reply (ll. 54-63), signifying their 

approval of this scheme as of the former one, and guaranteeing the continuance 

of the benefaction. 

Col. i 

[Adroxpdrwp Kaicap Aovk.os emripltjos 

[Seovjpos EvocBis Ileprivag > \eBaoros 

[ApaBixds “AdiaBnvixds ITa|p[Orx]os 

[Méytoros kat Adtloxpdrop Kat |oap 

[Mépxos Adpirwos ‘Av\rwvivos Ev[oleBis 

[SeBacros ] 

Aipnrlo ‘Opeiolyt xaipetv. [ 
[pers clettersms\rayVoierean ] érredo- 

[ 13 » T&y “Ofupuyxeray [.Joo- 
[ 10 toe Te lavtipa... ay. [.|v 

LOgee, Wess \piae 6 a soo) Neo) [ 
Rate ey LOS ClS Siete eas yp 

[ 

15 ce (DLOOE oa| ue east aa jv 

15, oy ]. €or [de 4 a]Eflworts: 
a 

[ 

15 [Tols edpevertdros Adtloxpdropoww [3 leoluy joo 

[kal "Avrwvive trois] wév[tlov [dyOpdrev 

[cwrnpot Kat eveplyérars Adpyd.os 

[‘Qpelov yevdpelvos otpatnyods Kal apxt- 

[Oickaoris THs Aaplrpordryns wédrelws ToY 

20 Ade€avdpéwv] xalpeuv. 

Ree ® piravOpwr|érato. Avtoxpdropes 
[ 

\6 
[ 14 letters ].¢ t[f wolAee peyddrn 

[ jevee kal Ere [clwfotan 

[ 13) 5s |. [.veav Karlolixicey .. v 

[ 25 ee Jer Jorer[. oo. lg 



30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

32. must Of mores Corr. 35. 1. mavnyupicorres. 38. 1. peraddvres, 
4 , 

Gepe \ratots, 
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[ 15 letters | evore,. 5... ve 

[ Lat eae NEGe Nena vecaye ].v 

ernie Por GJ. whew dds 

Col. ii. 

Gierrne. OV KGL GAls.looul...\AOMa. «| 

-[.] m[A]elo dy 6 [Albyos eve 7f. . . AlavOd[ver,| 

mplocelor7[t] d€ adrois Kai 1) mpods ‘Popatous ety[ot- 

& te kal wloris Kal gidia ijy evedei~avto Kall 

kava tov mpos Eilovéatovs médepov cuppaxn- 

cavtes Kal rt Kal vov Thy TOV emivetkiov 

Hpépay éxdotov erovs mavnyupl(ovras. 

éTenoate pev ovv Kal tpeis adrovds émdn- 

pjolav\res 7@ Over mpwrors peta IIndov- 

aloTas petaddvras THS eis TO OikjaorHploly bpaly 

eiaddov, yvwpifer d& tiv mov] Kal 6 Aapm[péira- 

tos Aairos émi re Trois KadAlo{rojs Kal dd vbepo- 

Tdrous €xovoav tovs évoixoldv]7[as Kali m..... 

petol.] émterkeordrovs. diad, 13 letters 

THY mod NnOéA(NoTa pyde| 13 

TO[v] HueTépwy KaraduTe 13 

Tpn[.jéunv Kat rods davopl ey oy 

ovk [élA[a]rrov ‘Arrixav pupif....je Tor[.... 

tas davelfecbal te Kai guddooeloOa Kaba enfi 

T&Y TpoTépav Spictat, Tv de] o[v]yaydpevoy 

T[d]kov yopeiy eis érabda édyBov Tov map’ av- 

r[oli[s] kar’ eros dywviovpévav ef ofs Kali] of Av- 

t[tlv[ots 2] viv aywvifovte. Kal afi@ Kedrcd[oa v]uas 

alt tlaiz[a] rd yphuara pndevi eeir[als els ah- 

A[o pndev] mwelplomar. 

41. voav of exovcay above vras erased. 45. vm Pap. 

165 

40. |. éAdu- 

51. 1. dy@vigovrat. 
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Col. iii. 

Adtoxpdétop Kaicap Aloltkios [Xemripiios 'e[ov]hpos 

BB EdocBii]s Teprivag YeBaords ‘ApaBrxobd AdiaBynyvixos 

Ilap6txo} Meyio[ro [xlat Av’toxpdtop Kaioap 

Mépxofs] Adphros ‘Avtwvivos EtceBis «Bards 

Avpnrio ‘Qpetovt xaipew. 

dmodexbpeOa oe Kal tatrns Ths emdicews iv 
a A o aA > ~ 

60 agvots émidotvat tats Kdpais Tov Ogupvyxettov 
4 ee dmodiods apowBiy evetiocews. 7[d] Suorov 6) Kat 

e[m]i rovrov gudaxOjoera kal Kabdr[e n)OéAnoas ape- 

TdoTpenmtov eis Erepov tt Satravyjalec|Oat THY xapty. 

got Oe 1) a&iwars: 

65 Tols evpevertdros Ad’roxpat[o]pc. Selounp|o Kal ‘Avtwvive 

Tois mavtay dvOpdémov carpe. [kal evepyérais 

Adpyrwos ‘Qpetwy yevopevos orparniy]os Kat adpxidiKac- 

Tis THS Aaplalpordrns modrews Tov ‘Ade~avdpéwy yalperv. 

K@patl tives Tod "Ogupuyyxeirov vopod, @ giravOpwréra- 

70 to. Avroxpdropes, ev ais éyd Te (kal) of viol pov ywpia KexTHpE- 
~ 2 

Oa of[dldpa eEnobévnoay évoyxAovpevar bd TaY KaT €ETOS 

AeToupylav Tod Te Tapelov Kal THS TwapalPly[Alakyjs Tov 

Tomy, Kivduvevoval Te TH pev Tapel@ TapaTrode- 
\ X\ ¢€ 2 a > - a 

abat Thy O& bpeTépav yhv adyedpyntovy KaTaX«reiv. 

15 éy® [oliv Kal tod gpidavOpdmov Kal Tod ypnoipov aroyxa- 

corr. 

line. 

¢[oue|vos BovrAopa eis avdktnow adbtav émidocty 

7[tva] Bpaxetay éxdotyn moijoacbat eis cvvviy 
¢ , 4 e } 67 ’ A \ 

x[optlov ob % mpdcodos KarareOjoeTat els Tpopas kal 
an 3 a 

dlamd\vas t&v Kar eros AetToupynadvTwy emi TO 

55: € o«Baoros inserted later, ros being above the line, 1. ’ApaBucds. ¢ Of adiaByrixos 
from v. z 56. 1, WapOucds Méyo[rols. 57. Final s of evoe8ys inserted above the 

70. wor Pap. 74. 1. nperépar(?). 

Col. iv. 

(80) lost, (81). [, (82) Al, (83) z[, (84) raf, (85) Bo.[, (86) em, (87) vat. [, 
(88) pyz[, (89) Tox[, (90) d.-[ 
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8. The first word probably was or corresponded to dmodexépeba; cf. 1. 59. 
20. The position of xaipew after, instead of before, the nominative (cf. 1. 68), is 

unusual. 
42. Perhaps da dé ratra. 
46. odk @datrov ’Arrikdy pvpi{oy would refer to the sum which Aurelius Horion proposed 

to spend, but if raddvrwy is supplied at the end of |. 45 (it cannot come in |. 46) the amount 
seems enormous. Possibly ’Arrixév is masculine and should be separated from pupd. 

47. Saveifecda: the benefaction apparently took the form of a loan to the city, but 
since the interest was devoted to public purposes, it was to all intents a gift; cf. the similar 
case in ll. 76-8. 

50. ’Avz|cp{ois] vdv is very doubtful, though a proper name would be expected. The 
vy at the end of 1. 50 is fairly certain, the only alternative being yo, but the second » could 
equally well be «. For vuy, ewv can be read. 

54-79. ‘The Emperor Caesar Lucius Septimius Severus Pius Pertinax Augustus 
Arabicus Adiabenicus Parthicus Maximus and the Emperor Caesar Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus Pius Augustus to Aurelius Horion, greeting. We approve of this benefaction 
also which you request leave to confer upon the villages of the Oxyrhynchite nome, giving 
(to different persons) a succession in the enjoyment of it(?). ‘The same rule shall be 
observed in this case also, and, as you wish, no change shall be introduced which would 
divert the gift to any other purpose. 

“The request is as follows :— 
‘To the most gracious Emperors, Severus and Antoninus, the saviours and benefactors 

of the world, Aurelius Horion, formerly strategus and archidicastes of the most illustrious 
city of Alexandria, greeting. Certain villages in the Oxyrhynchite nome, most humane 
Emperors, in which both I and my sons own estates, are utterly exhausted by the burden- 
some demands of the annual Aevrovpyiac required both for the Treasury and the protection 
of the districts, and there is a danger of their being ruined as far as the Treasury is 
concerned and leaving our(?) land uncultivated. Accordingly having before me a both 
humane and useful object I wish, in order that they may recover, to make a trifling 
benefaction to each one for the purchase of hay, the revenue of which shall be devoted to 

the maintenance and support of those who are annually subject to the Aeroupyia on condition 
tates. : 

61. dporBiy éverjoews nO doubt refers to something which was explained more fully in 

ll. 80 sqq., and owing to the loss of these the meaning is uncertain. We have supposed 

the sense to be that the inhabitants would enjoy the fruit of the benefaction successively as 

they were called upon to undertake the Aetrovpyiat. 
62-3. duerdorpentov eis érepoy k.t.A.: two ideas seem to be confused, (1) the gift is to 

be dperdorperrov, (2) it is forbidden (sc. pu) ¢eorar) to spend it on other purposes. 

74. tperépav may be right, referring to Baowdexy or ovotaxy yj; but since the scribe is 

not very accurate, and Aurelius Horion has mentioned his own land in 1. 70, the correction 

jperépay is more probable. 
77. «is ower x[éptjov: cf. 507. 24. The details of the scheme are somewhat 

obscure, but it is clear that the benefaction would extend over a series of years, and unless 

the éiSoois was an annual present (in which case the necessity for having an Imperial 

guarantee for its continuance seems pointless), it must have been a capital sum of money 

which produced a yearly revenue; cf. the first petition, especially ll. 48-9. Apparently 

the revenue of the émidocis was to be assigned to the different villages, i.e. placed in charge 
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of the chief men, and invested in hay, the profits from the sale of which were to be assigned 
to the persons who in any year were burdened with Aeroupyiaz. Why Aurelius Horion 
selected this particular form for his benefaction we cannot say; but 507 suggests that 
good profits were to be made out of hay, presumably by buying it cheap and selling it dear. 

706. Report oF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. 

16-6 x 10-8 cm. About A.D. I15. 

Conclusion of a report of a case tried before M. Rutilius Lupus, praefect 
in A.D. 114-7. The litigants were Damarion, apparently a freedman, and his 

patron Heraclides; but owing to the mutilation of the papyrus the precise 
nature of the question at issue is not clear. Damarion asserted that Heraclides 

had accepted from him a sum of money in settlement of all claims, but the 

praefect nevertheless gave an entirely adverse judgement, and threatened to 
have him beaten if further complaints were made. The most interesting point 

is the opposition between the native Egyptian law and the dorxol vdeo, i.e. 

the law of Alexandria, which conferred certain powers upon the patrons of 

liberated slaves in relation to the slaves so liberated, and upon which the 
decision of the praefect is based. No doubt Heraclides was an Alexandrian 
citizen. 

[ 11 letters ] map Alyvmriofs 18 letters 

[7ods adrredevOlépovs tols mdtpwot, tov O& ‘Hpa{x]reldny 

Bauer dren |pévat map avtod dpyvpiov Kal yeypa- 

[pévar yetpoyplagov mept rob pndity eew mpaypa 

5 [mpos avrév, Kali dvayvivtos 7d yxetpdypapov Aodzros 

[Bovrevodpuevols pera tav hiov admedpjvato otras: 

‘ev pev Tols tov] Alyumriov vopuors obdey wept Ths L 
[ 14 letters ns é£ovclas trav amedevbepwodytov 
(ieee | a@[xolAovOws trois dotikois vdpols 

LOM hs. 2 ame Aapapt\ova ‘Hpaxdreidén 76 raétpovt 

gee java rov vopov. Kai 7@ Aapapior etrev: 
SA ee Jou kal mpoorlOnue edv oe péurpnrac 

9 4  €vlrdokomnOjval ce Kedevcw. 
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6. Bovdevodpevo|s xrdr.: cf. e.g. P. Catt. iv. 12, 19, and P. Goodsp. 29. iii. 1, where 
read ArBepad{us (?) AaAnoas. 

Q. Tots dotikois vduos : cf. the common use of dords and adorn to designate citizens of 
Alexandria, e.g. 271. 3, 477. 14. That Alexandrians enjoyed certain privileges, especially 
with regard to taxation, is well-known, but the present seems to be the first direct reference 
to a peculiar code of law. Lumbroso had indeed already inferred (7 Egztto, p. 65) from the 
distinction drawn between citizens of Alexandria and others in the matter of corporal 
punishment (Philo, 2% F¥ac. c. 10) that there were also differences of law and procedure ; 
and this view now finds ample confirmation. Cf. the contrast in the Ptolemaic period 
between the roXerexol vduor (i.e. laws particularly affecting the Greeks, P. Tebt. I. p. 58) and 
the ris xépas vépos in P. Taur. 1. iv. 17 and vii. 9. 

13. Ev|NokornOjvac: cf. 653 eady pr) woujoys ov pdvov KataxpiOnoet adda Kai Sapnolet, Perhaps 
“Hpakdeidns is to be supplied at the beginning of the line, though this would place Damarion 
entirely at his opponent’s mercy. 

707. “REPORT OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. 

26 X 31-5 cm. About a.p. 136. 

What remains of this account of a trial before some magistrate—the 

particular court is not specified—consists chiefly of the opening speech of the 

counsel for the plaintiff Plutarchus. The prime cause of the dispute was the 
failure of one of the defendants, Philinus, to fulfil the terms of a contract, a copy 

of which is prefixed (Col. i), made by him with a woman named Demetria for 

the lease of a vineyard and orchard. Philinus had undertaken to carry out 

certain improvements, in consideration of which he had received from Demetria 

a sum of 2000 drachmae. The promised improvements, however, were not 
effected ; and the obligations of Philinus were subsequently taken over by his 

brother Antistius. At the expiration of the term of the lease the land seems 

to have been let to a new tenant, the plaintiff Plutarchus (cf. note on Il. 15-7) ; 
but the papyrus breaks off before the relation of the latter to the two brothers 

or the occasion of the present dispute are elucidated. 
This document is on the verso of the papyrus. The recto is occupied with 

three columns of a survey of different pieces of Jand, written probably early in 

the second century. Mention is made of WiA(oi) rén(or) év offs] KeAAat Eun (oLod- 

pevat ?) I70 TOv “Jovdatwy and of réx(o1) teparexot. 

Col. i. 

leval-- 
y Snpociwy Kat 
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Valence Ulwrép Popov olvou 

éléaetias ExtaxTa 

5 Jov emi thy alvjryy é€aeriav Snpo- 

oiwy ls TH adtH é€actia éemdvaykov dé Ews 

olkodopn|a® tpoyoy éK Kans T&v éemdvo pe- 

pav \n rapa ths Anpntplas (Spaxpas) ’B ad ov elo 

] Anpnrpias fely ) B Body (Spaxp ) vé Kat xataby- 

10 \ wdévra obpdvta Kal éupopa Kal dkor(ov8 ) 

lk. [.. + -loav kal evdoxd.  xpld&vos)] 6 at{rés). 

Col.u. 

TTdotrapyos ..... + mpojs Pidrjgrfoly kai ‘AvOéctiov a&pgorépor[s 

ARLE NORT Co and 'Ogupbyyov m]éewls. Sapariov pjrop bwéep 

TI\ouvrdépxou eirev: 6 ovynyopodpjevos I1dovrapyxos epic 0e- 

21 letters ln Anpntpta mporemoinrat Tols 
¢ 

[ 
[ 
[ 

15 [caTo mapa Anpntpias tive mlept tov Ogvpuyyxeirny tmapgw 

[ 
[ TO. ae, pcb |écew's] 6 vedtepos TOY avrirez[a}ype- 

[vor Pircivols picbwodpevos mapa adths amd Tod 16 (Erovs) 

Adpra{vod Kaicjapos tod Kupiov eis ern &€ apmed@va kal To- 

20 pdpiiov mepi Kdlunv SepOpw Kar Wwypantov ploOwow dv As 

dedjra[T]ar ev pev TH mpoTn TeTpaetia pydev imep Popov 

TeA€oat GAG pova [T]& Snpdcia diaypdwar emi TO Tacav 

Thy €v TH KT[hlwate didweirov yhv avdgar auTe\@ TH 
4 dé dowry Ovetiag TeAEcAL TA Oia Tis plicOdcews bTEp GHo- 
é 

ze $3 

25 pov aveiAnupéeva avao[tyloal Te Tas TOO KTHLATOS 
y 4 - oe S\ 2? s\ ze kal tmopapiov mrdtas éml pérpos Kal AapnBadvovta 

mapa 7s Anunrpias (Spaxpds) ’B dvoixodopfoat tpoxsv éx Kal- 
lot ’ 5) a 4 ee oz € ? ef vas €€ O[mrqs] wAtvOov emi pétpois wpiopévors.  dv- 

mep AaBdvTa Tas (Spaxpas) ’B rov pév tpoxdyv pr qemoinKévac 

30 emi Tots d[nl|AwOeion pétpors GAAX aouyTédreoTOV KaTa-~ 

Aedoitrévat Tod TE K[T]HuaTos TéAcLoy MMEANKEVaL 

kat pnde Tas mAdtas mepiBeBAnkévat. TovTav obras 

éxovtov TO 10 (€rer) ‘Adpravod Kaicapos tod kupiov évyunriys 
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yelverat ToD adeAHod Pideivov [AOécrios mdévtwv Tov 
35 Ore THs pliloOdcelws] dvernylpéwov Kat Ecye aitis Ta ouv- 

yeypappéva af... .]..¥. ar...) yF pi) dvaxdcioa adpmerh 

dyxpt tovrov of 13 letters Inu. . as d& €x Tod Emorkiov 

kal €érep LOpmen 6] avriteraypévos Kat... - 

ovKoaAl Poses Jaros Kal dpaypals..... 

40 Kooials Loses Plevas bid tTivos yel..---> ; 

Anpr{tpia ee ee low |seravet coms IP Chile cs oes 

avrov 7 Lone ]. Onf 

roo . [ 

7 K (ére) [ 

g. xa Of xara written above za. 17. 1, vebrepos. ye Of avterer[alype corr. from X? 

22. at Of redeoar written above 7. 27. In the left margin against this line is an oblique 

dash. 36. a of ad{ corr. and A above the line over a deleted letter. 

Col. ii. ‘Plutarchus son of ... against Philinus and Antistius, both sons of .. ., of 

Oxyrhynchus. Sarapion, advocate for Plutarchus, said :—My client Plutarchus leased from 

Demetria a property in the Oxyrhynchite nome following upon (?) a lease previously made 

with Demetria by Philinus, the younger of our opponents, who rented from her for 6 years 

from the 14th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord a vineyard and orchard at the village of 

Seruphis in accordance with a written agreement, in which it was stated that in the first 

four years he should be charged no rent but only pay the taxes on condition of his planting 

vines over the whole of the open space in the vineyard, that for the remaining two years he 

should pay the rent set forth in the lease, that he should restore on a certain scale the 

walls (?) of the vineyard and orchard, and on receiving from Demetria 2000 drachmae should 

build on a fixed scale a new wheel of baked brick. It appears that having taken the 2000 

drachmae, he did not make the wheel according to the stated scale, but left it uncompleted 

and entirely neglected the vineyard, not even putting up the walls round it. In these 

circumstances in the 19th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord Antistius became surety on 

behalf of his brother Philinus for all the obligations of the lease and himself took over... 

4. exraxra: Cf. 646 a éorat kal éxraxrov Tov... apfdixos. 

8-9. The value of the two pairs of Pées, 460 drachmae, was apparently included 

in the 2000 drachmae received by Philinus from Demetria (cf. ll. 26-9), and 1. 9 is 

probably to be restored ty &v €xo mapa tis| Anpytpias Cev(yav) B Roay (Spaxpat) v& Cf. 

729. 39 sqq., where Bées are a good deal more expensive. arab) might perhaps be read 

7a kaOi||Kovra (?), the xa being above the line. 
10. cipdura: cf. 729. 22. %udopos is otherwise known only from Hesychius, ¢uopa* 

mpoBeBAnpéva’ ayéhn mpoBdrwv, where commentators have supposed some corruption. 

15-7. The restoration of these lines, which involve the relations of Plutarchus to 

Demetria and the brothers, is a doubtful matter. If Anpyrpia is made the subject of 

mporeroinrat, the nominatives 6 vedrepos . . . picOwodpevos, are left suspended. We are 
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therefore inclined to read Anpnrpia, connecting 6 veorepos with mpomeroinra, and suggest 

UmapEw [dpovpov ..... é& fis th abr\j (or ov T\7) Anpytpia mporeroinrat Tois |eumpoobev xpdvois 

po bacco sl, KA.  tept rov O€upvyyxeirny is unusual ; ev r@ 0. would be expected. 

23. dudeidov yqv: this phrase, which here occurs for the first time, throws light 

upon two passages in the B, G. U. which have hitherto remained unexplained (cf. Wilcken, 

Ost. 1. p. 404). These are entries in two very closely related taxing-lists from Socnopaei 

Nesus, B. G. U. 10. 8 Wuypod kai diaeiA(ov Or -wv) (dpovpov) vd and 277. li. 5 Suapuypdrey 

kal Siaethov mpds édai(ve) (dpovpav) vd, the heading in each case being followed by two 

or three names, The 54 arourae are evidently the same in both documents, and consisted 

of a Wuyuds or diadypara (cf. P. Tebt. 86. 45 and 522. 4) and didyerda or Sudwerdos yn, 

upon which certain payments had to be made by the persons named. How 6d:dyedos 

differed from WA} yf, if at all, does not appear. The word is found in Hesychius, pyvés 
Wedvds, Siaypidos. 

25. dveidnupéva: the verb recurs in the same unusual sense in |. 35. B.G.U. 277. 
ii. 10 of pé(por) ev otorakd Aby@ dvadapBavovra is hardly parallel. 

26. mopapiov is of course the Latin pomarium. The use of mddras here is strange. 
The word wAdras or mAdrns occurs in several inscriptions from Aphrodisias (e. g. C.1.G. 
2824; cf. Boeckh’s remarks ad Joc.) meaning apparently the substructure of a funerary 
monument. Here the mddras seem to be surrounding walls; cf. 1. 32 tas mAdras mepiBe- 
BAnkeva, 

37. Apparently not |juevas. The supposed 8 of 8¢ is more like a. 

708. Two LETTERS To A STRATEGUS. 

19:2 X 9-7 cm. A.D, 188. 

The recto of this papyrus contains part of an account of corn, very large 

amounts in artabae (e.g. 168, 486 4 4,) being mentioned, as well as the xJataon(opa) 

x6 (érovs), which refers to the reign of Commodus more probably than to that 

of Caracalla. On the verso are copies of two letters from Antonius Aelianus, 

a high official whose rank is not stated, but who was probably epistrategus 
or dioecetes, to the strategus of the Diospolite nome in the Thebaid, stating 

that two ship-loads of wheat from that nome had on examination proved to 
be adulterated with barley and earth, and ordering the strategus to exact the 
deficiency from the sitologi responsible for it. From a mention of a chiliarch in 

1,13 it appears that the corn was required for military purposes. The first 
letter, which is practically complete, is dated in the 29th year, probably of the 

reign of Commodus. The second follows the same formula, so far as it goes. 

[ ]x 
[Avrj@vios Aidavds orpa(rnyd) Atom(odérov) OnB(aidos) ya(ipeiy). 

[Tod] KatayBévros ydpuov ex Tod vd col vopod 
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[Ora .Javovos Simdros cal trav odv aitd év (mupod) (dpréBais) ’B 

év Ti] [Oly derypdrov dpoe ob Kabapod gpavévtos 

éxléXevoa hucapTaéBiov KxpiOoroynOjvat 

[kal] BwroroynOAvar, Kai eg€Bn edaccov 

[kpu]Ojs per [[(dprdBar)|] éxaroaral dbo Baddov d& spot- 

[ws elkatoorns tptov. rods [ody tov mupoy [é]uBa- 

10 [Aoluévous citoAdyous mpafov TS oO Kwdivo 

[Ta]s ovvayo(uévov) oiro(v) diapdpw (mupod) (aprdBas) v (jptcv) & Kali] ra 

(wpolop(erpotpeva) kal Tas dAdas Samdvas, Kai mpoabépe- 

[vos] TO Abdy@ Tod yxUALdpxov) SyrAwody pot. (Erovs) KO Paar) A. 

[ ] exoQucduny ?) dvo, 7 B. 

1g [@AA]ns. “Avtdvios Aidtavds otpa(rnyS) Aom(oAirov) OnB(atdos) xa(épetr). 

[rod] KatayOévros yduouv ex Tod bd aol vop(od) dia 

[. . .jyvxov [IT]avyopoaotios év (aupod) (d4prdBats) ov 

[ev Tlp tov Sletlypld|rav dpoe od Kabaplod pavév- 

[rols éxéAevoa (fusov) (€praéBns) KpiOo(AoynOAvat) kai BodolAloynO(jvat) 

[aad e£68(n) 
20 [€racloov KpiOns pev éexatoorty ad [BddAou d& ép(oles) . 

[rods] ovv Tov [alvpov éuBadopévovs [otroA(dyous) mpagov 

[76 0] Kivdd(ve@) [T]as cuvayo(uévov) a(frov) d{1a]h(dep) (wupod) (apraBas) 

[eo kateTe 

2-13. ‘Antonius Aelianus to the strategus of the Diospolite nome in the Thebaid, 
greeting. Since the cargo dispatched from the nome under you in charge of [.Jausis son of 
Sipos and his companions, amounting to 2000 artabae of wheat, appeared at the weighing 
of the samples to have been adulterated, I ordered that the amount of barley and earth in 
half an artaba of it should be ascertained, and it proved to be under measure by 2 per cent, 
of barley and likewise 4 percent. of earth. Accordingly exact at your own risk from the 
sitologi who shipped the wheat the difference on the whole amount of the corn, 503 artabae 

of wheat, and the extra payments and other expenses, and when you have added this total 

to the account of the chiliarch let me know. The 29th year, Phaophi 30.’ 

11. » (fuov) &; 24 per cent. on 2000 artabae (1. 4) is 50 artabae, so Antonius Aelianus 
has added on 3 art. 

13. xe(Adpxov) : or perhaps (Sexadd)p(xov). The « is drawn through the x. 
14. The meaning of this line is obscure. For éko(purdnv) cf. P. Petrie I. 12 (1) verso. 

8 might be read instead of «, and there is a horizontal stroke above 0, éxa(roarat) cannot be 
read. émorodds is apparently to be supplied after dve, 
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709. Tour or INSPECTION. 

14-7 X 11-5 cm. About a.D. 50. 

This fragment of a letter gives some important geographical information 

about Egypt in the first century. It describes a tour of inspection throughout 

the country about to be taken by a high official, probably the praefect or 

dixatodérns. Starting from a place which is not mentioned (Alexandria ?), he 

was to go first to Pelusium, thence through the nomes situated along the eastern 

side of the Delta, the Tanite and Sethroite, Arabia, and another nome, not 

previously found in Greek (1. 6, note), to Memphis. Next he was to travel 

direct to the Thebaid, and come back through the Heptanomis, the Arsinoite 

nome, and the other nomes in the Delta which he had not visited on his upward 

journey, finally reaching Alexandria. The chief point of interest is the mention 

of the Heptanomis and Arsinoite nome. Wilcken (Osz¢. I. pp. 423-7) attributes 

the creation of the Heptanomis to the period between A.D. 68, when the edict 

of Tiberius Alexander seems to be ignorant of its existence, and 130, and 

adopts the view of Schwarz (Rhein. Mus. 1896, p. 637) that the Arsinoite nome 

originally belonged to the Heptanomis, but was separated from it by Hadrian 

to make room for the newly-founded Antinoite nome. The papyrus, however, 

which quite certainly belongs to the first century and yet mentions the Arsinoite 

nome as distinct from the Heptanomis, disposes of Schwarz’s hypothesis 

altogether, and pushes back the latest possible date of the creation of the 

Heptanomis far into the first century. The handwriting of the papyrus is by 

no means of a late first century type, and we should assign it to the reign of 

Claudius or Nero rather than to that of one of the Flavian emperors. In any 

case it is now clear, on the one hand, that the Arsinoite nome was on account 

of its isolated position never reckoned in the Heptanomis, and on the other, 

that some hitherto unsuspected nome belonged to the Heptanomis before the 

creation of the ’Avrivoirns. The most probable explanation is that Antinoite was 

a new name given to a previously existing nome, and that Hadrian only did 

what Ptolemy Philadelphus had done in the case of the Aw (Rev. Laws, 

p. xlix). Strabo, who is a little earlier than the papyrus, does not help; but 

his list of nomes has not so far accorded very well with the evidence of Ptolemaic 

and Roman papyrti. 
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Stadolytopod éordOne tva TH [........ 
Si 8 - Ua ‘ .+...|ov Tov avdmdovuy TolnonTal Kal 

. +++] els IIndotowov dwredOav dtado- 

ylontijat Tavirny SeOpoirny ‘ApaBiarv 

Adjiav, ev Mévdpa yevdpevos dpoiws 

[ 
[ 
[ 

5 [ 
[ 
OnBaisav éxra vopods 'Apawotrny, 

tovs dé Aowmods THs KdTwt ydpas v[opovs 

eis ‘Adegdvdpeav. rtatra dé of..... 

10 éordOne eis O€ TH oytoTHpid TWA 

kat dvdpa mdvrov Tév an[........ 

airov[pjeOa. dowdy ody ef... 2... eee 

er ceray PApiprarets ea ple. le cs eb-le sae) ee 

ae ] domopor ris Ot. o7[..... cares 

NS Aras alradeioas . [ 

ores »...|rada . [ 

Peete eee: ld 

On the verso Ofori Ff 

3. Second 7 of moumonra corr. from a. 6. p» of pevpe corr. from ¢. 

6. [Ad]iay (or possibly [A]iav) was suggested by Mr. Griffith. It refers to the district 
called in hieroglyphics ‘Az situated on the Eastern side of the Delta (Brugsch, Dict. Geogr. 
p- 119), and known to Pliny (Z. WV. vi. 29) @ senu Laeanitico (1. Aelanttico) alier sinus quem 
Arabes Aean vocant in quo Heroon oppidum est. Brugsch considers it to have been part of 
the Memphite nome. 

710. ORbDER FOR PAYMENT. 

Fr. (a) 7X 13-5 cm. Boece Like 

This papyrus, which is one of the few Ptolemaic documents found at 
Oxyrhynchus, contained an order, probably addressed to a royal bank by an 

official, to pay various sums of money to 47 persons. Of these 44 were carrying 

documents, and they were accompanied by a @poypados, i.e. a precis-writer, 

a title not hitherto found on a papyrus, an éfodos who acted as escort, and 
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a ‘camel-man,’ this being one of the rare references to the use of camels in 

the Ptolemaic period. The 7th year mentioned in 1. 5 must on palaco- 

graphical grounds belong to the reign of Ptolemy Soter II. In Fr. (5) epoypaga', 

&pddwx or kapndlrm is probably to be supplied at the beginnings of Il. 7 and 8. 

(a) (4) 

erate oacerS | xenpla|reolov roliis [(raAary ree) a) 

ev tat Okupuyxitnt BuBALaddpos | @ (tédavTov) a | 

dvépdo. pO wpoypapot a | @ (rédavtov) a [ 

epddor a Kapnrlrne a, 7% KE, 

5 TOO Owdd rod ¢ (ETovs) Kara 

711. Czrnsus—List. 

7X 18-5 cm. About B.c. 14. 

A fragment from an official statement or list connected with the census and 

poll-tax. There are parts of two columns, but the first has only the ends of 

lines (not printed), and the second is, unfortunately, disfigured by lacunae which 

deprive it of much of its value, though any fresh items of information may be 

welcomed on the interesting question of the Egyptian census in the early years 

of Augustus. The existing evidence on the subject was collected in P. Oxy. IT. 
pp. 207-14, where it was shown that the fourteen years’ census-cycle could be 

traced back with security to A.D. 19-20, and with probability to A.D. 5-6 and 

B.C. 10-9, but no further, although censuses and poll-tax are attested still 

earlier in Augustus’ reign, and now appear from the Tebtunis papyri (103, 

introd.) to go far back into the first century B.c. The present document 

mentions certain ‘ youths (€pnBevxdres) registered (or ‘entered ’) on a poll-tax list 

by us (the Aaoypapo: ?) in the 15th year of Caesar, épnBevxdres in this context 

probably meaning boys above the age of fourteen, when they became liable to 

the tax in question. Reference is also made to a wrong entry in a previous list 

of some persons ‘as having... before the 6th year.’ This is too vague to be 

of much use; but the 6th year (B.C. 25-4) would seem to be a recognized 

landmark in the history of the census or the poll-tax, and some important step 
in the reorganization of the system may possibly have then been made. The 
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6th year, however, does not fall in with the fourteen years’ cycle, being one 
year too early. 

On the verso of the papyrus are parts of two columns, written not much 
later than the recto, of a series of names with some figures opposite, no doubt 
a taxing-list of some kind, and not improbably also concerned with the poll-tax. 

ExagTa..[...Je[se.ee. eal 
Tas opotws Kata 1d mapov...{. .Jueva.([...Jof.. .Je. 
kal dddov Tov bf udv emt Tod te (trovs) Katoapos Acda- 

oypadnueveay en. . .|b[. ov épyBevkdiray as 
5 Kal €x mapadoyiopiod...]. pevos ads mpd TIod 

g (€rovs) Kafcapo[s . .|fl... .Jrav af.Jpov ...... Pine 
Opol 

2, ras may be the article and connected with the participle following mapdéy, or the 
termination of a word in the previous line like rehodvras. Cf, P. Tebt. 103. 1-3 Aaoyp(adia) 

. Tehov[yr lov ovvratw, and reday (sO Wilcken) otrragw in P. Grenf. I. 45. 8. 
4. }p[ is quite doubtful, since all that remains of the letter is part of a long vertical 

stroke projecting above the lacuna, which might equally well represent e.g. the sign for 
éros, But it does not seem possible to get either another year or a conjunction into the 
short space available, and we therefore conclude that Aedaoypadnuévav and éepnBevkdrav are 
to be taken together, with some qualifying term between them; éz’ [du|[d3|ov might suit. 
At the end of the line s with ov written above the o is difficult; if o’s was intended the 
accusative may be governed by | . pevos in 1. 5. 

5-6. as mp\d rlod > (érous): cf. similar instances of the use of mpd in 257. 25, 481. 15. 

712. COLLECTION OF A Dest. 

LI-5 X 10+3 cm. Late second century. 

The imperfect condition of this papyrus is much to be deplored, for if more 

complete it would probably have gone far to solve the uncertainties attaching 

to the functions of that much discussed official, the feruxév mpdxtwp. As it is, 

the lines being throughout incomplete both at the beginnings and ends, and the 

amount lost being shown by Il. 12-3 to exceed 40 letters between each line, 

the papyrus whets our curiosity without satisfying it. There are two documents, 
N 
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the first written (Il. 9 sqq.) being an application to the overseers of the fevixdv 

npaxtopta of the Athribite nome from a member of the Sosicosmian tribe, stating 

that he had in A.D. 146-7 lent 300 drachmae at interest to two brothers, called 

Potamon and Pathermouthis, upon the security of some house-property at 

Monthmereu. Repayment not having been.made at the proper time, a writ 

was served upon the brothers (Il. 16-7), but since this had no effect, the applicant 

requests the overseers to foreclose upon the house and exact payment (Il. 18-21). 

In the margin above this application is (ll. 1-7) a letter from the overseers to 

the keepers of the record office, apparently requesting them to take possession 

of the property and collect the debt and interest, as well as the miscellaneous 

charges for collection made by the State. The title, énitnpyntal €evikOv mpaxtopias, 

is new, and, since émurnpyrai are generally connected with oval, suggests that the 

profits made by the State from collecting debts were farmed out, like most 

other revenues. That this was actually the case is proved by 825, an account 

rendered to the picdwral EevikGv mpaxtopias by one of their mpaywarevrai By 

the second century therefore, at any rate, the functions which in the Ptolemaic 

period and perhaps still in the first century A.D. seem to have been combined 

in the person of the fevixdv mpdxrwp (cf. P. Tebt. 5. 221, note, and 286), were 

divided, and we find side by side the parallel bodies of official émurnpnrat and 

private picdwrat with subordinate mpayyarevtat. But while 712 and 825 are 

a valuable illustration of the second term in the phrase fevik@v mpaxropia, they 

throw little light upon the first, in which the main difficulty lies. The explana- 

tion of &exév which we offered (/. cc.) that it means debts contracted by €€vo1, 

i.e. persons living at places outside the district to which they properly belonged, 

still remains the only one which rests on the evidence of parallels from the use 

of vos in papyri, though it is not clear why e.g.in P. Tebt. 5. 221 debts of 

€évo. should be a subject of legislation and not debts in general. Our hypothesis 

gains some support from the circumstance—which may be a mere accident, but 

if so is a very remarkable coincidence—that both 712 and 825 have to do with 

debts from persons who were not living in the Oxyrhynchite nome. In 712 the 

émitnpytat belong to the Athribite nome, but about the property distrained upon the 

only fact that is certain is that it was not in the Oxyrhynchite nome (MavOeped 

and its toparchy, Nopacetrns, in 1. 20, are both unknown), while the nome to 

which the officials addressed by the émrnpyrat belonged, as well as that of the 

writer of the application, is doubtful; cf. notes on ll. 1 and 13. In 825 the 

mpaywateurns was concerned with the Memphite nome, but that the picbwraé 

belonged to the Oxyrhynchite nome has only a general probability resting on 
the provenance of the document. 

The date of the papyrus is lost, but it was certainly posterior to the 10th 
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year of Antoninus mentioned in |. 13 (cf. ll. 16-8), and may be as late as the 
beginning of Commodus’ reign; cf. note on 1. 7. 

Kal oy emitn(pntat) g~evik(@v) mpalkr(opetas) ‘AOpe«B(érov)| 

Bi PrlopdrA(agev) €[yK\r(joewr) [.JarTol. .] . [ 

Jopws mapadei~ews bp iv CoTw e€. [ 

| Kardoxere ody mpds evexupaciay iy maped| 

Tabeppob0is Kat 6 ddeAgds] adrod Torduoy Oavdyuos rod [.)£ . nrwos drs . [ 
5 Tv vm\dpxovoay avT@t Kal TOL ddEXOS avrod Ilabep- 

(u)otb0t otk{iav Kat avd 

] apyv(piov) (Spaxpas) +t Kal téKovs Kal TéAn 

kal dam(dvas), mpo(rompagias) ovon(s) TO Sy(poclw) Kali 

(érous). .] // Ilatue x. ¢ 

and hand > Kal wlve émitnpnrats ~evixdv mpaxropias “AOpe (Birou 

] 
] 
élmi mpdgews Trav ddetdopévoy pole dlrs Ilord- 

Tapa wvos Tod NeomroAguou Swotkoopeiov Tod kai Hrd 

10 v xpni[platiopoy évexvpacias ay 7d Erepov ay{ 

- n 

povos [Oavex.os Tob... nTLos, 

kat Tob} Iordépwvos addlehgpotd TlabeppovOios e€ adAnAeyytns Kata 

Onpooltov xpnuatiopoy yeyovdra 

Oa Tob ev moAeL aplxeiov TO Sexdt Ere[t ‘Avlrwveivov Kaicapos 

Tob Kupiou 

wov rod Iloridpl\o[vos Spayplav éxarov Toxo 

| Spay plato 
3 9) UA ty) -? ~ 

15 }.-P{-]-epl-]-<€ @AAnALeyyU\ns apyupiov Spaxpl dy 
d.axoolov 

Tis amoddjoews py yeyorveins e[raldob—vtos Te Tod THs 

évexu[pacias dvtvypdgpou 

Tlabeppot6t Kai 7 ddeAGO] adrod TTo[r\duworr dia Eip[n|viovos tanpérou 

Th tn [od 

Kai dvedlO6vro[s] mAelovos ypovov avti trav dia Tod mpoot| 

Katacxelv mpos évjex[uplaciay 7 (Sip pou Kivdtve Tod Ilorépwvos Karat{ 
Ny ond ire ev Kon MaovOpueped tod N (rov dave olkiav 20 «86 Thy brdpxoveay] ai7@ ev Kdun MovOpeped tod Nopaceir 

kafi addy 

N 2 
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dpyuptov Spaypas rlpiaxoctas kal tékous K[alt Té[A]n Kal mpaxropiKas Kal 

Tas &dals damdvas 

ectro0 Olen eaet | YouAmeklou FipilAlews Su 

1, [Alaro[moXérov is possible at the end of the line. 8 
7. The occurrence of two dashes after the number of the regnal year and the omission 

of the Emperor’s name point to a date in Commodus’ reign, when both these practices 
became common. The difficulty is that the debt was contracted in a.p. 146-7; cf. 1. 13. 
The mention of Sulpicius Similis in 1. 22 recalls the praefect of that name in 287. viii. 27, 
whose date is not certain; cf. p. 262. 

13. dplyeiov: the use of this term suggests that Oxyrhynchus was not meant, since 
there dyopavopetov Or pvnuoveiov are the more usual terms, though an dpxeiov probably at 
Oxyrhynchus is found in 509. 3. 

(2) A. PELIGATIONS SlLOs@ REICEA IES 

713. CLAIM OF OWNERSHIP. 

38-5 X9 cm. A.D. 97. 

A declaration addressed to the keepers of the record office by a certain 

Leonides, requesting the formal registration (tapdOeo1s) of his prospective right 

to some property at present in the ownership of his mother. The claim to the 

property in question depended upon the marriage contract of the writer’s 

parents, in which their joint possessions were secured (xarécyov) on their demise 

to their children. The father had died, and his property had been duly divided 

between Leonides and his brother and sister. The mother was still living, and 
had already made over two-thirds of her real estate to this brother and sister 

upon the marriage of the pair. Leonides, who was probably the younger son, 

therefore wished that note should be taken of this division, and that his own 

title to the remaining third of the property should be placed on record. 
The document is dated in Phamenoth of the 1st year of Nerva, i.e. A.D, 97. 

It is not known that a general dmoypagy of real property occurred in that year, 
while 481 shows that such a registration took place in A.D. 99. There is 
evidence that general dmoypapal, separated only by a two years’ interval, were 
held in A.D. 129 and 131 (75, 715, B.G. U. 420, &c.), but that these both 

LS lag A AB 
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affected the same nome is not yet ascertained. Pending further data it will 

therefore be best to suppose that the present was a special declaration called 

forth by the peculiar circumstances of the case. 

ist hand mapeT €O(n). 

Anpnrtpiot Kai ‘Arodda[vy\iar Kal 

Avoyéver BiBrropv(Aag:) 

and hand mapa Aecwvidov Atodmpov rot 

5 Aodepov pntpis Sapacdros Acw- 

vidov amd ’Ofuptyxyav médeos. 

Kad iv of yovets pov Atddwpos Aro- 

dépov tot Ayabeivov Kal Sapacds 

Aewvidov rod “AdrcEdvdpou py- 

10 Tpos ’Iovddpas Kédéda ada[d] ths adrijs 
ia 7 S b) 

TOAEwS TeETOinvTal Tpos aA- 

AyjAous TOO ydpov avyypadiy dia 

tod ev ‘Oguptyxov modrEt ayopavo- 
7 a 2 By a plov 7S Swdexdro Eret Oeod 

15 Kyavdtov pnvi SeBaore Karéo- 

xov TH €& aGdAjdwv yeved TA 
¢ a v4 A \ Ni éavT@v TavTa mpos TO peTa TV 

TerevTny avtdév BeBaiws Kai 

dvapapéros civat Tov TéKvOr, 
2 \ X\ ( X\ ] - pe). b) 20 émel 6€ 6 maTIp éTEeMeUTNOEY ET €- 

pot Kal adeAgois pov Aodépo 

kat Oaidt kal Ta adrod els has 
Ua ¢ \ he EY ore) se KaTHvTnoe, 7) O€ pnTnp ap ov 

a \ oA ie b) ~ éxer wept pev Néoda apovpav 
9 , cee ny \ c\ \ 

25 evvéa hytoous mepi dé {rept de} 

Ileevy® éx tis Opacupayov tap- 

eyévns apoupav dvo Apicous 
~ 5) ‘ a ) \ > “A 4 Tov emt 7d avTds dpovpayv dekda- 

dvo éuépioe Tois mpoyeypappé- 

30 vors pov ddeAdofi|s amo Tay Tre- 
\ 7 € - 3 7 ? 

pi Nécda éxatép@ apovpas Téeoca- 
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pas Ova THs mepl ydpov avtod cvyypa- 

[dis] at efor 7d Tpirov Tov mpoKeLpe- 

voy adpovpav dexddvo, amoypa- 

35 popat Kal avdros mpds mapdbeow 

KaToxiy TY doLTaY THS pN- 

Tpos apoupav Tecodpwv. 7 O€ mpo- 

KElmevn TOV Yyovéwy fov cUyypa- 

gy é€oTiw évOecpos Kai arrepi- 

40 Autos els Tiy éverTOoav uepav. 

(€rous) a Avdroxpd{tlopos Nepfovla [Kaicapos 

SeBaorod (1st hand) Papevod 16. 

3rd hand Anprrpios ceon(pelwpat) Erovs mpérov 

Avroxpdropos Nepova Kaicapos 

45 2€Bactotd Papevad 10. 

8. Second a of capaevs corr. 

‘Inserted on the register. 
To Demetrius and Apollonius and Diogenes, keepers of the records, from Leonides 

son of Diodorus son of Diodorus, his mother being Saraeus daughter of Leonides, of 
Oxyrhynchus. My parents, Diodorus son of Diodorus son of Agathinus, and Saraeus 
daughter of Leonides son of Alexander, her mother being Isidora daughter of Calas, of the 
said city, in accordance with the contract of marriage made between them through the 
record office of the said city in the month Sebastus of the r2th year of the deified Claudius 
settled upon their joint issue the whole of their property, in order that after their death it 
might be the secure and inalienable possession of their children; and whereas my father 
died leaving me and my brother and sister, Diodorus and Thais, his heirs, and his property 
devolved upon us, and whereas our mother possesses at Nesla 94 arourae and at Peénno 
24 arourae of the concessional (?) land of Thrasymachus, together making 12 arourae, and 
bestowed upon my brother and sister aforesaid through their marriage contract 4 each of 
the arourae at Nesla, that is one-third of the aforesaid 12 arourae: I too declare for 
registration my right to the remaining 4 arourae of my mother; and the aforesaid contract 
of my parents remains in force and uncancelled to the present day. The 1st year of the 
Emperor Nerva Caesar Augustus, Pharmenoth 19.’ Signature of Demetrius and date. 

I. mapariBévac and mapdéears (cf. 1. 35 below) are specially used of the declaration and 
registration through the @Bdw@iAaxes of claims to property. The verb has this technical 
sense e.g. in 287. iv. 38 maparidecOat Sid rod BiBodvaAakiov and Viii. 34 mapatiberwoav S€ kai at 
yuvaikes Tats trootdcect Tov avdpav. Cf. also B. G. U. 73. 10 Sqq. emtoreiAus Trois... [8 'BAt0- 
piragw ... nloucarbla ra tis mapabécews, and 243. g emididopu eis td Thy mapdbecw yever Oat, 
and 14 mporapakei(pevor) dia Tod BuBX(copvdakiov) 3. 

* The editor reads xwA(vew), but this makes no sense, and the correction proposed, which is palaeo- 
graphically very close, seems in the light of the passages quoted above practically secure. The context in 
the Berlin papyrus further requires a negative like wydey in place of wal T@ before écecOau éumddiov. 

0 me eRe 

eee = 8 
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ore 2 Seo Sad, 
12. The marriage contract referred to contained also testamentary dispositions ; cf. 

20. em’ ewot kal ddeAqois : SC. KAnpordpous ; cf, 481. 17-8, &c. 
26. ris Opacvpdyou mapepérns : mapséevae as a technical term applied to land seems to be 

new, and the present passage gives no clue to the meaning; perhaps ‘conceded to’ or 
‘abandoned.’ 

714. Srvection oF Boys (émixpiois). 

Fr. (a) 4:2 x 5, Fr. (4) 29 x 5 cm. AD. 122, 

An application addressed to a variety of officials by an Oxyrhynchite who 

enjoyed the privilege of paying a reduced poll-tax of 12 drachmae, requesting 

that a slave who had been born in his house and had reached the age of 

thirteen might be placed on the same privileged list. This papyrus thus 

confirms the evidence of 478 and B.G. U. 324, that the liability of slaves in 

respect of poll-tax was determined by that of their owners. A discussion of 

the general question of éxixpovs is given in P. Oxy. IL. pp. 217 sqq. 

This papyrus is interesting palaeographically, being carefully written in 

a semi-uncial hand approximating to the sloping oval type, examples of which 

are often too indiscriminately assigned to the third century. 

10 

Piroveixkwi [ToL 

kal ‘“Eppoddépo Balo(sArKe) 

ypa(mpare?) kat Atovvoio Kal 
€ 7 4 

ETEP@ Atovvaio 

BiBr(coptrAa£~r) Kat’ emixpirais 

kal ‘AroddAovin e€nyntevoavTt) 

ypa(mpare) moX(ews) 

mal pa:| ‘Arrod Awviou 

(Ree ase an ’O€vupty-] 

[xov méAews er ap-| 

([pddov Nérov Kpr-] 

(dS (Re Bee oa 

pos dot[Ads pou 

20 

390 

Kaicapos tot 

kuptov, 69ev d[n- 

AG elvat pe (dadexddpaypor) 

dia Aaoypadilas 

B (Erovs) ‘Adpiavot 

Katcapos tod x([vpio(v) 

émi Tod avTov [ap- 

gpodov Kal oprito 

Adroxpar|olpa 

Kaicapa Tpaavov 

‘Aédpiavoy YeBaorov 

ph epevobat. (Eros) > 

Adroxparopos 

Kaicapos Tpata- 

vod ‘Adpiavot 
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olkoye[vijs €k 35 SeBaorod Me- 

LS COUNT (Slee menos xelp Kk. 

TPL. ly - [. . » mpeg and hand  karey(wpic On) 
by BeBnkelv els (TpicKadeKaérets) émix(pirats), xpd(vos) 6 ad(rés). 

TO dtedO[6ve7e 

€ (€ret) ‘Adpial vod 

‘To Philonicus also called Hermodorus, basilico-grammateus, and Dionysius and 

a second Dionysius, keepers of the archives and officers in charge of the selection, and to 

Apollonius, ex-exegetes and scribe of the city, from Apollonius . . . of the city of 

Oxyrhynchus, living in the West Quay quarter. My slave... , born in the house to my 

female slave ..., has reached the age of 13 years in the past 5th year of Hadrianus Caesar 

the lord. I therefore declare that I am rated at 12 drachmae by a poll-tax list of the 2nd 

year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord at the said quarter, and I swear by the Emperor Caesar 

Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus that I have made no false statement.’ Date and docket of 

registration. 

1-7. The papyrus is incomplete at the top and there are traces of ink above the first 
line, so no doubt the strategus (cf. 257. 14) preceded the Bacwikds ypappareds. It is 
noteworthy that only two persons in this long list of officials, namely the BiSrvopvAakes, are 
called émixpira (cf. P. Fay. Towns 27. 3, and B. G, U. 562. 15, where émtx(pirov) should be 
read); while 478 is addressed to the Pi8dopvAakes alone. The Bacdixds ypappareds recurs 
in this connexion in 257.15 and B. G. U. 562. 17. Applications of this class from the 
Fayfim are usually sent to ex-gymnasiarchs dvres mpds 77 emxpicet. 

13-4. The supplements hardly fill the available space, but the lines vary a good deal 
in length. 

23. dua Aaoypahilas : cf, 478. 22-3 (d@dexadpayxpov) b¢ dpoddyov Aaoypapias. 
37-8. A similar docket occurs in 478, and émixpitars may now be supplied there at the 

end of 1. 49 on the analogy of the present papyrus; cf. also '786. 

715. REGISTRATION OF PROPERTY. 

30-7 X II+5 cm. A.D. 131. 

A return of house-property in the Heracleopolite nome, addressed, as usual, 

to the keepers of the archives, in A.D. 131, when a general dmoypady} of real 

property took place; cf. B.G.U. 420 and 459, and 287. viii, 31, note. The 
formula is practically the same as that found in the Oxyrhynchus returns, 
e.g. 75 and 481. At the end is a docket of the BiBrALodaAaé. 
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‘Hpai kat ’ONpryéver yeyup(vaorapynkdor) BiBropbrAake evkrh(cewv) ‘Hpa- 

kXEo7(oALTov) 

mapa Topyiov kai Tadéorov dudorépov 

TTodé€pavos to Topyiov pytpds Aovvord- 

dos Hs Tadéorov taév amd Képns 

Toepioews. adroypapbpeba idior 

kivdvver Kowas eg icov els 7d evelo- 

Tos te (éros) ‘Adpiavod Katoapos tod Kupiou 

kata T& KedXevobévTa Ta €AnAvOd7(a) 

eis mas amd dvduatos Tod peTnA- 

Aaxdtos Hudv marpds ITodéuwvos 

Dopyiov pntpss Tamovr@ros amd 

Ths adtns Toepioews, TO emiBadrXov 

avTa. év THe avth Toepioe: tpitov 

Hépos olkias Kal 7d émiBdddov adTau 

Hépos Widod rérov, Kal mpdrepoy 

THs adedpAs abtod “Edévns Topyiouv 

Entpos THs avtqs Tamovtaros 

Kata diaOjkny tiv Kal Avbeioay 

T@t UB (€rer) ‘Adptavod Kaicapos rob kupiov 

mept Kdunv “IBiova IlaxvobBiv ex rob 

Zwirov kat Novpnviov Kdjpou yis 

KATOLKLKHS Bulov TéeTApTOV 

dydouv Kai mept Wedepay( ) €x tod Mevin- 

mov Kai Aprepiddpov KA(Hpov) yhs Karoux[t]KAls 

dpovpns TéTaptov. Kai opurvopev 

thv Avtokpadropos Kaicapos Tpatavot 

‘Adpiavod SeBacrod tby(nv) Kal rod(s) marpHo(us) 

Oeods e€ vy(elas) Kal ew addnOlelas) émidedwx(Evat) THY 

mpokimevn(v) amoypapi(v) Kat pndev dtepedoO(at) 

7) &voxor einuev Tat Spkwt. (ETouS) Le 

Adtoxpaéropos Kaicapos Tpatavod 

‘Adptavod SeBacrod pnvos Kawapetou én[ayo(uévar) «. 
£ hand Topyias 6 mpoyeypappévos emo[édw- 
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35 Ka. (3rd hand) ‘Hpas yeyu(uvaciapxnxas) Sia “InmoX ) ypapplaréws) 

avoTab(évTos) 

k[a}rakex@(pika) adiak(pirws ?) Kivd(tv@) Tey amoypa(popévwv) pndevos 

[S|nuootov 7) idiwriko(6) KataBAam(ropévov). errayo(mevav) €. 

1. 1. BiBAvopdr ake. 12. pn Of pntpos corr. from tov. 14. @ Of avrax corr. from 7. 

18. ns of tns corr. from az. 24. |. dydoov. 

‘To Heras and Origenes, ex-gymnasiarchs, keepers of the records of real property in 

the Heracleopolite nome, from Gorgias and Galestus both sons of Polemon son of Gorgias, 

their mother being Dionysias daughter of Galestus, from the village of Toémisis. We 

register at our own risk jointly and equally for the present 15th year of Hadrianus Caesar 

the lord in accordance with the command the property which has devolved upon us from 

our deceased father Polemon son of Gorgias and Tapontos, from the said Toémisis, viz. 

the third share which fell to him of a house at the said Toémisis and his share of a piece 

of open ground, and what previously belonged to his sister Helene daughter of Gorgias and 

the said Tapontos, in accordance with a will which was opened in the 12th year of Hadrianus 

Caesar the lord, near the village of Ibion Pachnoubis in the holding of Zoilus and Numenius 

1Z arourae of catoecic land, and near Pselemach( ) in the holding of Menippus and 

Artemidorus 2 aroura of catoecic land. And we swear by the Fortune of the Emperor 

Caesar Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus and by our ancestral gods that we have honestly and 

truly presented the foregoing declaration and that we have made no false statement, or 

may we be liable to the penalties of the oath, The 15th year of the Emperor Caesar 

Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus, 5th intercalary day of the month Caesareus. I, Gorgias the 

aforesaid, have presented the declaration. I, Heras ex-gymnasiarch, through Hippod(__); 

scribe, my representative, have entered it on the register jointly at the risk of the declaring 

parties, no public or private interests being injured. 5th intercalary day.’ 

10. Above the o of dzé the scribe has written py, which makes no sense and seems to 

be a mere error. 
36. ddiax(piras) apparently corresponds to kowds f tov in J. 7. 

716. AUCTION OF A SLAVE. 

18-8 x 11-8 cm. A.D. 186. 

An application to a gymnasiarch from the guardians of three minors for 

a public auction of their wards’ respective shares, amounting to two-thirds in 

all, of a male slave. The remaining third part of the slave was the property 

of the minors’ half-brother, but had been emancipated by him; and this com- 

bination of circumstances led to the present request for an auction (d0ev émdidopen, 

1. 18), though the legal point involved is not very clear. It is however certain, 

as Professor Mitteis remarks, that neither this papyrus nor 722, where a partial 
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Manumission is also concerned, can be brought under Roman law, according 

to which, at this period, in the case of a joint ownership of a slave, a manu- 

mitted share simply passed to the other owners (Ulpian, Fr. i. 18). There can 
therefore be only a question of Greek or Egyptian law; and in the absence 
of parallels recourse must be had to more or less probable hypotheses. At the 

outset a doubt arises whether or not the partial manumission was the direct 

cause of the public auction. It is quite possible that the parties concerned 

merely wished to wind up their joint ownership, and that the details respecting 

the liberated share are accidental. If, however, the manumission was an 

essential factor, as $@ev in 1. 18 would rather indicate, the course here followed 

may be supposed to have been prescribed either in the interest of the slave 

or of the owners. In a sale by public auction the rights of a partially freed 

slave could be safeguarded in a manner which would not be practicable in 

a private treaty; and this consideration supplies a very likely explanation 

of the present proceedings. Or, on the other hand, as Mitteis suggests, a sale 

by auction would protect an owner who wished to retain his share of a slave 

against a partner or partners who desired manumission. A sale of this kind 
would place the larger owner at an advantage against the smaller, since the 

former, if successful, would pay the latter only a fraction of the purchase-money, 

while the higher the bid of the small owner the greater the sum due from him 

to the predominant partner. 

AckAnmdon TO kal Lapariolye yupv\aciapxy 

[xatpelev 

mapa ‘Qp{ijevos Ilavexorov to} Awparos pn- 

tpos Taodros Kai ‘Aroddwviov Awpiwvos 

5 Tod ‘Hparos pntpis Oajowos kal ABaokdvtov 

dmedebOepov Sdpov ‘Hpaxdeidov tay Tpi@v 

amd ’Ogupbyxav rodeos emitpitav anri- 

Kov Téxvav Oé€wvos Tob Kat Alfovjyaiov 

Evsaipovidos pnrpos XwOebros Kai At- 

10 ovuciov Kai Oars audotépwv pntpos 

Tavpios Tav tpidv amd ails adrhs Todcws. 

dmdpxel Tos avrois ag[HAlige TH pev Hvdac- 

povid: exrov pépos 7TH 6& Avovycin Kat 

Oajcea fuicv pépos Td emi 7d avdrd diporlplov 

15 pépos matpikod av’taév dovdov Saparialvos 
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ws (€rév) X oD Td Aoiwov TpiTov dv Tod dpoma- 

tplov aitav adehpod Aloyévoluls nrevdE- 

potat vm avrod. dbev émdidopey 7d BiBAI- 

Siov a€sobvtes Kata 7d dnAovpevoy 

20 TOY adndtkov Sipotpov pépos TIv mpo- 

Kipugw yevérOat kai THY apetvova 

aipeow diddvte mapadobqvat, (Erous) K¢ 

Avroxpdropos Kaicapos Mdpxov Adpndtou 

Koppédov ‘Avrwvivoyv EvceBots Eituyois 

25 YeBaotod ‘Appeviaxod Mndixod Iap6ixod 

Sappartkod Teppavixod Meyicrov 

Bperavy[t}kod O60. (and hand) ‘Npievy Iavexorov 

émdédwka. (3rd hand) [Amo]AAdyi0[s. Aa@|piwvos oviy- 
ec e eee 

emdédwxa, (4th hand) ABdoxavro[s] dmededbepo[s 

30 Sdpuov ‘Hpakdreldov cuvem[déd|oxa,  Arolyévns 

Oéwvos To[b] Kai Atovvaiov éypaa tré[p avrod 

pi «ddT0s ypdppara. 

‘To Asclepiades also called Sarapion, gymnasiarch, greeting, from Horion son of 
Panechotes son of Doras, his mother being Taous, and from Apollonius son of Dorion 
son of Heras, his mother being Thaésis, and from Abascantus, freedman of Samus son 
of Heraclides, all three of Oxyrhynchus and guardians of the children of Theon also 
called Dionysius, namely Eudaemonis, whose mother is Sintheus, and Dionysius and 
Thaésis, whose mother is Tauris, being minors and all three of the said city. The 
said minors own, Eudaemonis one-sixth and Dionysius and Thaésis a half, together two- 
thirds, of a slave of their father’s named Sarapion, aged about 30 years, the remaining 
third share of whom, belonging to Diogenes their brother on the father’s side, has been 
set free by him. We therefore present this memorandum requesting that in respect 
of (?) the aforesaid two-thirds a public auction should be held, and that the property should 
be handed over to the highest bidder. The 27th year of the Emperor Caesar Marcus 
Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Pius Felix Augustus Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus 
Sarmaticus Germanicus Maximus Britannicus, Thoth.’ Signatures of Horion, Apollonius 
and Abascantus, that of the last-named being written for him by Diogenes son of Theon. 

19-20. The exact meaning of this passage is uncertain owing to the ambiguity of 
xard, Which may be connected with either décodvres or tiv mpoxnpvéw yevécbar. In the former 

case xara means ‘ because of,’ and the request would be for the sale of the whole slave; 
in the latter xard signifies ‘in respect of’ (cf. 722. 14), and no more than the two-thirds 
would be involved,—a sense which would have been more clearly expressed by the simple 
genitive rov . . . pépous. 

22, alpeow diddy: cf. B, G. U. 656, an advertisement of property to let, of BovAcpevar 
piadacacba . . . mpooepxeotwaay Trois mpds TovTos epecery (1, aipeoiv) Siddvres. 
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(:) PETITIONS. 

717. PETITION. 

17°5 X 20°5 cm. Late rst century B.c. 

Part of a complaint addressed, no doubt, to some official, with reference to 
a dispute about the fairness of a measure between the writer, who seems to have 

been responsible for a cargo of corn, and another person. Owing to the im- 

perfect condition of the papyrus, of which a preceding column or columns are 

lost, and of which only the first line is complete, the details are obscure. A 

curious new word, d:Aerov, occurs in Il. 5 and probably 12, apparently denoting 

some kind of measure. The writer’s style suggests that he was still labouring 

under much excitement. 

pérpor evBadrodua. éxBodvros dé pov Kai Kpd{ovtos Ta Tocabra 

[.....+ Jaro pe Aéywr Ste Tols pérpois cov ov Gédaxt icxpjcacbat, 7- 

[vdyxacpal 6& bm’ avrod [d)AXo pétpov ayopdoat. dyopdoavtos dé pov 

[adro malpéxar exov tov KuBepyatny Kai cuvBaddo avTo KkaTe- 

5 [2+] evplokat av7d mpds Td diderov, elomopevopat els THY av- 

[... ov a]drd Kal mapadrapBdver 'Actny tiv ddehpdv ’Epacimmov 

[......224.]- by elomopevopat mpds Tov oTpaTnydy exwv atTd Kal 

[cupBddro] adtd mpds Td Xadkobv pérpov ev Tat cvvedpeiwt, evpic- 

[ko adrd.....] pelfor dbo rais éxardv. yd otv Bow Kal expagoy 

TOM routs eae .. -Jepov Td xarxody déixdv ete Kal ovK Foti Sixatoy 

[ 12 letters év ré&i cvvledpefor odv Tt oTpatnyat éx(p)afooay 

(227. Blodvrwy & avtav eiopépw 7d dire- 

[roy 21 letters ] Body Kal Kpdfwv bre Todro éore 

[ 26 letters  qv|éyxaopar Body avTai ort 

Tea ete Osee ] 6& ovK évBdddopar ade 

ee? Oe, ]. évrvyxdvevtos muKva 

lee Tob dpopov z| 
° ° ° ° ° ° > ° ° ° 

4. 1. cupBddro. 16. 1. évrvyyavorros. 
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2. [.. . ued aro or [dvrnpetlyyaro would suit the context. For a|[ydyxacpale Gieelae ted’: 

gs. The meaning and even the construction of mpds 76 dierov (the reading of which 

is quite certain) is very obscure. From 1. 12 it appears that the d/Aeroy was portable, 

and perhaps it was a species of measure, though whether it was that to which the writer’s 

opponent objected (I. 2) or an official measure of some kind is not clear. Assuming 

this to be the meaning of diAerov, it is tempting to connect mpos rd dir, with cvpBddAdrdo 

airé in 1. 4; but the intervening words eipiccs airé are then very difficult. Possibly 

mpos To did. is parallel to peifo dvo rais éxardv in |. g, since the general construction of 

ll. 4-5 and 8-9 seems to be the same; but mpos 10 di. can by itself hardly mean ‘equal 

to the diAerov’ and icov would have to be supplied. 
els riv ail|: probably ets rHv adl[rod, i.e. the person referred to in 1. 2, or rH Ad|[... 

8. For the use of bronze in official measures cf. P. Tebt. 5. 85-92, and P. Amh. 

43. 9-10. 

718: PETITION TO THE EPISTRATEGUS. 

25-3 X 17:5 cm. A.D. 180-192. 

A petition from Antistius Primus, who had held the chief priesthood and 

other offices at Oxyrhynchus, complaining that a payment due to the govern- 

ment upon 4 arourae of Crown land had been demanded from him, although 

his property included no land of that character. The land in question had 

perhaps been the subject of a perpetual lease, and owing to lapse of time and 

deficiencies in the survey-lists its identity had become doubtful ; cf. a similar 

case in P. Amh. 68. 52 sqq. 

From the character of the handwriting the papyrus must belong to the 

latter half of the second century, and there can be little doubt that the Xenophon 

here addressed, who was evidently a high official, was T. Claudius Xenophon, 

known to have been epistrategus in the reign of Commodus (C. I. L. I11.6575, 

8042). 

v2 7 a a a > - 

[Tito Kdavitw Blevopavte [76 Kpatior@ emiotparnye, 

[mapa ........) AvOecriov TIpetulov rod cat Aodd\avob 

12 letters clavros Kai apyxseplatevoavros 

TOoney, ths] “Ogvpvyxetrav [méAcws 

12 letters ov odv 76 Areédy[dpm ras mepl Sévvev 

Fer THe imapxovoals avT@ ex diaiplécews yevouévns mpos 

[ 
[ 

g [-.- . empiduny pléy mapa A.ovucioly 

[ 
[ 
[ 

N 

pe gee kal Tov adeAlhov ‘AmroAN@vioy vedrepov apovpas [ve|TiKas TEVTHKOV- 
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INTs) a 

[ra S¥0 Hutclv Kal év ol|Komédolts dpovpys Huicv Kabapas amd Bacidskijs Kal 

10 [ovatakis Kal lepals dxodobbws 7 memoinuat mpos Tods adeApods dratpérer 

[reAodvrés pov 74] Tis iSuwriKs povns Onpdora. xpbvm d& TapmAdg UoreE- 
bY ie 4 a of a“ YA 7 D a 

[pov peta rleooepdxovra ern ovk ofS dmws Tob mpdrov Avovyciov arobavor- 
@ => \ AN ts d Ht 2 e 9 d 

[ros 6 rhs... .]. % Kapoypappareds epi bv éoTw Kal  Sevis ws ef emepo- 

[THcews KrATlopos map od dejoe: Tiy drairnow mojoalc|Oat Snpociwy 

15 [dpoupdv teclodpav Bacihixhs év rupod dprdBais Sexdmevte mpooepovnoev 

[Tas tTécoapas Tav|ras dpovpas THs Bacthikns cuvavaplyous elval TH UTrap- 

[xovon pot yh TO mevTiKovra Tpidv As empidpny mapa Tob Atovuctov Kai 

[ 13 letters Jou, as ex rovrou deity rd Snpoota ba epod dmodobhvat 

ek ES cee: pire Baoidikhy cvvavdpyov €oxnKoros pnd ad yewp- 

20 [yodvros pnd’ ddrwls yrapifovrds te Tay bd TOD KapoypappaTéews 

[rpoopovnbévrar] eri dé dvoblely Tay Snuooiwy dmodidopévov 

[Smétp Tay aitadv] dpoupy Tecodpwv ds cikds md éTEpor. emrel ovV 

[BAZBn eraboy ov|k ddrfya, ddtkov d€ pH yewpyotvTa dmaitetcOat pe dnpo- 
¢ X 3 - ~ 2 De (2 2 Aa lot ~ a 

[ora dep dAdXorpials yijs, Séopat, édv cot Jon, ypdrpat TH TOU vopod oTpaTny® 

25 [iva @ mpoonKér] eat TodT0 mpagn emiote’An Kata Ta OlvareTaypéva eviev 

> 7 

[ 
[ 13 letters r]a[s] td rod Kopoypapparéws mporpornbeicas 

[dpodpas técoapas Balordixijs ov[y|javapiyous elvat TH idtwTLKh jLov 
SY 

[kal........ mploogavion Tov emtkparobyTa Tap ov Kal evdoyos % 

[amalrnois Tay Onpooioly yernoer| alt. mept yap av amnTHOny ov déov dnpo- 

30 [oloy pevel pot 6 Abyos mp]os Tov Playnodpevoy ayTimo.ovpEvor, iv @ 

([BeBonOnpévos. dteluT[ dyer. 

and hand [........ AvOéortos IIpeipos 6 Kai] Aoddavds da ‘AmroAdwviou 

[ em OEd@Ka| 

25. 1. mpagéat. 26. m of vmo corr.? 

‘To his highness the epistrategus Titus Claudius Xenophon from. . . Antistius 

Primus also called Lollianus, . . ., ex-chief-priest . . . of the city of Oxyrhynchus ... 

I bought from Dionysius . . . with Alexander the land at Sennis... belonging to him 

in consequence of the division made with . . . and his brother Apollonius the younger, 

namely 524 arourae of corn-land and 3 aroura of building-land, free from obligations in 

respect of Crown land or Imperial estates or temple land, in accordance with the division 

made by me with the (my ?) brothers, the taxes upon the private land only being paid by me. 

A very long while afterwards, forty years having elapsed, it somehow happened after 

the death of the seller Dionysius that the komogrammateus of .. ., to whose district 

Sennis also belongs, in answer to an inquiry concerning the landlord from whom the 
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demand should be made of the imposts for 4 arourae of Crown land amounting to 

1g artabae of wheat, stated that these 4 arourae of Crown land were included in the 

&3 arourae belonging to me which I bought from Dionysius and..., and that therefore 

the imposts ought to be paid by me..., although I have never had Crown land included 

in mine nor cultivate any and am altogether ignorant of the statements of the komo- 

grammateus, and although the imposts for the said 4 arourae have for years been paid 

in the regular course by others, Therefore since I have incurred no small loss and it is 

unjust that I should be asked to pay the imposts on land which does not belong to me 

and which I do not cultivate, 1 beg you, if you think fit, to write to the strategus of the 

nome, in order that in accordance with the decrees he may direct the officials whose 

duty it is to... the 4 arourae of Crown land declared by the komogrammateus to be 

included in my private land, and may state the owner from whom the demand for the 

imposts may reasonably be made; for I shall retain a claim for the sums with which I was 

wrongfully charged against the person proved to be responsible for the payment, that 

so I may obtain relief. Farewell. (Signed) Presented by me, ... Antistius Primus 

also called Lollianus, through Apollonius...’ 

3. Probably dyopavouholavros, the municipal titles being usually arranged on an 

ascending scale; cf. Preisigke, Svadsisches Beamtenwesen in rom. Aeg. p. 31. 

8. [cejrixds: or possibly [iStw|rixds (cf. Il. 11 and 27), but [cet|rexds makes a better 

contrast to ép oi[xomédo\|s, if that be right. 
g. kabapas dnd Bacwukijs k.7.d.: cf. 506. 37 note, and 633. 
13. ...]. ais the name of a village or émoikiov. 
14. xrqrlopos, if right, is an objective genitive depending upon émepo|rjcews ; cf. 1. 28. 

An alternative supplement is mpdxrlopos constructed subjectively, but the relative map’ od 

is then awkward. 
dnpoolov: i.e. the rent, the rate of which upon aouWx yy was usually about 

4 artabae the aroura; in the present case it was 33 artabae. In]. 11 on the other hand 

Snpudora has its ordinary meaning of taxes. 
16. cuvavydpeyos appears to be a new compound. 
18. Perhaps [rod ’Adeédvdplov or [rod *AroAAvilov. But it would appear from 1. 12 

that there was only one mpdrns. 
25. evev at the end of the line is clearly written, but suggests nothing ; some word like 

éemuoxevacOa is wanted. 

719. REGISTRATION OF A DEED. 

19:8 x 16-6 cm. A.D. 193. 

A notice addressed to the strategus by a certain Didymus of an authoriza- 

tion received by him from the archidicastes in answer to an application which 

he had made for the registration of a purchase of some house property. A copy 

of the application, itself enclosing a copy of the agreement of sale, is appended, 

and gives some interesting information concerning the formalities attending this 

process of registration, which we think has not hitherto been understood. Texts 

Cnty at 
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of the same class already published are B. G. U. 455, 578 and 717, to which an 

important Leipzig papyrus will shortly be added (cf. P. Grenf, II. 71. 6, B.G. U. 
970. 20-2, 983. 10). The object in all these cases is to effect the ‘ publication’ 
(dnuoolwows) of private agreements made by note of hand (xepdypada), and the 

publication consisted in the registration of the agreements at the Library of 

Hadrian and the Nanaeum at Alexandria (cf. 1. 35 below, B. G. U. 578. 19, and 

34). For such registration of a copy of an agreement the fixed charge of 

12 drachmae was payable (Il. 30-1), to which is added in the Leipzig papyrus 

a tax proportionate to the value involved; a declaration had to be made 

that the document registered was really written by the person by whom it 

purported to have been issued (Il. 33-4, B. G. U. 717. 26, &c.); and a notice of 

the transaction was served in the ordinary way through the strategus upon the 

other contracting party, who would of course raise objections if any irregularity 

had occurred (ll. 3-4). We are unable to find here, with Gradenwitz (Einfiihr- 

ung, pp. 36-7), any question of a comparison of deeds or handwriting. The 

purpose was rather to obtain for the agreement concerned a validity which, as 

a mere yxelpdypador, it did not previously possess, notwithstanding the formula 

ws éy Snooty xataxexwpiopery (1. 28, &c.). In B.G.U. 578 the dnyoclwors was 

preparatory to an action at law arising out of the non-fulfilment of the terms of 

the xeipdypagov. In the other cases no such purpose is specified, and the step 

taken is only precautionary. This dnuoclwors of xerpdypada is to be distinguished 

from the simple notification to the archidicastes of contracts without any 

reference to xaraxwpicpyds at the two libraries (cf. 727, introd.). 

The papyrus bears the date Phaophi of the 2nd year of Pescennius 

Niger ; other documents dated shortly before the collapse of his power are 801 

and P. Grenf. II. 60. 

AyiANt TO Kal Kaciw otpa(rnyé) 

and hand mapa Ardipov ‘Appoviov pytpds ‘EAévns anfotjkov ‘HXiov rd[Aco|s. 

off endipliolg 
éx Tod KaTadoyelou Xpnpatiopod eotw dvtlypa(por)- Ovurddros [6 lepevs kal 

[apyid|ixacrys ‘Olfjupyyxeirov orpa(rnyS) xa(ipew). Tob dedopévou vrr0- - 

H(vyparos) dvrilypa(pov)| petado(Oyj7) os 

3 [vmék(erras).  elppwco. (rovs) B Tatov Ieoxevviov Néyepos ‘Tovarou 

ZeBaorioli Pawge ky. 

[pee ]-non-( ) [oleonplelopar). Todéufoly Ia. . |. . -] ypaxpar(eds) 
katadoylelov .|. mo) eylpawpa. 

O 
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[yp(agovr)| dax(erTa). 
10 Hamovrés Bidvos pntpis Toevmaxotros amd rob Tpipwvos [Eiceioly [rob 

'Okupvyyxeirov vopod Ardipo "Amodrdovtou pntpos ‘Edévns an[oi]kov 

‘Hylov médews yalpew. dpodroy® mempakévat Kal mapakexo|p]ni Kev jae 

co. did Tod vov els Tov del xpbvoy amo TaY bmapyovrov pot év TO [av|r@ 

Tpipovos Eicelo éy tots amd vérov pépect THs KoOpns Hilolous [pélpos 

1g oikiav S00 Sioréyou Kal aidpfov Kowa mpos Tov adedpév pov ITaobv, 

&v yelroves Ths pev pds To alOpiov vorov elaodos Kai €£0d0s Boppa [kA]n- 

povouav Atoyaros dandidrov Krnpovopov “Qpov AiBos Onpooltla pv- 

pn, ths (de) devrépas vérov Ilamovraros Mov6:o0s Bopp ‘“Hpakdeidou 

‘Apefwvos drndtdérouv Snpocia piyn ALBos Mutoos Médavos, 

20 Tihs THs cupmepovnuevns mpos &AAHAOUS brép Tapaxopyti- 

Kod dpyuploy YeBacrod vopicpalros Slpaxpov dicxelAlo[y,| as 

airé0. dnécxov mapa cod did [xeipos..--- .)Spacn ‘yewdpevos 

BeBaody dé pe abras [as olkias Kabapas] amd Te Onpocias 

Kall iSorixils opudfs Kal dd dmoypapns avdpav xialt [elidous 

a5 obtivocoby dddou Kal éLovolas cor ovens érépols maplaxapely Kal 

Sotxe|i|y Kali] emitedciv wep adradv os éay alph. Kupla [ dpodroyla 

ypageioa bm éuot rod Ilamovr@ros iS jdypados pov xelpis dArciparos 

kal émtypadys as év Snpooio kaTakexoptopéev|7). (érovs) a Taiov 

Teoxevviov Nifylepos ‘Iotarov SeBaorod ITadve x. Bou[Adpevos ovv 

30 vy Snpocto yevérOar 7d adbevTiKdy xetpdypapov Sidov{s Tas 

épiabelcas (Spaxpas) 8 Evexa Tod pi mepléxely pe TAS mepl [dnpoord- 

sews SiacToAds Kal povaxdy Snpootodobar did dv[adaBovra 

7d abbevtixdy xeipdypapov exe pov xetpoypaplay [mept Tob 

clvat attd idibypagov tod ILamovrros ovvKataxeplioas TOdE TO 

35 vmropvi[parte] els T[hv Adptaviy BilB[ArjoOjxny eis [ 

° ° ° e . ° e . ° e ° ° e 

2. Second 8 of ddvpou corr. from first half of a p. 5. gawd. apparently over an 

erasure. 7. tept Pap. g. 1. mpoetpevor. 10. x Of roevmaxouros corr. from y by 

another hand. II. arodAomov corr. from apzponou by another hand. 14. 1. fysov. 

31. A correction after pe; cf. note below. 33. 1. €xov. 
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‘To Achilles also called Casius, strategus, from Didymus son of Ammonius and 

Helene, a settler from Heliopolis. Appended is a copy of the official response received 

by me from the record office. “ Vitalius, priest and archidicastes, to the strategus of the 

Oxyrhynchite nome, greeting. Let a copy of the petition which has been presented 

be served as follows. Good-bye. The 2nd year of Gaius Pescennius Niger Justus 

Augustus, Phaophi 28. Signed by me... Written by me, Polemon son of ... scribe 

of the record office. ... To Vitalius, priest, archidicastes and superintendent of the 

chrematistae and other courts, from Didymus son of Ammonius and Helene, a settler 

from Heliopolis. Appended is a copy of the bond issued singly to me. Papontos son 

of Bithys and Tsenpachous, of Ision Tryphonis in the Oxyrhynchite nome, to Didymus 

son of Apollonius and Helene, a settler from Heliopolis, greeting. I acknowledge that 

I have sold and ceded to you from henceforth for ever of my property in the said Ision 

Tryphonis in the southern part of the village a half share of two houses, one having two 

storeys, the other a yard, owned jointly by me and my brother Paous, the boundaries of which 

are, of the one with the yard, on the south an entrance and exit, on the north the property 

of the heirs of Diogas, on the east that of the heirs of Horus, on the west a public road, 

and of the other, on the south the property of Papontos son of Mouthis, on the north 

that of Heraclides son of Horion, on the east a public road, on the west the property 

of Miusis son of Melas, at the price agreed upon between us for the cession namely 

2000 drachmae of the Imperial silver coinage, which sum I have received immediately 

from hand to hand...; and I guarantee the houses free from public and private debts 

and unaffected by persons’ property-returns or any other claims, the right resting with 

you to cede to others and to manage and dispose of them as you choose. This contract, 

written by me, Papontos, in my own hand without erasure or insertion, is valid as though 

publicly registered. The rst year of Gaius Pescennius Niger Justus Augustus, Pauni 20. 

Being therefore desirous that the authentic bond should be publicly registered I offer 

the prescribed 12 drachmae, in order that the regulations concerning publication may 

not apply to me (?), and that a single copy may be published, and request you to take this 

authentic bond bearing my attestation that it is the autograph of Papontos and register 

it together with this petition at the Library of Hadrian... .”’ 

3. ek rod: in 485. 3 &« should also be read instead of ma(pd). 

6. ypappar(eds) xaradoyleiov: this no doubt was also the position of Hephaestion 

in 485. 8 and Flavius Aurelius in B. G. U. 578. 8. The «aradoyeiov was presumably at 

Alexandria. 
22. \Spacy looks like the termination of a place name. 

23-4. kabapds| .. . amd dnoypadjs: Cf. 577 xaBapov (a share of a house) dxd droypadis 

méons Kal dd yeapy(tas) Bacidck7js Kal odovaKis Kat TavTos elOous. 

24-8. xa|pis ddeiparos| kal eneypadis: cf. BiG, U+666, 31,717. 24, cc; 

31-2. This is an obscure passage, the difficulties being increased by a slight un- 

certainty concerning the reading of pe, which is followed in the original by something 

having the appearance of a tall v. To read pov is unsatisfactory because the « does 

not seem to have been touched, and we prefer to suppose that the tail of the } of 

xeipdypapov in 1, 30, which is immediately above, descended into the line below and 

was cut off by a curved cross-stroke, so producing the effect of a v. With pov, supposing 

that were intended, the meaning would be ‘because it (the xepsypapov) does not comprise 

my Scacrohai’; and the words may be construed in a somewhat similar sense with the 

more probable reading pe ‘because I do not possess the orders for publication,’ the 

reference to the SacroAal being in either case quite unexplained. On the view adopted 

O 2 
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in our translation the Siasrodal epi Snyootdcews may be supposed to have prescribed certain 

penalties or disabilities if the form of procedure followed by the petitioner was neglected. 

720. REQUEST FOR A GUARDIAN. 

21:5 X 9:8 cm. A.D. 247. Prate VII. 

A petition in Latin addressed to the praefect, Claudius Valerius Firmus, 

by a woman named Aurelia Ammonarion, that he would appoint a particular 

person as her guardian in accordance with the /ex Iulia et Titia. This measure, 

which is supposed to have been passed in B.C. 31, empowered the praefects 

of provinces to assign guardians to women and minors who were without them. 

Appended to the document, which is signed in Greek by the petitioner and her 

proposed guardian, is the reply of the praefect making the appointment as 

desired. The rarity of accurately-dated specimens of Latin cursive gives the 

papyrus a considerable palaeographical interest. 

(Claudio) Valerio Firmlo praef(ecto) Aeg(ypit) 

ab Aureliafe} Ammo|nario. 

rogo domine des mihi 
auctorem Aureliium) P\lutammonem 

6 é lege Juha Titia et ie .a\ees 

dat(um) do(minis) no(stris) Philippo Aug(usto) wu et 
Philippo Caesaris clo(n)s(ulibus). 

and hand [AlpnAla ‘Appovdpioy [érdédoxa. 

3rd hand [A 

10 [de]qou. 

4th hand (érovs) 6 TéPr «. [ 

GUN sand guen 7 CLOU sep euet ses 

abeat Plhutammonem 

é leg(e) Lul(ia) et [Titia auctorem 
15 do. (6th hand?) cepz. 

Upnria IIdovrdépplov evdoK@ TH 

O.1d Ge Ml gba: 4. 1. Caesare. g. 1, Adpndcos. 

‘To Claudius Valerius Firmus, praefect of Egypt, from Aurelia Ammonarion. 
I beg, my lord, that you will grant me as my guardian Aurelius Plutammon in accordance 
with the lex Zulia Titia ... Dated in the consulship of our lords Philippus Augustus 
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for the 2nd time and Philippus Caesar. (Signed) I, Aurelia Ammonarion, have presented 
the petition, I, Aurelius Plutammon, assent to the request. The 4th year, Tubi ro. 
(Endorsed) In order that... may not be absent, I appoint Plutammon as guardian in 
accordance with the /ex Julia ef Titta. Received by me.’ 

1. Valerius Firmus is already known as praefect at this time from P. Amh. 72 
(A.D. 246) and 81 (a.p. 247). With regard to the date of P. Amh. 72 Wilcken considers 
(Archiv, Il. p. 127) that the regnal year should be read as ¢ instead of y, as in our text ; 
but we still hold that y is right and that the facsimile, so far from throwing any doubt 
upon our reading, thoroughly confirms it. 

5. lege Iulia Titta: cf. Gaius, Znst. i. § 185 5? cud nullus omnino tutor sit, et datur 
in urbe Roma ex lege Atilia... in provinctis vero a praesidibus provinciarum ex lege 
Lulia et Titia, In the official signature below (1. 14) the more usual and probably more 
correct form Julia ef Tita is used. The e¢ has sometimes been regarded as a reason 
for supposing that there were two leges, a Julia and a Titia, but the conclusion is by no 
means necessary. 

Of the mutilated word at the end of the line the first letter may be a, e, 7, s, or /, 
and the second a, r, m, 1, or x. 

(¢) CONTRACTS. 

721. Sate oF Crown Lanp. 

IB X16:5 cm. A.D. 13-14. 

An offer addressed by two persons to Gaius Seppius Rufus, perhaps 

idiologus, for the purchase of 19 arourae of land which had reverted to the 

State and was at the time uncultivated, at the price of 12 drachmae per aroura. 

The document follows, so far as it goes, the same formula as P. Amh. 68. 17-24, 

which Mitteis is no doubt right in explaining, not asa sale in the strict sense, 

but as an example of emphyteusis or hereditary lease (Zeztschr. Savigny-St. 

IQOI, pp. 151 sqq.)—a custom for which we now have evidence in Egypt as early 

as the second century B.C. (cf. P. Tebt. I. 5.12), That this is the true nature of 

the transaction, in spite of the use of the term orjcacAa, is shown both by the 

lowness of the price—in P. Amh. 68. 21, 20 drachmae, here only 12—and by 

the provision in the Amherst papyrus for an annual rent. Cf. 835, which is 

a similar offer for the ‘ purchase’ of land addressed to the same official as 721, 

and P. Amh. 97. The document was never completed, blank spaces being left 

for some of the dates. 
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Taio: Yermin ‘Povipor 

mapx Ilodpwvos tod Tptdwvos Kai [ApxeAdov....++-- Se 

Bovrsucba avicacba ev rae “Okupvyyxfeitnt....---+es amo 

brodbyou Bacitikns ews Tod (érovs) Kaiclalp[os KAjpov €- 

5 We TOU (érovs) Kaloapos dveAdAnpévov Kal apdploly 

yeyovitov Kal KAnpwv Tov Ews Tob dvethAnpevov 

kal avTood (grovs) Katoapos dvetkdnpévov div lepas eis Ka[pmovs (?) 
~ ’ 4 4 \ Ne oS K 4 € * 

rod ioibvros rerdéptov Kal tecoapakborou érovs Kaicapos, [0 pev 

Tlodépov rept OSoBw Kat Teroiiy ris] avo tom alpx(tas 

10 apovp(as) dekdrrevTe, ve dpovp(at) Le, 6 oe ‘A py ér[aos GN! A Bete e THs 

Oporcepa Torapy (cas) apovp(as) Técoupes, a dpovp(at) [6, 7 apoup(at) 10, 

ep @ mapadexbévtes tavras diaypdoulev els TiHv éml TOV TO- 
ee / A - & € - 

tov [Onluociav tpdmefav THY KeKelAevopevnYy TLLINY EKdoTNS 

dpovp\as) [dpyu(ptov) (Spaxpas)| Sexddvo, E€opev & eis tiv TovlTey ava- 

yoyiy Kal Ka- 

15 [Tepyaciav arédetay Elrne tpla dd rob [elatdvros pO (Eros) Kaioapos 

5. 1, dvewAnupevor; so in I. 7. 

‘To Gaius Seppius Rufus from Polemon son of Tryphon and Archelaus son of... 
We wish to purchase in the Oxyrhynchite nome of the Crown land returned as unpro- 
ductive up to the... year of Caesar, from the holdings which were confiscated in the . . . 
year of Caesar and became unfruitful and the holdings confiscated up to and including the 
... year of Caesar, exclusive of temple land, for cultivation in the coming 44th year of 
Caesar—namely Polemon at Thosbis and Tepouis in the upper toparchy fifteen arourae, 
total 15 arourae, and Archelaus at... in the toparchy of Thmoisepho, four arourae, total 
4 arourae, total 19 arourae, with the understanding that on these being assigned to us we 
shall pay into the local State-bank the price ordered for each aroura, 12 drachmae of silver, 
and shall have for their reclamation and cultivation immunity from taxation for three years 
from the coming 44th year of Caesar...’ 

1, For Seppius Rufus cf. Wessely, Pap. Script. Graec. Specim. no. 8, and P. Brit. Mus. 
246, which shows that he was of higher rank than strategus. 

4. troddyov Baciukys: imddoyos and 7d imddoyov are terms frequently used in the 
Tebtunis papyri to describe Crown land out of cultivation; cf. P. Tebt. I. p. 540. The 
only other example of this use of the word in the Roman period is P. Amh. 68. 

4-5. [kKAnpor| ... dveAAnueveow: cf. P. Tebt. I. 61 (4). 74 &c. and P. Amh. 68. 18, which 
can now be restored on the analogy of the present passage «Anpov .. . dve|Anupéevoy xalt 
aépav xai(?)..|... tev (perhaps dypyorar) ye yovdrar. 

7. mdqy teoas is apparently to be connected with @vjcacda rather than aveAnypévor. 
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The saleable land imoddyou Bacwduxjs is regarded as including both the confiscated «jpoe 

and certain fepa yj which must also have reverted to the government. 

12. mapaderyOévres ravras: cf. P. Amh, 68. 20, where mapadetxdels [rav|ras is no doubt 

to be read, P. Tebt. 79. 16, &c. 
13. THY Keke[Acvopermy tipyy: cf, P. Amh. 68. 20 riv kledevodcioaly tiypjy td Aovkiov 

Iovdlov [O|ina[reivov rod nyepdr|o|s. 

_ 14-5, The supplements are taken from P. Amh, 68, 21. Other conditions on the 

lines of P, Amh. 68 presumably followed. 885 concludes dfio emoreiha? . . .| kal rots 

ypapparedot exddcOar poe rovis . . . mept rav|ras xXpnpariopovs, and something of this kind 

apparently underlies P. Amh. 68. 23-4. 

722. EMANCIPATION OF A SLAVE. 

24:3 X10 cm. A.D. QI OF 107. 

This document, which contains a formal emancipation of a female slave, 

drawn up before the agoranomi and concluding with an acknowledgement of 

the ransom, is of great interest as being the first specimen of its class from 

Egypt which is prior to the introduction of the constitutio Antonina, and 

illustrating the differences between Graeco-Egyptian and Roman law on the 

subject of manumission. Of the two previously known parallels, B.G.U. 96, 

which is a mere fragment, belongs to the third century and the Papyrus 

Edmondstone (facsimile in Young’s Hieroglyphics, ii, Plate 46; text in Curtius, 

Anec. Delph. App. 1, Wessely, Fahresber. des k. k. Staatsgym. in. Hernals, xiii, 

pp. 47-8) to A. D. 354. Since the publications of the latter papyrus are some- 

what inaccessible, we append the text of it on p. 202. Other papyri concerning 

the emancipation of slaves are 716, 723, a similar but much shorter example 

of a second century manumission, 48-9 and 849, which are letters to the 

agoranomi authorizing them to liberate slaves. The ends of lines are lost 

throughout 722, but can in part be restored either from the context or from 

a comparison with another and quite complete specimen of an emancipation, 

written in the reign of Commodus, which we opportunely found in January, 1904. 

The most striking feature of 722 is the circumstance that it is concerned, not 

with the emancipation of an individual whose status was entirely that of a slave, 

but with a joint manumission by two brothers of the third part of a slave who 

as regards the other two-thirds had already been made free; cf. the parallel case 

in 716 and, as it now appears, in P. Edmondstone 6. That the previous owner 
af 

of the 2 was a different person from the two owners of the 4 is not stated 

directly but is in the light of 716 likely enough. It is also noticeable that the 
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ransom is paid, not by the slave herself or by a banker, but by a private 
individual, perhaps her prospective husband, and that a distinction is drawn 

between the Avtpa paid to the owner and a small sum in silver which probably 

went to the State ; cf. note on 1. 19. 

“Erovs dexdérov Av’roxpdéroplos Kaicapos Aopuriavod 

SeBacrob Teppavixod ‘Lme[pBeperaiov 

emayouévov) (2nd hand) ¢ SeBa(or#) (ist hand) pn(vis) Kaicapelov 

e[mayo(uévov) (2nd hand) ¢ YeBa(or#) (Ist hand) év ’O- 

Eupvyxov moda THS OnBaidlos em’ dyopave- 

5 pov Pappiov tprdv [ 

apetkay éefu}AevOépay brs Ala Tijv “Hd0wov ‘AyiddrAeds 

as (€T@v) K pécos pedlypws plaxpotpdcwros 

[ov(A7) pleTOr@ pécw Kai Sapan[as ws (érdv) . pécos 

[H]eA[ix pws paxporpbcwros ov(Ay)........ 

TOu| 0, @|ptorepl. GUPOTEDOL A. ies lel TOU 

Ee lnenioy Bandas Pca Nrtalooss (Any an oo cg rye 

[7a]v an’ "O€uptyxov médrews [ev dye 7d b- 

[wdp|xov avbrois é€€ toov rplrov pélpos THs e~amn- 

[Acv]Oepmpévns Kara& 76 dAdo Afuotpov dov- 

15 Ans Azod\dwvoiros as (érav) Ks péo[ns pedLxpwros 

[Ha]kpompocamov ovAH mod SeEiO....... 

eLamnrevOepopévns (raddvrwv) d........0e. 

[. |v tev Tod aredevOepovpévou .... TpiTov 

[Hépou]s apyuptov émiojuouv dpalypav....... 

20 [T]eT]pwBorov Kai dv réraxrat [... . “AyidreZ 

kal Sapang “Hpaxdas Tpvdovos toO........ 

Hntpos Taovyadpios Ilaveci..... amd THS 

[aldrHs modes “as (érdv) Aa péools pedéiypos 
pakpompdcwmos ov(di}) bmrép yd(vu) deg[udv AVTpw@Y 

25 apyupiov S«Bactod vouicpalros dpaypay 

Stakooiwv Xadkod TaddvToly...... +50 
XAiwy, ovK eSdvTos TH ‘Ay[vAdE? ovd’ ddr 
[d\rép adrod amatrnow move io bau mapa THs ‘Amod- 

[Alwvodros ovde tay mlap ad’ths tev mpoKel- 
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BOn[IEVOY AUT OOH. OVO. ETE, ols ayia pie Pin a oe + 

yvoorijp tis éhevOepd[cews ...-..6.6. reas 

Tod Ilerenowos pntpos [....... ard THS avTis 

Trodews Os (éTov) fe plécos pedlypws paKpo- 

mpocwmos ov(dy) avTix[ynul@..... ev aye 

35 TH aura. and hand) “Ayiddjeds,...... 

TeTvnpe ody TH dOEAPO 

Separate tiv edevdepworv 

Tob Tpirov [pépouvs dovAns 

‘Arodovobz[os Kal améxo 

40 T& AUTpa alpyupiov Spay(pas) 

Otakoctals xadkod 

[. Jul 

On the verso 

érrayo(mévov) ¢ [ 

16. m of mod corr. from 6. 36. 1, memoinuat. 39. 1, ’AroAAwvodr[os. 

‘The roth year of the Emperor Caesar Domitianus Augustus Germanicus, on the 6th 
intercalary day of Hyperberetaeus, dies Augustus, which is the 6th intercalary day of the 
month Caesarius, dies Augustus, at Oxyrhynchus in the Thebaid, before three agoranomi 
called Psammis, Achilleus, aged about 20 years, of middle height, fair, having a long face 
and a scar on the middle of his forehead, and Sarapas, aged about... years, of middle 
height, fair, having a long face and a scar on his left ..., both sons of ... son of 
Ammonius, their mother being Sarapous daughter of ..., all of Oxyrhynchus, have set 
free under sanction of Zeus, Earth, and Sun (the deed being drawn up in the street) the 
third part which they jointly own of the slave who has been freed as regards the other two- 
thirds, Apollonous, aged about 26, of middle height, fair, having a long face and a scar 
on the right foot,...for...drachmae 4 obols of coined silver and the ransom paid to 
Achilleus and Sarapas by Heraclas son of Tryphon son of ..., his mother being Taonnophris 
daughter of ... of the said city, aged about 31, of middle height, fair, having a long face 
and a scar above his right knee, namely 200 drachmae of Imperial silver coin and... 
talents 1000 drachmae of copper ; Achilleus or any one else on his behalf being forbidden 
to make any demand of the aforesaid ransom from Apollonous or her assigns, or to .. . 
The certifier of the manumission is... son of Peteésis, his mother being... , of the said 
city, aged about 40, of middle height, fair, having a long face and a scar upon his .. . shin, 
in the same street. 

‘I, Achilleus, have with my brother Sarapas effected the emancipation of the third 
part of the slave Apollonous, and I have received the ransom, two hundred drachmae of 

SIVeT on a) 
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1. Since the papyrus must on palaeographical grounds be assigned to the end of the 

first or the early part of the second century, the coincidence of a 6th intercalary day with 

the roth year of an emperor called Germanicus fixes the reign as that of either Domitian 

or Trajan. The supplement at the end of ]. r is in any case long compared with the 

ro letters which are missing in l. 2, and Domitian is therefore preferable. 

6. Cf, the similar beginning of P. Edmondst. 6 sqq. For Ata Iijv “HXuo», cf. 48. 6, &c. 

12, év dywa is supplied from the newly found emancipation (cf. introd.) ; cf. ev dywa] 

rh abrie in Il. 34-5. We are inclined to think that this formula, which so far is only known 

at Oxyrhynchus, regularly implies the execution of the document before the agoranomi, 

who are mentioned much less frequently in Oxyrhynchus contracts than elsewhere. 

16-9. The newly found emancipation proceeds straight from the description of the 

slave to the mention of the dpyvpwuy émtonuoy corresponding to 1. 19, and owing to the 

lacunae it is not clear whether the sum mentioned in |. 17 is the ransom of the whole 

slave or of the 2 previously set free. On the whole we think the latter hypothesis is more 
likely. The talents are in either case probably copper. 

19. apyuplov émonpov: the newly found emancipation has dpy. émo. Spaxpav déka kal ov 

réraxtat inép adrod (sc. the slave) r@ Ow (the owner)... AvTper dpy. Spay. TevTakogiwy, ON 

the analogy of which we have supplied Avrpov in |. 24. It is clear from that papyrus that 

a distinction was drawn between the payment in dpyipioy émionwov and the ransom paid to 

the owner, and from 48 and 49 in which the same amount of dpyvpiov émionpov, 10 

drachmae, is coupled with different sums expressed in copper, there would seem to have 
been a normal charge of 10 drachmae in addition to the ransom, in spite of 722. 19-20, 
where the amount of dpy. émo. cannot be 10 drachmae. The divergence of 722 at this 
point may be due to the fact that it is concerned with the emancipation of only part 
of a slave. To whom these ro drachmae were paid is not made clear, but it is probable 
that the State in some form was the recipient. Nowhere in connexion with these 
emancipations under Graeco-Egyptian law is there a mention of the wzcesima libertatis 
levied under Roman law, which appears in B.G. U. 96. 8 (ri [eto|Oveiay eixoorny) 5 but if, 
as we are now disposed to think, the status of the persons who wrote 48-9 was that of 
farmers of the éy«v«dvov and 48-9 stand towards such documents as 722 in the same kind 
of relation as 241-8 towards contracts for sale or mortgage, there must have been a tax 
upon the emancipation of slaves apart from the 10 drachmae dpyupiov emurjuov. 

Papyrus EpMONDSTONE. A.D. 354- 

¢ , ~ col [x a LA > ¢ A ‘ , -~ 

ema( +) -bmare[tals tov Seomoray jydv Kovorarriov Avyovotou 7d ¢ Kat Kevoravriov rod 
énupaveatatov Kaicapos ro y 

A Sod > t > a 

Tope u€ ras vy ivdicriovos, év "ENehavtivy|s| médee ris dvw OnBaidos. 
> Aupndia Tnpovrnpov Tlacpytros pnrpods Toevmaxyvotpews amd "Edeavtivns moédkews pera 

cuveotar| ols 

[rloo kupiov aitns dvdpds Avpndiov Awpobov Sepyvov amd ths aitns modews Adpnriw 

Saparrappove 
5 pytpos Tarapavos kal Tkadjre ék pntpds Sanowos Kal (r)j tTavtn(s) Ovyarpi Av’pnAia Aovaia 

yevopevor( s) 
pot dotou(s) tmep Tod emiBdddovtos pépovs yxalpew.  dporoy@® éxovoiws Kai avOatperas kal 

dperavontas adixévar tpas éevOépovs Tod émBaddovTos jror pépovs td Ty Kal Ovpavdy kar’ 
evoeBiav 

t/0|0 mavedenpovos Oeovd €dOdvros cis ewe amd KAnpovouias THs pnTpds pou awd Tod viv emt 
A a , Tov dmayra ypovov 
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kat av0 ay evedei~woOE ror Kata xpdvov evvoias Kal oropyns ere Te kal Umnpecias, penecbe 
Pte 

ouv was 
10 Kata 7|6| mpoxeiuerdy prov pepos Kaos mpoeirov Kai véperbe eis obs edv Bovdnre rérous 

ako\Uros 
kal avertAnumtas, evSoxeiy yap Kal meiOecOar eye ry €evOepodvra rots éAevOepovpevors eis 
ryvde [rly edevOepwow ijkew rois ehevOepoupévors Kabds mpodedyAovrat Kal rois e€ adrav 
€oper|olis ere emt Ondeiows réxvors etre emt érépors exydvois’ pte pyY ois eav KrnonoOe Tp0(7@) 
pn[Seri| mapevpérer pndemed evredbev axodvrov eorat tis Sovdelas, kal py eLeorar d€ pndevi roy 

I5 euav KAnpovdpav dmagamhas dvTidéyew pou Tatty TH evoeBela mept pndevds KaTa pndEeva Tpdmov 
ex pndeuias apoppjs to Kadddov SC qv kat adroit td yxpdvm evédeEav poe etvoray kal 

rooropyeiar, 
ka[t| adr dpouBdpevos Tas dporBas éxdv cal memicpérm FKov cis rHvde THv eevOepiay ivmep 
eOeunv kupiav kai BeBaiav dmdiv ypapeicay mavtaxod emupepoperny ef vmoypadis €uod Awpo- 

Oéov tov avdpos adtns mpos aiwviay ipav dodpddeay, Kal émepwrnOeioa wpoddynaa. 
20 (2nd hand) Avpydia Typovripov Tacpihros 7 mpoxerpévn Oéuny tiv edevfepiav Kat evdoKd 

z ESS , 
maot Tols évyeypappevors 

cs mpdxerrar. Adpydtos Awpdbeos Lepyvou 6 mpoyeypappéevos dvip adtis cuvéotny 1h yuvackt 
prov kal eypavya 

imép aitas ypdppata pi eidneins. (3rd hand) Avpydtos Tuxcaeis "Appovaros paprupa. 

(4th hand) Avpydios *Apporiov 
Sexpdrovs paprupd. (sth hand) Adprydwos Diroveias “Avreviov paprupS. (6th hand) Ad- 

pndvos Kipiddos Ilanciov paptupe. 
(7th hand) Adprdios Tidbeos ’Arodd@viou ard mpocototrwv “Edehavtivys paptupa. 

5. Tkadqre: or perhaps Tnadnwe. 6. 1. pov for por. g. 1. evedei~acde. Final e of 
pereoOe corr. from a; 1. (r)péemerOar ? 10. |. vépecOae . . . Bovdnade. 11. l, edevepodoav. 

12. 1. mpodedyAwrat. 16. 1. evedecEav. 17. 1. duevBouern. 22. |. eidvias... ’Appovios. 

Twiobeis can be read for Twicaeis. 

723, EXMANCIPATION OF A SLAVE. 

17-3 X 21°2 cm. A.D. 138-161. 

This document, recording the formal emancipation of a female slave, follows 

the same formula as 722, but is simpler and more compressed. A good deal 

is lost at the beginnings of the lines, including, unfortunately, the details con- 

cerning the Avrpa; but a comparison with 722 renders the general sense clear 

enough, Cf. the introd. to that papyrus. 

1 ["Erovs Adroxpardpos Kaloapos Titov Aidiov Adpiavod ‘Avrevivov Se|- 

Baorod EvceBots (2nd hand) Avorpov a TdBc a (ist hand) «v 

’O~vptyxov moder THs OnBaidos 
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2 ém ayopavopoy adeikey édevOépay trd Ala Ijv “Hoy ] 4eo- 

dépou tod ‘Ayabeivov pyntpis Tocel O&wvos ‘Hpaxdeldov 

3. 30 letters dm’ ’Ofuptyyov rodews ev dyuid THY bmdpy[ovjoay atTo 

oixoyev €x SovAns Anpntpodros 

4 dovAnv 50 letters de. . [. yvlworip tas édevOepdcewas Sapamiov 

"AckAnTiddov 

5 55 letters (2nd hand) os] (érav) v ofvdy] mod(i) dpior(ep@) (1st hand) 

ev dyud tH at’rf (and hand) dia Xapyu(oves) rod ody dd(Aors) 

6 450 letters | 

1. OnBaidos Pap. 3. vmapxovoay Pap. 5. ayvia Pap. 

2, tov seems to have been omitted before ‘HpaxdeiSov. The name Toeed occurs also in 
76. 5 pntpos Toeet KadXiov. 

4. The vestiges following |Se possibly represent the y of yywornp, the intervening space 
being accounted for by the junction at this point of two selides. Shorter blank spaces 
have been left in the corresponding part of the two preceding lines. In that case Zorw] 6¢ 
yvwornp should be read; but the traces do not suit y» particularly well, and there is no Zorw 
dé in 496. 16 where a yvaornp is mentioned at the end of a contract. A description of the 
slave and perhaps the amount of the Avrpa were given at the beginning of this line (cf. 722. 
15 sqq.); but ] déka is not a possible reading. 

5. After ody dd(Aos) the papyrus not improbably proceeded émi ris éykukdiov; cf. 96. 2 
(corr. by Wilcken) 6 ov ad(Aos) ei ri(s) évevedliov]. This restoration would accord very 
well with our present explanation of the position occupied by the writers of 48 and 49 
(cf. 722. r9, note); but what exactly é:d implies here is uncertain. 

724. APPRENTICESHIP TO A SHORTHAND-WRITER. 

18-3 X 21-3 cm. ACD tS 5: 

Contract whereby an ex-cosmetes of Oxyrhynchus apprenticed his slave 
to a shorthand-writer for two years to be taught to read and write shorthand, 
the teacher receiving 120 drachmae in all. The contract was drawn up by an 
unprofessional scribe, and the language is often confused. 

Ilalvlex@rns 6 kal ILavdpns rév Kexoopnrevkérav Tis Ogupvyxetrov 
7 \ 7 d morews Ov DepédXov idrov ‘Arroddwvio onpLoypapw xaipev. ocuvéctnod cot 

Xatpappova Sotrov mpos pdOnow onpelov dv érictara 6 vids cov 
Alfolvtovos emi xpévov &rn dvo dé Tod évect@ros pnvos Papevod rod 
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> 5) , a ~ - 5 oKT@Kaidexdrov érous ‘Avtwvivoy Kaloapos rod kupiov picbod 0d cvpmedo 
yp te }3 LAA aN b) 7 é A (4 ~ oS ‘ ¢ npevou impos adArjAous apyupiov dpaxpav éxarov elkoot ywpls éopti- 

ix bs £2) 54 ~ kav, €€ av Eoxes Thy mpdrnv dow ev Spaxpais Teroapdkovta, Thy dé 
Z te lol ¢ devtépay Aj vn Tod maids aveiknddros 7d KopevTap{tjov dAov év Spa- 

XiHJats ter lapdkovra, thy St rpirny Ajomar emt réder TOD xpdvou Tod 
x 2 a 10 mawdds €k mavTos Aéyou mefod ypdhorTos Kal dvayewda[Kov\ros apéuTTos 

AS \ lo) Tas {de} Nourds Spaypas tecoapdkovta. édy S& evrds Tod x[p]évou avrov 
2; a ’ 2 oé \ , if > Es amaptions ouk exdéfopmat THY mpoKeElpevny mpobecpll av, ovK e€dvTos 

d ~ - ~ a a 

Hot evTos ToD Xpovou Tov Maida dnooray, mapapevel OE ofo|t peTa [Toy xpd voy 

éoas 
EN 2) sl > » 

eav apyjon mepas 7) pjvas. (Erovs) tm Avroxpdropos Kaicapos Tirov 

Aix(ov ‘Adpiavod 

15 Avtwvetvou SeBactod EvceBots Sapevad e. 

3. o Of cov corr. from p. 7. x of Spaxpas corr. from y. g. 1. Ane. 12. 
& of exde€ouae corr. from x. 14. 7 Of nuepas rewritten. 

‘Panechotes also called Panares, ex-cosmetes of Oxyrhynchus, through his friend 
Gemellus, to Apollonius, writer of shorthand, greeting. I have placed with you my slave 
Chaerammon to be taught the signs which your son Dionysius knows, for a period of two 
years dating from the present month Phamenoth of the 18th year of Antoninus Caesar the 
lord at the salary agreed upon between us, 120 silver drachmae, not including feast-days ; 
of which sum you have received the first instalment amounting to 40 drachmae, and 
you will receive the second instalment consisting of 40 drachmae when the boy has learnt 
the whole system, and the third you will receive at the end of the period when the boy 
writes fluently in every respect and reads faultlessly, viz. the remaining 40 drachmae. 
If you make him perfect within the period, I will not wait for the aforesaid limit; but it is 
not lawful for me to take the boy away before the end of the period, and he shall remain 
with you after the expiration of it for as many days or months as he may have done 
no work. Ther8th year of the Emperor Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus 
Pius, Phamenoth 5.’ 

6. xwpis éoptixav: SC. jpepav (cf, 725. 36-7), though the phrase is out of place. 
8. kowerrdp|ejov: a Graecized form of commentarium seems to be intended, though the 

doubtful p» is more like Xo, 
11-3. The clause otk é&dvros x.t.4., which is regularly found in contracts of apprentice- 

ship (cf. e. g. 725. 53-6), comes in somewhat awkwardly here after the clause ¢av de evrds k.r.A. 

The meaning is that if the boy was perfect in less than two years, his owner would not 

insist on his staying with the teacher unless the teacher wished to keep him, but the boy’s 

owner was prevented from taking him away before the boy was perfect and so evading the 

payment. of the second and third instalments. 
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A contract between Ischyrion and Heraclas, in which the former apprentices 

to the latter a boy called Thonis, probably the ward of Ischyrion, for five years, 

to be taught the trade of weaving. Arrangements are made for the provision 

of wages (after two years and seven months) and clothes for Thonis by Heraclas 

on an ascending scale, and for the case of Thonis’ absence from his work for 

more than the 20 days allowed for holidays. 

a weaver written 120 years previously, upon which the supplements in Il. 1-5 

are based. 

Io 

15 

20 
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725. APPRENTICESHIP TO A WEAVER. 

30-7 XII cm. 

[‘Oporoyotov addAjdos “Io]xupioy “Hpadiwvos 

(UinT OS weenie iene gn ote aw ’Ogv|ptyxov modrews Kal 

(“Hpaxdas Sapariwvos tojd Kat Aéovtos ‘Hpaxnel- 

dloly plyrpos..% +6. amo] THs adtHs moAEws 

[yéplovols 6 pev ‘Ioyxupiov éy|beddc0a 76 “Hpa- 

[KAG] TOVe TOU. re a See Seas! x ]..[.. .] aderpod 

.[.]. ov Odr[w a]pyrlLKa mlpds [p]dOnoww Ths 8n- 

Aolupéerns [rélxvns aro veopun{[vias Tod] eéqs 

L[n\vos PaGgle] emi xpdvov ern wéevre, Kat map- 

é£e. atrov mpocedpevovTa 7Q didacKddrd@ 

éml tov Ondroltpelvov yxpldlvov Kal éxdorny 

Hpepav amd ar[arodns] A[Atov] péxpt dvcews, 

mowbdvTa mdviia Ta emitaxO|nobueva [alvT@ 

tro Tob avdrod d[idacKkdAlov ws éeml Tov dpol- 

ov pabnrav, [rpepoplevov td Tod “Icyvu- 

[pl]wvos. xklal Td perv] mp@ra ern dvo 

Kal phvas émta tov tpirov eviavTot 

ovdey ddcet brép picOot tod maidds 6 ‘Hpa- 

Kas, Tots S€ Aowrols pynol mévte Tod av- 

Tob Tpitov éviavTod xopnynoe 6 ‘Hpa- 

KAas brép picbdyv Tod avTod pabnrod 

Kata paiva dpaypas dexddvo xk[ali TO Te- 

Cf. 275, a similar contract with 
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TaPTO EvlavTG dpolws KaTda piva 

trép picbav dpaypas dexdeE Kal 7H 

TELTT® EVLAVT@ poiws KATH pH- 

va Spaypas elkoot Técoapas, Kal KaTaoKev- 
i? @Y o~ fan ete a a X doe. 6 Hpakdaés 76 ad7G pabnth TO pev 

€vesT@Tl TeTapT@ Kal EiKooT@ ret 

X[rava d£iov Spaypay dexde€, 7H [de 
> th a) a nN BY iodvTe Ke (€reL) Erepov xiTava d£.ov d[pa- 

xpev eikoot, Kal [T]@ Ke (Ere) dpoiws &ddoly 

XiTalvla ad£Evov Spaypav éi|kjoot telcodpor, 

k[a]i 7 Kg (ret) ddAAov xir@va [d]f.ov O[paxpav 

eikoot OKT®, Kal TO Kn (ErEL) Gpoiws adAlov] xITo- 
BY a - - > va adf.ov dpaxpav tpidkovta Ovo. ap- 

i XN £ a 3 2 ig an pl 

ynoe Od 6 mais els Adyov EopToy KaT €ETOS 

Huepas elkoot, ovdevds Exkpovopévov 
A A ? 9 1? oe , IX 

7[@lv pucOav tovTwy ab ob xpovouv edy 

xopnynOn picdds, éay d€ mdelovas Tov- 
~ b) ? BY 2 6 ie Kh by Ua BS 

Tov apynon |» aallevnon 7 aTaKTHON 7) 

60 @AAnv Tu[a aljriay Huépas emi Tas 
[ic]as emdvaykels] mapéEer adrov 6 ’Ioxupi 

ov TO didackd[Alm Huépas Trapapévor- 

Ta Kal mototv7[a| mdvra Kalas mpoxettat 

xopis picbod, tpepipevov bd Tod adbtob 

"Ioxupiovos, dia 7d emi totros éotdéo bat. 

6 [dj¢ “Hpaxdas evdoxv rovros mot Kai éx 

deddgev Tov pabnriy tiv Sndovpe- 

yyy Téxvnv ev TO TevTaeTt ypove 

Kados Kal avros émiotatat Kai xopnyjoelv 

Tovs pnviatovs pucOods Kabas mpdKet- 
2 QA ~ 2) va QA fot , > 

Tat] dd rot dyddou pnvos Tov TpiTov evtav- 

Tov. Kal pi égeivar pndevi abtav mapa- 

Batvery Tt TGv mpoKeipévov 7) 6 mapaBas 

éxreiot TH evpévoyte emireiuov Spaxpas 

éxarov Kai els Td Onpudcioy Tas toas. KUptov 

7d dpordynpa. (érovs) Kd Ad’roxpdéropos Kaicapos 
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Mépxov Adpnriov Koppddov ‘Avrwvivou 

eBaorod Apperiaxod Mndixod IapOxod 

60 SYapparixod Teppavixod Meyicrov Oa xe. 

and hand ~ Hpakdas Sapam(iwvos) toi (al) A€ovros réOepat 76 

6poroynpua Kal ebdoxe maar Tos mpok(Elpévors). 

Odus 6 K(al) Mapots ‘ApOdvios éypaia 

bmép av(tod) wy €ld(6ros) ypdup(ara). 

16. 7 Of ery corr. from &. 30. tovovre Pap. 34. add[ov above the line. 35. 
&. of a&wov corr. from 8c. 52. oydoou corr 56. ioas Pap. 63. s Of pwpovs 
rewritten (?). 

‘Ischyrion son of Heradion and ..., of Oxyrhynchus, and Heraclas son of Sarapion 
also called Leon, son of Heraclides, his mother being ..., of the said city, weaver, agree 
with each other as follows:—Ischyrion on the one part that he has apprenticed to 
Heraclas ...Thonis, a minor, to be taught the art of weaving for a period of five years 
starting from the rst of next month, Phaophi, and will produce him to attend the teacher 
for the stipulated period every day from sunrise to sunset, performing all the orders that 
may be given to him by the said teacher on the same terms as the other apprentices, 
and being fed by Ischyrion. For the first 2 years and 7 months of the 3rd year Heraclas 
shall pay nothing for the boy’s wages, but in the remaining 5 months of the said 3rd year 
Heraclas shall pay for the wages of the said apprentice 12 drachmae’a month, and in 
the 4th year likewise for wages 16 drachmae a month, and in the 5th year likewise 
24 drachmae a month; and Heraclas shall furnish for the said apprentice in the present 
24th year a tunic worth 16 drachmae, and in the coming 25th year a second tunic worth 
20 drachmae, and likewise in the 26th year another tunic worth 24 drachmae, and in 
the 27th year another tunic worth 28 drachmae, and likewise in the 28th year another tunic 
worth 32 drachmae. The boy shall have 20 holidays in the year on account of festivals 
without any deduction from his wages after the payment of wages begins; but if he exceeds 
this number of days from idleness or ill-health or disobedience or any other reason, 
Ischyrion must produce him for the teacher during an equivalent number of days, during 
which he shall remain and perform all his duties, as aforesaid, without wages, being fed by 
the said Ischyrion, because the contract has been made on these terms. Heraclas on the 
other part consents to all these provisions, and agrees to instruct the apprentice in the 
aforesaid art within the period of 5 years as thoroughly as he knows it himself, and to pay 
the monthly wages as above, beginning with the 8th month of the 3rd year. Neither party 
is permitted to violate any of the aforesaid provisions, the penalty for such violation being 
a fine of too drachmae to the party abiding by the contract and to the Treasury an equal 
sum. This agreement is valid. The 24th year of the Emperor Caesar Marcus Aurelius 
Commodus Antoninus Augustus Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus Sarmaticus Germanicus 
Maximus, Thoth 25. I, Heraclas son of Sarapion also called Leon, have made this 
contract and consent to all the aforesaid provisions, I, Thonis also called Morous, son 
of Harthonis, wrote for him as he was illiterate.’ 
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726. APPOINTMENT OF A REPRESENTATIVE. 

20X92 cm. AcDe 135, 

This is an agreement by which Apollonius authorizes another person to 
appear for him in some legal proceedings in which he was concerned, being 
prevented by illness from attending in person; cf. 97 and 261, which are 
contracts of the same kind. The document is incomplete, the name of the 
representative and the date not having been filled in. 

“Erous evveaxaiderdérov Adtoxpdropos  diadroytop[blv, adrddev ovv- 
Kaicapos Tpa{ijavod ‘Adpiavot EOTAKEVAL TOV 
SBacrod THK] ev ’O€upvy- Tov brep avTod Aoyor Toinod- 
xov TOA THS OnBaidos. dpo- 15 fevoyv mepl T@Y mpos adbTov 

5 Aoyel ‘Arrodddvi08 ‘AtrodA@r{ Lou (ntnOnoopmé viav emi te Tob 
Tob Alfolyévovs pntpds Tavexo- Kpatiorou Hyeuld vos ILetpwvtov 
Tapiov ths [kal] Evréprns Atoyé- [Maplepreivov kat rot émiotparh- 
vous am ’Oguptyyov moAEws [you T'edAtov Badloloou 7 Kall ep’ éré- 

20 pov KpiTey Kal] mdvrTa émiredé- 
amd THS avTis morEws, ev dyuia, covta mept Tay [KlaTa THY ovoTacW, 

10 ov duvdpevos u’ afolOéverav evdokel yap emt Tovrols. 
TrEtoat ert [Tov TOO vopod [Kupia } dpodolyéa. 

‘The roth year of the Emperor Caesar Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus, Tubi_, at 
Oxyrhynchus in the Thebaid. Apollonius son of Apollonius son of Diogenes, his 
mother being Tanechotarion also called Euterpe, daughter of Diogenes, of Oxyrhynchus, 
acknowledges to , of the said city (the contract taking place in the street), since 
he is unable through sickness to make the voyage to the assize of the nome, that he 
has forthwith appointed to represent him in the inquiry to be held against him 
before his highness the praefect Petronius Mamertinus or the epistrategus Gellius Bassus 
or other judges, and to carry out everything concerned with the trial; for he gives his 
consent on these terms. The agreement is valid.’ 

10. oe alo Oévevay : cf. 261. 12 bia yuvaixetay doOéverar. 
14. tov imép aitod: so no doubt in 97. 3; the word after Nixdvopa there is perhaps 

a patronymic. 
19. TehAiov Bdlojrov: Bassus is mentioned as epistrategus seven years earlier in 

237. vii. 22. 
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797, DELEGATION OF THE DuTIEes OF A GUARDIAN. 

33°3 X15 cm. A.D. 154. 

This is a deed drawn up by two brothers, who were Roman citizens and 

owned property at Oxyrhynchus, authorizing an agent to act in their absence 

from Egypt for a nephew and niece whose guardians they were. The document, 

which is called a ovyydpyots, is addressed to the archidicastes, whose official 

cognizance of the transaction was desired. Other instances of private contracts 

being sent to the archidicastes are 268, B.G.U. 729 and 741, the juristic 
significance of which is discussed by Gradenwitz, Ezufiihrung, pp. 91-2, and 

Mitteis, Archiv, I. p. 350. It is noticeable that, with the exception of 268, the 

persons concerned in all these cases are Roman citizens, and that the documents 

usually take the form of a cvyy@pyois. The procedure here is apparently to be 

distinguished from that exemplified in 719 ; cf. introd. to that papyrus. 

Tf. Jpf- Jul. .Jee “Iou[d]épov yevopévov é€nynrod vid 

YEvopeva oTpaTny® Tis WoAEws lepel apyOiKacTH 

kal mpos TH eEmiple|Aia TOY XpnuaticTa@v Kal TOY dddAoV 

Kpitnp\t lov dua [Alnuntpiov ‘Hpaxdeidov yevopévov 

5 eényn[Tlod vid diémfovT}e Ta KaTa& Thy dpxOikacTelav 

mapa Tatwy Mapkiwv ‘Ariwvos tod Kai Ato- 

yév[olus Kal ‘Arodwvapiov rod Kal 'IovAtavod Kal ods 

XpnpariCoper Kat mapa ’QpEedka Tod ’NpedGros trav 

am [Ol€(ulptvyev modrews. cuvyxwpotor of Idiot Mépei- 

10 ot Ariwy 6 kai Atoyévns Kai 'Amodwdpios 6 Kai Iovdavds 

od duvid]uevor kata 7d mapdy Tov is Aiyumrov moby Tol- 

qoacblal. cuvectakévat tov mpoyeypappevoy ’Qdedav 

dvta Kal Tav brapxdvtoy avbrois év TS ’O€upuryei- 

TN voR@ hpovtiotiy Kal Kata rhvde Thy ocvvydpynow 

15 PpovTiobvTa Kal émipeAnodpevoy av Kat avrol ém- 

Tpomevovow adnrikov éavtdv adehgiddv Ovarepi- 

wv Oeoddrov rob Kai IlwAlwvos kal ‘Arodd\wvapiov 

THs Kal Netkapérns ert bt kal dmaiticovta dédpous 
? a s kal eyplijoOdoovra & édy [Sléov fy Kal Kataornodpevoy 
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20 mpos ods édyv dén Kal yern SiaTwdAncovra & édv Séov 

7 TH abrod micter, Sd Tods mpds Tovros dvras OUVY pH jLa- 

Tifew TO “Nperg Exacta [T\dv mpokepévoy émiredody- 

TL, Kal dldyolus av édy emiteAéon KaTa& phva exaoTov 

Stare} ouevoy [adrot]|s mavra de émitedoovta Ka- 

25 Oa kal avrois mapodor e€fv, éewel kal 6 ovvictavopevos 

‘Ageras eddoxe? THe TH cuvvyophoe, Kuplov dvtwv 

av éxovot 6 re ‘Amiwy 6 Kal Atoyévyns Kat 'Amodwédpwos 

6 kal ‘IovAtavos aAAHA@Y ypappdroy mavtolov mdv- 

Tov. ag[tjod(uev). €rous émraxali\oexdrov Adtoxpdropos Kaicapo(s) 

30 Aidiov ‘Adpiavod ‘Ar[rjwveivov YeBaorob EvceBois 

Mexeip B. 

and hand ‘Appoévis....a( ) 

5. 1. viod dcém[ovr los. 6. o of &0 corr. from a? 8. 1, ’Qfedaros rod ’Q, or ’QpedGros 
poor 10. tovAcavos Pap. 24. 1. Siare[pl oper . . . emerehécovrt, 

‘To. . ., son of Isidorus the ex-exegetes, late strategus of the city, priest, archi- 
dicastes and superintendent of the chrematistae and the other courts, through the deputy 
archidicastes Demetrius son of Heraclides the ex-exegetes, from Gaius Marcius Apion also 
called Diogenes and Gaius Marcius Apolinarius also called Julianus and however we are 
styled, and from Ophelas son of Ophelas, of Oxyrhynchus. Gaius Marcius Apion also 
called Diogenes and Gaius Marcius Apolinarius also called Julianus, being at present unable 
to make the voyage to Egypt, agree that they have appointed the aforesaid Ophelas, 
who is the agent for their property in the Oxyrhynchite nome, by the terms of the present 
authorization to act for and take charge of their brother’s children Valerius Theodotus 
also called Polion and Valeria Apollonarion also called Nicarete, who are minors and their 
wards, and further to collect rents and to make such leases as may be necessary, and 
to appear against persons and to sell off produce as may be needful on his own authority. 
Accordingly let those concerned do business with Ophelas in the discharge of all the 
aforesaid duties; and he shall forward to the said parties accounts of all his acts every 
month, and shall have power to act in all things no less than they themselves would 
have if present. Ophelas the appointed representative assents to this authorization ; 
and all bonds of every kind which Apion also called Diogenes and Apolinarius also called 
Julianus hold of each other remains in force. We request (your concurrence). The 
17th year of the Emperor Caesar Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Mecheir 2.’ 

19. kataotnodpevov: for xadicracOa in the sense of appearing at legal proceedings 
cf. e.g. B.G. U. 613. 14 Kkaréotnper ent Gco| Sapou, and the frequent instances of xardoragus. 

21. The construction is here somewhat awkward, the series of future participles which 
depend upon ovvecraxéva in]. 12 being interrupted by the parenthetical sentence 6:6 rods... 
ovyxpypati¢ew... émireodvrt, which would better have been kept till the end. 

29. ag|rlod(per): cf. 268. 19 aéodper ws KaOyxle|r, and B. G. U. 729. 19 where dgtod(uer) 

1p Bs 
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stands by itself, as here. Wilcken (Archiv, I. p. 176) and Mitteis (zdzd. p. 350) both 
consider that the object to be supplied after d&wotpev is capariopdv, on the strength of 268, 
where the preceding sentence is ev de rots TPOKEYLEVOLS OUK EVETTL copar(irpds), This was also 

our own view when editing that papyrus; but in consideration of the uncertainty concerning 

the meaning of the word cepatiyds, and the fact that here as well as in B. G. U. 729 
d£.o0(wev) is found by itself, we retain the doubts expressed in the note upon P. Fay. Towns 
33. 18-9 as to whether in 268 aéwidpev is to be connected with the clause immediately 
preceding, We should therefore prefer to understand some more general term. 

798. Sate Or Ai CROP 

27 X 11:9 cm. A.D. 142. 

A contract of a somewhat novel character, called a xaptwyvela, by which two 

tenants sell part of their crops standing, the money to be paid by the purchaser 

within a given time direct to the landlord, who has the same rights of execution 
as in the case of a loan. At the end is an acknowledgement from the landlord 

of the receipt of the money. 

[Exap|révncay Ilabdrns Kat A[i]Bios dudérepor ypn- 

[uarifov|riels ey pntpdos Apceiro[s| amd kduns Od- 

[cBews Atolyéver Apciros pntpds “ABeiros amd 

Ths aitns OdcBeas af ay xKlal] adrol yewpyod- 

5 O[t] Amiwvos ‘Apiwvos an’ ’Ogu[pty|yav mérews 

mept THY aitivy Oa@cBi é€x Tod Xapig<etvou 

kA[y]pov amd apovpov éikjog| ek ToD amd aty- 

[Aid]rov pépovs ydptou dpovpas Tpeis ex 

ylew]uetpias dpyupiov Splalxpav diaxocloy 

10 [€Bdlouykovra &&, emi [T]}@ Tov (Ke)\KapTovy- 

[Hlévoy é€av7@ Korat kal petevéyKat 6- 

[mov éay alpfrat kal Tas rob apyuplov Spa- 

[xpas] dtakocias éBdoujKovTa e€ pera- 

[Baréo]Oa: TO mpoyeypappéve "Ariwvi dv- 

15 [Te Kupio tod eddgous évros ’Emelp dexd- 

[tns] Tob eveoT@tos wéumrov Erous 
, a 

[Avr|mvetvou Katicapos rob kupiov. édv 6 mM, 
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by dmodot TH apiopévn mpobecpia 

extice: Tas Too dpyuptov Spaxpas diaKo- 

20 oias éBdopyjKovra e€ ody rpiwria Kal 76- 

kov Opaxpiatoy éxdotns pvads Kata phva 

exaoTov, THS mpdgews ovons TO ‘Ariovi 

ex Te Tob Aoyévous Kal ex Tay brapyév- 

[Tlov ait® mdévtav Kabdrep ey Sixns. 

25 [klupia » Kapmovela. €rovs wéumtov Advtoxpdropos 

[Kaio|apos Titov Aidiov Adptavod "Avtrwveivou 

[S<]Bacrod EvocBots PappodOi xy. (and hand) ITa6d- 

[rT]ns kat AiBios apdérepa ex pntpos 
€ es - an - Apoeitos (k)ekaptovyjkapev TH Aloyever 

30 Tas Tob xdpTov apovpas TpEis EK yewpe- 
a he 2 re A 

Tpias popov apyvpiov dpaypev dia- 

kooiwy ddopyKovta e€ as mpoKeEl- 

Tat. MAtovicros Atovicios eypawa 
¢ \ > ~ X\ Pea te UTEP avToV pn) ElTOT@Y ypadp(“)aTa. 

£ 35 Xpovos 6 avros. 

3rd hand ‘Ariov ‘Npelovos Atoyéver ‘Apoutos 

Xaipev. €cxov mapa cod Tas cuvTeE- 

gorvnpévas vmrép TYAS xoptov apyupl- 

[oly dpaxpas Staxocias éBdouhjKovra 

40 [e& Klat ovdév cor Evkad@ ws mTpoxelTat. 

[(érous) € ‘Alytwveivou Kaicapos tcb Kupiou 

[Erelip B. 

20. |. nusodia. 32. 1. €BdSounkovra, 33. 1. Acoptctos Acovvsiov, 34. 1. eiddtwr. 

‘Pathotes and Livius, both styled as having Harseis for their mother, from the village 
of Thosbis, have sold to Diogenes son of Amois and Abeis, from the said Thosbis, out of 

the land belonging to Apion son of Horion, of Oxyrhynchus, which they cultivate at 
Thosbis in the holding of Charixinus, consisting of 20 arourae, the crop of hay upon three 

arourae as fixed by a survey in the eastern part for 276 drachmae of silver, on condition 

that Diogenes may cut the crop bought by him and transport it to any place that he may 

choose, and shall hand over to the aforesaid Apion who is the owner of the land the 276 
drachmae of silver before Epeiph 10 of the present 5th year of Antoninus Caesar the lord. 
If he fails to pay it within the stipulated date he shall forfeit the 276 drachmae of silver 

increased by one half, with interest at the rate of a drachma a month for each mina, Apion 
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having the right of execution upon both Diogenes and all his property as if in accordance 
with a legal decision. This sale of a crop is valid. The 5th year of the Emperor Caesar 
Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pharmouthi 23. We, Pathotes and 
Livius, our mother being Harseis, have sold to Diogenes the crop of 3 arourae of hay as 
fixed by a survey for the payment of 276 drachmae of silver, as aforesaid. I, Dionysius 
son of Dionysius, wrote for them as they were illiterate. The same date. 

Apion son of Horion to Diogenes son of Amois, greeting. I have received from you 
the 276 drachmae which were agreed upon for the price of the hay and I make no complaint 
against you, as aforesaid. The 5th year of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Epeiph 2.’ 

729. L&rase oF A VINEYARD. 

21 X 29'7 cm. Anal ie 

A contract for the sub-lease of a vineyard for four years from Sarapion, 

who was himself a lessee (cf. 1. 14), to Ammonius and Ptollas. The body of 
the document (Il. 1-35) is written in a very small hand in lines of exceptional 
length, of which the first 35-40 letters on the average are lost, while a few 

lines at the beginning are also wanting, being represented only by a detached 

fragment which is illegible and half decayed. 

No extant lease of the Roman period has been drawn up with such 

elaboration of detail as the present document, and though P. Tebt. I. 105, of 

the second century B.C., is equally long its formula is quite different. Of the 

known leases of vineyards C.P.R. 244 is a mere fragment, and P. Brit. Mus. 163 

is incomplete in the most important part. Hence the restoration of the lacunae 

in 729, which was moreover written by a somewhat careless scribe, is far from 

easy, and the sense of some of the provisions is obscure, though the general 
construction and meaning are usually intelligible. 

The rent paid for the duaed@pv, the extent of which does not appear, was 

(ll. 36-7) half the vine produce in addition to 50 jars of wine and perhaps 

a sum of money or corn; but that does not seem to include the rent of a piece 

of dry land which had once been a vineyard (yepodumedos, |. 30). This is leased 
(ll. 30-32) for three years, starting from a year after the date of the contract 
itself, and was to be cultivated as the lessees chose with the usual exceptions 
of the more exhausting crops, the rent being 60 drachmae and perhaps half 
the produce. The dymedév is subdivided in 1. 22 into a xrjyua and a Kxadapela. 
The former term refers mainly to the vines (though including a rose garden, 
v. mf.), the latter apparently to a crop of some kind of reeds; but the passages 
dealing with the kaAapeia (ll. 3-4 and 25-7) are unfortunately very imperfect, 
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and the connexion between the vines and the xdAayos is not made clear ; cf. 1. 3, 
note. Lines 5-10 deal with the embankments (xpatiopdés), Il. to-11 with the 
manuring (kompicpds), 1. 11 with the watching of the fruit (d7mpopvdakta), Hl. 12-8 
with the irrigation, for which the lessees were to receive a loan of both money 

and cattle, Il. 18-22 with the payment of the rent and penalties for failure 

to carry out the terms of the contract. Lines 22-7 regulate the condition 

in which the vineyard was to be delivered up at the end of the lease, while 

Il. 27-30 are concerned with the apportionment of the various épya. After a 

section dealing with the lease of the yeprdumedos (II. 30-2) follows one concerning 

a rose garden in the «rjpa (Il. 32-3), and the lease concludes with the usual 

clause assigning the taxes to the lessor (ll. 33-4), and another by which two 

rooms in a farmhouse are secured to the lessees (1. 34). Lines 35-8 contain the 

signature of the lessees, written for them in a large uncultivated hand by 

Ptolemaeus, while in Il. 38-46 is a supplementary agreement in a third hand, 

drawn up a year after the original contract, and acknowledging firstly (ll. 38-44) 

the loan of the cattle mentioned in 1. 16, and secondly (Il. 44-5) another loan 

of which the previous mention is lost. 

1 [ 67 letters J. ov xa{15 letters ny de.[-..-- [iors Rictiaodn lavode 

feeenoelertcrs s |=. 2-1) 

2[ 40 letters ]. dpraBel 11 letters Tob elovjévros CLOUS I nema 

aypal....Joweva.....-- KATH ++. HMLTV pile ose sees amelpyacias 

Kal epee ast Weep) ovral era <7 Pe. |e ee 

3 [ 39 letters Jey re wal 15 letters ].v evxpy..ovto of pepicOapéevor 

7d fylijov Kal 6 pepicboxads 7d [E\repov tiusgy Thy O& Klolrny 7[.] 

mpo[s] Kadapelay of avrol peple- 

4 [cOopévor 32 letters JsKoyv adnj[d Tod elatévtos| erovs émi THY AouTHY 

rpiettay édvmep xpela [HW els Tip KaAdapoupylay étépov Kaddpou 

mape~ovrar éavrTois of peploOwpévor Tov déov7(a 

5 [ 37 letters Jeter bd Tob Lep|cOwxd[ros] Sapamiwvos elodfovor els T 

[kr]jpa 8 re {o} pepicbwoxas kal of pepicOwpévor Kow[o]s KaTa& T 

pov 7G SeovTe KaipS Kai emt thy howmyy TpieTi- 

6 [av 29 letters of Te pelrcOwpévor kal 6 pepicbalklos Koivos KaTa& T 

jou adpyuplloy dpaxpas tprakooias, Svmep Xobv elcotcover els T 

n a A ) tsp -~ 

KThwa Kar’ eros Kolvs, vmodeipouce dé tov avaBeBAnpevov yxodv 
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[ 36 letters dlpayuav tpiaxociov, tiv dé dvfalBodyy moujoovra dard 
~~ A A > =~ J ig Tov Oipwov dvaBodr@v. rihv d& Tod dd Boppa Tod dpxaiov Krhparos 

XGpaTtos vdpopvdakiav péxpt Tod dpous 

[ 37 letters ] 7@ rob dpyalov Krhpatos pucbwr#, THs Kar eros 
a lo) > Ya SS ri amepyactas tod adtob xdparos edvmep xpela fv €gTal mpos povov 

Tov pepicbwxéra, TOY TOD adTod vewdpitov yo- 
[Mdrov 32 letters | mpo{sts pdvovs rods pepicOwpévous, duolws Kal Tod 

lo) lol ff votivoyv xdpatos péxpt Tod dpous, Tod peptcbwoxdros Sapamtwvos 
te ’ a De ie b 6 Bed é - WTAPEX OVTOS QAUTOLS KAT €ETOS QAULOUEL OVOUS OEKATTEVTE 

2 \ \ ~ > ¥. i \ ’ a b ‘ af 10 [..........., dd 8% Tob elovdvros tpirov Kal] elkoorob érovs én THY 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

tb) Aoimrny tTpletiav décovet 73 pepicOaxdri Kar eros rupods dBorLatovs 
éxarov. tiv d& adtapkiay Kémpov mepiotepav mpds Kompiopov 
TOU KTN- 

\ [Matos Odcovoww of pepicOopévor KaT& Td Autor] Kai 6 pepicb@Kas KaTa& 
TO Er[epo fuiov, dv dt édv BovAntar 6 Sapamtov drrwpoptrAaka 
purdoouv) TO THs dm@pas KaipS PidAaka méurwpe, Too doviov dvtos 
mpos avrov 

[ 37 letters ] pnxavis Kal rhs radrns Kf... Jas gorar re piv EdAa 
mpos Tov Sapamiwva, of 6& rexroviKol picbol Kal 4 Tod rékrovos 

Te + xX Ni 2 BERN X\ a cvvTagis EoTat mpos Tors peutcOwpévovs. dy 88 Kawvod 
TpoYou I letters kat Odcer Tots avrois peutcbwpérfolis eds Xdyov poxod 3 pepo Boop Y 

[Tob 

, by) 7 A 7 5] ce ¢ we Mpoxpelas apyupiov Spaxpas tpioxetdias, &€ dy vmodoyt(a)OnoovTat 
ai Siddpevar tots vdporapsxos taép moTicpdy Tod av- 

te > SS Gad 2) “ ~ ] lot f2 is 3 A KTHpaTos amd Pawdi eikdédos tod éveotajros Sevrépov kal eixoorod 
a oe ~ Ss a d Va 7 \ > ran A eTous ews Pawdi eikddos tod elaidvtos tpirov Kal eixoctod érovs — : 
axorovdos 7 exe 6 Sapariov picbdce Hv Kai elvan kupiav dpaxpas 
dirxeiAlas 

[ 36 letters as drodéce: abrois 76 pev "AOdp pyri d[plaxpuas Siaxocias 

[Ta 

ToBe (dtaxocias) kat Mexelp ras dourds Spaxpas é€axocias, Tas Oe 
emt 76 abtd dpaxpas tpicyedlas dmoddcover e€eviav- 
35 letters Jrovar olvov drékous. rad (8) [Seopa Krivn mapa TE 
58 7, fZ 7 \ 4 oss - € , ‘ vopoTrapoxw Boas mévTe Kal Hooxous Tpels TapadnuorvTat of avToi 
enlabwpméevor Ev cuvtinnoe. TH eked 3) pep fe OUVTLLATEL TH ElkaOL TOO 

~ ~ 7 na 
A 17 [Pawdpt rod rpirov kai elkoorod érovs, Kat culypaovrat THS cuvTipuliolews 
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\) lot anddoow Tob AHyovtos xpdvov. dy St yxpela yéevyre éTépas 7mpo- 
XpHoeos ddoer avrois 6 peutcboxds, haBdvtes Kal ré~ovra Sdpa- 

18 [x# 31 letters émdvjayxoy ody of adrol pep{ilobwpévor Exacta mitered: 

ig [ 

Tocav ws mpdxirat duéumTos pdtv exxalpoy edvtos yelverOae mpos 
TO pi) KataBArAdmrecOar Thy dumedov unde 

35 letters arjodérwcavy 78 pepo Ola|xdre tov pev olvov mapa dAnvov 
z XO r ¢ a , Z \ x s 2, ee veov adohov ekaTépou pépous mapéxovTos mapa Anvoy Tov advtdpKy 
Z 2 kepapov, ov de édv py KaTd Kalpoy ép- 

20 [ydfovrat 29 letters Jopévoy gutob 7d BAaBos Simdobv, ToH Oé KaTa- 
ta N: 7 2 SN ~ d - > - bY Aumety Thy picbwow évrds Too yxpbvov émitinov apyuptov dpaxpas 

, we N s 5) x ‘ TWEVTAKOGDLAS Kal EIS TO Onpdctov Tas taoas Xopls 
a \ & if 4 \ € ~ BA A 

e ie" ne: Ne Te” Ole, @Siare 
21 [rod THhv ploOwow pévery Kuplav vy, kat 7 mpagis Ectw [T]@ 

> HeptloOoxdr: x te Tév peutcbopévoy addrndreyybav sdvrwov els 
ven Cin wv \ ~~ ~ extiglv Kat e€ ob édy airdv alphrat Kal éx tév dmapydvTor 

avtois mdv- 

22 [rwv Kabdrep ey dikns. Kal peta Tov xpbvov mapadérlwcay of pepicbo- 

23 [ 

25 | 

200) 

27 [ 

Hévot 7[d KT]hua kal tiv Kadapelav otvputa Kai émipemednuéva 
kat Kabapd amd te Optov Kai Bordyns Kai Setons méons Kal ra 

guTa evOadrodvra Kai 

37 letters re Kexapaxwpévas kai ta [ro]d KThpatos ydpata éore- 

yaopeva Kat wdporepvdaxnpéva Kai as dv mapaddBwor Ovpas kal 

KAels Kat THY pnxaviyy Oly TARY 

34 letters moijjoovrat rods woticpods Tod [KkTH]uaTos Kal Ths Kada- 

Hlelas| meumtaiovs mpos dpeckélav] tod Zapamiwvos Kal tiv Tob 

kava Tov Sapamiova oivov perahopav amd rijs 

40 letters Jewnow x[.......-.1..] éb Goov eyny.ec..[si....prat, 

ert 0€ Kat of avbrot pleptloO@pévor drrodrcovor pleT]a Tov xpdvov 

Tov TOTE THS Kadapeias KddAapov 

Mopletterses po rOrefn|s Gyn. t.. ces. lerl O1d TO Katt [ex ) este os Ne 

erépm pia|O.. 1.12.2...) . et emixeiwevoy THS K[alAapelas KéAapov 

dv mf.Jp[.]ns tod dveAOdvTos érous 

38 letters Zalpamiyv .[ 16 letters Joxeipu{e]y[. 14 letters ov 

oivopy'| =15 letters. joy @. aa... perp@ mi .|ee bes te... 0.8... OLVIKOY 

Tod Sapamiwvos 
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28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

39 

THE OXVRAYNCHUS@EALY EL 

[ 36 letters 7]® péo@ rod xK[rHparos rHv S& pn|xavny avaBaret 6 

peluilrOaxads iStas Samdvats drd pnvos Ilaxdy, rv b& cxadny ths 

TAakddos Tod wrodoxlov eorat bd 

[re TOv pepicOwpévov Kata Td Hytov Kal] bd Too pepicOwxdros Kara TO 

repov fuicv. tiv 8& Kat éros g~vAoToplay Kai Exactov Tov KaTa 

Kallplov pywr moijcovor of pemicOwpévor émaxodoubobv- 

[ros Tod Sapamlwvos 20 letters Jws adt@ mdvra yevécOat. pucbdcer 

d& 6 pepioboxds Tos pepcbopévors dnd Tod elotdytos tplrov Kai 

ek[olotob érovs éml ypdvov érn tpla tiv évTés mTAacTaY XEpodpteE- 

[Aov 33 letters d]poupndod dare Kat eros omeipa kal ~vdAaphoat ois 

édy aipavrar yéveot xwpis eiodreos Kal éxopeviov pébpov amordkrouv 

Kat €ros Spaxpay é€jkovra Kal futov pépos Tov 

[ 37 letters ] . é& ais éorw Tpoxds ws édv Kar’ eros Kowébrepoy ouv- 

povicwot tov pdpov. Tov d& év 7@ KTHpare poddva Kat Eros dvTos 

Tob Kaprod Tot} Yapatiwvos Tay pEpi- 

[cOwpévoy 29 letters Jra[.] mapeé rhs Evdodoyelas, Tov Kat Eros 

TadvTov Tov avTav adpovpov Kal Tob dpmehOvos GvT@Y Tpos TOV 

Sapariova Snpoctwv, ds kal E~a 6 adtos Yaparioy 

[ 28 letters Kal mapéfer] 6 adtis Sapariwy Tols pepicOwpévors mpos 

évoiknoty xwpis évoixiov év 7@ éoikiw Kapdpas dvo. Kupia 7 

picOwots. (€rous) devtépov Kat eikoatod AvToKxpdropos 

[Kaicapos Tpatavobd ‘Adpiavot SeBacrot Pad|qu ve. (2nd hand) Appdrs 

‘AmodAwvidov Kat IItoAdGs Aovkiov peuicOdpeta Tov dvmedova ent 

Ta Técoapa ery 

[popov Ths huioelas Tob éx]Bnoopévov olvixo} yevjpatos Kal dmd Tihs 

HUa@V) hunoias drAda olvou KEepduia TevTHKov- 

[ra 20 letters Ja kal €xalc)ra moijoopey 6s mpoxeite. IItodepats 

Zwirov typawa tbrép avtav pr €iddrov 

[ypéupata. eérous devtlépov Kai eixoorod Avtoxpdropos Kaicapos Tpaet- 

avod Adpiavod SeBacrod Paogi ve. (3rd hand) Appadms 

[AroAdwvidov Kat IIto\das Aovxiov e%olyouev mapz Tod at(rod) Sapa- 

miw(vos) Kal TH K To} Badge Tod Sevtépov ~rovs Tirov Aidtov 

Adpiavoi “Avrwvelvou Katcapos rod xupiov Boeik& xrivn pocxous 

pev redelous 
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40 [ 22 letters Pédas dé relAcfas rpeis madvTa ev ovrvTEemjce apyuptov 

dpaxpav Sicyeirlwv mevtakocioy, amep KThvyn emdvayKov Opéropev 

THS Kat €Tos yo- 

4 [vis 24% letters Jor, pera d& Tov ypbvov THs picOdcews aipécews Kail 

éyhoyfis ovens co. T@ Rapamion édv pev alph thy cvvrefunow Tov 

KTnvav raBetv 

42 [ 31 letters Jy rhs rére eooperns alv]rdv cuvreunoews, Kdv pev €ddo- 

coves cuvTenOf amoddcopey Tov ts cuvTAnpwalw THS MpoKEL- 

43 [mévns ovvrepiocws, edy O& kal pelfolvos dmoddces petv o[d 6) Sapa- 

mtlov 7d Tov...v []oor, édv S& aipducba addrddocew KTHvn 7) TodeEl 

éfeoTat Helv peTa yvopuns 

éxat[ov... .Jkovta & pera tidy xpdlvov mapaddcwpey Ta toa cet- 

tivov av.. 

PE) JAG Wetnaes 0 0 dem el eee eater aeons ea cae ang ros gs erouls 

vetvou Yel Bacrod 

46 [EvoeBots Paaddgi x. ] 

8. 1. ovens for éorat. g. s povovs above the line. vs of rovs corr. from», prev of 

peptoOapevovs corr. from kora. 10, 1. Kémpov. 13. a of Sidopeva corr. from o. 7m of 

vdporapoyors corr. from o. 14. First + of rperov corr. from 8.» of Spaxyas corr. from o. 

1. Spaypai dioxiAcat. 16. ma of vdporapoxe corr. from dv. 17. y Of yevnre corr. 

from v. 1. yévnrat. 1. mpoxpynoews. € Of doce corr. from o. 18. 1. éavres. 22. a kat 

before xaOapa corr. 23. kat before vdpor. corr. 24. adap| of kadap{ corr. 28.1. 9 

dé oxagy. ts COT. 30. « Of prowce corr. from eay. 31. 1. iodrews kal dyopeviov. 

35- 1. peptcOdueba Tov dumehova. 36. 1. nyeeias. 37. kev Of mpoxerte corr. 1. @s mpd- 

KeiTat . . . ElOdT@D. 38. 1, baodu, 39. mapa rov avt(ov) capamo(vos) above the line. 

42. |. éhaooovos, 44. 1. mapa8ooopev, ioa Pap. 

3. xadapelav: that a special connexion exists between the cultivation of xdAayos and 

vine-growing is apparent not only from the present document (cf. especially Il. 22 and 24, 

where the xrjpa is coupled with the xadapeia), but from other leases of dumedaves; Ci Gaba, 

224. 11-2 lov kadapoupytay ek Kawis ... Tlov avrdpkn Kdapov kat cxowia, P. Brit. Mus. 163. 

22-5, where read kal tiv obcav KaXapiav dvaxooopey Kat’ eros E[xavrov Kal rd|y dpmlelAdva rie 

ka{A jayoupyi|a Ber eco 6 os o\wev kar’ €ros. .., and P. Tebt. 120. 141 Kai xadapoupyn(cer) 

see eee s €xagtos Kai dvt\noe, On the other hand xdAapos was sometimes cultivated by 

itself, as is shown by B. G. U. 858. 13, where a xadayia corresponds to an ¢havoy ; Ch 

P. Brit. Mus. 195 (4). 11 and B. G. U. 619. ii. 19 and 776. Io, which mention xdAapos 

‘EAAnukds, contrasted apparently with xddAapos “Ivducds (P. Brit. Mus. 191. 11; cf. Wilcken, 

Archiv, I. p. 150). In P. Tebt. 5. 199 xadapela is mentioned as being required for 
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embankments (cf. note ad Joc.); but though this section dealing with xadayos in 729 is 
immediately followed by one dealing with embankments (cf. P. Brit. Mus. 163. 22) the 
kaAayeia iN an duredoy would seem to be acrop of reeds planted between or under the vines. 
According to 1. 22 the cadapeta equally with the xrjua had to be handed over ovvdura kat 
emipepeNnpeva K,T.A, 

5. xovv is to be supplied as the object of efcdfover; cf.]. 6. In the first year of the 
lease the responsibility for the youariopéds was shared equally by the lessor and lessees. In 
the succeeding three years (ll. 6-7) the responsibility continues to be equally divided, but 
a payment of 300 drachmae comes in, the nature of which is obscure. 

7-9. Apparently the contract is concerned with the lease of the newly reclaimed xrijyua, 
and the adjoining dpyatov krjpa was leased to some one else, the picdwrns of 1. 8. The 
embankment which is the subject of ll. 7-8 probably divided the two xrjuara, and the 
arrangement is that for the ddpopvdaxta Sarapion and the other pucOwrys are jointly re- 
sponsible, but for the drepyacia Sarapion alone. For certain embankments of the vedpvurov 
xrjua on the other hand the lessees were responsible, as well as for the ‘southern embank- 
ment’ (Il. 8-9), Sarapion supplying them with 15 donkeys annually, in return for which 
they were to pay him in each of the last three years of the lease 100 cheeses worth an 
obol apiece (Il. 9-10). 

10-11. ‘ The necessary amount of pigeon’s dung for manuring the vineyard shall be 
provided half by the lessees and the other half by the lessor. Sarapion shall send any 
guard whom he chooses in order to protect the fruit at the time of bearing, being himself 
responsible for the payment of him,’ 

12, A new waterwheel (sakeyeh) was required, Sarapion paying for the wood, the 
lessees for the construction. 

13-6. A loan of 3000 drachmae is to be advanced by Sarapion to the lessees, but 
from this is to be deducted 2000 dr. paid to the persons who supplied the water for the 
current year in accordance with Sarapion’s lease of the land from them. The remaining 
1000 dr. were to be paid in three instalments in the earlier half of the year. In]. 15 only 
800 dr. are accounted for, but it is more likely that Svakocias has been omitted after ToB 
than that it is to be supplied at the beginning of 1.15. The whole 3000 dr. were to be 
repaid to Sarapion without interest at the time of the vintage towards the end of the first 
year of the lease. The large amount paid for water makes it probable that this came not 
from a well but from a newly-made channel. For éefeviav[ra in |. 15 cf. P. Amh. 85. 14, 
86. r1, and P. Par. 25. 12. The second of these instances, in which ¢feviavra follows kar’ 
éros, shows that it must have meant something different; and the sense ‘annually’ would 
not suit the present passage, for it is clear that the loan which is the subject of Il. 13-6 
refers to a single occasion; cf. ]. 17, where it is contrasted with the érépa mpdypnow. The 
most suitable meaning for eéeviavra in all these contexts is ‘within (or ‘for’) the whole year.’ 
In B. G. U. 920, 18 the editor reads éveviavra kar’ éros, where too ¢feviaura was probably 
intended if not the actual reading. 

16-7. With this passage cf. ll. 39-44, which refer to the carrying out of this stipulation. 
The oxen were required for working the waterwheel, and according to l. 39 were actually 
supplied a year after the date of the lease by Sarapion, but from the present passage they 
would seem to have been deposited with the persons who supplied the water. They were 
to be received ‘ at a valuation’ and an agreement was at the same time to be made about 
the return of this valuation at the expiration of the lease. The details of the repayment are 
specified in Il. 41=4. 

17-8. The 2000 drachmae for water (I. 14) were probably an annual charge, and 
hence a second loan from the lessor might be required. For this the lessees paid interest, 
if we restore Spal xpuaiov rdKov, 
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18-24. ‘The said lessees are therefore required to perform all the aforesaid duties 
blamelessly, leaving nothing undone at the right season, so that no damage may accrue to 
the vineyard . . . and they shall pay to the lessor the wine at the vat, new and unadulterated, 
each party providing at the vat a sufficient number of jars, and for every failure to perform 
work at the proper time...twice the amount of the damage, and for giving up the lease before 
the end of the period a fine of 500 silver drachmae and to the Treasury an equal sum 
without affecting the validity of the lease, and the lessor shall have the right of execution 
both upon the lessees who are each other’s sureties for payment, and upon whichever of 
them he chooses and upon all their property, as if in accordance with a legal decision. And 
at the end of the period the lessees shall deliver the vine-land and reed-land planted, well 
cared for, free from rushes, grass and weeds of all kinds, and the plants healthy ..., and 
the . . . palisaded, the embankments of the vineyard firm and watertight, and also any doors 
and keys they may have received, and the waterwheel in good repair except... ; and they 
shall irrigate the vine-land and reed-land every fifth day to the satisfaction of Sarapion, and 
shall transfer Sarapion’s share of the wine from the....’ 

28. The pnxavn is presumably that mentioned in |. 12, but the technical meaning of 
dvaBaddew here is obscure. mAakds is a new word meaning the lower part of the wine 
receptacle, which was below the ground level. 

30. The lacuna at the beginning may be filled up d0re mdvra dpeokdvtjas ; cf. 1. 24. 
30-2. This xepodpredos is distinct from the dumedéy which is the subject of the main 

contract; cf. introd. évrds mdaorév in ]. 30 seems to mean ‘enclosed by a mud wall’ 
32. poddva: this is the first mention in a papyrus of the cultivation of roses. In 

P. Brit. Mus. 163. 17, where for the editor’s applold{oija» Wilcken (Archiv, I. p. 150) 
suggested dpy(av) f[o|Siv, the correct reading is dyplo|dpver, i.e. dxpodpvar. 

40-4. The total number of calves to be provided according to 1. 16 was 3, and of 
Bées 5. Here however the calves were probably 5, for the Bées are 3. The cattle were 
valued at 2500 dr. altogether, and at the end of the lease Sarapion had the choice of 
receiving this sum or the animals at a new valuation. If this was less than the former one, 
the lessees had to make up the difference to Sarapion. If the fresh valuation was higher, 
apparently Sarapion paid them the difference. If the lessees wished to change or sell the 
cattle, they might do so with Sarapion’s consent. 

44-5. These lines clearly refer to something contained in the main contract, but 
though we should expect a mention here of the yepodumedos (Il. 30-2) which was to be 
leased after one year, the remains of |. 44 suggest something quite different, which must have 
occurred in one of the lost provisions. 

730. Lease oF Domain Lanp. 

19:5 X 7:3 Cm. A.D. 130. 

A. sub-lease of 5 arourae of domain land at Senepta for one year, at the 

rent of 24 drachmae per aroura, with an extra payment of 4 drachmae. The 

crop specified is grass, while the other provisions follow the usual formulae ; cf. 

e.g. 499, 
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’"Epicbocey Sapatiov ‘Hpaddov 20 €ws dv Tov Popov Kopion- 

am ’Ogv[pbyxav médews Ovarépis rat. THs de picbdcews Be- 

Amoddroviov dird Kéuns Jevéerra 

Ilépon [r}s emvyovis eis 76 éveo- 

5 TOS MEVTEKALOEKATOV ETOS 

Adpiavod Kaicapos rob Kupiov 
5) QA ~ ’ - , b 

amd THS avayp(ap)jomevns Els av- 
\ io o~ 3 v2 2 

Tov Baoirkhs ys apovpas mlév- 

Te €K TOD Adpwvos KArpou, 

10 wo7[e] Tavras Evlapjoat ydp- 
\ NE UA T@ ells KoTy Kali éx[tvoluny, 

ff 3 in b) A popo[u] amrordxrou dpyupiov dpa- 

XHOV Exarov €ikoot Kal oTov- 

dns TOY ddov Tratdapios Spa- 
SY 2 3 ou 15 Xpas Técoapas axivdvvou 

mavros Kivdvvou, Tav viréep 

THS yns Onpociwy dvTwv 
a Q , a » mpos Tov pepicOwKéra, dv Kat 

Kuplevely TOY KapTOV 

On the verso 

25 

35 

Batovpévns amrodéT@ 6 pe- 

pucbapérios] Tov pbpov 7 

Ilaiv pynvi rod avrob érovs, 

d 8 dv mpocopedéon 6 pe- 

pc bmpévos arroreodto 

peO jptortas, Kal } 7pa- 

Eis €oT@ TO peptcOwxére 

éx TE TOD pepicOwpéevov 

Kal ék Tov bTapXovT@V 

avT@ madvtwy. Kupia  pi- 

aOwaois. (€rous) ve Ad’ToKpdtopos 

Kaicapos Tpatavod ‘Adpiavot 

SeBacrod “Addp 16. (and hand) 

Ovadépis 

"ArrodAwviov pepicbo- 

[mae TH yay [..].+[--]--- 
[. . + aplyu[piov dpaxpay éxa- 

[ 
N x 

TOV €LKOOL . 

te (Erous) picOwors) dpovp[aly ¢ [. .]... + Yevén(ra). 

2. 1. Ovarepio. 20. 0 Of roy corr, from a. 21. ¢ of de corr. from « (?). 39- 
aeven(ra) above [..].... 

‘Sarapion son of Herodes, of Oxyrhynchus, has leased to Valerius son of Apollonius, 
of the village of Senepta, a Persian of the Epigone, for the current 15th year of Hadrianus 
Caesar the lord, out of the domain land standing in his name 5 arourae in the holding 
of Damon, to be cultivated with grass for cutting and grazing at a fixed rent of 120 silver 
drachmae and 4 drachmae for the slaves for a libation on account of all the land, the 
rent being secured against every risk, and the taxes on the land being paid by the lessor, 
who shall also be the owner of the crop until he receives the rent. If this lease is 
guaranteed, the lessee shall pay the rent in the month Pauni of the said year, and the 
lessee shall forfeit any arrears increased by one half; and the lessor shall have the right 
of execution upon the lessee and upon all his property. This lease is valid. The 15th 
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year of the Emperor Caesar Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus, Athur 19. iene) I, Valerius 
son of Apollonius, have leased the land at a rent of 120 silver drachmae . 

8-9. Bacidikjs . . . €k Tod Adpovos kAnpov: i.e. the land was part of a confiscated 
KAnpos; cf. 721. 4-6. 

Io, Evdaujoa xdpro: cf. 101. r1, 280. 12, 15, and 409. 15 where xéprm is to be 
read for xéprov. 

13. orovdjs .. . madapios: for the payment on account of omovdy in leases cf. 101. 19 
and 610, and note on 525.7. In the present case it was for the benefit of the slaves 
employed i in the cultivation of the land. 

35. The paragraphus below this line marks the conclusion of the lease, and the 
signature was intended to begin below it. 

36-7. [pédlpou [dmlord{x|rov] is perhaps to be read, but does not very well suit the 
remaining vestiges of letters. 

731. ENGAGEMENT OF SERVICES. 

Ti'7 X 13-4. A.D. 8-9. 

A contract for services to be rendered on certain specified occasions, among 
which are the festivals of Isis and Hera, at a salary of 40 drachmae a year, 

besides an dweviov of 13 drachmae 2 obols. The commencement of the contract 
is lost, and the nature of the services to be performed is uncertain; but it may 

be conjectured on the analogy of e.g. 475, P. Grenf. II. 67, and P. Brit. Mus. 331 

(cf. Archiv, I. p. 153), that the person engaged was an artiste of some kind, 

though to judge from the scale of remuneration, not of a very high class. The 

document was drawn up by a careless scribe, who makes a number of mistakes. 

gup[ 20 letters |y Kal of....... 

cuois [T]oo évdrov Kal tpiakoa[ro}i éro[u|s Kai- 

capos péxpt OwdO rod rpila|koorod Erovs 

Kaioapos éf ® Aroupyjow bpelv Kata pi- 

5 va évdtn Kal Oexétn kal Eicios hpépas 

dto Kal trois dortpos “Hpas rpis, kal ef @ édv 

pov xphav exnre map jpyépay ddce- 

ré pot apyr(piov) (Spayphy) plav dBorods dvo, picbod Tod 

éorapey ae 70 ros apyu(piov) (Spaypas) Tecoapdkor- 

10 Ta, €p @ [djdceré pot Kat’ ddvioy apyu(piov) 
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dpaxplas dSexlarpis dvo0 oBodovs. Fs 1- 

Hépas af... .Je apyiilow e[kr\icw dpyu(piov) Spaypiy pl- 

av Oto 6BloAod|s. 1 du{op}odroyla ths {a}ma- 

papovns noe Kupia eat os KaTaKexwplo- 

Ip pevn. (€rovs) Nn | Kata pos wee en 

3. ]. reaoapakocrod for tpi a'kooToi. 

‘,. of the 39th year of Caesar to Thoth of the 4oth year of Caesar, on condition 
that I give you my services on the 9th and roth of each month and for two days at the 
festival of Isis and three days at the time of the stars of Hera; and if you require me 
you shall pay me 1 drachma 2 obols of silver daily, or a fixed yearly salary of 40 
drachmae of silver, and a present of 13 drachmae 2 obols of silver; and for every day 
that I am unemployed I will forfeit 1 drachma 2 obols of silver. This contract of 
engagement shall be valid as if publicly registered. The 38th year of Caesar...’ 

5-6. For the feast of Isis cf. P. Fay. Towns 118. 13. The star of Hera was another 
name for the planet Venus (cf. Arist. de Mundo, p. 392a 27 6 rod Bwoddpov bv ’Adpodirns 
oi dé “Hpus mpocayopevovow, Pliny, 4. JV. 2. 8, &c.); but why the plural d@orpos is here 
used is not clear. References to the cult of Hera in Egypt are rare; cf. 483. 3, note. 

8-9. The 29 days in the year specified in ll. 4-6 seem to be treated as 30, which 
at 1 dr. 2 obols a day make the 40 dr. 

II—2. fs jpépas dé édv would be expected, but this was certainly not written. The 
e after the lacuna is nearly sure and this may represent 6|é; but the letter after jpépas 
if not 7 must be v and is certainly neither 6 nor e. 

14. There is not room for év dnpoote. 

(:) RECEIPTS. 

732. RECEIPT FOR THE Tax on Ferry-Boats. 

18-2 X 23 cm. A.D. 150. 

A receipt issued by two farmers of the dvi topOuldwv at Oxyrhynchus and 
certain villages to two persons who apparently were ferrymen at one of these 
villages, acknowledging the payment first of 200 and subsequently of f00 
drachmae for ¢épos mépOe.0s, the total, 300 drachmae, being probably the whole 
sum due from them for a year. This impost, the title of which is new, seems 
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to be a tax upon the profits of privately owned ferry-boats rather than a revenue 
derived from a State monopoly, though the latter interpretation is also possible. 

“Hrddmpos “Hd10ddpov Kal Aecov7[as ITextpios| aa ‘Ogupbyx[o morc as 
TEAMVAL GVTS MpoOpuidav mbrEws Kal’Iotov’A . [.. k]a? @AAwy 7[d] eveords 

ty (€os) 

‘Avtovivou Kaicapos rod kuptov ’AxiAdGTI Oodrvios [kali ‘Arir{e] Amizfo]s 
and ris av(ris) 

TOAEwS Xalpew. rXouev Trap budr ad’ dv [d]jpthere juiv da[e]p pbpou mpo- 
5 Opetou Ilavkidews én? débyou Spay was Siax[ootlas, yiv(ovrat) (Spaxpai) o. 

(€rovs) wy 

Avroxpdropos Kaicapos Tirov Aidlov Adpiavod Avtavtvov S«Bacr0d EiceBots 
ToBi xg. (2nd hand) ‘Hdrddapos 6 Tpoyeypappmeves eo- 
Xov adv TO Acwvrare tas mpo{ ye} Kipévas 
Opaxpas Siaxwotas, yi(voyrac) (Spayxpat) o (3rd hand) Acovras THexispios 

10 6 mpoyeypappévos eoyov adv 7 ‘“H)i0ddépo 
[T]a[s mlpoxipévas Spaxpas difalkoctas. x povos 
9 avrés. (2nd hand) ‘HAddwpos éoxov ofdy 7@ Acor[7a]re 
Tas duTa&Xs) Spaxpas éxalrdy. (3rd hand) Aecovras éa[xov adv 
7@ ‘HX108d(po) os mp[dxijrat. 

2. 1. mop6uiSer. iovov Pap, 4. |. mopOpetov. 4. 1, mpoyeypappevos, 8. « Of Kupevas 
corr. from y. g. |. duaxooias. r3. 1. Aourrd(s), 

‘Heliodorus son of Heliodorus and Leontas son of Pekuris, of Oxyrhynchus, farmers 
of the contract for the tax on ferry-boats at the city, Ision A..., and other (villages) 
for the present 13th year of Antoninus Caesar the lord, to Achillas son of Thodnis and 
Apeis son of Apeis, of the said city, greeting. We have received from you on account 
out of the sum which you owe us for the revenue from ferry-boats at Pankulis two hundred 
drachmae, total 200 dr.’ Date and signatures of Heliodorus and Leontas, followed by 
their further acknowledgements of the remaining hundred drachmae. 

733. T[ax-REcEIPT. 

12XQ-7 cm. A.D. 147. 

A receipt for the tax on pigs (cf. 288, introd.) and_poll-tax paid by an 
inhabitant of Oxyrhynchus and his son. The payments are no doubt instalments 
of the whole amount due for a year. 

Q 
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I (&rovs) “Avrovei|vov] Katoapos rob kuptov 

Tlaxav 6. [dbéypa(e) Avoy(évet) mpd(kropt) apyu(ptxav) 

M .[....] mAar(elas) Apdis 6 x(a!) Tlaro(vras) Atoda(pov) 

biK(fjs) [Tod] av(rob) « (Erovs) (Spaxpiv) plav (wevt@Bodrov) (jpt@BérLov), 7% 

(Spaxpi}) a (mevtdBodov) (7 ut@BEALov). 

g T. pl. -]- of. .|s vids) pn(rpos) Tamo(vtéros) Aaoypa( pias) 

Tod at(rod) « (rovs) (Spaxpas) T[Eo]oapas, bux(As) a (mevTdB odor) (jut BEXLOv). 

2. of mayor corr. from 6. The following 3 is corrected. 

‘The roth year of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Pachon 4. Amois also called Papontos, 

son of Diodorus, has paid to Diogenes, collector of money taxes of M... street, for the 

pig-tax of the said roth year I drachma 5% obols, total 1 dr. 5% ob. le. eon eieison, 

his mother being Tapontos, has paid for the poll-tax of the said roth year 4 drachmae, 

for the pig-tax 1 drachma 5% obols.’ 

734. Tax-RECEIPT. 

10:4 X 9-7 cm. A.D. 165. 

A receipt for the payment of 1 drachma 4 obols by Cleon to an agent 

of the tax-collectors of a subdivision of the middle toparchy. The names of 

the taxes, which are abbreviated yA~ and o”, are uncertain, being probably 

both new. 

E (érovs) Avpndiwv ‘Avrwvivov Kat Ovnpov Trav 

kuptov SeBacrdv Papevad) xQ. Sieypa(rpe) KAdpo 

XUptoth) mpa{kropwv) dpyu(pikdv) é(o7S) tomapxias) Ilérvy TaxoX ) 

Tém(wv) d1(a) 

Aupo(viov) Bon(G0d) yA ) Kal ov( ) € (erous) KAéwv 

5 [...Jrov TaxorX( ) dpax(uiv) platv) rerpoBor(or), 

/ (Spaxpi)) a (retpeBoror). 

3h The Iléry rérou are known from 595, but the addition of Takoh( ), which recurs 

in l, 5, is new. 
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(is ACCOUNTS, 

735. Grarco-Latin Minitary Account. 

12:5 X 16-4 cm. A.D. 205. PLate V, 

This is a fragment of a Graeco-Latin register or account, concerning a 
detachment of troops (cf. 43 recto). Lines 5-11 contain a copy of a receipt 
in Greek from an oftio, or adjutant, to an imperial deputy-procurator for 
50 artabae of wheat paid to a number of cavalrymen, whose names in Latin 
precede. A list of six footsoldiers follows, which was presumably succeeded 
by another receipt in Greek recording a payment to them. There are a few 
Latin letters (apparently belonging to names) from the ends of lines of the 
previous column, and what remains of Col. iii is occupied with more names 
in Latin. One or two of these soldiers’ names indicate Hebrew extraction. 

The receipt is dated in the 14th year of a joint reign, which on palaeo- 
graphical grounds is probably that of Septimius Severus and Caracalla. - 

Cols Cobain: 

CVI 
Sadus | 

Marrius Comar| 

Valerius Isidori ne eee 
5 Madroyés MI. .vavfo dmriav Ovicro- Lebael [ 

pt Keopapivw Katcdpwv olkovdpov rex  Barichius | 
ovikapiov xalpew.  éwerphOnoav 20 Sadus [ 
of mpokipevot tmmets mpairay dpiOuav Themes [ 
brep pnvis O00 mupod aptdéBas mev- Salmes [ 

Io THKovTa. (€rovs) 10 T&Y Kupioy SeBacrav Zebidius {[ 

On0 ¢ Matichus Sal 

item pedites vi Belet 25 Psenosirius | 
Leleus Zabdius Roman(us?) Al 

ad cognlega Claudius  Sabinus Cumesiuls| et Trufon H{ 
15 Lerraeus Macchana Lulius .{ 

Gradius  Avidus Ltiopius Cha .[ 
Themes  Malichi 30 Pacebius P{ 

On2 
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6-7. 1. Kopapivov . . . oikovdum ovixapio. 7. First ¢ of enerpnOnoay corr. from o (?). 

8. 1. mparor. 

3-4. The pairs of names here and in Il. 13-7 are placed rather far apart and look 

at first sight as if they were independent; but with one exception either the second name 

has a genitive termination or the first may be a gentile name, while unless the names 

are connected the number v in |. 10 is wrong. The only case in which any difficulty 

arises is in l. 13, where Belews and Zabdius certainly seem to be separate names ; but the 

distance between them is greater than in any of the other cases. Possibly Gradius and 

Avidus in |. 16, where again the space is very wide, should also be separated, thus making 

the number 6. In 1. 3 the second name is perhaps Comar\int; cf. 1. 6. eis 

5. Madoyas: hardly Madtoxas, though that name occurs in a Palmyra inscription, 

CAI Ge 4407. oes 

6. Kawodpav olkovdpov ovrxapiov: cf. B. G. U. 156. 3 and 102. 1, where ofkovduos 1s 

probably to be read between Kaicapos and ov:Kdptos. 

14. The marginal additions here and in 1. 19 are obscure ; cognlega is perhaps collega, 

but what is rzex? The first letter may be @ but the second does not at all resemble f, nor 

would apex be a very likely word here. 

736. PRIVATE ACCOUNT. 

17*3 X 54:3 CM. About a.D. I. 

Of this lengthy account of private expenses parts of seven columns in all 

remain, five on the recto and two on the verso; the first column of the recto, 

however, which is separated from those following by a broad blank space, is too 

fragmentary to be worth reproducing, and the same may be said of a narrow 

half-effaced column corresponding to this one but written in the reverse direction 

on the back. The remainder is in fairly good condition, but the papyrus is 

broken at the top and bottom, and the short column on the verso is sometimes 

difficult to decipher owing to discolouration. The various payments are 

arranged according to the days of the month, and some interesting items and 

prices occur. 

Col. it. 

ka. pal ] 

eis [ 15 letters ].. (dpaypai) 3, 

Para sche [on@@ira. pole 

Zyl)... pawodrlolv Kopd£ov (Spaxpat) t, 

5 yoly|yvaidos eis tapixelay (Spaxpy) a (6Borot dvo), 
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15 

25 

30 

35 
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xXadrxiov picbot eis Baya (6Borot ddvo ?) 

adds (6Borés ?), 

ddeotpa (rupod) (4ptdBys) a emt THs i (TpL@Bodroy ?), 

Optov els tods aprovs (6Borot dvo), 

imntpa eis hatvor(nv) KopdEov (dBodds) (7pu@BEért0r), 

els KatavOpwmicpoy ‘yuvatk(ds) 

Tepéddov (retpéPodor ?), 

pbpov els amooroAny tapas 

Ouyarpis Pras (retTp@Bodor). 

KB. édalov yxo(ds) a (Spaxpai) 6 (rerpeBodror), 

Knpod Kai ypadelou matd(v). (6Bor4bs), 

dptov Kkabapod IT pipa[s| (7 pL@BEALOv), 

eis k[alravOpamicpov Téxns (Tpt@Boror). 

Mey(elp) 8. [ 20 letters ] (Spaxpn) a (rpr@Borov) 

3. > of jag[ rewritten (?). 

Colin 

Ends of 3 lines. 

t. oAl. « .|ko - [.] aplo[r@ ylepdi(ov) (6Borbs), 

KD) ed oe _ _ (pptwBerxL0v), 

cis 7d Sapamiiov (Bodo dvo), 

dptov kabapod mad(ev) (jpuwBEdror), 

(érov y[e]pdi(ov) (sBorot dvo), 

mpdcay aplato yepdi(ov) (6Borés), 

TEpLOTEPas (dBoAés), 

‘Avratt (Spaxpat) B (6Bordi dvo), 

dyw &v Th wOA(et) dAeoTpa apTav 

(rupod) (dpraBadv) B ove [I|oaros (Spayp) a (6Borot duo). 

ia. ev mapeuBolrlh Side Oeoddpov 

ddeo[T pa] &p[rle(v) (aupod) (dprdBns) a (retpéPodror), 

dpiore [yelp dov)| (6Borés), 

229 
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25. 

46 

50 

55 

60 

THE OSVRAVNCHOSSPAPY RE 

donapdyav) [dfjrv@ ’Av7(aros) br’ els 

TO meptdlejrvo(v) ‘AOn( ) yvadéa(s) (yui@Berxov), 

kat madapilouls Sirvm KpduBy(s) (jpemBérrov), 

w.. [J]... watdio (jpiwPBérx0v) 

Parts of 2 lines. 

Second « of capamuoy corr. from o (?). 36. First a of aomapayo(y) corr. from 6. 

in. 

10. 

Ka. 

Colwiv: 

Parts of 4 lines. 

mpolapay]iov (7ptwBEXLov), 

Opviov eliis] dprovs (dBoAol d¥o) (jpu1wBért07). 

yadaKtos mard(@v)  (npu@PBértov), 

dprov Kabapod (7j4t@BEXL07). 

SexowvTa maS(v) irpiov (s)puiwPérov). 

Tiodyns op(oiws) (jt BEXtov). 

éyaptov (6Borés), 

dptov Kabapov (7jp1@BEXLov), 

eis katravOpan(iopov) Avta(vias ?) (6Boroi dé), 
kal eis Tamroddodtos Katktd(lov P) (tpréBodor), 
yeveoiors Tpuvparos orepd(var) (Boro! dvo), 
yelvejotous [.].[.]..@( ) orepd(ver) (6Bodrot dv0). 
poas mad(ev) [ ] (dBorés), 
maryvio(v) Kal emovpio(v) matd(@v) (1)pi@BérL0v), 
(UTov (rpidBorov), 

dvyou (6Borés). 

dWapilolv (6Borés). 

PattsOl uraline: 

50. 1. Sexodvr@ (cf. 1. 81). 54. avr Of avr(__—) rewritten. 



7° 

75 

80 

85 

go 

KO. 
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Gol: 

Parts of 4 lines. 

Oajors [... Hue(pdrv) B [(revtwBorov), 

pAtnp [Aplpovaros) ny(por) | 
Taaprajos ip(pev) [8] mevrdBodor, 

Bepods du(olws) Apuc(pdvr) « (Spaxpat) 8 (6BoAds). 

ddeotpa (aupod) (apTaBns) «a (rerp@Bodrov), 

dApuptoos pal ) B (6BorAot dvo), 

a&Aos (dBorés), 

Aivou Kai padidos (6Borés), 

ddeatpa (mupod) (dprdBns) a dia Oeodci(pov) (rerp@Borov), 

Képkto[T]pa pale|vor(ov) (Spaxyn) & (6Boroi dvo), 

dprav) kabapav) Daf. . .Jro( ) (Opax pi) @, 

mepioTepas [mra\ed(@v) (dBorés), 

dprov K[abapod d]u(olws) (7proBEror), 

Sexotv7@ matd(Gv) irp{iov] (7 pr@B EALov) 

Kal cepddpews Enpas (puwBedt0v), 

yadakros (1) put BEALov), 

ptpov [i]s taphs Ovyarpos 

[IT \égerlols (SpaxHn) «. 

82. 1. cepidadcos. 

On the verso opposite Col. v. 

Parts of 2 lines. 

ke lpia) yufvlag? ovval... .] (Spaxpat) B (Tpi@Borov), 

mpolopay(av) Tats yuvargl 

#pe(pav) B (Boro dvo) (7 

KoAAnTpa Avxvias (6Borol Svo) (7ptwBérL0r), 

épeBivOwr [dre ade 

eSetmver .[.. +] + dole (oBoAds) (jpiwBérLov), © 

pLwBEALov), 
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eis KaTavOperic pov 

95 Aafoldixns (6Borot dvo ?), 

al eetssircacior al meri ee (6BoAot dvo), 

Stpdrov es tify Je. aw. s eiaBoXhv) (Spaypal ?) 6, 

[areas s OOM Or Tm.) Bene aT ce-eers s [ 
"plot cis T...p... Kava ?) (6paxp ?) [. .], 

100 KOAANTpa Xadx[folv (7 peL@BEALOv). 

‘Il. 1-95. The arst: ... through Zm... for the cloak of Coraxus, 10 drachmae ; 
turnips for pickling 1 dr. 2 obols ; for the kettle, payment for enamelling 2 ob.; salt 1 ob.; 
cost of grinding 1 artaba of wheat on the 18th 3 ob.; omelette for the bread 2 ob. 5 Cost 
of mending the cloak of Coraxus 14 ob.; for treating (?) the wife of Gemellus £.0D.5 
perfume for the dispatch of the mummy of the daughter of Phna 4 ob. The 22nd: 
a chous of oil 4 dr. 4 ob.; wax and stilus for the children 1 ob.; pure bread for Prima 
% Ob.; for treating Tyche 3 ob. oth Mecheir... the roth: ... for the weaver’s breakfast 
1 ob.; ... for the Sarapeum 2 ob.; pure bread for the children 4 ob.; beer for the 
weaver I Ob.; leeks for the weaver’s breakfast 1 ob.; a pigeon 1 ob.; to Antas 2 dr. 
2 ob.; up at the city for the bread, cost of grinding 2 artabae of wheat, through Isas, 
1dr. 2 ob, The x1th: at the camp, through Theodorus, for the bread, cost of grinding 
1 artaba of wheat 4 ob.; for the weaver’s breakfast 1 ob.; asparagus for the dinner 
of Antas when (he went) to the funeral feast of Athe... the fuller 2 ob.; and to the 2 slaves (?), for a cabbage for dinner 4 ob.; to the child = Os; 2. Lhe, 26th: artelish 
% ob.; omelettes for the bread 24 ob. The ryth: milk for the children % ob.; pure 
bread 3 ob. The 18th: to Secundas, a cake for the children % ob. The roth: barley 
water for the same $ ob. The 2oth: sauce 1 ob.; pure bread 4 0b.; for treating Antonia 
2 ob.; and for Taptollous daughter of Caecilius 3 ob.; on the birthday of Tryphas, for 
garlands 2 ob.; on the birthday of . . . for garlands 2 ob. The arst: pomegranates 
for the children 1 ob.; playthings and... for the children 1 ob. ; beer 3 ob.; sauce 1 ob. 
The 22nd: sauce 1 ob.; Thaésis... for 2 days 5 ob.; the mother of Ammonas for 
.days...; Taarpaésis for 2 days 5 ob.; Berous similarly for ro days 4 dr. 1 ob. The 
24th: cost of grinding 1 artaba of wheat 4 ob.; 2... of pickle #2, ob. > "salt 7 ‘ob: 
a needle and thread 1 ob.; cost of grinding 1 artaba of wheat, through Theodorus, 4 ob. ; 
cost of weaving a cloak 1 dr. 2 ob.; pure bread for Ph... 1 dr.; a pigeon for the 
children 1 ob.; pure bread for the same % 0b.; to Secundus for a cake for the children g_ob., and for dry meal 4 ob.; milk 4 ob.; perfume for the mummy of the daughter 
of Pasis 1 dr... . The roth: ... for the women 2 dr, 3 Ob.; relishes for the women on 2 days 2} ob.; cost of tinkering a lamp 2% ob.; pulse when ... was dining here 1% ob. ; for treating Laodice 24 ob.’ 

7. Gdeotpa: cf. 1. 10 #anrpa, 1. 77 képko[t|pa, 1, gt KéAdntpa, 739. 4 otroméntpa. ymntpa had already occurred in P. Tebt. 120 introd., where it should be regarded as a neuter plural, as should also éayrpa in P. Tebt. LLY. 37,0606, 
II. els xatavOpemopdy: cf. ll. 17, 53, and 92, where the expression recurs, the object being. apparently always a woman. Neither katavOpomirnds Nor karavOparife appears to be otherwise attested. 
28. The of dpicr@ here and elsewhere is written above the line (so too démvm in 
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1. 38), but probably the dative singular and not the genitive plural was intended; a final 
letter is similarly overwritten e.g. in 1. 10 Kopdgov, 1. 56 Tpuparos. 

36. dr «is: Sc. HAGE. 

55+ Tarroddodros: Sc. katarOpwmipdy. This is preferable to reading ra Mroddodros. 

59. emoupto(v): the word is unknown and the reading quite doubtful. es may be 
om OY eto. 

84. «i]s raps: sc. amoorodyy; cf. 1. 13. 
96. The marks at the beginning of the line look more like a deleted letter than an 

abbreviation. ‘The day of the month should have been further away to the left. 
99. Possibly es r[dy..., but there is hardly space for [o]. 

737. Latin Account. 

Height 229 c7) About ap. 1.0 Prats VIII. Coll i. 

An account of wages paid on different days to ‘ weavers,’ ‘hired persons, 

and a ‘master’ or ‘foreman.’ The wages, which are reckoned in asses, are at 

the rate of 33 for a weaver, 4 for a ‘hired man, and 6 for the foreman. We 

give the text of two columns, which are contained on separate pieces of papyrus 

but seem to be consecutive; there is a large blank space after Col. ii, which was 

the end of the roll. A few small fragments of some other columns also remain. 

The account is written in a clear cursive hand which is probably of the reign of 

Augustus, the papyrus being one of a large find belonging practically entirely 

to that period. Points are commonly used after abbreviations (but not with 

a for asses) and the numerals of the days of the month, and are not infrequently 

added after words which are not abbreviated. 

Col. i. 

[a(ude) diem) . Nonas Tu\lias 
(condu\ctec zv a(sses) xut 

lee textor(es) a [a(sses)| vie 
conductet a0 [a(sses)| vee 

5 tex Idus textor(es) asses) vit 
conductet at asses) vite 

vit [dus textor(es) 1 a(sses) vit 
conductet 20 asses) vite 

vt] Idus textor(es) it a(sses) vit 
10 coln|ductet a a(sses) vide 
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v Ldus textor(es) it a(sses) 2x s(emis) 
magister a(sses) ve 

tv Idus textor(es) vt a(sses) 2x s(emts) 
magister asses) vt 

15 tt I|dus\textor(es) waz a(sses) x s(emis) 
[mlagester a(sses) vt 

Col. ii. 

uz [dus textor(es) ut a(sses) x s(emtis) 
magister asses) vt 

 Ldus textor(es) wt a(sses) x s(emis) 
20 magister Asses) vet 

a(ute) aiem) xiix K(alendas) Sextilias 
textor(es) ait asses) # s(emis) 
magister asses) vt 

21. @ Of sextilias corr. from /(?). 

2. a(sses): this abbreviation is common in the Pompeian inscriptions; cf. C. I. L. IV, 
index. ‘The occurrence of asses in an account of this kind is however very singular. 
Presumably the money though reckoned in asses was paid in obols, three of which would 
be the equivalent of 2 asses. 

5. tx: cf. 1. 21, where xz?x is written for xvz27; for the sums of asses, on the other 
hand, v777 is regularly used. 

17-9. If this column immediately follows Col. i, which from the dates seems most 
probable, there is nothing lost at the beginnings of these lines and 7 in 1. 19 stands for 
pride. 

21. Sextilias is a curious form; the a has been corrected, but was apparently altered 
from another letter, not itself deleted. For the numeral xz cf. note on |. 5. 

738. Account oF Foon. 

13°5 X 10°3 cm. About a.p. 1. 

A fragment of an account of articles of food consumed on different days ; 

cf.108. The ends of lines of a preceding column are preserved. 

Slrvet Oirvar ¢ 
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Kavemtkov aptioua PB, 

Hrap. dpyis aiduTi e€ Uda(ros) a, 

dimvea 5° 10 mrépvyes PB. 

5 GOTpEa Lt, 

Opidag a. 

‘For dinner on the 5th a Canopic liver; for dinner on the 6th 10 oysters, 1 lettuce ; 

for dinner on the 7th 2 small loaves, 1 bird. . . from the water, 2 snipe (?).’ 

g. odurn is anew word. The mrépuyes were probably smaller than the pus. 

739. PRIVATE ACCOUNT. 

32X10 cm. About a.p. 1. 

A private account for a month, reckoned in silver drachmae and copper 

obols. Lines 1-2 mention a receipt, ll. 3-22 give an account of expenditure 

for various purposes. The account is written on the verso, the recto being blank. 

"Exet “Iods mapa Aroddwviolv 

(Spaxpas) p - [ 
L dalmdvys) tums) x) [N]ex@edre (Spaypat) xn, 

amo Kuvov 

cettorontpav (dpaxpt)) a (rerp@Borov), 

5 [[eAatou (Spaxpat) 8 (6Borot dvo).]| 

6.  ddeaTpa (mevT@Boror), 

koviov els mplolopayiov (dPoAés). 

(rerpdPBorov) (}utwBerx0r). 

s.  PBataviov (6Borot dvo), 

10 mpoogayiov oikod{spov) (dBorés), 

éralov yods (dp2xpal) 8 (6Borol dvo). 

¢.  mpoogpaytov oikod(suov) (dBoAés). 

0.  épydrov (retp@Bodror ?), 

oiko6(5.0v) mp(oopaylov) (dBodés), 

15 TEKTOVLOS soa 

ry. t&pAs) éda{tov|] (Spaxpai)] 3 (Tpr@Podov ?), 

e.  Kkogivev y 

J. be (tpt@Boror) (1) utwB error). 
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Toppupas (Spaxpat) x, 

aTnpov[os eis yuvat|k[etlov 

(mare ov | 

20 PiNovTa pial alee eealow| ear | 

kB. Tims) éAalov [(Spaxpal) 6] (6Bordot dvo). 

Vee 

5. This line enclosed in round brackets. 7. 1, mplojopaycor. 

‘Isas has received from Apollonius, an inhabitant of Cynus, 4/.] drachmae. Deduct 
on account of expenses: price of ... paid to Nechtheus 28 dr., for making bread 
t dr. 4 ob., (for oil 4 dr. 2 ob., erased). On the 4th, for grinding 5 ob., powder (?) 
for a relish 1 ob. 5th, 3 baskets 44 ob. 6th, plates 2 ob., a relish for the builder 
1 ob., a chous of oil 4 dr. 2 ob. Total 40 dr. 34 ob, 7th, a relish for the builder 1 ob. 
gth, for the workman 4 ob., a relish for the builder 1 ob., the carpenter... 13th, price of 
oil 4 dr. 3 ob., purple 20 dr., thread for a woman’s robe..., to Philoutarion... 22nd, 
price of oil 4dr 2 0b. “Total... 

2. Kuvov, if correct, is the name of a village, but the writer is careless about his cases 
(cf. 1. 7), and he may mean Kuréy, i. e. Cynopolis. 

4. ceiroronrpav: cf. the similar forms ddeorpa (I. 6), Amntpa, &C. (736. to and note 

on 736. 7). 
5- The amount of oil which is not stated here and in 1. 21 was no doubt 1 yods: 

Cie tre 

740. AccouUNT OF CorRN. 

21-2 X46 cm. About a.p. 200. 

An account of corn, arranged according to different villages, apparently 

from the day-book of a private individual rather than an official. Of Col. i 

only the ends of lines are preserved, but Col. ii is practically complete, and 

Col. iii has lost only a few letters at the ends of lines. There is also a detached 
fragment (not printed) belonging to another column. 

Cols. i and ii are apparently. concerned with corn paid out, and the sum 

given in ll. 28-9, added to the 30 artabae accounted for in Il. 30-1, is subtracted 
from a previously mentioned total, leaving the remainder stated in 1. 32. The 
rest of Col. iii deals with receipts from rents. The papyrus provides some 
interesting new information about the names and character of different measures 
of corn, and a curious conversion occurs in 1, 29. On the verso are copies of 
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petitions to Septimius Severus and Caracalla (705), and the 9th year men- 
tioned in 1. 36 of the recto no doubt refers to these emperors. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
25 

26 

24 
28 

29 

30 

aii 

B22. 

33 

34 

Colmi. 

Ends of 13 lines. 

[MeppépOar- ywnotov dn- 

[poolwy Jos didope- 

[v dud yelopy(od) Mepp(épbwr) 

Coli. 

pds dyti pds pérpw oitod(oytkd ?) ‘Hpar{.. .]. uv (aprdBau) [. . 

Deptpews: pér(pw) O(npoot@) pals] dvri pods €uB( )(aprdBat) kB yx(otvexes) ¢, 

kai ed60noav bmp dopérpov dvnrX(aTov) (apTdéBat) . x(otvixes) y. 

TIé\a: iSwwrikds pér(p) Sy(uooio) dia Iacaddpto[s 

yeopy(od) IIé\a Oéu(aros) add (dptaBav) Ks 7d ¥ (aprdéBat) n (‘jpcr) 

x(otvixes) ¢, 

Kai €660(n) dmep hopér(pov) dvnd(aT@v) Kai oiTodolytKo]i Kat 

alToperpiKodD Tov mpok(emevav) (dptaBav) n (ptoous) yx(owikwov) ¢ 

(dprdBns) (fptov téraptov) yx(otvixes) B. 

TTadpews: eperpyO(noav) oirod(dyors) [See ]. (dpraéBat) te, 

kai €dd0(noav) dep) gopér(pov) dvnA(at@v) Kat oiropleT(piKod) Tov 

mpok(etpevev) (€praBav) ve (dpraB ). x(olvixes)] y. 

Severeded éuerphO(noav) oirodA(syo.s) Oémaltos...... (4praBat)] ., 

Kal €d60(noav) bm(ep) oiTodoy(tKod) Kai Popér(pov) x(olvixes) [.] 

J Gvardparos) Sver(txds) (mupod) (apréBar) vB & x(otvixes) B, 

al Oéuartos Snpoctov Kabapod (dprdBat) pO (futcv réraptov) x(oivixes) 0. 

kai émpdOnoav as émdvw [Sid tod] y Aoyod dedjrwrat 

émt pnvos Mecoph [[(dp7dBar) Al] (rupod) (dpréBar) A. 

Cole, iti. 

Aourral [i|\dimTiKas muplod dpTdéBae . 

kai év Oéuare dpotws diopévov b76 ylewpy(@v)....- 

Kata picOwov [(4praBar) . . 
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35 OddAdews: ener(ppOnoav) dia ‘Hparos yewpy(od) Ocal. . . (wupod) (4praé Bax) . . 

36 6 ad(rds) dad omepp(dror) 6 (érous) (mupod) (dprdBat) y, / [(rupod) 

(apraBat) . 

37 Iléda: ev mediors Sevoxopl.]|.. mapa [....-.. ; 

38  Aoyévovs ro Sapan(tovos) yealpy(odvros)]...( ) mepi Leda [...-+.--- 

39 «cas Sevokopu( ) .. amd (dptaBav) A TO [.. eee 

40 Keopodyews: map& Ilabdérov Motpeol.|x( ) yelopy(obvros)..+.- 

4t  (dpovpas) n (fucov réraprov) ad (dpraBadv) Kn 7d ¥ [(dpraBau) 0... 

42 mapa ‘HpaxdeiSov emirpérov ‘Hplalkaleljas..[...--- . q- 

43.  ombpnoev ért MayddX(wvr) Kou(vi}) mpds ‘Hpaxdel(dnv) karla 70 (jpeov) y 

44 Kal mpos Thy pit(epa) Tav adnA(iKov) K[a]Ta 76 n Kall mpos Tods 

45  a&bAd(cKas) kard 7d KO’, aBpdx(ov) (dpovpa) kd.[..]. Al... -+-ee- 

46 ey péplol(s) (dpoupav) is, xépoov Kal xo(udrov ?) Kal dAp(upidos) 

47 Tod arod) [plépo(us) Trav adnd((kwv) (dpovpa) a (fpicv).[. .]. ern ) ¥ 

ASewe [es lae [elo Bcc ve Ol me) CA@Y mM e[-vsecleo( |) (@praéBai) |... 224. 

49 / Vepalrols (apraBar) [.]y (fpusov). 

14. Meppépbev (cf. 828) is restored from ]. 16; cf. the position of Mea in Il. 20-1. 

The genitive MeppépOwy occurs in a papyrus found last winter. 
ypnotov Sripociev: cf. P. Amh. 86. 10 and note. dpraPteia and vavSiov are meant, 

though perhaps not exclusively. 
17. puds dvri yids: cf. 1. 18, and P. Amh. 87. 21-2, note. The meaning here is that 

half the artabae were paid on one measure (the name of which is lost in ll. 14-6), half on 
the measure oirod(__), which is new and which we have supposed to be ovrod(oyixs) on the 
analogy of perp dyopavopikd in 836. 

18. éy8( ): this measure is also new. Perhaps eu8(odrc@), i.e. the measure generally 
used in corn sent by boat to Alexandria. It was no doubt smaller than the dnudccoy 
pérpov; cf. 1. 21, note. 

20, idwras: the point of this remark (cf. Il. 28 and 32) is not quite clear. We 
might suppose that the writer was contrasting the present private payment with other 
official ones in the same account, but from 1. 28 it appears that all the items in Col. ii 
concern his private account, and to assume that he failed to keep official and private 
accounts distinct is not satisfactory. An alternative explanation is to suppose that idcorkéds 
refers not to the nature of the account but to the character of the corn; cf. ll. 28-9, where 
an amount of corn which is apparently id.wriKés is converted into a slightly smaller sum 
Oéparos Snpooiov Kafapod, and note ad Joc. But since the payment in 1. 19, although 
iSwwrikds, is pér(p@) Sy(poci@), iSurikds cannot refer to a private measure, and would be 

a curious expression to imply that the corn in question was not ka@apés. 
21. 4 of 26 artabae is 82 art., a sum which the writer expresses by 82 art. 7 choenices. 

rad 
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This implies, if his arithmetic is correct, the artaba of 42 choenices, the largest of the 
different artabae in use in Egypt, and in the fourth century called the artaba gopxd 
(wérp@) (P. Brit. Mus. 125; cf. P. Tebt. I. pp. 232-3). The fact that it is the artaba 
of 42 choenices which is here pérp@ dyyooim is important, for the official artaba in Roman 
times has been often supposed to be much smaller, though, as we pointed out (P. Tebt. 
zrd.), on insufficient grounds. But it would not be safe to infer from the present passage 
alone that the mention of pérpe Sypooig in Roman times always implied an artaba 
of 42 choenices. 

22-3. These charges for donkey transport, with the ovrodoy«dy (a new term, probably 
meaning a dakhshish for the ouroddyos) and otroperpixdy (also new as an impost for 
measuring the corn), all of which are supplementary of the main payment (cf. Il. 19, 25, 
and 27), are probably included in the mpooperpovpeva which occur in the official receipts 
or this period ; cf. Py Tebt.L.-pp. 411-2. 

24. atrod(dyots): this does not necessarily imply that the payment was for taxation 
purposes; chk; Oxy. LU. pr aer. 

28-9. The sum of the foregoing items, 524 artabae 2 choenices, is here converted 
into 493 art. 8 choen. Oéuaros dypootov xabapod, whatever that precisely means. The 
reduction is probably due to two causes at least, (1) the fact that in the preceding items 
artabae of different sizes were employed, and that some of them were smaller than the 
artaba meant in ]. 29, which very likely contained 42 choenices (cf. ]. 21, note); (2) the 
fact that these artabae iSiwr(«cas) were partially or even wholly not xadapai; cf. P. Tebt. I. 
92. Q-II. ' 

30. The doubtful y has a horizontal stroke over it and seems to mean ‘3rd’. _ai(rov) 
cannot be read. 

35- Seal: OadGeas (cf. |. 14, note) or at least a place name would be expected. 
41. Since we do not know which artaba was being employed, it is uncertain how the 

writer expressed 4 art. at the end of the line. 
44. The pirnp rav ddndixov, if ‘Hpaxdei(dnr) is right in ]. 43, is the “Hpaxdea mentioned 

in]. 42. ; 

741. List or ARTICLES. 

16-5 XQ°5 CM. Second century. 

A list of miscellaneous articles, containing, as such lists commonly do, 

a number of rare or unknown words. 

Aéy(os) évtoAtkav Evyevéro- bamekov a, 

[po]s ev dicakidior KeANGpLov TpLAdyuVoY a, 

ogupis dimdn Kaptov a, Br. [.jov avaBorz) as 

GAKa perkpa Ete; T pox etpla. B, 

5 yepyabos a, 15 é€v ois verali) Hutovy- 
, 

apvakis a, Oécels Y, 
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WnKkTpa a, motnpiov OckaT( ) 0 ToT ) a 

coda apoevikad Cevy(n) 15 Bareddat é, 

[yu}vaxeta Cevy(n) ar oKouTAla pa 

10 cavddhia vik(a) fey, 20 o€vBapov L-]] 

7. 7 Of Wyerpa above the line. II. tmmexov Pap. 15. veda Pap. 

‘Account of articles at order of Eugenetor in a double sack:—1 double basket of 

nuts, 5 other small ones, 1 wicker crate, 1 sheepskin, 1 scraper, 8 pairs OLMIMENCSiere ss 

6 pairs of women’s ditto, 2 donkey straps (?), 1 horse’s ditto, x three-flagon jar, 1 bag (?) 

of ..., 2 hold-alls containing 3 half-sets of glass, 4... cups and r..., 4 plates, 

2 bowls, 1 saucer.’ 

4. Gdda(c) pexpa(’) should perhaps be read, as the writer seems to have a tendency 

to omit final « (cf. 1. 15) and five baskets must be meant ; but the neuter may refer to 

kKapuda. 

5. yepyadés is probably for yupyaéés, meaning a wicker basket. 

8. adda: or perhaps cédua, which however is still more difficult. oddsoy might be 

a diminutive of oddos or an adjective from 3édc., but neither is very suitable. It is hardly 

likely that the word is connected with orodn, for which cody was a late Attic form (cf. 

Du Cange s.v.), though some article of attire is evidently meant. Mr. Smyly suggests 

a connexion with the Latin solar. 
10. gavddda may mean ‘bands’ of some kind, the word being used for a medical 

bandage by Oribasius. But the reading is extremely doubtful ; the second letter could 

be « and of the first only the smallest vestiges remain. 
12. For xedddpuov cf. P. Brit. Mus. 191. 9. 
13. dvaBody, since it governs a genitive plural, looks like a receptacle of some kind, 

a sense in which dvaBodidiov is found in Macarius, Apophih. Patr. 33 dvaBodi&ioyv peoror 

Wouiov. In the preceding word the vestiges before the lacuna suit only a round letter 

such as 8, 6, 0, or +; possibly Bi@[AJov. There are two dots like a diaeresis above the ., 

but they are perhaps accidental. 
14. mpoxeipia are cases or boxes, since they contained glass; but the word is 

apparently new. 
15. Mr. Smyly compares Martial iv. 46. 15 sepfenaria synthesis. 
17. The cups are divided into two kinds, but what these are is obscure. 
18. BdreAdar: probably the Latin paiella. 
19. cxourhia: cf. P. Brit. Mus. rg1. 10 and a gloss cited by Du Cange from Cod. 

Reg. 2062 rpvBdsov crodrdop. 
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(g) PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE. 

742. LETTER or ANTAS. 

26:5 X 13-7 cm. BAGaeee 

A letter from Antas to Faustus, chiefly concerning reeds (kdAapos), written 
like many other letters of this period in vulgar Greek. 

Io 

15 

On the verso 

‘Avras Plavelrar mreiota yatpew. 

mapédaBe mapa Ild00v rov Kdda- 

Holy mavalp\Oua Kal amooretdov 

Bolt mécas déopas trapeidndes 

Kal O[els adras els témov do- 

paras iva tH advaBdou aitas 

adEopev. tmapddos dé tive 

Tov giov apibu@ avras iva 

madd Glijros Hpety mapadot 

do glands, | Kal édy Te Ovvn 

ad ¢... .Jval por dds epyact- 

GS race Joa ewe jyopaxévat 

mapa... olv tyyv xiAlay déopnv 

(dpaxpov) dlexdrlevre. pi) dpedrnons. 

Eppwco. 

(€rous) kn [Kalécapos IIatu a. 

Pavotet (2... +. Jerevy .( ) els Nékdn. 

‘Antas to Faustus, many greetings. Take over from Pothus the reeds all together, 
and send me word how many bundles you have received, and put them in a safe place 
in order that we may take them on the journey up. Deliver a certain number of them 
to one of our friends in order that a friend may deliver them to me safely, and if you can 
... give your attention to it... I have bought from (Pothus?) the rooo bundles for 
15 drachmae. Don’t forget. Good-bye. The 28th year of Caesar, Paunir. (Addressed) 
To Faustus ... at Nekle,’ 
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743. LETTER TO A FRIEND. 

21m <1 7°] CM. Boo, 2: 

A letter in two columns, of which the first is much broken. The greater 

part is concerned with the explanation of the writer’s reasons for sending 

Damas, whom he recommends to his friend’s good offices. 

Gola 

Parts of 16 lines. 

17 ] 9€Aw 6€ ce Kal tov Kaicapos 

] avayvotva, det yap ce 

Col. ii. y: 

ei Kai ml[plos dAAous elyoy mpaypa 

20 BonOdv avrod ylelvecOar dia iy 

€xopue(v) mpos éarods gidtay. Kal 

yap éym dros Siarrov[olipar ef “ Ede- 

vos XaAKods amrodAdalev, Tapayevop(évov) 

yap Aaparos els ‘AreEdvdperav 7A- 

25 Oapev emt “Emadpidetov kai etpé- 

On pHre eiAngas pyre dedwxa(s). 
oe Eun G | a7 ? , aot dv todTd oe Oédw yewvdoKey 

drt €yo abT® Stactords deddxeuv | 

76 Badioat eis Taxdva xdpi tay ék- 
4 x A lot d 4 

30 opiwy Kat Ta viv emetTeToNpa 
Je és - IN \ 4 avtoy mdvta ovvréEat Kal mrepl mav- 

Tov avT@ Thy émitpomiy dédoxa. 

év ols édy ood mpocdeirat ovvipoc- 

yevécbar aitat as avOoporoyn(copévo) 

35 Umép cov ovTws as Ur(ép) pov. ev TO O€ 

pe weptoTacbat ovK jdvydoOnv 

auvtvxety ‘Arrodda(vio) TO AiBike tva 
SEN: FERN: a e la ‘i ‘\ a’T@ avTa Tadta vmodi~o. Kal od 
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dé tmép ay édv OérAns ypdge po Kal avo- 
y ea la na > o 

40 Kvos Tonow, Aapas ydp por advOwpor(oyjoaro) 
? fan \ 2 \ \ TavTa. Karas dé yéyovey TO TAaxd 
JN 2 ios € 7 4 abrov éOeiv, vpnyfoeta ydp cot. 

[cleato(B) emipe(Aod) iv’ dy(aivys). emicKom(ob) Tods sods mavTes). 

Eppa oo. ] (€rous) KO Katicapos Paap) ¢. 

20. v of nv corr. 22. |. ddws. 23. 1. adm@dc[olev. 43. 1. mayra(s). 

*...I wish you and the... of Caesar to read this (?), for although I(?) have had trouble 
with others you must assist him for the sake of our friendship. I am quite upset at 
Helenos’ loss of the money; for when Damas arrived at Alexandria we came to 
Epaphroditus, and it was discovered that he had neither received nor paid anything. 
I wish you therefore to know this that I had given him orders to go to Takona for 
the rents, and now I have dispatched him to collect them all and have entrusted to him 
the care of the whole matter. Whatever service he may require from you, stand by him, 
as he will agree in everything for you just as for me. Owing to my worries I was unable 
to meet Apollonius the Libyan in order to inform him of this. Write to me yourself about 
anything you want, and I will do it without hesitation; for Damas has agreed in everything 
with me. It is well for him to come quickly, for he will instruct you. Take care of 
yourself so that you may remain in good health. Look after all your household. 
Good-bye. The 29th year of Caesar, Phaophi 6.’ 

18. Some word like oixcvépoy is probably to be supplied at the beginning. 
Ig. efyov whether first singular or third plural is difficult ; «?yes would be expected. 
34. avOopodoyn( copere) : Cll ebta2% 0..b bare 42 57) 

744. LeEtTrer or ILARION. 

25 X14-7 cm. BCo 1. 

A letter from a man who had gone to Alexandria, addressed to his sister 

(who was no doubt his wife), and to two other women, regarding certain domestic 

matters. A curious injunction occurs in Il. g-1o. 

"Traplov{a} "Adie tHe addeAPae TAcioTa yxal- 

pew kal Bepodrs rH kupia pov Kat ‘Amod\d\o- 

vdpw. ylvooke os ert Kal viv ev ‘Adegav- 

dpeliia (é)opev’ pi) dywvids édy ddrws €io- 

5 topevovrat, éym ev Are~avdpe(tya pévo. 

R 2 
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EpwoT@ oe Kal Tapakard@ oe EmlpLedr- 

O(nr\. TO radio Kai édvy eds ddri- 

ov AdBopev arocTEeA® oe Avo. eay 

ToAAaTroAAwy Tens éav tv apoe- 

10 voy des, edy Hv Onrea exPanre. 

elpnkas O ‘Adpodiordri ért ph pe 

€mlAdOns: Tas Obvapal oe em- 

Aabety; epwrd ce ovv iva pi ayo- 

vidons. 

Is (€rovs) KO Kaicapos Ilatvi xy. 

On the verso 

*TAaptov “Aditi aaddos. 

2. 1, "AmoAA@vapio. 8. 1. cou. 11. de above the line. 

‘Tlarion to Alis his sister, many greetings, and to my dear Berous and Apollonarion. 
Know that I am still even now at Alexandria; and do not worry if they come back 
altogether (?), but I remain at Alexandria, I urge and entreat you to be careful of the 
child, and if I receive a present soon I will send it up to you. If (Apollonarion?) bears 
offspring, if it is a male let it be, if a female expose it. You told Aphrodisias “ Don’t 
forget me.” How can I forget you? I urge you therefore not to worry. The 29th year 
of Caesar, Pauni 23. (Addressed.) Deliver from Ilarion to Alis.’ 

8-10, ay mohAaroAhwy rékys is very obscure. If the second person téxys is right, this 
passage must refer to the exposure of a female infant. But moddd would be most extra- 
ordinary, apart from the difficulty of constructing wodAdv. If rékns is altered to réky we 
might suppose that an animal was the subject and divide moAd(d) ’AréAXov ; but ’AmdAXov 
is not a likely name for an animal. Perhaps wodAarohdwy conceals ’ArodAwvdpioy (cf. 1. 2) ; 
for the use of the second person cf. e.g. 295. 7. 

745. Letter to Gaius Rustiuws. 

II-t X 18-8 cm. About A.D. I. 

Conclusion of a letter, chiefly concerned with money matters. The writer 
had evidently been in financial difficulties, and was afraid of their recurrence ; 
but the loss of the beginning of the letter makes the transactions under discussion 
rather obscure. The addressee has a Roman name, 
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adders plov olivov Kepduia €€r[Kovr]a [were Kal Spay[pas délka zd] 

d€ olvov nydpacas éx (Spaxpar) €, dwip dv Kai ov yeipdypagoy [did 

Ap|reparés 

Hot mepl Tob avrov Tov ‘Avtay dmooryoey did TOK. [......0- |Kévau 

ws Kal dréryou bid Tod ToAeTdpyov Oeodidrov, pl} ..|vel.]. nf. .Jva dvo- 

5 Sev yetvntat mdévra Kal médiv éatods dvackevdgwpey] piy odons 

Xphas. ovK oidas yup mas jot ExpHoaro ev ’Oguptyxors oby as doaly)rt 

GAN os Tivi mote dmoaTepnTHL py amodedwxétt. €pwTd odv cE 

Hn addAws Trofoat, oida Sé Ort mdvTa Kad@s Tojcets: od Oé\w 

yap apdicByrncw mpos ot exew girov pov Av]ra. alolrdgov mdvras 
‘ \ >| n~ 3 2? (ed Q ? Ba 

IO TOUS GOUS KaL DEAUTOU €7L{LEAOU ty vylalvys.. Eppooo. 

On the verso 

Taio ‘Povorion { 

6. v of ove corr. from ¢. 

‘,.. from my sister 65 jars of wine and 10 drachmae, and you bought the wine at 
6 drachmae, for which you drew me up a bond through Artemas that the said Antas 
would make the repayment because you had...as you promised through the politarch 
Theophilus, in order that everything may not be completely ... and we go bankrupt again 
without any necessity. You don’t know how he treated me at Oxyrhynchus(?), not like 
a man who had paid but like a defrauder and a debtor. I ask you therefore not to do 
otherwise ; but I know that you will do everything well. I do not want to have any 
dispute with you, as you are my friend. Salute all your household, and take care of your 
health. Good-bye. (Addressed) To Gaius Rustius...’ 

4. mwoderdpxov: moAerrdpyat are known at Thessalonica from Acts xvii. 6 and C.1.G. 
1967, but the title is new in Egyptian papyri. 

The mutilated word before dvwev is most likely a perfect participle; the letter before 
nl seems to be A, o, or rt. 

6. év “Ogvpiyxas: a village ’Ogvpvyya is known in the Fayfim but not in the 
Oxyrhynchite nome, and it is difficult to believe that the metropolis is not here meant, 
though ’Ogupvyxev or ’Ogvpuyxerav wédus is the normal form, The sentence ov« ofdas ., 
dmodedwxdrt may be interrogative. 
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746. Lertrer oF RECOMMENDATION. 

23:2 X13°5 cm. A.D. 16. 

A letter from Theon to his brother Heraclides, a basilicogrammateus, 

introducing the bearer, Hermophilus. Theon is perhaps the same as the writer 

of 292, a similar letter of recommendation addressed to the dioecetes on behalf 

of a brother named Heraclides. Cf. also 787. 

Oéwov ‘“Hpakreidn rar ddedpar 

TrEloTA yXaipe Kal vylaivery. 

‘“Eppogiros (6) azrod[tjdovs aoe Thy 

emtatoAny [élor[t]. [. .]. Kl. Ju - bl-lnpe 

5 [.Jepfov, Kal nporncév pe ypdrbat gol. 

[w]popépevar Exe mpaypdriov 

[ev rhe] Kepxepovvi. toro obv édv 

cot galilyntat omovddces Kara 70 

dixaiov. Ta 0 dAdra ceavTod emipedod 

10 WY vytaivns. 

Eppwco. 

(€rovs) y TiBepiov Katoapos XeBacrot Paadu y. 

On the verso 
“Hpakretdnt Ba(ortke1) yp(apparel) 'Ofv(pvyyirov) Kuvor(od{irov). 

‘Theon to Heraclides his brother, many greetings and wishes for good health. 
Hermophilus the bearer of this letter is (the friend or relative) of . . erius, and asked me 
to write to you. Hermophilus declares that he has business at Kerkemounis. Please 
therefore further him in this matter, as is just. For the rest take care of yourself that you 
may remain in good health. Good-bye. The 3rd year of Tiberius Caesar Augustus, 
Phaophi 3. (Addressed) To Heraclides, basilicogrammateus of the Oxyrhynchite and 
Cynopolite nomes.’ 

4. The letters Jor| are on a separate fragment, the position of which is doubtful. 
13. There seems to be an ellipse of kad after ’O£v(pvyyirov), though the fact that 

a basilicogrammateus should have more than one nome under his jurisdiction is 
remarkable. 
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747. INVITATION TO A FEAST. 

Bl x 7-9 cM. Late second or third century. 

An invitation to a feast given by a cavalry officer ; cf. 110 and 523 

Kanet oe 6 (Sexddap)y(os) ets thy fevi- 
€ ~ na 2: 

av éavtod TH ¢ Kaddav- 

dais amd dp(as) 7. 

2. ut of eavrov corr. from ». 

‘The decurion invites you to his party on the sixth day before the Calends at eight 

o'clock.’ 



V; COLLATIONS OF SHOMERIG ERAGE NEES 

(The collations of //. i-xii and the Odyssey are with the text of Ludwich, those 

of //. xiii-xxiv with that of La Roche.) 

(a) Lhad. 

748. 16:1x6.6 cm. Ends of i. 107-116, with occasional stops and elision- 
marks, 108 olvile] reAeooas. 113 K{Avraslunorpys. Third century, written 
in sloping oval uncials of good size. 

749. I03xIocm. Ends of i. 160-176 from the bottom of a column. Second 
century, written in heavy round uncials. 

750. 8x6-3 cm. Parts of ii. 57-73. 62 rlooco[a. 63 eeOles. 65 elkeAcve. 
Third century, written in sloping oval uncials. 

751. 19-6x9-2cm. Part of a column containing iii. 30-55, with numerous stops 
and accents, and several corrections (probably by a second hand). 37 wos. 
40 ofelAos, First o of dyovos above an a crossed out. 47 ayetpals corrected 
from eyeipei[s. 48 y of avyyes above the line. 50 woAni corr. from ody. 
51 Kkarnpein. 53 |[].-[\peros. s of exers above the line. 54 ov of ypdiopor 
above 7 crossed out. Late second or third century, written in a neat 
uncial hand of the oval type. 

752. 11x8cm. Beginnings of iv. 87-96, with numerous stops, breathings and 
accents. 93 The first hand had 7 p aly wor; a second hand seems to have 
corrected vy and has added $¢ above po. Third century, written in sloping 
oval uncials, 

753. 19:2x6-4cm. On the recto part of a second or third century account. 
On the verso parts of iv. 364-398, with numerous stops, breathings and 
accents. 369 is omitted, as in A. 378 eotparowy][[.]]0’[. 381 zap aulova, 
382 xovro ile Corr. to wxovt nd[e(?). 387 € of ewy above the line. Third 
century, written in sloping oval uncials. ; 

754. 55X25 cm. On the recto ends of 7 lines of a document mentioning 
a Cupovpy(ds). First century. On the verso a few letters from iv. 532-539. 
535 tedepuxOn. First century, written in a good-sized irregular uncial hand. 

755. 19x6cm. On the recto part of a document in a cursive hand of the 
eatly part of the third century. On the verso a few letters from the ends 
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of v. 130-173, forming a complete column, with numerous stops, accents, 
breathings, and marks of elision and quantity (all probably added later). 
134 elle ]ix@n. 151 eevalpiéerv. 153 1 of Avy|pws added by a second hand. 
Third century, written in an upright hand of the oval type. 

756. 68x 82cm. Fragment of the bottom of a leaf from a book, containing 
on the recto the ends of v. 324-334, and on the verso parts of 379-390, 

with elision-marks. 332 xvpaveovoar. 382 rerlAatt. 384 Ay of adyel corr. 

388 6 of evd added above the line(?). amodvro. 390 7 of e€nyyetAev above a, 

which is crossed through, € having been also corrected. Late third or 
fourth century, written in a semi-uncial hand. 

757. 4:23 cm. Parts of-v. 578-586. 582 ey 8. First century, written in 

round uncials. 

758. 9-6x11-4cm. v. 583-596, the lines being nearly complete, from the top 
of a column, with stops, breathings, accents and elision-marks. 583 ede¢[av|ra. 

586 de kat. 587 evornxer. 588 immwv...mecov ev. Late second or third 

century, written in a neat uncial hand of the oval type. 

759. 12:-7x2-9 cm. A few letters from the ends of v. 662-682, from the end 
of a column, with stops (high and low point) and accents. 667 ap|qus 
émovries, confirming the conjecture of Brandreth. Third century, written in 

a neat upright uncial hand of the oval type. 

760. Fr. (4) 7-3x4-9 cm. Two fragments, the first containing a few letters 
from the beginnings of v. 715-718, the second parts of 720-729. 724 € of 

xpvoen above the line. First century, written in round upright uncials. 

761. 21xX11cm. On the recto part of an effaced document. On the verso 

vi. 147 and 148, and, after a lacuna which may have contained 2 lines, 

parts of ll. 147 and 149 and another line, the whole being a writing 

exercise. 148 tydeOwoa. Late first century B.C., written in a large semi- 
uncial hand. 

762. 19:3x8-5 cm. On the recto ends of lines of a list of persons, written 
in a cursive hand in the late second or early third century. On the verso 

the latter parts of vii. 1-35, forming a complete column. 5 eAarnow. 16 

dvvTo, 30 paynoloued. 31 omitted. Third century, written in small upright 
uncials. 

768. 24:4x10cm. Part of a leaf from a book, containing on the recto the 

latter portions of vii. 68-101, and on the verso the earlier portions of 69-134, 
with stops, breathings and accents. 72 v of movrotopo.oww added by a second 

hand. 73 Iqavaxawv. 77 1 of éky. added above the line by a second hand. 

112 Final « of Tpapudne added above the line by a second hand. rov re 

tpogleovor (a new reading ; cf. drorpouéover in Vindob. 61). 113 Axiddreus, 
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133 u of wxvpow. added above the line by a second hand. Third century, 

written in good-sized oval uncials. 

764. 96x28 cm. A few letters from the beginnings of vili. 109-122, with 

stops, breathings and accents. Third century, written in oval uncials. 

765. 81x54 cm. Ends of ix. 320-333, with stops, breathings and accents 

(oxytones having a grave accent on the final syllable). 323 First « of 

mpopepniot added above the line. 324 d€ ré. 325 v of tavoy above AA crossed 

out. Third century, written in oval uncials. 

766. 5:8x5:8cm. A few letters from the ends of x. 542-547, from the bottom 

of a column, with occasional accents. Third century, written in sloping 

oval uncials. 

767. 66x43 cm. A few letters from the ends of xi. 555-561, with stops. 

Second century, written in good-sized round uncials. 

768. 14xX12:9 cm. Fragment from the top of a column, containing parts of 

xi. 736-764. 739 Avlylevdac. 740 Elavdin\y [-Jvalum|o[nlv. 75° amadaga. 755 
[aluros. 756 BovSplaclov. 757 Adcorfov]. 758 Haddas AOnvy. 760 BovBpactov. 

Third century, written in sloping oval uncials. 

769. Fr. (a) 45x31 cm. Two fragments containing a few letters from 

xiii. 308-317 and 342-347, with accents. 316 omitted. 344 ynOnolee A.| 

with v ii| above A. Late second or third century, written in a neat uncial 

hand of the oval type. 

770. 4:7x7-9 cm. A few letters from the ends of xiii. 372-377 and the 

beginnings of 405-413, with stops, breathings and accents. 372 anjgev. 

374 In the margin emaw{ecouat and below it aiwifopula, referring to the 

variants alvioua: and aivigoua; cf. Schol. A aiviCoy’> péperar cat did rob é 

alvt€oua. avtl rod emawéoopar. Zyvddoros aiviccowat. 410 In the margin 

between this and 1. 411 is a critical sign shaped like 9. Second century, 

written in round upright uncials. 

771. 14x7:8 cm. On the recto beginnings of xv. 736-746, with occasional 

breathings and accents. 740 kavkAiplevor. 742 at and first of patpwwv 

above « and o. 744 1 of knAew added later (by a second hand?). At 

the end a coronis and the title in large letters IA:ad{os 0. Late second or 
early third century, written in handsome good-sized uncials of the oval 

type. On the verso 12 nearly complete lines of a money-account in 

third century cursive. 

772. 10:2x59cm. Ends of xvii. 353-373, with stops, breathings and accents. 
361 aylxnotwior. 363 ay aipwtt. 369 Final « of Mevotrtadys added above 

the line. 371 a of a@ep. corr. from ¢. Second or third century, written 

in a rather small uncial hand. 
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(6) Odyssey. 

7173. Height of roll 24-4 cm. Seven fragments from four columns of a MS. 
of ii, containing a few letters from 304-312, 339-357 (top of a column), 

ends of 362-374 (top of a column), and parts of 386-410 (a whole column), 
with stops (high and middle point) and occasional accents. 341 above 
exov]res is [Ou[...]o. 368 daclovtar. 369 v of ovde corr. 372 (end of the line) 

Jan or ].un. 402 [evjdouern[v]. 407 omitted. 408 € of dew. added above 

the line by a second hand. AyJato[vs. Second century, written in very 

large heavy uncials (cf. 661), the letters measuring 5 mm. in height. 

774. 45x75 cm. Parts of iii. 226-231. 227 ermles, the « being added by 

a second hand above a crossed through. 228 eos ¢, the s being corrected 

from t(?). Third century, written in good-sized sloping oval uncials. 

775. 84x4:1 cm. Parts of iv. 388-400 from the bottom of a column, with 

occasional breathings and accents. 396 a of aden[ta: above 7 crossed 

through. 399 omitted. Third century, written in sloping oval uncials. 

776. 62x24 cm. A few letters from iv. 520-529 from the bottom of a 

column, with occasional accents. First or early second century, written 

in round uncials. 

777. 12:2x88cm. Part of the lower portion of a leaf of a book, containing 

on the recto the beginnings of v. 7-17 and on the verso the ends of 34-44, 

with stops, breathings and accents. Fourth century, written in good-sized 

sloping oval uncials, in brown ink. 

778.. 20:6X17-2 cm. On the recto a neatly complete column containing 

x. 26-50, with stops (high, middle and low point). 27 Second 1 of 

appadimiow added above the line; similarly final s of dexarm in 29, tor and 

ado. in 32. 31 emedNaBe. 34 eneoor, 38 evot. 42 verroueda. 46 Bovdy 

re. Late second or third century, written in handsome round upright 

uncials. On the verso parts of the last 7 lines of a letter in a cursive hand 

of the late third century. 

779. 62x9g-6cm. x. 124-130 from the top of a column, the lines being nearly 

complete, with breathings and accents. Late second or third century, 

written in a clear cursive hand. 

780. 17-7x85 cm. A few letters from the ends of xi. 471-493, and the 

earlier portions of 523-545, from the bottoms of columns, with stops and 

occasional accents. 533 5 Tpweco. with wy (in a second hand) above ecou. 

539 BiBGoa. 544 of voopw above tr crossed out. adeiornKker. 545 pv 

with « above . added by a second hand. Second century (?), written in 

an uncial hand of the oval type and archaic appearance, = being formed =. 
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781. 6x38 cm. Fragment of a leaf from a book, containing on the recto 
parts of xvi. 243-256, and on the verso the ends of 288-301, with stops, 
breathings and accents (in lighter ink). 293 d¢ data. 295 6 of dovpe corr. 

Third century, written in rather small sloping oval uncials. 

782. 7:3x53cm. Fragment of the bottom of a leaf of a book containing 

on the verso parts of xvii. 137-148, and on the recto ends of 182-193, with 

stops and accents (in lighter ink), 187 yevéoOa.. Third century, written in 

rather small sloping oval uncials. 

783. 11-7x44cm. Ends of xvii. 410-428, with stops. 417 aAdw. Late first 

century B.C., written in good-sized irregular uncials. 



Veo Se hi lONSsOReMISCEEEANEOUS 

DOCUMENTS 

784. Fourteen fragments of a document containing on both sides several 
columns, the recto consisting for the most part of lists of persons, the verso 

of a private account (continued on the recto), which mentions kal mpoa/ (i.e. 
Tpocyivovtar) Tyun(s) (wvpod) (juloovs) Tod mempayevov Avdtpum’ Ap (i.e. 1100 copper 

drachmae), [Al¥rpa tepdv éy Movyea(s) d, ixvdlov x, Cérovs 1, Bdv B ke, eAatov 

Ko(TvAns) a pr, olvov x(epaplov) (rdéavrov) a, and payments for “EAAnvixév. 

A conversion of silver into copper drachmae occurs, tiyj(s) dpyu(piov) (Spax- 

KGv) 1 bx(ép) Tod Tarpd(s) "By (a ratio of 3374: 1, which is unusually low; 
cf, P. Debt. I. p. 5807). First century 8. Cc. 

785. 147xgcm. An undertaking by a surety to produce a certain individual 
who had been committed to his charge; cf. 259. After the first 5 lines, 

which seem to have contained the address but are much broken, the 

papyrus concludes 6uoro(y6) rape iJAnpévar Zévava “Apaxdgovs rapa cod ov 

Kal mape€opat ev TO euavel extos tepod Bwpyod teméevovs Tmacns oxémns. About 

AL De teat 2.lines in all. 

786. 14-3x8-4cm. Conclusion of a census-return on oath, written by Aristion 
and Didymus on Tubi 30 of the third year of Hadrian (A. D. 119), the 
portion preserved corresponding to 480. 7 sqq. apoyeypaypeéverv (cf. 480. 15) 

is apparently written dyey. Below the signatures in two different hands 

are official dockets xatex(wpic@n) Aaoyp(adors) Nd(rov) Apé(uov) xpd(vos) 6 

av(rés), and xatexw(picn) Aavyp(adors) ‘In(méwv) Mape(uBorzjs) xpd(vos) 6 ad(rds). 
20 lines, which are complete except the first. 

787. 19:9x13-3cm. Concluding part of a letter of recommendation (cf. 746). 

The first 5 lines are ws €oTw mucrepos. epwrd ce ody éxety adrov cuvertapévov 

Kal ev ols édv cor mpoovepxnrat [| ror]] ek duKatov eis rHv e[ulnv KaradoyHy Toijoes 
avira. [old d¢ imép Sv edv aiph ypdpe. Dated in the second year of Tiberius, 

Pharmouthi 11 (A.D. 16). 9 lines. 

1 The problems of Ptolemaic copper coinage have recently been discussed by Hultsch in Adhand. a. 
Konigl. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss., 1903. We regret to be compelled to observe that owing to the adoption 
of Reyvillout’s long exploded theories based on demotic, and the failure to appreciate the evidence of the 
Tebtunis papyri with the arguments brought against the 120: 1 ratio in our App. ii to that volume, the 
article seems to us a step backwards rather than forwards. 
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788. 11-7x10cm. On both recto and verso parts of two columns of a private 

account in copper drachmae. A conversion of silver into copper (8paxpat) 3 

"AT (a ratio of 485 : 1) occurs ; among the other items are apraBoy mapy() 

"A, alrnrit p, Tédos olvov Bu, peuBpddos (‘anchovy’)[. Early first century B.C. 

In Col. i of the recto the first 8 lines are complete, the rest being imperfect 

throughout. 

789. 97x13 cm. Part of a letter. Lines 2-9 ewxd oor év ’Ovp[U(yxwr)| 

Avovvotov Paviov émiotodeldvov Kexapaypé(vov) els 1d pnvd(s) Katoapelov rod 

duedOdvros & (€rovs) wept Tod ce Sobvat por tcas dv Kal adrds 6 Arovd(oros) Eoxev 

map’ €u0d (supod) (aptaBdv) 88’ x(owlkwv) ¢. The tenth year probably refers 

to Tiberius or Claudius. 11 lines. 

790. 8-7x12-8cm. Beginnings of 8 lines of an official letter from Dionysius 

to Ptolemaeus enclosing a copy of another letter. émordra: tov inndpxwv 

are mentioned. Late second century B.C. Written across the fibres. On 

the verso beginnings of 6 more lines in a different hand. 

791. 14-7x6cm. Letter from Didymus to his brother Apollonius, beginning 

emieurnopar Appovlo rot adedPo Tept dpyv(plov) (Spaxudv) Tecoapdkovta dKTw 

els ovvayopacu(dv) épfov... Addressed on the verso ’Amod\wviot. About 

A.D. 1. Incomplete, the end being lost. 142 lines. 

792. 8-4x27-2cm. On the recto an incomplete account of payments of wheat 

to various persons, containing 19 lines. On the verso another practically 

complete account of receipts and payments, mentioning Arro[v|pyo(is) py, 

Docddpw kal TO GAM ZL kK, Vat(Aov) Tope(fwyv) Ln, Pworddp@ xal av.. v¢( ) «és 

épdd(ta ) L p. LZ perhaps means dpaypai. 13 lines. The writing on the 

recto is across the fibres, that on the verso along them. First century B.C. 

798. 24x11-5cm. Acknowledgement of payments of wheat eis 16 dnudcrov by 

various persons amd d.acroA(fjs) of other persons. Dated in the seventh 

year of Domitian, Caesarius 16 (A.D. 88). Nearly complete. 18 lines. 

794. 21-2x156cm. Conclusion of a contract for the sale of I, arourae of 

catoecic land, with the signatures, which are nearly complete, and following 

the same formula as 504. The seller was Asclepiades, the buyer a woman 

called Swrodrts (?) or Swrdrov, and the price 500 drachmae of silver. The 
land was wept ©. 060. é« rod Etppwvos ada kAnjpov (sic). Written in the fifth 

year of Domitian (A.D. 85-6). 36 lines. 

795. Fr. (a) 4-5x13-3cm. Two fragments of a marriage-contract dated in 
the reign of Domitian (A.D. 81-96). The husband is called Heraclides, the 

wife (?) Sarapous. Line 4 ylayerhy epviv tpoodepopevny dalxTvArov] ypvoody 

tretapra|y (cf. 496. 6, note), and lower down Jrevpévny kard rods ths xopals 

vowovs occurs. Written across the fibres. Parts of 12 lines in all. 

_ 
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796. 3x8-3 cm. Parts of 7 lines from the beginning of a marriage-contract 
written in the reign of Trajan (A.D. 98-117), mentioning év mapapépras 

kAaMlwy dpyivpdu Cedyos (2). For «Aadlov = kdavloy (‘bracelet’) cf. 114, 11. 

Written across the fibres. 

797. 5:5x10cm. On the recto an entry concerning the measurement of the 

land of Thotsutaios, dvapopov cyou(mopo0d) Oorcvraios to} “Qpov trav ev rije 

ov ) tév ma) dd Tod ve TOD Kal 1B (érovs) mept KB(unv)... For duddopov 
cxowiocpod cf, P. Tebt. I. p. 229. The reign is that of Cleopatra III and 

Ptolemy Alexander (B.C. 103-2). 4 lines. On the verso 2 lines from the 

beginning of a document mentioning Nepépa xw(yo)yp(aypareds), 
798. 7-38x9-2cm. Conclusion of a letter, ending am6 tis tisqs rod ayopactod 

mpos Tadta amododvat, os 8 av mapayévwrrat ot aitoAdyou emt tiv Tapadynyiw Tov 

olTtkGy arropeTpHoopey dpa kal tadra. Eppwoo. (tovs) ky Paddr. The twenty- 

third year probably refers to Epiphanes (B. c. 183). 8 lines. 

799. 30:5x25 cm. One complete and one incomplete column of an account 

of sums owed and interest upon them, beginning rép év ’AdeEavdpya acoyxnke 
(? 1. & éoxnke) xerpot O€wvo(s) év mrAofm. Then follows a list of names and 

amounts, e.g. Tavpelvov cal LevelOov (Spaypal) r tdx(ov) €os Mecopi (Spaxpat) o€. 

The second column is also concerned with loans; els davwcydy occurs. 

AiboutsA. Dit. 34 lines: 
800. 18-7x12-5cm. Beginnings of 19 lines of an official document enclosing 

a letter of Valerius Athenodorus. Lines 4-10 (which begin a new section, 
as is indicated by the size of the initial letter) Kal 61a Adyo(v) (dwdexa)pqjvov |, 
€yA6On diayeypdpOar [, vowod rovrov tov tpémov Todrov [, moTapod TO ts (Ere) 

’Avtwvivov Kaloapos z[od Kvpiov, Pijdtkos Tob jyepovevoavtos épyarela éx To[v, 

atpeOévrwy && evoynudvev bd “Hpax{A...., mpoxpelas ex Tod kupiaxod Adyov eis TIP |. 

Written about A.D. 153. 

801. 19-2x12-3cm. Fragment of a notification addressed to Euangelius also 

called Sarapion, strategus, by Diogenes, enclosing an authorization to the 

strategus from the archidicastes in answer to a petition by Diogenes. 

Cf. 485 and 719. In the upper margin is a short note from the strategus 

(cf. B. G. U. 578. 1) dated in the second year of Gaius Pescennius Niger 

(A.D. 193). The letter of the archidicastes to the strategus is dated 

Thoth 18 (probably of the same year). 35 lines, of which the ends are lost. 

802. 7x7cm. Parts of 11 lines from the beginning of a contract, one of the 

parties being called Sipdpicros. Dated in the 1[.jth year of Ptolemy 

(Alexander the god) Philometor and Berenice, i.e. B.C, 101-95. On the 

verso a docket. 

803. 15x5cm. Fragment of an official letter or petition, containing 3 com- 
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plete and 3 incomplete lines, with traces of a preceding column. Lines 2-5 

kal amd émuotaretas P[vlAakitav dvtl rv Kar’ éros els TO Snudctoy duodroyovpEevav 

diaypdperOar (Spaxuav) T amythobar Braid[tlepov rots amo Tob vopod pvAakas 

iné te TOO[......+.. Kal] HroAeuatov rod orpatnyod... Late first century 

B.C. On the verso parts of two columns of an account. 

804. Width 9-9 cm. Horoscope dated in the twenty-seventh year of Au- 

gustus, Phaophi 5 wep) pa(v) y ris nuépa(s) (Oct. 2(?) A.D. 4). The sun was 

in Libra, the moon in Pisces, Saturn in Taurus, Jupiter in Cancer, Mars in 

Virgo. Taurus was setting, and Aquarius at the nadir. After the astro- 

nomical details the papyrus concludes éyee xwvdtvous’ puddooov Ews Nuepa(v) 

. xdpw 08 “Apews. Incomplete, being broken in the middle. 15 lines in all. 

805. 6:6x7-6 cm. Conclusion of a letter written on Epeiph 20 of the fifth 

year of Augustus (B.C. 25). Lines 2 sqq. ¢nt& yap rods dvOpemors. & be 

trois épxopévors mrlolfous Kadal pacers ehevoovrar map’ [éluod, aid b€ dvTipwvety 

[ulo. wuxvdrepov. aondov mdyras Tos Tap’ huav Kal ceauThs emupeod ty’ dyratyys 

ebTr(xodca). eppw(co). 9 lines. 
806. 15-9354 cm. Account, in two columns, of expenditure of copper 

money for various purposes in the tenth year (of Augustus, i.e. B. C. 21-0). 

Among the items are tepedou Oonpios A, Kepadrg xpvooxdw To, Lapantwvi eis 
mpaypariay Ad, dua THs AckAnmiddov Tpave¢ns Aakous (tTdAavTov) a. Complete. 

21 lines, 
807. 16-8x21-Icm. Fragment of an official list of sheep and goats belonging 

to different persons at a village. Col. i contains the ends of 5 lines. 

Col. ii has dy atrod ida zw, aly(es) 8, kal “Apowvdns popixa pe, Axoptyios tora pu 

atyes y. / p€e atyes & yiverau ths kbuns mpd(Bara)’Acya atyes TAS, Gv ’Apowdns 

dbopix(a) op. The sheep which were ’Apowwédns popikd as contrasted with 

those that were private property seem to have been subject to a special 

impost (@épos), payable nominally to Arsinoé (i.e. Arsinoé Philadelphus 

probably), but really of course to the State; cf. the dméuorpa in the Revenue 

Papyrus. About A.D. 1. On the verso part of an account. 

808. Height 36 cm. A list of abstracts (Svacrpépara) of contracts for loan ; 

cf, 274 and P. Oxy. II. p. 176. One column, numbered at the top pye, is 

practically complete, and there are parts of another in three separate 

fragments. The first entry is [é Taddoe duod(oyet) “Aprados “Eppwylos 

TOU Meas aone ovs am’ "Ofr(piyxwv) TéAcws Tavotper Terolpios amo rh(s) ad(rijs) 

kopuns Tadcews Ouo(icepe) ton(apxlas) ar€x(ew) rap’ adtod apyv(plov) (Spaxpds) 

a1 Kepar(atov) ds éd(verrer) adrdr d1a Tod év TH ad(TH) KOuN ypaplov TH éveo(rGru) 
(@ret) pnvt Nepwvelwor SeBacrd:. (Second hand) 70€(rierar) pn(vt) Nepwvetor 
LeBaorGr 16, amd6(oors) A [pJn(vds) Nepwretov Tob va (érovs), evx( _) AeAv(wevy ?). 
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A marginal note (probably by the second hand) has ]. tox(_) év aro(ypad7) 
t (@rovs). The other entries refer to loans éy Sepéu, ev Keopody(er) or ev Thee, 
and follow the same formula with similar later additions. The month 
after 70¢€(rucra), (which is once written 70érv0(ra)), is uniformly that in 
which the contract was drawn up. cds KAavduos is mentioned, and the 
papyrus was probably written in the reign of Nero (A.D. 54-68). 43 lines 
in Col. i, besides the marginal notes. 

809. 16-7x6-4cm. Ends of 22 lines from the beginning of a contract drawn 
up before the agoranomi for the sale(?) of a female slave called Texwsods. 
Dated in the reign of Trajan (A.D. 98-117). 

810. 146x10 cm. Proposal (émdéxouar prcOdcacba) addressed to Claudia 
Ptolema by Dioscorus for the lease of 3 arourae of BacwvKi) yj near Sinaru 
in the xAfpos of Xenon for the nineteenth year of Hadrian (A.D. 134-5). 
The land, being ék pépovs év aBpdyou (1. -x), was to be irrigated by the lessee 
at his own expense and cultivated xdprw eis xomjv cal Oepwhy emiwopipy 
at the total rent of 120 drachmae, the dndora being paid by the lessor. 
Cf. 780, the formula of which is almost identical. Nearly complete, but 
broken at the bottom. Title on the verso. 27 lines. 

811. 7-7x9-4 cm. 8 lines from the beginning of a letter from TéA\s to 
Antlas ?] beginning kal rd mpGrov éyplawd ool. edxapiorav ‘Epulamov (1. -1) bre 

Tavra pot Moet eis THY oHY KaTadoyny (cf. 787), Kal Ta vov eb cor hal[ve|rae ypdov 

ait®... Address on the verso. About A.D. 1. 

812. 10.2x8-3cm. Fragment of a letter containing in a postscript (1. 5) ment- 
actat Aoxpiwv [, (1. 6) pexapes d7d Aovxtov (ia. A. above the line) #xovca ydp 

Ore [, (1. 7) rv A@pikay adrod [. Dated in the twenty-fifth year of Augustus, 
Athur (B.c:.5). 8 lines. 

813. 15x11-7 cm. Conclusion of a letter in which the writer requests that 
a cargo of barley may be sent to him. About A.D. 1. 7 lines. 

814. 21:-5x11-6cm. Fragment of an account in two columns. Among the 

entries are maxtwvitais...dm7d OerPou..., Kovos [roAeuaiov rév and Evepyé- 

r[dos... Written in the fourth year (probably of Tiberius, i.e. A.D. 17-8). 
15 incomplete lines in Col. ii. 

815. 27:9x11-3cm. Fragment of an account containing names and sums of 
money arranged under different dates, the beginnings of lines being lost. 

The proper name ’OvdovéBex (dative) occurs. About A.D. 1. 1g lines. 

816. Fr. (az) 14:3 x13-1 cm. Three fragments of an account containing names 

and sums of money. |s "Iovddpov kat "Incots occurs. 10 incomplete lines 

in Fr. (a), On the verso part of another account mentioning the twenty- 

fifth year (of Augustus, i.e. B.C. 6-5). 
Ss 
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817. 9:7x20cm. 5 nearly complete lines from the top of a column containing 

a list of names and sums of money, a larger and a smaller, the second being 

probably interest, e.g. ].6( ) dua ’Avrépwros Aoxpytiov Tayav B (Spaxpat) 

py (Spaxpat) y. The twenty-first year (of Augustus, i.e. B.C. 10-9) is men- 

tioned. On the verso part of another account. 

818. 6-8xgcm. Ends of the first 7 lines of a contract dated in the thirty- 

fourth year of Augustus (A.D. 4-5), written in a semi-uncial hand. 

819. 8-6x10:6 cm. Conclusion of a letter concerning the sale of wine or oil, 

ending rd d& mpoxelpeva x(das) 8 mempac{o } Oa dv éu08 ava dpay(uds) wévTe, Ta 

xdp(a?) ex dpax(udv) & (rpuwddrov). About A.D. 1. 6 lines. 

820. 102x17-9cm. End of a letter containing the date (twenty-seventh year 

of Augustus, Tubi J[.], ie. B.C. 3) and a postscript of 7 lines, giving various 

directions. 

821. 11-5x62cm. Ends of the first 9 lines of a letter toa daughter. About 

A.D. I. 

822. 54x13 cm. Beginning of a letter from Lysimachus to his brother. 

e mpdocew takes the place of xatpew. About A.D. I. 4 lines. 

823. 24x10-2 cm. Fragment of the conclusion of a lease of land near 

Meppép6[a? Cf, 277. Dated in the twenty-fifth year of Augustus, Phaophi 

(B.C. 6). Written on the verso, the recto being blank. 13 incomplete lines. 

824. 4:8x2-5cm. Fragment containing parts of the first 10 lines of a contract 

dated in the sole reign of Ptolemy (Alexander the god) Philometor 

(B.C. 101-88). 

825. 7:8x15-9 cm. Beginning of an account of which the heading is Anunrpio 

kat "Appovl kal trois ody adrois picOwrais Levixiis mpaxtopetas mapa Yapariovols| 

mpayparevtod Méupews Mleludlelirov. Adyos Anupatos Kal dvad@plalros pnvav 

rpiay an[d] Pappodo €ws Tat rod ¢ [(@rouvs)... The beginnings of lines of 

a second column are preserved, containing a list of entries each commencing 

with 7(ap4). On the importance of this papyrus for the evixi mpaxropeta 

see 712. introd. Second century. On the verso in a different hand (?) 

parts of the first 6 lines of a document mentioning the eyKTHTEwV BiBALo-~ 

pvddkiov, perhaps the draft of a declaration. 

826. 9-5x11-9 cm. Fragment of the conclusion of a notice sent to some 

official, apparently an announcement of a death. Lines 1 sqq. Avévp{os] 

Xapir.( ) yépdwos [perprAdAage? Tov] Ploy rt eveotSre pyvi TvAr Tod devtépo(v) 

{cal} tpraxol[c|rod érovs Kaioapos. 810 d&udu eav faivyntar karaxwpioOnvar rodrTo 

bine éy|] rots mapa col PuBAlous... A.D. 3. Q lines. On the verso the 

beginning of an account. 

827. 13:5x6-8cm. Part ofa list of names. About A.D. 1. 18 lines. 
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828. 5:3xiocm. Parts of 6 lines of a petition concerning the measurements 
of a piece of land. Early first century B.c. On the verso parts of 6 much 
effaced lines of another document. 

829. 12-3x93cm. Part of a letter from Swyévys to his sister. About A.D. I. 
12 slines, 

830. 15-3x56 cm. End of 17 lines of an official letter, enclosing other 
documents. Phaophi 28 of the twenty-first year (of Philometor probably, 
i.€. B.C. 155) is mentioned. Written across the fibres. On the verso part of 
a line. 

831. Fr.(a) 6.1x9-2 cm. Two fragments of a contract beginning érovs ¢ 
[.... ev] O€(uptyxov) wd(Ae) rijs OnBlald(os). dpoldoyel Aemriv{ns . .Judvaxros 
Makedav rév Zwyyivdpios me(Ov “Hpaxadctdy[e.... The sovereign is Ptolemy 
Soter II, and the date therefore B.C. 111-0. 8 lines. 

832. 14x21-3 cm. Parts of two columns of a taxing-list of some kind. 
Col. ii begins yivera: ro a(av?) emixeparatov, TeGros dpoertka pu, OnduKd pug, 

/(ov¢] Bnoaro(s).. The fifteenth year of Augustus (B.C, 16-5) is mentioned 

in Col. i. In the blank space between the columns a second hand has 

written Zed pdxap a0avdrwy, and a third the beginning of an acknowledge- 

ment of a payment at the Serapeum of Oxyrhynchus. On the verso traces 
of two other documents, 

833. 11-°8x16 cm. Beginning of an official report concerning jpsorlar 

oneppdrwv. Lines 1-7 ovvdyovtat dd juodtas omepyldrav| ’O€vpvyx(lrov)* 

Tév m0 TOY KaTa TOmOY oLTOAldywr| @podr0(ynuevav) KExopn(yijoOat) eis KAN- 

pox{( )aty..[...] dve(  ) (aupod) coed’, du(adédpov) pnZd’, Ao(emal)] ox(s)z. 

aAAns fyuuodlas: TOV oNMavouevoy t[n6] TGV Tod vouod Tomoypappa(téwv) TrElwe 

Kexopylyjoda.... Cf. P. Tebt. I. pp. 226-7. About a.D. 1. 8 lines. 

834. 4:5xg98cm. Conclusion of a letter dated in the twenty-sixth year of 

Augustus, Mesore (B.c. 4), mentioning a voyage «is "OpvBovus. 6 lines. 

835. 19:8x12-8cm. An offer to purchase confiscated land at Pela, addressed 

to Gaius Sep[plius Rufus; cf. 721, which has the same formula. The 

purchase price, which was to be paid éml rip év 76 Salplarel dnlyootay 

[rpameCav, was not less than 100 drachmae. The earlier portion is much 

mutilated. For the conclusion see 721. 14-5, note. About A.D. 13. 
14 lines. 

836. 13-5x12-8cm. Loan of 32 artabae rupod orepeod from Theoxenus to two 

Ilepoa: [tis émvyov|7s and a third person. Lines 6 sqq. dmoddrwcay 5€ ot 

dedavercpévor Ocokev ras tprdxovta dvo dptdBas Tov mupdy ev pyvt Tladve rod 

Exkatdexatov érous ev 'Okuptyywy moder Tupdv oTepedy véov Kabapdy Adodoy péTpPH 

TEeTpaxowlkw ay{o)pavopikm KaractHoavres Tots idlos aly|nAdpact K.7t.A. For 

5 2 
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uérpov ayopavomixdy cf. 740. 17, note, and for the formula cf. the late 

Ptolemaic loans from Gebelén, e.g. P. Grenf. I. 23. First century B.c.; the 

sixteenth year refers to Neos Dionysus (B.C. 66-5) or Augustus (B.C. 15-4). 

Nearly complete, but broken at the beginning. 30 lines. The papyrus 

has been gummed on to two similar documents, of which parts of a few 

lines are preserved. 

837. 18-6x15-5 cm. Will of Apollos daughter of Paésis, leaving her property 

at Kerkemounis jointly to Didymus son of Diolgenes], probably a son 

by her first marriage, and to the offspring of her present marriage with 

Apollos son of Ophelas, with provisions for the ¢epyj and mapdpepva of 

a daughter and for the guardianship of the children. Dated in the second 

year of Hadrian (A.D. 117-8). Cf. 489-95. Written across the fibres. 30 

lines, of which only the beginnings are preserved. 

838. 30:-5x9:5 cm. Lease of land at the ‘Hpakadctéou énolkiov from Diogenes 

to two persons, with the signature of the lessor. The formula follows that 

of eg. 499. The conclusion is ris émvomijjs otons tot Avoyévovs. Kupla 7 

plcOwors. Dated in the twenty-first year of Hadrian, Thoth (A.D. 136). 
Incomplete. 52 lines. 

839. 27-5x17-1cm. Letter from Eutychides to his mother, the earlier part 

describing an accident to a boat. Lines 6 sqq. os évavdynoev kata Hrodepaida 

Kat HAGE poe yuuvods Kexiydvvevkads. edOews Nydpaca alta. otoAnv. A paxatpopdpos 

is mentioned, apparently as the bearer of the letter. Early first century A.D. 

Incomplete. 26 lines. 

APPENDIX I 

Addenda and Corrigenda to Oxyrhynchus Papyri Part I1 
and Laydm Towns and their Papyri. 

For the literature connected with these volumes see the successive bibliographies of 
papyri by Wilcken in the Archiv, and by de Ricci in the Revue des études grecques. 
After an examination of the articles in question and a comparison with the papyri, we give 
here a list of those suggestions which both affect our transcriptions of the texts and 
are satisfactory. Proposed alterations which are unsuitable, or are based upon alternatives 
mentioned in our notes, or in the case of literary texts are confined to the supplements 
of lacunae, are generally ignored. Where the source of the correction is not indicated, 
it is Our own. 
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Part. HL. 211. 34. dipape|p for al. », y |v (Weil) is possible. 
214. Recto 7. The vestige of a letter before al is too slight to afford any clue. The 

same remark applies to the two letters after we in |. 15. 
as Possibly vo |voov exXeuv (Ludwich). } 

Verso 11. Possibly ols medal ylo[s (Platt), but it is not certain that a letter is lost after «Aa, 
and the following vestiges suit « better than 0. Perhaps m|edaye[u¢w» (Bolling). 

12. t|...|¢.| . os: the doubtful r may be a, but neither mlemelo[pe|vos (Platt) nor m[emo|d Olas 
(Bolling) seem to suit. 

13. w.. Aov: the first letter is more like v than p. 
14. 1. ao|ru|pedckros (Ludwich) at the end of the line. 

215. i. 28. wow should very likely be read in place of doow, but there is not room for 
[aya|do[y vo ore (Fraccaroli). 

216. i. 2. Any is a misprint for Ans. 
218. The position in Col. ii conjecturally assigned by us to Fr. (c) may be considered 

certain. Line 26 is pay o| vp leper | (or, as Crénert suggests, e| rep |eper), 247 vumep t(ns| 

oAns [, 28 Apxealao|s kat Znv| odoros (cf. our note ad loc.), 29 perhaps [ev ros| mept Tapou (ev 

rots Cronert). Fragment (4) probably joins Fr. (a) so that Fr. (a) i. 18 and Fr. (4) 1 
form one line, i.e. \foyra ro~. Fr. (e) probably belongs to the bottom of Fr. (a) ii. 

219. 11. Acdoles Keloai (i.e. Ketrac) (Platt) is possible. 
17. For epuolv| rpopny Wilamowitz suggests opviOo|rpofuv. 4 in place of o is possible, but 

the first letter is more like « than o. The 7 of tpodny is certain. 
220. A newly-found fragment, apparently from the top of a column, contains the 

beginnings of two lines rvyxaly and pat 7. Cf. 221 ad jin. 
x. 16. The penultimate letter before aval is 8 or x. 
xi. 20. en|e o|rexov (Leo) is possible, but de m[o|s for the preceding letters is unsuitable. 

221. i. 1. 1. ore for re (Ludwich). 
2. ta Baputovia (Ludwich) is not very suitable. 
17. to» before dappouy (Ludwich) is possible. 
21. Possibly amo{pevyer (Ludwich), but the doubtful letter is more like y or «, 

ii. 3. 1. velkpous (Allen). 
Owl: reNeuTay | (Wilamowitz). 

iii. 2. The traces of a letter before ceday suit or « better than v. The papyrus has 

dueNoly, i.e. the first hand wrote Sedov which was corrected to deehov (Diels). 

3. k Tpapes for y Mapes (Diels). 

6. 1. wdevo for emheto (Diels). 

23-4. |. ke « | [noo evhalyro (Ludwich). 

25. |st|rqv (Ludwich) is possible. 
26-7. 1. yeylove|var (Ludwich). 

iv. 18. The vestiges before a are too faint to afford a clue. 

vi. 11. awy|nrar o yovos (Ludwich) is possible. 

vii. 5. malp| Avax{peovre (Platt, Ludwich) cannot be read, but ovres de Kat Avak|peov 18 

possible. 
15. lL. ravrqy for take mee 

roo Ga cavras | Ae Jal. .|vag| for cay rat). . | . kal. Al . rao|. ' ‘ 

9. d¢ replno\s for & emopevO|ns (Ludwich) is just possible, but the letter following m is 

more like o than e. 
1g. 1. kpava Medavols for kpavav eX\tKo|s (Wilamowitz). 

xii, 10. The vestiges on either side of v are too slight to give a clue. 

26. mov might be read instead of rev. 
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xiv. 25. » at the end of the line is extremely doubtful. There are more probably two 
letters. 

26. orevouper| at| yns (Ludwich) is possible. 

Xvi, 20-1, €||7 veov (Ludwich) is possible, but the m is extremely doubtful. 
Xvil. 12. e|y adn (Ludwich) is possible. 
Fr. (a) 5. A@nrloxAns (Crénert) is possible. 
The beginnings of 12 lines are contained on a new fragment which the recto (cf. 220) 

seems to show is from near the bottom of a column, while 1. 9 um aguos (cf. //. xxi. 318-21) 
indicates that it belongs to the column lost before Col. xvi. 

Pelee mete | Ta TroTap| 

Ca OP S|) Tovant| 

ovT@| um acwos [ 

mo Seo] Io pas €K T| 

3 (eee aBaoral 

[.] rev7| [. -JeAag] 

222. 17. ov(ras) Kparns (Diels) can be read. 
230. 32. en|rovuny is a misprint for en |roupny. 
232. 2. Insert 7 after edicac6[n. 
237. iv. 8. 1. exAeyoperny (Gradenwitz). 

17. l. r@ AokAnmady [drrjodedaxevar (Grad.), 

21. 1. rod yap AckAn|mdd|ov tO Kd (rer) [d\arod|v|ros (Grad.). 
26. 1, d|uodoynpara yeyevijo Oat ple] (or p[ot]) (Grad.). 

30. |. tHs b€ pyt| peas ovotas| (Grad.). 

Bes emurrapevo| v| (Grad.) is possible. 

v. 7. {ov} is a mistake for és (Grad.). 
4-8. 1. kataddBys dévov em’ ene dvdmeprpor. 
16. 1. av[arro |umijs aévov (Blass). 

34. 1. did before xpnyarvopaey (Grad.), 
38. 1. dvvac{O}a (Grad.). 
“pa, We fay [a wednOqvar, 

vi. 18. 1. obtwos (Blass). 

21. 1. dw éuod for dds. 

24. 1. émi ris pln|rpdas ovoias BovdAnbcion cuvevd. (Grad.). 
25. 1. dwaddlarr . . . (Grad.). 
31. L 1d... . macGale| e? ovt efdy. 

vil. 22. 1. bad Aoimns (i.e. Avmns) for brodoinns (Wilamowitz). 
23. 1. nvvxévar for nrovkevat (Wilam.). 

26-7. évéykayros 1s a mistake for évéykayra (Wilam.). 
40. 1. per’ dda for perddda (Grad.), 
Vill, 24-5. ]. rats yapouper| acs | dud TO Kal (Grad., G-H.). 
27. 1. dnd for rod. vy (referring to Trajan’s reign) can be read, as Stein suggested, for 

xy, but cf. 712. 7, where a Sulpicius Similis is mentioned certainly long after Trajan’s 
time and perhaps in the reign of Commodus. 
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255. 16. 1. [el [b|yis for |... reas. 
265. 39. |. idpevparor, 

269. ii. 2. 1. [pjaxpé for [M|dxp@ (Wilam.). 
270. 25. A line has dropped out of the text. 1. kal Sunes apotpats €& hpioes tais emt TO avrd 

KaTou|kukijs Kal @ynuevns eis KaTOLKLaV K.T.A, (Goodspeed). 

273. 5. 1. card [‘Polpator 2 6\n ind Kr.d, 
8. The letters following ov might be read as tov. 

274, 22. 1. émxaraBon(js) for émtkataxon(ovbovr) (Wessely). 
24-5. [€uBaded||cews (Wessely) is possible. 

277. 9-13. 1. Acove|otov 7) 7\7\s vis [br |oNoyetrax avrou| . aes [. bd abt | ovgwe Hyon, 

[BeBa\ovren Oe Ai ovvoros TH plcdocty| | maone [B\eBalooer, Be Basov|uevns de al rs Kopucer@oay \| 

Kowas TA [ ye pnpea(ra) eri] ras mepl Il ape b {ral pxovoas| | dau (1. Gs) K.7.A, 

286. 19. 1. drodédcew (i.e. amodéow) for dnodacew (Wilam.). 

287. 7. 1. wdvra for mavr(a). 

289. 3. The abbreviation beginning with o which recurs in this papyrus 1s probably 

ov(p)ra(v) 5 cf. 574. 

298. 42. y is a misprint for ». 

Fayhim Towns and their Papyrt. 

Dwils 30 5 eAK@v [r|ple|xa for Oe... pr. 5 =| a (Weil) is possible. 

23. {orld for [.|..a4 (Weil) is possible. 
32. 1. avySov for avydy|» (Weil). 

8. ro. [e] isa misprint for [re]. 
10. This fragment has been identified by Plasberg and Ferrini as coming from Ulpian, Z2d. 

xlv. (Dig. xxix. 1.1). 3.1. proferrt for professe. 6.1. erga for esise. 10. 1. melotes 

festamenta, 11. |. factalnt for ental. 

11. 22. 1. [0] x(adlas éxov (Wilcken). 

20. introd. p. 117. 1. 5. d|maros (de Ricci) for |raros is possible. The edict is assigned by 

Dessau to Julian instead of Severus Alexander. 

6. « rt (Wilamowitz) can be read in place of en. 

8. ew before cat tavra is corrected by Wilamowitz to ér. 

15. €& dadvtoly Kparel | xpnparey (Wilamowitz) is better than our é€ dmdvro|y | xpnpa- 

riteo Oa. 

23. introd. ]. Tapatea(s) for Tapavow( ) (Smyly); cf. the modern Zamia. 

23 (a). 5-6. ]. KaBaceirov . . . MernAir{ou}, 

27. 32. 1. yropio for . reupeo (Wessely). 

42 (a). 15. 1. ypappar(txod) for ypappar(éas); cf. P. Tebt. I. p. 28. 

46.) Bande apo for .. y( - 

48, 3. 1. mpdyo(ves) ‘stepson’ (Wilcken). 

50. 5. ke dpdp(ov) for Adp(aros) (Wilcken). 

67-76. 1. reTeA( @pnrat) for reréX(eorar) (Wilcken). 

(es Bes dvteoupBon(noe) Tlanous red wvnoapevos) (Wilcken). Similarly in 74. 1. ]. avte- 

oupBdr( noe). 

96. |. A.D. 143 for A.D. 122. 

110. 1. 1. BeAduyvos (Wilamowitz). 

a ak mror| ir \dr@oay for ov| a |draoav (Wilamowitz). 
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112. 4. 1. SPoryrfp}ous; cf. P. Amh. II. gt. 11 note. 
116. 3-4. 1. a||y|pous for fa|pous (Wilamowitz). 

138. 1. kpetveras = xpivere (Wilamowitz). 
244 is probably written across the fibres of the recto, not on the verso, 
284 is dated in the roth year of Antoninus (a. p. 146). 

JRA Te INI 10) 

A revised text of Part III, no. 405 (Irenaeus, Contra Haereses, iii. 9). 

The seven fragments of an early Christian work published as 405 were identified 
by Dr. J. Armitage Robinson as belonging to the lost Greek original of Irenaeus’ treatise 
Contra HHaereses, which is extant only in a Latin translation, and when fitted together 
correspond to part of ili. 9. A provisional reconstruction was given by him in Asheneum, 
Oct. 24, 1903; cf. our note, zéed., Nov. 7, and that of Dr. Rendel Harris, 2é7d., Nov. 14. 
We now print a revised text of the whole. The chief interest of the discovery lies in the 
resulting correspondence between the readings of Irenaeus’ quotation from Matt. iii. 16-4 
in ll. 23-9 and those of the Codex Bezae. The Latin translation there has the ordinary 
reading Hic est ( filius meus), whereas the original agrees with D in having (1. 28) od ef? in 
place of ofrés eorw, and a variant peculiar to D (és for écet before mepiorépav) occurs in I. 25 
(Lat. guasz). ‘These two unsuspected coincidences between Irenaeus and D, of which the 
one is misrepresented, the other inevitably obscured by the Latin translator, indicate that 
the extent of the agreement between Irenaeus’ quotations and the text of the Codex Bezae 
is even larger than what the imperfect evidence of the Latin translation has led critics to 
suppose’ (A/hen., Nov. 7). 

Coli: Col. ii. 

[eer ep siecle cate lute enews ois  XpE Pace fer: AiBjav[ov Se ort Os o 
[orov] gov [wpocev Ks T]w Alav [kat yvlworos [ev tm Tovdata 
[esd alAnO[eca Kale oly un abe 20 [yevlopevos klae eudavns ros 
[T]n[ve}e [alvroy ex xklaplrov rns Pn (ntovow [avtov Kat emt 

5 kothtas cov Onalopja emt Opo Tov Pantiiopov dnot Marba 
[vov gov Kale m[aduw]- yvooros > os. avewl_xOnoay o ovpavor 
[ev 7 Tovdata o Os Klar eyevn > Kau elev tio TVA Tov Ov KaTa 
[On ev etpnvyn o Tolmos avrouv 25 > Bavoy ws mlepictepay Kat 
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[Kat TO KaToLKnTyp oy avTou > epxopevoy «is avTov Kat 

ro [ev Sov els ouly Kat o av > wWov dor[n eK Tay ovpavey 

[ros Os 0 v0 Tay] mpody{Tl@ > AEeyovta ov et Oo US pov Oo aya 

[knpvocopevo|s Kat uo Tou > mnytos [ely w [evdoxyoa ov 

[evayyeAlou .|rayyed[A jope 30 yap ToTe 0 XS [KareBn es 

[vos Kat o US ex] mrapbev[ov] tov Iv ovd afdAos pev o xs 

PRGA St abersterct ae ] 6v Kat To [ao addos de I[s adda 0 doyos roy 

[Tpov Hoatas pev ovjros [e Ov 0 cwrt[np mavtwy Kat KU 

[mpopntevoey avare]dlec plevaly ovpavov Kat yns 

13. emayyeAhouevos would be expected (annuntiatus Lat.), but the letter before ayy is 
more like r or y than z. 

14-5. The Latin has e¢ hucus filius qui ex fructu venirts David, td est ex David 
virgine et Emmanuel, cuius e¢ stellam &c. The papyrus version is much shorter. 

16. For Hoaas instead of Badaap cf. Rendel Harris, Athen, Nov. 14. 
31. The Latin has 2 Lesum, neque alius quidem Christus, The supposed v of Iv is 

more like 7, but it is impossible to read Inv, and for the omission of 7 in the earliest con- 
tractions of "Incois cf. e.g. 1. 

APPENDIX III 

List of Oxyrhynchus and Fayim Papyri distributed. 

We give here a list of the papyri published in Oxyr/ynchus Papyrt, Parts I-III, and 
Faytim Towns and their Papyrt, which have been presented to different museums and 
libraries. Those papyri which do not appear have for various reasons not yet been dis- 
tributed and are still at Queen’s College, Oxford. Where ascertainable, we have added the 
present reference numbers in the catalogues of the several institutions to which the papyri 
now belong. The following abbreviations are employed :— 

Am, = America. The papyri under this heading have only recently been sent to America, 
and details of the distribution are not yet forthcoming. 

B. M. = British Museum. The numbers refer to the catalogue of papyri. 
Belfast = Belfast Museum. 
Bod. = Bodleian Library, Oxford. The references are to the hand-list of MSS, 
Bolton = Chadwick Museum, Bolton, Lancs. 
Bradfield = Library of Bradfield College, Berks, 
Bristol = Bristol Museum. 
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Brussels = Musées Royaux, Brussels, Belgium. 
Cairo = Museum of Antiquities, Cairo. The numbers are those of the inventory ; cf. our 

Catalogue of Greek Papyri in the Cairo Museum. 
Camb. = Cambridge University Library. The numbers refer to the ‘ Additions.’ 

Chicago = Haskell Museum, University of Chicago, U.S.A. The papyri are all numbered 

‘ Accession 33.’ 
Clifton = Library of Clifton College, Bristol. 
Columbia = Library of Columbia University, New York, U.S.A. 
Dublin = Library of Trinity College, Dublin. 
Dundee = Library of University College, Dundee. 
Edinburgh = Library of Edinburgh University. 
Eton = Library of Eton College, Windsor. 
Glasgow = Library of Glasgow University. 
Graz = Library of Graz University, Austria. 
Haileybury = Library of Haileybury College, Hertford. 
Hamilton = Hamilton College, U.S.A. 
Harrow = Library of Harrow School. 
Harvard = Semitic Museum of Harvard University, Mass., U.S.A. 
Holloway = Library of Holloway College, Egham. 
Johns Hopkins = Library of Johns Hopkins University, Maryland, U.S.A. 
Liverpool = Liverpool Free Public Museum. 
Melbourne = Library of Melbourne University, Victoria. 
Owen’s Coll. = Museum of Owen’s College, Manchester. 
Pennsyl. = Museum of Science and Art, University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 
Princeton = Library of Princeton University, N.J., U.S.A. 
Repton = Library of Repton School, Burton-on-Trent. 
Rugby = Library of Rugby School. 
Smiths. = Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 
St. Andrews = Library of St. Andrews University. 
Toronto = Toronto University, Canada. 
Vassar = Library of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, U.S.A. 
Vict. = Museum of Victoria University, Toronto, Canada. 
Winchester = Library of Winchester College. 
Yale = Library of Yale University, U.S.A. 

Oxyrhynchus Papyrt. 

by Bod. .Gr. thse. 7 1.10 yale, 20. B. M. 742. 31. Camb. 4031. 
(P). iB. May 4G: 21. Chicago. 32. Bod. Lat. class. 

2. Pennsyl. 2746. 12. Camb. 4029. 22. Be M743. oa 5 (E )e 
3. Chicago. 13. Columbia. 23. Camb. 4030. 35. Pennsyl. 2749. 
4. Camb. 4027. 14, Edinburgh. 24. Yale. 36. Bod. Gr. class. 
5. Bod. Gr. th. 7 9 | 15. Glasgow. 25. Johns Hopkins. d. 60 (P). 

(Ee 16.° Pennsyl..2747. 9) 20, eb..Wegade 37. B. M. 746. 
6. Camb. 4028. 17. Johns Hopkins. | 27. Chicago. 38. Cairo 10002. 
i DaWls 780. 13, By Mo yar. 28. St. Andrews. 39. Cairo 10001. 
8. Harvard 2211. 19, Princeton 0132. | 29. Pennsyl. 2748. 40. Camb. 4032. 
9. Dublin Pap. B. 1. 692. 19. 30. B. M. 745. 41. Cairo 10073. 



42. B. M. 744. 
43. B. M. 748. 

. B. M. 449: 
45. Pennsyl. 2750. 
46. Harvard 2212. 
47, BoM. 750. 

. Harrow. 
49, “Dublin Pap. E. 1. 

. Dublin Pap. F. 1. 
51. Edinburgh. 
52. Glasgow. 
Bees ty 
. Chicago. 

55 (3 copies). Camb. 
4033-5. 

6. Camb. 4036. 
. Johns Hopkins. 

S00 Boo ys2: 
be Miya 3: 

6iy Camb.-403'7. 
62, Bod. 'Gr: 

d, 61 (P). 
63. Cairo 10007. 
64. Princeton 0132. 

692. 64. 
65. Pennsyl]. 2751. 
66. Camb. 4038. 
67 (2 copies). B. M. 

754- 
68. Owen’s Coll. 
69. Chicago. 
70. Vassar. 
71. B. M. 7555 
72. Glasgow. 
72 (a). Chicago. 

. Owen’s Coll. 

. Hamilton. 
75. Chicago. 
76. Camb. 4039. 
77. Dublin Pap. D. 2. 
Teds W756: 

. Winchester. 
81. B.M. 75%. 
82. Bala 5s: 

. Rugby. 
83 (a). Repton. 
84. B. M. 759. 
85. B. M. 760. 
86. Camb. 4040. 

. Dublin Pap. D. 1. 

class. 
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. Pennsyl. 2752. 

. Cairo 10008. 
ioBs Mi. FO1: 
. Holloway. 
. Harvard 2213. 
bb, May 02. 
B. M. 463. 

. Holloway. 

. Camb. 4041. 

. Edinburgh. 
be Wat OA. 
a Ballavos. 
. Edinburgh. 
. Chicago. 
|B. Ni 66: 

B. M. 764. 
. Camb. 4042. 
. Dublin Pap.C.1. 
. Chicago. 
. Cairo 10006, 
. Pennsyl. 2753. 
. Harvard 2214. 
. Eton, 
. Clifton. 
. Harrow. 
. Cairo 1oort. 
. Eton. 
mY ale: 
. Clifton. 
. Chicago. 
. Camb. 4043. 
. Bod. Gr. 
66 (P). 

. Haileybury. 

. Chicago. 
a Delle 768. 
. Cairo 10014. 
. Winchester. 
eaIronroou2: 
. Cairo 10085. 
. Cairo 10084. 
. Cairo 
. Cairo 
. Cairo 10072. 
:) Cairo 
. Cairo 10133. 
. Cairo 
. Cairo 10053. 
. Cairo 
. Cairo 

10121. 
10082. 

10063. 

10056. 

IOOI8. 

10103. 

class. 

13%. Cairo 
138. Cairo 
139. Cairo 
140. Cairo 
141. Cairo 
142. B. M. 

143. B. M. 
144. Cairo 10071. 
145. Cairo 10066. 
146. Cairo 10076. 
147. Cairo 10074. 
148. Cairo 10075. 
149. Cairo 10045. 
150. Cairo 10051. 
151. Cairo 10094. 
152. Cairo 10048. 
153. Cairo 10044. 
154, Cairo 1oro2. 
155. Cairo 10020, 
156. Cairo 10035. 
157. Cairo 10042. 
158. Cairo 10043. 
159-63. Chicago. 
164. B. M. 771. 
165. Camb. 4044. 
166. 

c. 47 (P). 
167. 

J: 67 (P). 
168. Pennsyl. 2754. 
169. Vassar. 
170. Harvard 2215. 
171. Camb. 4045. 
Ii Ao 

I. 

W773. 

174. 
175. 
igs 

10034. 
10100. 
10049. 
10057. 
10096. 
769. 

770. 

St. Andrews. 

Bristol. 

Brussels. 

d. 62 (P). 
. Hamilton. 
yee Bes 
. Harvard 2216. 
. Pennsyl. 2755. 

f 68 (P). 

. Glasgow. 

Bod. Gr. class. 

Bod. Gr. class. 

Melbourne Pap. 

Johns Hopkins. 

. Bod. Gr. class. 

. Bod. Gr. class. 

. Dublin Pap. F. 2. 

. Dublin Pap. E.2. 
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86s Bods Gre class, 

f 69 (P). 
187. Melbourne Pap. 

2. 
188. Bod. Gr. class. 

d. 63 (P), 
89S BMT 373: 
192. Camb. 4046. 
193.3. M474 
194. Pennsyl. 2756. 
195.73. M7 75: 
L072 Be M.476; 
198 Be Mey 77: 
199. B. M. 778. 
200. Harvard 2217. 
20122 Be NiO: 
202. Camb. 4047. 
204. Edinburgh. 
PAO, 18k IMIG GikeKe: 
206. Yale. 
207.2 BD. NEWT Ome 
208, Doe 732. 
209. Harvard 2218. 
210. Camb. 4048. 
Pad les Me Seny. 
212 nBe Marr So: 
Pi, s\n. 
214. B. M, 1181. 
PGi 1B, INL, cents: 
216— Yale: 
217. Camb. 4049. 
218. B. M. 1183. 
219. Am. 
220-1. B. M. 1184. 
222. B. M.1185. 
223. Bod. Gr. class. 

a. 8 {P). 
924, B. M. 783. 
225. B. M. 784. 
226. Columbia. 
227; BoM. 785. 
228. Bod. Gr. class. 

d. 64 (P). 
229. B. M. 786. 
230. Johns Hopkins. 
231. Camb. 4050. 
2320 BoaNezer: 
233. Pennsyl. 2757: 
234. St. Andrews. 
235. Camb. 4051. 
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236. B. M. 788. 
237. 

a. 8 (P). 
238. Dublin Pap.E.3. 
239. Pennsyl. 2758. 
240. B. M. 789. 
241. Princeton 0132. 

692. 241. 
242. Graz. 
243. B. M. 790. 
244, B. M. vor. 
245. Pennsyl. 2759. 
246. Camb. 4052. 
247. Glasgow. 
248. Camb. 4053. 
249. Yale. 

252. Liverpool. 
253. Graz. 
254-7. Am. 
258. Brussels. 
259. Am. 

260. Dublin Pap. D. 
ay, 

261. B. M. 4792. 
262. Columbia. 
263. Melbourne Pap. 

or 
264. Camb. 4054. 
265. Vict. 
266. B. M. 1187. 
267. Am. 
269. Pennsyl. 2760. 
270. B. M. 793. 
272. Am. 
273. Brussels. 
274. 
275. 
276. 
277. 
278. B. M. 795. 
279. Camb. 4055. 
280. Camb. 4056. 
281. Holloway. 
282. Yale. 
283. Bristol. 
284. Harvard 2219. 
285, B, M. 796. 
236, B, M. 79%. 

Bod. Gr class: 
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287. Am. 
288. B. M. 798. 
289. B. M. 799. 
290. Pennsyl. 2761. 
291. B. M, 800. 
292. Camb. 4057. 
293-5. Am. 
296. Johns Hopkins. 
297-8. Am. 
299. Bradfield. 
300. Bradfield. 
301, Baie Sor, 
302. Bod. Gr. class. 

g. 47 (P). 
803. Bod. Gr. class. 

g. 48 (P). 
304. Camb. 4058. 
305. Bod. Gr. class. 

én40 (FP). 
306. Cairo 10003. 
20 pa Camosvoor2s 
308. Dublin Pap.B.2. 
309. Edinburgh. 
310. Glasgow. 
311. St. Andrews. 
312. Owen’s Coll. 
313. Camb. 4059. 
314. Harvard 2220. 
8315. Bod. Gr. class. 

d. 65 (P). 
316. Bod. Gr. class. 

€270 (EP): 
317. Columbia. 
318. B. M. 802. 
319. Johns Hopkins. 
320. Princeton 0132. 

692. 320. 
321, Bods Gin class: 

d. 66 (P). 
$22. Bod. Gr class. 

c. 49 (P). 
323. Pennsyl. 2762. 
324. Bod. Gr. class. 

e. 80 (P). 
325. Bod. Gr. class. 

d. 67 (P). 
326. Bod. Gr. class. 

é. 79 (P). 
327. Pennsyl. 2763. 
328. Harvard 2221. 

329 
330 
331 
332 

Yale. 
Columbia. 
Johns Hopkins. 
Princeton 0132. 

692. 332. 
333. Princeton 0132. 

602: 433- 

334, 

335, 

336. 
Jal. 

338, 

Boon 

. St. Andrews. 

. Owen’s Coll. 
. Camb. 4061. 
. Dublin Pap.E.4. 
. Pennsyl. 2764. 
. Columbia. 
. Melbourne Pap. 

Johns Hopkins. | 
Camb. 4060. 
Dublin Pap. F. 3. 
Edinburgh. 
Glasgow. 
B. M. 803. 

. Camb. 4062. 
; Pennsyl. 2765. 
. Pennsyl. 2766. 
. Camb. 4063. 
. Yale. 
. Columbia. 
. Johns Hopkins. 
» Ba MEsSous 
. Camb. 4064. 
. Dublin Pap. E.5. 

307, Princeton 0132. 

692. 357: 
358 
309 
360 

Columbia. 
Glasgow. 
Bod. Gr. class. 

é. Ot (P: 
361. 

eo2n( E,). 
. Harvard 2222. 
. Camb. 4065. 
. Dublin Pap.F. 4. 
. Dublin Pap.E.6. 

3. Dublin Pap. E.7, 
= Bs IML, BOR, 
Graze. 
. Hamilton. 
. B. M. 806. 
. Brussels, 
5 Wate 

Bod. Gr. class. 

373. Bod. Gr. class: 

J. 70 (P). 
374. B. M. 804. 
375. Camb. 4066, 
376. Edinburgh. 
377. B. M. 808. 

378. B. M. 809. 
379. Bod. Gr. class. 

»O3KP), 
380. Camb. 4067. 
381. B. M. 810. 
382. B. M. 811. 

383. Camb. 4068. 
384. B. M. 812. 
385. Dublin Pap.F.5. 
386. Bod. Gr. class. 

f. 71 (P). 
387. Bod. Gr. class. 

e. 84 (P). 
388. Dublin Pap.F.6. 
389. Bod. Gr. class. 

. 85 (P). 
390. Bod. Gr. class. 

d. 68 (P). 
oe 

392. 

393. 

394, 

395; 

is} 

as} 

Camb. 4069. 
Am. 

396. B. M. 814. 
397. Bod. Gr. class. 

d, 69 (P). 
398. Bod. Gr. class. 

¢. 50 (P). 
399. Columbia. 
400. Bod. Gr. class. 
GUTONE 

401-2. Am. 

407. B. M. 1189. 
445. B. M. 1190. 
446-8. Am. 

449. Brussels. 
450. Graz. 
451. Vict. 
452-3. Am. 

454. Bod. Gr. class, 
c. 54 (P). 

455=+6. Am. 

457. Vict. 

458-62, Am, 



463. Bod. Gr. class. 
any (PR): 

469. Am. 
476. Am. 

479-80. Am. 

482. Am. 

484. Brussels. 
487. Am. 

499. Vict. 
502-3. Am. 

505. Am. 
508. Am. 

510. Am. 
512. Am. 

516-8. Am. 

1. Camb. 4070. 
2. Bes tO 2% 
Bs day, WE, Siti, 
4. B. M. 816. 
5. Dr. W. C. Win- 
slow. 

6. Cairo 10764. 
7, -B. Me 847. 
8. Toronto. 
oem. 
0. Bod. Lat. class. ¢. 

5 (P). 
11. Cairo 10765. 
2 eee VinnomnS. 

13. Smiths. 217860. 
14. Am. 
15.) Graz 
16. B: Mirero: 
17. Bod. Gr. 
aegel). 

phen [sy iE am goey 
LSi(ayebe Wipro 4: 
18 (4). Brussels. 
19-20. Am. 
21. Cairo 10766. 
22-3. Am. 
23 (a). Bod.Gr. class. 

¢. 53 (P). 
24. Cairo 10869. 

class. 
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522-3, Am. 
526-7. Am. 

529. Am. 
531-2. Am. 

534-41. Am. 

542, Owen’s Coll. 
543-9. Am. 

550. B, M. i19¢. 
551-3. Am. 

554. Graz. 
555-7. Am. 

558. Belfast. 
559. Am. 
560. Vict. 

561-72. Am. 

Fayim 

25. Yale. 
26. Cairo 10764. 
27. Brussels. 
28. Vassar. 
29. Pennsyl. 2767. 
30-1. Toronto. 

| 32, Princeton 0132. 
B40. 32. 

33. Johns Hopkins. 
34. Cairo 10768. 
35, Cairo 10769. 
362, Cairo 10770; 
37. Cairo 10235. 
Sou ben 8 20: 
39. Cairo 10771, 
40. Brussels. 
41. Smiths. 217853. 
42. Columbia. 
42 (a). B. M. 1195. 
AS), 183, IML. Boi. 
44, B. M. 822. 

45, B. M. 823; 
46. Owen’s Coll. 

47. Cairo £0772, 
47 (a). Cairo 10773. 
48. Cairo 10774. 
49, Cairo 10775. 
50. Cairo 10776. 
Bl; Cairo 1077 7 

573. Brussels. 
575. Am. 
576. Brussels. 
577-8. Am, 
580. Am. 

581. Dundee. 
582-8. Am. 

589. Graz. 
590-8. Am. 

603. Graz. 
604. Bolton. 
605-7. Am. 

608. Vict. 

609-10. Am. 

612-3, Am. 

Papyrt. 

52. Cairo 10778. 
52 (a). Cairo 10779. 
HS}, ANTM. 
54. Cairo 10780, 
Doan ict. 
56. Cairo 10781. 
57. Cairo 10225. 
58-60. Am. 
61, Cairo 10782. 
62, Cairo 10221. 
63-5. Am. 

665 Galo 16231, 
Bia ViCt: 
68. B. M. 824 (a). 
69. Cairo 10239. 
70. Cairo 10240. 
71. Pennsyl. 2768. 
72. Graz. 
73. Cairo 10236. 
74. Cairol1623 7: 
75. Johns Hopkins. 
76. Princeton 0132. 

340. 76. 
76 (a). B. M. 824 (2). 
ti. Aan, 
78. Smiths. 217856. 
79. Cairo 10241. 
80-1, Am. 
82. Cairo 10783. 
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614. Owen’s Coll. 
615-33. Am. 

634. Bod. Gr. class. 

d. 73 (P). 
635. Bod. Gr. class. 

e. 86 (P). 
636. Graz. 
637. Viet 
633-43. Am. 

644. Graz. 

645. Am. 

647.) Graz 
648-50. Am. 

651. Belfast. 
652. Am. 

83. Cairo 10784. 
84, Cairo 10224. 
85. Cairo 10785. 
86, 86 (a). Am. 
Sia Ba Ma s2ns 
88. Pennsyl. 2769. 
89. B. M. 826. 
90. Cairo 10786. 
91. Cairo 10787. 
92. Harvard 2223. 
93. Brussels. 
94. Am, 
95. Cairo 10788. 
96. Cairo 10789. 
97. Cairo 10790. 
98. Cairo 10791. 
99. Cairo 10792. 

. Cairo 10793. 

. Smiths. 217851. 
. Cairo 10794. 
Aaweol 
. Cairo 10795. 
a Bay £106, 
» ANTM, 
=» Cairo’ £07090% 
. Cairo 10797: 
. Cairo 10798. 

110: Am. 

111. Vict 
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112. Smiths. 217852. 
113. Am. 
114. Cairo 10799. 
115. Am. 
116. Graz. 
IIL. JeNtaay- 
118. Bristol. 
119-20. Am. 

121. Cairo 10800, 
122. Cairo 10801. 
123. Cairo 10802. 
124, Cairo 10803. 
125. Cairo 10804. 
126. Cairo 10805. 
127. Cairo 10243. 
128. Cairo 10806. 
129. Cairo 10807. 
130. Cairo 10808. 
131. Cairo 10809. 
132. Rugby. 
133. Cairo 10795. 
134. Cairo ro81o. 
135. Columbia. 
136. Cairo 10811. 
137-8. Am. 
139. Cairo 10812. 
140. B. M. 
141, Cairo 102174. 
142. Cairo 10247. 
143. Cairo 10242. 
144, Cairo 10219. 
145, Am. 

146. Bolton. 
147-50. Am. 
151. B. M. 827. 
152. Cairo 10220, 
153. Graz. 
154. Am. 
155. Vict. 
156. Am. 
157. Harvard 2224. 
158-9. Am. 

160. Cairo 10218. 
161. Cairo 10234. 
162. Cairo 10232, 
163. Cairo 10233. 
164, Columbia. 
165. Johns Hopkins. 
166. Princeton 0132. 

340, 166. 

THER OGY RH VINGHU SBR iay rel, 

167. B. M. 828 (a). 
168. Harvard 2225. 
169. B. M. 828 (6). 
170. Toronto. 
171. Glasgow. 
172. B. M. 828 (c). 
173. B. M. 828(d). 
174. Pennsyl. 2770. 
175. Edinburgh. 
176. Vassar. 
177. Camb. 4071. 
178. Camb. 4072. 
179. B. M. 828 (e). 
180. Yale. 
181. B. M. 828(/). 
182. Owen’s Coll. 
183. Hamilton. 

. B. M. 828 (¢). 
185. B. M. 828 (A). 
186. Melbourne Pap. 

6. 
187. B. M. 828 (2). 
188, B. M. 828 (é). 
189. St. Andrews. 
190-5. Am. 
196. Pennsyl. 2771. 
197. Harvard 2226. 
198. Cairo 10230. 
199, Cairo 10227. 
200. Cairo 10228. 
201. Cairo 10245. 
202. Cairo 10246. 
203. Cairo 10226. 
204. Cairo 10244. 
205. Cairo 10222. 
206. Cairo 10223. 
207. Cairo 10229. 
208. Brussels. 
209. Cairo 10813. 
210. Cairo 10814. 
211. Yale. 
212, Cairo 10815. 
213. Cairo 10816. 
214. Columbia. 
215. Cairo 10817. 
216. Princeton 0132. 

340. 216. 
217. Brussels. 
218-9. Am. 
220. Cairo 10818. 

221. Cairo 10819. 
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aBaorakros p- 262. 

dyads 664, 19; 666. 115; 
670. 12. 

*AyaotxAjs 659. 50. 
ayew 663. 35. 
dyhailecOa 659. 93. 
dyads 659. 27; 674. 7. 
“Ayvddeos 664. 33, 45+ 

aypa 662. 53. 
dypeutnp 662. 46 (?). 

dypios B61. 3 (?). 
*Adciuavros 664. 105. 
det 667. 8; 670. 4. 
acew 662. 47. 
advaros 659. 14, 24. 
"AOnva 663. 15: 

"AOnvate B64. 15. 
*AOnvaios 668. 48; 664. 3; 

680. 6; 682. 16. 
aOpetv 671. 16. 

diydoy p. 263. 
aiyhjes 671. 3. 

die 660. 8. 
Aiodddas 659. 12, 29. 
aipey 665, 22; 681. 7. 
aicxpos, aicxiotos B66. 11g. 
aicxwve 655. 23; 666. 48. 

ainpos 659. 37. 
dxardoyxetos B84, 19. 
dkaros 688. 15. 
dkinros 668. 15. 

axun 684. 13. 

dkuns 662. 51. 

(a) Greek. 

dxovew 663, 23. 
*Akpayavrivo. 665, 12, 16, 20, 

23. 
axpérodis 662. 40 (?). 

"Axpepitns 662. 42, 50. 
dkoduros 684. 21. 
"AreEavdpeva 675. 4. 
*AhéEavipos 663. 29, 343 

679. 3. 
adndea 654. 38. 

ddnOns 664. 92, 103. 
ddwos 66O. Io. 

a\Ad 659. 26, 68; 662. 27; 

671. 17; 679. 7. 
Mos 664. 23, 28, 95; 670. 

1; 681. 6. 
GApupds 659. 81. 
ddoxos 662. 49. 
as 661. 26. 
adukrorébar 670. 5 (?). 
dpapria 664. 98. 
dppopos 660. 2. 

dprupi¢ew 661. 17. 
"Auivras 662. 21, 32. 
dupi 659. 53, 59. 
dpprBaiverv 670. 7. 

dpducrioves 659. 55. 

ay 654. 4; 659. 113; 662. 

34 (?); 663. 43; 664. 93; 
666, 162; 670.1; 671.1. 

avayxn 659. 18. 
avaeptay 662. 53. 
avatey 684, 16. 

avaravecOa 654, 8. 
avapows 660. 2. 

avaorpepe 680. 8. 
dvev 666. 153 (?). 
avp 659. 8, 48, 66; 662. 

29; 664. 99; 682. 16. 
dvOos 662. 22. 
avOperos 654. 22; 664. 101. 
dviapés 659. Ig. 

avixntos 662. 35. 
dvovyvuvat 655. 46. 

avridgew 672. 7. 

‘Avtimatpos 662. 48. 
dvrpyis 662. 49. 
avetepoy 667. 28, 
dévos 662. 112, 116 (?). 
agiopa 684. 7. 

aon 659. 35, 49; 660. 
23 (?). 

amas 666, 162. 
areiparos 660. I. 

avé 654. 29; 655. 1, 23 

660. 6. 
drrodnpety 664. 2. 

arodnpia 664. 8, 80. 

dmoxadirrew 654, 29. 
arroxveiy 654, 22. 

drokpimrev 654. 39. 

*Ard\Nov 674. 8 (?). 

anoorehhew 663. 41; 679. 3, 
17. 

dnopevyev 682. 14. 

arpopaciorws 666. 168. 

1 Excluding 658 and 669, which are classed with the non-literary documents, 

“ial 
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drobe B61. 15. 
dpa 660. 15; 670. 8, 17. 

apa 678. 6 (?). 
dpyaéos 662. 25. 

dpetn 659. 9. 

“Apns 662. 34. 

dpuos (?) B61. 3. 

"Apidpor 664. 102, 
dppyndopetv 664, 32. 

dpxyew B64. 94, 95, 96. 
*"ApxéAaos p. 261. 
apxn 664. 2, 113, 117. 
dows p. 262. 
doxerros 662. 37. 

dotupedixtos 670. 9; p. 261. 
dre 684, 17. 

drexvos 662. 30, 
drpexés B71. 3. 

atpeotos 662. 33. 

*Arrixn 680. 5, 

aruxia 666. 63. 
avéi B61. 26. 
avéts (adris) 681. 23. 

atdioxos 659. 34. 

avEavew 655. 9. 
av&ew 659. 129. 
atrixka 680. 12. 

avtokpdarap 684, 18. 

avtoparos 670. 3. 

aités 654. 32; 655. 15, 17, 
18; 662. 51, 52; 663. 4, 
13, 18, 44; 664. 5 ef saep.; 
666. 50(?), 117; 670. 2; 

680.7; 681. 2; 682. II. 
avyparéos 662. 22, 

*Adpodirn 668. 17. 
"Axaids 662. 35 ; 663. 24, 37. 

Badivew 664. 44. 

Baivey 659. 74. 
Baxyiadar 664, 115. 

Bapis 667. 21. 
Baotteia 654, 11, 153; 679. 

42. 
Baowrevew 654. 8, 

Bacirevs B71. 4, 14 (?), iin; 

684. 7, 12, 17. 

Biavos 659. 17. 

BonOca 665. 4. 

Bova|, 664, 132. 

BovhecOau 664, 104; 684. 3. 
Bopeas 659. Bo. 

Bpidew B6O. 4. 

Bpords B59. 7,14; 660.21 °?). 
Bupa 662, 45. 

yap 659. 20, 23, 71; 664. 

23, 44, 83, 99; 686. 51, 
156; 667. 23; 670. 18; 
684. 13, 17. 

ye 661. 23; 662. 30. 
yeirov 677. 2. 

Téa 665. 3. 
TeAoou 665. 5, 16. 

yévos 659. 13. 
yevecOa 654. 5. 

yn 654. 13; 660. 14. 
ylyvecOa 659. 20; 662. 27, 

30; 665.14; 666. 164; 

667. 27; 681. 8; 682. 9; 
684. 12; p. 261. 

yryvoocew 654. 17, 18, 20. 

TAavcov 665. 10. 

TAjus 662. 43, 47, 53- 

yitoxpos 678. 7. 
yuk, 673. 3. 

yhuxepds 670. 25. 
yAoooa 659. 47. 

yvaprrey B6O. 8. 
yvopyos 667. 27. 

yovets 659. 52; B62. 26. 

your 664. 87. 
yun 659. 48; 662.24; 663. 

39; 664. 58. 

dardadrew B59. 44. 
Aaovotpora 659. 75. 
ddkpv 662. 22. 
dapagew 659. 18. 

Adpawa 659. 70. 

daravn 664. 28. 

dapyn 659. 28, 73. 

Ac| 671. 2. 
decxviovar 662. 54; 679. 43. 

dciy 666. 61. ra déeovra BEG. 

59. 
Aeddot 674. 4. 

dépxecOa B62. 40. 

déppa 662. 52. 
dois B79. 15 (?). 

aL 

cathe 

dnbvvew B71. 21. 

Onpis B62. 343 670. 23. 
Synpoxparia 682, 1, 15 (?). 

out 663. 46; 664. 13, 23, 

36, 107; 666. 1155 6867. 
5, 

SiaBadrcwv B64, 29. 
dudgevéss 667. 8. 
duaréyer Oa 663. 9. 

Svapepifew 679. II. 

duarpiBew B64, 10, 
Svahepew B64. 21, 

diapopos 684, 8. 
didacKcew 672. 6. 
diddvaa 655. 15; 659. 68; 

662. 29; 675. 15. 
dikaotnpioy 682. 13. 

dikn 659. 68. 

dixrvov G61. 7. 
66 666. 61. 
Avorvor| 683. 9. 
Avorvaad<céavdpos 663. 26. 

Aidvucos 663. 11, 40; 670. 

22. 

diya 672. 9. 

Oubny 659. 81. 

doxetv 664. 39, 97; 679. 16. 
ddpos 662. 31. 

ddépuv 660. 3; 662. 35. 
dpapa 663. 45. 

dpupovdpos 662. 56 (?). 
dvvauis 666. 165. 
dtvacba 667. 16; 678. 6(?). 

duvatés 664. 6. 
dadexa 677. 9. 

depov 662. 43. 

edy 666. 105; 678. I. 
éavtod 654. 18, 20; 663. 31. 

eyelpewy 670. 23. 
eyxeioOa 659. 48. 

eyxetpi¢ey 666. 160. 

eyxos 670. 20. 

éyo 659. 45, 49, 70; 661. 7, 
20, 243 662. 28; 664. 6 
ef saep.; 670. 23. 

ei B64. g2. 
eidévae 659. 45; 670. 17. 
eikdtas 684. 13. 
elvae 654, 13 ef sacp.; 655. 
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8, 20, 28; 659.15; 660. 
2, 9; 662. 24; 664. 5, 

41, 44, 92; 666. 112,117, 

170; 667. 19, 23; 670. 
11; 674. 39°); 678. 2; 
Gisve, By il, TB, Wl WO) 

eis B68. 20, 23, 30, 31; 664. 

40; 666. 163; 672. 9; 

GOO eA OS OnmOs, 

688. 6. és 659. 51; 662. 

20. 
eis 655. 11; 662. 30; 684. 2. 
ciaayyedia 682. 8. 

eiaepxecGar 655. 44, 45. 

cire B67. 3, 4, 5, 7- 

ex 661. 28 ; 662. 24, 26, 36; 
676y 125) G7 7.2) 

exaotos 682, 4. 
éxdrepos 663. 35. 

exdidacxew 672. 8. 
exdvecOa 655. 22. 
exeivos 661. 20; 664. 77. 

exOpaoxew 662. 39. 
‘Edevn 663. 21, 38. 

é\xewv B54. 10. 
‘EMAnuixcs 679. I. 

eués 659. 80; 661. 21; 671. 

r7. 
éumpoobey 654. 24. 
eupavns 655. 19. 
eupacis 663. 47. 
ev 654, 11; 659. 27, 58, 61; 

663. 45; 664. 9, 29, 44, 
O73 665° D5 667. 2,4; 
15, 28; 675.16; 679. 2; 
680. 10; 682. 3, 12; 

683. 12. 
evappovios 667. I. 

evdverdar 655. 6. 
evdupa 655. II, 16. 

evexev 659. 606. 

evepyeatepos 684. 5. 

evievat B5Y. 65. 
evravda 664. 16. 
evrevbev 664. 8. 
evrdés 654. 16. 

e& B61. 26. 
e&dyew 663. 22. 

efaurns 667. 14. 

efepxea Oa B80. 4. 

IN DIGES 

eferatew 654. 32. 

e&ns 667. 5. 
ééis 664. 131 (?). 
efovoia 666. 159; 684. 18. 

eorxevat 6B4.. OI. 
erdyew 663. 417. 
eravepyecba 663. 22; 664. 

Te. 
erackel 659. 75. 
emetOn 664. 2. 

éneita 659. 65; 667. 2. 

erepaotos 663. 18. 
enepatay 654. 23. 

érecbar 659. 71. 

ent 655.14; 659. 8, 12,57; 
661. 20; 663. 35; 665. 

12'\; 667. 20, 22. 

emiBovreverv B64. 4. 

errdudovat BBA, 25. 
emixarexew 663. 39. 

eredeca 679. 6. 
enyuryvovar 659. 25. 

enioxante 663. II. 
emiomepxew 659. 38. 
emitpipew 680. 13. 

émitporos 664. 42. 
eos 659. 44. 
éntaetis 662. 30. 
éntanvaos B59. 64. 

énodyn 661. 21. 
epav 664. 32. 
epards 660. 14. 

épyov 684. 2. 
épeinew 662. 30. 
épis 659. 67. 

‘Eppns 668. 5. 

epxecGac 659. 51; 661. 23, 
25 (Ons, nvOe); 662. 29. 

es B59. 51; 662. 29. 
eoblew 655. 4. 

eodds 659. 52. 
éorepa 655. 2. 

éotia 659. 92. 

éaxyatos 654. 26. 

ért 662, 30. 
erepos 664. 95; 684. IT. 
eviepos 675. 14. 
evkhens 659. 59. 

evvav 684. Q. 
evmerados 659. 73. 

cipioxey 654. 7, 17; 664. 
162. 

eiruyia 659. 13; 663. 16. 

eUppav 659. 71. 
evyecOa 659. II. 
éyew 655.11; 659.9; 663. 

39; 664. 100; 670. 20; 
671. 15; 684. 4. 

éxyOpés 659. 67; 676. 15. 
éos 655. 1; 670. g(?). 

Cevypiva 659. 79. 
Zevs B59. 45; 664. 103. 

Zépupos 659. 36. 

Ghv B54. 2. 

Znvodoros p. 261. 
(yrew 654. 6; 663. 2 (?) 

666. 165. 
(oew B59. IQ. 

Covvivat 659. 26. 

7H 663. 27. 
7 660.5; 664. 1,94; 667. 

1, ¥7, 183 684.5 (t)e7. 
7 662. 30. 
yyeta Oa B59. 71. 
YEL@Y 662. 50. 

node B62. 49. 

70n 664. 7, 19. 
noovn 664. 44. 

nideos BBO. 4. 
niov 659. 58; 673. 7. 
yeew 664, 12. 

nrikia 655. 143 662. 209. 
nrikratns 664. 22. 
npets 654. 10; 655. 19. 

nuepa B59. 15. 

npéetepos 67O. 19, 24. 
nei BBL. 24. 
novxia 679. 8. 

Odd\acoa 654.14; 661. 28. 
Oadaoows 684. 14. 
darcy B59. 31. 

Oddos 659. 48. 

GapBeiv 654. 7. 

Garrew 654, 31. 

dea 673. 9. 

dearns 668. 7. 

Geios B59. 3. 
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OéucO\a BTA. 5. 

Gedxpitos 662. 28. 
eds 677. 9. 

Oepdrwr 673. I (2). 

Gconéows BBO. 6; 671. IO. 

Ocwpew 666. 63. 
O7nBa 659. 25. 
Onp 672. 8. 

Onpiov B61. 11. 

OvncKkew 662. 25, 27. 

Ounrés B59. 15. 

OpacvBovdros 6B4. 17, 35. 
Ovyatnp 659. 72; 664. 31. 

Odpa 675. 15. 

Oupds 684. 17. 

Capmas 654. 3. 

“Idn 663. 23. 
iStos 674. 7. 
iematavy Or ieranov BBO. 2 ef 

saep. 
ieparrédos 659. 6. 

iepds B61. 16; 674. 6 (iapds); 

675. 3. 
*Inaovs 654. 2 ef saep. 
iveipew 671. 22. 
‘Tpepaios 665. 15. 
inmevs 679. 20. 
inméBoros 6738. 4. 

inmos 659. 50. 

inmotpopia 664. 27. 
iotopia 6838. 13. 
*Iravia B59. 59. 
ip Oipos 662. 54. 
ixOvs B54. 14. 
*Iovia 664. 9g. 

xabarep 667. 26. 

kaOnxey B81. 13. 
xabioravae B79. IO. 

kaxés 678. 4. 
Kaxvpov 665. 2. 

cadety 664. 114; B81. 15. 

KadhiteAns 662. 27, 31. 

cadés 662. 53. Kadds Kayubds 

664. 19. «Kdddcoros 663. 

IY. 
xapatos 659. 19, 
kamrves 6B2. 39. 

karpos B62. 51. 

capa 659. 10, 32. 
xara 663. 16; 664. Lor. 
cataypav 661. 27 (?). 

kara\apBaver 664. 18. 

xaraNelrew 664. 15) Bis 4 he 

karapeverv BB4. 6. 

katappoos 661. 5. 

kataoracis 664. 24. 
karexev 675. 3. 

ketvos 659. 30. 

ceicOac 659. 8; 667. 3. 
kédados 675, 12. 

kedevery 664. 14,129; 678. I. 
xevtpov 676. Lo. 

kepaia (OF dxépaos ?) 655. 49. 
kepaotns 662. 49. 

képvos 683. 18. 
Kiduxes 680. I. 
Kidtkia 679. 2. 

kdewtds B71. 6 (?). 
kdvew B71. 17. 

kAutés B59. 58. 

kvica B60. 6. 

couwds 667. 22. 
Kowovei 667, 12. 

Kodaots B84. 21. 
kouicew 664, 98; 683. Ig. 
xopmros B59. 33. 

kopuocew B6O. 5. 

kuopey B59. 60. 
Kdopos 655. 20. 
Kovpos 662. 54; 671. 18. 
Kpaotos 665. 13, 15. 

kparety 664. 113; 681. 5. 

Kparivos 663. 28. 

Kpeloowy 655. 7. 
Kpnyn 659. 80. 

kpivew 659. 7; 663. 19. 

xpivov B55. 8. 
Kpids 663. 31. 
Kpovidar 659. 12. 

kpirrew 655. 43; 659. 10; 
663. 31. 

Kpumtos 654. 30. 
krjpa 666. 118. 

kopa 684. 14(?). 

kupaivey 684, 16. 

kuynyecia B62. 43 (?). 
kuynyla B64. 27. 

Kumpos 680. 10. 

Ww 
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kupios 654, 2(?); 683. 1. 

Kiwedos 664. 111. 
kvav 666. 52 (?). 

kodvew 666. 61. 

kopoderv 6B3. 44. 

Aaxedaipov 662. 33 ; 663. 21. 

Aadey 654. 1; 677. 6. 
AapBavery BB4, I, 113, 116; 

679. 9. 
AavOavew B59. 49. 
heyerw B54. 3 ef sacp.; 655. 

I72ls) 659.47 G6 
22; 662. 24; 664. 103, 

110; 666. 109; 667. 25; 

671. I. 
Aeinew B62. 31; 670. 3. 
Aewvidns 662. 41, 55- 
Anyew B61. 18. 
Nurdrexvos 659. 10. 
Néyos B54. I, 4. 

Aoerpov B62. 39. 

Aofias 659. 23. 

ovew 670. 6. 

Aurew 677. 3. 
Avowredewv BB4. 93. 
Aarivos B59. 34. 

pabnrns 655. 18. 
paxaptos 654. 40. 

para 668. 46; 664. 19, 43; 

684. 13. paddov B64. 94; 
684. 6. padtora 660. 4; 

664. 12. 
padakés 659. 27. 
paddooew 659. 40 (rapdoceww 

Pap.). 
pavOave BBB. 163. 
pavris 659. 5. 

paptupety 664. 104. 

paprupecOa 660. 16. 
paptus 659. 51. 

paxaipa 666. 156. 

paxn 665. 8, 17. 

peyadopuia 664. 25. 

peyas 664. 108, 116; 680. 

3; 684. 17. 
peupakiov 664. 18. 

peras B59. 10. Medasp. 261. 

pedrew 660. 9 (?); 683. 33. 
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pedos 675, 13. 
peArrey 675, 2, II, 

per@deiv 667. 6. 
pev B59. 43, 46; 660. 8; 

662. 26; 663. 7, 14, 38; 

664. 91; 667.1,8; 676. 
65.681, 6, 17; 684.73, 

13, 23. pev odv 664. 16. 

pevos B61. 3. 
péptuva B59. 66. 
pepis 679. 13 (?). 
pepos B67. 4. 
péon 667. 9, 17, 18. 
pera 663. 20, 23; B64. 9. 
petackevatey 663. 32. 

petaxypdvios 6BO. 13. 

pn 654. 6, 37; 655. 23; 
659. 16, 80; 661. 23; 
663. 4; 664. 85; 666. 
156, 158; 670. 23; 679. 
7,9. ov py 654. 5. 

pydé 662. 52. 

pyoels 659. 9; 66G. III. 
pndos 659. 76. 
pyre 655. 2, 3; 666. 57. 

pntnp 664. 37. 
pynokev 659. 353 

8 (?). 
Muvda 665. 18. 

pévos 662. 33; 681. 12. 

poddos 661, 18. 
pipecOa B62. 38. 
pupias 662. 36. 

puplos 659. 78. 

670. 

vaiew 659. 105 (?). 

vads 659. 59. 
vais 660. 4; 663. 36. 
vexpés p. 261. 
vextrap 659. 80. 
veos 662. 51. 

30. 
m 664. 103. 
yvndew 655. 10. 
Nnpnis 672. 5. 

morevew B54. 33. 

ynrn 667. 9, 17, 19. 
Ne )(?) 671. 3. 

wkav 663. 19. 

vikn 659. 57. 

veatepos 664, 

INDICES 

vv 676. 13. 
véuos 682, 2, II. 

lvopos 673. 5. 

vdcos 662. 25. 

Novupnvios 677. 7. 

vous 664. 100. 
voppn 662. 42, 46. 

viv 659. 54, 70, 80; 662. 
681. 13. Be (ey, 113% 

vuvi B64, 106. 

wok 660. I5- 

Eévos 662. 26; B65. 2, 6, 9, 

Ig. 

oBporarpn 673. 2 (?). 

Oyxnotés 659. 58. 
65e 659. 66; 662. 45, 46(?), 

Ris Oe, ir, 
000s 659. 72. 
oixetos B64. IOI. 

olixerdrns 664. 13. 
olkifey 665. 19. 

oixos 659.17; 684. 4o. 
oixreipew 663. 38. 
diaros 660. 3. 
olyecOar 659. 82. 

olwvds 662. 37. 
éxvetv B68. 37. 

oxraxopdos 667, 24. 
ddlyos 668. 243 664. I1g. 
odos 667. 4. 

“Odvpros 678. 5 (?). 
omadds 659. 14. 
opodoyety B66. 162. 
épov 662. 56 (?); 675. 6. 
*Oudaréds 665. I. 
On(or)pams 662. 54. 
dvoua 662. 26. 
dvopacrtés 683. 3. 
ogvs 684. 19. 
onéray 659. 37. 
ordre 667. 29. 
opav 655. 21; 662.37; 664. 

22) 6700¢1 (nh). 
épra 659. 27. 
oppaves 664. 37. 
és 654. 30, 313; 659. 36, 

48, 58,75; 662. 28; 664. 

34; 666. 165; 676. 13; 
678. 5 (?). 

éaos 664. 89. 
doris 654. 12; 655.9; 659. 

16. 
érav 654. 7; 655. 22; 666. 

ae 
én. 654. 25; 664. 3; 671.8. 
ovdé 655. 10. 
ovdels B64. 25; 684. 15. 

ovdeis 664. 96. 
ov pn 654. 5. 
otv 664. 16, 33, 102, 120. 

oro 671. 19, 20. 
ovpavds 654. II, 12. 
ovte 659. 48; 664. 93, 95. 

otros 654. 4; 660. 8; 662. 

44, 50; 663. 6, 19, 20, 
38; 664. 92, I10, 117; 
666. 62, 157; 667. 22, 
23; 670. 26; 682, Io. 
ovroct 664. 106. 

ota 684. 15. ovtas 664. gI. 

dxeiv B59. 28. 
dyis 654. 28; 

684. Io. 

664. 20; 

Ilaywvdas 659. 30. 

mada 675. 1, 12. 

madevery 684. 6, 

Ilafoves 681. 14. 

mais 659. 70; 662. 31; 664. 

T653666.00564) 670m 205 
671. 22. 

man| 670. 21. 

mata. 659. 54; 
684. 18 (?). 

IIaAaipoves 661. 9, 13. 
Tadiyyiwooos 659. 67. 
maprav 659, 17. 
Ildvy 662. 42, 46, 50. 

mavootos 659. 28. 

navrobev 670. 7. 

mavu 664, 108. 
manos 664. 33. 
mapa 659. 81; 663. 14, 15; 

664. 34. 
tapaytyvecbar 663. 12, 333 

664, 106. 

676. 17; 
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mapadiddvat 663. 36, 40; 679. 
Be 

mapakahew B63. 42. 
mapadauBdvew 633. 21 (?). 
mapatnpey 654. 35. 

mapahaivey 663. 10. 
mapevvat 670. 18. 
mapbevnios 659. 46. 
napbenos 659, 32. 

Tlapvacads 674. 5. 

mapode B59. 43. 
mapos 662. 33. 
nas 659.8; 663.4(?); 664. 

26; 666. 118; 682. 2. 
matnp 654. 19; 664. 36, 56, 

I1l2. 

matpa. 662. 24. 
matpis 664. 100. 
mavew 682.12. mavecOa 654. 

6. 
meddov B59. 74. 
medtov 662. 38. 

meOapxew 677. 4. 

meiew B64. 5. 
Tlewciatpatos 664. 1 ef Saep. 

medavos 675. 14. 

memos B59. 26. 
mept 654, 24. 

Ilepiavipos 664. 93 ef saep. 

mepetvat p. 262. 
mepiCpvxnpos 662. 37. 
Tlepuxdyns 663. 45. 
meptrapBavery 666. 167. 

mepurintey BB4. 10g. 

merewov 654, 12. 

Tlepides 673. 1 (?). 

mOavds 668. 46; 664. gI. 
Ilica 659. 61. 
mats B59. 50, 69. 
mew 663. 20. 
mArclov 66. 116 (?). 

681. 9g. 
mAnbos 664. 118. 
mAnodtev B64. 120. 

]rAdcapos 673. 9. 

mvon 659. 306. 
roucty B54, 37 ; 664. 9 ; 667. 

10. 

momtys 663. 8 (?). 
trotos B62. 25, 29. 

mAELOTOS 

moAcpos 663. 16, 48. 
pdv0e B60. 5. 

mods B64, 29, 114; B75. 5; 
682. 3. 

Toditela 683. 5. 
toddakts BBO. 7; 662. 34. 
Todvyvetos 659. 50. 
moAvroikidos 672. Q. 

modus B54. 25; 655.7; 659. 
43; 662. 34 (?); 664. 21; 
667. 6; 674. 8(?). 

Tmokvovupos 675. 17. 
movrtas 673. 8. 
novros 669. 39; GEl. 24. 
moppupeos B71. 19. 

motapos P, 262. 
mote G55. 19, 20. 
motepov 667. 15. 

moti, mottds 661. 16. 

movs 659. 70; 662. 45; 670. 
12. 

mpayna 664. 24; 684. 3. 

IIpau&o 662. 26. 

mpacoew B66. 58. 
|. |pBador (?) 661. 27. 

mpemew GQ. 45. 

mpeo Ber, 683. 16. 

mpnyns 662. 36. 
amply 659. 20. 
mpd 664, III. 
mpoapew 666. 59. 
mpodwWova, 663. 43. 
mpobvpos 664. 43. 
mpodeyew 664. 3. 

mpogevia 659, 53. 
mpos 663. 7; 664. 25, 39, 

125; 665.16; 681. 12; 

684. 12, 20, 21. 
mpooepyerba 684. 6, 22. 
mpoabe 670. 12. 

mpoorevat 677. 5. 
mpooketoGa 667. 21. 

mpoatacoeyv 663. 36. 

mpoatatns 678. 5. 
mpootiOevac 655. 13. 
mpdagpopos B59. 49. 
mporepoy 664, 1; GS. 1 (?), 

I) ie, 

mpotoun 662. 44, 51. 

mpopepew- 667. 29. 

TONE= 

217] 

mpopedyew B59. 19. 

Tpoppav 659. 24. 

mpoxepos B84, 20, 
mpot B55. I, 3. 
mparos B54. 25, 26; 659. 72. 
I1v4 660. 7 (?). 
murer| B61. 19, 
muvOdver bar B60. 7 (?). 

mop 684. 15. 
mupdavov B61. 1g. 

mupTodev 663. 24. 

mas B54. 33, 34; 666. 168. 
mos B66. 70. 

pa 662. 30. 

padios 682. 13. 
pnyvivar B62. 52. 

pia 659. 62. 
pimn B59. 40. 
pinrey 661, 20. 
pudws 662. 45, 

Sapuos B62. 26. 

Zdrupos 663. 42. 

cavutaotns B61. 25. 

cepny B59. 33. 
cepvds 659. 63. 

onpatvey 667. 14. 

onpa, 659. 128. 
abevos 659. 37- 
ovyaev 659. 30. 

otyn 659. 9. 
anp| 670. 17. odnpo, 660. 3. 

DAnves 662. 49. 

oxnatpov 671. 15, 20. 

oxomid 660. 12. 
Sdédoe 680. Q. 
Zdrav 664. 10, 14. 

aonav 676. I4. 
omdds 662. 23. 
amovdn 675. 8. 
omovoatew G64. Il. 

atabuds 659. 2g. 
oteixew 659. 71. 
atépavos B59. 31, 60. 

otéepev B75. 13. 

otdody 662. 28. 

aroal 660. I9. 

otoAn 655. 5. 

atpateia 665. 3, 13. 
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otpatonedov 679. 12. 

ov 654. 28, 29; 655. 21; 
659. 71 (riv); 661. 23 
(rv); 664. 104; 671. 22; 
676. 9; 678. 4. 

cvyyeirov 662. 43. 

ovyyeveta B64. 115. 
avyyevns 664. 40. 
cupBaivev 666. 110; 667. 

II. 

avpdopa 664. 108. 
ovv 660. Io. 
ovvaxodovbety 663. 41. 

ovvapn 667. 3, II. 
ovvdiarpiBew 664. 45. 

ovvevvos 662. 28. 
Supaxdovor BB5. 4, 6, 8, 21. 

avotnua 667. 13, 26, 30. 
opaddew 659. 17. 

odados 676. 16. 
oxeddv B59. 73. 

oxjpa 667. 23. 
copa 659. 15. 

cappov B59. 66. 

Tadapos 6638. 30. 
taretvouv BB4. 22. 
rapdooev 659. 40 (1. paddo- 

cew?); 684. 8. 
Taprdpios 670. 5. 
taocew B59. 13. 

tapos 662. 28; 672. 7. 
tedew B59. 5. 

tedevtav p. 261. 

reds 670. 14, 18. 
répmew 674. 6. 
rexvners 670. 11 (?). 
tydtkoade BBA. 23. 
tlev B59. 92. 
rievaa 666. 15 (?); 680. 7; 

682. II. 
tikrew 670, 10. 
tysav B59. 53; 672. 4. 

tiun 659. 6; 684. 20. 
ms 663. 8; 664. 38, 128; 

666. 59; 667. 15; 684. 4. 

ris 654. 353; 655. 4, 6, 12, 
13; 662. 24, 28; 664. 
99, 110; 670.1; 671.1; 
677.6; 684. 8, 9, 10. 

INDICES 

Tapes p. 261. 
roivuy 664. 92. 
totos B54. I. 
toad. 684. 22. 

rowovtos 684. II. 
toxeros 662. 27. 
roAp| 664. 64. 

tovwaios 6B7. 20. 
tomos 654. 24; 667. 15. 

tpaxyuvew 664. 38. 

tpets BB. 12, 25. 

tpepew B64. 34. 
tpexew 677. 2. 
TpiBadroi B31. 6, To. 

tpierns B62. 31. 

tpis 662. 30. 
tpicods BB2. 36. 
tptral BBO. To. 

TpiwBorov 678. 3. 
tpdros 664. 20; 

684. 5. 
tuyxavew 661. 17; B64. 35; 

666.113; 677.3; p. 261. 
tupavvetv 664. 7. 
tupavvis B63. 14; 664. 4. 

677. 53 

vids 659. 30; 660.9; 664. 
120) 670, 105 671) 2: 

tpets 654. 15 ef sach.; B55. 
4 ef saep.; 682. 4. 

vpvety B59, 31. 
duvos B75. 9 (?). 
tmapxew 663. 18. 
vratn 667. 16. 
trép 664. 127. 
UmepBadrew B64. 26. 

tmepBatras 667. 7. 
UmepBorata 667. 18. 
unnpétns 679. 18. 

umd 654. 13; 659. 9, 34; 

662. 22, 25,35; 664. 42, 
94; 665. 20; 670. 24; 

679. 3; 680. 14. 
uroAapBavey 664. 81, 102, 

Uropevey B63. 32. 
trootpepe B80. 12. 
vorepov B79. 4 (?). 

paivesda 667. 9. 

pava 664, 92,97, 103, 110; 
670. 8; 683. 4. 

davepds 654. 30. 
packew 663. 44. 
arvn BBB. 53 (?). 
gpaidos 664. 96; 666. 158. 

pepe 677. 8 (?). 
gpevyew 663. 25; 664. 118; 

666. 64. 
pbdvos B59. 8. 
POdpos B61. 15. 
pire 659. I1, 69. 

Piddundros 664. 17, 42. 

Didorotuny B62. 35. 
pidos 664. 11; 670. 6, 15. 

pidrrepos 664. 99. Pidraros 

664. 98. 
procopev B66. 169. 
dirocopia 666. 166. 
purroctepavos 675. I. 
dpatew 662. 24; 664. III. 

hpiccev 659. 38; 662. 34. 
poverty 659. 46. 
ppdvnors BBB. 161. 
vows 664, IOI. 
gopay 663. 34. 

| daotewds 655. 25. 

xaitn 659. 60. 

xarerraivery 664, 78 (?). 

xaruy 662. 52. 
xapis 659. 24. 
xapitnotov 662. 53. 

xeypov B59. 37. 
xelp B59. 27; 662. 33. 
xAcevalew 663. 12. 
xOdos B59. 65. 

]xoos 660. 4. 

xopnyew 666. 93. 
xopnyia 666. 113. 

xopdés 659. 51. 

xpnvac 659. 49. 
xpnoGa 684. 19, 23. 
xpévos 659. 14; 664. Io 

70 (?). 
xpvo| 660. 22. 

xpvoeos B71. 16. 

xpuvodmemAos 659. 21. 
xXpopatikds B67. I. 

xoerGa 670. 16. 

? 
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xodds B70. II. 

xopa 663. 25. 

xwpis B66. 109. 

Woxn 665. 115. 

a 25, 43, 56, 97, 164, 167, 
174, 185, 212. 

ab 33. 
abire 26. 
accipere 49, 148, 165, 175. 
accusatio 9g. 
AGL TO, Likel, WAS 
admittere 15. 
adversus 83, 151. 
Aebutius 38. 
Aemilia 143. 
Aemiliana via 31. 
Aemilianus 95, 120, 123, and 

see Scipio. 
Aemilius, L. Aem. 67. M. 

Aem. 215. 
affinis 122. 
Africa 125. 
Africanus, P. Cornelius Sci- 

pio A. (the elder) 25, (the 
younger) 210, and see 
Scipio. 

ager 75. 
alius 92. 
Ambracia 12. 
amicitia 165. 
Anio 188. 
annus 177. 
Antiochus 6, 213. 
Appius (= Hasdrubal ?) 132. 

Appius Claudius (a) 48, 

(3) 177. 
aqua 188. 
arma I02. 
Asellus 182. 
athleta 42. 
Attalus 110. 
Audax 197. 

& B61. 9, 13; 662. 46. 

Ye oe akurous 659. 50. 

(0) Latin (668). 

Aulus 76, 112, 193. 
aurum 15. 
auxiliari go. 

Bacchanalia 40. 
Baebius, Cn. Baeb. 67. M. 

Baeb. 74. 
basilica 57. 
bellum 68, 89. 
benigne go. 
Bithynia 110. 
Boii 55. 
Bononia 7. 
Brutus 203, 216. 

caedere 1, 126, 171, 208. 
Caepio, Cn. Caepio 170. 

Ove Servlis™ Caep. 517.6, 
132) 105. 

Caius 30, 76, 84, 191, 215. 
Campani 17. 
canere 62. 
Capelere2.a02 je 
Capitolium 189. 
captiva 14. 
caput 16, 112. 
carcer 204. 
carmen 105, 189. 
Carthaginienses 22, 83, go. 
Carthago 132, 134. 
Cato 56, 114. 
censor 56. 
Censorinus 88. 
censura 8. 
centurio 15. 
certamen 42. 

Chaldaei 192. 
Charidemus 98. 

me, 

apdtns 664, 107. 
os 659. 5; 663. 36, 39, 40, 

47; 665. 18. 
aomep 663. 30. 
déore 6B6. 167; 667. 13. 

circa 51 (?), 169. 
circumscribere 39. 
clades 175. 
Claudius, Appius Claudius 

(a) 48, (6) 177. M. Claud. 
Marcellus 58. ‘Ti. Claud. 
Asellus 182. P. Claud. 
Pulcher 50. 

clavus (clava?) 196. 
Cnaeus 2, 66, 137, 170, 191. 
cogere 32, 73. 
comitium 208. 
commodum 206. 
competitor 9. 
compositum (1. propositum ?) 

Q. 
conferre 47. 
coniurium. Sze connubium. 
connubium 17. 
consul passzm. 
consulatus 153. 
consultare 181. 
contra 189. 
cor I15. 
Corinthius 168. 
Corinthus 135, 145. 
Cornelius, C. Corn. 84. Cn. 

Corn.137. L.Corn.Scipio 
27,45. 2, Corm Scipio 
see Scipio. 

Cotta 210. 
Crassus 59. 
creber 134. 
crimen 72. 
crudelissime 132. 
cruentus 18. 
cum (conjunction) 210. 
cum (preposition) 77, 186. 
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ad (=duo?) 51. 
damnare 28, 51, 86, 179. 
dares, 6, °17,/706: 

de 33, 179. 
decedere 119, 
Decimus 178, 200, 203, 216. 
Decius (?) 89. 
deditio gt. 
deducere 7. 
deformis 185. 
deprehendere 116, 
desertor 207. 
desiderare 53. 
deterrere (?) 184. 
devincere 164, 185. 
devovere 188. 
dextra 166. 
dicere 114. 
dies 25, 180. 
dimicare 125. 
Diodotus 213. 
diripere 138. 
distribuere 120, 169. 
Ditalco 197. 
domus 180. 
donum 165. 
duo 141, 177. 

edere 43. 
esse 5, 63, 122. 
Cle io582 1,93 7, 090,8o 2510s. 

169. 
evincere 177. 
eX 20. 
‘exercitus 96, 126. 
exoriri 89. 
exspirare 207. 

Fabius, Q. Fabius 4. Q. Fa- 
bius Maximus 149, 171, 
185. 

facere 104, 186. 
Fecenia 37. 
ferret 10; 
fides 95. 
fits TOO, Ol, i120, 147. 

179. 
fingere 72. 
flamen 4. 
Flaminia via 30. 

IN DIGES 

Flamininus 52. 
Flaminius 24. 
flere 100. 
flumen 217. 
fortissime 187. 
forum 63. 
fugare 49, 172. 
Fulvius, Q. Fulv. 81. Fuly. 

Nobilior 43, 82. 
funebris 60. 

Gabinius 193. 
Galba 152. 
Gallia 52. 
Gallograecia 20. 
Gallograeci 13, 33. 
Gallus 44. 
gladiatorius 54. 

habere 115, 178. 
Hannibal 64. 
Hasdrubal 122. 
Hispala 37. 
Hispani 41, 77. 
Hispania 1, 216. 
homo 51. 
Hostilius, A. Host. Mancinus 

112. C. Host. Mancinus 
OTs. 

hostis 186. 

idem 180. 

in 5, 34, 63, 71, 75, 91, 92, 
ALS}, Ty. IO, UAE, AG, 
Tvl) WwteKe}, IES, Het, HEL 
216. 

incendium 128. 
indicium 40 (?). 
ingenuus 85, 
insidiae 187. 
intercedere 27. 
interesse 180. 
interfector 201. 
interpellare 183. 
invisus 155. 
Italia 44. 
iterum 3. 
iubere gt. 
iudicium. Sve indicium, 

iugulare 198. 
Iunius Brutus 200, 203, 216. 

Lacedaemonii 18. 
Laelius 176. 
Latini 32. 
legatio 114. 
legatusiiat, 1215135. 
Lentuluss See P. Cornelius 

Scipio. 
liber 11, 66, 87, 173, 199. 
liberare 14, 97. 
liberi 118, 162. 
Licinius 203. P. Licin. Cras- 

sus 504 PP Liege is 
Porcius Licin. 50. 

lictor 184. 

Ligures 30, 49, 77. 
Literninum 26. 
Livius 19, and see Villius. 
locus 92. 

Lucius 21, 24, 45, 52,67, 75; 
79,00, 152. Tike £R2 cin oe 
210. 

ludus 46, 60. 
lugere (?) 207. 
Lusitani 6, 83, 98, 136, 167, 

iMypits ielyls Pa 

Macedonia 179. 
magistratus 79. 
magnitudo art. 
Mancinus 112, 215. 
Manilius, M’. Manil. 88, 103. 

L. Manil. Vulso 113. 
Manius 88. 
Manlius, Cn. Manl. 2. L, 

Manl. 21. M. Manl. 81. 
T. Manl. Torquatus 178. 

manus 55. 
Marcellus 44. M. Claudius 

Marcell. 58. 
Marcius Censorinus 88, 103. 
Marcus 58, 74, 81, 82, 111, 

II4, 115, 150, 215. 
mare 71. 
Masinissa 121, 122. 
mater 38. 
maximus 3, 4, 120, 128. 
Maximus 149, 171, 185. 

NY waz ~ * 
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Metellus, L. Metell. 167. Q. 
Metell. 124, 153 (?), 160. 

millia (siglum) 51. 
minari 8, 
Minucius 21. 
Minurus 197. 
mittere 121, 
multa 205. 
Mummius 145, 168. 
munire 31. 
Myrtilus 21. 

NeseO,-1 77. 
nec 115. 
negare 202. 
Nobilior 82. 
nobilis 14. 
nomen 211. 
non 133, 180, 220. 
Numantini 174, 212. 

obicere 196. 
Oblivio 217. 
obsidere 133. 
occidere 16, 123 (?), 164. 
Occius 186. 
occupare 102. 
omnis 91, 207. 
oppidum 169. 
Ortiagon 14. 

Pamphylia 13. 
pater 73. 
pati 15. 
pax 3, 6, 186. 
pecunia 34. 
pellere 94. 
pensare (?) 16. 
Her (20,130.73; 90, 102, 107, 

120, 138, 194. 
perdomare 31. 
Pergameni (?) 111. 
persolvere 35. 
persuadere 45. 
pes I15. 
petere 8, 79, 156. 
Petilluse lore 75. OQ, 

Petill. 25. 
Petronius 150. 

Philippus ror. Phil, Poenus 

53: 
Piso Igt. 
planus. See primus. 
plebs 27, 78, 183, 204, 206. 
podagricus 112. 
Poenus 97. 
Pompeius 170, 174. 
pontifex 4. 
Popilius 191. 
populus 107, 205, 206. 
Porcia basilica 57. 
poscere. Sze pensare. 
post 46. 
Postumius, A. Post. 76. Sp. 

Post. 36. 
potestas 142. 
potiri 214. 
praeda 20. 
praetor 4, 135. 

prex 205. 
primum 43. 
primus 217. 
pro 206. 
producere 99. 
proelium 13, 18, 134. 
profectio 183. 
proficisci 5. 
propositum 9 (?), 163. 
prospere 125. 

Publius 3, 50, 59, 74, 84, 
200, 219. 

Pulcher 50. 
pupillus 37. 
Punicus 89. 

-que 16, 165, 180, 214. 

qui 5, 22, 26, 35, 38, 100, 
104, 119, 155, 164. 

Quirinalis 5. 
Quintius 52. 
Quintus 4, 28, 81, 149, 160, 

10,007 1,010.0. 
quod 4, 53, 84, 122. 
quondam 113. 
quot 78. 

redire 93. 
referre 40. 
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regnum 11g. 
relinquere 119. 
remittere 165. 
res 216. 
respondere 114, 181. 
Rethogenes 161. 
Teus 99. 
revocare 26. 
rex 6, II0. 

Roma 33, 169. 
Romanus I, 93, 133, 135- 
Rutilius 38. 

sacrarium 127. 
sagulum 165. 
Salassus. See Sapiens. 
Salinator 19. 
Sapiens 176. 
Sardinia 5. 
Scantinius 115. 
Scipio, L. Cornelius Scipio 

27, 454, P; Comm. Scipio 
Ajmeanus 25.8 Ps Com: 
Scip. Aemilianus 74, 94, 
[20012301 35,. 210, ta 

Corn. Scip. Nasica 200, 
202; 

Scordisci 175. 
scriba 75. 
SesLor: 
senectus 118. 
Sergius 152. 
Servilius Caepio 176, 182, 

195: 
Sibylla 189. 
signum 168. 
Silanus 178. 
singuli 209. 
socius 107, and sce occidere. 
spectaculum 54. 
Spurius 36. 
statua 168. 
stolidus 113. 
stuprare 85. 
stuprum 116. 
subigere 42, 136. 
subsellium 123. 
suffragium 194. 
Sullani 218. 
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suus 53, 55, 179, 180, 184. | transire 217. veneficium 51. 

Syria 157, 214. tribunus 27, 78, 183, 204, | venire (veneo) 209. 

206. venire (venio) 91. 
tabella 194. Tryphon 213. verna 193. 
tabernaculum 61. tutor 38. vexare 167. 
tabula 168. Tyresius 164. Villius 78. 
tertius 89. vir 16. 
Tiberius 182. ultimus 108, 118. virga 208. 
Titus 178. urbs 192. Viriathus 172, 185, 198, 
Theoxena 70. Uticenses 89. 201. 
Thessalia 126. uxor 140, 146. virtus 96. 
tollere 41. vis 15. 
Torquatus 178. vastare 13, 83, 157, 212. votivus 46. 
transferre 35. vates 62. Vulso 113. 

Il. KINGS AND EMPERORS. 

"Apowvén (Philadelphus ?) 807. 

Protemy ALEXANDER I. 

Tirol. [6 kai Adé£avdpos Oeds| Srounrop kai Bepevixn 802. ont. Bepevixn 824. 

AUGUSTUS. 

Kaioap 711. 3, 6; 721. 4 ef saep.; 781. 2, 4, 15; 742. 16; 743. 17, 44; 744. 
15; 826. 

TIBERIUS. 

TiBepios Kaioap 2eBaords 746, 12. 

CLAUDIUS. 

@eds KAavduos 718. 15; 808. 

DomirTIAN. 

Adroxp. Kato. Aopirtavds ZeBaords Veppamkds 722. 2. 

NERVa. 
Avroxp, Népovas Kaio, SeBacros 718. 41, 44. 

HAbRIAN. 

Adtokp. Kato. Tpatavds ‘Adpiavos SB. 714. 28, 32; 715. 27, 32; 726. 2; 729. 34985 
730. 32. 

“Adpiavos Kaito. 6 xupios 707. 19, 33; 714. 19, 24; 715. 8, 20; 7380. 6. 

ANTONINUS Pius. 

Avrokp. Kato. Tiros Af\uos ‘Adptavds ’Avra@vivos «8, EvoeBys 723.1; 724. 143 728. 25; 
729. 45; 732.6. om. Tiros 727. 29. 

Tiros Aidtos ‘Adpravis ’Avravivos Kaic. 6 ktpios 729. 39. 

"Avrevivos Kaito. 6 kipuos 712, 13; 724.5; 728.17, 41; 732. 3; 733.1; 800. 
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Marcus AURELIUS AND VERUS. 

Adpndwot Avte@vivos Kal Odjpos of Kvpiot SeB, 734. 1. 

Commonuvs. 

Abrokp. Kaio. Mdpxos Adpydtos Kéupodos ’Avtavivos EboeBis Edruxys 2B. App. Mnd. Uap. 

Zapp. Tepp. Meyoros Boer. 716. 23. 
Adtoxp. Kaito. Mdpkos Adtpndvos Képpodos ’Avravivos SB. “App. Mnd. Uupd. Zapp. Tepp. 

Meytoros 725. 57. 

Prscennius NIGER. 

Ddvos Heoévvios Néyep “lodoros S«8. 719. 5, 28. Cf. 801. 

SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS AND CARACALLA. 

Abrokp. Kaito. Aovcwos Senriusos Seounpos EvoeBijs UWeprivag SB. ApaB. ’AdtaBnv. ape. 

Meytoros kal Adroxp. Kaio. Mdpxos Adpndwos ‘Avrwvivos EiveBns eB. 705. 1, 54. 

Avrokp, Seounpos kat “Avrwvives 705. 15, 65. 
ot KUptou =eB. 735. 10. 

Aurokpdtopes 705. 19, 70. 

PHILIPPI. 

Philippus Augustus ii et Philippus Caesar cos. 720. 6. 

Decivs. 

Abroxp. Kato. Pdtos Mérowos Kiwros Tpaavis Aéxios EvoeB, Evrux. 23. 658. 18. 

Il. MONTHS AND DAYS. 

(az) Montus. 

Avortpos (TuBr) VPA \s ils Nepavetos SeBaords (Xoiak) sos. 

Iulius 737. 1. SeBaaros (806) 713. 15. 

Kawodpewos (Mevopn) 715. 33; 722. 3; 789; Sextilis 737. 21. 

793. ‘YmepBepéraios (Mevopn) 722. 2. 

Nepavetos (Xo/ak) 808. 

(2) Days. 

émaydpevas yuepat, € 715. 33, 373 9 722. Kalendae Sextiliae 737. 21. 

BAS. Nonae Iuliae 787. 1. 

Idus 737. 5 ef saep. S«Baory (Caesarius, 6th intercalary day) 

Kadavda 74:7, 2. 722. 3. 
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IV. PERSONAL NAMES. 

*ABackavros 716. 5, 29. 

’ABeis 728. 3. 
"Ayabivos father of Diodorus 713. 8; 723. 2. 
"A6,( ) 736. 37. 
*AOnvddwpos, Ovadeptos AG. 800. 
Aidtavds, “Avr@mos Ath. 708. 2, 15. 

*AheEavdpos 718. 6. 

’AdeEavdpos father of Leonides 7138. 9. 
"Adis 744. 1, 16, 
’Appovas 736. 69. 
*Appovuos 7384. 4; 791; 825. 
*Auponos father of Achilleus 722. 11. 
*Auporos son of Apollonides 729. 35, 38. 
"Apponos (Or ’ArohA@ros) father of Didymus 

719. 2, 8, 11. 
"Apous father of Diogenes 728. 3, 36. 
*Apdis also called Papontos, son of Diodorus 

733. 3. 
’AvOeariws 707. 12, 34. 
*AvOcotwws Upeipos also called Lollianus 718. 

2, 32: 
*Avras 786. 30, 36; 742.1; 745.3; 811 (?). 
*Avrepos son of Lucretius 817. 
’Avrovia 736. 54. 

*Avr@vios Aitavds 708. 2, 15. 

"Areis son of Apeis 732. 3. 
*Ami@v, Tacos Mdpxwos Am. also called Diogenes 
id OMe OVE2/ 71 

*Arioy son of Horion 728. 5, 14, 22, 306. 
"AToAwvapios, Tduos Madpxwos ’Am. also called 

Julianus 727. 7, 10, 27. 
*ArroAAwvdpiov 744. 2. 
"ArohA@vaptov, Ovadepia ’Ar. also called Nica- 

ES ZPlo Gf 
’Arohdovidns father of Ammonius 729. 35. 
*Aro\Ao@nos 714. 8; 718.8, 32; 739.1; 791. 

*"ArohA@mos son of Apollonius 728. 5. 
“ArohA@pios BiBdtopvaAaE 718. 2. 

"ArrohA@vios (OF "Auporos) father of Didymus 

TENDS 2, he, Tike 
"Arodd@uos son of Diogenes 726. 5. 
*ArohNamos father of Dionysius 724. 2. 

*AmokA@mos son of Dorion 716. 4, 28. 
*AmoAAomos Libyan 7438. 37. 
’AmoAA@vos scribe of the city 714. 6. 
"AnodAomos father of Valerius 780. 2, 35. 
"Arvddovovs 722. 15, 28, 39. 

’Aro\d@s SON Of Ophelas 887. 
’Aro\dGs daughter of Paésis 837. 
“Apns planet 804. 
‘Apdaus father of Thonis also called Morous 

725. 63. 
*Apiotioy 786. 

“Apmados son of Hermon 808. 
“‘Apoeis 728, 2, 29. 
"Aprewas 745. 2. 
*Aprepidwpos 715. 24. 
*ApxeAaos 721. 10. 
’Acins 717. 6. 

*AokAnniddyns 794; 806. 

"AckAnmddns also called Sarapion, gym- 
nasiarch 716. I. 

*AckAnmadns father of Sarapion 7238. 4. 
AvpnAia ’Appovapiov 720.8. Aurelia Ammo- 

narion 720. 2. 
Av’pndia Aais daughter of AureliusL..... thion 

658. 15. 
Avpndtos Avckopos son Of Aurelius L.,...thion 

658. 13. 
Abpndws Av..e. diov son of Theodorus 658. 3. 
Avpndtos TAovrappov 720. 9, 13. Aurelius 

Plutammon 720. 4. 
Avpnduos ‘Qpiwy ex-archidicastes 705. 7, 18,58, 

67. 
[.]avows son of Sipos 708. 4. 
Avidus, Gradius Av. 785. 16. 
*Aythdas son of Thonis 732. 3. 
"AxsAAeds son of Ammonius 722. 27, 35. 
"AxuAdevs also called Casius, strategus 719. 1. 
’Axopins 807. 
*Adpodioias 744. 11, 

Barichius 785. 19. 
Baooos, Teds B. epistrategus 726. 19. 
Beleus 735. 12, 13. 
Bepous 736. 71; 744. 2. 

Bynoas 832. 

Bidus father of Papontos 719. 10. 

Chul 785. 29. 
Claudius Valerius Firmus praefect '720. 1. 
Claudius Sabinus 785. 14. 
Comar{inus (?) father of Marrius 7385. 3. 
Cumesius (?) 785. 2%. 

aittnd 



IV) PERSONAL NAMES 

Tduos Mdpkios ’Amiov also called Diogenes 

fen On Oe) The 
Tdtos Mdpxtos ’Amodwvapwos also called Julianus 

TAs Op Oy, Bik 
Tduos “Povatios 745. 1Y. 

Vdwos Sémmucs ‘Potdos 721.1; 835. 
Tadéoros 715. 5. 
Takéoros son of Polemon 715. 2. 
TéAXos Baooos epistrategus 726, 19. 
Tépeddos 724, 2; 736. 12. 

Ty 722. 6. 
Topytas father of Polemon 715. 3, 12, 17. 
Topytas son of Polemon 715. 2, 34. 
Gradius Avidus 735. 16. 

Aapapioy 706. 10, II. 

Aapas 743, 24, 40. 
Adpev 730. 9g. 

Anpntpia 707. 8 ef saep. 
Anpytpios 825. 
Anpyrpios BiBdvopvAaE 718. 2, 43. 
Anpnrpwos deputy archidicastes, son of Hera- 

clides 727. 4. 
Anpntpovs 723. 3. 

Aidvpos 784; 786; 791. 
AdSupos son of Ammonius or Apollonius 719. 
Rp Thily 

Aidupos son of Charit.. . 826. 
Aidvpos son of Diogenes (?) 837. 
Awyas 719. 17. 
Awyéms 726. 7; 801; 838. 
Awoyévns son of Amois 728. 3, 23, 29, 36. 
Avoyévys father of Apollonius 726. 6. 
Avoyévns BiBrvopvrAag 713. 3. 

Avoyévns, Pdios Mdpkwos Amtoy also called Diog. 

Wel Gs INO, 25 /- 
Awoyévns father of Didymus 837. 
Avoyévns mpaxtop 733. 2. 
Avoyévns son of Sarapion 740. 38. 
Avoyévns son of Theon also called Dionysius 

716. 17, 30. 
AwdSepos father of Amois also called Papontos 

733. 3. 
Adepos father of Agathinus 713. 5, 7; 

723. 2. 
Awddwpos son of Diodorus 718. 4, 21. 

Avovvords daughter of Galestus 715. 5. 
Avoviovos 718. 5, 12, 17; 790. 
Awovicawos son of Apollonius 724. 4. 
Avovicwos BiBAtopvdAak 714. 3, 4. 
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Avovicwos father of Dionysius 728. 33. 
Avovvows son of Dionysius 728. 33. 
Atoviovos son of Phanias 789. 
Avovvawos also called Theon 716. 8, 31. 
Awovdotos son of Theon also called Dionysius 

716. 9, 13. 
Atdoxopos 810. 
Awokopos, Avpndrus A, 

EX thion 658. 13. 
Aapas father of Panechotes 716. 3. 
Awpiov son of Heras 716. 4, 28. 

son of Aurelius 

Eipnviov 712. 17. 
‘Edkevn 719. 2, II. 
‘Edévy daughter of Gorgias 715. 17. 
"Edevos 743, 22. 

‘Emappdderros 743. 25. 
‘Epdourmos 717, 6. 
"Eppumros 811. 

‘Eppddapos also called Philonicus, basilico- 
grammateus 714. 2. 

‘Eppogpurtos 746. 3. 
"Eppov father of Harpalus 808. 
Etiopius (?) 735. 29. 
Evayyéduos also called Sarapion, strategus 

80l. 
Evyeverop 741, I. 
Evdamovis daughter of Theon also called 

Dionysius 716. 9, 12. 
Eirépry also called Tanechotarion, daughter 

of Diogenes 726. 7. 
Eiruyxidns 839. 
Evppov 794. 

Firmus, Claudius Valerius F. praefect 720. 1. 

Zabdius 735. 13. 
Zebidius 735. 23, 
Zevs 722. 6. 

Zp... 736. 4. 
Zaudos 715. 22. 
Zaudos father of Ptolemaeus 729. 37. 

“HdidSwpos father of Heliodorus 732. 1. 
“HAidédepes son of Heliodorus 7382. 1 ef saep, 
"Hos 722. 6. 

"Hoa goddess 731. 6. 
“Hpadiav 725, I, 

‘Hpax{ 800. 
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‘Hpaxkas son of Sarapion also called Leon 
725. 3 ef Saep. 

‘Hpaxdas son of Tryphon 722. 21. 
“Hpakdeia 740. 42. 
‘Hpakdeidns 706. 2, 10; 740. 42, 43; 795; 

831. 
‘Hpakdeidns basilicogrammateus 746. 1, 13. 
‘Hpakdeldns ex-exegetes, father of Demetrius 

727. 4. 
‘HpakAeidns son of Horion 719. 18. 
‘Hpakdeidns father of Samus 716. 6, 30. 
‘Hpak\eldns father of Sarapion also called Leon 

725. 3. 
“Hpakdeldns father of Theon 723. 2. 
‘Hpaxhjs father of Xenon 785. 
“Hpas 740. 35. 
“Hpas BiBAoprAagé 715. 1, 35. 

‘Hpas father of Dorion 716. 5. 
‘Hpodys father of Sarapion 7380. 1. 
“Hpov 786. 99; 740. 17 (?). 

Canois 716. 5; 738. 68. 
Gajois daughter of Theon also called Diony- 

sius 716. 10, 14. 
@ais daughter of Diodorus 713. 22. 
@avéyis son of ... etis and father of Pather- 

mouthis 712. 4. 
Ocddoros, Ovarépuos ©. also called Polion 727. 

17. 
Gcddapos 736. 33, 16. 

Ocddwpos father of Aurelius L..... thion 658. 4. 
Ccd£evos 836. 

Gedpiros politarch 745. 4. 
Gov 740. 35 (?); 746. 1; 799. 
@éov also called Dionysius 716. 8, 31. 
©¢wv son of Heraclides 723. 2. 
Cojpis god 806. 
©oravtaios son of Horus 797. 
©oaus father of Achillas 732. 3. 
Opacipayos 713. 26. 
Ooms 725. 7. 

dus also called Morous, son of Harthonis 
725. 63. 

Iebael 735. 18. 
Ierraeus son of Macchana 735. 15. 
‘Ingovs 816. 
"TAaptov 744, 1, 16. 
"TovAtavds, Mdsios Mapkios AmoAtvapwos also called 

eT AT att ad Ope Oe 
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‘Inr08( ) 715. 35. 

I.p.p..archidicastes, son of Isidorus 727. 1. 

‘Ioas 786. 32; 739. I. 
"Io.Sopa daughter of Calas 718. Io. 
‘Icidwpos 816. 
"IaiSmpos ex-exegetes, father of I.r.m.. 

727. I. 
"Ioidwpos father of Valerius 735. 4. 
"loyupiav son of Heradion 725. 1, 15, 46. 
Iulia Titia lex 720. 5, 14. 
Iulius 735. 28. 

Katkiduos 736. 55. 
Kadas 7138, 10. 
Kdouos, "AxsAXevs also called C. 719. 1. 
Kepakas 806. 

Kndapos 734. 2. 

KAavéta Irokepa 810. 
KAavdtos, Tiros K, Zevopar epistrategus 718. 1. 

Kicéov 734. 4. 

Képagos 736. 4, 10. 
Kavos son of Ptolemaeus 814. 
Kapapivos father of Victor imperial steward 

735. 6. 

Aais, Avpydta A, daughter of Aurelius 
Linger ees thion 658. 15. 

Aairos praefect 705. 40. 
Aavdikn 736. 95. 
Aeovras son of Pekuris 782. 1 ef saep. 
Aenzivns son of ..monax 831. 
Aév, Zapariav also called L., son of Hera- 

clides 725. 3, 61. 
Aewvidns son of Alexander 713. 5, 9. 
Aewvidns son of Diodorus 718. 4. 
NOR oie nee Oiwv, Avpndwos A. son of Theodorus 

658. 3. 
AliGwos 728. 1, 28. 
Aoxpnrtos father of Anteros 817. 
Aoxpiov 812, 
AohAvavés, "AvOéotios Lpeipos also called L. 

718. 2, 32. 
Aovxos 812, 

Aovxcos father of Ptollas 729. 35. 
Aovros praefect 706. 5. 
Avoipaxyos 822. 

Macchana father of Jerraeus 785. 15. 
Malichus son of Sal 785. 24. 
Malichus father of Themes 735. 17. 



IV. PERSONAL NAMES 

Mahoxes optio 735. 5. 

Mapepreivos, lletpavios M. praefect 726. 17. 

Mapxcos, Tacos M, “Amiwy also called Diogenes 
726. 6, 9, 27. 

Mdpxios, Tawos M. “AmoXuwdpios also called 

Julianus 727. 6, 9, 27. 
Marrius son of Comarinus (?) 735. 3. 
Méhas father of Miusis 719. 19. 
Méwmmos 715. 24. 

Muvors son of Melas 719. 19. 

Momeo. x(__) father of Pathotes 740. 40. 
Movérs father of Papontos 719. 18. 
Mapois also called Thonis, son of Harthonis 

725. 63. 
. . pavag father of Leptines 831. 

Neomrddenos father of . . 

Nexdets 739. 3. 

Nixapérn, Ovadepia ‘AroAN@vdpuov also called N. 

CPV ia neh 
Novpnuos 715. 22. 

. on 712. 9. 

Ecvohav, Tiros KXavdus Z. epistrategus 718 1. 

Eevwv 810. 

=évev son of Heracles 785. 

*OvOovdBis 815. 

Ovadrepia ’AmohNwvapiov also called Nicarete 

727. 16. 
Ovarépios ’AOnvdiwpos 800. 
Ovadépios son of Apollonius 730. 2, 34. 
Ovadépios Geddoros also called Polion 727. 16. 
Ovikrwp imperial steward, son of Comarinus 

735. 5. 
Ovuraduos archidicastes 719. 3, 7. 

Pacebius 735. 30. « 
Ilanots 837. 
TlaGeppod6is son of Thanochis 712. 6, 12. 
Tladarns 728. 1, 27. 
Taérns son of Moimes. ch... 740. 40. 
Ilavdpns also called Panechotes, ex-cosmetes 

724. 1. 
Tavyopoaois father of... nychus 708. 17. 
Ilaveot... 722. 22. 
Tlavexorns son of Doras 716. 3, 27. 
Tlavexorns also called Panares, ex-cosmetes 

724. I. 
Tlavrwvupis 658. 5. 
Ilaovs son of Bithys 719. 15. 
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Ilarovrés also called Amois, son of Diodorus 
733. 3. 

Harovras son of Bithys 719. 10, 27, 34. 
Ilarovrés son of Mouthis 719. 18. 

Iacadvpus 740. 20. 

Haots 736. 85 (?). 
Ilavotpis son of Petsiris 808. 
Textpus father of Leontas 732. 1, 9. 

Ile\Xs 811. 

Ilerenors 722, 32. 

Ileroipis father of Pausiris 808. 
Tlerp@vios Mapepreivos praefect 726. 17. 
II\ovrapyos 707. 14. 

I1d6os 742. 2. 
Tlo\cuwv 719. 6. 

IIohéu@y son of Gorgias 715. 4, 11. 
Tlo\€yor son of Tryphon 721. 2, 9. 
Ilorduwy son of Thanochis 712. 4 ef saep. 
IIpeipos, ’AvOéorios TI. also called Lollianus 

YMSy, Baya: 
IIpipa 736. 17. 

Psenosirius 735. 25. 
IIrokeva, KAavdia Ir. 810. 
IIroAepaios 790. 

IIrohepaios father of Kunos 814. 
IIro\epatos strategus 803. 
Trodepaios son of Zoilus 729. 37. 
IIrodAds son of Lucius 729. 35. 
IlwAl@v, Ovad<pios Geddoros also called P. 727. 

c7 

Romanus 735. 26. 
‘Povarios, Taos ‘P. 745. II. 

‘Poddos, Tauos Sémmuos ‘P. 721. 1; 835. 

Sabinus, Claudius S. 785. 14. 
Sadus 735. 2, 20. 
Salmes 725. 32. 
Sdpos son of Heraclides 716. 6, 30. 
Zapaeids daughter of Leonides 713. 5, 8. 
Sapamas son of Ammonius 722. 8, 21, 37. 
Sapariov 707.13; 716. 15 ; 729. 5 ef saep.; 

806; 825. 
Sapariev also called Asclepiades, gymnasiarch 

716. I. 
Sapanioy father of Diogenes 740. 38. 
Sapariav also called Euangelius, strategus 

80l. 
Sapariwy son of Heraclides 723. 4. 
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Sapariov son of Herodes 780. I. 
Sapamiwv also called Leon, son of Heraclides 

725, 3, 61. 

Sapamods 722, 11; 795, 

Sexourras 736. 50. 
Sexovvros 736. 81. 

Seveios 799. 
Sémmos, Tdwos &. ‘Podhos 721. 1; 835. 

Syaproros 802. 
Sipudts, SovArmixcos 3. praefect (?) ‘712. 22. 

Sweets 716. 9. 
Swrdrs (or -rov) 794. 
Sunés father of |.jausis 708. 4. 
Sovdmixtos Siperis praefect (?) 712. 22. 

Srparos 736. 97. 
Seyywapis 831. 

Sayers 829. 

Taaprajots 736. 70. 
Taveyardpwoy also called Euterpe, daughter of 

Diogenes 726. 6. 
Taovvappis daughter of Panesi. . 
Taovs 716. 4. 
Tamovras 715. 12, 18; 733. 5. 
Tarro\dovs daughter of Caecilius 736. 55. 
Tavpeivos 799. 
Tavpis 716. 11. 

Texaoovs 809. 
Teds 832. 

Themes 735, 21. 
Themes son of Malichus 735. 17. 
Titia, lex Iulia et Titia 720. 5, 14. 
Tiros KAavdwos Zevopoy epistrategus 718. I. 

Tpupas 736. 56. 

Tpvpov father of Heraclas 722. 21. 
Tpvpor father of Polemon 721, 2. 

Ade 22) 

INDICE ® 

Truphon 735. 27. 
Toeet daughter of Theon 723. 2. 
Toevraxous 719. 10. 

Tvxn 736. 18. 

Valerius, Claudius V. Firmus praefect 720. 1. 
Valerius son of Isidorus 735. 4. 

@avias father of Dionysius 789, 
bavoros 742. I, 17. 
@7ré praefect 800. 
itetvos 707. 12, 18, 34. 

@irdvexos also called Hermodorus, basilico- 

grammateus 714. I. 
Pidovrdpiov 739. 20. 
Gva 736. 14. 

Pacddpos 792. 

Xaipdpporv 724. 3. 

Xaipnpoy 723. 5. 

Xapi£ewvos 728. 6. 
Xapir .(__) father of Didymus 826. 

Vdupis agoranomus 722. 5. 

WVevapoims 695. introd. 

’Opryevns BiBrvopvaAaé 715. I. 

‘Qplev father of Apion 728. 5, 36. 

‘Opiov father of Heraclides 719. TQ. 

‘Opiev son of Panechotes 716. 3, 27. 

*Qpos 719. 17. 
*Qpos father of Thotsutaius 797. 
"Operas father of Apollos 837. 
’Odedas father of Ophelas 727. 8. 
’Odedas son Of Ophelas 727. 8, 12, 22, 26. 

V. GEOGRAPHICAL. 

(2) COUNTRIES, NOMES, TOPARCHIES, CITIES. 

Aegyptus 720. 1. 
*AOpiBirns 712. 1, 8. 
Aiytrrreot ‘706. I, 7. 
Alyuntos 727, 11. 

’AreEdvdpera 709. 9; 7438. 24; 744. 3, 5; 

799. *AdeEarvdpéewv mous 7FO5. 20, 68. 

7 mois 727. 2. 

*Avtwoeis 705. 50 (?). 
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"ApaBia 709. 8. MernAirns p. 263. 
*"Apowoirns 709. 7. 

*Arrixds 705. 46. “OpnBo. 884. 

[Ad|fa 709. 6. *Okupuyxira: 705. 9, 60. 

’OFupuyxitns (voids) LO Sm OOim AO alae mL Os 
AvoroXirns 708. 2, 15. 25 MLO nA Lie al nore (allo i LOnuan 

833. 
“EMnvixds 784. ’Okupuyxirav modus 718. 43; 724. 1. 
‘Erra vouot 709. 7. ‘O€upiyxav més 707. 13; 718. 6, 13; 716. 

Ie Theva. tly Wie) 8 VfAAS}, 168 TPA, 8 IPAS}. 
‘HXlov mods 719. 2, 9, 12. BO tate® 5 (A005 561 GO.02 oar 1. 
“HpakdeoroXirns 715. I. 789; 808; 831; 836. 

OEdpvyxou (?) 745. 6. 
Cnsaty (0822) 25 3.10907 5 7122.42 7235 1G 

726. 4; 881. épons tas emtyovns 780. 4; 8386. 

IIjAovotov 7O9. 4. 
*Iovdator 705. 333; 707. introd. IInkovorera 705. 37. 

IIrodepais 839. 
KaBacirns Da263: ; 

Kavemrikds 738. 2. Popaioe 705. 31; p. 263. 

kato xopa 709. 8. 

Kuvorodirns 748. 13. 
SeOpoirns ‘709. 5. 

Kuyou (for Kuvav ?) 739. 2. Tavirns 709. 5. 
torapxia, dvw 721. 9. 

AtBikds 743. 37. Opocepwo 721. 11; 808. 
péon 734. 3. 

Makeday tay Swyywadpios me(Gv 831. Nopaceirns (not Oxyrh.) 712. 20. 
Méudis 709. 6; 825. 

Meudirns 825. xepa, 7) Karo x. 709. 8. 

(2) VILLAGES, émofxia, tomo. 

Evepyerius 814. Maydoda 740. 43. 
MeppepO(a?) 740. 16; 823. 

“Hpakdeidov érroixioy 838. Movxis 784. 

Mov6neped (not Oxyrh.) 712. 20. 
CekBo 814, 
Ocal 740. 35. Nék\n 742. 17. 
© . da6s 794. Neuepa 797. 
Carbs 695. introd.; 740. 35. Neoda 7138. 24, 31. 
CacBis 721. 9; 728. 2, 4, 6. 

"Okuptyxos (Dat. ?=’0E. mds) 745. 6. 

Bley TaxvodBis (Heracleop.) 715. 21. 
“Ney DN so 6 WIBRR Bc TlaykvArs 732. 5. 
“Iovov Tpupavos 719. 10, 14. IlaAdors 808. 

Ila@pis 740. 24. 

Kepkepovus 746. 7; 837. Ileevym 713. 26. 
Keopotxis 740. 40; 808. TleAa 740. 20, 21, 37, 38; 835. 
Kovov (= Kuvoy ?) 739. 2. Tléryvn Taxod( ) rémor 734. 3. 
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Devecedev 740. 26. Taxdva 743. 29. 

Zevérta 780. 3, 39. Tadao 695. introd. 
Sevms 718. 13. Tapaits (Fayfim) p. 263. 

Sevoxop| 740. 37, 38. Terots 721. 9. 

Sepigus 707. 20; 740. 18. Thus 808. 

Sepo 808. Toepiows (Heracleop.) 715. 6, 13, 14. 

Swapv 810. Tpvpevos "Iovoy 719. 10, 14. 

Taxod( ) 784. 3, 5. Wedewax( ) (Heracleop.) 715. 24. 

(c) KAfjpou. 

Adpevos '730. 9. Mevimmou kat “Aprepidwpov 715. 24. 

Evdpovos aka 794. 
iis Zevovos 810. 

Zoidov kai Noupnviov 715. 22. 

Opacvpaxou mapepéern 718. 26. Xapiteivov 728. 6. 

- (d) appoda. 

‘Inméwv TapeuBorjs 786. Noérov Apdéuov 786. 
Nérov Kpnridos 714. 11. 

(e) BUILDINGS, &C. 

‘Adptavy BiBAtoOnkn 719. 35. | Sapameiov 736. 25; 832; 835. 

(7) DEME AND TRIBE. 

Saouxdopios 6 kat Hdd (?) 712. 9. 

V La EEIGION. 

(2) GoDs. 

Tj 722. 6. "Hpa 731. 6. 

Zevs 722. 6. 

Oeds 658. 8; 715. 28. Cf. Index ii. 
"H\wos 722, 6. So7pis 806. 
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(4) PRIESTS. 

apxtepatevoas 718. 3. icpeds Oonptos 806. 
2) SU IPAT o: Bs 

iep. kai apyidicaorns 719. 

(c) MISCELLANEOUS. 

dotpa “Hpas 731. 6. 

ducia 658. 2. 

iepd SC. yn 721. 7. 

iepattxol témou 707. introd., 

iepdv (‘ offering’) 658. 1, 12; 784. 
iepdv (‘temple’) 785. 
“Ioeva 781. 5. 

VII. 

ayopavopos 722. 4. 
airntyns 788. 

dptOpds, mpatar appa inmets 735. 8. 
apxvduxaorns, I. . . “IowWewpou iepeds kal apxid. 

(A.D. 154) 727. 2. Overddzos icp, Kai apyxud. 
(A.D. 193) 719. 3, 7. Anpitpios “Hpakdcidou 

dvémov 7a kata THY dpxidicaotelay (A.D. 154) 
727. 4. 

Bacidtxds ypapparevs, “Hpakdeidns (A.D. 16) 746. 

1,13. cAdvetxos 6 kal ‘Eppddapos (A.D. 122) 

714. 1. 
BiBrropvdAaE 712. 1; 713.3; 714.5; 715. 1. 

BonOés 734. 4. 

yeyupvacrapxnkos 715. 1, 35: 

ypapparevs 709.13; 715.35; 835. Bacvdrkos 
yp. See Baorikds. yp. catadoyelou 719. 6. 

yp. modews 714. 7. 
yupvaciapxos 716. I. 

dexadapxos 74:7, I. 

eEnyntevoas 714. 6. 
e€nyntns (of Alexandria) 727. 1, 5. 
emixpitns 714. 5, 38. 

éntotatela pudakitav 803. 
emuatatns Tay inmapxoy 790, 
émuotpdtnyos, TéAdws Bdooos (A.D. 135) 726. 

18. Hevopar (A.D. 180-92) 718. I. 

OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TERMS. 

emetnpytns Eevikay mpakropeias ‘712. 1, 8. 
eodos 710. 4. 

nyepovevous, AUE (C. A.D. 153) 800. 
nyewav, Aodmos (Cc. 115) 706. 5. Terpadmos 

Mapeprteivos (A.D. 135) 726.17. ovdsixcos 
Sipwdus 712. 22. Aairos (A.D. 200-2) 705. 
39. Claudius Valerius Firmus (a. D. 247) 
720. I. 

iepdy, of ert Tay lep@v Kat Ovorov BBS. I. 

immapxos 790. 
inmeds mpotor apilpaov 735. 8. 

kexoopntevcas 724. I. 

kpirns 726. 20. 
Kopoypappareds 718. 13, 20, 26. 

Aaoypapos 786. 

paxatpopépos 839. 

oikovdpos ovtxapwos 735. 6. 

éntiov 735. 5. 

odsxdptos, oixovduos ovuk. 735. 6. 

pedes 735. 12. 
meds, of Soyywapios meCoi 831. 

mottdpyns 745. 4. 
mpayparevtns 825, 

U 4% 
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mpaktopela evixov 712. 1, 8; 825. 
mpaxtop apyupikoy 733. 2; 734. 3. 

aito\dyos 708. 10, 21; 740. 24, 26; 798; 
833. 

otpatnyés 708. 2, 18; 717. 7, 115 718. 24. 
(Of Alexandria) I... . IowWapov yevopevos 

atp. (A.D. 154) 727. 2. Adpydios ‘Opior 
yevdu. orp. (A.D. 200-2) 705. 18,67. (Of 
Oxyrhynchus) Irodepaios (late rst cent. 
B. G) 8038. ‘AyidAeds 6 kal Kdovos (A.D. 193) 

719. I, 4. 

INDICES 

Tomoypapparevs 833. 

bmnperns 712. 17. 

gvAakirns 808. 

pura€é 808. 

xeupiotns ‘734. 2. 

xAlapyos 708. 13. 
xpnuatiotns 719. 7; 727. 3. 

apoypapos 710. 3. 

VIL. WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND COINS. 

(2) WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 

dxawa 669. 29, 41. 
dupa 669. 29. 
dpovpa 718. 24 ef saep.; 715. 26; 718. 8 ef 
SOL a Pal. LO, 1 TA AS. FiO, 63 Or, 
729. 33; 730. 8, 39; 740. 41 ef saep. 

dptaByn 708. 4, 11, 17, 19; 718. 15; 735. 

9; 786. 8 ef saep.; 788; 789; 8386. 

Biya 669. 28, 37. 

Odkrudos 669. 14, 17, 26, 43. 
déopun 742. 4, 13. 

diavrov 669. 30. 

éxarootn 708. 8, 9, 20. 

kd\apos 669, 28, 41. 
kepapuov 729. 36; 745.1; 784. 

koTuAn 784, 

Auxds 669. 247, 31. 

pétrpov 669. 20; 707. 26, 28, 30; 717. 1, 2; 
729. 27. p. ayopavopikcy 836, pe. Snudoroy 

740. 18, 20. p. euB(odxdy?) 740. 18. 
p. ovrodoyikdy 740. 147. p. Terpayoivixoy 
ayopavouikdy 836. pu. xadkoty 717. 8. 

pirtvoy 669. 30. 

vavBiov 669. II, 24. 

fihov 669. 11, 20, 21, 28. &. Bacidixdy 669. 
II, 19. &. dnpdcrov 669. 38. 

dydoov 669. 1, 2. 

opyuid 689. 28, 39. 

makaorys 669. 13, 16, 27, 31, 34. 
mnxus 669. 2 ef saep. mw. Snudowos BBY. 34. 

m. euBadicds 669. 6, 10. mm. evOuperpikds 
669. 5. 7m. Awovdixds B69. 33. 7. Netho- 
perpikds B69. 35. 7. oixoredixds B69. Q. 
m. otepeds 669. 7. 7m. Texrovikds BEY. 35. 

mA€Opov 669. 29. 
mous 669. 27, 32. 
nmuyov 669. 27, 34. 

onGaun B69. 27, 32. 

aradiy 669. 29. 

cxowloy 669. 1, 3, 18. 

teraptn 795. 

xoimé 740. 18 ef saep.; 789. 
xovs 736. 15; 739. 11; 819. 
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(2) CoINs. 

apyupuov 706. 3; 712. 6,15; 724.6; 728. 
9 ef saep.; 729. 6, 13, 20, 40; 7380. 12, 
aye 7 Sl. 950. 10, F250 1545. 1895. (0L; 
808. dpy. éemionuov 722. 19. apy. Ze- 
Bacrov vopicparos 719. 21; 722. 25. 

as 737. 2 ef saep. 

Spaxun 707. 8 ef saep.; 712. 6, 14, 15, 213 
719. 21,313 722. 19,25; 724. 6 ef saep.; 
725. 22 ef sach.; 728. 9 ef saep.; 729. 6 
et saep.; 7180. 12, 14, 37; 731. 8, 9, 11, 
Tae) 73225 ¢f sacp.;. 7838. 4, 65 736.92 
et saep.; 789. 2 ef saep. ; 742.14; 745.1; 

784; 788; 791-2; 799; 803; 808, 
817; 819. 

Spaxpuatos tékos 712. 14; 728. 20. 

HurwBedvov 783. 4, 6; 786. 12 ef saep.; 739. 

iy iis 

pva 728, 21. 

oBodtatos 729. 10. 

6Bor’ss 731. 8, 11, 133 736. 5 ef saep.; 739. 

7 et saep. 

mevtoBorov 7388. 4, 6; 

739. 6. 

736. 68 ef saep.; 

semis (4 as) 737. 11 ef saep. 

rdvavrov 710. 6-8; 722.17, 26; 784; 806. 

rerpoBorov 722. 20; 734. 5, 6; 736. 12 

ef saep.; 739. 4, 13. 
tpiaodov 736. 8 ef sacp.; 

819. 

79390 e 11 eL0-, 

xadkds 722. 26. xarkor 743. 23. 

i TAXES: 

dpyupua 733. 2; 734. 3. 

yrr( ) 734. 4. 

ypapmarikdy p. 263. 

emukepadaoy 832. 

Aaoypadia 714. 23; 733. 5. 

vavAov tropeiay 792. 

Eevixa 712. 1, 8; 825. 

owov redos 788. 

mpakropikal Samdvar ‘712. 21. 
mpoopetpovpeva 708. 12. 

oirixa 798. 
citohoyikdy 740. 22, 27. 

ovropetpikdy 740, 23, 25. 

arovdn 730. 13. 
av) 784. 4. 

rédos 712. 6; 788. 

vikn 7338. 4, 6. 

opixd, ‘Apowdns pop. 807. 
pdpos mépbmeos 732. 4. 
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abire 720. 13. 
aBpoxos 740. 45; 810. 
dyew 742, 1%. 

ayewpyntos 705. 74. 
ayopatew 717. 3; 742.12; 745. 2; 839. 

ayopavopetov 713. 13. 

dyopavopixss 836. 

ayopavénos 722. 4. 
ayopastés 798. 
dyud 722. 12, 34; 723.5; 726. 9. 

adyouay 744, 4, 13. 

ayaviterOa 705. 50, 51. 
ddekgn 715.17; 744.1; 745. 1. 
aderpidovs 727. 16. 
adeddds 707. 34; 712. 5, 12; 713. 21, 30; 

TANGY spe VAs OE PASS Sh aes YUNS, Teme 
725. 6; 743, 1; 791. 

advaxpires 715. 36. 
adduxos 717. 10; 718. 23. 
aodos 729. 19; 836. 
dei 658. 6; 719. 13. 
aberifew 808. 

atOptov 719. 15, 16. 

aiE 807. 
aipew T19. 26; 728. 12; 729. 21, 31, 41, 

43; 787; 800. 
atpeots 716. 22; 729. 41. 

aireww 709. 12. 
aitntns 788. 

aitia 725. 41. 
dkawa 669. 29, 41. 

dkivSvvos 730. 15. 
dxodovdes 706. 9; 718. 10; 729. 14. 
dxove 812, 
ada (sic) 794. 
Geotpa 736. 8, 31, 34, 72, 76; 739. 6. 
ad\ndea 715. 29. 

aAdooew 729. 43. 

adAnreyytn 712. 12, 15. 
adAnréyyvos 729. 21. 
dAdkndous 718. 11, 16; 719. 20; 724. 6; 

121. 28. 
adpupts 736. 73; 740. 46. 

dds 736. 7, 74. 

dua 658. 13; 798. 
dpeivov 716. 21. 

dpedetv 707. 31 5 742. 14. 

dpeuntas 724. 10; 729. 18. 
dperdotpentos 705. 62. 

apiobi 729. 9. 
dupa 669. 209. 
apo8n 705. 61. 
dumedos 707. 23, 36; 729. 18. 
dureiav 707. 19; 729. 33, 35. 

appicBnrnow 745. 9. 
dupodov 714. 26. Cf. Index V (d). 
auporepos 707. 12; 715. 2; 716. 10; 728. 

I, 28. 
avaBdArkew 729. 6, 28. 
avaBaois 742. 6. 

avaBokn 729. 7; 741. 13. 
avayew 707. 23, 36. 
avaytyvookew 706. 5; 724. 10; 743. 18. 
dvayxatew 717. 2, 14. 

avaypapew 730. 7. 
avaxtnois 705. 76. 
avahapBavew 707. 25, 35; 719. 32; 721. 5, 

On 7 Abe Oe 
avdhoua 740. 28; 825; 836. 

dvdrhous 709. 3. 
dvarroprn Pp 262. 

avackevatew 745. 5. 

avapatpéras 718. 19. 
avatroAn 725. 12. 

aveu( ) 833. 

amp 710. 3; 719. 24. «ar avdpa 709. 
It. 

avOopodoye 748. 34, 40. 

aOparos 705. 16, 66; 805. 
dnuotava 707. 25. 
dvoixodopetv 707. 27. 
avéxvos 743. 39. 

dyriypapov 719. 3, 4, 9- 
avricynpuoy 722. 34. 
avturoety 718. 30. 
ayricvpBorew p. 263. 
avtitdooew 707. 17, 38. 

avrupaveiv 805. 
dview Pp. 262. 

avo 712. 20; 721. 19; 736. 31; 744. 8. 
avebev 718. 21; 745. 4. 
a&tos 725. 290-35. 
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d&wiv 658. 16; 705. 51, 60; 716.19; 719. 

32; 727. 29; 805; 826. 

afiao.s 705. 14, 64. 
amare 718. 23, 29; 727. 18; 808. 

drairnots 718. 14; 722. 28. 

amapri¢ew 724, 12. 
dredevOepos 706. 2; 716. 6, 29. 
dmedevbeporv 706. 8 ; 722. 18. 

dnepyacia 729. 2, 8. 
arepthuros 713. 39. 
anépxecOac 709. 4. 
aréxe 719. 22; 808. 
dnn\wotns 719. 17, 19; 728. 7. 

dmdovs 719. 9. 
anoypapev 718. 343 715. 6, 36. 
droypapy 715. 30; 719. 24; 808. 
amodéexerOar 705. 59 
dmodiSdvae 705. 61; 718. 18, 21; 728. 18; 

729. 15, 19, 42, 43; 780. 22; 744. 16; 

745.7; 746.3; 798; 8386. 
arédoais 712. 16; 729.17; 808. 

anoOynoxewv. 718. 12. 
amowxos 719. 2, 9, II. 
aroAapBavew 706. 3. 

adnokduva 743. 23. 
arropetpelv 798. 
amooray 724. 13. 
dmooré\tew 742. 3; 744. 8. 

anoorepyntns 745. 7. 
aroctoAn 736, 13. 
anéraxros 729. 31; 730. 12. 
arotive 730. 26. 
drodaivey 706. 6. 
dpyeiy 724.143; 725. 35, 40; 7381. 12. 

dpyuptxd 7338. 2; 734. 3 

apyvpuv. See Index Vill (6). 

dpyupovs 796. 
dpeckia 729. 24. 
dpibpds 7385. 8; 742. 8. 
dpuarepés 722. 10; 723. 5. 
dptorov 736. BB» 28, 35. 

pees 7Al. 6 
dpoupa. See Index Vil (a). 

dpouvpynddy 729. 31. 
Geaaaee 741.8; 832. 

Epgaes (?) yore a 

apows 708. 5, 
dptaBn. See ee VIII (2). 

dpridvv 738. 8. 
aptos 736. g ef Saep. 

apxaios 729. 7, 8 

dpxetov 712. 13. 
dpyduxaorns. See Index VII. 

apyteparevew 718. 3. 
as 737. 2 ef saep. 
aobevera 726. 10. 
aobevetv 725. 40. 

donatecOa 745. 9; 805. 
domdpayos ‘736. 36. 
domopew 740. 42. 
adoropos 709. 14. 

aotixos 706. 9. 

aotpov 731. 6. 
aovyrereotos 707. 30- 
dcgparas 742. 5, 10. 
araxrety 725. 40. 

droxos 729. 16. 
av 718. 19. 

auctor 720. 4. 
avdevrixds 719. 30, 33- 
avrapkns 729, 19. 
avrapkia 729. 10. 
avrodey 726. 12. 
avrdOt 719. 22. 

apaaé 716. 7, 12, 20; 725. 7; 727. 16 

740. 44, 45, 47- 

apievaa 722. 6; 744. TO. 

agiotava 745. 3. 
apopos 721. 5. 
aypt 707. 37. 

Badigew 743. 29. 
Babos 669. 8. 

Bdarrew 7386. 6. 

Baowtkds, Bao. (yj) 718. 9, 15; TOMES 275 

791.4; 780. 3; 810. B. ypappateds. 

See Index VII. B. Eidov 669. II, 19. 

Bardwov 739. 9. 
Baredra TA. 18. 
BeBawdv 719. 23; 730. 21. 

BeBaiws 713. 18. 

Brpa 669. 28, 37- 

Biaos 803. 

BiBriSuov 716. 18. 

BuBdcoOyKn ‘719. 35. 
BiBrtov 826. 

BiBdopédpos 710. 2. 

BiBAvopvaAdkioy 825. 

BiBArtoprAaé. See Index VII. 

Bios 826. 
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BraBos '729. 20. 

Boav 717. 9, 12, 13, I4. 

Bonds 734. 4 3 748. 20. 
Borxds 729. 39. 

Botvr\eoOa 705. 76; 719. 29; 721. 3; 729. 
Il. 

Bovdevew FOG. 6. 

Boppas 719. 16, 18; 729. 7. 
Borayvn 729. 22. 

Bovs 707. 9; 729. 16. 
Bpaxvs 705. 77. 

Bodoroyeiv 708. 7, 19. 

Bados 708. 8, 20. 
Bapds 785. 

capere 720. 15. 
collega (?) 785. 14. 
conducere 787. 2 ef saep. 
consul 720. 7. 

yara 736. 48, 83. 

yauetos 795. 

yapos 718. 12, 32. 
yeirov 719. 16. 
yevea 718. 16. 

yeveowa 736. 56, 57. 

yevnpa 729. 36. 
yevos 727. 20; 729. 31. 
yepdws 725. 5; 786. 23, 27, 28, 35; 826. 
yeveoOa 658. 12. 
yeoperpia 728. 9, 30. 
yeoperpixos BBO. 1, 3, 18. 
yeopye 718. 19, 23; 728. 4; 740. 38, 4o. 
yeopyés 740. 16, 21, 33, 35. 
yi 705. 74; 707.23, 36; 715. 22, 25; 718. 

24; 780. 8,17, 36; 810. Cf. Bacirixds 
and tepés. 9 722. 6. 

ylyvecOae 705. 18, 67; 707. 34; 709. 6; 
712. 16; 716. 21; 718.29; 719. 22, Be) - 
721.6; 727.1, 4; 729.17, 18, 30; 732. 
5, 9; 748. 20, 41; 745.5; 807; 832. 

yryvoorery 743, 27; 744, 3. 
yrv( ) 734. 4. 

yrahets 736. 37. 
ynows 740. 14. 
yroun 729. 43. 
yropi¢ew 705. 39; 718. 20; p. 263. 
yroorip 722. 31; 723. 4. 
yoyyurls 736. 5. 

yopos 708. 3, 16. 

yovets 718. 7, 38. 
youn 729. 40. 

youu 722. 24. 

ypdupa 716. 32; 725. 64; 727. 28; 728. 
4. 

a Si they See Index VII. 

ypapparikdy Pp. 263. 

ypapew 706. 3; 716. 31; 718. 24; 719. 6, 
Py a b-: s CoY fr-13 a Oy -1 = PX ey 2 

37; 743. 39; 746.5; 787; 811. 
ypapeiov 736. 16; 808. 
yupvacvapxeiv 715. I. 

yupvaciapxos 716. I. 

yupvos 839. 

yuvatkeios 739. 18; 7A. g. 
yun 736. 11, 88, 89. 
yupyabds (yepyadss) TAI. 5. 

daxrvAtov 795. 
ddkrvdos 669. 14, 17, 26, 43. 
davetCew 705. 47; 808; 836. 
daveccpos 799. 

daravay 705. 63. 
dard 705. 79; 708.12; 712.6; 729. 28; 

736. 98; 739. 3. 
dare 720.-3, 6, 15. 
denors 720, Io. 
detyua 708. 5, 18. 
dev 718. 14, 18, 29; 727. HO ZOGE AO wes 

5, 16; 743. 8. deioOa 718. 24. 
denvety 736. 93. 
deinvov 736. 36; 738. 1, 4, Fhe 
deion 729. 22. 

dexddapxos 74.7. 1. 
Sexar( ) 741. 17. 
deids 722. 24. 
déoun 742. 4, 13. 
6n 705. 61. 
dndotv 707. 21, 30; 708. 135 4147 20% 

716. 19; 725. 7, 11, 48; 740. 30; 800. 
onpdowos 669. 24; 707. op ays YASS aii 

(ro) dnu. 712. 6; 719. 28, 303 725. 56; 
729. 20; 793; 803. (ra) dqu. 707. 22; 
718. 11 efsaep.; 729. 33; 780. 17; 740. 
14; 810. Oyu. Oéua(?) 740. 209. dny. 
pétpoy 740. 18, 20. dyy. Evrov BBO. 38. 
np. operdn 719. 23. dnp. mxuvs 669. 34. 
nu. pun 719. 17, 19. np. tpameCa 721. 
13; 835. oyu. xpnuariopds 712. 12. 

Snpoovody 719. 32, 
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dnpogioats 719. 31, 
dvaypapew 707. 22; 721. 12; 733. 2; 784. 

2; 800; 803. 
dia6pxn 715. 19. 
Staipecis 718. 7, 10. 
Staroyi€erda 709. 4. 

diadoyiopds 709. 2; 726. 12. 
Suavéure 727. 24. 
Ovarrovety 74.3. 22. 

SuaTrodeiv 727. 20, A 
didcracts BBY. 37, 40. 

diacrodn 719. 32; 743. 28; 793. 
dcatdocew 718. 25. 
duarehewy 658. 8. 

diavdov B69. 30. 

duahopov 708. 11, 22; 797; 838. 
dtaevder@a 715. 30. 

Ouayridos 707. 23. 

OiSdoxadros 725, 10, 14, 43. 
d:ddvac 716. 22; 719.4, 30; 725. 18; 729. 

LOploa hola 7 lOve +O sen saepn 
742. 11; 748. 26, 28, 32; 789. 

Sverrew 727. 5. 

duepyerOar 712. 18; 
789. 

Overia 707. 24. 

Oveutvye 718, 31. 

dixatos 717. 10; 746. 9; 787. 
dtxacrnpiov 705. 38. 
dikn 728. 24. 
diderov 717. 5, 12. 
Sipotpos 716. 14, 20. 

66 727. 21; 826. 
Ovorxety 719. 26. 
dumdovs 729. 20; 741. 3. 

Owcaxkidvov 741. 2. 
dicreyos 719. 15. 
Ooxeity 718. 24. 

dominus 720. 3, 6. 
Odors 724. 7. 

dovAn 714. 15; 722. 14; 728. 3. 
doddos 714. 13; 716.15; 724. 3. 
dpaxuyn. See Index VIII (2). 
Opaxpeatos 712. 14; 728. 21. 

Opdpos 717. 173 p. 263. 
dtivacOa 726. 10; 727. 11; 742. 10; 743. 

36; 744. 12. 
dvois 725. 12. 
Owdexddpaypos 714. 22. 

dwdexapnvov 800. 

714. 18; 729. 26; 

e 720. 5, 14. 
eav 729. 18. 
edvrep 729. 4, 8. 

eyypantos 707. 20, 

eyyuntns 707. 33. 
eyxadew ‘728. 40. 

eyxtnois 705. 61; 712.1; 715.1; 825. 
eOapos 728. 15. 
eOehew 705. 43, 62. 
eOipos 729. 7. 

€6vos 705. 37. 
€Oos p. 263. 
eidévar 716. 32; 718. 12; 725. 64; 728. 

34; 729. 37; 745. 6, 8. 
eldos 669. 26; 719. 24. 
eixds 718. 22. 
eis, puds avri puas 740. 17, 18. 
ciadyew 729. 5, 6. 
eicBodkn 736. 97. 

elovevae 721. 8; 725. 30; 729. 2, 14, 30. 
elcodos 705. 39; 719. 16. 

elomropeveoOar 717. 5, 7; 744. 4. 
ela pépety TOM. 1c 

eiaxpnoba 717. 2. 

exaoros 705. 35,77; 711.1; 725.11; 727. 
22; 728. 21; 729. 18, 20, 37. 

exatepos 718. 31 ; 729. 19. 
éxarootn 708. 8, 9, 20. 
exBaivey 708. 7, 19; 729. 36. 
éexBaddew 744. 10. 

exBoav 717. I. 

exdexevOar 724. 12. 
exO.odokely 725. 417. 
exduddvat 725. 5; 835. 
exkaipos 729. 18. 
exxpovew 725. 37. 
exdoyn 729. 41. 

exuicOovv 727. 19. 

éxtaxtos 707. 4. 
extivey 725.55; 728.19; 731. 12. 
extiois 729. 21. 
expdpiov 743. 29. 
edavoy 736. 15; 739. 5, 11, 10, 21; 784. 
eddoooy 669. 44; 705. 46; 7O8. 7, 20; 

729. 42. 
eAevOepos 705. 40; 722. 6. 

edevGepory 716. II. 
edevOepwors 722. 31; 728. 4. 
éuB(orduxds ?) 740. 18. 

euBadevors p. 263. 
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euBadrrev 708. 9, 21; 717. 1, 15. 
eppevew 725. 55. 
epmoteiv (?) 707. introd. 
euopos 707. 10. 
evderxvuva. 705. 32. 
evexa 719. 31. 
évexupacia 712. 3, 10, 16, 19. 

evexupovv 729. 44. 

évOecpos 713. 39. 
evtautos 725. 17, 20, 23, 25, 52. 

evuordva. 718. 40; 715.7; 724.4; 725. 28; 

728.16; 729.14; 730.4; 732.2; 808; 

826. 
evoxety 705. 41. 

evoixnois 729. 34. 
evoixioy 729. 34. 

evoxre 705. 71. 
evoxos 715. 31. 
evrodixos 7AL. I. 
evrés 724, 11, 133 728. 15; 729. 20, 30. 

evruyxave 717. 16. 
evatuov 658. 9. 

efamedevbepory 722. 13, 17. 
é€aeria 707. 4, 5. 

eLacbevety 705. 71. 
e€eivaa 705. 52; 722. 27; 724. 12; 7265. 

533; 727. 253; 729. 43. 
efeviavra 729. 15. 
eEnyntevey 714. 6. 
efnyntns 727. 1, 5. 

e&ns 725. 8; 729. 26. 
é£ob0s 719. 16. 

efovoia 706. 8; 719. 25. 

éoprn 725. 36. 
éoptixos 724. 6. 
erdyew, emaydpevar nuepa. See Index III (2). 

érabdov 705. 49. 

emaxoAovdeiy 729. 29. 

emavaykns 725. 42. 
eravayxos 707. 6; 729. 18, 40. 
eravo 707. 7; 740. 30. 
emei 713. 20; 718. 22; 727. 25. 
erepwotnots 718. 13. 
emi ro avté 713. 28; 716. 14; 729. 15. 

emBadrew 715. 13, 15. 
envyovn 730. 4. 
envypapn 719. 28. 
emidexeoOa 810. 

emonuety 705. 36. 
erouddvat 705.60; 715. 29, 34; 716. 18, 28. 

éridoots 705. 59, 76. 
emteixns 705. 42. 

emixataBodn Pp. 263. 
emtxeicOat 729. 20. 
emtxeparavoy 832. 

entxparew 718, 28. 

emupitns 714. 5, 38. 

emtdavOavery 744. 12. 

empedcca 719. 7; 727. 3. 
emtipedctoba 727. 15; 729. 22; 743. 43; 

744.6; 745.10; 746.9; 805. 
extpipynokery 791, 
erwixia 705. 34. 
erwvoun 780. 11; 810; 838. 
emumeurrewy 743. 30. 
énlonuos 722. 19. 
emuckorety 743. 43. 
enioravOa 724. 3; 725. 50. 

emtotateia 803. 
ematatns 790. 
emuatedew 718. 25. 
emtotoAn 746. 4. 
émoroAlo.ov 789. 
éncatpatnyos. See Index VII. 
entracoew 725. 13. , 
érureneiv 719.26; 726.20; 727. 22-4; 729.18. 

emirnpntys 712. I, 8. 
eritiwov 725. 55; 729. 20. 

emttporreve 727. 15. 

emtrpormn 743. 32. 
enitponos 716. 7 ; 740. 42. 
eroixioy 707. 37; 729. 34; 838. 

‘Era vopot 709. 7. 

epyaterOar 729. 19. 

epyacia 742. 11. 
epyareia 800. 
epyatns 739. 13. 

epyov 729. 29. 
epeBivOos 736. 92. 

| éptov 791. 
épxecGa 715.9; 748. 24, 42; 805; 839. 

eporay 744, 6,13; 745. 7; 746.5; 787. 
érepos 705. 63; 712. 10; 714. 4; 718. 22; 

719. 253; 725. 30; 726. 19; 729. 3, 4, 
Hits FG, PAC): 

ert 658. 8; 705. 23, 343; 718.21; 727.18; 
729. 3, 25, 443; 744. 3. 

ed mpdooew 822. 

evooxey 707. 11; 725. 47, 62; 726. 22; 

727. 26. 
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evepyéerns 705. 17, 66. 
evOadety 729. 22. 
eidéas 889. cibis 744. 7. 
evOuperpixis B69. 5. 

evAdyos 718. 28, 
evpevns 705. 15, 65. 
evvora 705. 31. 
evpioxew 717. 5, 8; 743. 25. 

evoxnpav 800. 
evtuxeiy 805. 
evxapiorewy S11. 
eprBevew 711. 4. 
epnBos 705. 49. 
epddiov 792. 

epodos 710. 4. 

- Cevyos 707.9; 741. 8, 9. 
(nrewv 726. 16; 805. 
Cupoupyos 754. 

(dros 736. 27, 60; 784. 

nyEpoveverv 800. 
jyenov. See Index VII. 
jrAwos 725. 12. "“HdAos 722. 6. 
meepa 705. 35; 718. 40; 724.14; 725. 12, 

Sy 41495 Vol. 7,115 136. 66-71, 905 
804. éraydpevar np. See Index HI (2). 

nuetepos 787. al. 
nysaptaBiov 708. 6. 
npooria 728. 20; 780. 27; 833. 
nuloea 729. 36. 

npicvvOeots 741, 15. 
npraBervoy. See Index VIII (6). 

jap 738. 3. 
nmntpa 738. Io. 
Aro 669. 8. 

b6&dew 717. 2; 748. 17, 27, 39; 745. 8. 
béua 740. 21, 26, 29, 33, 49. 

eds. See Index VI(a). 
bepivds 810. 

Ondukés 832. 

Ondus 744. 10. 
Opidaé 738. 6. 
Opiov (Opiov) 736. 9, 47. 

Optov 729. 22. 
dvydtnp 658. 15 ; 736. 14, 84. 

Ovew 658. 7, II. 
dupa 729. 23. 

Obucia B58. 2. 

idudypaos 719. 27, 34. 

idvos 712.19; 715.6; 729.28; 807; 836. 
idtwrexds 715. 373; 718. 11, 27; 719. 24. 

idworxds 740. 20, 28, 32. 
iepatixés 707. introd. 
iepevs. See Index VI (8). 
iepdv 658. 1, 22; 784; 785. 

icpds, tepa (yn) Tees ope 

ipatiov 739. 19. 
iva 709. 2; 718. 30; 742. 6, 8; 748. 37, 

43; 744. 13; 745. 10; 746. 10; 805. 
tnmapyos 790. 
immevs 735. 8. 
immuxés TAL. 11. 

isdtts 729. 31. 
"Ioea 781. 5. 

toos 715.47; 722.13; 725. 42, 56; 729. 20, 

43, 44; 789. 
isrdvat 709. 2, 10; 725. 46; 781. 9. 
item 735. 12. 
irpwov 736. 50, 81. 

Kaba 705. 473; 727. 24. 
kadarep 728. 24. 
xabapés 708. 5,18; 718.9; 729. 22; 736. 

17, 26, 49, 53, 78, 80; 740. 29; 836. 
cabiordva. 727. 19; 8386. 
cadre 705. 62. 
kaos 725. 44, 50, 51. 
kawos 707. 7, 27; 729. 12. 
kaipos 729. 5, 11, 19, 29. 
kadapeta 729. 3, 22, 24-6. 

xadapos B69. 28, 41; 729. 4, 25, 260; 742. 2. 
kadapoupyia 729. 4. 
Kaddvia 747. 2. Kalendae 787. 21. 
kadew 747. 1. 
kados 705. 40; 805. 
kapapa 729. 34. 

kapnritns 710. 4. 
xaproés 721. 7; 729. 32; 730. 19. 
kaprraveta 728. 25. 
kaprravety 728. 1, 10, 29. 

xapvoyv 741. 3. 
cataBddrrew 715. 37; 729. 18. 
xatayew 708. 3, 16. 

katadeirew 705. 44, 743 TOT. 30; 729. 20. 

carahoyetov 719. 3, 6 

katradoyn 787; 811. 
katapetpe B69. II. 
caravOpomiopes 736. 11, 18, 54, 94. 

kahas 745. 8. 
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caravrav 713. 23. 
catackevatew 725. 26. 

katacropa 708. introd. 
cararibevat 705. 78; 7O7. 9. 
carayopicew 714. 37; 715. 36; 719. 38; 731. 

14; 786; 826. 
carexew 712. 3; 713. 15. 

carouicewy 7O5. 24. 
katouktxos ‘715. 23, 25. 

xatoxy 713. 36. 
xatw 709. 8. 
cerevey 658. 10; 705. 51; 706. 13; 708. 

6,19; 715. 9; 7al. 13. 
céd\Aa 707. introd. 
kehddptov 741, 12. 
kepapuov 729. 36; 745. 1; 784. 
Képapos 729. IQ. 
képxiotpa 736. 77. 
kepddaov 808. 

knpos 736. 16. 
kav (= xirav) 736. 99. 
kwouvevew 705. 73; 839. 
kivduvos 708. 10, 22; 712.19; 715. 7, 36; 

730. 16; 804. 
kdadiov 796. 
kdels 729. 23. 
KAnpovdpos 719. 16, 17. 
kdjpos 715. 22,25; 721.6; 728.7; 780.9; 

794; 810. Cf. Index V (c). 

kAnpoux( ) 8383. 
cowds 719. 15; 729. 32; 740. 43. Kowdas 

715. 7; 729. 5, 6. 
KOAAnTpa 738. 91, 100. 
kopevtapsov 724, 8. 
xopicev 708. 14; 730. 20. 

xoviov 739. 7. 
conn 729. 3; 810. 
kompiopos 729. LO. 
kompos 729. 10. 

konre 728. It. 

xdpioy 819. 
xoopntevery 724. 1. 

KoTvAn 784. 
copwos 739. 8. 
kpacew 717. 1, 9, I1, 13. 
Kparioros 726. 17. 
xpi6n 708. 8, 20. 
kpiOooyetv 708. 6, 1g. 
kputnpvov ‘719. 8; 727. 4. 
Kpitns 726. 20. 

kragOa 7O5. 70. 

krnpa 707. 23, 25, 31; 729. 5 ef saep. 
ktavos 729. 16, 39-41, 43. 

xtntop 718. 14. 
kuBepyntns 717. 4. 
xuptakos Adyos 800. 

kupuevery 730. IQ. 
kupwos (‘lord’)728. 15; 744. 2. Cf. Index II. 
kopios (‘valid’) 719. 26; 725. 56; 727. 20; 

728.25; 729.14, 34; 7380.31; 731. 14; 

838. 
koun 705. 60, 69; and see Index V (4). 
kopoypapparevs 718. 13, 20, 26. 

hapBavew 707. 26, 29; 724. 8,9; 729.17, 

41; 743. 26; 744. 8. 
Aaurpds 705. 19, 39, 68. 
AavOaverv '705. 30. 
dafos 806. 
Aaoypadpety 711. 3. 

Naoypapia 714. 23; 733. 5. 
Aaoypados 786. 
héeyew 706. 11; 707.14; 717. 2; 744. 11. 

Necroupyew 705. 79; T3l. 4. 
Nevroupyia 705. 72. 
Aetroupyds 792. 
lex Iulia et Titia 720. 5, 14. 
Anyew 729. 17. 
Anppa 825. 
Anvos 729. I9. 
Aivov 736. 75. 
Awovdikds BEY. 33. 
duxas 669. 27, 31. 
Any 719. 17, 19. 
oyatypiov 7O9. I, 10. 
Adyos 705. 30; 708.13; 724.10; 725. 36; 

TIPAS, SE7US PW ig PGES TPA, TGV FER RS 
740. 30; 741. 1; 800; 825. 

Aowrés 707. 24; 709. 8, 12; 718. 36; 716. 
165) 724, 115 720m LOS ZA9e ACh SaCpan, 

732. 13; 740. 32. 
Avev 715. 19; 745.6; 808. 
AUtpov 722. 30, 40; 784. 

Avxvia 736. OI. 
Awpixka 812. 

pa( ) 736. 73. 

magister 737. 12 ef saep. 
pdOdnows 724. 3; 725. 7. 
paOnrns 725. 15, 21, 27, 48. 
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paxporpsowmos 722. 7, 16, 24, 33. 

paxatpopdpos 839. 
peyas 705. 22. 
petCov 669. 44; 717.9; 729. 43. 
pedixpos 722. 4, 9. 

peuBpas 788. 
péuperOa 706. 12. 

pev ovv 705. 30. 

pevew 744. 5. 
pepiCew 718. 29. 
pepos 70%. 7; 715. 15, 16; 716. 13—5, 20; 

MLOST A AAA Ea a AONO 5) LA0c10) Ss 
740. 46, 47; 810. 

peotrevew B69. 45. 
peoos 722, 7 ef saep.; 729. 28; 734. 3. 
peraBaddr\ew 728. 13. 
peradiddval 705. 38; 712. 16; 719. 4. 

perad\acoe 715. 10. 

perapepey 728, 11. 
petapopa 729. 34. 
perpew 669. 6; 735.7; 740. 24, 26, 35. 

pérpov. See Index VIII (a). 
péromov 722. 8. 

peype 725. 12; 729. 7, 9; 731. 3. 

pynkos 669. 6, 7. 

pynviatos 725. 51. 
pytnp 658. 4; 713. 5, 9, 23, 36; 715. 3, 12, 
BORIC ay oy 0,90, FLO. 25187 TOTES 

(220i 222 Ad. cl A0, Oe (28, 
2, 3, 28; 7383.5; 736. 69; 740. 44. 

pnxavn 729. 12, 23, 28. 

puxpos TAL. 4. 

pidwov 669. 30. 
puobds 724.53; 725. 18 ef saep.; 729. 12; 

TB Ye WIIG (Oe 
puobovyv 707. 14,18; 729. 3 ef sacp.; 730.1 

et sacp.; 810. 
picdoos 7O7. 17, 20, 24, 35; 729. 14, 20, 

24,415 130. 21, 31, 393 140. 34; 838. 

pucOarns 729. 8; 825. 

pva 728. 21. 
povayos 719. 32. 
povos 7O7. 22; 718. 11 3 729. 8, 9. 
péoxos 729. 16, 39. 
popov 736. 13, 84. 

vavayew 839. 

vavBuov 669. II, 24. 

vavrov 792, 

New 20 tes 

NewAomerpixds 669. 36. 
veounvia 725. 8. 

véeos 707. 17; 718. 8; 729.19; 836. 

veduros 729. 8. 

vouiopa 719, 21; 722. 25. 

vowos, Tav AiyuTtiov v. "706. 7. 
9. THs xopas v. 795. 

vop.os, ‘Emra vopnot 709. 7. 
vorivos 729. 9. 
voros 719, 14, 16, 18. 

vov, ta voy 811. 

dottko. v, 706. 

Eevia 747. 1. 

fevixds 712. 1, 8; 825. 

Enpds 786. 82. 
EvAapay 729. 31; 730. 10; 
Evdoxorrety 706. 13. 

Evdodoyeia 729. 33. 

Eidov 729. 12. Cf. Index VIII (a). 
EvAotopia 729. 209. 

dBoduatos 729. LO. 

6Bords. See Index VIII (2). 
dySoov 669. I, 2. 

66ev 714. 21; 716. 18. 
oikia 712. 5, 20; 715.15; 719. 15. 
oixoyerns 714. 143; 723. 3. 
oixodopety 707. 7. 
oikoddpos 739. IO, 12, 14. 

oikovdpnos 735. 6. 

otkoreduxds 669, Q. 

olkéreSov 718. 9. 

oivixds 729. 36. 
avoss 70723 3 129, 10, 10, 24, 27, 74501, 

2; 784; 788. 
odtyos 718. 23. 
édos 724. 8; 730.14; 740. 18. 

22; 744. 4. 
opvvery 714. 27; 715. 26. 

duos 705. 61; 725. 14. spolws 708. 8; 

TOO MORD TLE 2 725 22/3 ue2ins 08 WS: 
729.9; 786. 51, 71, 80; 740. 33. 

dporoyery 719. 12; 725. 1; 726.4; 785; 

808; 808; 831; 833. 
épordynna 725. 57, 62. 
dpodoyia 726. 23; 73l. 13. 

oporratpios 716. 16. 
omdatns 740. 19, 22, 25. 

évixos 741. 10. 

dA\os 7438. 

dvona 715. 10. 
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dvos 729. 9. 
6£0Bapov 741. 20. 

orov 728. II. 

ontiov 735. 5. 

onrés 707. 28. 
ora@pa 729. Il. 
onwpopudrag 729. II. 

éras 718. 12. 
opyuia B69. 28, 39. 
épitew 705. 48; 707. 28; 719. 31; 728. 

18, 36. 
dpkos 715. 31. 
épus 738. 9. 

épos 729. 7, 9. 

doos 724, 13 3 729. 25. 

domep 729. 6, 40. 
éattcovy 719. 25. 
datpeoy 738. 5. 

dre 736. 36, 92. 
ért 717. 2, 13; 748. 28; 744.11; 745. 8; 

811; 812. 
ovixaptos 735. 6. 
ovAn 722. 8, 16, 24, 343 723. 5. 
ovtos 706. 6; 707. 32; 743. 35. 

opeihew 712. 11 ; 732. 4. 
épethn 719. 24. 
oxopenioy 729. 31. 
oWapiov 736. 52, 62. 
éwov 736. O61. 
6Wovuov 729. 11; 731. 10; 744. 7. 

na( ) 797. 
matywov 736. 59. 
maddapiwv 730. 14; 736. 38. 
radiov 736. 39; 744. 7. 
mats 724. 8, 10, 13; 725. 18, 36; 736. 16 

et Saep. 
maktavirns 814. 

madaorns. See Index VIII (a). 
nahw 742. 9; 745. 5. 

mapmodus 718, II. 
mavapiOpes 742. 3. 
marnyupivew 705. 35. 
mavrotos 727. 28, 
mapaBaivew 725. 53, 54. 

mapaylyvecOau 74.3. 23; 798. 
mapaderkvuvac 721, 12. 
mapadergis 712. 2. 
napadidovat 716, 22; 729.22, 44; 742. 7, 9. 
nmapabeots 713, 35. 

mapakanel 744. 6. 
mapadapBavew 717. 6; 729. 16, 23; 742. 2, 

4; 785. 
mapadnyis 798. 
mapadoytopuds 711. 5. 
mapapevey 724. 13; 725. 43. 

mapapovn 731. 13. 
maparoAdwva 705. 73. 
maparidevra 713. I. 
mapapepva 796; 837. 
mapapuadakn 705. 72. 
mapaxwpev 719. 12, 25. 
mapaxwpytikoy 719. 20. 

mapewvar Z11. 2; 727. 11, 25. 

mapenBorn 736. 33. 
mapeE 729. 33. 
mapexe 717. 4; 725. 9, 42; 729. 4, 9, 195 

785. 
mapn( ) 788. 
maptevat, mapeyern 713. 26. 

natnp 718. 20; 715. 11; 784. 
marpixés ‘716. 15. 
natpav 706. 2, Lo. 
matpoos 715. 28. 
pedes 735. 12. 
medioy 740. 37. 

meCos 724, 10; 831. 
méurew 729. LI. 
meprraios 729. 24. 
mevraerns 725. 40. 
nevt@Borov. See Index VIII (2). 

mepiBarrew TOT. 32. 

mepiderrvoy 736. 37. 
mepeyew 719, 31. 
nepiomav 705. 53; 7438. 36. 
mepiotepa 729. 10; 736. 29, 79. 

mxus. See Index VIII (2). 
mafew 812. 

mupdoxev 719, 12; 740. 30; 784; 819. 
nioms 705. 32; 727. 21. 
mAakas 729. 28. 
mAaotés 729. 30. 
mAateta 733. 3. 
madatns 707. 26, 32. 
mAdros 669. 7, 8. 
méOpov BBY. 20. 
mrew 726. 11. 

miciota 742. 1; 744. 1; 746. 2. 

mrelov 705. 30; 712.18; 725. 39; 8383. 
mAnv TPG G68 SPAS, ey 

ee 
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mrivOos 707. 28. 
motov 799; 805. 
movs 727. 11. 

nove 705. 77; 707. 29; 709. 3; 713. 11; 
MUS MLO, LAC 22020, 0050720. 359445 
FIPAS}, TS Pl IE PADS ly ih, CKO, Bint 

743. 40; 745.8; 787; 8il. 
menos 705. 33. 
modus (= Alexandria) 727. 2. (= Oxyrhyn- 

chus) 658. 2, 6; 705. 22, 39, 43; 714.7; 
132. 2.> 736231, .Cl Index V (a). 

mottapxyns 745. 4. 
mopetov 792. 

mopOpevos 732. 4. 

mopOpis 732. 2. 
mopitew 719. 2. 

moppupa 739. 16. 
moaos 742. 4. 

motapos 800. 

more 745. 7. 
sotnpioy 741. 17. 
morivew (Os Oy 
mrotig pds 729. 13, 24. 

mous 669. 27, 32, 38; 722. 10; 723. 5. 
mpaypa 706. 4; 743. 19. 
mpaypateia 806. 
mpaypateutns 825. 
mpayparioy 746. 6. 
mpaxtopeta 712. 1, 8; 825. 
mpaxropixds 712. 21. 
mpaktop 733. 2; 734. 3. 
mpagéis 712.11; 728.22; 729. 21; 7380. 27. 
mpacov 736. 28. 
mpacoe 7O8. 10, 21; 718. 25; 822. 

mpatns 718. 12. 

mpidoOa 718. 5, 17. 
mpoBaroyv 807. 

mpoypagew 713. 29; 715. Bale Pinal, TB § 

14; 7382. 7, 10; 786. 
mpobecpia 724. 12: 728. 18. 
mpotevae 719. 9g. 

mpoxeioOat 713. 33, 37; 715. 30; 724. 12; 
725. 44, 51, 64, 62; 727. 22; 728. 32, 
fog 120s 16,097, 4250 (one 0, Lin 14s 
735. 8; 740. 23, 25; 819. 

mpoxnpvéts 716. 20. 
mporrace ‘7O7. 16. 
mpooBaivey 714. 16. 

mpooylyvecOa 784. 
mpoodeicba 743. 33. 

728. 

mpooedpevery 725, LO. 
mpooetvat 705. 31. 
mpocepxecOa 787. 
mpooperpe 708. 12. 

mpdaodos 705. 78. 
mpocopeirc 730. 25. 
mpootibeva, 706, 12; 708. 12. 

mpoopay.oy 736. 46, 89; 739. 7, 10, 12, 14. 

mpoopepew 795. 
tporpavery 718, 15, 26, 28. 
mpotepos 705. 48. mpdrepov 715. 16, 

mpopéepew 748, 6. 
mpoxetptov 741, 14. 
mpoxpeta 729. 13; 800. 
mpoxpnos 729. 17. 
mpwrtorpagia 712. 6. 
mTp@tos, pero. apiOpot 735. 8. 
mréepvé 738. Lo. 
nmuyov 669. 27, 34. 
mukvés 717, 16. muxvdtepov 805. 
mupds 708. 4 ef sach.; 718.15; 735.9; 736. 

8 ef saep.; 740. 28, 31, 32, 40; 784; 
789; 833; 836. 

mode 729. 43. 

mopapiov 707. 19, 26. 
nos 744. 12; 745. 6. 

quo 720, 12. 

papis 736. 75. 
pntop 707. 13. 
péa 736. 58. 
podav 729. 32. 
Togare 720. 3. 
popn 719. 17, 19. 
povviva, éopwooo 719. 5; 742.15; 748. 44; 

745. 10; 746. 11; 798; 805. 

cavdadwoyv 741. 10. 
cepidadis 736. 82. 

onpaivey 833. 
onucoypapos 724. 2. 

onpetov 724. 3. 
onpeody, ceonuelopar 713. 43; 719.6. 

semis 737. 11 ef saep. 
aidurds 738. 9. 
ourtxds 718. 8; 798. 

citwos 729. 44. 
orodoyikds 740. 17, 22, 27. 

See Index: VII. otTooyos. 
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otroperpixoy 740. 23, 25. 

oltrordntpa 739. 4. 
oitos 7O8. II, 22. 

cxapn 729. 28. 
oxern 785. 

oxoutAtiov 741. 19. 

cod\uov 7A. 8. 
oneipew 729. 31. 

onevdew 658. 7, 11. 
oreppa 740. 36; 833. 
omaun B69. 27, 32. 
onovdn 730. 12. 

omovdacew 746. 8. 

oradvoy 669. 29. 
oreyatew 729, 23. 

otepeds 669. 7; 836. 
arépavos 736. 56, 57. 
ornpov 739. 18. 
cron 839. 

aroxdfecGa 705. 75. 

orpatnyds. See Index VII. 

oul ) 784. 4; 797. 

svyypapew 707. 35; 729. 17. 
ovyypagy 713. 12, 32, 38. 
ovykataxwpi¢ew 719. 34. 
ovyxpnuatiCey 727, 21. 
ovyxopew 727. 9. 

ovyxopnots 727. 14, 26. 
cukapivos 661. introd. 
ovddeyew 748. 31. 

oupBadrdrew 717. 4. 

ouppayew 705. 33. 
cvpperpos 669. 44. 
cupmdynpwots 729. 42. 
ouprpooylyvecba 743. 33. 

oupputos 707. 10; 729. 22. 

ouppovey 719. 20; 724.5; 728. 373; 729. 
32. 

ouvayew 705. 48; 708. 11, 22; 838. 
cuvayopacpues 791. 

ovvavapwyos 718. 16, 19, 24. 
ovvedpevery 717, 8, II, 

cuverroiddvat 716. 28, 30. 

ovynyopew 707. 14. 

ovumaraval ‘715. 35; 724. 2; 726. 12; 727. 
WO, Aes S WEST. 

ovyrakis 729. 12. 

ouvytisay 729, 42. 

ovvripnots 729. 16, 17, 40-2. 
ovrtvyxavey "743. 37. 

INDICES 

auvevn 705. 77. 
avataots 726, 21. 
opddpa 705. 71. 
odupis 7Al. 3. 
cxowioy 669. 1, 3, 18. 

cxoucpes 797. 
cafe 705. 23. 
comp 705. 7, 66. 

tadavrov. See Index VIII (2). 

tapetov 705. 72, 73. 

ta voy 811. 

tapixyela 736. 5. 

tdooev 722. 20; 729. 17. 
tapn 736. 13, 84. 

taxis 748. 21. 

rexvoy 713. 19; 716. 8. 
rexrovikds 669. 35; 729. 12. 

Téxrav 729. 12; 789. 15. 

tedew TOT. 22, 24. 

Tédevos 707. 31 ; 729. 39, 40. 
TeAevtay 713. 20. 

tekevtn 713, 18. 
tédos 712. 6, 21; 724. 9; 788. 
TeA@vely Pp. 263. 
TeAwvns 732. 2. 
tépevos 785. 

teraptn 795. 

Terpayovos 669. 21. 
retpaetia 7O7. 21. 

rerpaxoluxos 836. 

tetpo@Borov. See Index VIII (0). 

téyyn 725. 8, 49. 

textor 737. 3 ef saep. 
Tidévae 725. 61 ; 742. 5; 745. 2. 

tikrewy 744, g. 

Tysav 705. 30. 

Tn 719.5205 728..38 = 739. 3, (16, 37 
734; 798. 

ticavn 736. 51. 

réxos 705. 49; .712. 6, 14, 21; 728. 20; 

799. 
torapxia 734. 3; 808. 

ToTmoypauparevs 838. 

ténos 705. 73; 707. introd.; 715. 16; 721. 
12; 7384.3; 742.5; 833. 

tocovtos 717. I. 

tpare(a, Snuoota tp. 721. 13; 835. 
miadov tp. 806. 

tpepew 725. 15, 45; 729. 4o. 

Cf. Index V (a). 

*AckAn- 
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tpiBavoy 661. introd. 
tpietia 729. 4, 5, 10. 

tpirdyvvos 741. 12. 
tptokadexaerns 714. 17. 
TpioBorov, See Index VIII (0). 
tpdmos 800. 
tpopn 705. 78. 

tpoxos 707. 7, 27, 29; 729. 32. 
tupdés 729. Io. 
Toxn 715. 27. 

tyeta 715. 29. 
tytaivew 748. 43; 745. 10; 746. 2; 805. 
tyms 729. 23; p. 263. 
Dopevpa p. 263. 
idpordpoxos 729. 13, 16. 
bdpopvdrakety 729. 23. 
vdpopudrakia 729. 7. 

viwop 738. 9. 
vedovs 741. 15. 

iuxn 733. 4, 6. 
vids 658. 13; 705. 70; 724.3; 727. 5. 
vrapéts 707. 15. 
tmapyew 712.5; 716.12; 718.16; 719.13; 

VPRA TAG WPS. eye TPL, Tepe. WiRIsy, Bie) s 
729. 21; 730. 30. 

umnpetns 712. 17. 

tmuryvetcOa 745. 4. 
trodecxvivar 743. 38. 

troddxtov 729. 28. 
brodeinew 729. 6, 25. 
trodoyey p. 263. 

trodoyitew 729. 13. 
tmddoyos 721. 4. 
indprnua 719. 4, 35. 

tmoonpevovy 658. 16. 
votepov 718. 11. 
twonyetcOa 743. 42. 

typos 669. 8. 

daypos p. 264. 
gaivey 708. 5, 18; 718. 30; 746.8; 811; 

826. 
gdawvddns 736. 4, 10, 77. 

dacs 805. 
hepyn 795; 837. 
pirdvOpwros 705. 21, 69, 75- 
girta 705. 32; 743. 21. 
diros 706. 6; 724. 2; 742. 8, 9; 

poperpov 740, 19, 22, 25, 27. 
745. 9. 

opixds 807. 

Prong Ol. 3,21, 245 FaT..to; TAS. 323 § 

AZO TO 2h OO L282 Ome 290 fs anede 
ppovri¢ey 727. 15. 
hpovriorns 727. 14. 
dudakirns 808. 

gpudraé 729. 11; 808. 

gvdaooew 705. 47, 62; 729. 11; 804. 
gpurov 729. 20, 22. 

xaipew 705. 7, 20, 58, 68; 708. 2, 153; 716. 

2; 719. 4,12; 724.2; 728. 37; 732.4; 

735.7; 742.1; 744.13; 746. 2. 
xadkiov 736. 6, 100. 
xadkds 722. 26; 743. 23. 

xarkovs 717. 8, Lo. 
xdpis 705. 63. yxapw 743. 29; 804. 
xelp 669. 40. 
xeuptoTns 734, 2. 
xepo( ) 799. 

xetpoypapia 719. 33. 
xeupsypahov 706. 4,5; 719. 9, 30, 33; 745. 2. 
xepoauredos 729. 30. 

xépa0s 740. 46. 
xu ) 739. 3- 

xAlapyos 708. 13. 

xparéos 661, introd. 
xitav 725. 29-343 (Kiar) 736. 99. 
xoimé 740. 18 ef saep. ; '789. 
xopnyewv 725. 20, 39, 50; 833. 
xépros 705. 78; 728. 8, 38; 730. 10; 

810. 
xovs (‘mound’) 729. 6. 
xovs (measure). See Index VIII (a). 
xpeia 729. 4, 8,173; 731. 7; 745. 6. 
xpnpa 705. 52. 

xpnuatiCey 710. 1; 727.8; 728. 1. 

xpnuattopds 712. 10; 719. 3; 835. 
xpnparvatns 719. 73 727. 3. 

xpnoba 745. 6. 

xpnoos 705. 75. 

xpovoes 707.11 ; 712.18; 714. 38; 718.11; 
719. 13; 724. 4, 9, 11, 13; 725. 9, 11, 
Zon AOG (28095 5 129. L 7s SCEP ys iaae 
11; 786. 

xpucovs 795. 
xpvaoxdos 806. 
xopa 729. 7, 8, 9, 23; 740. 46 (?). 
xopa 709. 8; 795. 

xopev 705. 40. 
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xapiov ‘705. 70. bbe 736. 92. 

xopis 719. 27; 724. 6; 725. 45; 729. 30, | dveioOa 721. 3. 

31, 34. ovn 732. 2. 
adv 784. 

WevdecOa 714. 31. apa 747. 3; 804. 

Wnxtpa 741, 7. apoypapos 710. 3. 

WArds 707. introd. ; 715. 16. écre 729. 31; 780, 10; 743. 27. 

OXFORD: HORACE HART 

PRINTER TO THE UNIVERSITY 
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EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. 

GRAECO-ROMAN BRANCH. 
WE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND, which has conducted Archaeological research 

in Egypt continuously since 1883, in 189% started a special depariment, called the Graeco- 

Roman Branch, for the discovery and publication of remains of classical antiquity and early 

Christianity in Egypt. It ts hoped to complete in the next few years the systematic excavation 

of the site of Oxyrhynchus under the direction of Drs. B. P. Grenrevt and A. S. Hunt. 

The Graeco-Roman Branch issues annual volumes, each of about 300 quarto pages, with 

Sacsimile plates of the more important papyri, under the editorship of Drs. B. P. GRENFELL 

and A. 8. Hunt. 

A subscription of One Guinea to the Branch entitles subscribers to the annual volume, and 

also to the annual Archaeological Report. A donation of £25 constitutes life membership. 

Subscriptions may be sent to the Honorary Treasurers—for England, Mr. H. A. GRUEBER 5 

and for America, Mr. Garpiner M, Lane, 



PUBLICATIONS OF THE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. 

ee 

MEMOIRS OF THE FUND. 

I. THE STORE CITY OF PITHOM AND THE ROUTE OF THE EXODUS. 

For 1883-4. By EpouaRD NAVILLE. Thirteen Plates and Plans. (Fourth and Revised 

Edition.) 258. 

Il. TANIS, Part I. For 1884-5. By W. M. Frinpers Perriz. Sixteen Plates 

and two Plans. (Second Edition, 1888.) 255. 

Ill. NAUKRATIS, Part I. For 1885-6. By W. M. Frinpers Petrie. With 

Chapters by CecIL SMITH, Ernest A. GARDNER, and BARcLAY V.HeEap. Forty-four Plates 

and Plans. (Second Edition, 1888.) 255. 

IV. GOSHEN AND THE SHRINE OF SAFT-EL-HENNEH. For 1886-7. 

By EpovaRpD NaviLLe. Eleven Plates and Plans. (Second Edition, 1888.) 255. 

V. TANIS, Part II; including TELL DEFENNEH (The Biblical ‘ Tahpanhes ’) 

and TELL NEBESHEH. For 1887-8. By W.M. FLInDERS PETRIE, F. Li. GRIFFITH, 

and A. S. Murray. Fifty-one Plates and Plans. 255. 

VI. NAUKRATIS, Part II. For 1888-9. By Ernest A. GARDNER and F. Lt. 

GRIFFITH. Twenty-four Plates and Plans. 255. 

VI. THE CITY OF ONIAS AND THE MOUND OF THE JEW. The 

Antiquities of Tell-el-Yahtidiyeh, An Zxtra Volume. By Epovarp NAVILLE and 

F, Lu. GRIFFITH. Twenty-six Plates and Plans. 25s. 

VIII. BUBASTIS. For 1889-90. By Epovarp Navitre. Fifty-four Plates and 

Plans. 255. 

IX. TWO HIEROGLYPHIC PAPYRI FROM TANIS. An E£xira Volume. 

Containing : 

I, THE SIGN PAPYRUS (a Syllabary). By F. Lu. GRIFFITH. 

Il, THE GEOGRAPHICAL PAPYRUS (an Almanack). By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE. 

With Remarks by Professor HEINRICH BruGscH. (Ou? of print.) 

X. THE FESTIVAL HALL OF OSORKON II (BUBASTIS). For 1890-1. 

By EpouarD NAVILLE. Thirty-nine Plates. 255. 

XI. AHNAS EL MEDINEH. For 1891-2. By Epovarp Navirre. Eighteen 

Plates. And THE TOMB OF PAHERI AT EL KAB. By J. J. Tyuor and F, Lt. 
GRIFFITH. Ten Plates, 255. 

XII. DEIR EL BAHARI, Introductory. For 1892-3. By Epovarp NaviLue. 
Fifteen Plates and Plans. 255. 

XIII. DEIR EL BAHARI, Part I. For 1893-4. By Epovarp Navitrz. Plates 
I-XXIV (three coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

XIV. DEIR EL BAHARI, Part II. For 1894-5. By Epovarp Navirxe. Plates 
XXV-LV (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

XV. DESHASHEH. For 1895-6. By W. M. Frinpers Petriz. Photogravure and 
other Plates. 255. 



XVI. 

XVII. 

XVIII. 

XIX. 

XX. 

XXI. 

XXII. 

XXIII. 

XXIV. 

»OHDE 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part III. For 1896-7. By Enovarp Navitxe. Plates 
LVI-LXXXVI (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 
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